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PREFACE TO FIFTH EDITION.

iave added considerably to this edition, hoping to increase its practical

lue to soldiers of all ranks
;

it is specially intended for the use of men
the field. It is very desirable to keep its bulk down to small dimensions,
it it should bely its title and cease to be easily portable. But the number
subjects to be dealt with in a pocket-book of this kind is considerable, and
dng to the varying climatic and other conditions of our great empire, they
ve to be examined under many aspects. Some are difficult to dispose of
a few sentences, and compression often robs of its real utility the lesson
lich'it is sought to teach. I have, however, throughout endeavoured to

ard against the over expansion of this little volume, and, by the extensive
e of contractions, to limit the number of its pages as far as possible.

It is hoped that all those for whom this work is intended may have care-
ly studied the theory of their profession in the pages of Military works,
chas, “The Operations of War," by Lt.-Genl. SirE. Hamley, and Colonel
eary’s “ Modern Tactics.

” “The Soldier’s Pocket-Book" is exclusively
actical in its teaching, and intended to meet a want which theory cannot
ike good. On active service all officers, Generals as well as Subalterns,
an find there is as much difference between theory and practice, as there
between the art of teaching soldiers during peace, and the great natural
t of being able to lead them in war.

WOLSELEY.
6, Hii.l Street, W.

iqth March, 1886.



PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION.

During many campaigns, and particularly at the outset of my career as -

soldier, I felt the great want of a practical and portable book upon th

ordinary duties that fall to the lot of soldiers when in presence of an enerm
Much useful information can be obtained from the Queen’s Regulatior
and from the Field Exercise Book

;
but as the instructions published b

authority for the use of our army are almost exclusively intended for peac

service, they are likely to lead one into difficulties if adhered to in the fiek

Some few years ago, when Sir R. Airey was Q. M.G, of the army, he pr<

posed to have a practical handbook for the staff, compiled by experience

officers of his department, and published for the use of the army. A litt

money was required for the purpose, which the War Office, from economic
motives, would not allow. I was to have been one of those employed
write

; so when the scheme failed, I resolved to bring out a work of th.

description on my own responsibility. The following pages are the rest

of that determination, and of my leisure hours for the last four years. >
claim is made for them on the score of literary merit. Almost everythii

in them is deduced from my own personal experiences
;
whereas it is

curious circumstance, that nearly all the English books upon war, includii

the only one intended as an aide irUmoire for field service, are from tl

pens of men who have never seen a shot fired in anger. Some of the

books teach the theory of war admirably. It is most essential that eve

officer should have a good knowledge of his science, based upon the histo

of former wars
;
but to know how to apply that knowledge to any got

purpose in the field cannot be acquired from such works. This Pockt

Book is intended to be a guide to officers from the moment war is declared

:

enters into the most minute details on everything connected with the wi

life one has to lead in the field, when cut adrift, perhaps entirely, frc

civilisation, but, at any rate, from cooks, clubs, tailors, and bootmakers,
make no apologies for its shortcomings, but publish it in the hope that

may be found useful by soldiers of all ranks in Her Majesty’s army.

G..J. W*
Montreal,

March, 1869.
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SOLDIERS’ POCKET BOOK

PART I.

idvice to Officers on Service as regards their hearing towards
sir Men.—The relation existing between the rank and file and the officers

our army, although peculiar, is not a subject upon which much reflection

common. To offrs. brought up in regiments, accustomed to see the
linary routine of military life go on as a machine, it seldom occurs that
r change could be made for the better. In fact, many pass their lives

hout discovering that the military career has any higher aim than that
noving men on parade by a most complicated process called drill, and
t of keeping order amongst them at all times by a system of severe
lishments and a rigid espionage, which is believed to be discipline. There
>ut little real sympathy between them and their men. Forgetting that the
dal system has passed away, as long as they do their duty by their soldiers,

y expect to find them always ready to obey their nod, and to stand by them
ill moments of peril. Pages might easily be filled in narrating the gallant
:ds of our offrs. and in recounting instances of their reckless personal
>osure to save the lives of those under their command. Creditable as
h conduct is, more still is expected of them. They must make them-
res loved as well as respected. In our intercourse with the rank and file,

must make them realise that all our interests are identical, causing the
:st-joined recruit to feel that success is of as much real moment to him
it can be to the general. Let us sink as far as possible the respective
s of officers, sergeants, and privates, merging them into the one great
fessional cognomen of soldier, causing all ranks to feel that it is a noble
i, of which the general as well as the private may well be proud. Let us
e up the phrase ' officer and gentleman,’ substituting that of 'soldier'

it ; let the word officer be used as seldom as possible, so that the private

B



2] ADVICE TO OFFICERS. [part X

may really feel that there is no gulf between him and his commander, bu
that they are merely separated by a ladder, the rungs of which all car

equally aspire to mount.
The only rewards that are justly our due are the gratitude of our countn

and the praise of our superiors. Company offrs. should remember that i

is always in their power to bestow the latter, and they should never lose ar.

opportunity of calling attention publicly to the gallantry of their men, dis

tinguishing individuals and holding them up to the admiration of others

In an army praise is the greatest of all moral levers, if administered with

discrimination
;

it is a trump card, costing nothing, that is always at th

disposal of the offr.
,
be he commander or captain, which enables him M

win if he knows how to use it. The bestowal of praise creates an intimacc

between the giver and receiver which it is most desirable to establish be

tween all ranks. Study to be familiar without being vulgar, and habit,

not intuition, will soon enable you to be gracious and intimate with you:

men without any loss of dignity. In all regts. some offrs. are immens
favourites with their men, and others the reverse. This is especial!

the case on active service, where community of danger, and constant assc

ciation create comradeship unknown in peace. Many privates only kno<

their offrs. as men who award them punishment, and although they kno'

they are always treated with justice, such a condition of affairs must evs

be prejudicial to the interests of our service; you must be intimate wit

your men before they will love you, and they must love you before yo

can hope to get the most out of them. You should study their prejudices

learn their individual characters, and by a knowledge of their respecth

sensitiveness, guard against wounding their feelings, for in every compan
there will be men of actual refinement in comparison to others. Strive t

raise the majority to a level with that small minority.

The offr. should take a lively interest in their amusements, encouragin

them in the practice of all manly sports. In fine, he should sympathise wit

their likes and dislikes, their pleasures and annoyances, being ready at a.

times to listen attentively to their grievances, be they supposed or rea

until at last they regard him as one of themselves, a companion and
friend. For and with such a man they will brave any danger or endu:

any amount of privation. Upon all occasions appeal to their honour at

chivalrous feelings : show them that you have confidence in them and tru

them. Cease to treat them as unreasoning children unable to take care 1

themselves. You will thus develop and create in their breasts feelings

honour even if they had previously been devoid of them. In your punis't

ments make the most marked distinction between ordinary offences ar

those committed when on duty, treating the latter with great severity. 1

fact, spare no pains to create and foster the growth of military spirit, 1

impressing upon all ranks the importance of their duties. Whatever m;



art i.] MILITARY SPIRIT AND DISCIPLINE. P
e the reason of it, it is nevertheless a fact that up to the present time we
ave never had an English commander who succeeded in calling forth any
;reat enthusiasm for himself or the cause in hand. We are too prone to
all down before the great Duke, and think that everything he did was
ight, and that his method with soldiers was the best. ' Without wishing
ar a moment to depreciate either the General or his great services, let anv
ne read the history of his wars, and what he accomplished, and then picture
3 himself what the Duke might have done if his soldiers had had for him
ie feelings that the French had for their Emperor. Napoleon was above
11 a student of character and of the passions and feelings that influence
len's conduct. By means of spirit-stirring proclamations, by appeals to
leir love of glory and all those points upon which he knew Frenchmen to
e susceptible, he was able to extract from his soldiers everything that they
•ere capable of. It is not true that Englishmen are utterly devoid of such
igh sentiments, but it is only special nourishment and treatment that will
levelop feelings so long ignored. Let any General arise who knows how
3 do so, and a new era of victory will be arrived at in British history. Let
ffrs. of all ranks ponder on this subject, and in their own sphere, no
tatter how humble that may be, let them endeavour to call out the finer
nd better qualities of those serving under them. No man can respond
•ith greater alacrity than the British soldier will, when an offr. who
nderstands him makes an appeal to his honour, his love of country, his
>yalty, and to all those subtle but powerful influences which alone can
invert mobs into armies. 'The greatest talent of a General,’ says Plu-
trch, ‘is to secure obedience through the affection he inspires.' In fact,
you want to win battles, make yourself loved by those who serve under

ou.

Military Spirit and Discipline.—There has been a tendency to
lake all regts. alike in their outward appearance, and to consider them so
i their feelings. Machines into which the individual talents and disposition
f men enter so largely, as into those called regts.

,
are never calculated to

eep time alike as watches do. The idiosyncrasies of C.Os., historical
aditions, and established customs, affect the character of regts. more than
light be imagined by those who draw their idea of our service from ' H. M.
egulations.’ The endeavour to assimilate them has not been happy

;
like

emocracy, it has had a tendency to pull down the best to a level with the
orst, instead of raising the latter. Military spirit is made up of trifles

;

rose by any other name smells differently to military nostrils. The
uardsman reduced to a linesman is not the fine guardsman any longer,
ake the best Rifle battalion and clothe it in red, it would soon cease to
i the dashing body it is now. No man who knew soldiers or their peculiar
ay of thinking, or who was acquainted with the many little trifles that go
) make up pride of Regiment, and that form as it were the link between it

n 2



4] PECULIARITIES OF OUR SOLDIERS. [parti

and discipline, would ever deprive a soldier of any peculiarity that h
prided himself on, without having some overpowering reasons for doing so.

The soldier is a peculiar animal that can alone be brought to the highee
efficiency by inducing him to believe that he belongs to a regt. which i

infinitely superior to the others around him. In their endeavours to foste

this spirit, colonels are greatly aided by being able to point to some peer
liarity in dress or title, and for this reason it is most unwise to take from i

regt. any device or peculiarity of any sort in which the men take a pride
The spirit of general assimilation that has for some years past found sue
favour with our clothing department, was borrowed from abroad

; but i

carrying it out we have gone into extremes, as is our wont. An attempt t

change the dress of the Madras army led to the mutiny of Vellore. T1
Duke of Wellington said of his offrs. in Spain, that many of his best me
were the greatest dandies. The better you dress a soldier, the more high
he will be thought of by women, and consequently by himself. Dress is i

much more consequence than civil ministers imagine." Before the Crimea,
war our dress regulations, which were opposed to all comfort and a.

common sense, had been carried out so strictly to the letter of the law, th;

there was a rebound as soon as men got free from the surveillance of towt
majors. This feeling was fostered, amongst the younger offrs. especiall

by the spirit of the public press, which went towards inculcating the idi

that everything old was bad. Many men before Sebastopol seemed
pride themselves upon looking as little like soldiers as possible. To 1

unshaven, and to be dirty, was supposed by some to be the sure sign of
good offr. Such views and ideas run like wildfire through an army,
its serious injury. Whatever the offrs. think fine, the men will think :

too. It is not easy to make an Englishman at any time look like

soldier. He is fond of longish hair and uncut whiskers. Men who hat
never worn beards arc apt to think that to wear one saves a great de
of trouble. It does so, if you do not clean it

;
but to wear a long on

and keep it clean, demands more time and trouble than shaving. C
service discipline deteriorates when but little attention is paid to dress, at

when the men wear almost what they like. It is an incalculable drawbar
to an offr. who is ordered on active service in command of a regt., nev
to have had experience of real war and actual campaigning

;

" he is

a loss how to act ;
to keep up the strict discipline of the home garriso

town in all its minutiae, would be as impossible as it would be mad
attempt it. To know where to relax, where to remain firm, and where
tighten the reins, requires the exercise of great common sense, aided

* Since •writing the above, l have read a passage in ‘ Kingiake’s Crimea,’ wh.
embodies my idea in such good language, that I beg to refer to it. See page No. 1

1

of Vol. III., beginning at, 1 In the capital ofmany a State,’ <S~v.



3ART I.] OUR DEALINGS WITH OUR MEN. [5

:xperience in the customs of war. Allowance under all circumstances

mist be made for men who march daily. They cannot be expected to be

shaved and have their clothes as well brushed as if in barracks : but without

vearying, or in any way bullying them, a great deal may be done by offrs.

tcting upon a good system. The greater the individuality you give to

:he soldier himself and to his company and to his battn.
,
the more he feels

shat his individual conduct is of importance. No pains should be spared by

afficers in impressing upon their men the consequence that attaches itself to

the behaviour of each of them. Make a man proud of himself and of his

;orps, and he can always be depended upon. He must believe that his

duties are the noblest that fall to man’s lot. He must be taught to despise

all those of civil life. Soldiers, like missionaries, must be fanatics. An army
thoroughly imbued with fanaticism can be killed, but never suffer disgrace ;

Napoleon, in speaking of it, said, ‘ II en faut pour se faire tuer.’

Officers should make a point of treating their wounds with indifference,

and except unable to continue in action through loss of blood, or breakage

of bones, they should struggle on, and not quit the ranks as long as their

strength admits of their standing up. They owe it to themselves as gentle-

men to do this
;
the offr. who quits the field before he is absolutely forced

to do so from physical weakness, is a very poor creatui e.

It is difficult to devise punishments for all crimes not punishable by
death. This is particularly the case on the march. All the dirty fatigue-

duties about a camp should be performed by defaulters. Care is required

that punishments awarded may not in any way whatever affect the men’s

health or reduce their strength. When a force is marching daily, all extra

drills must be avoided, lest the men to be punished should be overworked
by them. Soldiers, particularly old soldiers, are naturally grumblers. The
self-abnegation which is necessary on service finds a safety-valve in a ' good
growl. ’ The best and most faithful servants are often the greatest grumblers.

This disposition cannot be treated too cautiously and with too light a hand.

The tendency should be checked in young offrs., for if they grumble, the

privates will follow in a chorus that will soon grow too loud.

The only European war of which this generation of our soldiers know
anything, is that against Russia. It taught us many useful lessons, not the

least of which was the necessity that exists for watching over the morale of

our men. We are apt to think that if the Briton is well fed, well looked

after, and well led by his offrs., everything he is capable of has been given

a fair field, and will in consequence be brought out. During the siege of

Sebastopol, I verily believe that a large proportion of our men did not

know the name of the G.O. C. They seldom saw him
;
he did not live

amongst them. If he had feelings in common with them, they did not

know it. No touching appeals were made to their feelings of honour and
patriotism. All our attention was bestowed on their stomach ;

and the result
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was we never got much out of our men, and that in August 1855, our army
was in a discreditable condition of demoralisation.

Volunteering for Dangerous Services.—It is common for men to
say that volunteers in war 'come to no good,’ that the system of calling for

them when there is any particularly dangerous service to be performed is

pernicious, that men should content themselves with doing what the)
- are

ordered, &c. Such expressions were invented, and are still repeated, by
men who do not like danger—men whom no glorious impulse could ever
induce to volunteer for anything—men who have no courage for deeds
that bring fame and honour with them, and who are consequently jealous
of men who have. They are therefore anxious to prevent others availing,

themselves of opportunities that occur for acquiring distinction. Let no
soldier be deceived by such twaddle. If you are ambitious and ‘ covet
honour,' never lose a chance of leading or taking part in storming parties

and all enterprises that put you in contact with the enemy. If this reason-
ing of timid men once gets hold of an army, it is enough of itself to stifle

all enthusiasm and noble daring, without which no one can be a good
soldier, and without which an army of the most talented men in the world
is useless

;
it is a dead body, incapable perhaps of cowardice, but powerless

for great deeds. Love of country, disregard of personal comfort, and the

constant exposure of one's life for the safety of others and the honour 01

our Sovereign, are sentiments and actions without which no army can
long exist. We have been too much educated to believe that the British

soldier is simply a machine, incapable of noble impulses. Let us eradicate

such an impression, and foster the wish for distinction, by calling for

volunteers to perform all services of unusual danger, or those that require

more than ordinary courage. The offr.
, be he general or captain, who

acts upon the principle that all his soldiers are equally brave, will some
day find out his error to his cost. The longing for distinction, which is,

one may say, the mainspring to all military feeling, enters largely into

this subject. If volunteers are called for, and succeed in their undertaking,,

they must be petted and rewarded. It is to be hoped that in our next war
the G.O.C. may have the power to confer the ribbon of the Victoria Cross-

on the spot, subject to Her Majesty's approval afterwards. It is a great:

stifler to military enthusiasm that a man who has distinguished himself must

;

wait a long tedious reference to England before he can obtain any formal

recognition of his service. A reward conferred on the spot is doubly effica-

cious
;

it is more highly prized by the recipient, and has a greater influence

upon others to go and do likewise. A general should rather seek for in-
stances of courage to reward, than wait until they are reported to him :

courage in a man is the highest of all virtues, and it should be fostered in

an army in every possible way. One man who volunteers for any special

service of danger, is worth two men taken at hazard from the ranks.
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In action
,
to be cool and to seem ignorant that any danger exists, is of the

first consequence
;
you must at the same time, however, evince a lively

interest in all that is going on : come what may, have a smiling face. If

your men are under a fire to which they are not replying, walk about in

front of them as they are lying down. I do not mean that you are never

to avail yourself of cover, for when skirmishing it is your duty to do so

;

but under the above-mentioned circumstances the best troops are prone

to become unsteady, and it is then the especial duty of offrs. to set an
example of coolness and steadiness, and an outward contempt for danger.

When wounded, offrs. should take a pride in refusing the assistance of

their men to take them to the rear
;
men are only too fond of helping their

wounded comrades out of fire, and when once away, it is difficult to get

them back again. All must learn to wait for the ambulance. It should be
impressed upon them by their offrs., that the wounded of a victorious army
are always taken care of, whilst those of the beaten side fare badly. It is

more essential, therefore, for the wounded than for others, that their army
should win, and the fewer men withdrawn from the front line to take charge

of wounded the greater is their chance of success.

Advice to Officers ordered on Service.—The army having been distributed

into its several Divns., &c.
,
the generals to command them, and the staff

having been carefully selected, it behoves all offrs. ordered to take part in

the operations, to decide upon their field-kit, and make arrangements for

living beyond the reach of shops and tradesmen. If they have not been
vaccinated, they should be so at once. In the Article on Field Kit will be
found the result of the author’s personal experience in several campaigns.
Previous to embarkation, the best maps of the intended theatre of war should
be procured and studied at every spare moment. All good works throwing
light upon its history, resources, geography, the manners and customs of
the people, its climate, its military and naval strength, &c., are to be care-
fully studied, and a precis made of all such information, particularly as
regards the military events that have taken place in it; the positions taken
up by opposing parties, and those where battles were fought, sieges carried
on, to be noted down in the pocket-book, so that such places may be
examined whenever the subsequent moverfients of the army enable it to be
done. The nature and description of rivers, where navigable and where
fordable, the bridges over them, the chains of mountains, with the passes
through them, the railroads, routes, and other communications. The natural

productions, the nature of the timber, &c., &c.
,
to be studied. The same

pocket-book to have noted in it the dates when the respective seasons begin
and end. The composition and distribution of the enemy’s forces ; a page
in the pocket-book should be devoted to each army corps, giving all details

as to divns.
,
brigds.

, and regts. , &c. ,
and the names of C. Os. as far as possible

;

this will be of incalculable service when prisoners are taken, as the fact of a
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certain corps being there would indicate that such and such a divn. was i

your immediate front. The description of his guns should be noted, as als

whether the numbers given in his Returns, include offrs.
,
N.C.Os. and nor

combatants, or only the R. and F. of bayonets and sabres. It is almost need
less to add that at least a colloquial knowledge of the language is of incalcuL
able value. All S. Os. are expected to speak French. If the war is to bt

carried on in a country whose language is unknown to an offr.
,
he can at leas

do much towards acquiring a partial knowledge of it
;
he can learn from

vocabulary the names of things, and a few easy sentences. There is no wa

i

by which a man of very inferior ability can obtain a reputation amongst ui

for cleverness and learning so easily as by the study of languages. Th
same amount of application bestowed upon them, as is frequently give:

without any result to other subjects, will often secure good posts fo
men who are wise enough to make languages their study. This fact come
home to all who have served much in India. Where the language oc

a country in which war is being carried on is not generally known ili

an army, the services of those men who can speak it are of such value tha
they cannot be neglected.
Field Equipment for Officers.—It should be of the least possible

weight, and contain the fewest articles compatible with the maintenance c
health. Comfort must be disregarded when men take the field, as it is onl
a personal matter

; but it is essential for the good of the State that offrs

should keep themselves in such good health as to be ready at all times to d<!

the hardest work. Englishmen are so fond of their tub, and so particular

as to the cleanliness of their persons, that many think it impossible u

forego such luxuries
;
but it is surprising how soon one can learn to d<

without them. We are too prone to overload ourselves with baggage ir

the field
;

it is a saying abroad that * chaque officier anglais a sa bassinoire.
This 1 chaff' comes home to us with only too much truth. Formerly, met i

went campaigning prepared to lead a gipsy life, independent of all supplier
in the way of clothes

; wars lasted for years then, and the means of obtain
ing shirts, boots, &c. , from home were small. Now, a few weeks is tin

utmost one can be separated from railway communication, and a few month:
will probably be about the duration of active operations carried on b;

regular armies. Supplies of socks, boots, trousers, shirts, soap, towels, &c.
should be pushed well to the front in bulk, to be issued as required. The

i

infy. must be content with less than mounted offrs., who can carry extra

things on their second chargers.

Officers' Baggage in the field is now restricted to 80 lbs. for each F. O.
50 lbs. for other mounted offrs. having only one charger

;
and 40 lbs. foi 1

all dismounted offrs., as proposed in the first edition of this Pocket-book.
The Cooking for offrs. will in future be done by Companies and Troops
cooking utensils not to exceed 20 lbs. in weight, will be carried for tht
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)ffrs. of each Troop and Company,* or for every 3 other offrs. who may

fleet to mess together. In addition to the valise or kit-bag, which is to be

ooked upon as the light equipment of offrs.
,
there will be allowed to every

xffr. a bullock-trunk to carry about 100 lbs. wt. of personal baggage. I his

runk to be embarked with offrs.
,
but to be left at the B. of O. during active

novements in the field, and to be brought up only when it may be deemed

idvisable by the C. in C. f An Infantry offr. s kit should be as follows .
-

Worn or carried on the Person.—Helmet, tunic, trousers, shooting-boots,

socks (woollen), silk drawers, flannel shirt, silk pocket-handerchief, gaiters,

dasp-knife (with a tweezers in it), drinking-cup and water-bottle, J pocket-

xook,§ telescope or field-glass (having compass attached to it), watch, water-

proof-coat, haversack, and a map of the country.

To be carried in Valise
,
forming Bed.—A great-coat with cape

(
81bs.),

1 blanket (4 lbs.), 1 pr. of trousers (2 lbs. 2 oz.), 1 pr. of shooting-boots

and 6 spare boot-laces (2 lbs. 14 oz. ), 2 pr. of worsted socks (8 oz. ),

1 pr. of silk drawers (10 oz.), 1 flannel shirt (13 oz.), 1 silk pocket-

handkerchief (4 oz.), 1 woollen nightcap (4 oz.), 2 towels (1 lb.), a holdall

containing 1 comb, 1 small hair-brush, 1 tooth-brush, 1 small clothes-brush,

t pr. of scissors, and a metal soap-box ( 1 lb. 6 oz. ), 1 small sponge in bag

3 oz. ), 1 housewife (4 oz. ), 1 tin of dubbing (3 oz. 1, 1 portfolio, containing

pen, ink, and paper (15 oz. ), 1 journal book (9 oz. ), 1 cholera belt (6 oz. ),

1 calico bandage
|[ (3 oz. ), x candle lamp with a few candles (1 lb.), 1 tin

match-box If (3 oz.), 2 tin plates (14 oz.), 1 cup (in leather bag), containing

knife, fork, spoon, pepper and salt pots (1 lb.), 1 India rubber basin (1 lb.),

some tobacco, and ‘ The Soldiers’ Pocket Book' (1 lb.). The total wt. of

these articles is 29 lbs. 14 oz.
,
and as the valise in which they are con-

tained weighs 9 lbs., the whole kit weighs, say 40 lbs. The valise forming

the bed and holding the above detailed kit measures, when packed, 10" in

diameter, and is 28" long, as shown in sketch (p. 10).

Fig. 1 shows the valise rolled up, in plan when opened out for use as a

L>ed,°and a longitudinal section through it then. It consists of a waterproof

sheet 26" wide, ending in a cylindrically-shaped bag which holds the kit and
* A pottern set ofcooking utensils weighing about 20 tbs., can be hadfrom M V.

’

1 .

White, Military Outfitter, Aldershot.

I One of these bullock-trunks is to be seen in the pattern-room. Horse Guards.

X The best water-bottles are tho..e made of ebonite, and covered withfelt : they can

be had of Silver Sr Co., Cornhill7 those holding a little less than ij pints, weigh

when empty 13! oz.\ when full 2 lbs. 3‘1 oz. Our regulation water-bottle, that is

fwood, holds 1 i pints, weighs when empty 1 lb. 4 oz. ; whenfull, 2 lbs. 10 oz.

$ The most convenient size is 7" by 4". / strongly recommend metallic memo-

randum books ruled, with the corners rounded off, as the bestforfield sendee.

|| To be carried on persons when in actual presence ofthe enemy.

^| In damp climates, matches having sulphur on them should be selected.
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forms the pillow. The opening in this bag (a b in sketch) is secured b
a couple of straps or strings of soft cord. The bag should be made o
light waterproof material, except the portion of it (8") which will rest on th
ground when the bed is opened out, which is in one piece with the groum
sheet that is made of stout waterproof stuff (such as is now used for ma
bags) as far as^, the portion^ c

( 33") being, for the sake of lightness, c
less heavy waterproof material. In folding up the bed, the end c d is fi re-

doubled back on the pillow at ej’, the ground sheet in that condition bein'

.

then rolled round the valise or pillow. In this way no part of the sheet tha
may have been dirtied from contact with the ground is brought next tlv

bedding. A piece of light serge, 66" long and 30" wide, is fastened alon;
the sides and the valise end of the sheet

;
being open at the end c d, a sor

of bag is thus formed, which if filled with straw, hay, leaves, &c.
,
&c., form:

a good palliasse
;

it is necessary for health to have a woollen substance o
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iis kind between the body and the waterproof sheet. The valise and bed-
ng when rolled up are secured by two leather straps, which are sewn to

ie sheet for 30" from g towards e ; they are united close to g by a cross
rap, which forms a handle (when the valise is rolled up), after the fashion
' the straps commonly used to fasten railway rugs, &c. The valise ends at
ich side in a cap with edges 3" deep, pierced with seven brass-bound eyelet
Dies. This cap is of the same strong material that the portion of the ground
leet near the valise is made of. Beginning at g, at 4” from each edge of
ie ground sheet, is a line of strong brass hooks, k k in sketch, 6" apart,
id extending to the end of the stout waterproof material under valise,

ove loose through the eyelet holes in the cap at end of the valise is a strong
>ft cord about as thick as a pipe-stopper : this is kept there permanently,
> that each time the bed is rolled up there is no lacing in and out through
,

relet holes, but the caps are secured to the ground sheet by the slack
etween every two eyelet holes being passed over the hooks already described
5 attached to it. Another method for securing the cap, is by substituting
>ops of a similar cord for these hooks : they are permanently fastened to
ie ground sheet in the positions indicated for the hooks in the sketch, and
ie lacing in the other method is dispensed with. The valise and caps are
:cured by passing the loops through their corresponding eyelet holes in the
ip, and then through one another, the end one being fastened by a small
ather strap fixed for that purpose to the ground sheet.
The caps may also be entirely dispensed with by making the ground
ieet with side flaps of light waterproof material, which, being about 4"
ide, are turned inwards before rolling it up, so that when secured by the
raps already described the ends of the cylindrical package thus formed are
aterproof. The bed in this form, although not quite so proof against wet
s when the valise is provided with caps, is much simplified, and a little

reaper. When used in bivouac, the ground should be scraped away to
>rm a hollow for the hips

;
this adds greatly to comfort. When time or

rcumstances enable you to raise your bed off the ground, never fail to
0 so : a couple of planks or a hurdle raised at one or both ends upon
Dme stones are sufficient for this purpose. For ordinary climates one
lanket with a good great-coat reaching d'own to the ankles is sufficient.
strongly recommend having the blanket doubled, and sewed together
long one end, and two-thirds along the side. I have always found it a
ood plan to sleep in a silk or woollen cap of some sort, particularly when
ivouaeking. I should like to see one served out to every soldier. When
‘nts are used and it is safe to do so, it is a great luxury to take off your
oots at night

;
if you cannot do this, loosen the lacing as much as possible.

Anns.—The sword should be light but sharp. Offrs. of all ranks and of
1 branches of the service should have a central-fire revolver carrying the
;gulation pistol ammunition. I strongly recommend offrs. to have their
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revolver or other pistol, sword, scabbard, stirrup-irons, bits, chains, am
everything iron or steel well niclded. It keeps them from rust, and save
much trouble in cleaning.

S.Os. should have, in addition to the above, a 50-ft. measuring tape,
prismatic compass, a little tin colour-box containing Indian ink, burnt sienc

Prussian blue, green, and a brush. A couple of pencils, some good stei

pens, a block of sketching-paper, a pair of compasses, and pocket range
finder (a pedometer is useful). An almanack to be specially prepared by th:

Intelligence Department in England for the use of offrs. and N. C. Offrs.
,
th

calculations being made for the latitude and longitude of some central tow'
in the intended theatre of operations. These almanacks should be prime
on slips of a size to fit the pocket-book, into which they should be pasted
The following useful form is that in which they were supplied for th

Ashantee war.

OCTOBER, 1873.

Lett. 7
0

o' N. Lon. 2° o' IV.

Bearings, Magnetic/ Variation, 180 23' W.

MOON’S PHASES.
October 6th O Full Moon ....

,, 13th C Last Quarter ....
,, 21st • New Moon ....
,, 29th J First Quarter ...

Date.
Sun. Sun’s bearing at Moon. Moon’s bearing at

Rises. Sets. Rising. Setting. Rises,
i

Sets. Rising.
|

Setting

I *

1 T
H. M.

6 2

H. M.

5 58

0

E. 2x S.

0

\V. 15 N.

H. M. H. M.

2 14 P.M. ;

—
1

0 l
0

E. . —

Every mounted offr. should carry, strapped to his saddle, a waterproo

coat rolled up with his great-coat, and a leather case containing pencil

pens, and paper. The S.O. should carry all the most indispensable articli

of kit in saddle-bags on one of his spare horses. If the campaign is to 1

in a very rainy region it is a good plan to have 1 of the 2 pairs of boo

made to come well up the thigh, being so finished inside that the tops ca

be turned down below the knee in fine weather. A pair of good shootin;

boots, or a pair of very loose Wellington boots, are very convenient to slee

in, or to wear after a march, when walking about in camp. For cavly. an

all mounted offrs. good brown leather butcher boots are indispensable
;

tl

* Initial letter ofthe week.

H. M.

5 31 A.M.
6 25 „
10 55 ».

o 10 „
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les should be thick with a broad, low heel, and made to fit easily
;
they

ould be slit up over the instep, with a soft tongue sewn all round to

ake them waterproof, and the opening fastened by lacing ;
the spur-strap

cover the opening and the lacing. I strongly recommend silk drawers,

ey add greatly to comfort. Messing is always a difficult matter, as the

nglish offr. will carry his preconceived notions of comfort into the field

ith him. He must learn to live as much like the private soldier as possible,

id Os. C. battns. should positively forbid the conveyance of private stores

ith the regtl. baggage. As has been said before, all future campaigns

iust be of short duration, and any offr. who cannot make up his mind to

,e upon the same fare as his men, had better remain at home with his

lother. S.Os. should mess in threes or fours, having provided themselves

ith a canteen for each mess similar to that recommended for other offrs.

'he attempt to carry about a table or chair during the active work of a

impaign is ridiculous
;

offrs., like their men, must eat their dinners sitting

n their beds, or on any large stone that may be at hand.

What all Officers should carry in their Heads.—Taking it for

ranted that all offrs. are well acquainted with the Queen’s regulations and
le customs of the army, they should endeavour to carry in their heads
srtain easy mathematical formulae regarding the measurement of distances,

:c. A great deal of course depends on their disposition and their power of

erception. Make it a practice to note carefully, even as you whiz along in

railway carriage, the peculiar features of the country, the nature of its

:nces, &c. This is commonly done by hunting-men from habit, so much so

tat with them it is a mental operation gone through almost mechanically,

iccustom yourself to time the pace at which you travel, to count the number
f telegraph poles there are to a mile, and so ascertain how many yds. they

re apart, &c. As time and distance are the two elements upon which all

tilitary movements hinge, offrs. cannot accustom themselves too much to

very-day calculations regarding them, as they bear upon their amusements,
r their ordinary routine of duty. I think men accustomed to keep horses
re more in the habit of doing so than men who don’t ride much. To keep

.
journal is very good practice

;
in it should be noted one’s daily habits, the

vents of the day, and general opinions upon them, together with remarks
pon the books one reads, the politics of the time, foreign affairs, &c. All

uch practices tend to impress useful facts on the memory. It is taken for

;ranted that every offr. has a fair knowledge of arithmetic, of at least the first

wo books of Euclid, of plane trigonometry, of algebra as far as quadratic

quations, and of permanent fortification. They should be able at a glance

o distinguish the common vegetable productions, including the various

pecies of timber. For facilitating the measurement of distances, &c. ,
every

>ne should know the exact length of his ordinary pace, and be able to pace
rards accurately ; he should know the exact length of his foot, hand, cubit,

ind sword, and arms from tips of fingers of left hand to right ear
;
he should
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know the height of his knee, waist, and eye, and also the exact proportio
that his drinking-cup bears to a pint. The more information regarding th
strength, composition, and distribution of the contending armies that an offr
can carry in his head the better.

THE ORGANISATION OF OUR ARMY.
Cavalry.—The organisation of the English cavalry is as follows :

—

i. The Household Cavalry; 2. Heavy Cavalry; 3. Medium Cavalry
4. Hussars. There are only 3 regts. of Household cavly.

;
they are armed

with cuirass, and steel helmet, heavy sword, revolver, and B. L. R. carbine..
The N.C.Os. and men must be 6' in height. There are 4 regts. of heavw
and ix regts. of medium cavly., 5 regts. of the latter are lancers armed
with lance B. L. carbine and sword (26 N.C.Os. and trumpeters have re
volvers instead of lances), and, with the exception of the Scots Greys, wea.!l
brass helmets. There are 13 regts. of hussars armed as the heavies, thed
"'ear busbies instead of helmets. The sword used bv the 4 regts. of heavvi
cavalry is 35^' in the blade

; wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz., or, with scabbard, 4 lbs. 9 oil
That used by all other regts. is the same in length, but is 6 oz. lighter, th*
sword and scabbard together only weighing 4 lbs. if oz., or oz. lighten
than the old pattern which is still used by the heavy regts. In future manuu
facture the universal pattern for all mounted services, except the household:
and the 4 regts. of heavy cavly., will be a sword weighing 31 oz.

,
or

together with scabbard, 3 lbs. 9 oz., the length of blade being 33". Th<

,

lance is 9' long, weight 3 lbs. 13! oz.
;
the staves are bamboo.

The M.H. carbine weighs 75 lbs., is 3' 2" long, and can fire the amnntni
tion of the Infantry rifle, although it has an ammunition of its own (see article
on Ammunition)

;
it is sighted up to 1000 yds. Arm-chests holding 2c:

carbines weigh when empty 70 lbs. , and measure 3' 7"— 1' 73’'— 1' 2" (out

.

side). The service revolver weighs 2f lbs.

The offrs’. chargers are their private property. The average lit. of cavlv.
horses is 15J hands. The average net wL of a dragoon is about 11 stone
6 lbs.

; of a lancer 10 stone 12 lbs., and of a hussar 10 st. 1 lb. The wt. oil
tlleir dress, arms, accoutrements, ammtn.

,
saddlery, and equipment is inn

round numbers about 103 lbs. for all. Adding the wt. of water in w ater- -

bottle (2 lbs. 4.) oz. )and of 2 days’ rations for the man (4 lbs.), the total wt.
carried by our cavly. horses is about 19 stone 10 lbs. in the heavies

; 19 st.'

5 lbs. in the Lancers, and about 18 st. 5 lbs. in the Hussars. To these wts.-.
must be added at least 1 day’s corn for the horse.
Our cavly. equipment is still much too heavy, and the men are dressed!

too much for appearance and too little for the work they have to do on
service. It is to be hoped that the helmet now given to the infy. may be
also issued to our hussars and lancers. The tunics are still far too tight,

preventing the full and free play of the muscles about the throat, arms, ami
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:st. The sling sword-belt is an abomination, and with the steel scabbard,
sword can ever be kept in serviceable order. The sword is only for use
horseback, it should therefore be fastened to the saddle, and the dragoon
:reby relieved of its wt. The pistol should be carried on the man’s person,
:h a lanyard passing round the neck, so that when separated from his
rse by any accident he may be effectively armed. The regulation bridle
d bit are heavy and cumbrous, and the present headstall might easily be
pensed with by making the bits removable so that the head portion of
: bridle should serve as a headstall. All brass bosses should be removed
m our saddlery

;
they are useless, and entail trouble upon the soldier in

jping them clean. It is to be hoped that all bits, chains, stirrups, and
ler iron work over which hours are now uselessly spent in burnishing, may
future be either nickelled or lacquered : the dragoon has now too much to
rn to afford the time required to produce this theatrical effect. The time
uandered daily in this folly would suffice to teach him much that he is

lorant of, but which is essential to his efficiency. Although the time may
t yet have arrived for arming infy. with a repeating rifle, I am sure the
vly. should have a magazine rifle of some sort. In the sudden dashes
ide by cavalry to seize points of importance, it is most essential they
ould have such a weapon

;
and as only a proportion of the men are dis-

Dunted at a time, there can be no great practical difficulty in controlling
sir fire. Machine guns should invariably accompany cavly. in their raids,
d distant operations.
Cavly. Pioneer, tools, &c.—The pioneers consists of i serjt. per Regt.
d 4 men per Sqdn. who carry the following per squadron : i hand-axe
[ oz.

) ;
i saw file (2 oz.

) ; 1 pick (3 lbs. 11 oz.
) ; 1 pincers (5! oz.

) ;

ding rules (2'—2 oz.
) ;

x hand-saw (14 oz. ) ;
1 hand-saw sets (3 oz.

) ;
x

ovel (3 lbs. 4 oz.)
; 2 spanners (9"—21 oz.)

; 8 gun-spikes (1 oz.) ; 2 de-
lators, each with 2' of fuze (8 oz.

) ; 8 discs of dry guncotton (2 oz.
)

: 15'
oe lashing (1"— oz.)

; 18, 4" iron nails (xif oz.). Besides this.there 'is

tried by the serjt. 1, 2" auger (2 lbs. i2g oz.
) ; 2 gun-spikes

; 1 box of
itches

, 1 cylinder to hold 8 detonators, and i to hold 12 discs
;
also 20

s. of soft iron wire (2 oz. ). Each squadron is now to be made complete
thout calling on the things carried by the serjt., and will have 1 pack horse
carry its tools, guncotton, &c.
To clean Brown Belts, crc.—When wet they should be dried in the sun or
a warm room, but they will crack if placed close to a fire. Dirt should
removed by a damp (not wet) piece of sponge or rag. Soft soap should
applied to polish when the belts, &c. , are clean and dry by dipping a

rner of a sponge or rag in water and then rubbing it on the soap until
lathers, then apply to the leather, and when dry polish with a dry rag :

is softens as well as polishes the leather.
Soft Soap is made with 8 oz. common yellow soap and 4 oz. of beeswax

;

e former should be cut in small pieces and boiled with the beeswax,
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War Establishment of a Regiment of Cavalry. (4 squadrons.

The

No.

of

the

carri-

age.

Wagons & Carts. Carriages.

T Hd.-Qr. Wagon 1

2 to 5 Squadron V agons .

.

4
6 Forge Wagon .

.

1

7 to 10 Supply Wagons 4
11 to 12 Tent 2

f S. A. A. Carts, with )

13 to 14
\ a few tools .

. J

14

Offrs. N. C. Os. & Men.

Lieutenant-Colonels
Majors
Captains .

.

Subalterns
Adjutant .

.

Paymaster 0

Quartermaster
Medical Officer

Veterinary Surgeons

Total

Serjeant-Major
Q.M. Serjeant
Band Serjeant
Paymaster Serjeant *

•Armourer Serjeant
Saddler Serjeant .

.

Farrier Q. M. Serjcan
Serjeant Cook
Trumpet Major ..

Orderly Room Serjt.

Transport Serjeant
Troop Serjeant-Majors
Serjeants .

Serjt. Farriers
Saddlers . . .

.

Shoeing Smiths
Wheelers and Sadi'

makers .

.

Trumpeters
Corporals
Bandsmen
Privates .

.

Drivers X • •

llctrc

Total N.C.Os. Rk. &

Total of all ranks

32

(> v

Horses.

480

..
|

480
1
57

88 I 481
|
57

Details with regtl. lld.Qrs.

—

Officers
Serjts. of all grades .

.

BAtmen
Wagonmen
Cooks
Drivers
Mules for Mcdcl. Panniers .

.

Dismounted Men

Total

Ammunition.

Carbine, on the soldier
Regtl. Reserve
Pistol, on the soldier .

.

Regtl. Reserve . . .

.

Estabmt. of a Squadn. Nos. C. T.

( >fficers 6 18

Trp. Serjt. -Majops .. .. 2
1

Serjeants 6
Corporals 8
Artificers 4

1
1 rumpeters 2
Privates 96 J
Drivers
BAtmen 12
V agomnen 1

Total all Rks .. .

.

J 39 18 118

The Regt. will be distributed thus:

§ Includes i mule. Nos. C.
!

T.
j

Left at Base 22 I
)

15 ' 8lid. ( >rs. in the field 84

4 Squads, all men carried 556 7- 47*
[

Total . . .

.

662 88 480 I

C. T. and D. in the above table stand

Chargers, Troops and Draught horses.
0 To be left at B. of O. t This is a nu

$ 2 of these are allotted, together with i ni

for Modi, purposes.
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Articles worn or carried by tJie soldier of Cavly. and other Mounted Corps in
marching order.

ill head-dress

mic.
annel shirt

„ belt . .

•awers •

ntaloons . .

aces . . .

cks ....
tots ....
urs

S Lancers . .

( Hussars .

oves
luntlets (Lancers and heavy
Cavly.)

lbs. oz.

i i3i
I I2f

3 o
1 if

O I2i
2 6

o 4
o 4^
4 ii

o 13*
o 3*

o 12

lbs. oz.
Girdle (Lancers’) 024
Field Dressing 02

(Arms, Accoutrements, &!c.)

Sword and belt, &c
Haversack
Water bottie, full, and strap .

Pocket-knife and lanyard.
Pouch belt

Pouch and 30 rds. of ammtn.* .

Carbine
Lance.
Revolver

5 12

o 4
2 9
o 6

o 9
3 13*

7 8

4 o
2 4

Articles carried on the horse, and horse equipment.

(Saddlery.)

ddle complete + 22 o
idle complete 40
east plate 13
upper 12
allets, pair of 2 12^
sad rope 015
oe cases and 2 shoes . . . 2 '14$

imnah 2 12
sad rope

(Equipment on saddle.)

1 holdall (containing spoon,
comb, and housewife) . .

1 pair socks
1 towel and piece of soap .

1 polishing brush
1 tin of grease
i horse brush
1 curry-comb
1 horse rubber
1 stable sponge
1 oil bottle

1 pocket ledger
1 day’s reserve ration ....

1 o
o 4I
o 8
o 4
o 10
o 9
o 12

o 9
o 1

o 4
o 4

lall blanket under saddle ..20
jof picker 02
>sebag j

sel rope and shackle ...12
cketingpeg i 2f
isso equipment,with long trace! 10 0
fillet i 3 0
rbine bucket

(Articles in wallets.)

lannel shirt 1 jf
)air drawers i2f

(Articles infront of the saddle.)

1 cloak rolled 40" long ...71
1 forage cap under centre cloak

straps 05
' (Articles behind the saddle.)

1 waterproof sheet C
1 hay net o 15
1 corn sack i {

1 mess tin with current day’s meat 2 o
All other articles belonging to the

soldier to be put in kit bag and left in

regtl. depot at 13 . of 0.

.

exPensc pouch will be issued for an additional 10 rounds of ammunition,
t I he new pattern saddle will be nearly 4 lbs. lighter.
+ In regulated proportions. $ When sabretache is worn, add 1 lb. 7 oz.

C

7
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The following approximate wt?. for Lt. Cavly. indicate what
horse carries on active service :

—

The rider (say) • • •

Clothes on rider—viz., flannel shirt, drawers, socks, braces, head-dress,

tunic, pantaloons, boots, spurs, gloves, and flannel belt . . .

.

Arms, &c.—viz., belts, sword
Carbine
Ammunition : 30 rounds • •

Saddlery—viz., saddle and bridle complete, breastplate, wallets, shoe

cases, numnah, head rope, and carbine bucket

Small blanket under saddle

Kit of rider—viz., clothes brush, stable sponge, oil bottle, pot of grease,

horse rubber, pocket ledger, field dressing, horse brush, curry-comb,

flannel shirt, drawers, socks, towel and piece of soap, holdall with

needles and thread, kit, scissors, fork, spoon, comb, and forage cap

One day’s reserve ration (sausage), say

Cloak and waterproof sheet

Mess-tin and strap

Haversack, water bottle, and pocket knife

Hoof picker, nose-bag, picket peg, heel rope, and shackle

Hay net, corn sack .. • •

A fore and a hind shoe with nails

Balance of man’s rations, &c. (say) .. .. ••

Balance of horse’s forage, &c. (say)

Mallet (when carried)

Total

Regimental Transport.

The next pages give the details of the regtl. Transport which is a

integral portion of the Cavly. Regt. when placed on a war footing. Tf

drivers and Transport Serjts. belong to the Regt., and the O. C. the Regt.

at all times responsible for its complete efficiency. All wagons and carts use

for Regtl. and for all other transport purposes are equipped as shown belo\

Wagon and Cart Stores.—The stores, detailed below, being sped

to wheel transport, are omitted when pack transport is employed. T1

wt. of a G.S. wagon, Mark IV., and of the men with their kits, arms, ar

rations, who wili be carried on the wagons, are added together in th

Table to avoid the necessity of repeating them in subsequent tables. Whr
Mark III. G.S. wagons are used, as in the case of cavly. forges, the wt. to I

drawn will be x cwt. lighter. As the rule, the wheel-driver and the wage

man will be on the box seat of the wagon, but no other man is to ride the

unless specially authorised to do so. No man must, on any pretence, 1

allowed to ride inside the wagons when they are loaded with stores. Ti

wagonman must walk up and down hill, and whenever the draught is lieav

He works the break, and is responsible for the care of the stores in tl

wagon. Every wagon and cart will carry 1 day’s rations and forage f

its drivers and horses. Every wagon and cart will have an inventory boa)

st. lb. o:

10 4 c

1 11

7 «

7 7

4 i

9 ”

7 ;

O II

9 1

1 11

4 >

3
1 iz

18 5



WAGON EQUIPMENT. [19T 1.]

:aining a list of its contents with their authorised or approximate wts.

eighing machine forms part of the equipment of each wagon, to enable
C. O. to make sure that the authorised load is not exceeded.

G.S. Wagon, Mark IV., with its Complete Equipment.

Article.

I

No. carrd.
Wt. of 1

article.

Total
Weight.

Remarks.

ib. oz. lb. oz.

c, felling, 4^ lb. . 1 > 12 5 12 Strapped to tailboard.

e, pick, helved . 1 8 9 8 9 Do. under body nr. front.

*rd, inventory 1 X 0 I 0 Carried in front box.
xes, tin, 6 lb. of grease . 2 7 8 9 0 Strapped on fore-carriage.

ish, carriage .... 1 O IO O 10 In small locker.

ckets, canvas .... 2 O I I I 6 In front box.
ckets, leather .... 2 4 12 9 8 Slung under fore-carriage.

1 hooks 1 2 O 2 O Strapped on tailboard.

oks, reaping .... 2 I O 2 O I> it

Strapped under body.ul, handled .... 1 3 4 O 14 O

, linch 1 O 5 O 5 In small locker.

sts, picket, field . . . 4 6 0 24 0
(2 on each side, under raves
l at rear.

pes, drag, light . prs. 1 7 0 7 0 Strapped to raves off-side.

pe, lashing .... 1 2 11 2 11 In front box.

pe, picket, 16 yds. . . 1 14 0 14 0
(Strapped to axletree fore-

1 carriage.
Dvel, universal . 1 5 0 5 0 Strapped on off-side.

ide, universal. . . 1 5 IO s IO Strapped on near-tide.
jn yam . . . skein 1 5 0 5 0 In front box.
isher, iron 1 0 II 0 11 In small locker.

ighing machine • • . 1 1 0 1 0 In front box.

tal wt. wagon equipment .

.

. 119 2

n on box seat. • say 2 160 0 320 0 Wheel-driver & wagon-man.
ms and kits of 2 men* . 2 40 0 80 0 In front box.
inkets, G.S., for 2 men . 2 4 12 9 8 ,, (the drivers’).
lay’s rations and forage!

84or drivers and horses, say /
• • • '6 it

tal wt. of personnel . . .

.

• 493 T4
3. wagon, Mark IV.

A

vith pole, drag-shoe andl
hain, floating-raves, bale>
loops, canvas cover, &c., 1

•• •• 2131 O (Wagons vary slightly in

l wt.
omplete. . . . say)

tal wt.ofwagon equipped, I

mt not loaded. . . ./
••

.
•• 2744 O Or 24$ cwt.

* The kit of the lead driver is carried on the off-horse.
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I

Equipment of Cart.

Articles. No.
Wt. of

1 article.

Total
Wt.

How carried on S.A.A.
carts.

Board, inventory . . . I

lb. oz.

1 0
lb. oz.

1 0 In locker.

Brush, carriage .... I 0 10 0 10 it

Buckets, canvas • • • • 2 0 11 1 6 it

,, leather. • . • 2 4 12 9 8 Slung on near shaft.

Grease for wheels . . .. 3 0 3 0

„ tin box, for . • • I 1 8 1 8 Strapped near side.

Hooks, reaping .... 2 I O 2 O In locker, or on tailboard

Pin, linch I 0 5 0 5 In locker.

Ropes, lashing .... I 2 12 2 12 it

Ropes, drag, light . . pr. I 7 0 7 0 Strapped on footboard.

Spun yarn. . . . skein X 5 0 5 0 In locker.

Washers, drag .... X 2 13 2 13 a

Cart equipment, total wt .

.

•• •• 36 14 In other carts, st rappee
on, or placed inside.

Books and Stationery sufficient for 3 months will be taken into the fielt

for a Regt. of Cavly. or a Battn. of Infy. or Batty. R. A., they will be pack-,

in 2 boxes, each when full weighing about 70 lbs. for the cavly. anil ini

and 65 lbs. for the R. A.
The wagons are drawn by 4 horses, the lead pr. driven postilion fashio

and the wheelers with long reins from the box. They march with t

baggage columns and seldom leave the roads. Their draught is calculate

at a rate of 10 to 11 cwt. per horse. The infy. S.A.A. and Tool cart*

drawn by 2 horses, driven postilion fashion, and accompany the fightii

line. Their draught is calculated at 8 to 9 cwt. per horse. The cavl

S.A.A. cart has 4 horses, and accompanies the fighting line, generally rnovit
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i the H.A. ammtn. wagons ;
both prs. of horses are driven postilion

lion ; their draught is about 5 cwt. per horse, so that, when not in contact

i the enemy, their lead prs. may be considered as spare horses.

Officer's batmen ride their master's spare horses in compact order behind
column of wagons. They wear their swords, but strap their carbines on
he wagons.
r
/ie blankets of the men in each tent should be rolled together in one roll,

width of the blanket.

TAIL SHOWING HOW EQUIPMENT, STORES, &C. ,
OF CAVALRY REGTS.

ARE CARRIED IN ReGTL. TRANSPORT WAGONS.

.rticles in No. i or

Hd.-Qr. Wagon.
No.

Average

wt.

of

1

article.

Total

approxt.

wt.

Articles in No. i or

Hd.-Qr. Wagon. No.

Average

wt.

of

1

article.

Total

approxt.

wt.

ib. oz. lbs. lb. oz. lbs.

aggage, Offrs.’ . I 80 0 80 Fastened on and
6 5° 0 3°° 1f

lankets, grey, G.S. 39 4 12 185 Canteens, Oftrs.’ . 3 20 O 60
ooks, &c., in boxes 2 78 O 156

1

Flanders Kettles 4 8 8 34
uckets, canvas 6 0 IO 4 Arms, dismtd. men. 25 7 0 175
iscuit, reserve . 240 1 O 300 Field companion 1 4 0 4
Ieat, preserved 24O 1 O 336 Haversack, surgical 1 0 8

1 2
rroceries, in box . I 35 O 35 Water-bottle. . . 1 1 0 ]

2

mplmts., butchery I 49 O 49 Dubbing .... IO

-its, batmen’s . 18 12 O 216 Grease, 12 lb. . .j

,, dismtd. men's 5 12 O 60 Oil, 2 quarts. . .J
• • 23

,, S. Serjts. . I 12 O 12 Tools, Opening . . 1 3 12 4
anterns, brass . 2 33
lauls, wood 2 7 12 15
’osts, wood, picket 8 6 O 48 Remainder of load . . . 24 cwt.
1 opes,picket,25 yds. 2 26 O 52
Inis, sack, 5-bushel 4 5 O 20 equipped, &c. . i

. . 24* cwi.

oap • 14 Total wt. of wagon 1

Medical panniers . I • .

.

loaded, about. . j
• •

ents, circular . I 69 8 80

Load in body ofl

wagon, in cwts.J
Cwts. I7i

* The medical panniers have to be
carried in this wagon ifthe mule becomes
ineffective. The weight of the pair

packed is 160 lbs.
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Cavalry Regimental Transport.

Articles in Nos. 2, 3,

4, & 5 Sqdn. Wagons. No.

O H .

2 So
<u .

Total

pprox.

wt.

< sc

lb. oz. lbs.
Baggage, Offrs.’ 6 50 O 300
Blankets, G.S. . I 33 4 12 632
Biscuit, Reserve
Meat, preserved

100 1 0 125
100 1 0 140

Books, Sic. . . . 2 20 0 40
Buckets, canvas . 12 0 10 7
Canteens, Offrs.’ . 2 20 0 40
Groceries,4oz.ration 75
Groceries, cases for 2 25 0 50
Hooks, reaping . . 4 1 0 4
Kits, dismtd. men’s *4 12 0 168
Tools,setofsaddlers’
Material for repair)

1 64 0 64

of pants . . ./
• • • •

Oats, sacks (5 bushl.) 4 5 0 20
Maul, wood . . . 1 7 12 8
Posts, picket. 40 6 0 240

Articles in No. 6 or Forge Wagon.

Blankets, grey, G.S. 4 4 12 19
Kits, dismtd. men’s 2 12 0 24
Kits, staff-serjeants’ 1 12 0 12

Oats, sacks, 5-bushl. 4 5 0 20
Chests, veterinary . 4 77 0 308
Coal . . . cwt. 2 112 0 224
Forge, complete 1 621 0 621
Signalling things .

Shoes, horse, fore)
92

• • 116

and hind pairs

Tools

—

300

Carpenters’ sets 1 ,

,

78
Collarmakers’ ,, 1 62
Farriers’ ,, 2 126 0 252

*Wood, for cooking • • .. 320

Total load . . 16 cwt.

Wagon equipment)
Si cwt.and personnel . J

G.S. wagon. Mark)
III ]

18 cwt.

Total weight, about 45 cwt.

Articles in Nos. 2, 3,

4 and 5 Sqdn. Wagons.

Ropes, picket, 25 yds
Lanterns, brass . .

No. Average

wt.

of

1

Article.

IO

2

lb. oz.

26 0

Load in waggon}
body . . sa;

Kettles, Flanders
Bearers, hospital
Arms, dismtd. men
Handcuffs, pairs

Remainder of load on
and under waggon j

G.S. wagon, fully)

equipped, &c. ./

Total wt. of wagon)
loaded, about . ./

0 <

r< 1

lb

19$ cwt.

10 8 8

1 l8 O

15 7 0
1 i 6

1*} cwt.

24} cwt.

46 cwt.

Nos. 7, 8, 8 & 10 or Supply Wagonst

Biscuits, bags, 1 lb.

ration ....
Meat, presd. ilb.rat.

Groceries, in cases)

(4 oz. per ration) . j

Sugar (i oz. ration).)
Lime juice (ratn.

gallon) . , ,

Vegetables, prcser-j

ved (1 oz. ration)

Total gross wt. 160)
men’s ratns., 1 day]

Forage.
Oats

(
t2 lb. ratn.) .

Blanket, G.S. Grey
G.S. wagon fully)

equipped, &c.. J
Total w^., wagon)

loaded, about . .

j

ji6o I

160 .

.

2

1 60 ••

160 ••

160

4 cwt.

157 17 cwt. 18

24} cwt.

4Si cwt.

i lb. per man
; another i lb. is carr
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Cavalry Regimental Transport.

Detail of Tents.

No.
*-? X How packed.

Wagons for Tents. 0 j t; loS
No.

|

<'< h Appropriation.

lb. 0z.
) In body ofents, circular 27 80 0 2, 160 Lt. -Col. Coining. .. 1

/ood for cooking .. 160 J wagon.

lanket, G.S. grey (fori 2nd Lt.-Col. & Adjt. X

wagonman) . . .. J

Total in cwt .. .. 20^ Q.M. & Pay Mtr. .

.

1

.S. wagon (cwt.) .

.

• • 24*
M. 0. & 2 V. Ss. .

.

otal wt. in cwt. of wagon )
45*

loaded, about .. / Staff-serjeants. 1

Regtl. StatT. 1

os. iq & 14, or S. A. A. carts

for Cavly. Regt. Troop Officers. 8

ammunition. 1 per 15 Serjts. &
j

40

I. H. carbine, boxes 12 75 0 900 Body (7560 rds.).

istol, boxes . . . • 5 16 0 80 Locker(i20ords. ). —
Wt. of ammtn. .. 980 Total .. 54

TOOLS. —
xes, felling, 4*-lb

ar, crow, 4 ft. 6 in. .

.

looks, bill

4
1

10

5 12
26 0
2 0

23
26
20

\ In the 2 centre
I partitions of

> top row, parti-

No. in each wagon. 27

hovels, light

10

10
3 12

3 0
37
30

1 ing removed.

Wt. of tools . . 146

lags, canvas, ammtn. 4 0 15 4 In locker.
lags, sand (to pack the

)

tools with) .. .. j

6 0 10 4 In body.

llankets, G.S. (drivers) 2 4 12 9 I11 locker.

Total >7

j-m3
Total load 1 about

'•10 cwt.

-art equipment 37
day’s rations and forage

)

100 In locker.

'ools, artificers’, for cart . .

5.A.A. cart
1 4 7 4

952 \ on near side.

Wt. of cart equipped.

.

( 1.093
< about
MO CWt.

Total wt. cart loaded, about 20 CWt.
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Recapitulation of Regtl. Transport for a Cavalry Regt.

Purpose. Drivers. Horses.

No. I. Wagon Hd.-Qrs. Equipment, &c. . 2 4
,, II., III., IV., & V. Wagons . Squadron do 8 16
,, VI., Wagon Forge 2

„ VTI. ,VIII., IX., &X.Wagons Supply 8 16
,, XI. 8: XI I. Wagons . Tent 4 8
„ XIII. & XIV. S. A.A. carts . S.A.A. 8: a few tools 8
Mule for Hospital Panniers . Medical 2 1

Total 12 wagons & 2 carts. Total . . 30 57
,

There is no fixed mar establishment for Cavly. Regts. in India

;

the ordinar
establishments are as follows :

—

British Cavly. Regt. consists of 6 Troops, 2 Lt.

Colonels, 3 Majors, 3 Captains, n Lieutenants, 1 Pay Master, 1 Adjt., 1 Ridinj
Master, 1 Q. M., 1 Vet. Surgeon, 1 Regtl. Serjt. Major, 1 Q. M. Serjt., 1 Bant
Master Serjt., 1 Pay Master Serjt., 1 Serjt. Instructor in Fencing, 1 Armourer Serjt.

1 Farrier Q. M. Serjt., 1 Saddler Serjt,, 1 Serjt. Trumpeter, 1 Serjt. Rough Rider
1 Orderly Room Serjt., 6 Troop Serjt. Majors, 17 Serjts., 6 Serjt. Farriers
6 Trumpeters, 24 Corporals, 384 Privates, being a total of 24 Offrs. and 454 of al

other ranks, and 436 troop Horses. In Bengal its native establishment offollowers
&c., is:—6 Farriers, 2 Jemadars of Syces, 2 Hospital Syces, 209 Troop Syces
396 Grass Cutters ; for Q. M. estabt. 1 Tiudal, 6 Lascars, 12 Puckallies, 12 Sweepers
1 Chowdry, 1 Mutsuddy, and 2 Weighmen. And for conservancy, 5 Bheesties:

7 Sweepers, and 3 Bildars. In Madras Jemadars of Syces 6: Syces 152: Gras:
Cutters, 396, 1 Tiudal, 6 Tent Lascars, 6 Native Shoeing Smiths

; and Q. M<
estabt. 1 Chowdry, 12 Puckallies, and 2 Weighmen. In Bombay, 2 Jemadars 0
Syces, 2 Hospital Syces, 6 Muccadums of Syces, and 6 of Grass Cutters, 179 Syces, 13
Grass Cutters, 1 Tiudal, 6 Lascars, and 6 Native Shoeing Smiths ; for Q.M. establishmt
\i Puckallies, 5 Hand Bheesties, 12 Sweepers, 1 Chowdry, and 2 Weighmen, and fo

Conservancy Establishment 7 Bhisties, 7 Sweepers, and 2 Bildars. In Bengal tlur
are 21 Rcgts. of Native Cavalry, besides the Governor-General's Body Guart
(122 of all ranks), the Guide Corps (4 Troops, 340 of all ranks), the Central Indi;

Horse (2 Regts. of 6 Troops and 500 of all ranks each), and lastly the Doelee anc

Erinpoora Cavalry (4 Troops, 332 of all ranks). Each of the 21 Regts. of Benga
Cavalry consists of 6 Troops with 1 Commandant, 1 Second in Command, 3 Squadroi
Commanders, 4 Squadron Offrs. and 1 Medl. Offr., 3 Russuldars, 3 Ressaidars-

1 Woordie Major, 6 Jemadars, 52 D11 Radars, 1 Farrier Major, 1 Salootrie, t

Trumpeters, 1 Assist. Salootrie, 6 Farriers, and 464 Sowars, 6 Camel Sowars, beinf

a total of 8 Combatant and 1 M. O. (European), and of 550 of all native ranks. It

Native followers, &c., are 2 Schoolmasters, 12 Lascars, &c. &c., and 9 for Subt. Medl.
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i Hospl. Estabt. In Madras there are 4 Regts. of Native Cavly ., in which the

tish offrs. are the same as in Bengal. The Regt. consists of 6 Troops. It has 6

Dadars, 6 Jemadars, 31 Havildars, 24 Naicks, 7 Trumpeters, 1 Farrier Majr., 6

•rier Havildars, 3 Shoeing Smiths, 300 Privates, and 40 Recruit and Pension

ys, or 424 Natives of all ranks.1 llts native Estabts. are, 2 Schoolmasters, 6 forSubt.

dl. and Hospl. Estabt., 16 for Qr. M.’s Estabt., 9 Artificers of sorts, 6 Jemadars
Syces, T5o Syces, and 330 Grass Cutters. I)i Bombay tJiere are 6 Regts. ofNative
valry

,
each consisting of 6 Troops, in which the English Officers are the same as

Bengal : 1 Ressaldar Major, 2 Ressaldars, 3 Resseidars, 1 Wordee Major, 6

nadars, 1 Kote Duflfadar Major, 1 Farrier Major, 36 Duffadars, 6 Trumpeters, 30
iks, and 457 Sowars, and 6 Camel Sowars. Total, 9 English Officers and 550
Ltive soldiers of all ranks. Its followers are, 5 for Subt. Medl. and Hospl. Estabts.,

Dr Q. M.’s Estabt., and 9 others. Besides the above, which may be termed the

gts. of Regular Native Cavalry, there are some other cavalry corps with various

ablishments. The native cavalry regiments sent to Cyprus in 1878 (those sent to

>yssinia were of similar strength) consisted of (each) 10 British Offrs. (2 being

Os.), 14 Native Offrs., 462 R. & F., 504 horses (including offrs. chargers),

[
native followers (including offrs. servants), 249 ponies and 13 bullocks. The

>spl. estabt. consisted of 3 Hospl. Assists., 8 other native servants, and 74 Dooly-
ircrs (these 85 natives included in the 414 native followers), with 5 Doolies, 9
indies, and 2 stretchers. Each British offr. was allowed to embark 1 personal

vant, and 1 for each of his chargers. The English were allowed to take 1

istee to every 6, and 1 Dhobee and 1 sweeper to every 10 offrs. ; F. Os. to take
) lbs. of baggage, other ranks 240 lbs. (including wt. of tent), 1 personal servant

s allowed to embark for every 2 native offrs., each native offr. was allowed 40 lbs.

baggage. For the offrs’. mess, 3 native servants and 1280 lbs. of baggage were
rmitted

; 80 lbs. was allowed to the Adjt. and to the Q. M. for their offices. For
M.’s stores for 3 months’ supply, 320 lbs. was allowed to each regt. The tools

juired were packed in 2 prs. of camel Khajawahs for each regt. Each native offr.

•s allowed to take a second charger, but whether he did or not was obliged to keep
at his own cost, 1 pony and 1 servant as syce and grass cutter; the N. C. Os.

d privates were obliged to keep the same between every two.

Infantry in our army is really only of two sorts, the Guards and the Line ;

r although the latter are divided nominally into Fusileers, Light Infantry,

fles, and heavy regts.
, there is no difference in their arms or practical

uipment. The standard of height in the guards is always some
or 4" higher than for other regts. At present the height for the foot

lards is 5' 8'\ and for the line 5' 4", the chest measurement of 34" being
e same for both. There are 3 regts. of Guards (7 battns. in all)

;
they

) not serve abroad, except in important wars. The line consists of 69
egts.

,
all of 2 line batts. and from 1 to 5 batts. of Militia each, except

e Cameron Highlanders, which has but one line batt., and the King’s
oyal Rifles and the Rifle Brigade, which have 4 line batts. each. There
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are thus 141 battns. of the Line and 138 battns. of Militia. Each t

these regts. has a depdt permanently located in the county or town t

which it belongs. In a normal condition of peace 3 of the Line battns. wi
be abroad, the other \ at home. All are armed with the M. H. rifle, whic
is issued of 2 sizes, “Long butts" and “Short butts,” 493" and 49" i

length respectively without bayonet
;
when bayonets or sword bayonets ar

fixed those lengths are 715" and 71”. The wts. without bayonet are 8 lb;

12 oz.
,
8 lbs. 103 oz.

,
and 8 lbs. 8 oz. : with bayonet or sword bayonet thos

wts. are 9 lbs. 11J oz.
, 9 lbs. 10 oz.

,
and 9 lbs. 7^ oz. Wt. of bayonet c

sword bayonet 153 oz. and the scabbard 73 oz. The Henry barrel is 33
in length, the diameter of bore is o'45"

;
it has 7 grooves. The powde

charge is 85 grs. R. F. G2
,
powder; wt. of bullet 480 grs.

,
and it is 1 '27" long

The cartridge is 3 '15'' long
;
wt. of bundle of 10, 17 oz.

;
12 aimed or 25 un

aimed rds. can be fired from it per minute, and it may be assumed, takin

our men all round, 8 rounds per minute is a fair average at fixed target;

The rifle is sighted up to 1450 yards, but it shoots well up to over 300>

yds. Its :muzzle velocity is about '1353'. The bullet has a penetration 12

or 13'' into loose soil. Wt. of sword bayonet, saw-backed, 253 oz.
,
or wit

scabbard 33 oz.
;

its extreme length is 24". Of all the new amis now i

use by the great military nations, the M. H. has the largest calibre, th

heavest bullet, heaviest charge, and the lowest muzzle velocity. The M. H
bullet goes 500 yds. in 1 '46'

'. The new pattern rfle with which the army i

now being armed, is superior to that in all other nations, at all ranges
The calibre is otj" : L. of rifle and of bayonet, same as M. H. : bulk
weighs 384 grs. : charge 85 grs. : muzzle velocity 1570 feet-secs. Wt. c

rifle 9 lbs. 4 oz. : wt. of bayonet 1 lb. 1 oz. without scabbard : it is sighted t

2000 yds. Wt. of 10 rds. of ammn. 1 lb. 1 oz.

Foreign Rifles.—The names of the rifles in use by foreign armies are, th

Werndl in Austria, the Gras in France, the Mauser in Germany, the Vetter)

in Italy, and the Berdan in Russia.
1 Snider rifle is of two sizes, the “ Long butt" and the " Short butt”; wt

of former 9 lbs. of oz.
,
of latter 8 lbs. 14J oz. Wt. of bayonet 133 oz. ,

aiv

when fixed extends 173" beyond the muzzle. The “Long butt" rifle i

55“ and the “Short butt” 54" long. There is also the “Short” Snide
with which our Rifle Regts. were formerly armed

;
it weighs from 8 lb;

4 oz. to 8 lb. 11 oz., and is from 48;}" to 49" long, according to the pattern

The calibre of all patterns is oyyy". It is only sighted up to 950 yds
Wt. of bullet 480 grs.

;
the powder charge is 70 grs.

; a packet of 10 car

tridges weighs 16 oz.

The Regimental Intrenching Tools to accompany a battn. of infy. ar

carried in 1 cart, and Os. C. battns. will be held responsible for thei

safety. When not in use they should always be kept packed in the cart

they are to be used for all regtl. purposes, such as making trenches rout#
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nts, digging- latrines, &c. &c.
, as well as for intrenchments, so as to render

inecessary the issue of a 2nd set of tools for such work. They should be
ider the immediate charge of the regtl. Q. M.

,
who will issue them as re-

tired to captains of companies, receiving them back again as soon as they

e done with.

The Wallace Spade.—Its wt. is 2 lbs. 5'5 oz. : extreme length 23": length

f blade of spade 7 '23", and its width 575''. Its handle forms a pick with

hich loopholes can be quickly made in walls. It is not intended for ordinary

imp work, but for hasty entrenchments. About 50 p. c. of the R. & F.

lould have them. They are carried^ in a frog that fastens on the waist
elt, the handle secured to the bayonet by a loop passing over it.

Irify. Pioneer Tools.

—

They are carried by the pioneers (1 serjt. and 13 men),
ho do not carry either rifles or ammunition. 7 hand axes (31 oz. ), 6 felling

xes (3 lbs. 13 oz. ), 1 pinching bar (7 lb.), 6 bill hooks (2 lb. 2 oz. ), 6 picks

5
lb. 11 oz. ), 2 handsaws (20"—24 oz. ), 11 shovels (3 lbs. 40Z. ), 22 gunspikes

t oz. ), set of shoeing tools (5 lbs. 3 oz. ), set of small tools carried by serjt.

;
lbs. 1 j oz.

)

: the average wt. of these tools and their leather equipment
irried by each man is about 12 lbs.

Regimental Reserve Ammunition consists of 30 rds. per man
;
as each

ildier carries 70 rds. (40 in pouch, 10 in expense bag, and 20 in valise),

tere will be with the battn. 100 rds. for every man in it. 4 ammunition
arts (new pattern) will carry 28,800 rds. of M. H. (each cart carries

,200 rds. and a few tools), or 26,880 rds. of Snider (each cart carries 6,720
Is. and a few tools). See page 105.

Infantry Regtl. Transport.

—

This will be supplied to each battn. immedi-
tely it is ordered to take the field

;
the O. C. the battn. to be responsible

jr its efficiency
;

the drivers are selected by him from the ranks of the
attn. to look after the offirs’. chargers and other horses belonging to

ach infy. brigd.
,

1 V. S. is attached to its staff
;
the repairs to harness

nd shoeing of regtl. transport will be done by the regtl. artificers ;
the

epair of all regtl. transport carriages, and shoeing of S. Os. horses will be
one by the artificers of the transport section attached to the brigd., who

. ill also execute any repairs, &c., which the regtl. artificers are unequal to

icrform. Two men of the battn., a corporal and a private, trained for the

.uties, will be placed under the orders of the M. O. One of these, in

ddition to any other duties, will have charge of the mule with the medical
lanniers. The M. O. will also be provided with a Mtman from the
lattalion.

INFANTRY SOLDIER’S EQUIPMENT.
I'ield kit of infantry and other dismounted corps.—The articles carried

rhen the valise is worn are enumerated below
;
those not in this list are

lacked in the waterproof bag or kit bag, and are left at the B. of O. in
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War Establishment of a Battalion (8 comps.).

• For Regtl. Transport Officer,

t To remain at Base of operations,
together with one man from each

j

company.

Horses.

Riding.

D.
Ranks. Nos. Nos.

C. P.

Lieut. -Colonels .. 2 3
Majors 4

1

• 4
Captains 4
Subalterns 16 l .

.

i°

Adjutant 1 j.30
1

Paymaster + 1 1

Quartermaster .. 1 1

Medical Officer .

.

1 1 .

,

1

Serjeant-Major.. 1

O. M. Serjeant .. 1

Bitnd Serjeant .

.

1

Drum or Bugle- Major.

.

1

Orderly-room Clerk .. 1

Armourer Serjt. + 1

Paymaster Serjt.f 1

Regtl. Transpt. Serjt. X 1

Serjeant Cook 1

Pioneer Serjeant 1

Colour Serjeants 8
Serjeants .

.

3=
Drumms. or Bugls. 16

}
16

Corpls. (1 Hand Corpl.) 4 r 1

Pioneers & Artificers .

.

13
Band 20 > 1000

Privates 89s 1

Drivers 28 ! 54
(Pack mules) 3 3

Totals .. 1096 1096 11 2 57

X These B&tinen, although attached to

the Battn. Hd. Qrs., are included in

the establishment of the companies.

Ranks. Nos.

Estabmt. 0/a Comp.

Officers ..

Serjeants .

.

Drumms. or Bugl
Corporals
Privates .

.

Drivers

Total

In this table, C.
stands for char-
gers, P. for riding
horses that are
public property,
and 1). for draught
horses.

Detail attached to the Battn,
Hd. Qrs.

Officers, including Transpt.
Officer

S. Ss. including Transpt.
Serjt. and Serjt. Cook

Pioneers
Band
Rk. & FI. as Batmen .

.

Drivers

i6*

U

Total

Regimental Transport.

r „rf £ / intrench, tools
Larts

lS. A. A.
Wagons, G. S.

/ for anuntn. ..
^ cs

l for Medl. pannrs.
>areS|

Total *5 3 *

SS

57

Ammunition.

Rifle

Pistol

In Pouch
per arm.

Regl.
Reserve
per arm.

70
=4

3°
36
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* The patterns for these have not yet been

decided.

Clothes in wear
Accoutrements (1882) without valise ....
Arms
Ammunition (70 rds.)

Mess-tin, complete
Haversack
Water-bottle
Balance of day’s rations, including tea, in wtr.bott.

Knife and lanyard

Field dressing

Total . . .

Valise (1882 pattern) .

In the Valise.

Reserve ration (sausage) say

Oil bottle and grease-pot (full)

Towel and soap
Brush, clothes

Holdall, fitted (housewife, comb, fork and spoon)

Pocket ledger
Belt, flannel

Nightcap, woollen
Flannel shirt

Socks (1 pair)

Shoes, canvas* •

Cape
Great-coat
Small waterproof sheet*

Total wt. carried by the soldier

When
valise is

worn.

When
valise is

not
worn.

lb. 07..

12 4 12 4

4 0 4 0

10 9 10 9
8

,
0 8 0

1 9 1 9
0 4 0 4
1 1 1 1

2 0 2 0
0 6 0 6

0 2 0 2

40 3 40 3

3 0

0 12 0 12

0 6 h 0 4
0 8£ 0 8i

0 5
0 6^
0 2 0 2

0 7

0 3 0 3
1 1

0 5 0 5
1 4
1 5

4 12 4 12

.. .. 0 6

n 13

55 o 47 7

**(/) rt bn *1
<U O C *3
-c u O £0 -M

,
— .
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Detail, Showing How Equipment, Stokes, &c., of Infantry
Battns. are Carried in Regtl. Transport Wagons.

No,
I. Hd.-Qr. wagon

1

1

, to V. Company wagons
VI. VII, Supply wagons

VIII. to X. Tent wagons
XL to XIV. S. A. A. carts

XV. Intrenching tool cart

Total.

No,
1

4
2

3
4
r

15

The wagons and carts with

an Infy. Battn. in the field

which constitute its Regtl.

Transport, are calculated for

a marching strength of 1,000

men of all ranks.
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No. i, or Hd.-Qr. Wagon for an Infy. Battn. (2 Drivers & 4 Horses).

<U H . / cr.—
Articles. No. u O u

0 . 'Z
> V-

< *
rt 5=

Remarks.

lb. oz. lbs.

Offrs’. Baggage I 0000 So |In addition to what they can

Blankets, G.S
5 50 0 250 j carry on their chargers.

62 4 12 295 Two also in front box.
Biscuit, reserve 283 35° 25 p.c. for cases.
Meat, preserved .... 280 . . 392 40 p.c. for cases.
Books & stationery in boxes 2 78 0
Groceries in box I 25 0 25
Tools, butchery 49 In leather case.

,, signalling ....
Kits, S. Serjts

113 In chest.

7 20 0 140
Lanterns, brass 2 33 I n a box.
Soap 28 In a box.
Tools, carpenters’ . . in box 1 78 0 78

,, shoemakers’ . ,,

Medical panniers, pair of .

1 80 0 80

Tents, circular ..... 1 0000 80 For medical use.

Load in body. . . say igi cwt.

Jacks, lifting, G.S. . . . I 3 1 0 3' Strapped on.
Offrs’. Canteen 3 20 0 60

„ ,, straps for . .

Flanders Kettles .... 3 1 0 3

4 8 8 34
,, „ straps for . 4 0 4 1

Fd. companion
Haversacks

1 4 0
0 8

4
2

(Strapped on : for medical

Water-bottles 1 I O 4 j

purposes.

Handcuffs 8 i 6 9
Grease, 12 lbs. ; Oil, 2 qts. . . . ,

,

23 In 2 Torrens’ kettles.
Dubbing ....... 10 In a Torrens’ kettle.

Tools, Opening I 4 0 4

Remainder of load .... cwt.

G S. wagon, completely!

equipped / 24} cwt.

Total wt. wagon loaded I

45i Cwtabout/
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ie re<nl. depot there. When the valise is not worn, as many of the re-

laininsr articles as may be ordered are packed in the valise, and the

:mainder in the waterproof bag or kit bag. The clothes and boots taken

ito use for a campaign should be as good as new in the matter of wear,

'he men must be taught to mend their own clothes
;
they should grease

leir feet, when on the march, to prevent chafing. The balance of the day s

Uion is carried in the haversack and mess-tin. The reserve ration (sausage)

irould be inspected daily, in the same manner as ammunition, to prevent

s being made away with. Extra, rations ,
i.e. in addition to the ordinary

av’s ration and reserve ration, will only be carried when specially ordered,

’hey will usually consist of biscuit and cheese, and will be carried in the

aversack and mess-tin.

fos. II., III., IV., & V., or Company Store Wagons of Infy. Battn.

(a Drivers & 4 Horses each).

Articles. No. Average

4

wt.

of

1

(

article.

»

_

<

Total

;

approxt.

wt.in

lbs.

0 Blankets of each tent to be in

one roll width of blanket. They
pack best when folded in four and
laid flat. Great care is required

in loading- them, or they will not

go into the space under the bole

lbs.

250
i>o45

225
252
40
81

i5

120

50

Hoops.

Offrs’. Baggage
Blankets, G.S.*
Biscuit, reserve ....
Preserved Meat ....
Books and Stationery . . .

Boots, pairs

Boots, case for

Groceries
Groceries, boxes for . . .

6

220
180
180

2

25
1

2

4 12

* *

20 0

3 4
IS 0

25 0

2 also in front box.

25 p. c. for cases.

40 p. c. added for cases.

Small cases.

[2 days’ ration for 240 men, at

i 4 oz. per ration.

Load in body, say .... i8i cwt.

Offrs’. Canteens ....
,, ,, straps for. .

Flanders, Kettles ....
,, ,, straps for .

Hospl. Bearers

2

2

l6

l6

2

20 O
I O
8 8

0 4

18 0

40
2

, 136

4

36
f Strapped to stays of floating

l raves.

Remainder of load .

G.S. wagon equipped . .

2 cwt.

24! cwt.

Total wt. of wagon loaded)
about J

45 cwt.
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Nos. VI., & VII., or Supply Wagons for an Infy. Battn. (2 Drives
& 4 Horses each).

Articles. Wt. of i Ration. No.* Averageof

1
Article.

Total
approx,

wt.in

lbs.

Rations.
Biscuits, in bags (i lb.)

Meat, preserved (i lb.)

Groceries, in cases (4 oz.) . .

Sugar (i oz.) 1

Limejuice gal.) . . ./

Vegetables, compressed (1 oz.)

500
500
500

500

500

lb. oz. lbs.

5 i 5
700
i 55

36

44

Total wt. of 500 rations, say . 13 cwt.

Forage.

Patent rations (20 lbs.). 35 20 0 700

Total wt. of 35 horses’ forage"!

for one day /

Wood
G.S. wagon, fully equipped,!
&c )

6i cwt.

it cwt.

24.) cwt.

Total wt. of wagon loaded)

about )
45 cwt.

Nos. VIII., IX. & X., or Tent Wagons for an
Infy. Battn. (2 Drivers & 4 Horses each.)

fTents, circular

Wood, for cooking ....
26 80 0 2028

250

Total load, say

G.S. wagon, fully equipped,)

&c 1
••

21 CWt.

24I cwt.

Total wt. of wagon loaded,)

about )
•• 45 1 cwt.

Detail of terrts.

Appropriation. No

2 Lt. Cols.

Othei Offrs. of»

battn. Staff. . /

Staff-serjeants. .

Batmen Regtl.l
Staff . . .]

Orderly room
Guard....
Company Offrs. .

1 for every 15)
N. C. Os. and;
men.

64

Total tents for a)

battn. . . ./

Number in each)
wagon • . .)

7 &

26

f An additional tent

:

carried in No. 1, or th

Hd. Qr. wagon, f:

medical purposes. Th
tent is carried even wht
the tent wagons a:

ordered to be left b
hind. 80 lbs. is giv<«.

as an average : whc<
qu’tedrythis tent weigh'

74 lbs.

* The numbers in this column are half of those for a battn., and should be as iiea

as possible the load of each wagon. There must, however, be a certain amount
give and take in the loading of the two wagons, in order to avoid the breakiog .

of packages, which, in the case of some articles, a perfectly equal division wot
necessitate.
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S
T
os. XI., XII., XIII., &XIV., or S.A.A Carts for an Infy. Battn.

(i Driver, 2 Horses each).

No.
Average Total

Articles in each cart. wt. of 1 approxt. How packed.
Article. wt. in lbs.

Ammunition.
lb. oz. lbs.

"

Cartridges, M. A., in boxes . 12 79 8 954 In body (7,200 rds.).

Cartridges, pistol, in boxes I 13 O 13 In locker.

Wt. of ammunition .... • • •• 967

Tools.

Axes, felling, 4^-lb

Axes, hand, 2-lb

Hooks, bill

Picks, light

4

4
4
2

5 12

2 0
2 0

3 12

23
8
8

7

jin the two centre parti-

) tions of the top row,

j

the partition board be-

Shovels, light 2 2 14 6
Tools, S. A. A. sets .... 1 4 7 4 In case on near side.

Wt. of tools 56

Bags, ammunition .... 4 0 15 4 In locker.
Bags, sand 40 0 10 25 In body.
Blankets, G.S 2 4 12 9 In locker.

Remainder of load 38

Cart equipment
1 day’s rations and forage fort

3

J0 In ockcrdriver and horses . . . j
50

S. A. A. cart • • . 952

Wt. of cart equipped . ,

,

1,039
Total wt. of cart loaded about. • • 19 cwt.

D
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No. XV., or Intrenching Tool Cart of Infy. Battn. (i Driver,
2 Horses).

Average Total r

How packed.Articles in each cart. No. Wt. of I approxt.
Article. wt. in lbs.

Tools.
lb. oz. lbs.

In body.Axes, felling, 4f-lb 4 5 12 23

Axes, hand, 2-lb 4 2 O 8 it

Hooks, bill 21 2 O 42 On sides.

Hooks, reaping 10 I O IO In body.

Picks, light 92 3 12 345 tf

Shovels, light

Crow-bars, 4' 6"

Stones, sharpening ....
92 2 14 264

Strapped on side.4 2A O 96
2 x 8 3 In box under cart.

Sandbags 6 O IO 4 In body.

Wt. of load • • 795

Blankets, G.S 2 4 12 9 In body.
Cart equipment . . 37
Tip-cart, Mark II I,i 73
1 day’s rations for driver and!

horses J
5° In body.

Wt. of cart equipped , , , , 1,269
Total wt. of cart loaded, about i8f cwt.

Indian Establishments.—There is no war establishment for troops in Indi;

but the normal establishment of a British Infy. Battn. of 8 companies is i

.

follows :—2 Lt.-Cols.
; 4 Majors

; 4 Capts.
;
16 Lieuts.

;
1 Paymaster ;

1 Aft<

jutant ;
&xQr. M. ; 29 Commissioned Officers in all. 1 Serjt-Majr. ;

1 Bair

Mastr. Serjt. ;
x Qr. M. Serjt.

; 1 Paymastr. Serjt.
;

1 Armourer Serjt

1 Serjt. Pioneer
;
8 Or. Serjts.

;
32 Serjts.

; 1 Orderly-room Serjt. ; x Serj

Drummer; 16 Drummers (or buglers); 40 Corporals and 780 privates, being,

total of 29 officers and 884 of all other ranks. It is now intended to add abo' 1

100 more men to each Battn. Its Native establishments in Bengal are ,

Moonsheefor Schoolmaster
;
for Q. Ms’, establishment, 1 Tindal, 8 Lascar."

16 Puckallies, 16 Sweepers, 1 Chowdry, 1 Mutsuddy, and 2 Weighmer
for Conservancy, 5 Bheesties, 15 Sweepers, and 4 Bildars. In Madras,
has 29 native followers of all sorts

;
in Bombay, it has 66 followers 1

ull sorts.
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The Native Infy. Establishments in India are as follows :
—

Bengal.—There are 54 Regts. of 1 Battn. (8 Companies) each, including

jhoorkha, Punjaub, and Sikh Regts. Each Battn. consists of 1 Commandant,

2 Wing Commdts., 5 Wing Offrs. and 1 M. O., 8 Subadars, 8 Jemadars, 40 Havildars,

(o Naicks, 16 Drummers, 720 Sepoys. Total, 8 Combatant and 1 Medl. Offr.

British), and 832 native soldiers of all ranks. The subordinate medical establish-

nent consists of 2 Hospl. Assists., 1 Ward servaut, 2 Bheesties, 1 Goorgah, 2 Cooks,

2 Sweepers, 1 Mate-bearer, and 3 Bearers. There are 2 Schoolmasters and 31 other

rative followers. Besides these Regts. there are also the Corps of Guides, of 8 com-

panies, of the same strength and organization, its followers being somewhat more
xumerous : the Deolee and Erinpoora Irregular Forces, each of 8 companies, but

naving only 2 combatant offrs., the total native soldiers of all ranks in each being 612.

Also the Meywar Bheel Corps (8 companies), the Nepaul Escort (one company),

md the Bhopaul Battalion, which all vary somewhat in numbers.

In Madras there are 32 Native Infy.Regts., of 1 Battn. (8 Comps, each). The detail

s the same as in Bengal, except they have 1 extra Havildar, and 56 Pension and

ecruit boys, making the total strength in Natives of all ranks 889 for each Regt.,

ogether with 2 Schoolmasters, 4 for Subt. Medl. and Hospl. Estabt., and 20 other

tfative followers.

In Bombay there are 26 Native Infy. Regts. Each Regt. consists of 1 Battn.

o( 8 comps, each), the detail being the same as in the Bengal N. 1 . except that it

las 24 boys extra, giving a total strength of 856 Natives of all ranks. The Hospl.

:stablishment is 9, the number of Native followers is 20.

The N. I. Regts. sent to Cyprus in 1878 (those employed in Abyssinia were of

about similar strength) consisted of 8 combatant and 2 Medl. Os. (10 British Offrs.),

14 Native Offrs., 701 Rk. and F. With each of the Bengal Regts. there were

141 public and 38 private followers, and with each from Bombay the numbers were

138 and 132 respectively; 10 Offrs. chargers, and 4 bullocks. The Hospl. Estabt.

sent with each Regt. (their numbers are included in the public followers) consisted of

3 Hospl. Assists., 7 Native servants, and 86 Dooly-bearers, 7 Doolies, 9 dandies and
z stretchers. The British Offrs. were allowed to embark x personal servant, and
1 servant for each charger ; F. Os. 320 lbs. of baggage, all other ranks 240 lbs.

:(wt. of ten included). Each Regtl. mess allowed to embark 3 servants and 1280 lbs. of

stores, &c. 80 lbs. for the Adjt.’s, and 80 lbs.' for the Q. M.’s offices. The British

Offrs. were allowed to have 1 Bhistee to every 6, and 1 Dhobee and x sweeper to

every xo offrs. Every 2 N. Offrs. were allowed to take 1 servant.
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The equipment and public carriage provided in the Bengal Presidency

for Regts. on Fd. Service is as follows :

—

Establishments. Tents.
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a *2 in
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KP, 2

I 4 154 Battery R. H. A. Field Artillery 5 14 5
. . I 2 88 „ „ Heavy ,, . 4 8 14

.

.

I 1 85 ,, ,, Garrison ,, 3 8 2

•• 2 3 9 i „ Mountain
{
*“

] 5 8
24
11

.

.

4 11 444 Regt. English Cavalry . . . 14 36 2

. . 4 10 876 ,, ,, Infantry .... J 3 67 2
.

13 2 ,

,

444 ,, ,, Native Cavalry. . . . .

16 2 .

.

696 a t tt Infantry
Head Quarters Sappers .

. . . . 40}
. . 3 .

.

4
*

9 2

2 • • I 2of Company of ,, ... 1 I IO

* These 4 are British N.-C. Os. + Of these 6 are British N.-C. Os. 1

J For Hospitals.

§ 32 of these are for 8 companies (4 per com.), 2 for Qr. Guard, 2 for Rr. Guardi

and 4 for Hospital. 1 Lascar is provided for each lent with British troops.

2 Copper water vessels (5 gals, each) are allowed for each E. P. tent, & H
for each S. Ss. tent; x lantern for each tent with British troops. For

the carriage of tents, 1 camel for 1 S. Ss. tent, or 2 elephants for 5 S. Ss-

tents
;
2 camels for a E. P. tent (new pattern), or 1 camel & 1 elephant

or i.( elephant for 2 E. Ps. tents (new pattern). If of old pattern-

3 camels or 1 elephant to 2 tents : 1 camel for 2 pals, or 1 elephant for 6 pals>

For carriage of baggage

:

S. Serjts. class A (Serjt.-Majr.
;

Q.-Mr.-Serjt.

Band Serjt.
;

Serjt. Instructors of Musketry & Fencing) ,! camel each

other British N.-C. Os. and men of all arms, 8 to a camel : Nat. offrs. am
Hospl. Assistants have conveyance provided for 30 seers of baggage each

Nat. N.-C.Os. forisseers, and Native Rk. and File for 7J seers. Brit. N.-C.Os -

belonging to Sappers and Miners are allowed
.)
camel each for the convey'

ance of baggage ;
for carriage of cooking pots, 2 camels to each Battery c

H.A. or Fd. Artilly., and 1 camel for these of other Batteries and for cac

troop or company of British troops. For arms of sick, 9 camels for Regt'
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>f Brit. Cavalry, and 12 per Infy. Battn.
; 4 camels for Nat. Infy. Battn.

md [ camel per compy. of Nat. Sappers and Miners. For Paulins or Troop
tores, 4 camels for Batty. R.H.A.

; 3 for Fd. Artilly.
;
2 for Heavy Batty. ;

14 for Regt. of Brit. Cavy. For Vety. stores 1 for R.H.A. and Fd. Batty. ;

:
per Regt. of Brit. Cavy. For scales and weights 1 per H.A.

;
Fd.

;
and

deavy Batty.
,
and 2 per Regt. of Brit. Cavy. For Bullock gear, 1 camel for

;ear of every 20 bullocks. For Hospl. and Medical equipment, according
o nature of service. For S. A. A. according to nature of service (each camel
o carry 6 boxes). For carriage of grain for horses and mules, 15 camels for

kitty. R.H.A., 10 Fd. Artilly., and 33 per Regt. of Cavy. For grain for
mllocks, 1 camel per Batty. R.H.A. and Fd. Batty., and 13 per Heavy
Batty.

[H.A, 200 horses.
drain for horses, 5 seers a day for 3 days •( Fd. Batty. 130 ,

,

do. mules 3 do.

do. bullocks 3 do.

Carriage of sick.

—

Dooly bearers are supplied in following proportions :

dooly for every 10 British soldiers, & 1 per Troop or Compy. of Native
roops

;
6 bearers to each dooly, for every 4 doolies 1 mate extra, and

->r every 16 doolies 1 sirdar extra. Bangy Burdars, 1 per Batty., 2 per
Irit. Regt. Cavy. & Infy.

; x per Nat. Regt. or detachment of Sappers
nd Miners to carry Medicine Petarrahs. For troops North of Jhelum,
andies are provided at the following rates

:

—
Batty. R.A. 2 common, 1 Bareilly.

Regt. Brit. Cavy. 4 ,, 2 ,,

... . , .

lnfy- 6 ,, 3 ,,

his is exclusive of service establishment of doolies, and will be taken with
oops on hill service with as many doolies in addition as the estab. of
lahars. can carry.

British Offrs. Tents & Baggage.—All Brit. Offrs. provide their own tents,
nd the camels for their conveyance, also for the conveyance of their
aggage- The wt. of the tent being restricted to 80 lb.

Mounted Infantry.—The Dragoon of 150 years ago has now reappeared
n active service in our army under the title of mounted infy. This revived
rm is invaluable for Outpost, Advd.

, and Rr. Gd. duties, and, in con-
inetion with really good cavly., for patrol and reconnaissance work,
ralloways, or even mules or donkeys, if horses are not to be had, will do,
s the formation of Mtd. Infy. at the beginning of a war should not
iterfere with the supply of horses for the cavy. and R.A. When possible,
o entire horses should be used

:
geldings are best. In level countries, a

[ Brit. Cavy. Regt. 436 ,

,

Batty. Mountn. Artilly. 178 mules.
[H.A. 59 bullocks.

•! Fd. Batty. 73
[Heavy Batty. 290
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small proportion might be carried on light carts. This force can be raised .

at any moment by calling for volunteers from the infy. The proportion

between Mtd. infy. and cavly. might be, I think, three or even four to one.

Whenever we take the field, it is to be hoped that our cavly., the finest in 1

the world, may be supplemented largely by Mtd. infy. In our recent wars 5

the hardest work and hardest fighting has devolved on the Mtd. infy. and I

Camel Corps, and they have rendered the most invaluable service. Ass

yet we are 'the only European nation that has officially recognised the *

enormous advantages to be obtained from the intelligent use of this arm.

Our cavy is most properly taught to fight dismounted; but we have.’

too little of it, and it is too valuable to be expended on purely infy. duties. .

The Mtd. infy. should be selected from volunteers, so many men from each

Infy. Battn. for their intelligence and good shooting. Even the soldier

who has never been on horseback, can easily be taught in a week or two

to keep his seat over rough ground, and to sit so as to avoid giving his horse,

a sore back. The danger in the instruction of Mtd. infy. is, lest offrs.

.

and men should think it is intended to convert them into cavy. With the,

exception of the most elementary instruction in riding and in stable duties,;

all they have to learn that is not in every way essentially the infy. soldier s

work, are those outpost, and scouting, and reconnoitring duties that

can only be efficiently carried out by mounted men. For wars in wild

countries, and with semi-civilized races, in which we are so often engaged,.

Mtd. infy. are invaluable ;
and I believe that if properly handled in con-

junction with cavy., with H. A., and machine guns, they will play a most-

important part in all European wars of the future. The companies shoulc

be commanded by carefully selected captains, and all the offrs. be dash-,

ing, daring young men, eager for distinction. ,It should be the crack

corps with "every army in the field, always in the front, and inconstant touch!

with the enemy. I think there should be at least 3 battns. of Mtd. infy

with each Army Corps, each battn. to be about 500 or 600 strong : n<

company to be less than 100 men. Acting in concert with the cavy. of thi

Army Corps, with a Batty. R. H. A. and, say, 4 good machine guns, unde

a leader who knew his work, in whom the men had complete cortfidence

and
1

would follow anywhere, this Mtd. infy. could render the most in

valuable services : important positions in advance could be seized and hel«

until the arrival of the Divnl. infy., and the Army Corps would not only b
— 11 -1.1 . K, 1 f *bn f * ir\ ( ' ii'/mi1,1 K,1 1/0^
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andolier, and in a similar arrangement adapted to the waist-belt. The
len's kit to be that of the infy. soldier, except that they should have cord

antaloons and gaiters instead of the ordinary trousers, and that each man
hould have 2 pairs of drawers.

Camel Corps.—Those we raised for the Nile Column recently were

Drmed on exactly the same principles as our Mtd. Infy.—namely, so many
ten were selected from the volunteers from several Regts. and Battns.

’he Camel Corps organized at Suakim had Indian equipment, 2 men being

n each camel. The Indian camels used were much stronger than those

,e purchased in the Soudan and Upper Egypt
;
but still I do not believe in

iny camel being able to do hard work over a desert country, where he will

ave very little water and food, with 2 men on his back. They could not

aost certainly when so loaded have made the marches done by Sir Herbert

itewart’s column in the Bayuda Desert. To reduce the weight on the

amel carrying 2 men, all the water and corn and cooking pots and spare

mmtn. are carried on spare camels. But no man should be allowed to go
nto a great desert without a good supply of water on his own camel,

experience is our best guide and master, and it tells me with certainty that

t is most difficult to keep camels alive, and in working condition, in the

lesert, with only one soldier on each camel. To have attempted to do the

rork done by our Camel Corps up the Nile, with each camel carrying two
nen, would have ended disastrously. In India, where plenty of water and
ood are to be had, the two-men system answers well, but it is not suited to

he Soudan deserts. The double saddle, supplied by the Indian Govt.,

:omplete, weighed 735 lbs. This Corps at Suakim was never put to any
evere test, either in marching or fighting

;
but it did all it had to do there

'ery well, and it would have enabled a certain number of Infantry soldiers

o have got over long distances wherever food and water for the camels

vere obtainable. The Camel Corps' equipment for the Nile Column, one
ioldier to each camel, was in lbs. as follows : Saddle of Egyptian pattern,

;omplete, 53 -5 ;
leather water-bottle (zemzemiyeh) (empty), 2 ;

leather water-

,kin (holds from 5 to 6 galls. ), 1 "25
;
stirrup-leathers and irons, pair of,

>75 ;
sulleetah, 3 ;

headstall, 2 ;
shelter tent with poles and iron pins, 18 ;

STamaqua bucket, 2-625 I
whip, 0-5 ;

corn-sack, 2
;
pr. of forage nets, 2 ;

feeding bag, 0-5 ;
and tripod, 175, making a total wt. of 92-125 lbs. If

[he tent and the tripod be left behind the wt. would be lbs. 72-375. To
this must be added the wt. of arms, accoutrements, clothing in use and kit

carried in sulleetah, say about lbs. 37 ;
for 100 rds. of ammutn. ,

lbs. 10-625 ;

3 days’ rations, lbs. 8 ; 3 days’ corn for camel, lbs. 30 ; 6 galls, of water,

lbs. 60; blanket, lbs. 4; and allowing lbs. 145 for wt. of naked man,
the total wt. to be carried by the camel would be in round figures—say,

lbs. 370.
The soldier carried haversack, regulation water-bottle full, waist-belt,
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sword-bavonet rifle and sling and bandolier holding 50 rds. of ammtn.,

haversadc ancl'rifle complete.
5
(When not likely to be

carried in the Namaqua bucket
)
He wore helmet and g p gg

^
frock shirt, cord pantaloons, braces, socks, ankle boots,

“

puttees. The Sulleetah was placed like ordinary saddle-bags over the

saddle-tree : the man's blanket over that, and over it a leather saddle co\er.

In the sulleetah were 1 shirt, 1 pr. of drawers, 1 pr. of pantaloons,

gtengarry cap, 1 towel, soap, holdall with knife, fork and spoon polishing

brush tin of grease, cavalry canteen, at least 50 rds. of ammtn., a d -

ckS rations, viz., 3 tins Kopf soup. 3 lbs. tinned meat
, 3 lbs. biscuit,

and 3 days’ groceries and salt. On or attached to the saddle were skin,

holding about 6 galls, of water, which was fastened on camel s back behinc

the saddle ;
leather w'ater-bottle holding about 2 quarts

; 3 days grain foi

camel
;
picketing gear consisting of iron picketmg-peg—the head-rope war

always attached to the headstall; a knee-lashing for the camel a leathe.

whip
;
a wooden tripod to keep water-skin from the ground when bn

vouacking
;

1 Torrens' kettle was carried by every 8th man. I\o gieat-coat.

were carried •

Artillery is divided in our army into horse, field, and garrison batteries

The tactical unit is the battery, but for purposes of administration the corp

divided into brigades, having generally 8 batteries in each. The men o.

the R. A. and Fd. batts. are divided into gunners, drivers, and artificers

There is a battery of H. A. to each cavy. brigd. ;
the R. A. w_ith eacl

army Divn. consists of 3 fd. batts., and the army corps artillery ot 3 batts

of H. A. and 2 batts. of fd. artilly. The batty, consists of 6 pieces told oi

into 3 divisions of 2 guns each, and into 6 sub-divisions of 1 gun each, li

Austria and Russia the batty, consists of 8 pieces. Our artillery is nov

being slowly re-armed, the very inferior R. M. L. 9-pr. being replaced by th'

B L 12-pr. At present we have for the H. A. the old R. M. L. 9-pr. ,
th'

R. M. L. 13-pr., and the R. B. L. 12-pr. For the mountain artillery w»

have the R. M. L. 7-pr. of 3 patterns, weighing 150, 200, and 400 lbs

respectively ;
the last pattern is in 2 pieces, which, when required for action

are screwed together.
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Detail of Battery Establishments.
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Mountain Batteries.—The gun now adopted is the 2-5'' R.M.L. steel

screw gun of 400 lbs. The establishment of Warrant-Officers, Staff-oergts.

Sergts. ,
Corpls.

,
Bombadiers, and Trumpeters for mountain batteries is that

same as for Field Batteries.

For a Mountain Battery with mule equipment.—The artificers are oncit

Farrier, and of collar-makers, wheelers, and shoeing smiths, 3 of each 1

qo gunners, 57 drivers on permanent establishment, and 94 hired drivers •

18 horses for officers and non-com. officers, &c. ;
112 ordnance mules anc

81 baggage mules; 72 ammunition boxes containing 36° shrapnel, ante

144 common shell ;
xoo rounds of case ; 360 rounds M.H. carbine, and 12a

rounds for revolvers
; 216 percussion fuzes

;
108 medium and 324 small time,

and concussion fuzes. No transport for tents is provided.

For a Battery .with camel equipment ,
the difference in establishment is :

shoeing smiths instead of 3 ; 100 gunners and 45 camel drivers instead c

mule drivers, 22 horses and 90 camels
;
72 ammunition boxes, containing 144.

common, and 432 shrapnel shells, and 144 rounds of case
, 4 boxes of M.rH

carbine, and 1 box of revolver ammunition. The heaviest load on any came

is 381 lbs., saddle and gear included : the lightest is 273 lbs. No transpon

for tents is included in this establishment.
.

The war establishment of batteries in India as regards Europeans is tt 1

same in all three Presidencies, and is as follows.
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The Native establishment varies in each Presidency, and is as follows.
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Field Guns.—The 18 lb. B. L . Armstrong gun on steel Fd. carriage;:
charge 81b. P.

;
shrapnel shell 290 balls (35 per lb.) : B.C. 1 oz. The R. .1.

L . 16-pr. of 12 cwt. wrought iron and steel tube. Total L. 78" : L. of bor
68 '4": cal. 3

"6
" ;

grooves, 3 ;
twist of rifling 1 in 30 (uniform). H. tocentr.

of gun 43j.
m Wheels 3' diam. : track 62"4jcwt. Common shell filled with 1

oz. B. C.
,
wt. 16 lbs. ii-j oz.

;
shrapnel filled with 128 bullets (72 at 18 per It

and 56 at 84) and ij oz. B. C., 17 lbs. 14! oz.
; case, holding 176 balls s.

16.1 per lb. 15 lbs. 3 oz. Charge, 3 lbs. R. L. G-. powder. M. V. 1355 :

Ammunition 100 rds. per gun
: gun limber (24 rds.

)
ammunition wago

(48 rds.) and limber (24 rds.) with 4 rds. of case on the gun axletree : eac

.

box on limber and wagon contains 9 shrapnel and 3 common shells. Gun:
carriage and limber packed for service, without tents, weigh about 42 cwt*

24 lbs. Ammunition wagon, limber and body similarly packed weighs about
42 cwt. 13 lbs. without tents. Range, at an elevation of 3

0 40’, 1800 vds.
of 4

0 15', 2000 yds, of 7
0
33', and of n° 22 1

4000 vds. Wheels 5' diam.:.
track 62".

The R. M. L. 13-pr. bf 8 cwt. wroughtiron with steel tube. Total L. 92"
L. of bore 84"; cal. 3"

;
grooves xo

;
rifling increasing from 1 in 100 at breac.

to x in 30 at muzzle : rotation obtained by copper gas check without prc
jections. H. to centre of gun 43". Wt. of wheels 4.) cwt. : diam. and trac
same as 16-pr.

;
common shell filled with 10 oz. B. C. = 13 lbs. with percusi:

sion fuze fixed 13 lb. 6j oz. : shell empty 12 lb. gas check 6j oz : shrapnti 1

filled with 116 balls (34 per lb.) and f oz. B. C. = 13 lbs. : case holding 34-
balls (34 per lb.

) 13 lbs. 7^ oz. Charge, 3 lb. 2 oz. R. L. G2
;

M. V\
I 595'- Range, at an elevation of 3

0 6' is 2000 yds.
;
of 5 47' 3000 yds. : c

9
0 4000 yds. : and of 190 6' 6000 yds. Ammunition

, 142 rds. per gun (31
common shell, 108 shrapnel, and 4 case) the gun-limber carries 34, and th
wagon 104 shells : 2 rds. of case are carried in gun-linxber and 2 in wagon:
limber.

The R. M. L. q-fir. of 6 cwt. wrought iron with steel tube. Total LI
74

”

2" : of bore 66' 1

: cal. 3"
: grooves 3 : rifling 1 in 30 (uniform) H. of gu:.

42” : common shell filled with 7-5 oz. B. C. Wt. 9 lbs. 1 oz. : shrapnel fillet*

with 63 balls and 12 drams B. C. 9 lbs. i2f oz. : case no balls, x6.i per It:

9 lbs. 12 oz. Charge, if lbs. of R. L. G. 2
I* I. V. 1398'. Ammunition

-

148 rds. per gun (36 rds. in 2 boxes, each holding 14 shrapnel and 4 common
shells on limbers, and 72 rds. on wagon body in 4 boxes, each box same
as those on limbers), and 4 rds. of case carried on axletree arm of gun"
Carriage, gun and limber, packed for service without tents weigh about 3 ;

cwt. Range, with shrapnel at an elevation of 4° 40', 2000 yds. : of io° an
3300 yds. W. of wheels 4.) cwt. diam. and track same as 16 pr.

The R. B. L. 7 cwt. 12 -pr. of tough steel. Total L. 92-35'': L. c
bore, 84"

: (28 calbrs.

)

: cal. 3": 12 grooves: rifling increasing twist fo

half the bore, from 1 n 120 cals, to 1 in 28, then 1 in 28 for outer half 0
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re : breech action, interrupted screw with De Bange obturator : charge

d. S. P. powder : M. V. about 1700 to 1730': all projectiles weigh 123 lb :

al weight behind teams will be 345 cwt. for gun and limber, and 36 cwt.

ammunition and all other wagons, exclusive of men and personal

uipment. This is undoubtedly the best field-gun in existence, and it is

ped that no false economy may prevent us from at once arming our

;ld Artillery with it. The shrapnel is 8 5'', long, and carries 216 balls, 35
the lb.) B.C. 12 drs. : the case has a length of 8-5", and contains 314

xed balls, 34 to the lb. The gun-carriage weighs about 18 cwt., and the

iber about 15
-

5 cwt. Each ammunition box holds 18 rds. Ranges are

yds., and elevation 1500, x° 53': 2000, 2° 52': 3000, 4
0 15': 4000,

26'
;
and 5000 yds. at 13

0 of elevation. This is to be our gun for H. A.

d for field batteries.

The R. M. L. i-pr. (steel) (150 lbs.). Total L. 28 '5" : nominal L.

•125" : of bore 2'
: cal. 3''

:
grooves 3 : twist of rifling 1 in 20 (uniform)

mmon shell filled with 7 oz. B. C. 7 lbs. 5 oz. : double with 1 lb. B. C.

lbs. : shrapnel filled with 42 balls and 8 drams B. C. 7 lbs. 53 oz. : case

led with 70 balls 6 lbs. 4 oz. Charge 6 oz. F. G. powder for common and
rapnel, and 4 oz. for double shell. M. V. 673'. Range, case effective to

jo yds. : shrapnel should not be fired beyond 650 yds. : double shell in-

ided as a substitute for vertical fire from the old 4-4'' mortars : at an eleva-

in of io° 14' with common shell, 1500 yds. The wt. of gun-carriage with

leels 306 lbs. H. of axis of trunnions 22” : diameter of wheels, 30/'

The R. M. L. 7-pr. (steel) (200 lbs. pattern ). Total L. 41" : of bore
"

; cal. 3"
:
grooves 3 : twist of rifling 1 in 20 (uniform) projectiles as for

Alter guns. Range with double shell 12 lbs. and charge 4 oz. F. G. at

’ 48' elevation 800 yds. : at x8° 38' A300 yds. : at 28° 50
1 1700 yds. : with

immon and shrapnel shell charge 12 oz. F. G. at 20 36' 840 yds. : at 5°2i'.

;3o yds. M. V. 968'. The wt. of gun-carriage with wheels 350 lbs. or

fen packed 550 lbs. : of limber with wheels 382 lbs.
,
or packed with com-

on shell 512 lbs., or with double shell 526 lbs. Each Mountain Batty,

.rries per gun, 48 common, 10 double, 32 shrapnel and 4 star shells, and 12

Is. of case. Wheels 36" diam., they weigh 144 lbs. Height of centre of

xn 2575".
The R. M. L. 2 '5'' (steel) (400 lbs. pattern) is in two pieces, the breech

id the muzzle portion, weighing 201 and 199 lbs. respectively. When put

igether, total L. of gun is 70 43", of bore 66 '5''
: cal. 2 '5"

:
grooves 8 :

fling spiral increasing from 1 in 80 at breach to 1 in 30 calibres at 3'53"

om muzzle, the remainder uniform 1 turn in 30 calibres : common shell

ith gas check, and filled with 4 oz. B. C\, weighs 7 lbs.
;
shrapnel contain-

ig 100 balls (35 per lb. ), 70 buck-shot and '10 cast iron segments with j oz.

. C.
,
and gas check, weighs 7 lbs.: case containing 159 balls (34 per lb.)

eighs under 7 lbs.; wheels 36" diam., and 193 lb. Charge 24 oz. R. L. G-

:
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W. of Shrapnel loaded with 88 balls and J oz. B. C., and fuze, 7 lb. 6 oz.

Ranges with common and shrapnel shell, i° elevation, 800 yds. :
2° 6\ 13c

yds.
: 3

0 52’, 2000 yds. :
7° 19', 3000 yds. : and 11° 7', 4000 yds.

Fuzes are of 3 sorts, the Time Fuze, the Percussion, and the Doubi

Action or Time and Concussion Fuzes. They are packed by fives in ti

cylinders. The 15 secs, wood time fuzes and the percussion R. L. fuzes at

those now commonly used in our fd. artilly.

The draught per horse in all batts. armed with 9-pr. is about 637 lbs'

and in those armed with 16 pr. about 789 lbs. (the gunners being dismounte

in both instances).

All gunners and drivers in H. A. and Fd. Batts, should be armed wit

the regulation revolver (to be carried on the person) and with an Elch

sword-bayonet : the cavly. sword is a useless encumbrance to the artr

leryman.
The greatest number of rds. fired by a German batty, in 1870 was 230 rd

per gun fired at Mars le Tour, but the average per gun fired in that batts

by all the artillery engaged was only 94, which was greatly in excess of th

amount fired at any other of the great battles.

The ordinary charge for S. B. guns is j to ( the wt. of the shot ; for 1

guns about J
of shot. Battering charges about ii service charge. FF

Batty, shells penetrate earth from 6' to 12'
;
guns of position from 12'

16'. Fd. batts. can fire 2 rds. a minute, the pieces being laid each rd.
;
b

as a rule the rate of firing is much slower and more deliberate.

Measuremen t ofGun Material.—From tip to tip of axle, the gun-carriag.

and wagons measure 6 1 5"
;
gates and passages should therefore haver

minm. width of 7' 6'' to allow artillery to pass. The diameter of fie

carriage-wheels is 5'. The track of all fd. artilly. and of all W. D. earring,

is 5' 2" outside measurement, except that of the pontoon and wire wagor

which is 5' 10".

Proportion of men to Guns.—The proper establishment of men an

horses for field artillery is to be estimated thus :—Having provided t

exact number of gunners required to work the guns, and of drivers an

horses required for the guns and wagons, add one-tenth as “spare.”

you are told that with any enemy’s column there are so many field guns, tl

number multiplied by 25 will give you roughly the number of artillerym

with the column.
War Rockets.—They are named according to their total wt. Tl

Hale’s rocket, which are those in use in our army, have no sticks, and arec

two kinds; the 9-pr. and the 24-pr. The former is for field service, the latn

is chiefly used in fortresses. Their length is 16J" and 23'', and their d

meter 2)f and 3!'' respectively. The troughs used in firing them are 27 1

and 64! lbs. respectively. The range of the 9-pr. rocket at an elevation

5
0 25' is 1000 yds. ;

at 8° 40’ is 1500: at 120 20' is 2000 ;
and at r6°
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2 coo yds. Its effective range is not more than about 1200 yds. War

kets are painted red. Their use in the army is to be discontinued in

Timal Rockets may be very useful in communicating between columns

night which are separated by practically impassable objects. They are o

sizes, viz. 1 lb. and £ lb., with sticks 8' 2" and 6 6 long
;
the former

itains 28, the latter 20 stars. All signal rockets are painted stone-coloui ,

V deteriorate rapidly in damp tropical climates, and should therefore be

:ked in tin-lined cases. The x-lb. rocket ascends about 1800 ,
and it is

d they may be seen in clear weather to a distance of from 30 to 40

Les •

Siege Trains will consist of any number of units of Heavy, Medium or

dit ordnance, according to the requirements of the service, each unit

rsisting of 16 pieces and of 8 Garrison Batts.
,
with 500 rds. per gun, and

ires in proportion.

Description of Gun, &c.,

in each unit of seige train.

,•6" 70-cwt. gun
.o-pr. 35-cwt. gun, Mark II

>5 „ 18 „
1-in. howzr. 70 cwt. .

>•6" „ 36 „
>•3" .. 18 » . •

, \

tops . . . • •

siege R. M. L. 40-pr. gun-carnage with tops . •

„ ,, howzr. carriage, with hydraulic buffer

„ howzr. 6 - 6" „ ,, >> >>

„ ,, 6 '

3" ,, ,, .. »
Trench carts ....
Gyns, 18' light, Mark II .

Ammunition and Store Wagons
Forge with limber .

Platform carriage, siege gun
Gyn and store carriage
Sling wagon, wood, with limber, to 6 tons

Double-decked ground platforms •

Clarke’s strengthened platforms

.

One

Heavy

Siege

Train

Unit.

One

Medium

1

Siege

Train

Unit.

One

Light

Siege

Train

Unit.

2 .. , .

4 6 . .

8

to
10
• • S

1

* •• ••

•• • • 9

5 7
It • • • *

. , II • •

. . 9

8 8 8

2 2 2

35 35 35

2 2 2

3 * • • *

2 2 2

I . • • •

IO • •

4 6 l6
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Number of Guns, Carriages, and
Bullocks in each Class of Siege Train

used in India.

1st Class
Siege
Train.

|

2nd Class
Siege
Train.

3rd Class
Siege
Train.

4th Clasi

Siege
Train.

Guns

or

Carriages.

|
Bullocks.

Guns

or

Carriages. Bullocks.

Guns

or

Carriages. Bullocks.

Guns

or

Carriages.

ui

Al-
u
JD

5

4

5

4

1

24-pr. . . at 26 bullocks each
Spare carriages, 22 „

18-pr. . 22 ,,

Spare carriages, 18 ,,

io''-Howzr. . 26 ,,

Spare carriages, 22 ,,

8"-Howzr. . . 22 „
Spare carriages, 18 ,,

Carts, Store, or Ar-1 ,

tificers . . ]
0

Carts, platform . 6 ,,

Carriages, Trans-1
2

port, medium . J

Total Bullocks
Add Spare ....
Grand Total of Bullo.ks.

12

4
12

2

4
1

6

1

30

27

3

312

44
264

36

104
22

132
18

180

162

36

6
1

6
1

2

0

4
1

16

15

2

1

156
22

132
18

52
0
88
18

96

90

24

4
0

4
0
1

0
2

0

8

9

1

104
O
88

0
26
0

44
0

48

54

12

2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0

6

6

1

0
00

ro

n

696
I l6

376
62

27

1528 812 438 3’:

Total number of pieces of ordnance 34
1

18 11 8

Siege guns andguns of position. 64-pr. I\. M. L. gun, total L. 1 18';

L. of bore 97'5": cal. 6-3'': nominal \vt. 64 cwt. :
grooves, 3: twist

rifling 1 in 40 (uniform). Ammunition.battering shells filled with 33 oz. B. '

including gas-check, 90 lbs.
;
common, filled with B. C. of 7 lb. 2 oz.

, 64 lb*

shrapnel filled with 234 balls (14 per. lb.
)
and B. C. of9 oz.

, 64 lbs. : case sb

filled with 50 8 oz. balls, 49 lb. 14J oz. : charge 12 lb. R. L. G. : M. V. 1285

with 10 lb. charge and 65 or 66 lbs. shell, 1383' ; with the 12 lbs. charge ar

90 lbs. shell its range is 4000 yds. at an elevation of io° ; with the 10 lb

charge and the lighter projectile its range is the same with an elevation

9
0
35

1

,
and is 5400 yds. at 140 57’. Wt. of carriage empty, with whee

drag-chain, &c., about 33 cwt.

40-pr. A'. M. L. gun (Mark II.), total L. 120": L. of bore 104 '5 " : a
475: average wt. 34 ‘S cwt. : grooves 3, rifling 1 in 35 uniform. Ammu
tion; charge 7 lbs. R. L. G !

,
common shell filled with 27 oz. B. C, 38 1
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5

oz. : shrapnel filled with 180 balls (18 per lb.) and 47 oz. B. C.
,
41 lbs.

j
oz. : case shot filled with 405 balls at 165 per lb.

, 38 lbs. 6 oz. : Range
>00 yds. at 3

0 22'
: 3000 yds. at 5° 32' : and 4500 yds. at io° 46'. The

me gun of Mark I. total L. too '5''
: L. ofbore 85 '5"

: average wt. 34 cwt. :

.rriage the same for both guns : H. of centre of gun 53" : wheels 60" diam.
s" track. Wt. of carriage, empty, with wheels, drag-shoe and elevating

c, nearly 33 cwt. : Wt. of limber, empty, with boxes, shafts and wheels,

j
cwt. 1 qr. : wt. of wheels, 105 cwt. Gun-limber carries 4 common and
shrapnel shells, and 2 rds. of case : wagon-limber and body carries 18

>mmon, and 18 shrapnel shells.

25-pr. R. M. L. gun
,
total L. 98''

: L. of bore 88” : cal. 4”
: grooves 3 :

ling, twist 1 in 35 (uniform) : average wt. 18 cwt.: H. centre of gun 46''

:

heels 60”. Ammunition, common shell (filled with 175 lbs. B. C.

)

;
lbs. : shrapnel (filled with 158 balls and 3 oz. B. C.

) 25 lbs. 3 oz. : case
lot filled with 243 balls (163 per lb.) 24^25 lbs. : charge 4 lbs. R. L. G 2

nvder. M. V. 1320'. Range at 4
0 20', 2000 yds, : at io° 9', 3600 yds. : and

;oo yds. at 140 40'. Wt. of carriage, empty, with wheels, drag shoe, &c..

1
cwt. : of limber, empty, with boxes, shafts, and wheels, 11 cwt. 1 qr.

un-limber carries 12 shrapnel shells, and 6 common shells, and there are

rds. of case on gun-axle : Ammunition wagon (body and limber) carries

1 shrapnel, and 18 common shells.

8 -in. R. M. L. Howitzer of wrought iron with steel tube
;
total L. 64" :

. of bore 48” : cal. 8"
: mean wt. 43 cwt. 3 qrs. : grooves 4, twist of

ling, 1 in 16 (uniform). Ammunition, common shell filled with i4'5 lbs.

C. 183 lbs. 1375 oz. : case shot filled with 73 8-oz. balls, 74 lbs. Charges
rm 10 to 25 lbs. : with a 10-lb. charge the range is 1600 yds. at io° 5

1

,

id 3800 yds. at 38° 15'. The carriage is similar to that of the 40-pr.
,
and

e limber is the same as the 64-pr. limber with a store box.
6-3-in. R. M. L. Howitzer of wrought iron with steel tube

;
total L.

>"
: L. of bore 45": mean wt. 17 cwt. 77 lbs.; cal. 6'3": grooves 20:

ling increasing twist from 1 in xoo at breech to 1 in 35 at muzzle
;

^munition, common shell filled with 71b. B. C., gas check included, 70 lb. ;

se shot filled with 50 8-oz. balls, 49 lbs. 1473 oz. Charges from 4 to

lb. : with a 4-lb. charge the range is 1800 yds. at io° 5'; 3000 yds. at 20°
;

00 yds. at 290 45' ;
and 4000 yds. at 35

0 elevation. Carriage is that for

e 40-pr.
;
the limber that for the 64-pr.

K
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The guns used in the field are as follows :

—

Nature of Gun.

B.L.R. 20 p
dr Armstrong .

Do. 12 do

9 do
1 6 p

dr (wrought iron)

13 do. do.

12 do. do.

9 do. do.

Do.
M.L.R.
Do.

B.L.R.
M.L.R.
Do.

Do.
Do.

7 p
dr (steel) for raoun

tain service

do. do.

2 * 5 in. do. screw

O

lbs.

1792
896
672

1355
896

784
896

' ri

,

O

120

o E.

X

rt

U >

3 c
o o
& T3

o §

Ch T3c
<•»

V

150

400

in. lbs.

3*75 358 i

3*00 2240
3’oo 2128
3' 60 2700
3*00 2240
3*00
3*00

i

2240

3
* 00

;
345

3 00
2*5

I

417

12 c
~ 2
£ §w £X -/)

"5

<u y

X
bO

3
150

T3 --
C ~
3 T3
O C
&
O *3
v- O
<U XX ^
E
3
£

40

lbs.
|

lbs.

•
I

5425
!

43
1904 1 4144
1600 ! 3750
1916 1916

1888 4228
3724 i .

.

1701 3941 108

90
90
72

j06

pc

lbs.

4256
4844
4540
4732

5032
4032
4506 3c

yd

35 :

34
30

34 -

40

35

77” A- M. L. converted gun of 70 cud. of wrought iron with tou.:

steel tube • total L. 9' 10" : cal. 6-6" : twist of rifling increasing frc

1 turn in too cals, at breech to 1 in 3S cals, at 13-2" (2 cals.) from muzz

remainder uniform at 1 in 35 cals. Ammtn. common shell empty 91

ff ^as check 3 lbs. x of; B. C. 5 lbs. 9 : towl wt - hUed T°° 1

The battering shill is 3h lbs. heavier, the B. C. being that quantity less

the total wt. when filled is still 100 lbs. The charges 25 lbs. P. powd

M V 1416 ft. secs. Range 2000 yds. at 3
0 8 : 3000 yds. at 5 30 '4°°°}

ot oc' and trooo vds at if 32'. The carnage is the siege H. P. (hydi

pneumatic) on the Moncrieff system, the gun recoiling below the parapet tcK and, in doing so, storing up in compressed air sufficient force to rr

°
a-ain to the firing position. When in firing position H. o centre o

j

1

o.fn t0 loading position 5' 2", and when travelling 4' 4'\ track of wheels 5

6-6 in K M L. Howitzer 0/36 cwt. of wrought iron with tough s-

mhe total L goV': cal. 6‘6" : twist of rifling from 1 in 94 cals at bre

m
b
r in Qs at muzzle. Ammtn. common shell empty 91 lbs 6 oz.;

check 3 lbs. 1 oz.
;
B. C. of P. and R. F. G. 7 lbs. 9f oz.: total wt. of s
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ed too lbs. : shrapnel filled with 318 balls, 14 per lb., 96 lbs. 3^ oz. : gas
eck 3 lbs. 1 oz.

;
B. C. n| oz. ; total wt. 100 lbs. : case filled with

4 balls (4 oz.) 100 lbs.; charges, 5, 3, and 2 lbs. R. L. G2
. Range with

bs. charge, 1000 yds. at 3
0
46' : 2000 yds. at 8° 26'

: 3000 yds. at 13
0 24'

:

00 yds. at 19
0
40', and 3000 yds. at 28° 54' : M. V. 839 ft. secs. It is fixed

>m a platform with a siege carriage provided with compressors.
Siege Gun Carriages.—We still adhere very much to the antiquated
stem of firing our siege guns through embrasures, because no Govern-
;nt will give us the money required to make overbank carriages. If we
,ve ever to contend against any nation provided, as the German heavy
ins are with their superior overbank carriage, we shall suffer horribly. I wish
ose who are responsible for not giving us the best gun carriages could
en have to stand for some time in our old-fashioned embrasures ! But I

ppose no one cares, because it will be only soldiers who will have to suffer !

Batteries of position.—The establishments vary little from those of Fd.
itteries already given. The guns used are the 40-pr. and 25-pr. R. M. L.,

d the 40-pr. and 20-pr. B. L. Armstrong. Four guns constitute a Battery,

cept with the 25-pr.
,
of which there are 6. With the Armstrong gun

itts. there are 30 riding horses and 112 draught horses for the 40-pr., and
for the 20-pr. Batts. : 4 ammn. : 3 ammn. and store, and 1 platform
igons with 40-pr., and the same, with the exception of the platform wagon,
th the 20-pr. : the number of rds. carried is 38 per 40-pr. and 66 per 20-pr.

With the R. M. L. 40-pr. and 25-pr. the same number of riding horses,
id 134 and 124 draught horses per Batty, respectively. Both carry 1 spare
in carriage, 1 forge, 1 store, and 1 ammunition and store wagon, and the
rmer 8, the latter 6 gun-ammunition wagons.
Machine Guns.—After lengthened and powerful opposition from the pre-
diced and the interested, we are now at last about to have some machine
ms handed over to our Infy. for use in the field. If made use of intelli-

;ntly on active service, the machine gun of the Infy. -rifle calibre that will
-

e with smokeless powder and be sighted up to 3000 yds. will mark a new
a, as pronounced as that when rifled or when breech-loading small arms
ere first adopted. No gun with less than 2 barrels should be used.
The Nordenfelt .—

U

nlike most other machine guns, its firing action is

ith a lever moved horizontally by the hand of the man who lays and fires

ie gun at the same time. Most of the other guns require one man to lay
id another to fire them by turning a vertical crank. The 3-barrelled Infy. -

fie calibre weighs 56 lbs.
;

the tripod on which it is mounted weighs
20 lbs.

;
the 5-barrelled gun of same calibre weighs 120 lbs.

;
its tripod

32 lbs. Both fire either volleys or single, shots at will of the firer. The
ew pattern now being made (o

-

45") has 5 barrels : wt. complete with feeder
ut without mounting or shield, 143 lbs. : of cone mounting, 160 lbs. ;

of
lield, 69 lbs. It is only sighted up to 2000 yds.

,
which is not sufficient.

K 2
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The Gardner.—The 5-barrelled Infy. -rifle calibre weighs, with feeder an

traversing gear, 327 lbs. ;
its tripod, 59 lbs. It is sighted to 1600 yd

There is also a 2-barrelled gun. The i-barrelled gun now being mat

weighs 59 lbs. with feeder but without mounting or shield
;
the tnp<

mounting weighs 80 lbs. and it is only sighted up to 2000 yds.

The Gatlin —The new guns have 6, 8, and 10 barrels, and ^'eigh ire

100 to 237 lbs., according to number and length of barrel; the 6-ban

camel gun and carriage weigh 240 lbs., which it is proposed to carry •

one mule : it is proposed to carry on 5 mules the feed magazines requir

for firing together with 8000 rds.

The Field Guns used by Continental Armies are all

Breechloaders, and are as follows :

Effective range
5 fcJ3 with Common
6 0)

6L
Shell. "rt

Description. Vm U

4-J rtc

£ H
tf

CJ Range. Elevatn.

Austria. Cwts. Ft. Ins. Yds. 0 /

16 56
7 c. rn. Mountain gun . 1*76 3*28 2*6 3333

1 2
8 c. m. H. A. gun 5-87 6*39 2 '95 5000 K
g c. m. gun (Fd. Batts.) 9 '56 6*76 3

'

42 5000 1 *

France.
15 0

80 rail. Mountain gun . 2* 06 3 '94 3**5 3°35
1 §

80 mil. Field gun . 8*45 7-48 3 ’i 5 7655 25 0

W-
90 mil. do. 10*41 7 ’48 3*54 7535 25 0

Germany.
6196H.A. gun 7*66 6-89 3*°9 25 0

}S:
Fd. Batty, gun 8-84 6-89 3*47 655 ' 25 0

’in ;

Italy.
3089 \ d

Is*7 c. m. Mountain gun . 1-91 3*28 2*95 15 0

7 c. 111 . Light gun . 5*85 5-42 2*95 3543
[ 2 :

gem. Hea"y gun 9’ 66 6 '89 3-42 35°o

Russia.
3 '96Mountain gun 1 *93 2'5 * *

25 16
H. A. gun .... 7-09 5

'

5 S 3*425 7000
> v

.

Light Field gun . 9'°3 6-9 3*425 7000 22 5 lc/3

Heavy do. 12*25 6-9 4*2 * * '

Spain.
3280Mountain gun 2*0 3-32 3 * °9 20 35

Long 8 c. m. gun . 6-58 6*35 3*09 5468

9 c. m. Krupp • • 9'S6 6 -

8g 3*42 5905 22 55
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li-

Artillery Regimental Staff for i Army Corps. Officers.
3rd Class
Clerks.

B&tmen.
Ridingi
Horses.
Private:

Colonel Commanding Corps Artillery i 1 2 3

Lieut. -Col. Commanding Corps Horse Artillery
i

i 1 2

Lieut. -Col. Commanding Corps Field Batteries, and
i 2 3

Corps Reserves i 1

i 2

6 3 12 26

N.B.—In my humble opinion this is an inordinately large staff for 3 H. A. Batts, and 2 Batts. 16-p

HI. Engineers.—The Corps at present consists of x Field Park,.

Pontoon Troop, 1 Telegraph Battn. (in 2 Divisions)
: 4 Field Compame

7 Depot Companies : 5 Submarine Mining Comps. : 4 Survey Comps. : an

20 Garrison Companies. The men are equipped like infantry. Ur

lately they were armed with a breech-loading Lancaster carbine (8 111

3k oz.
)
and sword bayonet ( 1 lb. 8| oz. ).

The personal equipment of the R. E. is similar to that laid down :

cavly. and infy. ,
according as the men are mounted or not.

Detail of a Garrison Company.*

Officers and Men. No.

Major 1

Captain
Lieutenants -

Total Officers .

.

4

JV.-C. Officers and Men.

6

2nd Corporals
Sappers
Buglers
B fitmcnf

Total .. i 32

Conveyance for the Baggage, Camp Equipaat
’ ~ Garrison Companies will iand Stores of these ( .

provided, according to circumstances, by tit

Director of T ransport.

The R. 1£. are now armed with the same nfle

the Infantry, and every man has in possess^

50 rds. of ammunition, which is maintained 1

drawing on the Infantry Divisional rcservi

In the Telegraph and Pontoon troops a cc

siderable proportion of the men are arm-

with cavalry swords, which is an absurd arrang

ment ; those not armed with a rifle should ha

a revolver and an Elcho sword-bayonet.

;
from the Reserve,, ant. wi.

unarmed.
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Wagons
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Artificers'

Tools.

Carpenters

.

.

sets

Collar-makers

.

.

»

Farriers Painters

.

.

.

.

>•

Smiths’

G.A.S.,

with

36-

lb.

vice

.

.

.

.

sets

Telegraphers

..

..

Wheelers

and

Saddle-

tree-makers

.

.

sets

Whitworth’s

stocks

and

dies

.

.

.

sets

Tools,

shoeing,
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Horses,
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Horses.

Riding.

Officers

.

.

Staff

Serjeants

Non-Commis-

sioned

Officers

Signallers

Farrier

..

Shoeing-smiths

Trumpeters

..

Total

..

Draught.

For

wagons

—

Wire

..

Office Store

.

.

Air

Line

Forge
Spare..

Total

horses
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Each
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Each
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Officers

and

Men.

Officers.

Major

Captain

Lieutenants

Quarter-Master

Surgeon

..

Veterinary

Surgeon

.

.

|

Total

..

JV.-C.

Officers

and

Men.

Troop

Serjeant-Major

Troop

Q.-M.

Serjeant

Serjeants

Corporals

2nd

Corporals

..

Sappers

'.

Drivers

Trumpeters

fB&tmcn

Artificers.

Farrier

and

Carriage-

smith
Serjeant

Artificer

Serjeant

Telegrapher

.

.

Corporal

Artificer

Corporal

Telegrapher.

.

Shoeing

and

Carriage-

smiths

Collar-makers

..

Wheelers

Carpenters

T

elegraphers

.

.

Total

..



58]
COMMISSARIAT AND TRANSPOUT CORPS, [part i.

A Half Troop is attached to an Army Corps : the establishment shown on p. 57 fot

Right Half Troops is that which is considered requisite in the event of only | droop

forming part of an expeditionary force. The 10 wire wagons carry 30 miles of cable

(3 miles each wagon). The 4 office wagons carry instruments, &c., for 16 stations.

The 4 air-line wagons carry 30 miles of overhead wire with necessary number of poles.

&c. ;
60 miles of telgh. can thus be constructed and worked by the Telgh. Troop.. If

is proposed to reorganize this Telgh. Troop and the z Telgh. Companies into a “ Fielc

Telgh. Corps,” divided into 8 sections, each section carrying 20 miles either of caole 0)

overhead telgh. material, or 160 miles in all. Each section at war strength will consis.

of I subtn. offr. and 50 N.-C. Os. and men. See Article on “ Electric Telgh.”
.

The establishment ofthe Corps ofNative Sappers and Miners in Bengal consists 0

10 Comps., 9 combatant and 1 M. Os., 63 British N.-C. Os., 10 Subadars, in

Jemadars, 40 Havildars, 80 Naicks, 20 Buglers, 1000 Privates. The Educationa

Estabt. s; Hospl. Estabt. 14; Native Artificers and followers 111 ;
and a Con

servancy Estabt. of 6. For pontoon companies there are 28 native artificers in addition:

The number ofcompanies in the Madras Regt. ofSappers and Miners is the sam:

(10) There is one M. O- and 13 combatant offrs., 32 British Warrantand N.-C. Os.-

10 Subadars, 10 Jemadars, 41 Havildars, 80 Naicks, 20 Buglers, 1050 Privates, an.

56 Recruits and Pension boys. The Educational Estabt. is 6 ; 1 Apothecary;

1 European Artificer ; and 72 Native Artificers and followers. In Bombay the Corp,

of Sappers and Miners consists of 5 Companies with 1 Commandant, 5 Compy. C- Os-

1 Adjt., 1 Q. M., 2 Doing Duty Officers, 1 Surgeon, 1 Assist. Commissary, 1 Serjt t

Major, I Q.-M. Serjt., 1 Signalling Serjt., 4 Serjts., 4 First Corporals, 4 Secon

Corporals, 5 Subadars, 5 Jemadars, 20 Havildars, 10 Buglers, 4oNaiques, 400 Private*

and 12 boys. The Subt. Medl. Estabt. consists of 8, Conservancy Estabt. 6, and then

are besides 50 Native Artificers and followers.

COMMISSARIAT AND TRANSPORT CORPS.—War
Establishment.

The Transport and Supply Column for an Infy. Brigd.

formed from 1 company of the Commissariat and Transport Corps. Tlu

Company provides :— ......
1st. The whole of the organization for collecting and issuing rations an

forage to the brigd.
. .

.

2nd. The arrangements for shoeing, and thevety. supervision of the bilge

3rd. The transport for the baggage, See. ,
of the Brigd. Staff, and of 1

own men, on the same scale as is carried with the battns.

4th. The transport, See., for the Brigd. Supply Column, which carries

day’s complete rations and forage for every man and horse in the brigd.

One Offr. (D.A.C.G.) acts as Senior Commisst. Offr., and is direct

responsible to the G. O. C. the Brigd. for all the commisst. and transpo

arrangements. One Off. ( D. A. C. G.
)
supervises the transport of the brigd

and also acts as C. O. of the men of the company. The details of tt

company are as follows ;

—
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Officers.
Warrant S. Serjts. Rk. & Totals.

Horses.

Establishment of One

|
Transport.

|
Riding. u

0

and Transport

g
o
U T

ransport

1/5

£
E
o
U

Commisst.

|
Transport

|
Buglers.

j
Commisst

o
a

B
H J

Commisst

j
Transpor

H
T3
C
rtu
O |

Private.

|
u

3
3
pu ID.

horses

1

mules.

Hd.-Qr. Section.

D.-A.C.-G i i 2 3 {

1 1

Qr.-Mr.
Vety. Surgeon ..

i

i
1

1 2

Warrant Offrs i i

Compy. Serjt.-Mjr. i

1 {

1

,, Q.-M. Serjt. .. i

,, harrier .. y r 6
,, Wheeler i

l 1

,, Collar-maker .. i

Serjeants i i J
Ji 1

Farrier Corps

y. 7 7'
Wheeler Corps

3

,, as Issuers ..

,, as Butcher.. i

Privts. as Butchers 2
37 47 34

„ as Drivers
1

,, as Batmen 3 ii

4
1 1

Total Hd.-Qr. Section i 3 i i i 6 i 10 44 13 55 67 3 10 34

SUPPLY COLUMN.

Quarter-Master .. i 1 I 1

Warrant Officer.

Conductor I X I

Serjeant i
1

Artificer.
i 1 I

Rank and File.

X

i

) f
„ as Butchers and )

Drovers.. J

3

24

! 3i

1

44

j

„ as Batmen
,

X

4
J

Total Supply Column i X i 5 42 6 34 40 4 44

Grand Total of one Com. 4

~
i i 7 i *5 78 *9 89 107 3 14 78



GO] CARRIAGES FOR TRANSPORT COMPANY, [part r.

Summary of Transport for Company.

Transport.

|
Carts

or

Wagons. Drivers.

Draught
lorses and
mules.

Head-Quarter Section.

i I 2

Carts {
(Water i I 2

Forge wagon i 2 4

Brigd. Hd.-Qr. Staff i 2 4

Senior Commisst. Offr 1 2 4

G.S. Wagon
2 4

I 2 4

Spare 6 6

Total Hd.-Qr. Section . 8 20 34

Supply Column.

(For rations and forage 7 *4 28

G.S. Waeonss
(For wood 3 IO 10

Total Supply Column IO 24 44

Grand Total iS 44 ?S

>
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No I , or Wagon for the Staff of an Infy. Brigd.
,
and No. II.,

or Wagon for Senior Commissr. Offr. with Infy. Brigd. (each

has 2 Drivers, 4 Horses).

Articles in each wagon.

No. I. Wagon. No. II.Wagon.

No.
Average
wt. of 1

article.

Total
approxt-
wt. in

lbs.

No.

Total
approxt.
wt. in

lbs.

lb. oz. lbs. lbs.

Offrs.’ Baggage I IOO O 100 1 80

2 50 O ICO

Blankets, G.S 8 4 12 38 8 38

Books and Stationery 2 78 O 160 * * IOO

• • 150

Kits, staff clerks’ I 20 O ?°) 8

,, batmen’s 7 12 O 84/

Artificers’ tools . . • • 10

Implements, butchery . . • sets 1 49 0 49 • •

• • 607

Lanterns, in cases 2 33 0 33 • •

Biscuits 20 I O 22 • •

,, reserve 11 0 8 6 20 22

20 I O 28 20 28

1 . . 54
I 25

20 12 O 240 20 24O

Tents, circular 6 80 O 480 4 320

Wood for cooking 11 * * IO

In wagon body 12 $ CVVt. 16 cwt.

Offrs.’ canteen 1 20 O 20 I 20

Flanders Kettles 2 8 8 17 2 17

Opening tools 1 4 0 4 - 4

i cwt. i cwt.

G.S. wagon equipped .

.

»4i cwt. 244 cwt.

Total wt. wagon loaded . . about • • 38 cwt. 41 cwt.
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Head-Quarters

Army-Corps

Details

1
Co.

Commisst.

&

Transpt.

Corps.

Cavly.

Brigd.

Hd.-Qrs

Staff

and

Divnl.

Details

1
Co.

Commisst.

&

Transpt.

Corps

Hd.-Qrs.

1st

Divn

Staff

and

Divnl.

Details

1st

Brigade

2nd

Brigade

2

Cos.

Commisst.

&

Transpt.

Corps

I
2nd

Division

(2

Cos.)

1

I
3rd

Division

(2

Cos.)

!

Medical

Services,

4
Cos.

Commisst.

&
)

Transpt.

Corps

j

L.

of

C.

(Office)

Advanced

Depots

1
Co.

Commisst

&

Transpt.

Corps

2

Bakery

Columns,

2

Cos.

1
1st

Col.

..

Commisst.

&

Transpt.

Corps

/
2nd

Col.

.

.

Total

for

1

Army-Corps

..
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04] LAND TRANSI'OUT. [part

Land Transport.—A most difficult question for all generals. Happ
is he who can reduce the amount of impedimenta to be carried. In ournex

war it is hoped that the men of the Transport Companies will be dresse*

and equipped roughly, but in a workmanlike manner, for the hard wor

they have to do. In my opinion the result of all our war experience for th.

last 30 years goes to prove, that it is a fatal mistake to place the transpor

of an army under the Commissariat Dept. Transport to be efficient mus
have a perfect military organization, and that it cannot receive when unde

the charge and command of a Civil Dept, of the army. At the same tim

it is essential that whilst organized upon Military principles, the offrs. ana

men employed should remember they are employed upon noncombatan’

duties. Our old Military Train was a failure because it was armed, equipped

and dressed in Dragoon fashion
;
the offrs. were “above their work, an:

all ranks seemed to be too “
fine gentlemen " to condescend to the arduoii

duties connected with the business for which they were invented. On
present Transport Companies are well organized, but in the field they shouL

be worked under a Director of Transport, who should be an officer holdin

combatant rank in the army, and not under the C. G. ,
who is himself th

largest employer of transport during war. The transport should 0.

organized as a separate dept, under the direct orders of the G. of C. Cal

upon the Line for whole battalions of soldiers to do the transport worn

should not be permitted. Before undertaking any military operation, ni

matter what may be its probable or possible magnitude, I would impres

upon the commander to provide beforehand for the conveyance of his storei

baggage, &c.
,
by a well-organized transport service under military offrs

every small detail being well thought out and provided for. On the manno

in which this is done will depend in the largest measure the success of tl

undertaking.
In the British army there is a prejudice in favour of pack animals, whicu

has come down to us from the Peninsular war. Nearly all our regulatioi

regarding baggage to be carried in the field used to be based upon tl

calculation of what bat animals can carry. The worst transport, and th)

most difficult to manage, is that by pack animals. As a rule, there will alwa;

be guns with an army, and wherever it can go wheeled transport can follov

Pack animals are continually being laid up with sore backs. A train

baggage is on the road, say 10 hours ;
during that time the pack anima.i

have no rest, as they cannot be unloaded during temporary halts. It

difficult and tedious to load them well, and loads frequently fall o

occasioning delay and confusion. Two pack mules will carry a loa

exclusive of pack-saddle, of about 300 or 350 lbs. The same 2 animals w
draw a load of about 800 or 1000 lbs. (in a light cart), according to thl

nature of the roads. The question of driving versus riding is now beii

considered upon its true merits, and it is to be hoped that a large proporti<
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our conveyances will be driven in future. A horse loses his power of

stained draught by having a driver on his back. During the late war in

nerica every species of transport was tried ;
animals, whether mules or

irses, carrying loads on their backs, were given up at an early period of

e war, and latterly the whole transport of both armies, except the

nveyance of the sick, was performed by long wagons drawn by 6 mules or

irses, and driven by the man who rode the near-wheeler. Animals of the

insport service require but little grooming during war, so that i man is

nple for the care of 4. The men should be armed solely with a good

ntral fire revolver, and be clothed in easily-fitting blouses made like

orfolk jackets. All ironwork about the carts and harness should be

;quered. The men should be better paid than the other branches of the

rvice, and only steady men allowed to enter it.

The Director of Transport should have entire direction of all the transport

the army that is not specially allotted—like for example Regtl. Transport

Corps
;
but even this reserved Transport will be, when the army halts,

ade over to him, while the troops remain stationary, by the G. Os. C.

ivns. &c. for general use. All remount depots must be directly under him,

,d under the orders of the G. O. C. in the field, he should have sole

anagement of everything connected with the transport duties of the army,

e raising, organization, maintenance and working of all the auxiliary and

her transport. He must work directly under the orders of the G. of C.

e should be a military officer of rank selected for his powers of organization

id his special knowledge of the subject.

Military Transport divides itself naturally into two classes : 1st. that

rich moves with the troops, and which has a complete military organization

th trained officers and soldiers : the 2nd. is the great general or auxiliary

insport which works in rear of the advanced depot, and is generally locally

itained
;

it may be by canal or river in boats, and it will then require

special organization.
^ The more it is directly under military officers, and

3rked by disciplined soldiers, the more effective it will be.

The 1st class with us is divided into,

(a) Regimental Transport,

(b) The Commissariat Transport Companies attached to Divns.
,
Brigds.

,

id Departments.
On the march all our transport moving with the army is divided into 1st

id 2nd Lines ; with the former is all that is daily required by the troops,

id which keeps as near them as possible on the march
;
with the latter are

ie tents, when they are to accompany the army, the Fd. Hospls., Bakery

ain, Ordnance Reserve stores, &c.

Regimental Transport.—At present all nations recognize the importance

a well organized regtl. transport : but, with us, it is more important than

ith foreign armies, because our Commissariat transport establishment is so
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Military conveyances. The wagons and carts, &c., for military transit

should be light but strong, which ends can only be secured when they,

made of sound well-seasoned wood. Our wagons, &c.
,
planned and made

Description of Wagons and Carts now in use.

Names of Wagons,
Carts, etc.

* To hold 8 wounded
men=about 14 cwt.

|

Number

of

Horses.

Wt.

complete

with

Pole

or

Shafts,

Drag-chain,

&c.

&c.

Weight

of

load.

|

cwt. cwt.

I Flanders wagon, R.A. 4 17* 30

2 Canadian do. 2 *3 20

G. S. do. (mark I.) 4 17* 30

Do. ( do. II.) 4 17* 30

5 Do. (
do. 111.) 4 l8 3°

6 Do. ( do. IV.) 4 19 3°

7 Spring do 4 23* 40

8 Bread and meat do. 4 29$ 40

9 Bakery do. 4 27 40

Steam oven . 4 4?t
• •

Pontoon (mark III.) i6i • •

12 Trestle (mark III.) i6i • •

13 Cart, spring . . • 2 12 20

Cart, tip (mark I.) . 2 ni 20

Do. (mark 11.) . 2 8i 15

Cart, G. S. . . . 2 6$ 15

Do. Maltese. . • 1 5* 6

18 Cart, S. A. A. . . 2 8* 12

Wa^on, Ambulance 2 i 7* • •

20 Wagon, Medical 2 17 *

Internal dimen-
sions of Body
(partitions re-

moved).

x.w

I = *5 :

O y c i

a = c

L. W. D. i

ft. in. ft . in. ft. in.

to A
5 c

6i,

o
li

if

8
;

3
!

5 ^

4 8

5 io

S 8

3 “
3 “

9*

9i

5
6

5 to

S 2

in
i ii

4f

tns.

I

5*°o
5*49

I

3*5
4*36
4* 3°4
4‘°4 I

4*177
8 ’604
8*604
10*71

7*50?
7*502
2*443
2*112

2*9791
2*079
i*75
2*468'

3*625
8 "292

*0 — ~
o y t
-C >

t/) cj
rt osz
-C <r.

O u !

2 tp-'i

•yi £ :

v
V

1 C4 4

vo :

rt « -

o :

3 rt-

rt S -

£ -a:

>» 3 =

• ~ «
me :

o _ .

£ **

N.B.—In this table, L. stands for length ;
W. for width ;

and D. for depth.

No. 6 is now the transport wagon for the army ;
no more of other patterns wil

structed. Except when the roads are very good and le-ei, and the horses large, II

and in very good condition, all our transport wagons are so heavy, that when fully

thev will requre 6 horses each ; the ambulance wagon, when loaded with 8

men, would weigh over 32 cwt : with 2 horses it would be immovable, except on the.

and most level roads.
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oolwich, are about the heaviest used in any army
;
they are apparently

nstructed not only to support the ordinary strains of a campaign, but to

also proof against all possible accidents or contingency that could befall

;m in any and every part of the globe. This is, in my opinion, an absurd

;caution
;
it would be amply sufficient if they were made proof against the

linary and probable accidents that may be expected in an ordinary

mpaign. The result of our present system is, that the number of horses

otted to some of the most cumbersome conveyances, can, in some instances,

ircely draw them when loaded according to regulations. It is better to

ve light carts and wagons, and undergo the inconvenience of an occa-

mal break-down and loss of a wagon, than that every cart and wagon
ould be so heavy that no break-down is ever possible. The loss of a
igon now and then is nothing, but the waste of strength in draught

casioned by heavy material is a serious matter.

The wagons in use in South Africa were

—
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The wagons used during the Red River expedition weighed, complete with j

and drag-chain, n cwt. i qr. : they were drawn by 2 horses each ;
their ordm

load over the very bad road used was from 1600 to 1900 lbs. Ihe road was •

rough, and they stood the work well. Similar wagons are commonly used all

Western Canada. A number of 2-wheeled carts were tried over the same root

first starting, but after a couple of days’ trial they were given up, the road being

hillv for them. The 2-wheeled carts used by the Russians in 1877 in Armenia b.

down also from the same causes. The Maltese cart was used to great advantag

the Crimea ;
with one mule, on a good road its load should be about 650 lbs.

cart weighs from about 5* cwt. to 6 cwt. All wagons and carts should be fitted

breaks ; the break used in South Africa is very good and is very simple in cons-

tion. They should also be supplied with a tarpaulin to keep their loads dry in.

weather. The 18' buck wagon when fitted as an ambulance tohold 3 men lymgt

6 men sitting, weighed 42 cwt.
. . , ,

Traction engines have never yet been effectively tried for trans

purposes during war. Although they are useless except on fair y

roads, they could, it is thought, be used to advantage in some count

Their use was attempted during the Ashanti campaign, but the steepnei

the inclines on the road forced us to abandon their use. The Iran

engine most suited for military purposes is the Steam Sapper

when empty 102 cwt. 1 qr. ;
add for coals 3 cwt. water 10 cwt and d

168 lbs., and the total weight when running will be 5 tons 16 cwt. 3,

Thewt. on driving wheels 8S cwt. 3 qrs., on leading wheels 31 cwt

total greatest width 6’ 1" Its consumption of coal is 50 lbs. an hour ’

used as a stationary engine, on a road 49 lbs. ,
and as a locomotiv

nils 37 lbs per hour. Under those 3 conditions, its consumption of

oer hour is from 30 to 40 galls., from 35 to 48, and from 30 to 4° 1

The tank of engine contains 70 galls. ,
that of tender, 50. W ater is req

every 6th mile. In a davof 10 hours' work as a stationary engine it rec

it lb of tallow and ij lb. of lard oil ;
if used on road or rails it rec

Ub. more of lard oil, and under all circumstancesJ
lb. of cotton wast

diem The “ Steam Sapper ” on a good road w ill draw a load equal

own wt. up an incline of and twice its wt. up to A. and 3 times nr

wt over the level or up slopes not exceeding Its maximum eft

load is 10 tons on roads with slopes not exceeding 1 in 11, with pit

not above 75 lbs. per sq. in. Its average speed on fair roads 2., to 3

per hour ;
weight of truck 2 tons ;

the net load therefore w ith 1 ca

would be 8 tons, with two, 6, and with three, 4 tons. 1 hese traction ei

are worked to the best advantage in pairs, each drawing 2 or 3 cairr

diev can then help one another when in difficulties.

Transport Coolies.—In many of our small wars transport coolies

-nlaved an important part, notably in the Ashanti campaign, for

animals could live on the Gold Coast, the whole transport consis-
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:oolies, men, women, and even children being employed. They carried the
loads on their heads, the common load being 50 lbs. for a man, but many
:arried 60 lbs. and some even 70 lbs.

,
and the women about 40 lbs. each.

Similar weights were carried in China by the Coolie Corps, the load being
either carried in 2 equal portions, 1 at each end of a split bamboo, or
2 loads were carried between 2 men, in 1 parcel slung to the centre
of a pole. In the Loochai and Duffla expeditions, the wt. of the load
was only 40 lbs.

,
as each carrier had to carry his own kit besides, which

w eighed over 21 lbs. In China the Coolie Corps was organised in comps, of
about 300 coolies each (it was intended they should have been 400 men each),
under the command of an English offr. To each comp., in addition to

the English offr., there was x company serjt., 4 other serjts., 28 Biitish

soldiers, 4 Chinese headmen, and 4 Chinese assistants. The staff of the corps
consisted of 1 commands, 1 2nd in command, 2 subalterns, and 1 sergt.

In the Duffla expedition the Coolie Corps consisted of 4 Divns., under 1

commandt. Each Divn. consisted of 1 British offr., 3 British N.-C. offrs.,

12 sirdars or mates, and 300 carriers
;
each Divn. was divided into 3 comps,

of 100 carriers each, under a N.-C. O. with a sirdar or mate for each of its

4 sections. In the organization of a carrier corps, the customs, habits, and
prejudices of the natives to be employed must be studied, for upon them the
details of the organization must very much depend. In most cases savages
work best under their own chiefs or headmen

;
the element of white men is

required to ensure punctuality, possibly honesty and obedience to orders
;

in many cases it is only possible to ensure to the indivdual carrier the
payment of his just wages by having the payments made direct to the
carrier by an English offr. The native carrier transport in Ashantee was
thus allotted per battn. of English troops. For 650 soldiers at 1 carrier for
every 3 soldiers, 217 carriers; 30 offrs.’ baggage, at 1 carrier per offr.,

3° ; cooking pots for 30 offrs.
,
at 1 to every 3 offrs.

, 10 ;
regtl. reserve of

•T A. A. (Snider), 50 rounds for 580 men (70 boxes), 70 carriers
;
82 camp

kettles (Flanders pattern), 10 by 1 carrier, 9 carriers
;
regtl. orderly room

and Q. M.'s office, 2 ;
for 40 cots (for sick carriage), at 6 carriers each,

240; native orderlies for 2 M.Os.
, 6 ;

headmen, 1 per 23 carriers and 3
spare, 28 ;

making a total of 616 natives, and adding 38 (6 per cent.) as
spare, the total number of natives for each battn. was 654.
Ox transport can be used in the rear of an army along its lines of com-

munication with very great advantage in a country like South Africa, that
abounds with grass

;
there the ox will not work or even live many months upon

any other food. In India, Turkey, and throughout the East, the ox, how-
ever, thrives well on chopped straw. The great advantage of ox transport
in South Africa is that the oxen require to have no forage carried for them,
the country supplying all they require. During the summer months of July,
August and September, when the old grass has been burnt, and the young
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srrass has not yet come up, to move with only ox transport is difficult. Ox

transport in South Africa can travel from 12 to 14 miles a day, but no more

than about 60 miles a week can be expected from it. The average rate of

march for a single wagon is miles an hour, which comes down to 2

miles an hour for a large convoy. Ox transport should be divided in

South Africa into sections of 10 wagons each, with a white man as con-

ductor for each section, there being an officer to about every 50 wagons.-

The best and surest work is obtained from ox transport when its move-'

ments do not in any way depend upon the movement of troops or of convoys

drawn by mules or horses. Oxen should be worked by night as much

as possible, and never during the greatest heat of the day, nor in wet

weather nor in larger numbers than 50 wagons together ;
if that number

be exceeded, there will be delays and difficulties about grazing. 1 he ox

takes several hours to feed ;
they should be well guarded by mounted

escorts in an enemy's country. It is very necessary they should be accus-

tomed to the language or tone of voice of those who drive them, the

following spare gear was issued in South Africa with every section of ic

wagon : 1 jack-lifter, 1 trek touw, 10 yokes, 40 riems, and 20 yokes-stays.

Animals used for Transport Purposes.

The Horse may be said to be in the prime of life from 5 to xo ^ears old

he weighs from 1000 to 1200 lbs., according to his height ; the former is fo.

the saddle, the latter for the draught horse. For Cavly. and R.A. pur'

poses his minimum height should be 15 hand 2 . The average walk of •

horse is a mile in 16 minutes, 375 miles an hour, making 120 strides (11c

yds.) each minute, the stride being 0 916 yd.
;
the regulation rate of walk

for our Cavly. is “ not to exceed 4 miles an hour.” The average trot is ;

mile in 8 minutes (7*5 miles an hour), making 180 steps (220 yds.) eacl

minute, the stride being 122 yd. A good trotter will do from 7 to 8 at 1

stride This is a slow trot ;
when going at a good pace, a horse trots easil;

g i m iies an hour. Our regulation trot of manoeuvre is 8 miles an hour, a

which pace 235 yds. are passed over in one minute. The gallop is abou

100 strides (352 yds.) each minute, that is, at the rate of 12 miles an hour,

the stride being about 10'. The gallop of manoeuvre in our Cavly. is at th:

rate of 12 miles an hour. A “ horse's length " (a measure of distance) is 8'.

A horse occupies in ranks 3' X 10', and when picketed, from 3 to 6 X 9

he should have in stables not less than 1200 cub. ft.
;
stalls should be nc

lie SI1UU1U 11CIYV. ,
1 • 1

less than 4' X9'. When horses are used as pack-animals, their loa

should be 200 lbs., including pack-saddle. It has now been settled th;

all horses are to be picketed to ropes stretched between picket posts c

waggons In riding long distances on one horse, the long halts for res-

and feeding should not, if possible, be less than 3 hours.

Stable management.—The efficiency of horses, pomes, and mules depone
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much upon the care taken of them after the march, or when stationary at

any time during the war
;
their diet should be carefully attended to, and

occasional change is most beneficial
;
when the climate and circumstances

admit, there should be stables of i hour duration 3 times a day
;
the routine

io be somewhat as follows :

Morning stables to be early, \ past 5 or 6 A.M. : stables or horse lines to

be cleaned out, animals watered, feed with about |th of hay ration
;
pick

and wash feet, and groom
;
sponge or wipe with wet cloth, docks, eyes and

nostrils, give 1 or 2 lbs. of corn : clean up again : clean saddlery and

harness.

Midday stables.—Water : if horse is wet or muddy, rub well down : feed

with half' the corn still left and !th of hay ration : clean up stables or horse

lines.

Evening stables, about 5 or 5.30 P.M. Water: clean and dry feet:

groom : feed with remainder of corn and ith of hay ration : bed down, and

clean up stables or horse lines :
give remaining §th of hay the last thing at

night.

Watering.—As a general rule, all animals should be allowed to drink as

much as they like : a few horses will drink inordinately and they must be

checked. Horses, mules, and ponies should be watered at least three

times a day : the cavalry horses in the march across the Bayuda desert

were over 70 hours without water : they were mostly Syrian horses. Give

only a little water before marching in the very early morning, but during

the march, let them have short drinks whenever possible : avoid giving

water for at least 1, if possible 2 hours, after a full feed. When very warm
from work give no water, until cool : a long drink is dangerous when hot

from work : it is a good plan to water when about 1 or 2 miles from camp,

and then to walk the horses slowly to their lines for the night : always give

lake or river water in preference to that from springs or wells. A horse

ordinarily drinks about 15 galls, at a time, and takes about 3 minutes to do
so : he requires from 6 to 8 galls, per diem.

Feeding.—Horses must not be cleaned or disturbed when eating their

corn. In the field, horses and mules must be fed as occasion offers : it is

better to feed them often with small quantities at a time, as their stomachs
are very small

;
work on an empty or very full stomach is bad for them. Bran

is excellent as a change, and when possible a mash may advantageously be
given twice a week, instead of the corn at the evening stables. Green
food, especially in summer and for young animals, is very good when
they are not working hard : carrots, 5 bushel a day, also good : sick

animals will often eat green food or carrots when they will touch no-

thing else. On the march, and in the field generally, let them pick up
what they can during short halts and when they can. When absent at

feeding hour, they should not be given two feeds at next feeding time, if
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there be time to give them separately with an interval between each, before

bedding-down for the night. At the opening of a campaign, teach your-

animals to eat the grain of the country. Horses will eat leaves when grass

is not to be had ;
those of the elm are the best. Horses and ponies, and

especially mules thrive well and can do hard work on bamboo leaves. Choppec

.

straw is a good substitute for hay
;
horses have done work for some con-

siderable time on the thatch taken off houses. In rainy weather grass

should be piled in heaps, and the driest parts given first. Give sparingly au.

food that the horse is not accustomed to.

Upon the quantity and quality of the previous year s harvest depends very)

much the extent to which you can draw supplies of food for man and 'teas-

from the theatre of war. The daily ration for all horses in the field i

12 lbs. of oats and 12 lbs. of hay. (See articles on Hay and Oats.) Horset-

employed on heavy draught work are allowed 2 lbs. of oats and 2 lbs. o-

hay extra. The ration in the Crimea for the former was 12 lbs. of oats 001

barley, and 16 lbs. of hay or chopped straw. Latterly, 1 lb. of bran waa:

issued in addition for all horses, and 1 lb. of bran was always substitute,

for a similar amount of grain when required. The allowance of oats for thhi

artillery was afterwards increased to 14 lbs. When not doing very han

work the ration of oats can be reduced to 10 lbs. In Turkey, where greet

forage was issued, 28 lbs. were given in lieu of 10 lbs. of hay or choppe.

straw. When no grain is to be had, the ration of hay should be 32 lbs., co

20 lbs. of unthreshed corn forms a good ration, 14 lbs. of bran = 9 lbs. co

oats. When horses are stabled, 8 lbs. of straw should be issued per hors--

as bedding.
In India, Arabs and small horses have 8 lbs.

,
and colonial horses 10 lbs. 1 c

gram daily. The grass provided by the grass-cutter is about 30 lbs. p<v

horse daily. When none is to be had, 12 or 15 lbs. of hay should be give.i

instead. Whenever gram or any sort of beans is given to animals, it shou

be split, and, if possible, bruised as well as soaked before eaten. In Soufct

Africa the forage ration for horses ranged from xo to 12 lbs. of oats or Indie

corn, and as much grass as they could pick up when turned out knee-haltere •

to graze
;
sometimes it was 8 lbs. of grain, and 10 lbs. of oat hay, and o I

of rock-salt per horse was sometimes added. At Suakin the ration f :

Arab and country horses was, 8 lbs. of barley and 10 lbs. of chopped stra

the boussa of India, the tibbiu of Egypt). When not actually at word

bran was freely given at the rate of 2 lbs. to 1 lb. of corn. \\ hen con

pressed forage was issued, the ration per horse was 17 lbs. Horses, vvh' 1

not worked hard, will thrive well on 6 gallons of water a day, but requr. 1

from 8 to 12 when at hard work, according to the climate. A couple I

gallons extra should be allowed, when possible, for washing them.

Egypt or the Soudan the Arab and native horse will do well on half the I

quantities for long stretches at a time.
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Grooming.—Grooming in moderation is all that horses on service should

have. To leave horses unattended to when sweating, especially if in

draught, when the harness and saddles are removed, is a fruitful source of

chest and throat diseases. That continual grind at “ stables " wears out

men’s spirit, and it is far from certain whether (carried to the extent it is in

our service) it does not render horses very susceptible to cold when picketed

in the open in bad weather, by opening the pores of the skin too much. In

this, as in most other things about our army, we try to carry into the field

the habits of life in barracks in England, and “go in" too much for

appearance. In the field all animals should be groomed at least once a

dav, the mane, tail, and heels being especially attended to. The legs and

heels should not be washed in the field
;
let the mud dry on them, and

brush it off then with the hand or a wisp. The dock, eyes, and nostrils

should be sponged or wiped with a wet cloth whenever the animals are

groomed.
In grooming, begin cleaning at the off hind-quarter, and go to the head ;

first wisp

and rub the dirt and dust out, and then brush until quite clean. All brushiug is to be

done against as well as with the grain, preserving as much as possible a straight

arm. No circular motions are to be allowed. The hand not immediately in use

must be kept upon the horse, to prevent his closing too much on the groom. The

curry-comb is also to be kept on the back of the hand, and never to be used on the

horse. No horse is well cleaned unless he is quickly cleaned.

After a inarch .

—

Immediately after each day’s march the feet are to be

picked and carefully examined, heads and legs thoroughly wisped and

dried, the backs carefully examined to see that they have not been galled or

hurt in any way. The shoes should be looked to and loose ones refastened.

All mounted offrs. should see to this themselves, as grooms are careless.

Wounds occasioned by kicks and sprains should be continually fomented

with hot water at first, to reduce the pain and inflammation
;
cold water and

bandages to be applied afterwards. If you can rest the horse for a couple

of days, give a mild dose of physic. For bullet wounds, applications of

cold water, as with men, is the only cure. All gashes, or sword cuts, must

be sewn up as quickly as possible. Officers going on detached duty away
from any Vet.

,
ought to take a small supply of horse medicine with them,

such as balls, and discutient and astringent powders. Hoof ointment, f or

brittle feet or sand cracks, is made of tar and train oil in equal parts. Ior
mange, one part of this ointment with two of train oil is good preparation ;

give a dose of physic, reduce the com ration and give as much green food

as possible. Galls and sore backs: relieve the horse from all pressure on

the injured spot, and apply hot fomentations
;

if the skin is broken apply

healing lotion of common carbolic acid, [ oz. ,
spirits of turpentine, r oz.

,

in pints of water. Purgative, aloes, 5 drs., ginger, 2 drs.
,
gentian,

2 drs., in 1 pint of warm water. For colic, rub the belly, inject warm water
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(3 pints) give as colic mixture, tincture of opium, 2 oz.
,
spirits of turpentine,

2 oz.
,
in 1 pint of warm water.

Hogged manes.-—I cannot write too strongly against the fashion of hogging,

manes and cutting tails extremely short. I have seen cavalry regts. and
batteries of artillery at home which could not have been sent into the field

where flies abounded owing to the tails of the horses having been so

rendered useless by their silly C. O.'s. I wish all such gentlemen could be

picketed out themselves in a fly country, with their hair cut quite close and

their hands tied. Their sufferings then would teach them a lesson.

Shoeing.—It is much to be regretted that all offrs. in passing out of

the Staff College, should not be obliged to learn how to shoe a horse.'

I strongly advise all who have an opportunity of learning, to avail them-',

selves of it. Two spare shoes, with nails, should be carried on service

with every horse : these shoes should be especially made to fit each horse
;

and when a shoe is cast, not a moment should be lost in having it replaced.!

If obliged to do so yourself, use the least number of nails that will keep it

on for the time, and in driving them in, incline them well outwards, feeling,

for the end along the crust of the hoof with the fingers of the left hand
;

if,

after the first few taps of the hammer, you do not feel the point coming out,

draw the nail, and try it at another hole. A great part of the art is, ir

pointing the nail, to give it a slight bend outwards. The shoe to be beveled

off, so as to leave a space, and prevent pressure on the sole. It is not tc

be grooved, or fullered, but simply punched, and the nails countersunk.;

Calkin is only to be applied to the hind shoe, and is to be confined to the;

outside heel. The inside heel to be thickened in proportion. The wU
of the shoe to be from 12 to 15 oz.

,
according to the size of the horse.

As a general principle, horses are to be shod with not less than 6 nails in

the fore and 7 in the hind shoe
;
and the shoe is not to be attached with less

than 3 nails on either side. In preparing the foot for the shoe, as little as-

possible should be pared out, and the operation should be confined to the;

removal of the exfoliating parts of the sole. Both fore and hind shoes to be

made with a single clip at the toes. The same shoe unless very little worn,'

is not to be removed and reapplied in consequence of a horse having been:

sick. No hot shoe, under any circumstance, to be tried on a horse's foot.;

Every horse to be newly shod once in a month.

THE Mule comes next to the horse in usefulness during war in most-:

countries. He is far less liable to disease, and requires less grooming and

attention than the horse, and is about twice as longlived : he almost rivals!-

the horse in usefulness for general military purposes. The mule should not

be worked under 4 or 5 years old, but they last well until 20 or 25 years or

age
;
the female is the most docile and the entire is often vicious and seldom

carries well. In height they range from 13 to 16 hands. The average;

load of an average mule may be taken as 160 lbs. not including wt. of pack -
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saddle. Very fine mules if well fed will, however, carry as much as 300 lbs.
;

height varies from 13 to 16 hands. They will eat almost anything, but are very

particular and whimsical about their drinking water. The mule from the male

ass and the mare is the best ;
their voices take after the sire. The real value of

the mule is felt most strongly in mountainous countries, where, as a rule, he

is more useful even than the elephant, which requires good food to keep him
in working order

;
a mule will live, be fat and do useful work under circum-

stances that would kill the elephant. He can travel easily 3 to 3j miles an
hour when loaded, and is very surefooted over rough, stony and precipitous

or hilly roads. The mule is a good swimmer, and may be trusted to cross

rivers in safety. He suffers much, however, from leeches and other jungle

pests. His skin is tougher than that of the horse, and he is less liable to a
sore back. In Abyssinia the load was reduced to 100 lbs. (exclusive of the

pack-saddle) owing to the steepness of the roads. In Bengal a mule
carries 2 boxes (1200 rds.) of M. H. ammunition. See article on "Am-
munition ” for information as to the conveyance of S. A. A. on mules in

Europe. The Cyprus mule is an excellent beast of burden, and according

to size will carry a load of from 150 to 220 lbs. for a march of 20 to 24 miles

in about 6 or 7 hours, according to the nature of the road or path.

Ponies.—The common pony of India is inferior as a transport animal to

both the mule and donkey. The good Kabulee pony will carry a load of

160 lbs.
, but the ordinary pony can only carry about half as much. The

pony of Cyprus carries a load of from 130 lbs. to 200 lbs., and will do about
20 to 24 miles a day.

Mules and Ponies in the Crimea were given 10 lbs. barley and 12 lbs. of

chopped straw. In America, where mules were very extensively used during
the Secession war, the ration was 8 lbs. hay and n lbs. grain daily.

In South Africa the mule ration was 10 lbs. of grain (mealies) or 20 lbs.

of oat hay, or half of each together, and I oz. of rock salt. They were at

the same time turned out knee-haltered to grass almost daily. When
regularly grazed they thrived well on 8 lbs. of grain. In Cyprus the mule
ration (where they are not allowed to graze) is 8 lbs. of barley and 24 lbs. of
chopped straw

;
that laid down by our regulations was 10 lbs. of hay, 8 lbs. of

barley, and 1 lb. of bran ;
2 lbs. of barley extra was allowed in winter when

they were worked hard. In India, under similar conditions, it is 10 lbs. barley
or 5 lbs. gram, and 12 lbs. chopped straw or hay. At Suakin the ration was
6 lbs. of barley and 8 lbs. of chopped straw. Mules, ponies and asses

require 6 gallons of good water daily. Mules are more particular about the
water they drink than most other animals.

The equipment gearfor horses, mules, and ponies, is as follows :
—

Pack saddles.—There are 3 patterns used by us at home
;
the larger

weighs 325 lbs.
,
the second 28, and that for cacolets and litters 33 lbs.

;

these weights include the pannels and girth straps, which are screwed on to
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the saddle trees
;
the weight of the harness is 23, 21 and 23 lbs. for those

three patterns respectively
;
the cover used to protect the loads weighs

45 lbs.
,
and the baggage straps 53 lbs.

Mule equipment.—In India the mule and pony saddle complete with
suletah and loading rope weighs 48 lbs. In India the following stores are-

issued with each mule or pony :—1 head stall with chain or rope, 1 heel,

rope or chain with shackle, 1 jhool and surcingle, 1 thobra or nose bag, 2
pegs (iron pegs were used in Afghan war), 1 wooden mallet to every 50
animals, 1 currycomb and 1 hand rubber to every 3 animals, 1 pack saddle
complete, 1 bridle, 1 loading rope, 1 suletah or koorja

;
when iron pegs are

used 1 iron hammer should be issued for every 3 animals. Picketing chainsi
of light, galvanized iron are better than those made of rope for Indian
work.
The Bullock is admirable for slow draught, especially over rough

roads, or through forests, or other places where there are no roads at all.

They stand fire better than any other animals, and used to be employee
extensively in India for draught in Fd. Batts. They must not ' bo
hurried

;
their ordinary pace is from 2 to 2] miles an hour

;
if used over

hard roads they require shoeing. They want but little care, and thrive
well on poor food. They attain their prime at 6 yrs.

;
age to be knowr

by annular swellings on horns, allowing 3 yrs. for the 1st ring, and 1 for
each of the others. They are used in many parts of India as pack-animals •

when they carry a load of about 160 to 200 lbs.
,
including the weight 01

their equipment. In the plains of India the wagon or cart with 2 bullocks
carries a load of 800 lbs., and with 4 bullocks 1600 lbs. In the recent
operations in Afghanistan, the regulation load for the 2 bullock cart wan
fixed at 8 maunds, say 655 lbs. In Bombay these figures are 700 ano
1300 lbs. respectively. In India the space allowed in shed stables is 10
by 4' per bullock. The 2 bullock cart of Cyprus will carry 1000 lbs.

,
ano

do from 20 to 24 miles in about 6 or 7 hours.
Rationsfor Bullocks that are used in India for draught in the siege trail:

and artillery batteries are 4 to 6 lbs. of gram, and 12 or 14 lbs. of chopper
straw. Oxen in the Crimea received 6 lbs. of oil cake and 12 lbs. of chopper
straw

;
or, in the absence of oil cake, 6 lbs. of barley

;
they require from

about 6 to 8 gallons of water daily. On board ship their ration is 2 lbs. gram
12 lbs. of hay or kirbee, and 6 galls, of water. In Cyprus the ration wa:
5i lbs. cotton seed, 5] lbs. bran, and 8 lbs. of chopped straw. They require
front about 6 to 8 galls, of water daily.

Buffaloes in the Crimea received 20 lbs. hay or straw, 15 lbs. oats, or 12 lbs
bran, increased to 30 lbs. when no hay or straw was issued.
Pack bullock equipment consists of pad, suletah and loading ropes, ah

together weighing about 50 or 60 lbs.

Camels are used in the East from 3 to 16 yrs. of age
;
they arc in thei
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arime from 4 to 12 yrs. old
;
about 7' high (to top of hump), about 8' long

rrom nose to tail, occupies laden about 70 sqr. ft.
,
and unladen about 25.

In Algeria the camel lives to 16 or 18 yrs. of age, and like the horse and
mule dies then from the teeth being worn out and unable to masticate its

food
;

it is used to carry loads when three yrs. old
;

all these Algerian
:amels are geldings. Elsewhere, they do not begin regular work until 5
rrs. old, are in their prime at 9, and are worked up to 20 and 25 yrs. of

ige. The Bactrian camel has 2 humps, whilst the Arabian animal used in
India and in Egypt has only one. Pace about 2 or 2) miles an hour, kept
ip steadily for the longest marches

;
the pace of the camel of Sind is said

:o be exactly one pace of a yd. in length per second, which would be at
the rate of 2 miles 80 yds. an hour. The day’s journey of the desert or
Soudan camel is from 16 to 25 miles, according to the nature of country.
When worked for 3 days without water, its strength runs down rapidly, and
after long journeys of 5 or 6 days without water, it requires several days to
regain its strength. If allowed to go down in strength below a certain point,
t will take weeks, perhaps months, to pick up again. The swift riding camel
)f India does about 7^ or 8 miles an hour for many hours over a level country

;

its stride is from 6^' to 7.)'. Our best riding camels in the Soudan could do
5 miles an hour for 4 or 5 hrs.

, but in long journeys 4 miles an hour on the
average is as much as you could expect from them. In India generally, the
load should, as a rule, be from 300 to 480 lbs. (not counting saddle^ &c

.

)

according to the size of the camel. In Afghanistan the regulation load
ivas 4 maunds, say 330 lbs. The carrying power of the camel is in India
calculated to be equal to 2 mules or pack bullocks. Sir C. Napier fixed the
camel load in Sind at from 250 to 300 lbs. exclusive of saddle. The average
load for good Egyptian camels is 600 lb. exclusive of saddle, &c.

,
but the

Soudan camel carries only 300 to 400 lbs. The Algerian camel as loaded
for French operations carries from 330 to 330 lbs.

, but as a rule in French
trains the load is reduced to 264 or 286 lbs. They divide the load into
2 equal parts, never into 3. Two men, are required to load a camel. The
pace of the train is about 2± miles an hour : It is a little faster than that of
the Infantry

; they manage so that the train should never halt except in case
of attack, The great loss in camels arises from forcing the pace and from
overloading. On the Upper Nile, we calculated losing 5 p. c. for every 100
miles done by loaded camels in the desert when not very well-fed, and kept
together in military order, all preparations being more for sudden attack.
When used under those circumstances, 1 driver is allowed to every 2 or 3.
Frequent short halts are necessary to prevent undue opening out or
straggling. For desert marches 5 to 10 p. c. spare, required. In selecting
camels, reject all that show signs of brushing with the elbow

;
hocks not too

bent, chest wide, stomach well-rounded, molar teeth sound, boss in front on
which it rests when kneeling to be large and round. Natives are given to
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firing for all sorts of ailments, the marks are no signs of unsoundness

when on top of head show animal has been fired for madness, such she

be rejected ;
camel should kneel and rise with ease when laden, examine b

well for hidden fistula; or sores containing pus under the skin, i he

on tail turns white about 15 yrs. of age ;
age is shown by a drooping of

lower lips: at 8 yrs., they have full complement of teeth, viz. 2 canine

upper jaw, 4 canine and 6 incisor teeth in lower jaw. Little is known

their diseases : for colic, wrap up warmly and give 2 c
l
ts - oflins^^°

one dose ;
mange is very common ;

rub on mixture of sweet or train oil

4 0f its weight of sulphur ;
wash this off in 2 or 3 days and rub it in ag,..

each application will require 1 gall, of oil and rib. of s^phur, peir cam

diarrhoea, give 2 drms. powdered opium in 2 qrts. boiled nee night

morning and warmly clothe. Dougal's sheep dipping mixture is good.

TreTand galls-, for maggots, which appear very quickly in their worn,

use spirits of turpentine squirted in, or apply it on tow . a coating of ta.

a good remedy for sore or cracked feet or heels. They thrive well u 1

leaves of trees, and can go without water longer than any other ann

During temporary halts the laden camel can kneel down and rest TI

are admirably adapted for carrying long articles, such as scalingJaded

infantry pontoons, &c. The camel is at home in the desert, and works,

in the pkiins of India ;
it is unsuited for hilly countries. After rau

clay soil or over rocks and stony places, they split up and are consequu

useless there. They are good for fording rivers that are deep but.

rapid, and where (as is so common in India) the bottom of the foi

shifting sand, the passage of a number of camels over it renders

and firm They are extremely delicate in constitution, and liable to disc

little understood. When suffering from over-work they, do not reev

with rest like the horse or mule : they pme and die away. They req

Iona time to feed, at least 6 hours; owing to their great height

suffer severely from ill-balanced loads. The camel used in India is a vu

brute those of Egypt and the Soudan are not so. Average weight a.i

1 170' lbs In Bengal when calculating for the conveyance of bagg,

1 camel is allowed to each S. Sergt.'s tent, 1 to every 2 pal tents, 2 for
1

je

o E P tents, 1 for the bedding, &c., of every 8 British soldiers, i per t.

or company for cooking utensils, i for every 2 arm chests, 4 per troc.

company for stores, 1 for the scales and weights of a British Regt.,

camel for the baggage of each regtl. Serjt. Major, Q. M. berS •

]

schoolmaster. In the plains, a good camel can easily carry 6 boxe. of K

ammunition, or 4 in a hilly district. In forming Camel t,ie -

required for each camel is 3'x 8'. The ground rope to which each rc

camels is fastened should be at a distance of 22 apart, so that if at each

some camels cross it, there will still be a clear space of 6 between their 1

The native plan is to make them lie down in circles, a good plan whe
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wind is cold, or the position exposed, as they protect one another
;
in this

formation, a space of about 22 yds. sqr. is required for 50 camels.
For Camels in the Crimea the ration was 9 lbs. of barley meal and 12 lbs.

chopped straw. When the latter could not be had, 9 lbs. of barley was issued
instead. They ough t to have green food if possible. The desert and Arabian
camel when regularly worked, should be fed and watered regularly : from 3 to
8 lbs. of barley or other flour worked up into paste balls, are good food : they
can be rammed down the camel's throat : others require crushed beans instead:
those used in the Soudan received when possible from 10 to 12 lbs. of Dourha
(millett). In our desert marches on the Upper Nile, the ration was from
8 to 10 lbs. of Dourha daily. Camels accustomed to the pasturage of one
locality, do not thrive well on pasturage of a different nature. In addition
to this gram, they ought to have about 20 lbs. daily of some sort of dry 01-
green fodder. They thrive best when allowed to graze daily from 4 to 6 hrs
11 not hurried and allowed freedom on the march, they browze as they °-0

,and pick up food in places where none seems available. At all times they
teed very slowly. It is most important that the grain should begiven to them
on a cloth or sheet or blanket, but never put on the ground. In India they
are fed entirely upon the leaves of trees : those of the peepul are the best.When rationed in India they receive generally 9 lbs. of barley or 3 or 6 lbs° l Fam ’_

together with 20 lbs. of mixed bhoosa. At Suakin the ration was
12 lbs. of beans (generally split) and 15 lbs. of chopped straw. The \lo-erian
camel is said to consume from 66 to 88 lbs. of forage daily, and requires from

m,,°c.
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female is to be preferred to the male, as much more tractable. The loa

for steady work should not exceed 1200 lbs. for the large-sized, and abor

800 lbs. for the small-sized animals : in Abyssinia the weights carried by th

artillery elephants averaged from 1324 to 1844 lbs., including weight of pn

(500 lbs.): the 12 pr. Armstrong guns (weighing 924 lbs.) were carried o

elephants. In the plains of India the ordinary-sized animat can earn

16 boxes of M. H. ammunition in 8 suletahs, 4 on each side in 2 tie*

exclusive of the pad, pace from 3 to 3J miles an hour in cold weather ;
wh»

laden can keep up well with infantry in their daily marches. 1 he back i

an elephant is much higher—say on an average 6"—than the shoulder ;
nr

1 in 50 females exceed 8' in height at shoulder ;
the largest tame elephanr

in India measure under 10' at the shoulder ;
those of the commissari.

average about -j\'. It is most tractable in disposition, is invaluable dunri

marches in countries flooded by rain for extricating carts, guns and vagoi

that have stuck in the mud. They are now used in India for the di aught t

guns in siege trains
;
before such guns are taken under fire it is necessary

have the elephants taken out and replaced by bullocks, as the former w>

not stand fire. The average weight of an elephant 111 India is tro'

about 5,600 to 6,600 lbs. They are often used in hilly countries to cam

guns on their backs. (See article on Bridges for further dimensions.
)

trench 7' wide is impassable to the elephant ;
the stride of a lar

animal is 6V. He suffers much from great heat, and does not like workr

in the sun ;
the skin is easily chafed by harness in wet weather

,
in go>'

health is always in motion. When listless, with the trunk gathered up, U

animal is unwell. They suffer in very cold weather such as was encounter-

in Afghanistan, and require plenty of clothing. After very heavy w ork,

soak their cheupatis in rum is a good stimulant. In moving them >v rr

tliev require protection from the sun, and during the day water should

frequently thrown over them. Care must also be taken to screen their ey>

to prevent them seeing and endeavouring to seize passing objects with th.

trunks. They should not travel by rail at night. In loading them w

baggage, they should not be kept long standing or kneeling. One elephni

is calculated as equalling 3 or 4 two-bullock carts, or 3 camels. In Ben;
\

3 S S.'s tents are allowed as a load to each elephant, or ij-elephant to ev

2 E. P. tents. They only sleep for about 4 or 5 hours in the 24, so wl

possible they should be left undisturbed from 9 a.m. until 3 l’.M. da

Elephants in India are given from 15 to 30 lbs. of wheat flour, accord.
!

to the size of the animal and the work he is doing. Mixed with it is 1

of coarse sugar or molasses. This is given to him in large thick cakes

addition to about 400 lbs. of green food, such as sugar cane, branch©

the peepul and other trees, green corn, & c. ;
or, if green food is not tc

had to about 240 or 250 lbs. of rice or other straw. Tree-food is head I

and’ if possible, should only be given n the rains
;
when plantain lea
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re given they should be cut into lengths of about 12 On active

•rvice the ration is often reduced to 25 lbs. of flour, 2 oz. of salt, 100 lbs.

f green food, or 175 lbs. of hay. In Bengal it is found that a full-sized

nimal will eat 750 lbs. of sugar cane, which is more nourishing than

oo lbs. of any other green fodder. As much as an elephant can bring in

n his back may be considered as his daily ration of green fodder. Unless

.ipplied with plenty of green food, they soon fall off in condition ;
their food

muld be clean and wholesome
;
they require from 25 to 30 galls, of water

aily. In India 15 lbs. of firewood is allowed daily to cook the cakes for

ach animal. On board ship the ration is Atta (flour) or rice, 18 to 20 lbs.

70 lbs. dry, or 320 lbs. green fodder, 22 oz. salt, and 40 to 50 galls,

ater. The elephant equipment consists of a gaddees, guddala, peyta,

detail bags, buntha ropes, and ropes for loading, weighing in all about

14 lbs.

In taking over transport of all kinds, an offr. should be careful to note

11 the receipt he gives for it, the general condition of the animals, carriages,

quipments, &c.
,
&c. All deficiencies of equipment to be recorded, as well

s the number of sore backs or badly galled animals, &c., &c. All these

.marks to be entered in the register book in which he keeps a list of all

le animals, stores, equipment, &c. which he receives and issues. He must
Iso keep a book with a nominal roll of all those serving under him, together

ith their rates of pay, and all other useful particulars regarding them.

Loading ofPack Animals.—1st. Attach the end of the loading rope at the lower

jre-ring of the saddle, pass it loosely through the lower hind ring, and then through

te upper hind ring or hook.

2nd. The load (which should always be as compact as possible) is then laid against

te lower part of the saddle, and the end of the rope passed through the slack which

angs between the two lower rings ; it is then passed through the upper fore ring of

cok, and secured.

Great judgment is required in loading pack animals, and care should be taken that

he animals are not overweighted, that the load is well put on, that it is neither

'itched too high upon the saddle, thereby causing it to roll upon the back, nor too

3w, which adds to the weight and encumbers the animal, but that the lower line of

he load should be even with the shoulders. When the load is allowed to hang below

he saddle on either side, the animal, especially the camel, is very much distressed

>y its striking against its legs at every step. Before starting it is essential that the

'fir. in charge of the transport should go round and see that his orders have been

effectively carried out regarding the loading of the animals, as some little time spent

n adjusting the loads before starting generally saves confusion and subsequent loss of

ime when on the march. Ladders will be found of great service in loading pack animals.

-oads should be fastened so as not to sway, and that the load on each side of the

tnimal is as nearly as possible equal. The placing of a third package on the top of

he saddle between the loads on each side should be avoided above all things. For
G 2
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horses, ponies, mules, and donkeys, the following should be the weight and si.

the packages : wt. from 80 to 50 lbs. : extreme L. 30" : extreme width 15 . extr

height 20". For small articles not easily broken or injured, panniers or saleet:

with or without waterproof covers - for perishable and destructible articles b

with or without tin linings, bullock trunks, yak-dans, &c., should be used.

Pack Transport.—In hilly countries where no roads fit for wagons ev

all the impedimenta, guns included, must be conveyed on the backk:

animals. I have already given the working load for pack animals,

species of transport requires the most perfect organization, especially w
the trying element of native drivers has to be considered. The chanu

istics of the drivers, and the nature of the theatre of war will gre

influence the organization to be adopted. In my opinion, each animal cx

ing the regtl. S.A.A. should have an English soldier as a driver, and ui:

the native drivers are most reliable, the same rule should apply to all aniiii

that are to be taken under fire. In the case of mules, ponies or donkeys

required to go under fire, 1 native driver is generally enough to e

3 animals, 1 headman to about every 15 or 20 native drivers. The Ti'r

port offr. should be assisted by x transport sergt. and 1 corpl.

former, if not both, should be mounted), and by 2 men from each troc

company. There should always be at least 10 p.c. of spare animals to 1

casualties on the march. All animals as far as possible to retain at all t ti

the same pack-saddle, which should be fitted to them, and also to < c

always its own picketing gear. In cold weather the animals as well ars

drivers may require blankets. The organization should as far as possib I

for company and squadron units. All spare animals to carry pack sac

on the march. For a battn. on war strength, 98 mules are required fool

conveyance of the baggage, blankets, kettles S.A.A. ,
intrenching tools-

litters, 36 mules to carry 1 day’s provisions, and 14 are allowed as s?[

making a total of 148 mules
;
no provision is here made for tents. H

regt. of cavly. on war strength, 72 mules are required for the convey l

of baggage, kettles, S.A.A., intrenching tools, forge, &c. ; 62 mules 1

required for conveyance of 1 day’s rations
;
2 mules for 2 additional

1
1

and their chests, and 13 spare mules, or a total of 148 mules forr

regt. The men’s blankets are carried behind them on the horse,

every horse and mule is to have a horse blanket to be carried unde i

saddle.

Native Drivers.—The scale of subordinates allowed when pack anni

are used in India is as follows. 1 Sepoy superintendent to every 300 m
1 muleteer to every 3 mules or for every 6 donkeys : 1 camel driver to

4 camels, 1 Duffadar to every 25 camels ; 1 Jemadar to every 100 can
1 Naib Chowdry, to every 500 camels ; 1 Munshi to each Naib Chou
x native shoeing-smith and 1 native saddler per Regt. Battery, or Com
of supplies. For bullock-carts the establishment is 1 driver for every

|
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first-class and 2 second-class inspectors, 2 head muccudums, 4 second-
lass niuccudums, and 1 native doctor for every 500 bullocks.
In Algeria the French allow 1 Native driver to 4 or at most to 5 camels ;

bey divide the train into companies of 100 camels each, under the charge
f r Native headman. A convoy of 1000 camels would be divided into 10
ompanies, 1 for “ le materiel d’administration," 1 for “les vivres d'ad-
ainistration," 2 for conveyance of barley, 1 for offrs’. baggage, 1 for the
aggage of the troops, and one for the carriage of water.
Previous to loading pack animals, the loads should be distributed in lines

, ith intervals of 2 paces between each load : the animals to receive the load
hould then be placed opposite them, and if possible picketed there : this is
ery desirable, for if loaded animals are permitted to wander amongst those
eing loaded, great confusion will ensue, and many loads be rubbed or
•icked off in the mUie. It is for the offr. in charge of each Transport
ection to see that the saddles, harness, or other pack equipment fits the
nimals, and that when these have been properly adjusted, they should
1'vays be used for the same animal as long as it remains effective. When
mimals fall-off in condition from hard work, sore backs, bad galls, &c. can
>nlv be prevented by frequent readjustment of harness and pack equipment.
Sever load your animals a moment before it is necessary to do so.
Transport animals on the march should not be pressed beyond their ordi-

larv walking pace. When an animal is unable to keep up with the others,
ts load must be reduced by placing part of it on one of the spare mules,
amels, &c., See., which should invariably accompany each section of
ransport to the extent of at least 10 per cent, of the loaded animals. A
ery difficult points of the road in hilly countries, the animals should bedis
:onnected one from the other as they are likely to be thrown down in sur
counting obstacles if fastened together in a string. Extra men, should, if
possible, be posted at such places, to remain there until all have passed, for
ce purpose of assisting the pack animals, temporarily supporting their loads,

,

’ &c - rrains of wagons on the march should halt for 5 or 10 minutes
eery two hours, when drivers dismount, down props, ease girths, lift saddles

*1,
and examine shoulders. When the halt is a long one, animals

-nould be fed, watered, nostrils, eyes, and dock sponged out. If the halt is
iot long enough to feed, drivers should endeavour to give their animals
*JV.

a m°uthful of grass or hay and enough water to rinse out their

w°
Ut

.

S
’ 10 do so

’ refreshes the animal greatly. On the nature of the
jperatior. immediately in hand will depend the order of march for the

’ sometimes it may be by battns., brigds., or divns. If a cart

battn
down

’ or the load tumbles off a pack animal, all the transport of the

allow'
0i concerned must draw off, or at least to one side of the road,

bcon wc !
jaSSage °f other regts. to pass on until the breakage, &c. , has

ectined, when it will resume its march behind the baggage of the
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reo-t. then passing it. This is a very necessary rule to make, for it.is essential
|

to°keep each unit of baggage together, so that in the event of a break-down

the drivers and all the transport establishment of the regt. concerned mayj

be at hand to assist. Except in the case of illness, no one to be allowed
j

to travel in any wagon or to ride any of the transport animals, and all .

amted men mus
y
t cafry their arms themselves. Transport offrs cannot be

too strict in carrying out this rule. All transport offrs. to be held responsible

that every animal under their charge carries one day s corn with it. I

Care of Transport Animals.—Transport offrs. to take care that all the*

animals under their care receive their full allowance of food, and haxe as*

much water as they can drink. The best time for watering is m the middle

of the day. Nothing is more refreshing to an animal after a hard da\ s

work than grooming, and every endeavour should be made to effect it. inf

South Africa to remove the saddles or harness from mules or horses lor

even a quarter of an hour during a march, so that the animal may roll andt

stale has a most reviving effect. The prejudice against removing the sadd e

when the horse is warm is not believed in by South African colonists. It is

very necessary to keep animals warm at night ;
if any description of bedding

,

can be obtained, it adds greatly to their comfort and health. When trans-

port is being worked by fixed stages along any line of road, fines for t e

animals in well-sheltered positions should be made. Every care should be

taken to keep these lines clean and well drained. If possible the dung

.

should be dried and burnt in fine weather. When it can be done, soman

sort of rough shelter should be erected to protect harness and pack sadciiesr

from wet, as wet gear is very likely to cause sore backs. The linesper mules,•

ponies, and bullocks should be divided into blocks to hold about 50, 60, or

80 animals each (according to the numbers in which they are organize®

in sections, divisions, &c). The animals of each unit should be ranged m

2 rows facing inwards, with a clear space of 8' between the picket ropes,

to which their heads are fastened. Each animal to be allowed a width o

6' in the rows. For ponies and mules, heel-ropes should be provided

possible, the pegs for the heel-ropes being 11' in rear of the head picket.

I)e

't'ooD for Horses and Transport Animals.—Hay.—If possible,

obtain that of last year's saving ;
hay cut in the summer is not gooc

until about October 1. It should smell sweet, be free from weeds anc

dirt A load is 36 trusses of 56 lbs. of old, or 60 lbs. of new, each. It
|

shipped for use during voyages, and sent to armies wanting forage in com

pressed trusses bound with iron hoops, weighing 102 lbs. gross, ant

100 lbs. net. and measuring 6 cub ft. Hay is considered new fo

j

, months. A cubic yard of old weighs 126 lbs., of new 84 lbs.
,

it we

nressed old hay weighs as much as 225 lbs. to the cubic yard. In inspect

Li"- hay’ thrust 'the arm into it, and its age may be tolerably estimated »
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le ease or difficulty in doing so, for the newer it is, the easier is the arm
irust into it.

Straw should be sweet, clean, and unbroken—the longer it is the better
;

rat which has been threshed by machinery is never nearly so good as that

freshed by hand. A load is 36 trusses of 36 lbs. each : a cubic yard well

ressed, weighed about 145 lbs.

Oats, barley, and other grains should be free from dirt, well dried, without
ny approach to mouldiness : they should have a sweet smell, and be heavy
1 the grain, and free from insects. All grain kept in store in large quan-
ties should be turned over at least twice a week, to prevent fermentation.
. bushel of oats weighs from 24 to 42 lbs. (according to contract in Eng-
ind, 38 lbs. to the bushel) : of barley, 47 to 54 lbs.

;
of wheat, 60 lbs.

;
of

re, 54 lbs.
;
of maize (Indian corn), 56 to 66 lbs.

;
buckwheat, 46 to 52 lbs.

;

eans, 60 to 64 lbs.
;
peas, 66 lbs.

;
potatoes, 60 lbs.

;
onions, 57 lbs.

;

bout 32 lbs. of oats, and 48 lbs. of wheat go to the cubic ft. Grain should
e about a year old.

Crops.—The following is a fair average of the number of bushels that go
3 an acre at home ;

oats, 40 to 50 ;
barley, 35 to 40 ;

wheat, rye, and beans,

S to 30 ;
maize and buckwheat, 30 ;

peas, 25 ;
potatoes, 8 tons

;
turnips

vhite), 30 to 40 tons
;
(yellow), 30 to 32 ;

(swedes), 28 to 34 tons
;
cabbage,

5 to 40 tons
;
carrots, 10 to 20 tons. The weight of straw per acre of the

blowing crops is : wheat 3000 to 3600 lbs.
;
barley, 1500 to 2100 lbs.

; oats,

700 to 3500 lbs.
;
rye, 4000 to 4800 lbs.

;
bean-straw, 2700 to 3200 lbs.

;

ea-straw, 2700 lbs. An acre of meadow-land, according to its quality,

ives from 1 to 3 tons of hay.

The Bushel measure is difficult to obtain abroad
;

it may therefore be
ecessarv to make it at times

;
to do so, see an article on “ Weights and

leasures.”

Compressed Forage .
—Forage cake.—In our next wars we are certain

3 use compressed forage to a large extent as we have now tested its value
sr service in the field. That used in Natal in 1879 and 1881, and Egypt
1 1882, was made up in 251b. cakes containing 10 lbs. oats, 2 lbs. bran and
3 lbs. hay. In Egypt it was liked very much, and was most satisfactory

;

lere is, however, likely to be loss in feeding. It was supplied in bales of
cakes of a gross weight of 77 lbs.

The “ Graves Corn Cake" is made up in brick-shape cakes containing
wo rations (18 lbs. ), and then packed in bales of 4 or 5 cakes each. The
'ales of xo rations, having a net and gross weight of 90 and 93 lbs. Each
ation is made by crushing together 7-5 lbs. oats

; J
lb. linseed; 1 lb. beans,

nd J lb. of hay. We did not find it so good in Egypt as the compressed
srage. One ton of these bales measures from 38 to 40 cub. ft.

The Bran cake for use at sea and for sick horses on land is of the same form
nd weight as the forage cake, one ton of it measuring only about 40 cub. ft.
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Phe Hay cake is made of compressed hay-chaff, and it is said that g lbsof it may be safely substituted for the ordinary 12 lbs. ration of hay. One to-
ol this cake measures only about 45 cub. ft. Lately it has been made up ii

So in
°f

n7
bS-

(? ra
V
ons

> :
3cakes 2° t0 a bale whose gross "t- is abou

»3 ids. On service this hay cake can be advantageously mixed with thi
forage cake, but to obviate the excessive waste from feeding from th!ground in the manner usual in the field, especially in windy weather, whei
quantities of the common hay ration are blown away from the picket
lines, it will be necessary to use a large, roomy nose-bag of a new patterr
instead of the old pattern corn nose-bag. With this forage cake it wi!be possible for cavly. to be sent away on detached duties, each hors'-
carrying 37-, lbs. of it in the corn bag, which, supplemented by whateve
straw or hay or grass is to be found in the country itself, will enable thidetached party to be independent of all commissariat supplies of forage
lor 4 days. 11

, f,

UP^IES 0F Fo
?
n F0R Men.—I t may be accepted as a fact that th.be er the men are fed, the more you will be able to get out of them, th.

ett« will be their health and strength, the more contented they will be, antthe better will be their discipline. The two great necessities in 'the food tinare bread and meat. Biscuit may be used in lieu of bread, and preservermeat m lieu of fresh meat, when, comparatively speaking, only a smal
supply of fuel will be necessary

;
but, as a general rule, we may sav that :

liberal supply of fuel is also a necessity for an army in the field.
‘

It was thewant of fuel more than of any other supply from which we suffered most iihe Cnmea during the winter of 1854-55. Our existing regulations direc,
that on set vice each man shall always carry about him “ the iron ration 'i

lor i clays consumption, and when on the march should also carrv i dav’:ordinary rations meat excepted, which is to be carried regimentally ‘ir
carts provided f0 !- that purpose, and that each horse and transport anima
should carry 1 day s forage complete. (See details of regtl. establishments.
J he Commissary attached to each Brigd. and Divn. and to Army Corn
Details, is to have with him in his wagons 1 day's supply for every mat
for whose feeding he is responsible, of biscuit, preserved meat, &c together

"I
th o^s/or every horse and transport animal belonging to his brigade Kc.

I he C. G of each division will, in addition, have in a like manner complett
supplies of provisions and oats for another day for every man or horse unde,
lus charge. That is, in addition to the iron ration carried by the men
3 days provision for the men, 1 day's hay and 3 days' oats for all horse*
and baggage animals, will accompany the troops 011 the march. These
supplies are only to be used upon emergent occasions, the daily requirement'
of men and animals being daily provided for by the C. G., independent oi
these reserves. W hen it is necessary to draw upon them, the amount
expended must be leplaced as soon as possible from the advanced magazine,
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i which there should always be 4 days’ complete supply for all the men and
orses in the front.

- or daily consumption the meat should be killed as soon as possible after
re march for the following day’s consumption, and drawn by the Regtl.
! Ms., together with all the other articles of the daily ration. As a
tie, this meat will be kept in charge by the Q. Ms. in the carts or
'agons told off for the purpose until the end of the following day’s march,
nd then issued to the companies. The bread or biscuit, together with all
le other articles in the ration, will be issued to the companies the evening
rev are drawn by the Q. Ms. from the Commissaries, and will be carried
uring the following day’s march by the men for that day’s consumption,
t nray occasionally be necessary to issue the meat to the companies also,
0 that it nray be cooked at once and carried by the men the following day
Dr that day's consumption.

,
Supplies of meat must be obtained as much as possible in the countrv.
hey will generally be driven to the front from the depots where they are
ollected. At every stage proper arrangements should be made for their
rotection and food : unless this is done, the loss of animals will be very
reat before any drove reaches the army. You can never count on cattle
oing more than 15 miles a day

;
12 is a safer calculation. On the march

ith a force, meat should be killed every evening as soon as the march is
ver, so that, as the animals are driven, no transport should be required
ar it. In sending dead meat by rail or cart, it should be laid on straw,
nd air freely admitted, the sun and flies being excluded.
Packages in which preserved meat or other food is made up should, for
onvenience in handling and distribution, never exceed 1 cwt. gross

;
but as

. rule their gross wt. should not exceed 50 or 60 lbs. so as to be easily
landled by one man. The duties of an issuer are very onerous, and every
ftoit should be made beforehand by having each box or package to contain
: ™un^ number of rations each to reduce his difficulties as much as possible.
|Vhen intended for hot countries, packing cases should be nailed not screwed
town

; we found in the Soudan that when the wood shrank from the dry
teat, the screws fell out, or were too easily removed for security. Trade
:ases will not do for active service

;
they are too flimsy

;
all stores to be used

n the field should be specially packed by Military Departments at home.
held Ovens. Armies taking the field now will carry with them steam or field

wens (according to the nature of the service) for baking. The steam oven
on a carriage) is easily drawn along roads by a pair of horses, and can be
aken across country, wherever guns can pass, by four horses. It requires coke
or heating, a fuel easily carried, with the extra advantage that a little goes
1 on

?j
way- 1 l'ese ovens will bake in each batch on an average 109 loaves

3 lbs., or 2 field rations each. It may be estimated that 4 batches of
Dread will be turned out of one of them by fair tradesmen under ten hours,
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The weight of this oven is about 2 tons. A smaller size weighs 1 ton 2 cwt
and will bake a little over half the quantity that the larger one can. TE
field ovens (Aldershot pattern) are made of sheet iron : each weighs abov
320 to 342 lbs. (according to the pattern), complete with their equipme:
of tins, &c., and can bake 100 rations (150 lbs.) at a time. On the Re
River Expedition one of these ovens, worked by two men, turned out 47
loaves (of one ration, 1] lb. each) in 12 hours; oven being in good workir
order and the weather fair. Travelling Bakery Wagons are also now aj

proved for the use of the A. S. C. The wagons are covered, and
them the bakers can knead and prepare the bread for the ovens

;
they a;

constructed to carry the necessary dough-troughs and baking implements.

-

If you wish to reap great results from an impending action every exertic
should be made beforehand to collect supplies for several days at some poh
within one day's easy march in rear of the army. Two days’ rations shoui
always be issued the evening before a battle

;
these arrangements w ill s

free a large amount of transport for the removal of the wounded immediate .1

the action is over.

Meat.—An ox should not weigh less than 600 lbs.
;

* 800 lbs. may 1

taken as an average, but a very good one will weigh twice as much: :

cow may be a few pounds lighter. A deduction of 50 p. c. to be allowt
for skin, offal, head, &c., &c. To find the wt. of animals the formula
(G X '08) L x 42 = wt. in lbs.

; G being the girth in ft., taken close behin
the shoulder, L the length in ft., measured from the fore part of theshouldd
blade to the bone of the tail. In requisitioning cattle they may be take'
safely at 300 lbs. of meat each. A good sheep weighs from 60 to 100 lbs.'

70 lbs. may be used as an average
; 45 p. c. to be allowed for offal. TJfl

ordinary sheep abroad may be accepted at 35 lbs. of meat each. A ful
grown pig weighs from 100 to 250 lbs.

; 25 p. c. only being allowed foroffa
may be generally accepted at 80 lbs. each.

1 Animals should be inspected by a V. S. 24 hours before being killed.

When possible, the meat should be killed from 24 to 48 hours in teniperat
climates, and 10 or 12 hours in the tropics, previous to being cooked. A'
animals for food should be in good health

;
if no V. S. is at hand, diseas

may easily be detected by a heavy sluggish look about the eyes, a hot dr
feeling about the nose, and by a hanging tongue. The coat is also roug.
and staring

;
with cows the teats are hot. All runnings from the nostri

are suspicious. If there is any suspicion of the rot being in sheep, thro
the animal on its back, and push open the eyelids

;
if it be free from thi

disease, the eyeball will be finely streaked with veins of a good healthy an
bright red

;
if they are pale, the sheep is diseased. Meat, especially iii hi

countries, should always be inspected immediately before it is cooker
* These weights do not apply to oxen, sheep, (to, that have been fattened for 0 -

batcher,
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rhe lean and the fat should be in proportion—the latter should be firm,

md not too yellow
;
the meat should not be bloody anywhere. When any

loubt exists as to its condition, a doctor should examine it at once.

Salt Meat.—To inspect it have several casks opened
;

if not full of brine

he meat is to be suspected, as any portion of meat not continually coveied

)V it is sure to become bad. Examine portions from both ends and centre

)f cask • they should be of good colour, well provided with fat. Decom-

losition ' can be detected by the smell, by a greenish colour, and by an

mnatural softness. When time permits, no salt meat should be accepted

n laro-e quantities as good without boiling and tasting pieces at hazard out

>f several barrels. This is more particularly the case in inspecting salt

neat for a voyage. Care should be taken to keep the casks always full of

)rine. Fresh brine is made by dissolving salt in water. Brine is consideied

lufficiently strong when a potato will float in it. Salt ceases to dissolve in

he liquid when the latter is completely saturated.

Bread.—‘There should be a due proportion, not less than 30 p. c. ot

:rust
;
the exterior surface should be well baked, not burnt ;

the crumb

ihould be permeated with small regular cavities, no parts should be heavy

md without these little cells ;
the colour should be white, or brownish

'rom a mixture of bran
;
the taste not acid, even when held in the mouth

It will keep °ood for 4 or 5 days in warm, and for 7 or 8 days in cold

veather. 3o
&
p. c. is gained in wt. in baking. In making bread the

ollowing proportions are a good guide: 20 lbs. of flour, 8 to 12 lbs.

)f water, 4 oz. of yeast, and to 2 oz. of salt, to which a little potato

ihould if possible be added. 780 lbs. (1 sack) of flour will give fiom 90 to

105 4 lb. loaves : 6\ lbs. of dough yields 6 lbs. of bread. When taken from

he oven bread begins to lose wt. The 4 lb. loaf loses in the first 24

lours 1+ oz.
;
in 48 hours, 5 oz.

;
in 60 hours, 7 oz.

;
in 70 hours, 83- oz.

bread when stale can be rebaked once, and will taste quite fresh for 24

tours
;
after that time it will then rapidly deteriorate. In baking the heat

if the oven should not exceed 2120.
. .

Flour should be white, with only a small amount of bran in it
;
there

ihould be no lumps, or if any, they should break easily on slight pressuie .

t must not be acid in taste, and there should be no smell of fei mentation

or mouldiness.* Barrels of flour when stored in houses should occasionally

be rolled out into the open air. It was found on the Red River Expedition

that flour kept in barrels is not injured in any large quantity when exposed

to wet, as a caking of paste forms round it, immediately inside the wood of

the barrel, which preserves the flour within it. The Hudson Bay Company

keep flour during their great inland journeys in sacks which they s_oak in

water previous to filling with flour, and a caking of paste is thus formed

* For further information on those subjects, consult Dr. Parkes Practical

Hygiene.’
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which keeps the flour sweet within it. Wheat when ground yields 80 p. c.:
of flour, 16 of bran, and there is 4 p. c. of loss.

‘ Biscuit should be well baked, but not burnt
;
of a light yellow colour.r

and should float in water. When struck, it should give a ringing sound ; a
piece put in the mouth should thoroughly soften down. It should be free-
from weevils.'

Food is now sent to an Army in the Field packed as follows :

Articles.

Biscuit (ration 1 lb.) . . . tin lined
Do. ....... do.
Do. ....... do.
Do

Cheese
Cocoa and milk
Coffee (ration J oz.) .... 6 tins
Erbswurst, 288 rations (2 oz.) . 4 tins

Do. 180 rations
Extractum carnis, 18 lbs. . . 72 jars
Hour tin lined
Do. (from Admiralty)

Forage

—

Forage cake
Grain cake
Hay cake

Hay, compressed

Oats
Do

Grocery Boxes—
Containing tea, sugar, pepper, and

salt

—

For 1 Battery Artillery . .

For 1 Sectn. of C. and T. Compy.
General service

Containing 300 rations, viz.—
Pepper 9 oz.

Salt 9 lbs. 6 oz.

{sugar
, ... 37 lbs. 8 oz.

Tea ..... 6 lbs. 4 oz,

c
0 Weight.

c
0
0

ft

u
V)
U
Q

Gross.

tj

£

Cubical
tents.

Remarks.

case
lbs.

164
lbs.

100
feet.

9*08
case 85 50 4*33
case 52 30 2*66
bag — 100 5' 08
drum 67 60 1 *66 Average.

69 48 i '4

case 80 54 2*25
case 73 36 1 *75
case 46 22*5 —
case 70 18 2‘ l6
case 80 56 2-33
case 102 80 2*66

bale 77 75 !• 75)
bale 93 91 i-66> Average.
bale 74 72 1 '757

102 100 6*o fWt. varies ver^

1 much.
122^ 120 4* 08

sack 82 80 2-75 Ifspecially bag

box 52 29 i-66

ged for pack

transport.

box 26 12 o* 75
box 89 54 2 '33
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Food is now packed as follows (cont.):

Articles.

Sugar

—

For i Regiment Cavalry . . .

For i Company Engineers .

For i Battalion Infantry. 456 Rns.
Tea, Pepper, and Salt

—

For i Regiment Cavalry . .

For 1 Company Engineers ,

For * Battalion Infantry. 456 Rns.
ime juice (ration i oz.) . . 8 bottles

Do. (from Admiralty) . . .

Do. do. . . .

eat, preserved, 2 lb. tins

—

Beef— (ration 1 lb.)

Armour Brand 30 tins
Belgravian Brand . . .24 tins
Libby, McNeill and Libby’s Brand]

30 tins/
Sydney Brand. ... 24 tins

Mutton

—

Flemington Brand . . .24 tins
Melbourne „ . . .24 tins

Sydney ,, . . .24 tins
eat, preserved, 6 lb. tins

—

Beef— (ration 1 lb.)

Armour Brand tins
Libby, McNeill, and Libby’s Brand]

10 tins]
Sydney Brand 8 tins

Mutton

—

Sydney Brand 8 tins
The gross weight and cubical

contents ofmeat cases differ accord-
ing to brands.

edical comfort box ......
Containing

—

Brandy
3 bottles

Candles. . . . 1 lb. in tin
Cocoa and milk ... 6 tins
Corkscrew, folding . . . 1

d
.2

Weight. c
0

-

Descrip

Gross.

Net.

Cubical

tents
Remarks.

box

lbs.

49

lbs.

31

feet.

I'25
box 44 2 5 I * l6
box 83 57 1 *91

box 32 13 1 *5

box 3° II I '4 I

box 49 25 1*83
case 81 32 2 ’75
cask 125 95 3*5 9+ gallons.
cask 234 185 b'S 18 do.
case 78 56 2*5

case 83 60 1-83
case 74 48 1*58

case 78 60 1 ’66

case 76 48 i*66

case 79 48 2*25
case 79 48 2*25
case 80 48 1-91

case 84 60 i*66

case 85 60 i-s3

case 72 48 i* 5 8

case 7 2 48 i- 5 s

case 74 2*33
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Food is now packed as follows {
cont. )

:

.2
Weight.

,

c
0

1

CJ .

Remarks.a H £
j-
0 (fl

IT.

O E 1

s a
4; 0
a O z u 1

lbs. lbs. feet.

68 48 i
- 16

case 73 5° 2*25

case 77 60 i- 83

/
k’ldr'l

l
kin. )

215 l66 d’S

f
small 1

l cask)
1 19 89 3*5

case 77 60 ro00

f bag 103 IOO 2*4

l case 77 60 1-83

bag 103 IOO 2*4

case 77 60 1-83

case 72 40 3*66

case 145 120 2*25
Average.case 80 60 1 * 66

case 73 48 i ' 75
case 84 54 2'75

Articles.

Medical comfort box (continued)—

Extract of meat, Liebig’s, 4 oz.

pots .

Matches, safety

Milk, condensed
Mustard
Port wine .

Salt ....
Tea, compressed,

:

Tin opener . .

Milk, condensed
Pepper (ration 3V oz.)

Rice

12

. 2 boxes

. . 4 tins

3 lb. in tin

. 3 bottles

i lb. in box
lb. pks. Mb.

Rum (from Admiralty)

Do. do. •

Sago 1

Salt (ration 4 oz.)

Sugar (ration 2 oz. ; or when lime juice

is issued, 2f oz.)

Do
Tea (ration t oz.) 4 tlns

Tobacco
Do., when repacked . • •

Vegetables, compressed (ration 1 oz.)

Yeast powder

Tea and Coffee can only be judged of by tasting them when prepared f<

use in soft water. Tea should not be bitter
;

it should have an aromat

smell. Coffee should always be served out roasted and ground (not tc

fine) It should be sent from England soldered up in 10 lb. tins.

si/var should be tolerably ‘white,’ crystalline, not evidently moist to tf

touch and should dissolve entirely in water, or leave merely sm;

fragments, which, on examination with the microscope, will be found to 1

1)1

^/Jmelffice.—'
1 The taste should be pleasant, acid, but not bitter.’ WM
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•esh fruit or fresh vegetables are not to be had in sufficient quantities, i oz.

tiould be given in water per man daily. When possible it is a good plan
d mix it with half its wt. of sugar to make it palatable. 20 oz. of lime
lice go to 1 pint : it is usually sent abroad in bottles holding 3 or 4 pints

ach ; in each there is a little olive oil, which excludes the air from the
me juice. Good lime juice will keep for at least 3 years. The breakage of
rese bottles was very great with the Nile Column in 1884-5. We should
•y to crystallise our lime juice or else carry it in small kegs or stone jars.

Salt should be white, crystalline, and dry
;

it should dissolve completely
1 water.

Water.

—

In calculating the quantity of water required per man for

rinking and cooking, it may be put down at 6 pints in temperate, and
pts. in tropical climates. A similar amount will just allow men to wash
teir bodies. In stationary camps, however, the minimum daily allowance
er mail should be 5 galls, for all purposes, washing clothes included. On
esert journeys in summer when hot winds blow, a man requires 2 galls, a
ay, but in autumn or winter 3 pints a day are sufficient. During Sir
lerbert Stewart's operations in the desert, the allowance was at times only
gal. per man per diem, and on special occasions was only half that quantity.
In selecting positions, particularly those that are likely to be of a per-
lanent character, a careful analysis of the water should be made by a
ledical man. A fair opinion can be formed as to whether it is wholesome
‘ not, by the appearance of the inhabitants, and by tasting the water one-
•lf. ‘ It should be transparent, colourless, without odour, and tasteless

;

ell aerated, cool, and pleasant to drink
;

it must have no deposit

;

igetables should be easily cooked in it.’ It should be moderately soft,

) that a lather with soap can be easily made with it. Shallow well-water
always to be examined with suspicion. The water of some rivers in

:rtain seasons is thick and muddy
;
in some, it is always so. To examine

without the aid of chemical tests, fill a long tumbler or other glass vessel
ith it. If the water has been drawn in a bucket or other vessel, shake it up
(id stir it well before pouring it into the tumbler or glass cylinder

;
let it

and for a day, or as many hours as possible
;
draw off the water without

isturbing the sediment, which should then be carefully examined through
ie microscope of your telescope. Vegetable decompositions and iron are
ie chief substances that give colour to water. When water is very bad it

tould be boiled before drinking
;

after boiling it should be placed in
tallow vessels, and poured from a height from one into another. The
a-tiest water I ever saw in common use was that of the Pei-Ho, which was
f a deep yellowish-brown when drawn from the river, owing to the large
nount of clay it held in suspension. It was cleaned, and made most palat-
es by immersing the hand containing a lump of alum in it, and moving
about for a few seconds. All the colouring matter sank to the bottom.
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The longer the time that elapses between the operation and drinking, tlx

better. I do not think it has been proved that growing vegetable substance
are always injurious, although dead vegetable matter is so without doubt. .

Table for calculating the Number of Cases, &c. in which any give
Number of Rations are contained, with the Bulk, Gross Weight, &c.

Nature of Ration.
Daily
Ration.

Net
Weight
of IOOO
Rations
in lbs.

Gross
Weight
of IOOO
Rations,
in lbs.

No of

Cases
&c., &c.,

holding
IOOO

Rations.

Cubic
Measure,
ment in

F eet of

IOOO
Rations’

Biscuit in bags.... i lb. IOOO 1020 10 50-8

,, 85 lb. cases . 1 1000 1700 20 86-6
Cheese $ OZ. 46-875 52-3437 0-78125 1 * 2968^
Coffee in 81 lb. cases . . i „ 20*83 30-859 0-3857 0 •

8679 4
Erbswurst in 73 lbs. cases 2 ,, 125 253-456 3*472 6*076
Flour in 80 lb. cases . 1 lb. IOOO 1428 >7-85 41*59
Lime Juice in 125 lb. cask 4 OZ. 31-25 41-118375 0*32894 1 * I 5 1 3 •

Meat, beef in 75 lb. case. I lb. IOOO 1604 20*83 34-5778 3

,, mutton, in 79 lb. ,, . IOOO 1645-57 20-83 46*867
Pepper in 73 lb. case . sV oz- 1-736 2-534 0*03472 0*0781:1
Rice in 77 lb. case. I 62-5 80*203 1*0416 1 *906
Rum in gi Gall, cask . I gill. 146-44 195-8 1-6454 5-7589 <

Salt in 77 lb. case . £ OZ. 31-25 40*1039 0*5208 0-953
Sugar in 77 lb. ,, . . . 3 187-5 240*625 3-125 32-665
1 ea in 72 lb. case . * „ 20*83 37*44 0*52 1 * 9032 :

Tobacco in 80 lb. case 1 „ 31*25 41 '6 0*52 0-8632 -

Vegetables in 73 lb. case. 1 >> 62-5 94-9 i "3 2-275

The gross wt. of provisions that are made up in bales or other package

t

may be roughly calculated by adding 15 p. c. to the net wt. 1000 fiek

rations on the simple scale described at beginning of following article 1 1

men's ratio. will therefore weigh 2876-6329 lbs. gross, and occux:;

110-00342 cubic ft.
,
the biscuit being in bags. If the biscuit is in 85 1

cases, those figures will be 3556-6329 lbs., and 145-80342 cub. ft.

Rations.—Provisions.—All offrs. and other soldiers when in the fie
1

draw the following field rations daily : lb. of bread or x lb. of biscu
fresh or salt or preserved meat 1 lb.’, coffee

j
oz., tea '

s oz., sugar 2 o. 1

salt £ oz., pepper oz. When troops are marching or doing hard woi
a lb. more should be added to the fresh meat ration. It is usual to add
gall. (5 gill) of rum, and instead of issuing both tea and coffee, to on 1

the latter and double the former. As a rule 2 oz. of compressed vef 4

tables, or 4 oz. preserved potatoes, are added to the foregoing ratic 1

In estimating for the transport of rations allow 4 lbs. gross weight 1 I
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'fl'.
feelins be=

Manceuvres has f„„ lb . breadi or , lb ,bS m^oTs™

i

'

f

tea
’ 2 oz - of sugar, l oz. of salt when fresh meat was issued and LrS Ht-*? i‘Ksra,,±£

[“." p^eha'^Voe^o^t;Se“S' 5 “: •**.«»« «
n. 2 oz.

; pepper, J6 oz.
~-- - — . „MU

, tea, § oz.
; s gar, q oz •

isvr

fijar^?rr i-a^ssgs. * ne“,i“r)' ,o

days S the week "fT oT sal?
Co

,

olie CorPs in l86°- was, for

lb of rice Hz ’

f W -

Salt p°r* or sa,t beef
! i lb. of salt fish

;

iays in week, 2 lbs . of riceandf1* rfsah fe?"
= and *" the °ther

ii
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In Egypt in 1884-85 the Boat ration was as f°nows-
^ ^omecTmeat 1 lb.

because the men had to |Xmea^x day out of 6, and 1 lb.

on 4 days out of 6 ,
1 lb. P

f 6 Fresfi meat x lb. in substitu..

of boiled mutton or bacon for 1 day cm
ble _

cheese | oz. daily

tion for i lb. of any of^|01

!?f ĉ flour T 1L for 1 day out of 6 ;
fresh breau

biscuit x lb. 5. days ou
.

it wbenever procurable ; h °z - of b^'j
x| lb. in substitution for t

issueci The following daily : 1 oz. of tea

powder to every 12 lbs °f flof 1SSU
’

er
,

1 0 z. rice, 1 oz. preserved vege

3 oz. of sugar, 4 oz. of salt, 3B
•

^PP.
ice ,

1 oz .
oatmeal, 2 oz. oferb.

tables, fim gall- pnegj“\ ^ of ;am 0r marmalade 2 days out of 6,,
am

wurst every 3rd day, a 3 •

, eacb boat tbere was cocoa and milk .

x oz. of pickles 4 days out o
.

d tQ be issued occasionally as a.

the rate of 3-3 lbs. Per
,

man
f tobacco

' and x lb- of soaP’ making V101

extra. Every 15 days 3 lb. of tobacco, <
2 without tobacc

net wt. of 2 lbs P'S oz. ,
or a^ wt of abo,0X3 bS

QOO\oat ralions witho

or soap, or with them a net wt. of 2 lbs

^
’

s g7S lbs .
The ordina

tobacco or soap net, w^ghed
J^eDesert was : k lb- fresh or 1 lb. pi

Field Ration vp tht A km
of flour'or biscuit ; 1 oz. of tea, ,

served meat ;
x*lb. fresh breaO,

or
j ^ | lb. fresh or 1 oz.

of coffee, 2* oz. sugar 5 oz. salt,
oz . 0 f lime juice ;

making:

preserved vegetables, or 1 tinioi erbswur
,J QZ

total net wt. of 2 lbs 5s oz . ,
or a g 3

the field with an army

KoPh or eaclicSfning a oz. of the pea-soup paste,

is made up in cyhndi >
’

. conta;ns a very good ration. ..

gross wt. being 2.(
oz. E<

ti ble to do so, rations should be o<

° During Pea^e. whene\’er it

q^Kvixti tie s to last two or three d;

sionally issued direct to t
1

; t becomes necessary

It teaches him to economise f̂ood^wmat
. supply at a time ,

,ti

it frequently does in wa , o
ise discretion and care in using t

not be a new thing foi him to exe c
invariably when giving set

properly. C. Os. in our army .

{ Jn bulki ;f possible, and issue it m s -

days’ rations for their men t V ®e l

e jt QUt t0 their men at once, they w
quantities, telling you that ey

g could not eat after their first u

eat it all in one day, or throw awaywnatx
children . Let us in fu

This is the old story ofdreaitin
they would in civil life regan

endeavour to teach ^^“f^^perience on the Nile in 1884-85 that:

their food. I am sure front y -1
liberal and to the soldier the

the best economy to fix upon a^m^t^lb^^ strengthi but also to

palatable ration : it not only
Cheese, jam and pickles sl-

tentment, and theie ore o go
0|dier

’

s ra ti0n when it is possible to st

in futureWj"'1
or for » days figbM.

<cry
-
bC5t *** y0““"
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arned, and with a couple of biscuits makes a good dinner for a hungry

ations^ r
m0St camPai2ns these should be issued like all other

aZl ? h Per man per month is a fair allowance. In case of* lay ln large supplies of these articles, they should be calculated

d

“
:E'

a

;v
cwi5 &*£*& ihiie native followers were allowed a lb. of flour less than the soldier but theill ration was subsequently issued to all. 1 1 is very desirable to issue cur™

ar
d
d
e

sW
adei^^eU

hp
°f the turmeric, &c. , as is d'one when natives are onara snip, it should be powdered and mixed and made un in m lh

:n

the

e

fo,io

the rati0n O,
?.

sh0re shouId be i dailv a man iTcan be madethe following ingredients : turmeric, * oz.
; chillies, + oz. : black Denner

ffrica the ration for native levies was, i lb. of mealies or i lb meali lb. Kafre corn, or i lb. of flour or biscuit
; i>- lb. fresh meat or i m ofRmTr rf '

“

d
' excePt when salt rations were issued J oz of saltFuel per British soldier per day, is 3 lbs. of firewood or ii lh of 00,1hen the latter is issued, 2 lbs. of kindlingwood is allowed to everv 10 ih«'

bs^of Nat ?
0Ut

']
Africa

' Wbere the fuel had to be carted on To £a cl

'

“
°/,
N
t
tal coal was lssued ln lieu of all wood. In the Crimea the allow

cook nl
W
The

Cre
f
ed 1

r

tt

,

erly
,

t° 4i lbs ' of wood. This is only intendedcooking. The nature of the climate, and the nature of the huts or tem

a
y
m?e

rr

whilst
determine the amount required for heating purposes

ntifS
e

no is^e^of Co™^ *
: troops will provide themselves with wood e^ery da5 whe™Thefh^lVties, each under an offr. bein 0- sent to cut it Tn g • 4 i

X ^

.1 In rooms, .ho homo daily aK„oV™, e™ as aSo f,CCC

size Deing lor a room of from 7800 to 12,000 cub. ft. the 2nd for thosefrom 3600 to 7800 cub. ft., and the 3rd for all under that sire Tlu>sent scale, which has been substituted for the above, is, for every '12 men
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because the men had to
n^oftireserved fre^tneat^iday out of 6, and x lb.

on 4 days out of 6 ,
i lb- P

f 6 Fresh meat i lb. in substitu

of boiled mutton or bf°n for i day out o^ - ~
lionHATTZSffetrKTO <r*St*l& hreac

Cheese | oz daily

T ilb in substitution — - ---
.

powder to every 12 lbs °f flof ’f
U

pl

o o-/ of sugar, V oz. of salt, m oz. pep.

level piwv.u*““— i » -
f ,

The following daily : i oz. oi tea

3
0z.“ofsugar,^oz. of salt, & oz.

p^ui’ct, °i
oT^atmeahToz. °f er̂

tables, rim) Sal1
- T° oz" of jam or marmalade 2 days out of 6, an

wurst every 3rd day, and 13 o ]
bQat thgre was cocoa and milk .

> oz. of pickles 4 bays out o
. d to be iSSUed occasionally as 0

the rate of 3-3 lbs. Per raan
obacco ^nd lb - of soap, making a tot

extra. Every 15 days i lb. of tobacco <
2

,bs T , oz .
without tobacc

net wt. of 2 lbs. 9 '5 oz. ,
or a pres wt. of ab t

3 rations witho

or soap, or with them a net wt. of 2 lbs
• The ordina

tobacco or soap net, weighed 2534 lbs- ™ gross 3 75
fresh or T lb .

pI

served meat; i*lb. fresh oreau o, x
3. lb. fresh or 1 oz.

of coffee, 2J oz. sugar, 5 oz salt,
f ]ime j

uice ;
makins

preserved vegetables,
/V a SsTw t o? 3 lbs. 8| oz.

total net wt. of 2 lbs. 55 a g 1 3
the field with an army

Koph or Brbswurstjoup* oz . of the pea-soup paste,

is made up in cylmdric, ,

< contains a very good ration. ....
gross wt. being 23 oz. Ea

j bl t0 dg so rations should be o<

During Pe^e, wbenever it '^afcaWe to..^
^^ mo or three d;

sionally issued direct to the oldm
£^^ it becomes necessary:sionallv issued direct to the

when it becomes necessary

It teaches him to economise h s footb so mat
supply at a time ,

it
;

;

it frequently does in war
exercisc discretion and care in using t

it frequently doesiin war to gw ^ discretion and care in using t:

not be a new tlung foi him “
revcrSe invariably. When giving set

properly. C.Os. in

\

bey keep it in bulk, if possible, and issue it in s -

days' rations fortheirmenth y k P
Qut tQ t£eir men at once, they w

quantities, telling
{ could not eat after their first r

eat it all 111 one day, or throw away y
, „b :i dren> Let us in ft

This is the old story of treating our 1 as
would in civil life regain

endeavour to teach them to:reflec ant/^
on the Nile in 1884-85 that:

their food. I ant sure from y •

1 liberab and t0 the soldier the

palatable ratiorm^i t not only ^

o
h
r°6

e

0z.

r

of good cheese, is dhe very. best thing you can issue, as it is
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arned, and with a couple of biscuits makes a good dinner for a hungry

itSS^T ?h
rf

nf^TIn m0St campaigns these should be issued like all otherations i b. of each per man per month is a fair allowance In r ofVlag
,

to la
'
v m large supplies of these articles, they should be calculated3r

T
a this rate, or with more exactness * 02. of each per diem

CalCUlated

meric, B oz., pepper,
J 02. ; sugar, 3 oz. (or in lieu if preferred' t‘- 07 of

sh p '

.
11 should be powdered and mixed and made up in to lb tin

he foil

rat‘°n oa shore should be i oz. daily a man. It can be madethe following ingredients: turmeric, * oz.
; chillies, -j oz.

; black pepper

t o/f f COal was lssued in heu of all wood. In the Crimea the allnw

y barracks, must determine the amount required for heating nnrnosec

of

tie^etfch' un(?e°^n
e

oft
en

tfeiiig

S

sOTt^to
V
cut^

j

®

vei

j^
whei1 th^hSt,’

d

;

ar°oms
'.

t

,

he home daily allowance may sera as a guide ft wfs^fo!
; lbf C o

aZP
e
ening0fl1 ' 320 ,bs

- ’ No - 2 gratefwith r/'opening

bent scale, which has been substituted for the above, is, foVevery i2 men
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NATION OF FUEL AND LIGHT. £PABT u '

, fraction

5;»i". -.ion being , lb.
”
fo£wTn“"„nn,ber of rations ,

Wh.„n„der= «tbo
S
..be s

4TJSK biS- oTcoW.s't warrant and N.C.Os. an,

,

;i,^"S
!

iesb thess ::

Ss.D. a. the B. of O. In ton. ““S76v the amv. foSd for man an

custody and supply of all article
Animals excepted. All stores in t

:

beast and remounts and transpo
‘

consider to be unnecessary,

possession of troops, which 1

,inserviceable articles, all arms and nuhta

surplus ca|"P
,

e
Yo

P
mTh; enemy will be handed over to this deportmet

stores captured from the y
back jnto store.

Ar
]i
cleS

‘L
S^f;

°ne^yl?nZt anv O.S. officers to Divns. or Brigades;

O.S. establishment iui an

* Includes 2 Armourers, io

Collar Makers, 8 Wheelers

and Saddletree Makers, 8

Carriage Smiths, 2 Shoeing

Smiths, and 8 Tent Makers.

6
u
°

6
|

u
<

Commissy.

1;

Depty. Commissy. Asst.
Commissy.

Clerks.

*
1

o
o i Batmen.

Head-Quarters of Army-Corps

For general duty, as may be)

ordered

Total • • •

I I i * 6 7

32
3 5 3 4 ! 9 25

4 6
1

4 4

ect

1

11

variat

3 X

on.

200*

The off

39

rs. and n
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th £ a™he
Q
post

0
of

h

nery ' “?
ince, and this latter offr. will have under his orders all O.S Os on Th

P
e°I

> 15V
By l

^1S J

[

rr
[
ln&ernent the duties of the Dept, will be divided into

'rom thp
S

AH
V
‘rl

’ n
th°Se

*u
connection with the supply of ordnance stores

r.U be conducted by the offrs. of the O.S.D. under the authont ekher of

cco?d?nfas dte'o^
his C of the S- °r ofthe G of C.

mployed on the L.'of C. Xgen^Llfuct

^SUSb ^
i'e

>

G?o°f the

6

n^mbe^and^'d-ne of° h^h^
^^^ri^behi^ne^essa^beyond

s. C. corpsXn in "he fidd
mUS

-

^ qu
-

oted on ‘he requisition.

tplicate, direct to the O S O ofdie'rv
lmmedlately lllake requisitions, in

ent of any articles which niw l , i f °f the BriSd -' for the replace-

ms
,

e

e

h

q

e

uiA°ent^ of^4^F^T
-p:

e

the^
ute

6,on

6:
n

i. o,
the sit

e mode and time ^sup^lv actin?
<

i

rit

r
0f the G‘°' C"’ wil1 arrange as to

whom the issues are to be made.°
d ' commumcation with the offrs.

^ i,Mdnll^all arms, accoutre
' men and horses

, as well as tools^d'
Sadd ery' and ot!u’r appointments supplied

' S <U aS t00ls ami materials for their repair andpreservation.
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Marks for Stores.—All stores sent to an army in the field are marked aa

follows, so as to be easily identified :

Artillery Stores
Artillery Explosives
Engineer Stores
Engineer Explosives
Commissariat Stores
Clothing, except Hospital Clothing

Medical Stores, including Hospital Clothing

Officers’ and other Baggage • •

Army Signalling Corps’ Stores
J

Colour.

Dark Blue Triangle.

Red Triangle.

Light Blue Circle.

Red Circle.

Green Trefoil.

Brown Heart.
Yellow Square witr.

Red Cross.

White Diamond.
Cross Flags ,

with A-

above ,
and S. bclon:'.

all Yellow.

AMMUNITION, SMALL ARM AND MACHINE GUN.

Martini-Henry. Revolver, Pistol. Nordenfeltl

' rifle. CARBINE. ENFIELD. ADAMS.

Red Rcc- White
tangle. Rectangle

on Red
Rectangle.

White
Circle on
Brawn
Circle.

Brown
Circle.

SERVICE, PRACTICE,

OR STEEL. OR IRON.

Green White
Diamond. Diamond

inside a
Green

Diamond.

GARDNER
OR GATLING

0-45 IN.

Black Triangle..

Camp Equipment includes all articles that are not persona 1 equi,pme

cfistrit^tefLby°°mnpanie^^
are resjmn^bte for iL

^

Hptnrhment for which it is required, giving the information as follows

Mounted Corps. No. Dismounted Corps. No

Batteries. . • •

Troops
^ ^

• •

Officerslchtig,. ranks

Staff-sergeants . .

N.-C. Os. and men
( Officers’ charg

„ )
Troop (ridden as

Horses
^ by officers)

.

(Troop
Public bat animals.

Private bat animals

hargers

Batteries . . •

Companies . . •

(Field . •

Officcrs^Q
ther ranUs

Staff-sergeants. .

N.-C. Os. and men
Officers’ chargers .

Public b;Tt animals

Private bat animals
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to^stete^Tnedf^
demanded that may be ia possession is also

the reasons fo? !£
&ny ar

f
servlceable and unserviceable, andme reasons lor demanding them. Any articles lost otherwise than bv

to wS? and
C

tear

nt
’ °r dalT

!

aged beyond what may.be considered asair wear and tear will be charged against the troops. All articles mav
adnSterf^hesale lf

W
th

n *“• th
?

fidd
' Provided the state of the store

be carried bv
t' all

the writers conviction that tents cannot possibly
r® d °y an army when engaged in temperate climates in activeWtion. brfon an enemy. The Prussians during their late wars hadnone, neither for some years had our army in the Peninsula. As the L of Cwill generally be along railways, tents can easily be brought up for use whenhe army is stationary for any length of time as at a siefe. At other timesthe men must bivouac and be billeted in villages. The authorized Quantitiesof armp eqmpment for Cavly. and Infy. ha£ been ah-eady detailed in the

ose arms - The R - A - and R - E - <*» hLrEi
?7f

circujar tent is the one used in our army (except in India where it

men ft the Z
hll‘ «

=

xPediti°ns). It is issued ft' the rate of r to' every 15men m the field and i to 12 men in standing camps
;
* it is ro'high dianr

5

gfo of
,S

7o-'
5
w't from

PeS“d
lh
about & ad round

; its apeXSi of c
7™* 'SuZS tSi( wt by

P
from

W
3“,o

p

?
^ z a ,aUsa

- p° te
<
ia a

‘han to nan h’
y °” tb

,

e §round i when beds are provided, not more
mb ft of for Th^hosnaf

accommodated in them, and contains 3-336

tome • its on'n
bls hospital marquee is most inconvenient and cumber-

Xu', t

U
t

S

0 ĉh
mm

The
t

r
n
H-

IS kS Wt is excessive
- and d"y

rhe tent for
*nc^n P- tent is a better for hospital purposes.

weighing 100 lbs
P
andV

11 tbefield
\
is the double circular, without lining,ioo ibs., and accommodating 4 patients.

s
* engal tents are issued to British troops as follows : 1 S. Serjt. tent to

Uthl fa^oftin
tranS*°rt iecame difficult, these tents were issued

13 other offrs

1 * ™ 1 *° “** and his staff, and 1 to every
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TOOLS USED IN THE FIELD. t

PAR*

each of the following—Regt- SerjL ^a^ , Q Jmourer-serjt. Privates

master serjt, orderly-room clerk, band mast^
, ^^ Qf 8 to „ sick mem

tents (technically styled
) fof re^r and j for Qr. Gd., and fot

when it is used for hospl. purposes.
apothecary s and pur

hospl. purposes i for every 20c) men, £tnd ijior P^
_ #

veyor’s stores. Its wt. when d y being 80 lbs. A S. berjt

The offrs. provide their own tents, the lmut^ ^ 24g lbs. : inteno

tent weighs 400 lbs. when

^

P
The Sepoy double pal, wt-

space 16' X 16' : a useful
l

e^^nodation. 22 British, or 44
512 lbs., interior space 32 x

. or .‘Mountain Battery Tent,

soldiers, or 50 followers. D°^b'e >' P
d H 8

t holds 6 to 8 European;;

r',oTo‘^4".
S
^foun5 Ofgreat « "

Soudan.
. , « T . • a felling axe [Canada pattern

Note.—A hand hatchet weig is 1
•

/utlutfe; a shovel, 4 Its. 12 »z

4 lb. 8 oz., with handle; a fick'axc'^ 5 £ 12 oz . new pattern, 4 /fa- 10 ‘

a spade, 6 lbs. ; a blanket, old Patte™< 3
, Ws yialds 12 quarts, 12" B. at let,

( 7 1
' X 5' *» size'l-

The glanders ca,’t ’ ,
. (he Torrens’ kettle weighs 3} l<-

and xi" at bottom, D. x»
, taping hook, xo .2. ;

sickle, H
(W* 6 ««</ 5

• \. 1Q /if. ;
carpenters' tools, pin 1

Afc»fa*. 6* /fa.; ^'"W-,x«. X2 - lftp'gjach,
4 w

«/ °f< 77 a* ;
*« S

Tin'traJslort Jooz. !
waterproof sheet, 3 /fa. («*«»•»“

i9 x»- ;
lashing rope used in transport, 00

,
^^ ^ /10E

Z;<Sk^Z>n^C field, grindstone, 20 /fa. 4-
Q Q

AMMUNITION.-The A.G. of an army m the field is ^P^
th ,s duty efficicn

the supply Of Amtn. for that army. To enable mm1 p
: ^ ac ,

the R.A., * -

he will be furnished as often as he may de
ect ; v

e

ly. G.Os.C. Divns.

returns of the reserves in R.A. and O.S. ch. g -P y
wiU be furnisher

responsible for maintaining their reserves of Amtn. ana t Y
q^ ^ R .A . of

often as may be required with the necessary rp
-

s tQ be immediately m
Divn. Any deficiency in the regulated amou f A

. t0 such modification

known to the A.G. of the army. A a J

of Gun Amtn. is calculi

the nature of the service may require,
, man .

These proportions

d«dl the' following manner, subject to the approval of

G.O.C.
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Rounds of Ammunition.

Per Gun. Small Arm
for

each Rifle.
9-

pr.

12- &
x 3“Pr*

16-pr.

In possession of the troops, on gun and limber
Regimental Reserve, in wagons with Battery .

Field Reserves with) Divisional
the Artillery . .J Army Corps, in 3 sections

Grand Depot and Intermediate Reserves with)
the O.S.D

j

40
108

76
76

36
106

76

76

28)
Iroo

72J

90
90

'°)ioo
30/

3°} 60
30/

300

200

294

200

280

200

160

320

500 494 480 480

In my opinion there should in action be 200 rds. per Infantry soldier, either on
its person or close to him. I would strongly recommend as a general rule the issue
)f an extra 30 rds. per man when going into action.
The Regimental Reserve of 30 rds. for each rifle (in addition to the 70 rds. in

possession of the troops) will accompany each battn. in the field in charge of the
; it will always accompany the battn., and be kept supplied by demands on

he divnl. Reserve. The Transport of the Regtl. Reserve for a battn. of 1000 men
vi require, 4 S.A.A. carts (each carrying 12 boxes = 7200 rds. rifle ammtn. There

,

blLln each cart a box of Pist°> ammtn.) 4 drivers, 1 N.C.O., and 8 draught
m.mals. The total amount of rifle Amtn. carried = 28,800 rds. = 3804 lbs. in wt.
<*ck animals, however, will be exclusively employed, where, from the nature ofhe country, carts would not be available.
The load for a pack animal will be :

—

a boxes, weight, 79 lb. 4 oz. each
1 canvas Amtn. Bag .......
Pack saddle

Rope Lashing
Line Gear and Mule Shoes

158$ lbs.

1 „
481 „
I ,,

6 „

Total weight,

215 lbs.

exclusive of

forage.

Vmt

a

n

Ch

B-gT
Pany WlU ha' e 3 mUleS’ S° loaded ' The men w!11 carry 2 canvas

and wouaded have fired but little, and as a large proportion of men

uaniit 1** ^
6V

t
r drC a sbot

' nothing is more fallacious than to determine the
1

y
^

’

f'
L - tbat should be carried by the soldier, and in Regtl. and other

nown K „i
3 calc

.

ulatl
?
n based upon the number of rds. fired by battns. in any well-

a t e. t is only on Very rare occasions, and under exceptional circumstances.
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1
.

'he
‘r.

y
,zs'JZ& *“«“

ss:&s u . So p.» ^x“sr;

*S&&&?ss55£&2Sa
So rds. per man were carried regimentally as the ist reserve : the »d reserve Iwhm

was in charge of the R. A.) consisted at Srst^of onlySO fj^cted at Prahsu,
sequently raised to 70 rds. a man, and a g . , . -nri. of these t>os-

to be pushed on to the fortified posts in advance
^ ^ expendL

the earrisons were supplied with 200 rds. a man. ihe leturns g b

may be prT^reV '^traOTdmMy^J^^dUur^ cahml^mg^he quanUty^be^c

the Advd. depot, and in charge of the U.b.U. on tne a'cragc w
.

know has taken place in the battles of recent wars. As regards Gum A.

]
.

been generally considered that 150 rds. per gun are ample for one battlgan^

miv still be regarded as a fair allowance, although 3 French Batt . .

"e said to have fired era rds. pergun, and an Austrian Batty, at Komggratz «8m

For Brigds. and Divns, the G. 0 . C. will distnbute his reserve Amtn.

mass it as he may think best ;
while for smaller bodies of troops, pack animals c®

accompany and supply one or more detached companies over ^y groundor one

post duty. The Divnl. and Army Corps or general reserves will be charge

R A. and will be conveyed and replenished as hereinafter direc ed. These reser

will form part of the fd. equipment of the R. A., and wall not e

,a

O S. D. The remaining reserves will be in charge of the O. S.
,

i„ depots. The first reserve of Gun Amtn. (108 rounds per gu^or g-P^. and 7
f

fnr T g.Dr i is contained in the divisional reserve. The divnl. reserve

frms (ablt 40 rds per rifle) will be conveyed in Amtn. carts attached to each dt

reserve. Should the state of the country in which the army 1S
"f

necessary to adopt any other method of
x^divnl reserve of S.i

rWermined by the C. in C., and carried out by the R. A. I ne envn

is under all circumstances to be at hand, and in the event of its eing oun

to eoarate the carts from the divnl. reserve to which they arc attached, the d

r n
P

f p a must make arrangements for their being placed under propc

andOietf^pobeasUy accessible to the troops, in order that no unnecessary d
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nay occur when occasion shall arise for making issues to corps whose supplies are
exhausted. 1 he Army Corps or general reserve is always to be kept up with the
rnny, and as far as practicable out of fire. The offrs. of R.A.. commanding the
eserves, will be responsible to the G.Os.C. Divns. or Army Corps respectively, that
he Amtn. of each divisional reserve is from time to time completed, so far as cir-
lumstances will permit, from the army corps or general reserve. The latter reserve
vill be completed from the reserves in charge of the O.S.D., upon requisitions of the
J.L. the R.A., supported by the receipts for the issues made to the troops. On
imergency, however, the O.S.Os. will make issues on requisitions of the Os.C. the
everal R.A. reserves, but such issues will be reported by the Commissary in charge
' the Depot to the C.G. at Hd. Qrs. for covering approval. Should the B. of 0
vhere the grand depot of reserve is placed, be further distant than an ordinary
: days march from the advd. depots last mentioned, intermediate depots will be
equired; upon the organisation and disposition of which the A.G. of' the army in
he field and the C.G. of O. should take the orders of the G.O.C.who will determine
vhat course should be followed to insure a regular and sufficient supply of Amtn
rom the grand depot of reserve, for the use of the army. Os. C. corps in the field
vill obtain their supplies of Amtn. on requisitions direct from the Os. C. the R An fortresses or garrisons, the G.O.C. holds the C.G. of O. responsible that’the
eserve of b A A. is equal to the authorized proportion, and available at all times
or issue In fortresses abroad, the number of rds. for S.B. guns will be according
•o a scale fixed for each, and for rifled guns as follows : 250 rds. for each 12 -e", 12"
n , and 10'' R.M.L. gun

: 300 rds. for each 9" and 7" R.M.L. and for each 20-pr!

Pn : and 200 rds - for each 64-pr. and 80-pr. R.M.L., and for each 7" R B Lmd each 40-pr. R.B.L. gun.
Gunpowder is packed in barrels, i barrels and * barrels

; the wt. of the 1st (empty)S30 lbs.
; it contains 100 lbs. of common, or 125 lbs. of P. powder, owing to its greater

lens,ty;its height is 2f 5'', circumference at bung 55-75" and occupies 2-5 cub. Ct.

emnrf
21

f

nrPaCe; ^ * a
3"615 h°'d S° ' bS 1 ‘ tS Wt ' *S 18 lbs” heiSht * 7", circum-

Krnl ,

U"S
r
42'V

an
,

d °CCUpies 1 *4 cub. ft. of magazine space. Powder is sent

j
m lots of 100 barrels at a time- A cubic ft. of powder weighs about 56 lbs.n damp or temporary magazines it is packed in metal-lined rectangular cases of

Ju!.'T Z X2°l (holding about 120 lbs. of powder in bags), rjf"Xi6i"and

marked* R
USCd

-

by Fd ’ A“ y ' is known as “ Rifled Large Grain”

marked pi- ,'r T
8ramS ^ ab°Ut the size of bar,e y- Pebble P°wder

P- ,„n„ i].'
3

t

USed
!°r la;ge ordnance, and is made in cubically-shaped grains about

JatefthJn ft! T a l
?• nde is kn°Wn aS R ‘ F - G2 -' its density is somewhat

Fine Grain)

0 ^ °ther Sma11 arms
’ which is known as R- F. G. (Rifle

A'2'- C««r.-The projectiles fired from the R.M.L. Fd. guns are

(hell and
3

- ?

rT2
,

sb
*(
d and case_sbot -

1’bc light 7-pr. lias in addition a double

ru e
a S ar’s c * -^^out i of all projectiles in our equipment are shrapnel.

mon s e l when filled weighs almost exactly according to the denomination
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of the eun- thus the 16-pr. shell weighs about 16 lbs., the 13-pr. shell is lbs

10 oz the’ new 12-pr. shell 12-5 lbs, the o-pr. shell 9 lbs ,
and the 7 -pr. (s.ngk

heh 7 lbs 4loz. :

P
the double shell 12 lbs. 3* oz. For particulars of we.gh ts

&c , of the ammtn. for guns see p. 44, where that for each of our guns is full)

de
Gun Amtn. is carried on service in the following manner and proportion per gun bj

our Fd. Artillery

( cartridges, gun, sen-ice

9-pr.
<|

shells, filled
{ [hSpnel

V shot case

( cartridges, gun, service
• — - / common

rj-pr. 4 shells. filled {shrapnel
(.shot, case

16-pr.

( cartridges, gun, servi

I , „ £u 1 f common
'• a

shells, filled
^ shrapnel

shot, case.

Horse
Battery.

Light Fd.
Battery.

Heavy Fd.
Battery.

On

gun

carriage.

In

gun

limber.

With

ammtn.

wagon.

|

On

gun

carriage.

In

gun

limber.

jWith
ammtn.

wagon.

On

gun

carriage.

jIn
gun

limber.

0
be
rt
>

1

%

4 36 108 4 36 108

8 24 8 24

28 84 28 84

4

2 34 106 2 34 106

8 22 8 22

26 82 26 82

2 2 2 2

4 24 72
6 18

18 54
4

Fuzes, &c.

9-pr. batteries carryn

135 time fuzes, 50 per-

cussion fuzes, and 20c -

friction tubes.
13-pr. batteries car-

ry 140 time fuzes, 7'~i

percussion fuses, anew

175 friction tubes.

i6-pr. batteries car-

ry 90 time fuzes, 6.-4

percussion fuzes anas]

150 friction tubes

S.A.A. Box .—The external dimensions of the new pattern are, L. 21 '75 >

6-962", and B. 8-325." Mark XI. weighs 11 lbs. 6 oz., and Mark XII. 11 lbs. 12 0.

-

tonnage 0-0182 ton. Mark XI. is of mahogany and is for general service ; Mark

is for home and special service, and has its sides and bottom of deal, ends ot e -

and top of Kawrie pine. The top of both patterns has a sliding lid on broadest su -

When filled with 600 rds. of M.H. it weighs 79-25 lbs. and 76 lbs. 7 oz., with a

without tin lining; with 630 rds. of M.H. carbine, 4 lbs. less; with 560 . neid

O lbs. less ;
with 2136 rds. for Adams’ Revolver, its wt. is 103-5 lbs. ;

with 200 rri

of 65' Gatling, 81-25 lbs. ;
or with 680 rds. of -45", 89 lbs. 13 oz., with tin-lint

for all these 3 last-named cartridges. This box takes up -757 cub. ft. of magaz •

^ Tht S.A.A. Curt used to carry 16 of these boxes, and in addition, in its under l -
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uoo rds. of revolver ammunition ; its wt. when empty is 8 -

s cwt., and about 20 cwt.
when filled as just stated. Now only 12 boxes of rifle (954 lbs.) and 1 of pistol (13 lbs.)
»re carried, the space left vacant by the 4 boxes subtracted being filled with a few
tseful tools, that weigh in all 56 lbs. The cart in future fully equipped will weigh
[9 cwt.

S.A.A. on pack animals. 2 boxes form a load : a camel can carry 6 boxes in the
jlains and 4 in the hills in India.
M.H.A

.

is made up in bundles of 10. For the Infantry arm, the powder charge
s 85 grs. R. F. G. 2 powder; wt. of bullet 480 grs., it is 1-27" long; wt. of a bundle
it ten, 18 oz. The cartridge is 3’ 15" long.
The Carbine Cartridge is about shorter : the charge of same pow der is 70 grs.

he wt. of bullet is 410 grs.; of a bundle of cartridges, 17 oz.
The new rifle cartridges are in bundles of 10; each bundle) weighs 17 oz. The

mllet weighs 384 grains ; charge 85 grs.

The Sneider bullet weighs 480 grs. : the powder charge 70 grs. of R. F. G. : wt.
fa bundle of 10 cartridges about 16 oz. The same cartridge is used for both long
ifle and for carbine.

Revolver, Adams' . Wt. of bullet 225 grs. : charge 13 grs- The cartridges made
.p in bundles of 12, weighing 8 oz. 3 drs. each bundle.
Ammunition for the regulation revolver is made up in bundles of 12 cartridges,

.•eighing 8^ oz. each bundle. It is packed in boxes 11-75" L., 8" D., and 4-25" W.
weighing empty 4 lbs. 7 oz., and when filled with 600 rds., 30 lbs. x oz. ; or in smaller
ores 8 ’5" L., s's" D., and 4. ’25 W., weighing empty 2’25 lbs., and when filled
nth 240 rds. 12 lbs. 9 oz.

Gatling ammunition is made up in bundles of 10 rds. each, the '65" weighs
s * 7 i~o 45 \ *8*25 oz.

; the bullet of the ' 6$
n

is 1422 grs., the powder
70 grs.

, in the *

45
,/ those amounts are 480 grs. and 85 grs. respectively.

The Medical Department.—The P.M.O. with an Army Corps in the
e a will be a Surgeon-Genrl. The medical staff laid down in regulations
3r an Army Corps is too large

;
if it must be appointed, I would recora-

m nJU
£erfluOUS officers beinS left at the Base. That staff in additionM '°' is 1 D-S.G. as Sanitary offr.

; i S.M. as secretary to P.M.O.
;S.M. m charge of Hd. Qr. Staff, 2 Surgeons as his Orderly M.Os.

;

privates as orderlies
; with 5 N.C.Os. and privates as clerks and com-

ounders; 9 privates as batmen and 13 chargers, 4 of which are alone
,

n the P.M.O. The P.M.O. might have 2 chargers and all themer M.Os. 1 each
;
this would be ample for the work they have to do.

1

.t,

rra
rx^«

e
i
T
!^
nts *"or care and treatment of sick and wounded, are made

y the P.M.O., through the C. of the S. and G. of C. He will direct

•
1 „

1Spc
;

Sltlon and movements of the bearer Cos. and the movable
a. Hospls He will bring to the notice of theG.O.C. all circumstances

ting the health of the men, and recommend any changes he may
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consider necessary in their rations. It is advisable that the earliest mfor i

the relative rank of Mair. are supplied with public ser\ice nors .

Rearer Cornnv and 2 Fd. Hospls. are attached to each d.vn.

— Sanitary ^Officer is the creation of recent years, and as a general

‘

i^ser^wuS^oS. I can^on^iemToully sJTf have new.

possible to drain a town, asHtave

and^for" Inordinary' cleanliness of temporary camps or bivouacks, tt

P M O with each divn. can do all that is necessary In future as long

this fad continues, my recommendation is to leavehimat

he nmv find some useful occupation as a member of the Unitary ooa

whiX I think should have charge of all sanitary arrangements at t

.

^The Medical Staff Corps is organized for duties in '

Wnsnital service and is an integral part of the A.M.D., the 1 .ai.U. su j

to the G O C. having supreme authority over it in matters of discip

The corps is chiefly recruited from the ranks of the army. In the held 1

divided fnto 2 branches-I can scarcely term them units,-viz., the Betu

C
°?TZ“y&£% vril^be provided with eiiher nmle or wagon fra,

poJaccSg "L nature of the country operi.ecI in These Compam

form the 1st Line of medical assistance in the field. I he detail 0

Bearer Compy. is as follows :

Officers and Men.

•t Officers.

Surgeon-Major (in command)

Surgeons

Qr. Masters .

x

Total Officers • 4
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Medical Staff Corps
Serjeant-Major .....
Staff- Serjts. and Serjts.

:

,, Compounder
„ Qr. Mr. Serj

Buglers ,

Corporals ,

Privates

„ as bearers

„ as batmen

i

i

4
i

6

n
32

5

Total (officers included) . . .66
The Surgeon-Major is allowed 2, the other officers 1, horse each, and the

lerjL-Majr. and the Q.-M.-S. are mounted. When wheeled transport is
sed, 10 Ambulance wagons are with each Bearer Company

; in lieu of
rese wagons 18 prs. of cacolets, and 10 litters to be carried by 28 mules
re used when the Company is equipped with pack transport. The Trans-om for the Bearer Comps, will be furnished under the order of the Director
f Transport, by the C. and T. Corps. There will be 1 Bearer Cornpy to
ich Bngd.

; for 1 Army Corps there will be 8 Comps, including'2 attached
} the Cavly. Brigd. and Corps troops.
All our regulations for the provision of ambulances are based upon thessumpnon that 10 pr. cent, of the 32,000 men in an Army Corps that would
ossibly be under fire, would be wounded. The duties of a bearer column
3 1 be to render first assistance to the wounded, and remove them from the
eld to dressing stations and Fd. Hospls.
Before an action begins, the P.M.O. of each Divn. will advise with the

la regard to the positions where dressing stations will be established
1 the absence of the G.O.C. or other C.O., this P.M.O. will issue theecessary instructions to the bearer cornpy. When no orders have been

f
',
ed
r
r0m the .G-O.C..or from the P-M.O. of Divn., the M.O. in charge

‘

~TPy‘ W ’ 011 hlS own responsibility organize the collecting and
tr tVlc,

g vHtl0n ,

or statIons
> and take such measures as may be necessary

>r the relief and transport of the sk. and wdd. y
The collecting station will be in charge of the Serjt. -Major, who will' leave

c.

‘

"’ll
hlm in charge of the f d. Companion, waterbottle, dressing,

earers wt,h c,

a™bnlances or cacolets will assemble. The 2 sections of

iUemlJ
stretchers and haversacks, under a M.O., will range about

leA J
wounded. Having placed them in the ambulances, &c., at

Kfllecting station, they will at once return to search for more wounded.

mil ill? n
S arC

i 'l

0
!

1 t0 P further t0 the rear than the collecting stationtun all ( he wounded have been collected.
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Dressing stations will be established, if possible, at P°'"ts

tn fire if there be suitable buildings near the scene of action they \vi

be utilised, otherwise an operating tent will be pitched under cover an,

the \f O in charge of the bearer compy. will issue such directions as

and carts will be placed in position under the orders ot the m u.

charge The dressing station will be distinguished during t
.

X

s:i’ra
Eos

“,i ’z sfJtrtsrii
collect the wounded that mayposslbly remain hiddenraRiches

.““J
'
S

lanterns „ Fo,id,d for

»

t^^rivate^prchtitty of ih'e demd and wmn^etfi^o[appropr^Wt?^A eete

arrive at the dressing station, the M.O. in charge will send an oftr. of Order!

‘^rorders for the 2nd line of ambulances, or as many of them as may

considered necessarv, to advance to the dressing station toremovethem

the nearest Fd. Hospl. In case of the troops retiring, the P.M.O . of Drn

or?in h?s absence, the M.O. in charge of the bearer compy. will determ,

what portion of the medl. establt. will be left behind.

Field HosPls. form the 2nd Line of medl. assistance.
, .

^The establishment of a Fd. Hospl. is as follows ; H .s mtended or

accommodation of 100 patients, but it is divisible into 2 half hospitals, er

half for 50 patients.

Opficfrs.

Surgeons-Major

Surgeons .

Qr. Masters .

Total Officers
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N.-C. Os. and Men.
Serjeant-Major (Steward) i

Staff-Serjts. and Serjts. ........ 7

Corporats........... 4
Privates 22

,, as batmen ......... 6

Total (Officers included) . . . .45

It should be an understood thing that all hospitals in the field, especially

here wounded men are cared for, should be dieted by the Medical Depart -

lent, a good cook with efficient assistants being invariably with each
lospital.

The transport required, whether pack or wheeled, will be furnished under
te orders of the Director of Transport, by the C. and T. Corps.
There will be 4 Fd. Hospls. to each Divn.

,
one of them attached to each

figd.
,
with 2 in Reserve

;
there will be 14 Fd. Hospls. with each Army

lorps, including 2 for the Cavly. Brigd. and Corps troops. They will

e fully equipped, and supplied with transport. Each Fd. Hospl. will

ave 40 single bell tents and 4 double bell tents. (As a rule, 4 patients in

ich tent.
)
On the line of march, they will follow the Bearer Comps.

,
the

len of which will assist to pitch the tents of the Fd. Hospl. The men take
leir arms and accoutrements to Hospl. with them. The Hospl. will be
istinguished by a red cross flag by day, by a red lantern by night. Before
1 action the movable Fd. Hospls. should be cleared of any sk. or wdd. that
in be removed to the rear. In selecting a site for a Fd. Hospl. before an
:tion, due precautions will be taken that the position is as close as possible
1 the 1st line of assistance, and that there is a practicable road for the
nbulances from the front, and a sufficient water supply in the vicinity,

dvantage will be taken of any available and suitable buildings in towns and
llages for the establishment of these Fd. Hospls. When there are no
hidings available, the hospl. tents will be pitched, and the carriages drawn
r under the direction of the M.O. in charge.
Hospls. on the Lines of Communication ,

constitute the 3rd line of rnedl.
sistance. They are fitted and equipped for the accommodation of 200
itients each. In choosing sites for stationary hospls.

, due attention will

- paid to the character and elevation of the country, the nature of the
>>1, the proximity and purity of the water supply, the practicability of
"ainage, the shelter afforded by woods or high land from cold winds

;
the

Jsition should be easy of access and at a convenient distance from the
ain road. If possible these hospls. will ’be established in buildings or
ooden huts at the port of embarkation, and in towns, villages, or farm-
>uses along the Ls. of C. Hospl. marquees will be stored at the B. of O.
id issued for stationary hospls. when other shelter is not available. These

1
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Hospls. will be placed at convenient intervals so as to suit the general require

ments of the Army. The sk. and wdd. from the army in front will be cot

veyed to these hospls. under the orders of the G. of C. All the details ic

sending the sk. and wdd. from the Fd. Hospls. in front to these Hospls. i

rear will be made by the G. of C. and the P.M.O. of the Army Corps.

The 1

1

washing" in all hospls. must be done by the men of the hospl. estit

blishments. The establishment of a Stationary Hospl. consists of i Bngc

Surgn., 4 S.M., 4 Surgeons, x Qr. Mstr., i Serjt. Majr., 8 Staff and othfi

Serits., SCorpls., 48 privts., and 11 batmen. The officers have 15 chargers'

none are necessary, so some money allowance should be given them in lieie

General Hospl. at Base.—One or more as may be required will be estu

blished. The establishment required for 500 patients is: 1 D.S.G., :

P.M.O., with 1 S.M. as secretary, 18 other M.Os., and 1 Qr. Mstr.,

Nursing Sisters, 3 Scrjts. Mjr., 13 Staff and other Serjts. ,1 Bugler, iaCorpb!

94 privts. and 25 batmen, n chargers are allowed for the senior M.UU

but it would be much better to give them a money allowance in lieu 1

forao-e, so as to avoid having to feed that number of horses to no purpose

The custody of the arms of ?nen in hospital.—The M.O. in charge of t

hospl. is responsible for the arms, accoutrements, and such of the soldie;

clothing or private property as may be handed over to his charge. tt

each patient upon arrival a kit inventory should be made out on which

articles received must be entered, with the soldier's name, regt.
,
number, <X,v

together with the number marked on his rifle, arms and accoutrements,

the man returns for duty with his regt., all these articles must be return

to him, a list of them being furnished to his C.O. If he dies or:

“ invalided " out of the country, his arms and accoutrements will be hanc-

over to the nearest O.S.O. with full details and a receipt obtained, by wh<

the circumstance will be reported to the regt. concerned.

Sanitary Board at Base should be formed at once when the first troc

are landed, with a military officer (of the R.E. if possible) as president

:

many instances it would be desirable to have the O.C., the police, and ’

Harbour Master or some other naval officer on this Board, together w

any local functionaries of weight and authority. Some police should

specially told off for sanitary duties under this Board.

Hospital Ships, for the transport of sick and wounded from the theatre

war to England, should be fitted up immediately that war is deternui 1

upon ;
those prepared for the Ashantce war in 1873 can be followed as mod

Standing bedplaces should be provided for the sick, who should have ab

300 cubic feet each. We have numbers of old screw i ne-of-battle si-

suited above all other ships for this purpose. If the voyages are short, :

the weather sufficiently settled to permit of vessels being towed by steam

good roomy sailing ships are the best for hospl. purposes. Steamers

the “Ganges" are extremely costly for the number of patients they
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iccommodate, as so much of their internal space is taken up by boilers and
mgines. These vessels should be under the order of the P.M.O., and no
tayal offr. should have power over them except upon purely professional
Joints. At present the responsibility is divided between the Admiralty and
;he W.O. in the following manner. The Admiralty undertake the lodging,
ictualling, and conveyance of the sick, and for that purpose will provide
he necessary shipping, fittings, bedding, food, medical comforts, disin-
fectants, and mess utensils of every kind. The W. O. undertake to furnish
:he rnedl. and other attendance necessary for the proper treatment and
turning of the sick, and the washing of all hospl. clothing and bedding used
ty them, and supply all articles of personal and hospl. clothing, medl. and
surgl. appliances, and hospl. utensils. Floating hospl. accommodation,
whether stationary or for transport purposes, will be separate, and exclusive
)f the hospl. accommodation for the force on land. The following should
te the floating hospl. accommodation for an army corps. Each divn. of an
trmy corps to have a depot hospl. ship capable of making up 200 beds,
nr 250 on an emergency. There should be one or more swift, powerful
steamers, each making up 60 beds, to be .employed as relieving ships for the
iepot hospl. ships, to take the worst cases home. It is desirable to have
despatch vessels, each fitted out with about 30 canvas cots, to carry less
severe cases to any neighbouring port of call to meet the packets on their
way home. Special arrangements to be made for carrying a small number of
invalids in each packet. Each depot hospl. ship should have attached a
good steam launch

;
it is desirable to leave a medical store ship in the

harbour at base, from whence the hospl. ships can be kept supplied. It is
very useful to have a floating stage alongside each hospl. ship to facilitate
the embarkation of the sick and wounded. We found this a great boon
m Suakim harbour. The companion ladders should be protected and wide
enough to admit of men being carried on board in chairs. Each hospl. ship
should be supplied with 400 canvas cots in addition to the cots required for
use on board. These can be used in the transports remaining at the B. of
O. if additional hospl. accommodation is required. Each of these hospl.
ships will be provided with a sufficient staff of the M. S. C. for carrying
out the hospl. duties. See article (further on) upon hospl. ships, under the
heading of “Sea Transport.”
A commander should leave no stone unturned to get his sick and

\wounded removed from the theatre of war as quickly as possible. An army
or a fighting force, no matter how small, should not have its action ham-
pered by having to care for the welfare of sick or wounded men, or in
warfare with barbarous people, with their' actual safety, which is still more
embarrassing. Unless the L. of C. is along a navigable river or a rail, this
ecomes a matter of serious difficulty, as was the case for instance during

the advance upon Coomassie. On the other hand the commander will
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have to exercise a most careful watch over the medl. department, to preven

soldiers being sent away who are either malingerers, or whose state of health

does not warrant their removal from the theatre of war. It is the natunr

tendency of all medl. oftrs. to clear out their hospitals by sending home th

sick with too little discrimination ;
unless this is checked, the fighting strengt,

°f
s“rwyddS““ho»ld be classed under a beads, as., .Lose s, fetal:

wounded or only suffering from some passing ailment who only requir

™and good food for ! few days or weeks to enable them to resum-

ffieff duties; and 2nd, those not likely to be aganr fit for work durin

the campaign. These latter should be again divided into 1st, tho-

seriously wounded or so ill that they must be conveyed to the B of O. in

recumbent position; and 2nd, those who can be removed in a sittin,

noshTon on board steamboats or by rail. This 2nd class might perhap

whh advantage be divided into two ;
a, the men who may safely be treats

like ordinary passengers, and made to travel night as well as day, time being <

course allowed for certain hours of halt during the day to dress wound,

obtain food, &c. &c. ;
and b ,

the men who must be provided with sleepim

accommodation every night, in either houses or tents.

As in most future wars the L. of C. will be a railway, I shall dot o

briefly the general principles to be attended to for the evacuation of the s .

and wdd by rail., which will, however, as principles apply equa ly to Ls.

C along ordinary roads by means of horse transport, or by boats aloi

lines of rivers. The difficulties of arranging for these services are ir

mensely increased when there is only a single line of rails, for in sue

cases even with the utmost foresight, frequent delays must necessarily occ.

from accidental interruptions on the line, and from the fact that trains gon

in the opposite direction, carrying reinforcements and supplies of food an

ammunition to the army in front, must be given precedence, thereby frequent

necessitating the detention of ambulance trains at intermediate station

The line of rail connecting the army with its base whether single

double—must be divided into such distances as it can be safely calculate

trains will easily accomplish in the day, allowing a good margin for the d

tendons in the case of single track lines. At the end of such distance',

sleeping accommodation should be provided for 200 or 300 sick ai

wounded men, intermediate stations having been prepared for supplytn

food The carriages must be carefully prepared for the conveyance of t

lndlv wounded ;
the various methods for doing so are tolerably well knot

now Each train must be provided with a sufficient number of doctors -

one of whom should be in charge—and hospl. attendants, and one wag;

should be fitted as a kitchen, to prepare coffee, &c. &c., for the patien

1 n every carriage there should be a filter, to be replenished with water at ext

stopping-place? A great deal of the comfort of those being sent to the rc
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epends upon the goodness of the arrangements made at the feeding and
ospl. stations along the line. (See article on Journey by Rail.)
Medical Arrangements.—The system of regtl. hospls. which existed

o long in our army has been at last entirely abolished
; but on service in

le field, i M. O. will be attached to each Regt. of cavly.
, Battn. of infy.

,

lattery, Company R. E.
,

&c., to afford temporary aid when required,
dl slight cases of illness, such as diarrhoea, colds, bruises, &c. &c. ,

should
>e treated by him. He will have attached to him i corpl. and x orderly
•om regts. of calvy. and battns. of infy.

,
i pr. ofFd. Medl. panniers, r Fd.

leal. Companion with water bottle, and i surgical haversack
; those attached

3 batteries, troops, or comps., i orderly, i Fd. Medl. Companion with
,'ater bottle, and i surgical haversack. All cases that require the patient to
eceive more careful treatment and diet than can be afforded to men in bell
ents, without hospl. appliances or equipment, should be sent to the Fd.
lospl.

, except cases of an infectious nature, such as typhus fever, small-
iox, &c.

,
which should be sent direct, and with the least possible delay, to

ome general hospl. appointed especially for their reception. It will be for
he M. Os. in charge of Fd. Hospls. to decide what cases shall be retained
here for treatment until fit to return to their duty, and which shall be sent
o the rear. Two men a compy.

,
trained as stretcher-bearers, will be under

he orders of M. Os. doing duty with regts. and in cases of outpost duty or
letached battns. will perform the duties that are performed divisionally by
he men of the bearer compy.

;
in extensive actions they will also assist the

vounded. It is desirable that Os. C. Regts. should cause 4 men a company
o be trained to meet casualties. The regtl. stretcher-bearers will never be
'emoved from battns. without the special sanction of the G. O. C. the divn.
When the battns. are detached, or whenever it is considered necessary by
:he P. M. O. of Divn., he will cause additional medl. supplies or assistance
;o be furnished. A fd. -stretcher for each compy. will be carried on the line
3f march in the battn. compy. carts. When an action is expected, the regtl.
bearers (2 per compy.

)
will leave their rifles and valises in the carts, and

march under the direction of the M. Os. to the scene of action. In minor
actions M. Os. doing duty with the regts. engaged will be assisted by M. Os.
af ,regts. which are not engaged, in applying first dressings to wounded.
In serious actions, M. Os. doing duty with regts. will only afford such tem-
porary aid to the wounded as may be necessary until the bearer compy.
arrives, and will not, as a rule, undertake any serious surgical operation,
but always keep in close proximity to their respective regt.

, &c.
In estimating the proportion of sick for whom provision should be made

in any army or expeditionary force, the climate, the diseases common to the
country to be operated in, the age, health, and physique of the soldiers, are
most important considerations. Thus, in making this calculation for the
force sent to the Red River in 1870, and for that sent to Ashantee in 1874,
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very different rates of sickness had to be provided for, the climate in on

instance being about the best, and in the other the worst in the world. Th

greater the care you can bestow upon the well-being of your men, the mor

attention you can pay to their food and clothing, the less you expose ther

to night duties, the fewer the straining demands you make upon the:

physical powers, and the more the sanitary precautions you can take agains:

disease, the smaller will be the sick rate to be provided for. The medic;,

history of the Crimean war is a shameful story, and tells of how an army ma.

be destroyed by a Ministry through want of ordinary forethought and throug,

culpable ignorance of military science
;
the general can learn from its pagg

the important lesson that the greater the attention he pays to the health (

his men, the stronger will be his Battns. on the day of battle. Histon

informs us that every war has really had its own special rate of sickness:

climate, the season of the year, the length of the war, the care or negligent

of the offrs. in looking after the welfare of the men, and many other circum

stances peculiar to certain campaigns, account for this fact. The statistic

published in our annual Army medcl. reports lead to the conviction that th

age of the men employed greatly influences the rates of sickness and mo
tality, the young suffering most from disease, but having a smaller cleat.

;

rate than their seniors. The following table speaks for itself

:

Under
2oyears.

20 to 24 25 to 29. 30 to 34. 35 to 39.
4°

,

upward

Admissions to Hospital in)

the U. K. per iooo>

soldiers )

1000*2 989 678-6 520*2 513 778-4 t

Death-rate per 1000 living 3-03 5-27 6-35 12*24 I 7-55 23.82-

Troops in the field when well cared for should be quite as healthy as wh-

in quarters in the same country, and for the following countries the numb
per xooo of mean strength in our troops constantly non-effective from sic

ness may be taken as follows:—United Kingdom, 40-06
;
Gibraltar, 33 2

Malta, 41-15
;
Canada

;
31-17 ;

Bermuda, 35-47 ;
West Indies, 43-96 ;

Ca

of Good Hope and St. Helena, 49-63; Mauritius, 56-58; Ceylon, 507'

China and Straits Settlements, 56-19; Bengal, 55-46; Madras, 50-4; ar

Bombay, 49-12. Except for the Indian Commands, which are based up

the 1876 returns, these figures are based upon the medical returns of t

last 10 years. To be on the safe side, allow for sick at double these rate

when preparing for a war in the countries named. In many instances-

margin to meet epidemics should also be allowed in calculating the hos -

accommodation to be provided for an army or expeditionary force. Gene
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ihemian says that all experience proves that in a large organized modern
rmy, not more than 66 p. -c. of the total force can be reckoned upon for actual
'attle. In Abyssinia the proportion of doolies or dandies allowed was, at first,

, and then 3 p. -c.
,
but as the army advanced into the interior, and the diffi-

ulty of supply became very great, carriage for the sick was fixed at 1 dooley
nd 2 pad mules per 100 fighting men, and 15 doolies to each Fd. Hospl.
n Ashanti, hammocks were allotted to English regts. at the rate of 6 p.-c. of
11 ranks, and arrangements were made for sending back daily to -the B. of
). sk. or wdd. at the rate of 1 p. -c. of all the British soldiers employed in front.
For operations generally on the West Coast of Africa carriages should
e provided for sick at the rate of 10 p. -c. for all Europeans employed in
ne proportion of 8 cots or hammocks to 2 stretchers. The hammock
equires 4 and the stretcher 2 carriers. For a force of 1000 Europeans you
(•ould require 80 cots, 10 stretchers, and 340 carriers

;
spare 10 of each

-ith 60 carriers
; water carriers 1 p.-c. (10 barrels carried by 10 men : each

arrel to hold 6 gals.
) ;

spare water 2 barrels, 2 men
; 14 hammocks for

tedical ofifrs.
, 56 carriers

;
to carry stores for these 14 M. O. 's, 56 carriers

;

4 native interpreters
;
this gives a total of 538 natives, and allowing 5 p. -c.

pare to cover sick and casualties amongst carriers, the total number
cquired for medical purposes per 1000 European soldiers would be 565.
In Egypt in 1882, provision was made in the Indian Contingent for sick
nd wounded at the rate of 15 p.-c. of fighting men, and 3 p.-c. of native
ullowers, Jrd. to be in field, and §rds. in genrl. hospls. The medical
stablishment for this Contingent (131 English offrs.

, 1713 British soldiers,
961 native soldiers, and about 6478 native followers) was :—I. D. S. G. as
'. M. O.

;
2 brigade surgeons

;
xo surgeon-majors

;
26 surgeons

;
12 apothe-

aries
; and 12 assist, apothrs.

; 5 passed hospl. apprentices
;
and 45 hospl.

ssistants. Its ambulance was 222 Lushai dandies, 68 dhoolies, 12 sirdars,
7 mates, and 1426 dhoolie bearers (including 130 spare for casualties),
'his sick carriage was at the rate of 5 p. -c. of fighting men and x p. -c. of native
filowers. Each dhoolie had 6 and each dandie had 4 bearers. A full
earer column consisted of 23 dhoolies, 74 dandies, 5 sirdars, 19 mates, and
75 bearers, each column divisible into 4 parts with a sirdar in command of
ach

; and each of these 4 parts was again divisible into 4, each under a mate
;

xis subdivision had often to be made. There were 3 of these bearer columns.
The proportion ofwounded to be calculated for previous to a battle is very

ifncult to determine, as every action would seem to have its own special
xte, the loss on the losing side being generally much the heavier, and the
tore decisive the action, the more this fact becomes apparent. When the
round is soft and deep, as is generally the case after very heavy rains, the

*ess than when it is hard and stony, and some generals, either front
icklessness of life, or from ignorance of their science, lose more men than
thers, Then again the nature pf your enemies’ amts, and their dexterity in
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"using them, will always affect the rates of kd. and wdd. in any engagement

The statistics of wars prior to the introduction of the breech-loader are c

little value in calculating the probable proportion of losses in an actio:-

between two European armies of the present day. During the great battle

;

of the Franco-German war, the numbers engaged were so great tha

seldom more than sjrds of those present were ever under fire at all. O:

the data afforded by a large number of recent battles, the rate of total los

may be fixed at 81 per 1000 men of those actually exposed to fire, whos

number may be fairly arrived at for one or more army corps by deductin n

360 from every 1000 soldiers present on the field.

The following Table, for all the battles named, gives an average of 07-

killed, of 2-83 wounded ;
of 0-54 missing or 4-12 p.-c. as a total loss on tht

total numbers present, whether exposed to fire or not. For the battle (

Koniggratz, the 1st line of figures gives the total strength of the Prussia

army on the field ;
the 2nd line (a) gives the number of Prussians actual'll

exposed to fire : the 3rd and 4th lines (6 & c) give the same informatio

>1 *4

Percentage of O O

Number
- y>.

Names of Battles. of men to . .

engaged. O V .5
O O 0 *5

§
t/j u u

Koniggratz. 220,984 0*87 3*14 o* 12 4 * x4 3
*

„ (a) 129,000 1 '49 5 '38 0*21 7 ‘08 I*

„ (b) 215,028 2*69 8-28 3*64 14*61 3 \

.. (c)

Weissenberg .

150,000 3-86 11*87 5*22 20*95 3 1

106,928 O* 27 X*OI 0*15 1*43 3'!

Saarbriic and (
Spikeren J

1:9,033 0*72 3*05 0*31 4*08 4*1

Woerth . l67,II9 °'97 4'53 0*86 6*36 4 *t

Vionville 151,858 2* l6 6*77 0*82 9*75 3
*

Gravelotte . 278,13! I* 60 5*46 0*33 7*39 3
*

Sedan . 190,239 o-86 3
*

4° 0*48 4*74 3
*

Orleans . . . 56.553 0*30 1*17 0*15 1*62 3
'-

Coulniers . 38,951 o’ 18 i *37 1*59 3*14 7
-

Amiens . 52 ,43 > °*34 i *95 0*06 2*35 5

Le Mans . . 123,749 0*23 0*72 0*09 105 3

Lizaine . 64,735 0*36 i*66 o *35 2*37
1

6

regarding the Austro-Saxon army. The statistics of the battles in

Franco-German war refer exclusively to the German troops present at eat:

whether exposed to fire or not. The proportion of killed to wound:

throughout the whole war according to the above table is 1 killed
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irery 3'9 wounded, and of the latter, Jrd may be classed as severe,

le other §rds as slight injuries. As a rough calculation you may assume

lat in a battle between two European armies the total loss will never

5 a rule exceed io p. c. ,
on either side, whilst frequently it will be less

lan half that amount, and that if you provide for the care and transport

f wounded men at the rate of 6 p. c. of the total force you take into

ction, irrespective of whether they may or may not be exposed to fire, you
ill have done all that is necessary. According to the German medical

;turns, the number of all ranks in the German army killed and wounded

y rifle-bullets during the war of 1870, was 6969 kd. and 49,093 wd., whilst

y artillery fire the numbers were 695 kd, and 4389 wd.
;
that is, out of

very 100 men 91 were hit by Infy. and only 9 by artillery fire. In

revious editions of this pocket-book I have laid stress upon the fact

hat the effect of artillery fire is more moral than actual, and I trust that

hese figures will make the army, especially the Infy.
,
fully recognize the

ruth of that assertion, and put a stop to the cry for more guns which one
till hears occasionally. The medical arrangements for the march from
laubul to Kandahar in 1880 may be taken as a very fair guide for Indian

varfare, when a column has to depend upon what it takes with it, being in

act cut off for some weeks from any base of supply. Conveyance for the

lick and wounded was provided at the following rates

Bearer
Carriage.

European Troops 5 per cent.

Native „ 3 .1 .»

Followers il „ ,,

Conveyance
on Mule
or Pony.

2 per cent.

4 it tt

tt tt

Sick transport of all kinds was attached to corps, and its maintenance
ind discipline provided for regimentally. 2 doolies and 2 dandies accom-
panied each battery

;
2 doolies and 4 dandies each European regt.

,
and 2

doolies and 6 dandies each native regt. The remainder of all sick transport
md all the sick marched with the hospital of their respective brigades. The
sick transport, and the sick of the native regts. rejoined their corps at the
end of each march. The Brigade-Surgeon of the Brigd. on Rr. Gd.
furnished the sick transport required for all stragglers in rear

;
when 2 or

more Brigds. marched together, the Brigade Fd. Hospls. moved in rear in

their allotted position in the column, i.

e

. ,
immediately in front of the 2nd

Reserve of Ammunition. In calculating the number of M.Os. required to

take care of and attend upon any given number of patients, it may be put
down at one M. O. to every 40 sick or wounded. The regulations only
allow one hospital orderly to every 10 men : this allowance is too small,
and, when possible, double that number of attendants should be provided.
Ill providing fqr the care of the sick ancl wounded of ail army, it is
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advisable to avoid collecting more than about 500 of the former, or 2500

the latter, in any one spot, when such can be avoided ;
and when temporal

buildings are erected for hospl. purposes, they should be spread over r

much space as possible without interfering too much with facility of admin 1

tration. No one tent or small building should have more than 20 beds, j

the experience of late years goes to prove that sick and wounded, particula r

the latter, do much better under canvas than in buildings
;

it is, therefo:

advisable that in establishing temporary hospls. for large numbers, 5 of t

:

wounded should be provided for in tents, the other J in huts.

Weight, &c., of articles of Medical equipment.—Ambulance wagon, n-

pattern, complete, with 2 stretchers, weighs 18 cwt. ;
it carries 8 wound

men, 2 of them lying down ;
when full, its weight would therefore be or

32 cwt., a load greatly in excess of what 2 horses—its regulation comp;

ment—could draw across any country off the roads, and too great

regular work even along first-class roads
;
we are greatly in want of a ligii

2-horsed ambulance wagon that can accompany troops wherever 1

1

Artilly. go. Stretcher, old pattern, weighs r6 lb. ;
new pattern, 3r lbs. 2 j

Pharmacy wagon, when packed, weighs about 30! cwt. ;
and the G.

wagon, when fitted for hospl. equipmt., weighs 24I cwt. One pr. of cacoltl

56 lbs.
,
pr. of litters, 106 lbs.

;
packsaddle complete with bridle, hamae

&C., 44] lbs. The Indian Dooly, "123 lbs. or 136 lbs., according to patter

those made in Hong Kong for the war in i860 only weighed 58 lb!

and answered very well. The Dandy, used in Abyssinia, 54 lbs ;
it is ui

in the hills in India for sk. and wdd. The Lushai Dandle, used in Egy

weighed only 35 lbs. The Hammock, used in Ashantee in 1874, weighs

with the pole, about 45 lbs. ; it was carried on the heads of 4 men. A
i

of Mcdcl. Panniers packed complete, 160 lbs. The Medcl. Pd. Compan;

contains an assortment of the most urgently required physic, bandages, &>\

and weighs 11] lbs.
;

it is carried by an orderly. The Hospl. Marquee holdsi-

patients
;
the operating tent, double, circular, holds 4 patients ;

see p. i'

A Field Hospital for 100 beds weighs 1 ton, 3 cwt., 2 qrs. ,
2 lbs., and

measurement 3 tons, 6 ft. 306 inches. A General Hospital for 100 beds weit

1 ton, 3 cwt., 2 qrs., and by measurement 4 tons, 1 ft. and 200 inches.

Grave-yards.—There must be one in the vicinity of each large hos-

station, but well to leeward of it: the prevailing wind should be studies

this is all the more important, if, owing to the nature of the soil, gra.

cannot be dug deep ;
it should not be within view from the hospl., nor wit 1

easy lounging distance of convalescents, The dead-house should be]

retired spot, so that funerals can take place without attracting attention. T

1

French, who wisely studied every trifle that may affect the moral of tl

soldiers, used to bury the dead from their large genrl. hospls. in the Crin

before daybreak in the morning. This should always be done wl

practicable. If on the sea-shore, the dead might be taken out daily a I
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iles and buried in the sea, as it is much better in a sanitary point of view
an burial on shore

;
but care must be taken to prevent them rising to the

irface, or being washed ashore, a circumstance that created such horror in

lr army in Egypt, in 1809, when some hundreds of bodies that had been
tried at sea were washed ashore. In all cemeteries the graves should be
tg about 6 feet deep, and charcoal and lime should be freely used.
Convalescent Depots should be established in connection with genrl. hospls.

is not necessary that there should be equal numbers of each, for one of
ich depots may be made to receive the men discharged from several hospls.

stablishments of this nature are much open to abuse, and are, unless well
oked after, merely places of refuge for skulkers of all ranks. They should
i under the command of a military offr. of standing, who should be care-
Uy selected for this duty

;
he should be stern and determined, but just to

L Frequent inspections should be made of these places by G.Os.C., who
lould carefully examine all men who have been more than a fortnight
ere, going minutely into their cases with the M.Os. in charge. They
iould send in written confidential reports to the C. of the S. upon all

frs. at such establishments, as it is advisable to force men to leave the
:rvice who are physically unfit, or imagine themselves so, for the hard work
a campaign. It must however, be remembered, that the old saying of a
an being either in hospital or at his duty, is absurd

;
a man may be so far

covered that it is cruelty to keep him in the restraint of a hospl., although
. the same time he is really unfit for work. To send him direct to his regt. is

erely sending him back to hospl. by a roundabout way, whereas if he is sent
1 some healthy depot, away from the depressing influence of a hospl.

,
where

- will be well fed for a fortnight, he returns to his duty a new man, both in
iind and body. The distance of the theatre of war from England, and the
robable duration of the campaign, must determine the nature of the cases, that
mil be sent to England and those that are to be sent to the convalescent depots.
Pay Department.—The pay duties of an army in the Fd. will be carried
it by the offrs. of the A. P. D. in accordance with the Finance Regs., and
tbject to the supervision and direction of any offr. who may be specially
^pointed by the S. S. for War to assume the general charge of the finance
uties of the army. The principal Pay Office, and the principal Treasury
hest will, as a rule, be placed at the B. of O. where the senior offr. of the
• P. D. will be stationed. Military chests will also be established at the
ivcl. depot, and with the Hd. Qrs. of the Army, and at such inter-
iediate depots or stations on the Ls. of C. as the senior offr. of the A. P. D.
iay find necessary, subject to the orders of the C.-in-C. or the G. of C.
k hen a chest is ordered to be established at any station, the paymaster in
targe becomes responsible that he calls on the O. C. the station for proper
jcommodation for his office and for the chest, and for military protection.
*hen specie is sent along the L. of C., whether by road or railway, an offr.
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of the A. P. D. will, when possible, accompany it, and a military escort w
be demanded. On halting at any station on the L. of C. ,

the paymaster \w

report his arrival to the Comdt.
,
who thereupon becomes responsible for 1 1

security of the specie until the escort again moves on. Heads of Depmts. wK
as far as possible, keep the senior offr. of the A. P. D. informed of the amou
and description of specie they are likely to require at each station where the

is a chest, so as to enable him to meet their wants. The senior offr. of t

:

A. P. D. will be careful frequently to inform the C. G. of the description

-

specie or bills in which it is desirable to stipulate that payments to contra

tors are to be made at Hd. Qrs. and at outposts. All payments by the p;

offrs. at the several stations, other than authorized imprests, will be, as :

as possible, made on properly rendered accounts or claims, duly vouched.!

final transactions. Imprests will, as a rule, only be made to offrs. df

authorised by Regs, to receive them. When offrs. are detached on spec-

service, and in other exceptional cases, imprests may be made upon i

written authority of the C.-in-C.
,
the G. of C.

,
the O. C. the B. of <

1

the C. G. , the C. R. E. ,
or the Senior Commissariat offr. on the L.

C. Any offr. receiving an imprest, will be held responsible for the tc

amount thereof until the account of its expenditure is rendered by H
and found to be correct, and the pay offr. issuing the imprest will take stu

for obtaining, in proper time, a due account of the disbursements. Wl
the S. S. for War deems it advisable, he will appoint an offr. who will

specially charged with the direction of the finance duties of the army. T
offr. so appointed will act under special instructions as financial adviser

the G. O. C. He will superintend, on behalf of the Treasury, the duties"

the Treasury Chest, and will conduct, so far as it can be conducted loca-

an examination of the accounts of the army. His office will be at the t

of operations, or at such other station as the G. O. C. may determine to

more convenient for the necessary personal communications with the H
of departments. The C. Gs. of Divns. should always have a small suppl

ready money (if possible, in the currency of the country) for the daily pure!

of supplies. It should be carried in a wagon built expressly for

purpose. As stated under the head of Correspondence, all papers cornier

with accounts, whether of stores or cash, should be despatched weekly -

as often as necessary, to some depot in rear, where there should be

account and credit department to compile, classify, and finally close all

accounts of the army. With us, usually, a long time elapses before-

accounts are audited ; the consequence is, that for months, and in s-

instances for years after money has been paid away, queries are sent forv

regarding them to offrs. who have perhaps forgotten all about the eirc

stances. To force offrs. in the field to keep elaborate store accounts i

prevent them doing their duty to the army as well as they ought, Offr'

and Others drawing pay, frequently require to remit money to their fam
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: home : every facility should be afforded for doing so by the issue of drafts

a the treasury at home. This plan, if well carried out, would somewhat
iduce the amount of bullion to be sent from England to the seat of war.
utlers with an army are only too glad to obtain the cheques of offrs. on their

inkers at home in exchange for money which they have no means of keep-
ig. How much more willingly would they accept orders on the treasury.

proper arrangements had been made in the Crimea, much of the money
aid out from the treasury chest might have been returned to it in exchange
ir orders on the treasury at home.
Veterinary Department.—There will be a P. V. S. in charge of the
hole department, who will be with the Hd. Qrs. of the army. He will be
sponsible for all the veterinary arrangements connected with the army.
The proportion of V. Ss.

,
and Serjt. Farriers to number of animals

torses, mules, oxen, and all transport and slaughter cattle) should be,
V. S. (administrative) for every 3000, and one executive V. S. for every
;o animals : 1 farrier Q. M. Serjt. to every 500 animals. 1 Farrier Serjt.

ad 1 shoeing smith to every 50 horses or mules.
The veterinary establishment for an Army Corps, &c. &c., in addition to
te V. Ss. belonging to the Regts.

, &c.
,
is as follows :

—

* Farrier’s and shoeing- Officers. Men.
smiths’ work done by
sections of Transport.

</5

•

£ b0 •Uj cd

A Division. > > in e <u

0
It CJ

dl - > H PQ m * H

Head-Quarters 1 I 2
Divisional duties . . . 1 I 2 3 8 2
1st Brigade* .... 1 I 2 2 2
2nd Brigade* • 1 I 2 2 2

Total 1st Division. 1 3 4 8 3 3 14 8

lotal of three Divisions . 3 9 12 24 9 9 42 24

Hd.-Qrs. of Army-Corps.
As a Reserve .... I 1 2 4 3 3 IO 4

Cavalry Brigade . 1 I 2 2 2*

Grand Total . . . I 11
?

>5 30 14 m 58 3°

A pair of Fd. Vety. Medicine chests complete will be taken by each V. S.

,

nd a public animal and pack saddle, will be allowed for their carriage when
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necessary. Each chest weighs 29 lbs. when empty, and measures externall;'

26! ins. by 153 ins. by 14 ins. ,
when filled it weighs about 77 lbs. Onn

chest of tools (forge and shoeing) is required for every 4 farriers or shoeing;

smiths
;
a chest of farrier's tools, packed, weighs 124 lbs. ; of smith’s tools

packed, 360 lbs.; 60 nails per set of shoes is required to allow for waste

e

of wheeler's tools, packed, 299 lbs. and of collar-maker's tools, packed

65 lbs. One forge wagon is allowed for every 400 horses. A farrier can

shoe about 50 horses per mensem in the field.

Between the B. of O. and the Advd. depots there will be a 6 month;

supply of medicines, in charge of O. S. D.
,
for which a V. S. will be appointe

to act as purveyor, who will be responsible that this supply is always kep;

up, and for the care of these stores. V. Ss. will from time to time draw fct

the medicines they require through the I. V. S. of their Divn., &c. &<

All horses and transport animals to be newly shod before taking the fielc

and all should carry a complete set of spare shoes fitted previously to thl

feet, and in addition 15 p.c. to the number of animals should be carried

regimentally. Four months’ supply of horse shoes—say 50,000 sets po
Army Corps, will be kept by O. S. D. in Advd. depot and at B. of O. t

1

be issued on payment to mounted corps. When mules or other anima.i

requiring peculiar shoeing are used, the services of persons in the habit 1

shoeing them must be obtained, and a supply of the necessary shoes, nail
'

and tools provided by the O. S. D. When horse blankets are not in gener-

use, 3 per cent, should be carried regimentally for sick horses. When f

:

offr. or other person drawing forage requires his charger or bat anima.

to be shod, he will make a written requisition upon the V. S. , whose du

it is to attend to the animals, who will on that document order the serviri

to be performed. The document will support the expenditure of the sho\

and nails, and will enable the amount to be recovered from the individu

by the pay department. The prices to be charged for shoes, nails, shoein-

removing, &c. &c., will be published in G. O. The Vety. duties in conne

tion with the L. of C. and remount depots will be found under the heads -

"Line of Communications,” and “ Supply of horses,” &c.

The Staff is to an army what steam is to a locomotive. The machi

itself may be of the highest order, the engineer who directs it may be a ms
of first-class talent, but without the motive power of steam it is merely -

huge collection of well-polished material. Every successive invention app
cable to military science adds to the necessity for a staff, increases

duties, and entails the employment of more offrs. on it. A knowledge
fortification, of the field-engineer's duties, of artillery, of military histe

and of the military sciences generally, is essential for the S. O. if he is

perform his duties in a thoroughly efficient manner
; above all things

should possess a complete and intimate acquaintance with the regulations a;

customs of the army; this he can only secure satisfactorily by the perfc
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mance of reglt. duty. It is not necessary that he should know every
minute detail in the drill of all three arms, but he must have a general
:omprehension of the system upon which each manoeuvres. Our plan of
making Staff andregtl. offrs. interchangeable is admirable

;
when a man who

ins been for some years on the Staff returns to his regt. for duty, he takes
,vith him information which to a great extent he imparts to his brother offrs.
ilmost without knowing it, whilst he learns from his association with them
vhat no books could teach him. In this way a proper sympathy is main-
mined between the staff and regtl. offrs.

,
and prevents the former from being

•egarded or from feeling themselves as. a corps apart from the great bulk
)f the army. It is not possible for the most transcendent genius to com-
mand an army successfully without able assistance from others in matters
)f detail. Armies are held together by discipline, and discipline is essen-
ially a matter of detail and attention to small things. By no means the
imallest talent of great soldiers has been that which they have displayed
n their selection of able assistants. The best example of how helpless an
irmy must be without an efficient staff is that afforded by the army organized
it Washington by M'Clellan, and, in a lesser degree, by his successors.
Many thousands of men were enrolled, splendidly equipped, abundantly
ed, provided with all sorts of artillery and engineer material of the most
ipproved patterns and upon the most"lavish scale

;
yet, as a distinguished

>ffr. said, it was a huge giant lying prostrate on the ground, who, though
Powerful in outward appearance, was destitute of bones and muscle, and
:onsequently helpless for action. The bone and muscle required was a
jood staff to put it properly in motion. In the Southern Army, affairs
vere never so badly conducted as at the North, which, in a great measure,
s to be accounted for by the fact of its having received into its ranks the
arcre proportion of regular offrs. who had been educated at West Point.
The greatest care should be exercised in the selection of S.Os. The

principal S. Os. should be chosen by the G. O. C, an army in the field. If he
s to be held responsible for its safety and success, it is not fair to force him
0 use confidential agents selected by others, and of whose ability he may,
perhaps, have no opinion. If he is fit to command, he is qualified to make
1 good choice

;
and if not, it is criminal to leave him in command for an

‘our. If he had no higher motive than personal interest, it would be
nough to make him select the best men. Since the establishment of the
'taff College, all zealous offrs. can fit themselves theoretically for the highest
luties in our service, and in our next great war we shall have but few on the
taff who have not taken degrees there. The fatigues and privations of war,

‘™!f
ss

> wounds, &c., soon make serious gaps in the ranks of the regts. with
vhich you begin the campaign, but the abler your staff, the stronger will be
lose regts. in the day of battle

;
for if their arrangements have been good,

ie men will have been spared all unnecessary exertion, and will have been
veil cared for in every way. To watch over the fighting efficiency, the spirit
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of the troops, to see that their physical wants and comforts are provided for,

are duties that should never be absent from the thoughts of the S. O.

With modern armies it is almost an impossibility that a man can be fit

for any important command without long study and deep reflection thereon.

We have the greatest of all General’s authority for this, and he was ever

most emphatic in urging upon others the necessity for pondering over the

histories of all great soldiers. Doubtless there will always be men of weak

minds, to whom reading can only impart a smattering of knowledge, which,

in moments requiring promptness, will cause them to theorise instead of to.

act ; men who make their doings subordinate to their book knowledge.

Well may it be said that a little knowledge is dangerous. See them in

action, and they are busy attempting some grand manoeuvre learnt from

Jomini, which is probably only completed in time to have a long shot at the

enemy’s Rr. Gd. The higher qualifications for command can never be

learnt from books, although he who is endowed by nature with the mental

and physical power indispensable for an offr.
,
can develop his ability a

hundredfold by study. The S. O. should be young in body but old in

mind
;
unless gifted with good eyesight he cannot be of much use on service,

as it is essential that he should be quick and skilled in judging distances,;

and in forming correct estimates of the number of men formed in columns

or deployed that may be occupying any position he has to examine from

a distance. The practice acquired by the eye in surveying is invaluable,

as it accustoms one to be observant of ground and of landmarks, and to

estimate distances correctly. The three great qualifications for all offrs.

,

from the general to the lieutenant, are, xst, daring courage
;
2nd, quick

ability
;
and 3rd, a healthy, powerful physique. We are prone to forget'

how much the last-named enters into the attributes of a good soldier.

A man who cannot bear fatigue, who is not of active habits, and who

cannot ride well, is useless as a S.O. Being a good sportsman, a good

cricketer, good at rackets, or any other manly game, is no mean recom-

mendation for staff employments. Such a man, without book lore, is

preferable to the most deeply-read one of lethargic habits. The worst S.O.

1 knew in the Crimea had taken the highest degree in the senior de-

partment at Sandhurst, and the most useless and impossible General I have

ever served with in the field, was most deeply versed in the theory of' war.

I do not wish to depreciate the value of military knowledge, but to* point

out that scientific attainments alone can never make a S.O. or a good leader.

We have no distinct staff corps like that existing in many foreign ar mies, -

and we include under the title of staff all offrs. of the A. G. and the

Q. M. G. departments. Such confusion exists in our minds as to the term

staff, that all the regtl. offrs. of the native regiments in India are styled

as belonging to a "staff corps." Many advocate the formation of a

staff corps on the old French system ;
but, beyond all doubt, our plan of

^electing offrs. from regts. as required is much better
;
they remain on the
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Detail of the Staff of a Division and Officers attached.

Tentage. * This is the Regulation, but
the best system is to have i A.A.G.
and 2 D.A.A.Gs.
+ 2 horses would be ample,

j i horse ,, „

0
fficers. Warrant

Offrs.

N.C.Os.

&
Men.

Servants

&

Batmen.

<A-
vu
OB AUU
O-

K:
*t/J

’

O.
O.
t£:
Or

Miscel.
Offices.

Servants

and

Saddlery.

Officers.

Detail.

H H •• i

i

I

I

Lieut.-General
Aide-de-Camp

1

2
4

4

6-

6
• •

I i 2 A. A. and Q.-M.-G.* .... 2 4 4 6

I D.A.A. and Q.-M.-G.*. . . . I . . * * 2 3
1-4

I L.-Colonel, R.A I 1 2 3.
• 3 I 1

i i Adjutant, R.A I .

.

2 2

vjO
t I L.-Colonel, R.E I 1 2 3 .

I M t Adjutant, R.E I . * 2 2

0.2 f I Ass. P. Marshall I . . 1 X

to-r
I ••1 I Inspect. Vet. Surgeon .... I .

.

2 2
oJ .£ I 2 Commist. Offrs 3 1 II 6 6

I I Medical Department .... 2 2 3 3 5.

I I Chaplains 2 • • *• 2 2

2 6 7 14 Total. ..... 19 9 14 36 47.

2Q tents requiring

2 G S.Waggons, if

Tents are carried.

The Baggage and Equipment of these offrs., &c., is carried in the wagons of one

the two C. & T. Companies belonging to the Divn.
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Detail of the Staff of an Army-Corps and Officers attached.

Tentage. * This is the Regulation, but
it is best to have only one Deputy
who acts as C. of the S. to the
Army Corps.

*f" 2 horses would be ample.
+ This ought to be i horse less.

Number

of

0firs.

1

Warrant

Offrs.

&

Clerks.

N.C.Os.

&
Men.

Servants

&

Batmen.

Chargers.

J)

u
U
r.

<
Office

tents.

Servts.

and

J

Saddlery.

Officers.

Detail.

1 1 G. 0 . Commanding 8i
1 2 Aides-de-Camp ... 82 1 2 D. A. and Q.-M.-Gs.* 6 6 8
1 2 A. A. and Q.-M.-Gs. . .

M Cl 1 1 D. A. A. and Q.-M.-Gs. . .

• • 1 1 Officer C. R. A. ...
1

/Brigade Major, R. A. .

3 5T

L (Aide-de-Camp, R. A. .
. L*

V 1

1 Coming. R. E. .

1 / Bng.-Maj. R. E o-t
( tAide-de-Camp, R. E

.. 1
1 Commdt. at Hd. Qrs. . .6 -fi i 1 Provost Marshal ....

• • 1 Princpl. Vet. Surg.

.

1 2 4 Commisst. Offrs 6
1 1 1 D. C. G. (Ordnance) ....
1 1 1 Medical Department $ 6 3 4 0 13— 1 Chaplains 2

1

3 3+

„ 3 _7 13 23 Total 35 t9 17 73 99
4U tents 2 G. S.YVag-
gons. if carried).

For conveying the Baggage and Equipment of these 31 offrs., 67 servants and^ C ’ one C. & T. Corps is attached to each Army Corps Hd. Qrs.
9 Ihe number of officers and chargers here allotted to the medl. department is

unple
anC* S *lou *t^ not cxcecc* 3 offrs. and 4_chargers. indeed 3 chargers would be

Commandant of Head-quarters.—His duty is to regulate all matters
xmcerning the quartering of everyone that is attached in any way to Hd.
Rs- ; he marks out the camp, when tents are used, and allots quarters to
•very one according to their seniority, when Hd. Qrs. are to be in buildings.
Ihe best form for a Hd. Qr. camp is in 3 sides of a square, the General
>emg in the centre, all the tents facing inwards, the clerks, orderlies, servants,
cc -, being in a second row. The cominandt. is responsible for the clean-
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liness and police dudes in and around Hd. Qrs., and it must be clearl;

understood that all offrs. and soldiers, no matter what their rank may be

are implicitly to obey his orders as coming from the General himself. \\ hei

a move is to be made, the commandt. sends round a memorandum of in

structions to all concerned, giving full details as to the order of march, th.

hour at which the baggage is to be loaded, tents struck, &c. Anv offrs

failing to receive such instructions should understand that it is their duty t-t

see the commandt. to ask for information. The commandt. should keep .

nominal list of every individual attached to Hd. Qrs. and a return of th

number of their horses. Heads of departments must notify all changes t

him as soon as they occur. All ranks going to Hd. Qrs., if only to remai

there for a night, must report their arrival to the commandt., who wi

allot them quarters, or point out where their tents are to be pitched. H
also has charge of the forge, and the shoeing-smith at Hd. Qrs. will tak;

orders only from him. He should have under him a couple of the militaw

police, to assist in carrying out his orders. He will also be paymaster, an

will estimate for, and draw from the military chest, the pay of all N.-C. U:

and privates attached to Hd. Qrs., consequently Iso. i reports must t

sent to him with every man arriving there.

General Duties of Staff Officers.—

T

he following extracts at

mostly from the Queen’s Regulations, and intended for the guidance i

Generals and all S. Os.

It is by the zealous exertions and constant superintendence of the G. Us. L. th

the system of discipline essential to the reputation and success of Her Majesty;

arms is to be maintained. G. Os. C. intrusted with command are responsible, ni

only for the discipline of the troops, and their constant preparation for active servic.

but likewise—in case of attack—for the immediate and advantageous disposal

every description of force placed under their control. They are to inform themselv.'

of the resources of their commands in regard to provisions, labourers, horses, and it

means of transporting troops and stores, and to obtain an accurate knowledge of

the slrategic features of the country, of all fortified places and their means

defence, and of every particular which may increase their power of acting wr

advantage against an enemy. G. Os. C. are also to ascertain that the Generals a-

s Os. under their command are well versed in their several duties, and compete*

both from general intelligence and acquired local information, to render that assistac.

which the nature of their appointment requires. They are to be prepared at :

times to afford the C.-in-C. any information he may require, as to the efficiency-

anv particular corps with regard to its discipline, equipment, and preparation

immediate service. They are not at any time to change the quarters assigned the

nor under any circumstances to quit their commands without special permission,

aoulving for temporary leave of absence from the C.-in-C., they are to report to t t

C of the S the name and rank of the offir. on whom their command will devol

When any General or other offr. relinquishes his command, he is to deliver to I
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Strirtlv sneaking staff work is purely administrative, and not executive ;

S OsdLnot immediately command troops ;
they are the mouthpiece of the-

general in whose name and on whose authority they issue orders As, how--

gver they are generally the ablest men in the army—at least they shoulc

always be so-.t is bv no means uncommon to see them entrusted with the.

command or execution of some special or very important operation M
soon as an army takes the field, a Topographical Department should b.

formed • it should be an integral portion of the staff. All surveys and mos

of d e reconnaissance work should be done by the offrs. of this topographica

branch Indeed, although road reports and many of the minor reconna.s

sances may be made bv cavly. offrs., the greater and most importan

portion o? those duties are done in nearly all armies by offrs. of the genera
P
taff S Os. should carry in their heads all general information regarding

the armv with which they are serving ;
the composition and distribution c

corps Divns.
,
Brigds. ,

&c. ;
they should remember as accurately as possibl

the strength of each battn. in their immediate Divn., and the names of th

respective C. Os. All offrs. of the Hd. Qr. Staff should know the pos.tio

of everv Dn-n. or detachment each night ;
their composition and strengt

and the names of their commanders, & c. In communicating orde ' s ‘

others S Os. must speak and write in the name of their generals. The

have no power of themselves to confer favours, a privilege that rests wit

the General. In theorv they arc merely his agents, and althougl

practice S Os. of importance have much in their power, drey should t

careful to prevent its being generally known Thel " "°mn^nder naatst nev.

be ignored, even when they know him to be a fool. It is not that >

injure an individual bv slighting him, but that bv doing so you depme hr

of that general, confidence which, for the public good, it is essential 1

’Sh
WitV\°oung offrs. first appointed to the staff the position is for some tin

verv novel The operations and movements they may have taken part

previously had been performed mechanically, their object being unknow,

and but few caring to inquire into the subject. On the staff it is otherwise

one is more or less behind the scenes, and young men thus sometimes becon

the repository of important news, secrets, or orders. Regtl. offrs. look

eir friends on the staff for information as to what is going on, and endt

you to pump them accordingly. Reticence is therefore a virtue that cann

V '
' u.i' nractised and fostered by all S.Os. Some seem to think,

necessary by their manner to cause the outside world to believe that they r

oppressed with hard work, and engaged upon secret duties of paramoi

consequence : that they are in possession of important secrets and kn.

evnetlv the G.O.'s intentions, and what operations are contemplated. 1

exact
y foolish but wrong, for if the impression they convey is correc

is near°y as^badas they regaled all they had been ordered to keep seer
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Tf !L^
ayS

.

adviSab!e t0 Profess entire ignorance regarding coming eventsIt men try to pump you, parry the questions by “ indeed ” and with all sin’

know Jourself
m
SOs'T y°U d>° "0t

f
nswer them because you do not

f ,

° ®hou,d never be exclusive in their acquaintance but
,

nl ' x freely with regtl. offrs., as it is essential that they and thethrough them should know every camp-rumour and the opinionsof the army as to events and the actors in them. Camp-rumours are omeS^mp0rCe
-r!°J

the mformation transmitted to the enemy by spiese most part be framed upon them. Many a success has been obtainedby circulating rumours of intended movements and then doing the very reverseIt should be imperative for every S.O. to keep a journal
; alUhat hedoes during the day, together with a precis of what goes on around him

the C o? the S
erem

’t • h
An" j °Urnal muSt be ^Pt in the officJ of

measures idnmeH t

mUSt be entered a11 minute details of events, theeasures adopted to carry out every operation, the nature of the country

of snmfr
er

’ Chn
?
at

.

e
’
lts effects uP°n the soldier's health, all large questionsSo tah

yT? 0f
r

the 6nemy ’

S doin&s
'
the ^Position of the

of the veil
b

u
de

f’
&C" ?C - 1,1 fact

'
k should be a full but dry history

Armv HH n
W

a
S kn

°,
Wn from day to d2y by those behind the scenes atArmy Hd Qrs. A similar journal to be kept by the A. A.G. of each Divn

action's ^n
f

whfh
al

t

S
-

Sh0Uld be
,.?

lven regarding all its particular doings, the

mission H
U

u
S engaged

'
' ts effective strength, number of deaths, ad-mission to and discharges from hospl.

; the weather, &c., &c.

that

T

sSh h
eT6;m

The firSt necessity of a11 o fficial correspondence is

nlthe
lbeleglblywr>tten

;

and that it clearly expresses what is intended

vrit.p/ ,
-
p
? a

1b e WOrds
: the names of a11 foreign men and places to be

in thp fili
nned Cba“‘ The management of official correspondence

estahlkVi^ i f

1S
^.
n^st difficult matter

;
the sooner an authorized system is

sorn „ °r
11 the better. When an English army begins a campaign,

hv tli . i

e
'i

n be maugurated by the C. of the S.
,
or, in his absence,

bp r,f

e
'|
C S

'ft

1 16 s.cvera i depts. The following practical suggestions may
nf

6 t0
,

rs ' cuiicd upon to do so. On service the smaller the amount
...;,P

tl
i?er

.

and Pen work the better. A certain quantity cannot be dispensed

whpn h
U

-

tbe absurdity of heads of depts. corresponding with one anotherwnen their tents are close together, should be put an end to.

writ I,,

tr any circumstances there is a great deal of work that is now done in
g which can be done verbally, and when it is necessary to send letters

hnrtT
'e"?oranda the several Divns., instead of entering them in a letter-
’ 1 ley should be marked 'to be returned,' the recipient signing them

shnniTvi
&

t

returning them by the same messenger; when returned they
he hept in a guard-book, or sent to the depot for correspondence in

r
' P

PaPer
,

s should, when written or received, be classed under 3 heads,y ,13, and C
; A to be papers that must be retained with the army or
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rtivn.
;
B to be papers that are to be preserved, but which without incon-

venience to administration can be sent to some depot in rear named for their

reception ;
and C to be those of an ephemeral nature that may be destroyed

at once, or within a few days after date. To carry out such a system there

should be an organised office for the correspondence of the army, some- -

where in rear of the army, to be situated on a line of rail, or on the best t

L. of C. between the base and the army. Circumstances should determine

its position and the distance it is to be in rear. There should be an ottr.

in charge of it, to whom all papers of class B should be forwarded by the

heads of departments at Hd. Qrs., who should collect them weekly front

Divns. At such depot there should be a printing-press, and a special

telegraph-wire should lead from the depot to army Hd. Qrs. If the war is

of considerable duration, the offr. at the depot will take the orders of the e

C. of the S. as to the disposal of all papers over 3 months old, for it is -

advisable that they should be forwarded to England to the several depart-

ments concerned, or collected in some one office at the Horse Guards.

This is the general outline of how an army in the field may be kept clear

of piles of correspondence. The R.A. above all other corps seem to re\el

in complicated returns; it would be well if a Board were assembled upon

the breaking out of a war, to be composed of S.Os., who should go minutely v

into the question of the returns to be furnished by corps which are leally

necessary for the due administration of the army ;
they should take the

opinion of able offrs. of the several arms, and having heard all that can bee

said in favour of the returns required in peace, determine those that are

absolutely necessary in a period of war. The existing system is for corps to

send in their returns to the staff of their Divns.
,
by whom a general returnn

is made out from them, and sent to Hd. Qrs., where the divinl. returns!-

are collated into one general return for the authorities at home. This is a

little farce which should not be acted in the field. The returns should be-

sent home in original.
,

In official letters there is some twaddle that can be dispensed with : the

prelude is too long and the style too ceremonious. Bv substituting memo-

randa for letters, much can be done towards curtailing clerical labour.

The A-sheet of foolscap on which they are written should be folded m
four divisions, as is the custom. On the back of the 1st of these division?

a 2nd memorandum can be written by the recipient in answer to it, ot in

forwarding it on to some other department. A sheet thus folded has places -

for 4 memoranda on the back, so that if it has to go to that number ol

people, all that they have to say on the subject is on the i-sheet of fools-

cap. This system is common in India, where it works well ;
the writer

introduced it’ in Canada, where it answered well. It is a great improve-

ment on the system of turning down corners, for if there are several*

memoranda on the same paper, it is difficult to follow them in proper
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sequence when they are written without any order, and in all sortTTfdirections. Each dept, should have a registry book, in wWch should berecorded every letter or memorandum received and sent out ?h° latterto be in red ink
; there should be columns for the date and hour of receiptor despatch, the name of orderly intrusted with its delivery, from whomor t° whom sent, date and purport of the letter, and a spare columnfor other communications on the same subject and fnr

conunn“ !“ ,**» disposed of. ToS g ZJSregister ,\ o., which will be recorded also on the paper itself in red ink Tothis book there will be an alphabetical index at the end of each volume forfacility of reference
; 2 volumes will be retained at Hd. Qrs • as soonas it is necessary to begin a 3rd, the 1st will be sent to the depot in rear

|«s "o^haUf the
6

C" of 'th "s''
6 fr°™ aU SUch books according to sub^

’

. ..
at “ tPe c - of the S. requires to refer back at anv time to -1

s bject disposed of some months previously, he can telegraph to the depotcorrespondence, to have papers regarding it sent to him by next pTtriic offr. in charge of the depot should be especially selected for the postas being accustomed to the routine of office-work, and the classification ofcorrespondence. The proper channel of communication an^
» i,h -w

fieKcOfl,
0/ Military Operations.-With troops employed in the

rl’is thnt'?h “'I
h ’ S desPatches to the S.S. for war. The invariable

deser nt nn^

“ ‘he senior general present at any action, great or small, alone writes aS fn Tu
fr 0f a d

?
SpatCh 10 the S - S - for war. This must be clearly

reSf ;„l p t

Ve

t v
n0
7

1 subordinate generals to be very angry because their

hev were h
them 0r by their divns., &<=., were not published. I f

common r r
Pubbshed

' why not Polish also those of Os. C. Batts. ? It is not un

soIZ
aC

i',

m 'Cl t0 aCC°7lpanya Divn -> &c- during operations that mav include

hilrlf r

°Ug
v
aCtl0nS

;

"',th0Ut his aCtually taki”g direct command of the troops

rI„__ k' ,u
SUC"

-

CaSeS he must use hls own discretion as to whether he will himself

T 6 the °Perat 'ons,°r merely forward the report of the officer—whatever his rank

hi« on-
° aCtUa ^ commanded the troops in action, with a covering despatch expressing

pinion as to the manner in which the general instructions had been carried out.
enera or ot er offis. in command are to sign all official letters and reports which

re intended for subniission to the C.-in-C.
; and all offirs., in making reports or appli-

•

°ns
* an ln

.

xinS tbeir names to any public documents, are to specify under their

Tif*

n

f

tLreS
~u^ 1

mUSt written—their rank and the regiments, or depart-
•

*** 'v o lch they belong. Official letters are to contain full information of all
rticulars upon the subject to which they relate, and are to be headed thus

r roin

Each letter is to refer to one subject only, and is to be written on foolscap paper,
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with a convenient (/. f.}
from half to quarter) margin ;

the margin always to be left t

on the inner side of each page. The paragraphs are to be numbered and the enclo-

sures ("if any) described in the margin or in a separate schedule. As a general rule

short letters should be written on a £ sheet, but when the letter extends beyond one

page, or is accompanied by inclosures, it should be written on a whole sheet. The*'

transmission of unnecessary inclosures is to be avoided, and when additional papers

are forwarded all blank fly-leaves are to be removed from them. Superior offrs. and

other intermediate authorities are responsible for the correctness of what is set forth!

in documents submitted by them. It is their duty to endeavour to adjust all matters -

that come within the scope of their authority ;
and in transmitting applications or

correspondence to Hd. Qrs., they are invariably to state their concurrence, or other-

wise, adding such additional observations, based on local knowdedge, as may be

necessary to enable the authorities to come to a final decision on the question with-,

out further reference and correspondence. Applications from regtl. offrs. are, in the first-,

instance, to be submitted to the C.Os. of their corps. Applications from N.C Os.,

trumpeters, drummers, and private soldiers are to be made personally through the.

captains or C.Os. of their troops, batteries, or companies to the C.Os. of their corps..

C.Os. are to forward, through the prescribed channel, for the consideration of the

C.-in-C., a statement of such application or claims as are deemed to be correct and

reasonable, specifying at the same time the grounds on which they recommend that :

the requests be granted.

In direct correspondence between one G.O.C. and another, between C.Os., and.

between heads of depts., letters are to be signed by the superior offrs., and not by

their staff or subordinate offrs. When an offr. employs his staff to conduct any

correspondence with another offr. of similar rank or position, the staff of that offr. h

to be addressed. As S.Os. carry on their duties under the authority of the G.Os.C.

to whose staff they are attached, they will always, in communicating orders tet

others, write in his name or sign “ By Order.”

Whenever General or other offrs. in command obtain temporary leave to be absen

from their divns., brigds., or stations, the offrs. next in command are to open any

official letters that may arrive, and act upon their contents. In addressing letters

the official position and not the names of those for whom they are intended, is to l>

:

written on the envelope. Access to official records is only permitted to those whi

are intrusted with the duties of the office or depts. to which they belong, and thd

same are not to be made public, or communicated to individuals unconnected wit

such offices or depts. without the knowdedge or sanction of the authorities concerned

The only legitimate use an offr. can make of documents or information of which h

may become possessed in his official capacity, is for the furtherance of the publi

service in the performance of his duty. If his official conduct be impugned, he is a

liberty to seek redress by an appeal to superior authority through the regular channe

On the other hand, his publishing official documents, or availing himself of them f<

carrying on personal controversies, or for any private purpose, without due authont:

will be viewed and treated as a positive breach of official trust.
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The Chief of the Staff.-All correspondence will in future, on active
service, be forwarded through the usual channels to the C. of the S Where
the nomenclature of Adjutant and Q.M.G. is still maintained, the following
subjects will be sent to those respective departments.

&

Adjutant General—Correspondence connected with the personnel duties
discipline, and general efficiency of the troops.

’ ’

Quartermaster General. —Strategical and topographical subjects • The“ by land and sea and quartering of troops: Signalling and

Military Secretary or Assistant Military Secretary.—All applications
regarding promotion, the bestowal of decorations, and other rewards The
confidential reports on officers, and appointment of officers to the Staff.
Orders.—The G.Os. are published by the C. of the S., or the A G as

the case may be. They should only contain what it is advisable that every
one in the army should know. The movements of individual Divns or
detachments should be directed bv special memoranda issued by the C. of
the S. The G.Os. should be telegraphed daily to the depot of correspon-
dence in rear, and printed at once

;
they will be forwarded without delay

or distribution to the several corps. They should be upon paper with a
margin, so as to be put into a guard-book. '

It is a good thing to classify
G.Os. under two heads— i, those that are of a nature not requiring to be
constantly borne in mind, such as the promotion of an ensign to a lieu-
tenancy

; 2, those that should be read to the men once a week or fortnight,
such as regulations connected with marching and discipline, <S:c. The latter-
should not appear in the daily G.Os., but be printed oil separate paper in
small type, so as to be easily pasted into the pocket-book. It would be a
good plan to reprint, every 3 or 6 months, in a collected form, all such
special orders, printing a sufficient number of copies, so that every officer
might have one. They should be printed in small type, and on one side of
the paper only, for the purpose of being pasted into the pocket-book. The
iVA.G. of each Divn. will attend daily at a named hour, at the office of the
A.G. or C. of the S., at Hd. Qrs., to receive orders. The B.Ms. will
attend daily, at a later fixed hour, at the tents of the A. A.G. of their
Divns.

,
to leceive the divnl. orders, and the Adjts. of Regts. will assemble at

the brigade office, at a still later fixed hour to receive the brigade orders.
Circumstances may, of course, render a change of hours sometimes neces-
sary. All orders received by adjutants to be read to the men at the first
parade. On marching days, the A.A.G. of each divn. will attend at the Hd.
l^rs. of their army corps as soon as the camp is pitched. When there is
not time to write out several copies of an order, S. Os. in communicating it

to the Brigds.
, and so on to the Regts., can send it round by an orderly to

the several corps concerned, by whom it will be copied at once, and signed
by the C.O., who will return it to the orderly to take it on to the next Regt.

,
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and so on
;
when all have signed it, it is brought back to the S.O. who

wrote it, who can see by the signatures that all have seen and copied it.

All orders must be signed by the S.Os. that issue them.

Detailing Duties.—When any particular number of men are required 1

for a duty, the largest possible unit of formation from an Army Corps to a

company should be employed. When less than a Battn. is wanted, the

number of men and not the number of companies should be stated in the

order to the C.O. ,
who will, however, send as many complete companies as -

possible—a discrepancy of sayio percent, either above or under the number

ordered being allowed—so "as to prevent the necessity of breaking up

companies.
Written Messages of all sorts sent by mounted orderlies should have

the address written legibly on the covers, full particulars being given i

regarding the corps (and their locality) for which they are intended. The

pace at which they are to travel and the hour of despatch to be also noted

on the cover. The recipient will sign the envelope as received, stating the

exact hour of receipt, and send it back by the orderly. The Italians have

usefully introduced velocipedes into their army. In a level country fairly

provided with roads they would be of great use. We could obtain excellent :

soldiers from our Volunteers for employment as messengers on velocipedes,

and I hope this may be done whenever we have a war in a country where _•

they can be used. They would save the keep of a large number of horses.

In sending important messages where it is possible the bearer may fall

into the hands of the enemy, only the most trustworthy men should be em-

ployed. When time admits they should carry 2 despatches— 1 real, the

other false. The latter, to be made up like an ordinary letter, will be

carried in the pocket or sabretash. The real one, written in cypher on very

thin paper, to be rolled up and placed in a short piece of quill, which can

easily be concealed about the person or in a cartridge. Never trust to 1

messenger for the safe delivery of important messages
;
send a- duplicate, and

sometimes even a triplicate, at 2 or 3 hours’ interval, without allowing the

bearers to know that their messages are the same. All messages sent during _

an engagement or other military action should be carefully numbered, so if

No. 5 is received before No. 4 the recipient will know that one has missed

its destination, and if it does not agree in any particular with any order I

previously received he will know that the latest issued order is to be his

<mide. Messages must be expressed in simplest words and terms, and the

names of men and places should invariably be written in Roman characters

to prevent any possible mistake about words with which the receiver of the

despatch may not be familiar: this should be laid down as a rule never to

be departed from. These names of places should always be spelt as they

are on the official map in use, and written in printed characters. Never be

afraid of tautology, it is often admirable in giving unmistakable clearness to
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the meaning of sentences. Instead of referring to the "right" or " left
"

front or “rear" of a village, position, &c.f use the expressions northsouth, east, or west, as the case may be. Before despatching a written

„n
C
f.‘}f

e read it over slowly to be sure that the words used convl^ the ideasand the ordeis intended. In all reports clearly discriminate between whattou are certain of and that which you have merely been told by others andnever be afraid to be too minute in your descriptions. The battle ofInkermann might probably have ended unfortunately for us had these pointseen attended to by the Russian S.O. who issued the orders for the attack

attended tn
0S1

n°
n

‘-
Eve"

"• deliverinS verbaI orders this point should be
l

f

°- Du
,

rmg an actlon or a»y extensive operations, it is frequentlynecessary to send written orders or instructions to the G.Os.C. detachedforces or columns acting beyond the immediate control of the commander
from

&
,

WayS wmte '1 in haste, but it is essential that they should be freefrom clerical errors, and expressed in the clearest terms
; nothing can beworse policy than overhaste in writing such orders. Indicate at top of the

r
,i

e sp0t where you are writin& ;
il is to be presumed that all the staff

^ n ,

he
,,

Same
,

n 'ap
: fiad out on y°urs where you are, and describe the spot

i„.
' ,

b there shown, for example :
" Farmhouse on road to dose to

letter L, of Ripley on staff map, about — miles from
;

6° 04' A m ath
Sever omit to state the exact hour. It is also advisable to

’

f ,u ,°
ug 1 outline of what is taking place in your immediate vicinity, and

Iast rellable information obtained regarding the enemy’s position,
Iistribution, movements, and strength.

y 1 1

l erbal Orders and Reports—In delivering verbal orders, and in their

Slaw'S superior offrs. the staff should be most respectful, reniem-

ru'
n
| n

aV e
,

y
,

a
r
e

,

b
u

l the agents of the General, and paid public servants.

,,

b.U. should feel bound by his position, if not by his breeding, to treataery one with the courtesy due from one gentleman to another. Some
.Us. acquire a notoriety by brusqueness and incivility. When such men

al'vays to the detriment of the army. The motto for the
'

i.
S

ii

10
i

Je •\hahdity and reticence." In delivering orders or reports
r a y, be as distinct and as little hurried or flurried as possible. Before
acting the offr. to whom they are to be delivered, be quite sure whatou have to say and how you will say it, and make quite sure that it is

u v understood by those who hear you. In a similar manner never bustle
. man who conies to you with a verbal message or order or report. If you
on t clearly comprehend his meaning, ask him in a quiet tone of voice
uc questions as you may deem necessary, and the calmer your manner,
e calmer he will be and the better able to afford you the information you
equue. When you send any one with a verbal message, make him repeat

;
(

before he starts, so there maybe no mistake about what he will savin
ttempting to deliver it. If you have any doubt of his knowing the wav,.
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send a similar message by another offr. 5 or 10 minutes after the first has s

started. If possible the 2nd message should be in writing.

Staff Duties during an Action—The S. O. in action should be all eyes

and ears. When stationary anywhere, his telescope should be employed

without intermission, and everything remarkable that he sees at once reportedi

to his immediate superior. The staff should accompany their General, but

should not remain too close to him. Generals should indicate beforehand

what offrs. they wish to remain with them, and at what distance they wish

the others to be. A large staff is likely to attract attention, and draw fire.

It is advisable that a General should keep with him that S.O. in whom he

confides, and whose opinion he most values. Two or three As.D.C. should

follow at about 30 yds. distance. Unless called by name, they should take

it in turn to go with orders. The rest of the staff should remain about 100

yds. off, the senior offr. with it taking care, when all the As.D.C. have

been despatched with orders, that their places are taken by well-mounted,

good riders, selected from the offrs. of the Hd. Qr. Staff. Every S.O.).

should take notes during an action of all remarkable occurrences ;
hiss

watch must be frequently looked at, and the hour when the first shot wasn

fired, &c., &c., noted; the time when the order is given for all important

movements to be recorded, as well as the time when they were executed.

The S.O. should be cool to the utmost extent. If by nature he is excitable,

a strong curb must be placed upon his manner, for no one has confidence in

reports that are made in an excited way. His verbal reports should be

almost impassive in the style in which they are made. He should always

iook jolly and as unconcerned as ifengaged in that complicated operation of:

attacking a supposed enemy at “ Cresar's camp." Excitement is painfully

catching. A staff offr. galloping, in a high state of excitement, with an order

to a column, may play “ old Harry" with the spirits of the men, and cause-

then) to think there is some unknown danger, or that things in other parts of

the field are not going on as they should : it gives rise to a hundred specula-

tions of a gloomy nature
;
whereas the man who gallops up, no matter how

quickly, but with a smiling face, and gives his orders precisely'without any

flurry, having a nod for his acquaintances in the ranks and perhaps a flying _

remark for them, spreads abroad a feeling of security and success, which

soon reaches the smallest bugler, making all feel that they are on the

winning side. I once saw a S.O. gallop with an order to a column of cavly.'

and artillery, which had been drawn up behind a village to be sheltered from

fire, and as he was near it a round shot struck the ground under his horse's

belly. The horse made an effort to swerve a little, which was checked by

its rider without taking a cigar he was smoking from his mouth, apparently

taking no notice whatever of the occurrence. He galloped up to the column,

coolly gave his orders, and galloped back again over the open space outside

the village, where the round shot were striking pretty thickly, still smoking
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his cigar, as if he were taking his morning exercise. A few shots had nreviously plunged into the column and canted some excitement, as it alw^does when horses get knocked over
; but the jolly indifference of this offrin fact the manner in which he appeared to ignore altogether the existenceof any danger, had a capital effect upon the men, most of whom saw it as

order mVd
atChed

V
"1 comin°' thinking he was perhaps the bearer of’ ano der to ad\ance. Every one who has been often under fire with troons
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S
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-
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the extreme urgency of the case. It is a matter of history that- d Hardlnge at the battle of Albuera, when serving as an A.A.G., on hisn responsibility directed the movement which won us the day There is

he
W
n?am erhf&T f

‘ °\ " ia a ^reat“e SjonSte for

"I
Which our Lt. Cavly. charged at Balaklava. A similar in-

fher oecXrkvnf t

gal
’ a"d °therS might easily be enumerated, where

rders Aev werZ ?h
^ °r reas°ni"g caused S.Os. to misinterpret the

ant of ^Vm SSengerS
-

0f
' °r where

- in defau it of definite orders,

Os assnn5
hem t0 originate movements that resulted in fail -.re.

ind“™mgH
SUC

?
responsib'l'ty should have great confidence in their

II ih! !!
"'' baSed Up0n wa r experience, and must be prepared to assume

rechl rernt ^y
enCe

r ^
aSS of

.

fadure, without claiming for themselves any

'memhered
g
?hlt

F se
u
rvices in the event of success, for it must benembered that the orders they give are in the name of the G.O.C.

resenrp
R
'if
y
in
g ° verbal order during a battle or operations executed in

tdersmnrL^.t"
6"1

.

7,
,

they cannot be t0° Particular in the first instance in

ear intrir f /
be exact mtention, and in afterwards communicating it in a

cinieni h
S e manner, throwing full light upon the spirit of it, should the

stai™. u
0n
tTI

hat du ln catching its precise meaning. S.O.'s in such

,i

’ s i°, d bp respectfully firm in insisting on its being carried out
S",'7 ’,™ having remonstrated in vain in case of any difference of
.

’ th6y sbou d lose no time in galloping back to the C.-in-C. to report
circumstance, so that the affair may be rectified in time. G.Os. C.
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cannot be too particular in supporting their messengers in such instances'

and should be most severe upon C.Os. who fail to obey the orders sc-

conveyed or who do not act upon them as promptly as if they had been

delivered personally by the General himself. Generals who do not lenoc

their staff support in this way, and who will not always back them up;

cannot expect to be efficiently served. It is essential that in many instances-

S.Os. carrying orders should wait to see them executed, so that when they

return to their Generals, they can announce not only that the orders haw

been communicated, but that they have been carried out. In giving order

to their staff for transmission to others, Generals should state at what time

they should be executed. In such instances, a S.O. should look at hi

watch immediately on his giving the order, and note the time, also whet,

the movement has been put in execution or completed as the case might be*

It sometimes happens that, before a S.O. bearing an order reaches th

Divn. it is intended for, circumstances have changed so as to render it:

execution no longer applicable or advisable. He ought to take upon himsee

the responsibility of galloping back for fresh instructions. If there is an

doubt in his mind upon the point, he ought to communicate the order 1

1

the General for whom it was intended, but informing him at the same tun

that it was ordered by the C.-in-C. under the impression that the positio

of affairs was quite different. It will then be for the General to decide a.i

to its execution. AVhatever decision he arrives at must be communicated t -

the offr. who bore the order, so that, having galloped at fastest speed bacc

to the C.-in-C., he might inform him of what was done.

During an action it is at times very desirable that the G.O.C. the army

or even the Army Corps, should detach one of his staff with a few orderlie

to remain with the troops engaged, for the purpose of keeping him cor

stantly informed of how affairs are going on in the fighting line, especial car -

being taken to let him know immediately whenever the enemy show sign

of giving way or of retreating. During operations in the immediate vicinit

of the enemy, it is at times eminently necessary for the superior General o

the spot—it may perchance be the C.-in-C. himself—to withdraw for

moment a Brigd.
,
a Regt. ,

or a detachment, from the command of tht

G.O.C. a Divn. or an Army Corps alongside of you without first obtainini

his permission. As a rule, of course the temporary loan or use of such troop
;

should be obtained with the sanction of the General in immediate connnan

of them, but there may be cases when the emergency of the moment wi

not admit of your doing so, and in this event you should take care to lot

no time in informing him of what you have done : it is a responsibility yo

should avoid as much as possible, it should not be assumed lightly, but i

the same time it is one you should not hesitate to undertake, if you believe

to be emergently necessary. Like so many other things in war, and especial

in action “it is purely a matter for the exercise of your own indindu.
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judgment: if your judgment is sound, you will be justified generally hvresults
; if not, those who have entrusted you in a pcition carS 1,

unfitnp
Ch

,

resP°nslblIlt
-v '

or who allow you to retain it for an hour after your

nnlnvtrl nf f
scer

}
am^d ’ are guilty of treason to their country It isan imariable rule that the O.C. the troops so detached should at once whenhe receives such direct orders through an unusual channel Xrm theUOX. the Divn. or Army Corps to which he belongs, at the same timewinjimlioiit any delay or hesitation the direct orders he has received

unit*toXHermseKonT ““ the^
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!
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or Presumes the writer of it imaginedt0 be. rendering it he thinks most necessary that he should acf in a

InTv dtffenng from the course indicated in the order last received, takespon himself a responsibility so serious, that even the success of his ownmmecimte operations may in no way justify his conduct : he may not know
Kvnvs wnfhe

tne grei
l
l °^eCt generally aimed at by his commander. There

nl
' ' u

6 <

f
lses

’ however, when disobedience is fully justified but it isnlynien who have the fullest confidence in themselves and in theh ownid^ment, and who feel they are fully in possession of the aim and view of

,

commander, who should presume upon it. The C.-in-C. is fully jus-

•hichTsthe worft
a d

!

sob
^
dlent subordinate of his command, a deprivation

itv nf f , Tf °( deaths t0 a soldler- Th>s all points to the great neces-

nd rfSt of
1

X

lmPartinS to y°ur subordinate commanders the aim

Zld he rnrlfm
6
!

°perat,
,

ons t0 be undertaken. Officers taken prisoners
,

d f
i ^ t le enemy' as little information as possible

; their

101 i,
..

a
. .

rank and re&ts- is all they should communicate. S.Os.

irir tv
St
f
tC m

°,
re 1

?

an thls
’ and be carefuI not to mention the name of

dona Tf

ra
,

’ O
o

1 le des|gnation of the Brigd. or Divn. to which they
g',

,

th
.
e ReSb l

? which they belong is not present with the force

trFth '
[hey,may state it with a view to puzzling and misleading the enemy

> to the battns.
, &c.

, in front of him.
y

knnZ
DU
S

ieS
-

aft6r an Action--A list of all captured guns, property, and
a . .

3 emaimng in possession of the Divn. to be made out by the

*i’
^ i-

t

ransnutted to the C. of the S.
,
whose orders are to be taken

it a o'
0
!

d|sposal. I he R. A. Staff should, as soon as possible, make
general list of the captured ordnance, giving full particulars regarding

ws.u corps to submit to their respective A.A.Gs. a detailed list of
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killed, wounded, and missing. These returns to be collected into one paper

for each Divn. ,
and sent without delay to the C. of the S. The A.A.G. of'

each Divn. will make arrangements for the safe custody and provisioning,

of all prisoners remaining with it : their private property to be strictly

respected. He will see to the burial of the dead ;
if there are any graveyards

near, they should be used. When there are large numbers to be buried,

trenches 7' wide should be dug for the purpose, the bodies being packed in

layers as close together as possible, the upper one being at least 2' below*

the natural level, the surplus earth being piled up as a mound over the place.

If troops are to be encamped in the neighbourhood, all the lime and charcoal

to be had should be used in such burials. Officers detailed for this duty

should be careful to note the Regt., number, and if possible the name ol

every man he inters, reporting this information to his B.M. He will also

see to the formation of the camp or bivouac, and to collecting the severa

corps in his Divn. that may have been accidentally detached during th( >

day. Every exertion to be made to clear out the Fd. Hospls. the day aftet

an action, by sending sick and wounded to the rear. The reserves o,

ammunition to be replenished, if possible, the very evening of an action.

The G. O. C. must make up his mind quickly as to what he intends doing ;

there is a general tendency to idle during the first moments of relief to th*

strained nerves which victory brings with it, the best men even are apt tu

indulge in idle talk of the events that have just taken place instead of makins

arrangements for what still remains to be done. The enemy has retreated ,

is he to be pursued ? if so, by what force and what troops ? The men an

tired, perhaps very hungry, and are lying about to snatch some rest. Before

anything further is attempted, the reorganisation of your units is of the firs

importance. In war there are frequently such sudden changes of fortune, tha

even when victorious you must be prepared to ward off dangers, and yo>

are ready for nothing when your troops arc dispersed and intermingled

TheG.O.C. must always have under his hand, and at his disposal, a sui

ficient military body—to be in proportion to the force engaged—which

shall have all the coherence that organisation alone can give
;
no body c

men can be thus efficient if men of various battns. and companies ar

intermingled. No time should be lost in detailing the troops to furnish th:

outposts, and in at once fixing upon the position to be occupied by the severe
'

Divns. and Brigds. Advantage to be taken of all shelter afforded by houses

villages, woods, &c. Nothing is more aggravating to tired men than bein.

shifted from a position which they had taken up with the idea they wer

to stay there for the night. They have made, or partly made, their cookin

places, possibly have actually begun to cook, they have collected firewoo

and prepared their bivouacs, &c.
,
&c., and then to be told they must mov

elsewhere is trying beyond measure to the temper of wearied men. For a

this the staff is responsible. The hour of sundown is known, so w hen a
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xction ceases the G.O.C. is aware of how much daylight still remains at
“« “• Hi. men „„„
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& Prisoners the night of an action is
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Lroreter cl a
pr,Soaers language

; when he cannot speak it an

ut a lisa nf ^
accompany him This oflfr. before starting should make

amnanlL ?
P

,

ns
-

0ners ha"ded °ver to him, tell them off into squads or3 * U 'lder tbelr own offrs - and N.C.Os. If proceeding through an

mldr!LC0Untry al ‘ communication between the people and the prisoners

r in

d
nnv

At n,
£
ht they should be Placed in walled enclosures,

laied ro,,nH
g

-f.

S tha
,

1 "lay be at hand
- and a cordon of sentries

n, mi f ?i
and with orders to shoot anyone attempting to run the

en whh ^he e
gh tk6m

n £e ™arch il is essentia l to have some mounted
,

the escort. 1 he O.C. this escort cannot be too kind or considerate
’ iT

1 be must also be very firm and determined in putting

P
futhiessly all attempts on their part to resist or to escape.

ihRw
l°n

l-
(jenera

J OJficers *n Action .
—We have no regulations on this

ject, and in our drills and peace manoeuvres our Generals contract a bad

P
d

°I
COn^andlngtbe ' r trooPs from the front instead of from the rear of

,-ni?®
1' • lhe °-

V'.
a Dlvn - forming part of an Army Corps in action

r* k ,

occupy some position in rear of his troops from whence he can obtain

. )j

le

\
V

i

W lat 1S £°*n£ on i n his fighting line : the nearer he is to the
• ' s that he retains under his own immediate control, the better, but the
• necessity is that he should be able to watch through his glass what is
> ng on in his front. It is very desirable that the G. Os. C. Divns. and

y Dorps should be easily found when in action : the plan of each
,

er
‘j. .

mg accompanied by a small flag is a good one for this reason,
e distinguishing flags for G. Os. C. Divns. might be three-cornered,

ia square for G. Os. C. Army Corps : each Divn. might have these flags

L 3
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of a distinctive colour, and all transport and equipment might ™ost^dvan-

srSnS.os ss £~s :s s',

the Hd Qrs are to be found, when during the progress of an operation

of a battle it may be found necessary to shift their position from the sp°i

previously notified to all concerned as that where the Commander would be

found. Negligence concerning such little trifling matters leads frequently to

great inconvenience; and as our staff is not organised as a corps but .s

,

collected from regts. at the commencement of a campaign, it takes some,

time to systematise its duties and organise their detail.

In action the General should above all things avoid fuss and hurny haung.

given his orders, he must calmly await their execution, allowing his subor

dinate commanders sufficient time to carry them out, interfering himself as -

little as possible in the details of the movements, .except!underwery pecjdw-

.circumstances, such as an evident misapprehension of his orders by thos^

entrusted with their execution. Nothing is more pitiable s •

injurious to the success of an operation, than a G. O. C galloping about

endeavouring himself to personally direct the m^emeutsofRegts.a

Brigades The General's mind should be clear and cool, so that at e\e

varfing phase of an action he may be able to grasp the real and true con*-

tion of affairs and so be in a position to decide quickly and positnely "hat

steps he should take next. This is out of the question if lie occupies h.s
;

time in galloping fussily about from place to place. He must use his own

discretion as to when it is time to take up a new position with his staff

nearer to the enemy : it will be generally advisable for him to do so "•

his attacking troops have been successful, indeed, at some supreme monie

it may be even desirable, nay absolutely necessary, that lie should ming t m

the charge, encouraging all ranks by his cool daring, and giving a direct,

impulse to some final blow he wishes struck This.is very frequently nece

"arv for subordinate leaders, such as Os. C. Bngds. or G. Duns but hi

iii'dier the General's position in the army engaged, the more he should,

., s

°
a ruie abstain from taking any direct part in the operations of the fia

‘ing line, in order that he may properly fulfil the more important function

his position. The configuration of the ground, the object for which the

action is engaged in, and the particular movements undertaken for that pur
nL a

. .i10 "net r,r,citinn to be taken ud in action b> tinaction is engagea in, aiiu me -
. . ,

pose will generally indicate the best position to be taken up in action b) the

G O G an army, or any part of it. The C.-in-C. should change his p jj»j
' •• nil dun rrn rrl tn it

(1 o C an firmv, or any part oi it. ine u-m-u •

tion in action as seldom as possible with all due regard to its success

‘ S

The feeding and supply of an army in the field.-No army can W

thoroughly effective, unless it be well and regularly supplied with loot
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ammtn.
, and military stores, and unless it be almost daily relieved from

s neTeTsar/Zt theL

^

d
r
WOUnded

/.
To secure these essential ob eSs it

t li?
the L ‘ of C ‘ connecting the manoeuvring army with itsbase, should be secure against all attack, and that the traffic over it should5e organised upon a good system. There have been instances where arm'e

,

ha\e cut themselves adrift altogether from their base of supply, trusting tothe country to furnish food—Sherman's march to the coast' in 1866 °forexample—but it is only under very exceptional circumstances that such an

uffilfsome
S

H°
U d be attempted

'
and the experiment will always be fraught

hi 111 a
d:l"Sl

r 111 a
u

e
,
nenl

-v s countr
3
'- Towns and villages may always

lh
re
h
1

l
ed l

°i

funllsh food for one day for as many soldiers as there are
1 habitants m them. Advd. Gds., the covering screen of cavly. and troops

cerllnwlhi f ^ aS a have to live on the country. It is
tainl> the best policy to pay well for all you require, exacting contribu-

offrs

5 a11 the districts Passed through. Commissariat
ttrs. veil supplied with the proper money of the country to pay for all that

is required, should be attached to each brigade and independent detachmentAn army actively engaged is in daily need of food and warlike stores, ary considerable proportion, if not all, of which must be drawn from thelase in rear, perhaps at a great distance, to which it must send back its
non-effective men and horses, and the prisoners taken in action. Along the

°[. there 'yd * always be therefore two streams flowing in opposite
irections, one of food and stores, of reinforcements of men and horses to
place casualties, from the base to the army, and the other consisting of

sick and wounded men and horses, and of prisoners from the army to the
rear, to feed and provide transport and accommodation for these detach-ments whilst on the journey, without in any way interfering with the transit
of supphes to the army in the field, is no easy matter.

le wants of an army are so much greater now than they were in past
'me

®’
»

at U ma/ be accePted as a rough, practical axiom, that no force
ucn stronger than a Divn., except at a most ruinous cost to the country,

can in future operate successfully for any length of time in an enemy's
country where food is very scarce, at a distance of more than from about
100 to aoo miles from its base, unless it has a railway or a navigable river for
e conveyance of its supplies. Without the assistance of railways, the

supplies not only of food, but of the heavy war material now required for

h^f
S
xi°

U d n0t bave been sent to the German armies in France in 1870.
ad Moscow been connected by a railway with the river Nieman in 1812,
apoleon s expedition to Russia would not have ended as it did. In the

t-hina war of i860, our L. of C. was a navigable river
;
in Abyssinia by a

road passable for pack animals, and in Ashanti by a track over which all
supplies were carried by men and women

;
in both these two latter instances

the manoeuvring force in front was very small,
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Line of Communications.

General ofCommunications.—I n order to relieve the C.-in-C. of these many

duties, so that he may have ample time to devote himself to the proper

discharge of his higher functions, it is essential that the Ls. of C. should

constitute a distinct command under an executive officer, who should take

his orders from the C. of the S. and be in constant personal communication i

with him and with the C. of C. This sytem was adopted in the Ashanti

war and in the campaign against Sikukuni, and in Egypt in 1882, with the

most satisfactory results. It was reduced to a system in the boudan

Expedition up the Nile in 1884-85, where the L. of C. was about 1400 miles -

long, and it worked admirably. The greater the simplicity in the adminis-

trative machinery, the more effectively it will work, and this is best secured

by a well thought-out division of labour and by decentralisation worked

under an absolute unity of command and responsibility in the person of the

G. of C. In all matters of supply, the less the circumlocution and the more

direct the correspondence the better. The offr. selected to be the G. of C.

should possess great staff and military experience, be gifted with consider-

able powers of organisation, and well versed in the science and practice of

his profession. His rank should depend upon the strength of the army,

and the probable length of the L. of C. : with a force consisting of a Divn. .

only, his rank should be that of Brigadier ;
for any larger force it should be

that of Major-General. Under all circumstances he should be junior to the

C. of the S. The etappen system of Germany should be carefully studied

by all our staff and superior offrs., for without doubt, the successes of 18660

and 1870 were due to a great extent to its excellence and to the admirable c

manner in which it was administered. The German regulations, however,

apply to the communications of a vast army operating over a wide extent

of country. Our regulations on this subject are drawn up for a small army

'

of one or two Army Corps employed in a country provided with roads and

railways. When operations have to be carried on in a wild country like that

where our army was recently employed in South Africa, these regulations -

must of course be modified to meet the altered circumstances of the position,

but the system indicated will still hold good. The L. of C. will extend front

the B. of O. to the advd. depot, the command of the G. of C. to include:

both. This L. of C. should be divided into stages, there being an offr. in

command at each.

The Hd. Qrs. of the G. ofC. will be at the most conveniently situated station

on the L. of C. The staff of the G. of C. will depend upon the character

of the operation to be undertaken, and the nature and extent of the country

to be traversed. For a small army under ordinary circumstances the

following staff, as prescribed by regulations, will be ample :

1

1 D.A.G., 2 A.A.G., 2 D.A.A.G., 1 A.C.G., with as many conmust.

offrs. under' him as may be required; 1 O.C.R.A. ; 1 Adit, of R.A.
i
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!
p-C- R

;

E-
: 1 Adjt. of R.E.

; I D.C.G.
; I D.C.G. of O. ; ! P.M.O.

;

if wniiM ’

i*
° r*

°[A ' ,^n a^0ut *8 or 20 offrs. Iii many instances
it would be possible to reduce this number, but there is no economy
worse than reducing the number of S.Os. along the L. of C. As transport

Vffi
n
?
1 t0

r
founcl f°r them, no addition to their number adds to the

difficulties of supply for the troops in the field.

t
"e

.,

C'UtieS0f ^le G. °f C. are thus described in our regulations :

J;*
16 malntenance, defence, and police of the roads used as Ls. of C.

[/>.) The railway service.

(c.) The C. and T. Dept, on the L. of C.
[d.) The O.S. Dept, on the L. of C.
(r.) The Medical Department on the L. of C.
(/) The semi-permanent line of telegraph.
{£) The field post.

(A.) The Veterinary Department and Remount Depots.
The authority of the G. of C. is paramount over all troops halted on or moving over

t e L. of C., and over all offrs. of every department of the army employed on that
ine. He will direct to the Advd. depot all reinforcements of men and horses, and

all supplies and stores required at the front, and will cause to be sent to the rear all
men, horses, and stores not required, either temporarily or permanently, with the
army in the field, as, for instance, the sick and wounded, escorts, and prisoners, un-
serviceable or surplus arms and equipments, trophies of war, arms, and other captured
arnc es. He will authorise requisitions on the country, and enforce them if needful.
1 he G. of C. holds to the heads of departments at Army Hd. Qrs. the same position
t at a G.O L. a Divn. or an Army Corps does, according as the army is composed of
one or more Army Corps. He will keep the C.G. of the Army in front continually
aware of the amount of supplies in the Advd. depot, in the intermediate depots, and
at the E. of 0., and in furnishing this information he will invariably state the time
n will take to bring the supplies from the rear to the advd. depot. The G. of C. is
held responsible for the harmonious working of all departments on the L. of C.
nder instructions from the G.O.C. the Army, he communicates direct with the
time amthorities as to the requirements of the army, and receives from them

information of all men, minerals, stores, &c., sent to the army.
These regulations omit all reference to the most important duty of the

lx. of C. in the German and French armies, namely the responsibility for
feeding, clothing, and supplying the army in the field with everything it may
require. \\ ith us there is an attempt to divide that responsibility between
the G. of C. and the C.G.

, an arrangement that can only lead to failure and
disaster. I would rather describe the duties of the G. of C. as follows,
believing it to be the true description of his functions

;
(it was on the follow-

ing lines we worked in the Soudan in 1884-85 :)
1st. Io supply the army in the field with food, ammunition, clothing,

money, and in fact everything it requires.
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2nd The protection of the L. of C. from the enemy. The command

organisation, and administration of all military posts, stations, and towns

between the army and the base, including the police duties along the hne.

3rd. The movement, feeding, and accommodation of all troops, pnsone s, .

sick and wounded passing over the line.
, .,

A\h The organisation, administration, and working of the railways

boat service or ordinary horse or other transport constituting the means of

conveyance, whether for men or stores, between the base and the army,

and the maintenance of the railways, roads, canals, and bridges along the

lin

|ih. The administration, maintenance, and, when necessary, the construe- •-

tion of a telegraph system in the theatre of war.

6th. The postal service between the base and the army.

7 th’. The hospital service between the base and the army.

All the ports where troops or stores are landed or collected alon^ the

B of O should be under the command of the G. of C. In an enem> s -

15. ot U. snouia oe unuei me luuiuicmu m
.u,.

country, he must arrange for the civil administration of the districts through

mmmuTiiraii™? run : if the civil authorities ha\e remained
which our communications run : .. me —U~~ \,r„r i, wi
their nosts they will carry on their duties under his orders. Much wi

depend upon his management of them as to the assistance to be obtained

from the inhabitants in the shape of labour, transport, and supplies,

are duties requiring great tact and knowledge of human nature in geneia ,

and of ?he country, its resources, and the character, disposition manner >

and habits of its people. It will be for him to place such restrictions as h

mav deem necessary upon local postal arrangements, the publication ol

newspapers,^ and th/ movements even of private individuals from pace a.

place. A special corps of police, under intelligent offrs conversant with

the language of the place, should be sent from England for duty ..t th

B of O and along the Ls. of C. His police by means of spies should heel

him well informed of all that passes amongst the inhabitants, and his com

mand over the P.Os., which should be strictly enforced, should supply hin

with much useful information.
. , , rnn .

The G of C. will keep open the communications required for the roat

service and he is bound to repress immediately, and with a firm hand, a

irregularities or disorders, whether committed by soldiers or civilians. H

has “he entire disposal of the troops, departmental offrs., and othc al;

emnloved on the road. If he thinks ht he can place several S. Cs., or.

nortion of his 1,. of C. under one offr. But the offr. appointed o sucl

a charge must act as an inspecting offr., and whilst either himsell or

senior S. O. should always be present at Ins Hd. Qrs. station, the oth

Should frequently be on the move, so as to ensure that all the offrs. unde

his control are working harmoniously together. 'I he G. of C. will ah' AG

by early application to superior authority, have a sufficient num r
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offrs for present requirements. He will make such inspections as he may
think fit of the communications, and will employ those S.Os. specially ap-
pointed for inspection duties in constantly moving up and down the roads
and railways. He will also, when necessary, proceed to the Hd. Qrs. of the
army in the field, to confer personally with the G.O.C., taking care that
himself and his senior S.O. are never absent at the same time from his
Hd. Qr. station. He will also detach any of his offrs., when he thinks fit,
to places where special difficulties may require their intelligent direction.
I he situation of the adyd. depot will at once be notified to G.Os.C.
Corps and Divns.

, who will keep the Comdt. of the advd. depot continually
aware of the position of their Hd. Qrs. The position of all hospls. on the
k. of C., and also of Rmt. depots must be at once notified to the Hd. Qrs.
of the army in the field by the G. of C. , with the available accommodation
for men and horses at each. If troops are halted for any time on the L. of
-•

, or an >
- delay takes place, information must be at once sent by S.Cs. to

the G. of C.
, and to the C. of B.

, by telgh. or special messenger. The
G. of C. will take such steps as he considers best for providing for the
security of the L. of C., by intrenching important points, by sending small
flung columns up and down the line or to the flanks, and he is responsible
that proper arrangements for the supply of ammn., water, and provisions, to
the various intrenchments are made.
Magazines of Provisions.

—

He will under the orders of the C. in C. fix
II pon the position where large magazines of provisions will be collected. It

r 'ur
'1ave diem along the line at distances of 3 or 4 marches, so that

if obliged to fall back, the army should find provisions every third or fourth
day sufficient to carry it on to the next magazine in rear.
Purchase of Food, Stores, &c. must all be made under the orders of the G.

of C . who will take care that departments do not bid against one another in
the open market. All purchases of every kind must be made by the Com-
missariat Departmt or by its agents.

P/ie Base of Operations must be for us some port or ports on the sea-coast.
Jur chief magazines will be most probably on or near the sea coast. A
|ood commodious harbour with ample Wharfage is of the first consequence.
1 he means of inland conveyance from thence is the next consideration. A
x>rt at the mouth of a navigable river whose course is parallel to the L. of C.
>)ould if possible be selected : a railway or canal, in same direction, is next
n advantage to such a river, and good paved or macadamized roads come
text. Whatever the position selected, it should be safe from attack. The
management of the B. of O. is of the utmost consequence to an army, as all
vho can remember Balaklava in 1854 will understand. To such a place
'a ajd e administrative offr. should be appointed as commandant. He
mould take hjs orders direct, from the G. of C. ,

and no other General,
10 matter what may be his rank, if even living there for several days, should
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have the power to give him orders or assume any authority whatever oven

him. The extent of the place and the size of the army must detemime the

staff reauired The Staff laid down in Regulations : i A. A. Or. ,
2 U. A.A.us.,

required ;
1 I.V.S. and an Offr. of the A.P. Dept. The duties of that

^a^The arrang^mmts^for^th^d^eMe^of the place ;
the command of all

the troops that may be there. The maintenance of order amongst the

inhabitants, and the direct control over the police.

(i.) The embarkation and debarkation of all men, animals, and stores 0

aU
(t.

1

)

n
The maintenance of all wharves, piers, landing-places, and store

h
°(7TArrangements for receiving and, if necessary, for taking care

previous to embarkation, of all sick, wounded, and prisoners.

te ) The forwarding of all men, stores, &c., to the Iront.

(/) Communicating with the R. N. on all matters in connection with

embarkation and debarkation. ..

( u 1 The conservancy of the town and of its surroundings.

Quarters and an office for the Naval Transport Offr. niustbefounda

near as possible to those of the Military Landing OHr. These tuo offis

should work well together
;

if they do not, all will go wrong. -

division of duties according to existing Regulations between the arm

and R N. at the base is as follows :-The R. N. unload and disembar

all men, horses, and stores, provide the requisite boats, tugs, barges

or lighters, and deliver the loads at high-water mark or at wharvet

or piers constructed and maintained by the army. The unloading

theboats or barges will be performed by the army. The army Lada

boats or barges at high-water mark, or at the piers, under the superusio

of a N. O. ,
who is responsible that the boats, &c. ,

are properly sto

and will give such instruction as he may think fit on the subject. When tn

boats barges, &c., are loaded, the R. N. become responsible for their «

nioval and transhipment to the transports or other vessels Onithe arm-

of a shiji at the base, the N.T.O. will give immediate notice to. the M. L. O.

sending him a return in general terms of everything on board, and sta

how soon he will be prepared to discharge. The M. L. O. will then mak

arrangements for receiving the contents of the ship, and will inform tl

N T O. when and Where he will be prepared to receive them. No men

horses mules, cattle, stores, or anything conveyed in any ship for the u

of the army will be landed until the M. L. O. has made a requisition upon

N T O. Although the foregoing are the general rules as regards da d
,

jion of responsibility, it is to be distinctly understood that the O.C. at tr,
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base will render assistance of every kind to the N.T.O., such as sendingworking parties on board ship, manning or helping to man boats if hetsks for such assistance
; similarly instructions have been issued bv theAdmiraUy that the R. N. should aid the army in every way on aTappl,cation

mhark-
effeCt

H
b
a-
nS The very dlfficult find complicated duties ofanbarkmg and disembarking troops and stores can only be carried out suc-

nHifa
y s°,lon.S. as perfect harmony is maintained between the R N andmlitary authorities at the B. of O.

imwTt
y
tTe^Vfn

divisionof responsibility between the R. N. and the™y ?!, 1
ft of O. is a very great mistake, pregnant with difficulties ifot with failure. I think the Commdt. at the B. of O. should be supremea

^ t

r
,f£

ards ev«7 operation connected with the comfort, welfare and
. -fn

ty of th® arm/' To supply him with naval technical knowledge, a naval?"sp°rf offr. of experience should be attached as an offr. to his staff over
'

shffi nf
R ' N

.'i

authom 'es should have no power. It is a good thing to have
' mrt "f

r l

i

lere
’ aS th® men can render invaluable services when there is

-A P ticular haste required, and they are clever at constructing wharfs

ff,
usefal m enforcing the orders of the Naval Transport Offr. as-gards the police regulations afloat, established by him

;
but it should beearly understood in my opinion, that no R. N. Offr. no matter wC maye his rank, should issue orders to the Naval Transport Officer or interfere

ammandanT
6 "" reSu,ations '

as approved of by order of the

lr

["^r
.
t0

f
nS

.

Ur
f

l
!
,e efficient supervision of those who may be tempo-

en6 t bann
ed

i

at baSe and detached from their corps, the'cadres of a

om EnffianH
and dep0t comPany °f R- U " ill be sent out

°en deohW™
th

®.
base a

?
soon as Possible after active operations have

ussioned and NT fT
hese cadres wfll in the first instance comprise the com-

ir 2 mm d N
V
C
t‘ f

affof a battn - together with the offrs. and N.C.Os.r 2 companies of Infy.
; one offr. and the necessary N. C. Os. for the battery

Ldres mav
d
ti
he S

K
me for

,

the company of R.E. The strength of these

mme nfNii
subsequently increased if necessary. The C.Os. will take

e field J
e
.u'

documents and baggage which may not be required in

ke with m
d h

,

ey
-

w
l
11 1x5 responsible that men ordered for embarkation

ill he
‘helr documents complete, and a proper kit. Cavly. soldiers

e nei
U

I

hed t0
-

the nfy- companies. As stated in the article on police,

itmJ
Ce dutles

.

ln such a place are most important. Even supposing

pm
re are 110 inhabitants, a large number of sutlers are sure to congregate

.
’

am°ngst tbem a host of spies. It is very desirable that telephonenmumcapon should be established between the S. C.’s office and the
-o, 8 Plers and all the other important offices in the place,

rt of
^nse,~ya,lcy of the harbour, tmvn, camp, &fc., should be a distinctu ot tne police duties, and special men should be allotted for this work,
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I think as stated on p. 1 10, a Board of Health should be established, to direct

and supervise this conservancy work under the orders of the C°mmanda

The first grand point to establish is a positive prohibit,on. of the s^e o^n

toxicating liquor stronger than light wines and beer. ^umsUnces

decide the strength of the garrison, but the
there The

snecial corps of police should be sent from England for duty tnere.

ordinarypolice duties being attended to, a corps

handed over to the Chief of Police, who will act upon the aj- ce of the F^ara,

of Health. The Commandant’s quarters and office sho^d be under n

same roof, and whenever he leaves them, even for an hour, one ot his^st,^

should remain there to represent him. He must
^

esta i s P
fr(]m th«

fromca'nbe fempomrfiy
^

lodjd untiljmt home Ampie

these N.C.Os. will be attached to the Regtl. Depots for Ca\lv., lnt>.,

to be sent from home for work at the Base.
. , t e accon

-

Wharfage and Store Accommodation.—The wharfage and sto

under those heads to be 50, 33, 5, io, and
.

, whilst temporary
shed at the Medl. wharf for the protection of the sick whilst ten P

waiting for the boats which are to take them to the ship . A o s
.

labourers, either natives of the country or civilians enlisted ja jat capac,

in England, should be sent to work at landing stores, &c. I hey^should

exclusively under army offrs., at the rate of about i offr. to exer> 20o m

A Chinese Cooley Corps would be far the best for this work, and it cou

'easily be raised at the time at Hong Kong. Amongst other police
« ^

ments precautions against fire should not be neglected. B is

1
h v nf clear soace round the wharfs, as the difficulty of landing s.

is*

2

rentoedrnost ser ious when they are confined, as at Balaklava and 1 eytan

f store houses are to be built, they should be placed about 80 yds from t

vatePs edge In fine, upon the manner in which the duties a theBM

are carried out, the success of all operations in the field must gfea

depend, and those duties can only be efficiently carried out under \

immediate orders of one man, who should be an offr. of .

The duties of these ^
elation according to its position and importance. 1 he police a . h

Of the district, and the charge of all transport and troops so long as the)
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passing through it, either to the front or rear, are duties common to all
Stations where magazines of stores are to be collected, or where there are
large hospls. vety. establishments, afield arsenal, the terminus ofa railway"r

>.

a
t ,

break
,
of £aup’ 'Jill usually be considered as ist class stations, and

'VI have a Commdt. of rank. Stations at the end of stages where animals
tor transport are kept, where no troops entrain or detrain, and where there
are no general stores, will be considered 2nd class stations, and their S.Cs.
will be of inferior rank. The S.C. will be responsible that the CommissariatandO.b.D. are supplied with proper working parties for loading and un-
loading stores. The staff at each station will have to be fixed according
t0

.
'[s .

PosltIon and the duties devolving upon the Commdt. The normal
jstablishments are thus described in our regulations. For a ist class station,
‘ n a [wraihva

,

y 0*\' w£en required
;

1 offr. of R. E., when required
;

r L. A. C. G. and i of the O. S. D.
;
i M. O.

,
when required

;
and i V S

.yhen required. For a 2nd class station, 1 Adit, and 1 Q. M. of the C. and
l. dept.

These Station Commdts. will be appointed by and will take their orders
firect from the G. of C. or from his staff, with whom he will be in constant
elegrnphic communication. It is manifest that as an army advances each
.uccessive halting-place on the L. of C. must have means for accommoda-
ing the horses and men passing through. Some of these stations will be
> greater importance than others

; but all will require to have an offr. as
^ommdt. Stations will be numbered consecutively from the rear, that at
ne base being always No. i. At stations where hospls.

,
remount depots,md depots of supplies or stores are formed, doctors, &c., will be added as

equired, and if necessary a paymaster. At stations where there is a
ai way terminus, a break of gauge, or a general halting-place where troops
strain or detrain, there will be a railway S. O. As military operationsan

,
the importance^ of stations will vary also, and the staff required will

ary accordingly. Except in case of actual attack, the S. C. is not to be
uperseded by, or interfered with in the discharge of his duties by any offr.
lassing through the station who may happen to be his senior. In case of
ttack the senior oflfr. present will take command. The S. C. will facilitate
e

,

t

[
aas

J
nlss ‘on °f everything going to, or coming from the army,

I

??.W1
.

o
,‘
le'd responsible for the security of the roads and telghs.

"thin his district. He will also make such arrangements for defence as
ie may deem necessary.
rhe Commdt. cannot carry out his duties properly unless due and early

° l« 0 tae movements of troops and convoys be sent to him. These notices
.!

by *be ^ ta ^f °f the G. of C. and the S. Cs. on each side of him.

f
a cpnvoy of stores or a body of troops be moving along the L.

*-• he will receive notice from the staff of- the G. of C. of the day they are
xpcctcd to arrive in his district, and he will receive notice from the S. C.
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next to liim of their safe arrival and the hour at which he may expect them

on the following day
;
similarly, he will send notice on their arrival to the next

S. C. He will further notify to the G. of C. the arrival or departure of all

bodies of troops exceeding 20 in number, and will also send weekly reports

showing all troops and details arriving at and leaving his station. He will

keep himself acquainted with the state of supplies at his station, and will

notify to the C. G. attached to the G. of C. should his supplies fall below

the quantity he is ordered to keep in hand. The S. C.
,
except in uigent

and unforeseen cases, when he may act on his own responsibility, reporting,

immediately what he has done, must not detain offrs.
,
soldiers, or supplies -

passing through for service at his station. He will distinctly understand

that by doing so he will interfere with the whole of the arrangements along,

the L. of C. He should take means to prevent all disorders and excesses

occurring in his district ;
complaints made by inhabitants should be

inquired into without delay, and strict justice at once administered.:

Offences committed by troops on the line of march are to be repoited by

the S. C. to the O. C. 'the troops, who will deal with them : if the party is-

not commanded by an offr. ,
the S. C. will himself deal with them. To

prevent stragglers, nil soldiers falling out of the ranks will be furnished wititi

a pass by the captain of their company. Soldiers not having passes will be

arrested. The S. C. will exercise a supervision over the military police

employed in his district. All strangers unprovided with duly authorized-

passports or passes will be arrested until the orders of the G. of C. or of his

Chief of Police have been obtained. In a hostile or semi-hostile country he

should seek to gain the confidence of the population, induce them to bring

in supplies, and form markets in his station. He should take great care:

that they are in no way molested, and that all payments, whether for things,

purchased by individuals or for the public use, are made at once according,

to a fair and equitable tariff.

Contributions.
—Although our system is to pay for everything we draw

from the theatre of war, it may be sometimes necessary to levy contributions

upon the inhabitants. They will be levied by the S. C. under orders from

the G. of C\, such contributions may be of four kinds.

(a.) Contributions in money. These may be in the nature of fines on

villages for bad conduct, for some attack on the troops or for otherwise

interfering with the operations. The money so received should be paid

into the nearest military chest. Money contributions may also be in lieu

of contributions in kind. Whenever there is no emergent necessity foi

obtaining supplies from the people, it is far better to levy contributions tr

money than in kind. Money is more easily and can be more equitabl)

levied. „. li

(/>.) Contributions of cattle, provisions, or stores of any kind. 1 ne pro-

ceeds to be handed over to the Commissariat or O. S. officers.
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(<-.) Enforcing the supply of provisions or other articles on payment ofhxed sums. Such supplies to be dealt with as pointed out in (i)
>

trj";L
P"e

t

SS1"S wa§&ons ' h°rse
,

s
' and transport generally for the army, such

transport to be paid for at fixed rates, and to be administered by the offrs.

" ^f
r

f
e of th

,

e general transport. In most cases it will be sufficient
to get transport so pressed to work one stage on the line. The S. C.

!?
e ver7 ^refill to check any ill-treatment by conductors of convoys of

the drivers or horses so pressed, and to ensure an earlv settlement of their
claims. I he success of the operations of an arm v in the field mav depend much
on the hired transport, and S. Cs. must not only check at once with a firmhand irregularities that may occur, but should report the steps they have

„ , .
of

„
C - Contributions in money can be best collected by the

established tax collectors acting under the local authorities
;
the collector to

be paid a percentage on amount collected. In requisitioning provisions, thecommon rule is to obtain i ration per diem front every 3 inhabitants in a
ich, well cultivated district, and half that amount in a poor, or mountainous
country. 1 he Germans fixed the ration to be furnished by the French
nhabitants at 1-65 lbs. bread; ri lb. meat; 1 21 lbs. lard; 1058 ozs.
-o ee ,2 1 16 ozs. tobacco or 5 cigars

; o*88 pint of wine or 1 7^ pints of beer
Dr 0176 pint brandy. 7 he daily ration for horses at 13*2288 lbs. oats;
J.4096

bs. hay and 3*3072 lbs. straw. When the inhabitants preferred it,
• ley paid 2 francs, a day in lieu of the soldier’s rations

;
round Metz, it was

nr
rancs * * here the ration in kind was smaller than described above.

. ,
°

,

rs " resPonsible for supplies should make themselves acquainted
vith the resources of the country in cattle, grain, forage, fuel, &c., and with
he means of transport by land and water. An intimate knowledge of the

‘ 0 ' ’ by land and water is indispensable for the offr. in charge of
ransport and supplies. According to German experience each Army
--orps of about 30,000 men requires about 150 sqr. miles in order to
1 cillets for the men, and the most necessary provisions for man and
)east. ft is not conducive to health to be restricted to a smaller
pace.

Every S. C. will establish his office in a convenient, central, and pro-
mnent house, and will, if possible, live in that house : if he cannot do so,
me of his staff must. His office will be indicated by a red flag by day and
>y <1 red lamp by night. Finger-posts will be erected indicating the way to
us office, and the roads to the next station. A guard will be always on
uty, and should be posted as near to his office as possible. He will
-eep a journal, in which will be entered for each day all letters received
'r issued, all arrivals or departures of troops, the state of the supplies
very 7 days, a statement of all large contracts or purchases that have been
uade, all contributions that may have been levied, and all unusual occur-
ences. I his journal will be inspected by the G. of C. or any of his staff
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appointed for the purpose. A report, being an extract from the Station)

Journal, will be furnished to the G. of C. every 7 days. This report will,

state whether additional supplies may be obtained in the district, or horses-

or other transport procured, either to hire or by purchase. All bodies of 1

troops or individuals entitled to draw rations, when marching, will be fur- •

nished with routes signed by the proper authority. These routes will bee

produced on their arrival at the Route Station, and the S. C. may, if he

thinks fit, verify the number of horses and men for whom rations are de- -

manded with the actual number present, and will note any discrepancy in 1

his journal and on the face of the route. Escorts with stores or supplies -

will, if possible, be made to do double marches, they may be halted for a.i

certain number of hours to rest and refresh and again push on. Escorts-

marching at night will be furnished with guides, of whom there will be some

retained ready for use at each station. No person connected with the army v

can deviate from the route laid down. All persons belonging to the army

found off the road by w'hich they are ordered to march will be arrested.

The arrival of all parties, no matter of what size or by whom commanded,

will be at once reported by the offr. in charge to the S. C. When special or

extra transport is required, the fact of such being required must be noted on 1

the face of the route. The S. C. has the power of granting or withholding

<

such special facilities. A billeting return of each town or village in thee

neighbourhood will be kept, and a copy furnished to the G. of C. A place-

should be selected as a parade ground for troops, and another place tc

park waggons in. In case of large detachments passing through, the S. Ck.

will use his discretion as to billeting a portion or the whole in out-' vine

places. All parties billeted will be furnished with a billeting paper, signer

by the S. C., which will be the order to supply accommodation. This -

paper, signed on leaving by the senior offr. of the party billeted, will be the

voucher on which payment will be made for the accommodation.

In small stations where there is no M. O. the S. C. w ill use his utmost

vigilance to preserve a good sanitary state, and prevent the pollution of the

w-ater supply. When a M. O. is present it will be his duty to bring to tht

notice of the S. C. any violation of sanitary regulations, and sugges'-

remedies. At all large stations a Board of Health should be created.

Storehouses will be of two classes—those for local and those for genera

service. The former are required at every station, the latter will be former

at places selected for the purpose by the G. of C. No convoys should ho

allowed to pass through towns, if by making a short detour this can bin

avoided. If they must pass through, it should be done carefully in detach 1

ments. Convoys should be parked outside the town
;

office and baggage

waggons alone should be allowed to enter and halt in towns.

Veterinary arrangementsfor Line of Communication.—Attached to tn<

G. of C. there will be an inspecting V. S. who will have charge of all tnffl
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vetv. arrangements from the B. of O. to the Advd. depot, and including
both. He \v ill advise as to the most suitable locality for establishing the
Rmt. depot, with regard to facility of access, water, forage, shelter, isola-
tion of suspicious cases, &c. He will make frequent inspections of these
depots and regulate the duties of the V. Ss. attached. He will be respon-
sible that horses fit for duty are not detained in these depots except under
special instructions front the G. of C. He will see that the depots are
properly supplied with the requisite medicines, instruments, &c., from the
reserte store at the base. He will be in constant communication with the
Princl. \ . S. and furnish him with full information as to the health of all
animals belonging to the Army on the L. of C. He will take instant
means to prevent or eradicate all contagious diseases that may break out,
and he will especially be on the watch for epizootic disease amongst the
animals of the surrounding country, and guard against its extending itself
to the cattle, of the army. The V. S. attached to the O. C. the B.
of O. will be especially charged with the reserve store of vety. medicines,
instruments, and. surgical means. He will, through the G. of C., keep the
P. V. S. aware of what is in store, and will forward requisitions for such
supplies as may be requisite to England. He is responsible that all
requisitions from the front are promptly met. He will take professional
charge of the Rmt. depot at the B. of 6. He, or an offr. of the depart-
ment under his orders, will superintend the embarkation and disembarkation
Df horses and cattle, and will inspect them, in order to detect infectious or
contagious diseases. He will convene Boards of V. Ss. to recommend the
tlesti uction of animals that it may be advisable for sanitary or other reasons
to destroy- He will receive all surplus vety. field chests from the troops
in front, or from transports, and will see that all transports embarking
horses are supplied with the same.
Remount Depots on Line of Communication .

—It may be safely assumed
Uiat 40 per cent, of all horses sent into the field will require to be replaced
oetore the war has lasted one year. A Rmt. depot for the number of

and other animals that may be determined on, will be formed at
the B. of O. As the army advances, other Rmt. depots will be formed as
required at convenient places, and there should always be one at the
Aclvd. depot, which will advance or not with the army as the G. of C.may deem most advisable. These depots will be commanded by offrs.
spcci.i y selected by the G. of C\, and will be under the professional

‘
°5 t

J

le I-V.S. attached to the G. of C. Our regulations direct that
e Rmt. depot at tne B. of O. should consist of 4 troops, at the Advd.

oepot of 2, and at intermediate stations of 1 troop each. The strength of
Vesc .pots must, however, depend upon circumstances. Each Rmt.
aepot is formed so as to divide, that at the base into 4, that at the Advd.
depot into 2 portions.

M
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Establishmt. of Remount
Troop.

Staff of Remount Depots of 2 or more Troops.

i Captain.
Base.

Advancer
Depot.

i Veterinary Surgeon,
i Farrier-Serjeant. Commg. Offr.* I i

2 Serjeants. 2nd in Command .... I .

.

2 Corporals. Adjutant I »
t

5 Shoeing Smiths. Qr. Mastr I j

r

i Trumpeter. Inspg. V.S I i

6o Privates. Sergt. Majr I i

4 Batmen. Q. M. Sergt I i— Farrier Majr I i

77
Total . 8 6

The men will be furnished from the Cavly. at home, by convalescent

of mounted corps, or by such natives of the country as may be hirei

for the purpose. A Rmt. committee will be appointed by the G. of C
for the purchase (locally) of horses, mules, &c. This committee should b

formed of an offr. front the Cavly., R.A.
,
and the C. andT. Corps. When

ever purchases of animals take place without the authority of this Rmt
committee, an immediate report must be made to the president, statin;

all particulars, accompanied by receipts for the horses, &c.
,
purchased. AW

remounts and all horses the property of the public, or of offrs. that an

foraged at the public expense, that maybe pronounced unfit for work b;'

the V.S. in charge, shall be received in these depots on the application o

the O. C. the regt. or detachment. All suspected cases must be carefull;

isolated, and if possible, a few sheds or detached stables should be con

structed for sick animals. To prevent the advd. depot being too full of sicl

horses, those that are suffering from extensive wounds, severe sore backs

&c., or requiring serious operations and time for recovery, should, if able t<

march, be sent to the Rmt. depot at the base, or that at some intermediati

station. Every horse sent to a Rmt. depot from the front or elsewhere will b<

accompanied by a sheet containing a full statement of the case signed bj

the V.S. in charge
;
every horse will bring his line equipment and grooming

implements, a list of which will be written on the back of the order for his

admission to the depot, a receipt for which will be given by the Adjt. 01

Q.M. of the depot to the person who brought the horse to the depot. Al.

hors»s discharged from a Rmt. depot will be accompanied by a Discharge

Sheet which will be handed over to the person authorized to receive the

* This offr. to be a Lt.-Coliil. at Base, and a Major at Advanced Depot, t
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lorse, on the back of which will be noted a list of the articles received withnm and of those sent back with him. All men bringing sick horses &c
’ h

be rationed at the depot for the time they stay there It

KotsrfhS men ,o ,ake tact cured “ r"“- •» “=

mergent cases of sickness or lameness. A regular journal will be
P
kepf by

' '. a
.

t eacb Rmt
;

depot in which all admissions and discharges ot

nisf hP
g^wg

H
U

ii

deta' S reSardinS each, will be entered. These journals
?

avlv LPH R A L
y
f

lnSpeCted by l

?
e LV- S- a«aehed to the G. of C. Theand obtain remounts from these depots as required, all appli-ions for which to go from G.O.C. the Divn. or Army Corps, as die

J
lay be. direct to the G. of C. : mounted offrs. of all grades andranches of the service, when actually in the field, can also obtain chargershe
f

deP° ts a.Poa Payment, the price being fixed in G.O., and it

ives
d
wkh horses?

h ‘Sh ’ S° *hat offrs ' may be induced to provide them-

The C. G. of O. with the G. of C. will keep the C. G. of O. with the armv

llvat thT'w ‘h f

nt
i

directly informed as to the amount of stores, not

Ilf
•

e ba
?
e

’ bat als° at the advanced and intermediate depots. He
e t Te'^^r T

m the °f C as to the POsition where those depots

each
cated| and as to the nature and amount of stores to be maintained

Tlie °.S.°. at the Base will apply to the Commdt. for any assistance he

te din with the s v n
anSP°rt P6pt - for transport. He' will con,mum-

ires 'that mil h
S - N-.°- a? to

Jhe suPPly of ammunition and ordnance
®,‘7. ma be required for H.M. ships, but in the event of a naval

fesinrldfc nTn'
' 1S

|i

m'gamzation will come under the military autho-

mts whh dv°' "l
1 be £overr>ed accordingly. All general arrange-

1 rnm
h
H,
h authorities requiring executive action will be made by

AI1 communications as to details arising out of the above

i ). nr .

.

arranb®men ts which the O.S.O. may have to address to the R.N.
thonties will be forwarded through the Military Landing Offr.

'

,

ar- at
.
Intermediate Stations on the L. of C. will make their wants

°Station
<anC W1 °bey a ' 1 ordcrs they may receive from the Commdt. of

^ O-S.O at the Advanced Depot will be attached to the staff of themmdt. of that depot. He will organize his department in the manner
'St convenient for meeting the requirements of the troops in the field. He
i take care that the transport waggons coming to the rear for supplies of
munition or stores are not detained, and that the requisitions are promptly
. rie will take the orders of the Commdt. of the advd. depot as to

M 2
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what articles are to be destroyed and what sent to the rear. The Commdt

:

order to destroy stores, and a certificate to the effect that they have beet

destroyed, shall be deemed a sufficient discharge in the Commissarvv

accounts. A proper understanding must be maintained between the tJ.b.U.

in the charge of the advd. depot as to how, when, and where the storr

are to be drawn by the troops. This can only be done bv direct commun

cation—the more direct the better—between the R.A. offrs. receiving til

ammunition or stores, and the Commissaries who have to issue them.

The Field Post Office will be under the G. of C, who will keep the arm

in front acquainted with any new post office that may be opened, and of :

changes effected in the postal service generally. All transport required f

postal purposes will be furnished by the Director of Transport. The of)

in charge of the post office will apply to the G. of C. for escorts or ai

military assistance he may require. The general working of the held poD

the transmission of money-orders, &c. ,
will be carried out under instructio

proposed by the Postmaster Genrl. The postal staff for Army Corp|

Divns.
,
&c.

,
and for L. of C. will be as follows :—

Each Offr. is allowed a public riding

Horse.

Hd. Qrs. Army Corps

,, Cav. Brigade .

,, of 3 Divisions . . .

At Base and on Line of Comtns.

Total

Captn. Lieut.

1

N.-C.Os.
Privates.

Batmen.

I

1

1 1
|

I

2 2

I I

I-

3 6

•• i 4 * I I

1

1

2 9 40 3

rt
-

o

:

H-

T

9
37'

55 -

T hese details will be supplied by the Postmaster Genrl. from the Post Oft:

Volunteer Corps. The postal establishment for a small Expeditionary Fo.

must be fixed by the G.O.C. according to the nature of the intended ope-

tions : the working of the postal service should, however, be carried out

the G of C. The mails should, in my opinion, be made up in England

bags addressed to Divns. or Brigds., the letters for each Regt. being m:

up in separate bundles, and none should be despatched from England up

which any charge for postage is to be made ;
it should be arranged that

stamps be required on letters sent from the army, the postage for which,

single rates, should be collected upon delivery in England. The object'

’all arrangements of this nature should be to relieve the army in the held

all but the most necessary duties, even although you may thereby grci

increase the duties of the Home Depts.
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rhe Troops to Guard the Line of Communications.— It is quite impossible
to lay down any absolute rule as to the number of troops required for the
L. of C.

,
so much depends on the nature of the country, the character of the

inhabitants, whether actually hostile or not, the climate, &'C.

i

Pr
\A

e *Io"ey-~^ booty taken in war legally belongs to the Crown, and
should not under ordinary circumstances be appropriated or distributed
without the Sovereign's sanction. This view of the subject has not always
been acted upon, but no G.O.C. in the field should depart from it except
Linder most peculiar circumstances. When a capture is made or expected
to be made, the G.O.C. should call upon the offrs. to elect or appoint
2 or 3 offrs. to represent them as prize agents, and immediately when the
tapture has been made, the C. of the S. should have prize rolls sent tonm from every regt., battn., and every dept, actually present at the time
5 capture. It will be for the G.O.C. to express an opinion as to theroops employed who should participate in the prize, the final decision on
h.s point resting with the S. of S. for War. The prize rolls to be sent to theVG. at the W.O. with least possible delay. If the navy has in any wav
xirt'cipated in the operations, it is advisable that a naval offr. should beidded to the prize agents. In the appointment of prize agents, or in callin<>-
or prize rolls, it is indispensable to announce in the G.O. on the subject™ "° f'S"

1 or claim to Prlze on the part of any one is thereby constituted,nd ‘hat the Srant and distribution of any booty taken depends as it always
as done upon Her Majesty's will and pleasure. It will be for the G.O.C.aung obtained the views of the prize agents, to decide how, when andhere the booty is to be converted into money, or otherwise disposed of:

, I*
y b®.considered advisable to sell all or a part of it by auction or private

[m-iv-V
6 SP

°,
1

'

°’i

l
°,

S
-

endit home to be sold there; d be sent homemay be considered advisable to send it in charge of a prize agent in somered tiansport or ordinary steamer, in order to avoid any claim for

XDeiwe^f
bVhe

-,

Cap
,

tain ° f the shiP if sent >n one of H.Ms. vessels. All

f

P
ihlfr

S
?
a and °the™ ,se incurred by the prize agents in the discharge

curred fnT' m ?
charSed a

f
ainst the prize fund. All expenses soicurred to be paid at once and the balance sent home to the Treasurer

on,hi'% ,?°
S5' tal :

Pme a?ents are b°nnd by law to do this within two
c a

j

tc receiving all moneys. The remuneration to prize

aid mM°
bC Pnu fnt ’ “pon the net amount-after all expenses are

e dWde ? A r Chelsea Hospital for distribution
; this percentage is to

fChkei'R mi lare al
L
ke

- amonSst the prize agents by the Treasurer

een l!™,, ! '!! '!
two months after the distribution of the prize shall have

anderl

^

tbat official. All guns and military stores captured must be
<a to the C.G. of O.

,
who will make an accurate list thereof,

i whi ,

ll'.pr
.

lze aSen ts or captors from whom he receives them, a receipt"men (heir nature, the length and wt. of the guns, &c., are to be de~
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:

scribed but he is not to give any estimate of their value
;
copies of thes-

receipts, together with the fullest possible information regarding the capture*

articles, will be forwarded by him to the S. of S. for V' ar. AH horses ant

other transport animals, and all carts, waggons, &c.
,
will be similarly hande*

over to the offr. in charge of the transport, and all cattle for killing an<

eatables to the commt. dept., copies of the receipts given being in ever

case forwarded to the W.O. I have felt it necessary to give these detail;

because no orders on the subject are to be found in our regulations.

In the event of its being necessary to divide prize on the spot, the follow

ing is the scale upon which the distribution of prize money is to be made 1

future. This scale is that approved of by the Treasury, although nevt

published as an order to govern future issues ;
it is based on the relatiw

daily pay of all ranks, the pay of the private soldier and of all regtl. rank

for all arms being assumed to be at infy. rates, so that all onrs. ,«xc.
,
ot ttv

same rank shall receive equal shares, the pay of the private being assume*

to be i shilling, thereby entitling him to i share. In calculating the amoui.

to which an offr. is entitled, so many shares or J shares are to be allow*

him as there are shillings or sixpences in his daily pay
;
nothing less thn

half a share is to be calculated for, and no allowances of any kind are to 1

:

included in the calculation. All Generals, Brigadiers, and Os. C. regt

(whatever their rank may be) to receive double shares corresponding to the

daily pay (exclusive of command money). The amount to be received

all other combatant S. O. to be calculated according to the amount of the

daily staff pay plus half the regtl. pay of their rank, i share for every shiliii

and .1 a share for any odd sixpence or odd pence over sixpence but under

shilling. The General or other O.C. the army in the field to receive 5 p

cent, of the clear divisible fund.

The practical effect of this principle will be to divide the available fund

the proportion of about i to the offrs.
,
and § to the N.C.Os. and private

after deducting the share of the G.O. C. The number of shares to be receiv

by each rank will therefore be as follows:—General 400 ;
Lt.-Genrl. 15

Mai r. -Genrl. 76; Brigr.-Genrl. 57; Cols, or officers ranking as Colone

or Cols
,
on the staff, or offrs. having regimental rank of Cols. 40 ;

Color

except as above defined or IA. -Col. 32; Major 16; Captn. 12; Ineut. 7

Warrant Offr. 4 ;
all N.C.Os. and men according to their position in folio

ing classification Class I., 3 shares; II., 2J- ;
III., 2; IV., ij, a

class V., i. If a Genrl., Lt.-Genrl. or Majr.-Genrl. be in chief comma

he receives 100 extra shares, and in a similar manner, Brigdr. -Genrl.

extra shares. Upon some occasions lately a gratuity has been issued an

a campaign to all who took part in it, and it has been given upon the abc

mentioned scale. „ . . ,

Intelligence Department.—From the moment that war is declar.t

jmtil peace is made, it is of the utmost importance that we should kn>
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vhat the enemy is doing, indeed it is impossible to exaggerate its impor-
ance, so that no sums of money expended with that object in view should
>e grudged

;
it is always best to pay informers and spies by results. A

General who has the means of always learning the enemy’s movements and
mentions, is certain to annihilate an adversary to whom his doings are un-
mown, all other things being equal. Napoleon said that a General operating
n an inhabited country, who was ignorant of the enemy’s doings and
mentions, was ignorant of his profession

;
in writing on this subject to his

>rother in Spain, he said that the single motive of procuring intelligence

vould be sufficient to authorise detachments of 3000 or 4000 men being
nade to seize local authorities, post-offices, &c., &c. Until the troops are
ictually in the field, such information must be gleaned by our Intelligence
Dept, in London, and by our Foreign Office people, who should also

luring the war keep up a system of communication with the enemy’s capital,

ind if possible with his army. The means of starting an intelligence dept,

ihould, if possible, be taken with you from England, or sent on before you.
rhe purlieus of Leicester Square could supply our armies with spies for

:very country in Europe. When war is impending with any country, a
lumber of offrs. should be sent to travel through it and collect information,

dthough if our Treasury would pay for it, this could be much better done
luring peace, as is done by other nations.

Once in the field a knowledge of the enemy’s doings must be obtained by
.he G. O. C. in the best way he can. It is explained further on how re-

:onnaissances for this purpose should be conducted. The other means of
obtaining information are prisoners, deserters, by questioning the inha-
bitants, by intercepted letters, tapping telegraph wires, and by means of
; pies. The G. O. C. an army appoints an offr. as the chief of his intelligence
Jept.

, working of course under the C. of the S.
,
and the utmost care

should be taken in the selection. If the army is a large one, one or two
ether offrs. should be employed in a similar manner at the Hd. Qrs. of Corps
er Divns. that may be at some distance from Hd. Qrs. ; it is advisable that
the employment of these offrs. in this manner may be kept strictly secret
from the army, and that they should themselves at all times disown having
Anything to do with spies, and profess utter ignorance of the enemy's move-
ments. It is easy to make them A.D.C.’s and let them nominally attend to
the general's private correspondence, or to notify their appointments
in G.O. as posted to the staff. As in some countries proper offrs.

cannot be found for this purpose who can speak the language, English
civilians taken from the consular service may be given this work to do, and
he attached to the army professedly as interpreters. Whoever conducts the
works should be of middle age, and have a clear insight into human nature,
with a logical turn of mind

;
nothing sanguine about him, but of a generally

calm and distrustful disposition. He should be intimately acquainted with
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the manners and customs of the people of the country. The organisation^

of the enemy’s army should be engraven on his mind, and the names of all

Os. C. corps, divns. ,
&c., &c., should be in his possession. He should be-

in constant communication with the central office in London, to ''horn

should be communicated at once all reliable information obtained in the held,

and from which in a similar manner all information received from other:

sources should be transmitted to the chief in the field.

Spies The management of spies is difficult; out of every io employed,

you are fortunate if i gives you truthful information. It is importanl

that spies should be unknown to one another. Care should be taken tc

make each believe that he is the only one employed. Some serve from

patriotism, others for money, some receive pay from both sides; if such r

one can be depended upon he is invaluable. All should be petted and made

a great deal of, being liberally paid and large rewards given them when

they supply any really valuable information. A few thousand pounds is o

no consequence to a nation, but if well laid out in obtaining information!

it may be the indirect means of adding to the victories of ones country •

It is very necessary that all bona-fide spies should always ha\e about then

persons some means of proving themselves really to be whom they represent

a certain coin of a certain date, a Bible of a certain edition, a Testament

with the 3rd or the 7th leaf torn out, &c. ,
&c. These tokens should b<

changed frequently. A spy who was employed by an offr. in a neutral state

making his way to the Hd. Qrs. of the army in the field, could thus a

once make himself known to the Intelligence Dept, there. In some in:

stances, a pass-sign or word is better, as it is less compromising, such a

putting up the right hand to the right ear and then to the left ear, &c..

&c. The more extensive the system, and the greater its ramifications-

both as to the numbers employed and the extent of territory from which in

formation is obtained, the better chances you have of obtaining what yo

require. It is essential that one or more offrs. should, if possible, be poste

in some neutral state as near the theatre of operation as can be done withou

excitino- suspicion, with whom all the spies and secret agents employed tlier

should°be in communication : they should select towns or villages from whic

there was good telegraphic communication with England, so that the in

formation obtained might Ire quickly transmitted to our Hd. Qrs. in the fielc

These offirs. should be provided with ample means to employ spies, and t

pay well all those who supply them with trustworthy information. It is ver

necessary that specially prepared paper should be provided for the use a

times of all offrs. and agents employed in the Intelligence Dept., upo

which letters can be written in ink that does not become visible until it ha

been subjected to a certain chemical process. It is necessary that a letter 1

ordinary ink should invariably be written on the same paper containing tlr

information that it is required to keep secret.
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All prisoners taken at the outposts should be led direct to Hd. Qrs. with-out being questioned elsewhere : the chief intelligence offrs. there willexamine each separately, taking care that no one is present. You shouldurn the clothes of any prisoner or deserter whom vou suspect of having
letters or papers about him which you cannot find. 'When besieging anyplace this is very- important, as of course the garrison will endeavour to

of dm rWhin r
V1

f

h
u®

ol
!

tslde world through your lines. Open the buttonsof the clothing of all such prisoners taken and have his boots cut in piecesas it is easy to hide papers in the soles or heels. It is much better tha?
e enemy s movements should not be known to the army generallv

:

if they are, they will be canvassed by a host of newspaper correspondents,

i
16

hf
nd the enTL^m ’u

am that his doinSs are known, which

inti
k

i

h m°r® 'vatchful
1 whereas it is a great matter to lull him

into the pleasing notion that we are a stupid people, without wit or energyenough to find out what he is doing or intending to do, and that we have nospies in his camp. As a nation we are bred up to feel it a disgrace even tosucceed by falsehood
; the word spy conveys something as repulsive asslave; we will keep hammering along with the conviction that ‘honesty isthe best policy, and that truth always wins in the long run. These pretty

itt'e sentences do well for a child's copy-book, but the man who acts uponthem in war had better sheathe his sword for ever. Spies are to be found in
of society, and gold, that mighty lever with men, is powerful enougho unlock secrets that would otherwise remain unknown at the moment. AnLnglish General must make up his mind to obtain information as he canleaung no stone unturned in order to do so. Much will depend on the dis-position of the inhabitants

;
if they are friendly, as the Spaniards were during

he rreT
S

H
Ul
m

r

n
ar>

?
,S easy to or-?anise a good intelligence dept., fo?e Breat difficulty of conveying news from one army to the other is °-0 t

^ th
r

6 enemy ’

S Cam P'S ' they can send ‘heir mformatfmi

J*
t™st

-J

Peasant, who of course can pass without suspicion. The letter

nVt!.l

h°U d
K
be Wn

.

tten on a stnP of very th>n paper, which, if rolled uptightly, can be put into a quill in. long, the ends being sealed up • this

3V l
S

'l
be Trale

r

d " the hair
' beard - or in a hollow made in tlm end

lemon ;

a kla°’StlCk ' II
,

ls a g°od Plan to write secret correspondence in

whirT i l

an[oss or along the edge of a newspaper or the pages of a book- iestament, if found on the person of a peasant, would excite

It is he7d .o ’"f
leaves n° nlark

' but if at any subsequent time

erible In thf f-’ i

0r a ' 10t ,ron ls Passed over it, every letter becomes

oh, n,,t too
article on Reconnaissances will be found lists of questions

he nJrt of
,3rlsoners

’
and

’! sts °f the ordinary indications of movements on

Intone
a11 enemy; but it is only by studying his manners and customs

t iat one can understand what he means. ,

J'X all the wars of this and future ages, the electric telegraph will be greatly
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used. A telegraph operator can, with a small pocket instrument, tap the

wires anywhere, and learn the messages passing along them. A few such

men living concealed within the enemy’s territory could obtain more news

than dozens of ordinary spies. Immediately before or during an action an

enemy may be deceived to any extent by means of such men : messages

can be sent, ordering him to concentrate upon wrong points, or by giving
;

him false information you may induce him to move as you wish. The
telegraph was used in all these ways during the American war between

North and South. Spies can be made useful in spreading false news

of your movements
;
indeed a G.O.C. should so keep his council, that his

army, and even the staff round him, should be not only in ignorance of

his real intentions, but convinced that he aims at totally different objects

from what are his true ones. Without saying so directly, you can lead

your army to believe anything: and as a rule, in all civilised nations, what

is believed by the army, will very soon be credited by the enemy, having

reached him by means of spies, or through the medium of those newly-

invented curses to armies—I mean newspaper correspondents.

The intelligence offr. (or offrs.
,
if there are more than one) should every

morning report in writing to his chief the information he has obtained from i

the offrs. employed under him, and other sources. All suspicious circum-

stances observed by the outposts to be reported daily through the General

on duty to the C. of the S.
,
who will at once inform the chief intelligence

-

offr. It is a great object that a system should be established by which

all information, whether gleaned from individual offrs. out amusing them-

selves, or from the outposts, or from any other source, should be placed at

the disposal of the man to whom the G.O.C. looks for information. All

offrs. should learn, accordingly, that it is their duty to report anything they

may discover to the nearest S.O.
,
who must remember that he must lose no

time in informing the C. of the S. Although trifling events in themselves -

can tell but little, yet' when they are collated in numbers, and compared

with the information derived from spies and reconnaissances, each small

piece of news becomes, perhaps, an important link in the chain of in-

formation. Commissariat offrs. in their dealings with the inhabitants -

often pick up valuable information : the rule should be clearly laid down

that all such intelligence should be at once communicated to the Intelligence

Dept.
Police.—No system of police is laid down in our regulations for an army

in the field. We must, therefore, be guided by the regulations of foreign

armies, and by the establishments that were brought into existence in our

Crimean army, up to the date of its leaving for home. An offr. of at least

the rank of a captain should be named Provost-marshal for a corps of

2 or 3 Divns. With a larger force, or if the army is divided, an assistant

P.M, w ill be required,
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The establishment of police for Divisions, &c. , is as follows :

Distribution.

Hd. Qrs. of Army Corps . .

» „ i, (Mounted)
i, ,, (Foot)

Cavalry Brig. (Mounted) . .

Hd. Qrs. ist Division (Mounted)
,, 2nd ,, ,,

.
3rd

ist Brig. Foot Police
2nd
3rd
4th

5*
6th

Officers.

Sergt.

-Majors.

Sergeants. Corporals.
'Privates.

1

1 I i 8

1 I 1 8

I 1 S

I 1 8

I 1 8

I 1 8
I 1 8

I 1 8

I 1 8
• • 1 1 8

I 1 8

I 1 8

*• 2 12 12 96

For the Hd. Qrs. of an Army consisting of 2 or more Army Corps there should be
1 sergt. and 4 privates mounted, and 1 sergt., 1 corpl. and 6 privates dismounted.
The Provost-Marshal.—The Army Act of 1881 thus describes his duties : “For

the prompt repression of all offences which may be committed abroad, P.-Ms. with
assistants may from time to time be appointed by the G.O. of the G.O.C. The P.M.
or his assistants may at any time arrest and detain for trial persons subject to military
law committing offences, and may also carry into execution any punishments to be
inflicted in pursuance of a C.M., but shall not inflict any punishment of his or their
own authority.”

As the power of inflicting summary punishment is no longer vested in the
P. M.

,
he must in future, on the march, or during the progress of operations

"hen he considers it advisable to make an example by the immediate
punishment of a man whom he or any of his assistants have taken in the act,
or against whom some inhabitant may complain of violence, &c.

,
apply to

the nearest C. O. to assemble a summary court-martial to trv the prisoner.
I he Army Act of 1881 lays down the following rules on the subject.
Summary Cts. Martial.— 104. (Vr.) A summary C.M. may be convened by

the C.O. of any corps or portion of a corps on active service, or by any offr. in imme-
diate command of a portion of a body of forces on active service.

Where it appears to any such offr., on complaint or otherwise, that a persop
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subject to military law has committed an offence, he may convene a summary C.M. to

try such person, if he is satisfied that it is not practicable* to try such person by an

ordinary C. M., and—where he is below the rank of F

.

0 . and is not a C-0 . is further

satisfied that it is not practicable* to delay the trial for reference to a superior offr.

105. (
a

.)
Not less than 3’offrs. must be appointed, unless the convening offr. is of

opinion that 3 offrs. are not available,* in which case 2 may be appointed.

(b.) If the convening offr. is of opinion that 3 other offrs. are not availab e* to form

the ct. he may appoint himself president of the court ; but if he is of opinion either

that 3 other offrs. are available,* or that although 3 other offrs. are not available* he

himself is by reason of his position as convening offr. or otherwise not available,*

he should appoint another offr. to be president who may be of any rank, but should

not be below the rank of capta'n, unless in the opinion of the convening offr., an offr.

of that or some higher rank is not available.*

(c.) The offrs. should have held commissions for not less than 1 year, and if in the

opinion of the convening offr. any offrs- are available* who have held commissions for

not less than 3 years, he should appoint those offrs. in preference to offrs. of less service.

(</.) The P.M., an assistant P.M., and an offr. who is prosecutor or a witness for

the prosecution, must not be appointed a member of the ct., but save as aforesaid

any available offr. may be appointed to sit.

106. The ct. may be convened and the proceedings of the ct. recorded in ac-

cordance with the form in the 2nd Appendix to these rules ; but where it appears to

the convening offr. that military exigencies or other circumstances prevent the use of

such form, the C.M. may be convened and the proceedings carried on without any

writing, except that such written record, as seems practicable* must be kept by the

P.M. or assistant P.M., if present, or if not, by the president and the offr. charged

with the promulgation, stating, as near as may be, the particulars set forth in the

orm, and stating at least the name (or, if the name is not known, the description,) 0

the offender, the offence charged, the finding, the sentence, and the confirmation.

107. The statement of an offence may be made briefly in any language sufficien t

to describe or disclose an offence under the Army Act, 1881.

108. The ct. may be sworn at the same time to try any number of prisoners then

present before it, but except so far as prisoners are tried together for an offence com -

mitted collectively, the trial of each prisoner will be separate.

109. [a.) The names of the president and members of the ct. will be read over

in the hearing of the prisoners, who will be asked if any of them object to be tried

by any of those offrs.

(/,.) If any prisoner objects to an offr., and any member of the ct. thinks the

objection reasonable, steps will be taken to try the prisoner before a ct. composed ol

offrs. against whom he has no reasonable objection.

no. The president will administer to the other members of the ct., and a member

of the ct. when sworn will administer to the president, the following oath

y ()U
do swear, that you will well cmd

* See rule 12

1

,
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youCm rhd
Pr‘soner [o?- prisoners] before the ct. arrowing to the evidence, and thatyou will dul> administer justice according to the Army Act now in force, withoutpartiality, favour, or affection, and you do further swear that you will not divulge the

will not °n

he Ct ‘ Until !t iS duly COnfirmed
' a"d y°" do further swear thafyouw, 1 not on any account at any time whatsoever disclose or discover the vote or

cLrseof\w
n

%Thdprou
m
God

ber °f ^ C,M" Un 'eSS thereUnt° required in due

it i. When the ct. are sworn, the president will state to the prisoner then to be triedhe offence with which he is charged, with, if necessary, an explanation giving imfull information of the act or omission with which he is charged, and whl a k theprisoner whether he is guilty or not of the offence.

•H

‘ 2

a u
3
l
PeC,al P'?a t0 the general jurisdiction is offered by the prisoner and is con-sdered bythect. to be proved, the ct. shall report the same to the^onvening office"

.11 a
° ThC w,tnesses for the Prosecution will be called, and the prisoner will bea'lowed to cross-examine them and to cal. any available witnesses for Ms defence.

witness:^
f g 0a,h sha11 be administered by a member of the ct. to every

tr/tlT

£
''l

denC® wbich
,

you sha" g've be 'ore this ct. shall be the truth, the wholetruth, and nothing but the truth

,
So help you God.

and
4

in suctfmTnner
r

i

°fth* ct - °r a witness may take an oath with such ceremonies

' yo , ” and ‘ So he n v '""r a >

blndins °n his “-'science, and the words

\ .

d
,

So h
.
elP > ou God may ^ varied or omitted for the purpose.

to t i

" ° f thC
,

°r a Witness wh° ol)i ects •'> ‘ake an oath, or is objectedto as incompetent to take an oath, may be allowed by the ct. in lieu of „ „ S „

r b
r

:

the— « SSREf-s
and “ c: e t

y° l ’ and Wltb the omissl°n of Vou do swear that
”

" I do solemnly declare tha"^
^ SUbStitUti°n °r additi°"> ">-e "—ary, of

What He haS t0 Say » b* ^ence. and shall be

acquired.
0 ^ ^^ °f 30 equality of votes on th« finding the prisoner will be

offeni-

Th
n
f’ndi

J

ng °
.

acquittal requires no confirmation, and if it relates to all tl e

“h?n “n I
83'"51 a PriS°ner Wi“ be declared at the time of the finding andp isoner will thereupon be discharged from custody.

a general C M™’ ,f “nesting of 3 or more offrs., may award any sentence which

concur d
1 bUt ‘f 'he ct paSS Sentence of death the whole ct. must

0RnL
T
n«7xcMd?n^'«

tmg °f 2 ° ffr

t'
may aWard any semence authorised for the

lc ) Xhe nrnrp
ng *'"ary Punishment or 2 years’ imprisonment with hard labour

except on ardeht^-
311 ^ ^ in °pe"' ia the Presence of the prisoner,cept on any deliberation among the members, when the ct. may be closed.
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\d \ The ct. may adjourn from time to time, and may, if necessary, view any piace

)
Except in the case of acquittal the finding and sentence of the ct. shall be

valMonly in so far as the same are confirmed by proper military author, y.

lb 1 The P M or an assistant P.M. cannot confirm the finding or sentence of the ct.

c A prosecutor of a prisoner or a member of the ct. trying a prisoner cannot con-

fir,n the finding or sentence of the ct. as regards that prisoner except that if a member

of the court trying a prisoner would otherwise under these rules have power to con

the sentence and is of opinion that it is not practicable* to delay the case for the

nurnose of referring it to any other ofTr., he may confirm the finding and sentence.

P
Id) Where a sentence of death or penal servitude has been passed, the sentenc .

shaU not be carried into effect until confirmed by a general or F.O. commanding the.

force with which the prisoner is present at the date of his sentence ,

Prodding that in case of a sentence of death it shall be the duty of any such oft.

who is not in chief command of the forces in the field comprising the said force ruth

which the prisoner is present, to reserve the sentence for confirmation by a superiot

off except where he is of opinion that by reason of the nature of the country, the

creat distance or the operations of the enemy, it is not practicable to delay the case,

for confirmation by the said offr. in chief command or by any offr. superior t0 hln

]^
1

in command of the said force with which the prisoner is present, and in that case

’'’(J.j'^jectbto'the' exception in (i), (0, and [d] the finding and sentence of :

summary C M. as regards any prisoner may be confirmed by any General or' F.O. o

by the C.O. of a corps or portion of a corps, or by any offr. not Qualified as afores*

but being in immediate command of a detachment or portion of the body ot the

with which the prisoner is present ;
Provided that—

f |d ;
.

Ct 1 it shall be the duty of any such offr. in immediate command as aforesaid,

not otherwise qualified to confirm! to reserve for confirmation by superior author, y
;

finding and sentence, except where he is of opinion that it ,s not practicable* to dela.

th^s“rdry^ranoff, whohas not power to confirm

sentence of a general or district C.M. to reserve (save as provided by (/) for cornu:

mation by an offr. having that power a sentence awarding a punishment in excess

th

f/7 \vhere

r

the punishment awarded by a sentence is such that an offr. is r
.

ei

j^

irf

to ^cserve the same for confirmation, that offr. may nevertheless, if he thinks ft

confirm the sentence, if in confirming it he mitigates, remits, or commutes the p„m

men l as to mdee it a punishment a sentence for which he has power to confirm^

S Any offr. may, if he thinks it desirable, reserve any findmg or sentence

C
°(
4rA

a

n
i0

o

n

ff?n
S

oThSng JtZTto confirm the finding and sentence of a distnc

C.M. shall not have power to commute summary punishment into imprisonment

any period exceeding 42 days. _
Sec rule iai.
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(1.) A confirming authority shall not send back a finding and sentence for revision
more than once, and on any revision the ct. shall not take further evidence nor in
crease the sentence.

120. The rules, 53 (Mitigation of sentence on partial confirmation), 55 (Confirma-
tion notwithstanding informality in or excess of punishment), 95 (Transmission of
proceedings after finding), 96 (Preservation of Proceedings), 97 (Rate of payment for
copies of proceedings), and 98 (Loss of proceedings), shall, so far as practicable,
apply as if a summary C.M. were a district C.M.

I2X. (A.) In the tules with respect to summary C.M., unless the context otherwise
require!, the expressions practicable” and “available” mean respectively practi-
cable and available, having due regard to the public service.

(b.) The expression “ C.O. of a corps or portion of a corps” means the offr.
whose duty it is under the provisions of H.M’s Regulations, or, in the absence of any
such provisions, under the custom of the service to deal with a charge against any of
the persons belonging to such corps or portion of a corps who are present under
his command, of having committed an offence, that is, to dispose of the charge on
his own authority, or to refer it to superior authority.

122. Any statement in an order convening a summary C.M. as to the opinion of the
convening offr., and any statement in the minute confirming the finding or sentence
of a summary C.M. as to the opinion of the confirming offr., shall be conclusive
evidence of such opinion, but this rule shall not prejudice the proof at any time of
any such opinion when not so stated.

In the Examination of Ct. Marti, proceedings prior to confirmation, S. Os. and
G.Os.C. will remember that the validity of a G.C.M. sentence, tested by the A.D.A.,
depends on the observance of the following conditions :

—

( 1 .) The liability of prisoner to Military Law, (a) as to status (Secs. 163, 4) : lb) as
to offence (Secs. 4, and seqr.).

(2.) The convention by a qualified offr. appointed by H.M. of offrs. qualified to
form the ct. (Secs. 48, 51, 119-20).

(3O The ct. (so constituted), being duly sworn according to the A. D. A. (Sec. 56.)
(4*) 1 he procedure of the ct. according to the act and to the rules issued under

the act (Sec. 54).

(S-) The finding of the ct. of Guilty or Not guilty (Sec. 54).
(6.) The sentence by the ct. of a punishment that may be awarded under the act.

Ihese several points are to be observed by the Presidents of cts. before they transmit
e proceedings to one or other of the Military authorities who are responsible for

confirmation. (Sec. 55) ; («) Her Majesty (4) : Any offr. deputed by H.M. (Sec. 119).
Too much care cannot be taken in selecting offrs. to act as P. Ms. : they

S

f

OU
,

c have a good knowledge of soldiers, be of determined character, and
0 pleasing manners

; severe, but just. It is advisable that they should
ipeak the language of the country : if they do not, interpreters should
ways accompany them on the line of march, and be permanently attached

f
them. Interpreters, especially in the east, are often villains. In

1

w niany instances have 1 seen the greatest injustice done through their
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machinations, and the greatest injury done to the public service by their ill-

treatment of the inhabitants. The army that employs them has to bear

all the odium their falsehood, dishonesty, and often their stupidity,

rise to. As a general rule, the P. M. should encamp with Hd.Qrs.
give

it is

advisable that he should be intimately associated with the offr. in charge of

the intelligence department, as both should work hand in hand. As regards

a police establishment, we have the very best material in the Irish constabulary

to draw upon. It was made use of when the army was first organised in

the Crimea, but it was mismanaged, and had no useful result.

Passports.—The first duty of the P.M. is to make out a list of all those

(not soldiers) attached to the army in any capacity, either as servants (public

or private), or as sutlers, or as belonging to societies for the relief of the sickl

or wounded, or as newspaper correspondents. In Ins book each man shoulc

have a page, upon which should be noted all particulars regarding him. Men

having wives with them, to have their description also entered, io each

must be issued a ticket of residence, which, like the passports formerly u

general use abroad, should have an exact personal description of the holder-

to prevent its being transferred. Photographs of every one to whom :

passport is issued should be kept in the book, and a duplicate attached tit

the passport itself ;
every one applying for a passport to hand in two

photos, of himself for that purpose; the copy attached to the passport K
be stamped and signed by the P.M. and by the holder of it. Every on

to be obliged to carry his passport about on his person at all times, lsack

passport to be numbered and the number to correspond with the pag-

in the general registry, to which there should be an alphabetical index

The following information should be contained in the passport and registry;

to be made out thus :

—

Name
Country
Occupation

If a foreigner, has he a passport

Intended residence in camp, fee

,,
business

Name of any one in camp who will vouch for his respectability . •

Height
Colour of eyes

Do. hair

Age
Any marks absut him

His signature
named above, has permission to remain until furtl

orders.

Camp (date) of

(Signed)
iSS .

By command.
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fJhe
.

pollce ofpr- °f each diyn. will keep a similar register of all such peopleSTf °r
,

el°npng
,

t0 h,s divn - the number of each entry to correspond
'V ,1V,'

1 he ge
v
era re

7
1S

,

ter kept by the R

M

’ 11 wiU be his duty to see
‘ 0 stranger hves with his divn. without such a register, and he willarrest any one not possessing one, and take him before a S.O of hisdivision. It would be a good plan to institute a fine for any remissness in

t lese regulations, or for the loss, by accident or carelessness, of such registryOf course, if there were grounds for supposing that there was anythin^criminal in the matter, the offender should be expelled from the theatre of'var or otherwise summarily punished.

„wZ'!‘-
AmenlS an A

fi'"y in thefieM must be summary.-The laws
V'c peace suffice to keeP ^e population of cities in order wiV not

nf m'

er Same pu
?°i

e
,

’,
n armies during war. The former is an ^regaleof men, women, and children, of all ages and all classes, both as regardsposition and education

; the soldiers of an army are, as a general rule of oneclass m all respects, are in the prime of youthful manhood, full of firepassion, and recklessness, and not brought into contact with the softening

vhh .hVr t
° d resPectable women

; they are men in growtlf
t the failings and high spirit of the schoolboy. Without strict discipline

Smn fn,,

b ag
-

e ^°UJ
d

,

be a mischievous mob and not an army. Allramp followers, or individuals of any sort accompanying an army, either for

thVmaVch
0r
the

e
p
S

M
R ’

"Vi
10 be made amenable to "“eh punishments On

of the mV
h
f

RM
u
and

.

h,s assistants must hover about along the outskirtsof the line of march, visiting every village and all large farm-houses &c
i
C-' 10 see tha t stragglers are not there, as it is by such men that crimesre committed. He should make prisoners of all stragglers and send backsoldiers under escort to their respective corps. When on “e march all

body wilUid the"PMT*- commands at some distance from the main2' "mmd the P. M. bv g.ving him guards, taking charge of prisoners
? lnS him patrols (they should, if possible, be cavlv.

) &c when he nnnliesor hem, unless in their opinion there are sufficiently' good Vihtary reasins

VVnrVh
ng l° d° S0

(

If Under Such circumstances the P. M. considers he

the C of tL
P
S
0Pe

o
r y
A
U
VP

°rt
h
ed

’

'Vi
must bring the matter to the notice of

P M a nrf l ?
A-G" wh° wlU mqmre into it. When in camp, the

IwuHnVVill
assista" ts must be always on the move, visiting the neigh-xiu.ing Milages, and places at which they think breaches of order nr

liisT
me hke '-V V be c°mmitted. He must render every protection inns power to the inhabitants of the country, and be always prepared to

tXhViV
d
V^^

COmp
minG

^
Phis wiH go far towards encouraging them

°r Sae
u c

He 'vi11 take charge of the markets (the
I
as ns of which will be, in the first instance, pointed out by the Division,!

I

Police lnnl- V a 'I
resPonsible for their good order and cleanliness. His

I
once look to the former, and he must obtain fatigue-parties or use defaulters

N
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tn in ,,lr„ the latter He will bring to the notice of the staff of Divns. any

go“d being’ re,L“d
h

»» •« »** 8""* *

"" Taking"foTgmntedirat the base of our army is a seaport, the town should

be^Jiidefthe ^jg^^H^should takers orders from'tbe offbTr

Si"”
:ffiXSS b= i muchls possible S.nsngers «

all sorts upon a^ving at any m^tary po^w ^V0
charge',’ then

sSarAr^rssr-
Newspaper Correspondents.

Soldiers of course object to their presence in camp upon military groun

but as long as the British public's craze for sensational new s remains as it .

now, the English General must accept the position. Only^newspiipe

imnortance and those that are well known should be allowed to •

impo
. aiu i oniy one correspondent to be allowi

for Tacl° paper. I t is most desirable they should be carefully selected me

Those who are best known for the honesty with which they report news I

“ anxiousTo exclude from their ranks all those who have transgre^e4 •

are likely to transgress the rules laid down for their guidance. The follow

n

rules were laid down on the subject for use in Egypt.

Rules for Newspaper Correspondents at the Seat of War.

T All newspaper correspondents accompanying the army in the (

finished with a licence granted under the authority of the C.-

c" at home. I n this licence the paper or papers for which the correspon *

.
'

‘

t
,..;n kc stated The form of this licence is given further on.

af A correspondent may not write for papers other than those mentio
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in his licence. If he desire to do so, he must get leave, and the permission
must be duly registered on his licence.

3. Licences will not be granted to those whom it is considered undesirable
to have as correspondents in the field. Retired Officers will be preferred.

4. All correspondents in the field will be under the Mutiny Act during
their stay with the army.

5. Correspondents will not be allowed to go to the outposts without
special permission, to be granted in writing each time a correspondent may
wish to visit them.

6. The use of any cipher is forbidden to correspondents. French and
German are the only foreign languages permitted.

7. A Staff Officer will be named to act as Press Censor. He will register
licences granted under the authority of the C. -in-C. at home, and will grant
licences to local correspondents not accompanying the army in the field.
These licences will be issued under similar conditions to those granted to
correspondents accompanying the army. He will also grant passes when
necessary to all correspondents at the seat of war. He will be the channel
of communication between the G.O.C. in the field and the correspondents.
Each newspaper having a correspondent in the field or at the seat of war
will send him a copy of every issue of their papers, so that he may, by
examining their contents, be assured that the press rules in the field are
strictly adhered to.*

8. This Press Censor will have the power of insisting that all communica-
tions from correspondents to their newspapers must be sent through him

;

and he may detain or alter the communication should he deem it injurious
to the interests of the army.

9. TheG. O. C. will through this S.O. give as much information as he
may consider advisable and consistent with his duty, to correspondents.
The Press Censor will fix an hour when correspondents may call upon
him daily for information, and he will be authorised to tell them everythin^
that can be published with safety to the Army.

10. The military Authorities will facilitate, so far as they can, the despatch
of the messages of correspondents.
n. Should the means of communication at the disposal of the G. O. C.

in the field not be sufficient to convey the messages of correspondents, the
latter may, under his sanction, arrange for a special means of transmitting
their messages. It is, however, to be clearly understood that such arrange^
ments are to be entirely under the control of the Press Censor.

12. The G. O. C. in the Field has power to revoke, at any time, any
As this regulation may be evaded, it is essential that all such newspapers

should le carefully perused daily in our Intelligence Department at home, so that
t e attention of the G.O.C. in the field may be at once called by telegraph to any
contravention of these rules ,

*

N 2
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licence granted under the authority of the C.-in-C. at home, or under hi?

own authorty, should he consider it advisable, in the interests of the Army

to do so.
. , , ,

IQ. Editors of newspapers desirous of sending agents to the theatre ot wan

and the correspondents whom they propose for that purpose, will be required

to sign the following declaration.
“ have read the rules for the guidance of editors of news-

papers, and of correspondents with an army in the field, and

hereby agree to abide by the same.
“ Signed Editor of the .

• > Signed — ,
Proposed correspondent to the

to accompany the army."

Note —In the case of a correspondent who is already at the Seat of War before the

arrival of the Army, the signature of the Editor or Manager of the newspaper fo

which he acts will be accepted “ for the correspondent,” and if a licence be grantee

a provisional one will be issued. This will hold good so long only as is necessary *

allow of the correspondent's signature to the Declaration being obtained and receiver

at the WO - a permanent licence will then be forwarded to the Editor or Manage

for transmission to the correspondent. Managers of newspapers wishing to appoin

local correspondents are recommended to sign a copy of the Declaration and forwart

it to the correspondent if already in the field, in order that he may counter.-.gn anc

present it to the Press Censor authorised to grant local licences under the authority

of the G.O.C. in the field.
, ,

The P.M. and all his officers should have a list of every licence granted, to whom

given, its No. &c., &c.
, c ,

All important news is nowadays sent home by telegraph. The wires in the fielc

are of course under the exclusive management of the army, and no telegram will b

received at any telegraph station that does not bear the signature of the Press Censo

cn every page of it. All corrections made in a telegram meant for transmission mu;

be similarly signed. The Military Secretary to the G.O.C. in the field is as a rule

the best officer to make Press Censor at Hd. Qrs. ; others may be required at th.

base or along the L. of C.
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FORM OF LICENCE FOR NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENTS.
(To be printed on a card about 5 'i" X 3i' . with a counterfoil, si" X if"
No. of Licence.

j

No. of Licence.

To whom issued

Date of issue

-7 '
-. — having signed the De-

claration attached to the Rules for Newspaper
Correspondents with an Army in the field, is
hereby licensed to act as Correspondent for the

with the Army in
dated at

the day of 188

By authority of the F. M. Comdg. in Chief.

Issued by

By Authority of
|

To act with the
army in

(Signed)

1. TI e is authorised to draw Rations for him-
self and servant.

2. He is authorised to draw Forage for one
horse.

By authority of the General Comdg. in Chief.

in

place —_ date

(Signed)

Note. I he Staff Officer signing the latter
certificate should see that the paragraphs
wiiich are not applicable are struck out.

Cse of Electric
1 war should be
Should be worked

Telegraph.- It is essential that all wires in the theatre
in military possession, find that every telegraph office
by military operators, no message being allowed over
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the wires from correspondents, offrs., or others, until it had been read

-lls. me how

s=\Sh^stoi
She

he
cmatiom

e
of

m
an te perhaps' somewhat

^erwrought It would be easy in many phases of every campatgn to send

home telegraphic messages that would create a panic without doina any

,°od whatsoever. Not only should every telegram, but every page of

and every correction made in it should be signed by the press censor before

any telegraphic operator should be authorised to send it forward. In the

SmiHnn in i88^ the following rules were laid down.

i The opening of the Military Telegraphs for the transmission of un

official messages will be only permitted by the Commander-in-Chief, unde

such restrictions as may be enacted from time to time and published in

G
2

ne
As a

F

general rule, press messages exceeding 200 words will not b

accepte^fortonsmissiOe
2QO words are allowed, they must be dividee

into sections of not more than too words each
;
each section being numbered

consecutively^orrespondents are requested to make use of the ^I'btari'

Telegraphs ‘ A ’ 1 Forwarded ’ form (color white). No Press forms arc pro

vided.
e. No message will be accepted in Cipher.

6. The tariff is the same as that of the Egyptian 1 elegraph Admim

trabon.
with Stamps as in the United Kingdom.

8. Stamps are kept at every Military Telegraph Office, for which cas

"'o^To'avoid the use of cash, warrants are provided at the Mihtat

Telegraph Offices for the exclusive use of authorized persons. Pre

Correspondents will be allowed to use them if they have lodged suffice

guarantee for the recovery of the charges, which guarantee will.be vouch,

for by the Director of Army Telegraphs,
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PART II.

Composition and Distribution of an Army.—The army is to be
divided into army corps, consisting each of 20,370 (21 battns.

)
infv.

,
3780

cavlv. (6 regts. ), 90 guns, with a proportion of R. E.
,
&c.

,
&c., &c. (these

numbers do not include offrs. ), the detail being as follows *
:
—

A Brigade of Cavalry (Tents carried).

0 Horses &,Drivers for these
wagons, &c. are provided by
the £ Compy. of C. T. C.
t TheS.C.O. and Vet. Surgn.

included in these numbers arc
both attached to the Compy. of
C.T.C. for rations, &c.

Staff . . . .
'

.

3 Regts. of Cavly.
1 Batty. R.H.A.

Medical I
1 Hospital

Departmt. i
1 2earer

!

i rc
1 Be
1 Compy. C.

rC.T. Company ..

Postal Corps
Mounted Police .

.

. C

Total

Offrs.,W’arrt. offrs.

& Rank & File.

! !

jj
|

ItfE

2 jji g«
cs

0J2
3 =

0 £ '«
z pi

h

f6 1! 11

56 .1698 152

7 169 14

5 30 10

4
1

57 5
1 69 2

5 :
153 10

..
1

2 ..

18

1986

190

45
66

72
168

2

1

>0 .. 10

124
2189J244

2557

Horses & Mules.

jA
a
B I %

, c
bp' in Ai c

2 3 0 16
h 0

13 1 2, .. . .
I

IS
>64 1440 168 '

3 1875
14 62 no ..| 186

7

5
8 102
18 170 193

309 1543^50
I

32405

Carriages.

96

O m
O £
H rt

uJ
O V.

. 4)

^ rs

9 J 4 7
\

158

A Brigade of Infantry (Tents carried).

Staff

3 Battns. of Infy. ..

1 Frl. Hospital
1 Bearer Company
1 Company C.T. Corps
Military Police (Foot)

Total .

.

t« I 11 18 13 2 15 .. !..

90 3°7® 120 3288 33 6 162 9 210 . . 30 J 5 45
5 30 10 45 7 1 8 ••

I 7 2 1

1

4 57 5 66 5 2 7 .. 4 1 10 1 16

3 175 6 184 3 20 194 217 . . 21 x 2 1 25
10 10

108 3351 152 361

1

61 3i 356 9 457 .. 62 1 20 10 4 97

This table gives the strength which the Infy. Brigd. will embark with,

Allowing for the men to be used for regtl. transport purposes, each battn. of infy.
should be counted as 900 bayonets, and each cavalry Regt. at 470 sabres. If these
numbers are taken, the total strength of our Army Corps would be 18,900 bayonets
in d 2,800 sabres.
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but as Regtl. Transport is only provided for 1000 of all ranks per Battn.

,

upon landing, all officers, &c. in excess of that number will be left at the

base.

Indian Establishments—In India the Brigade of Cavlry. consists of i

British and 2 Native Regts. and 1 Battery H. A. : the bngd. of infy. of

1 British and 2 Native battns. ;
and the Brigade of all arms of 1 lnfy.

brigd. (as above), 1 Regt. Native Cavalry, 2 Field Batteries, and 1 Co. of

Sappers. In India the Divn. of all arms consists of 2 infy. brigds., 1 pioneer

rco-t.
,
2 native cavly. regts. ,

1 battery H. A. and 3 field batteries, and 2 com-

panies of sappers. The army corps, in India will generally consist of 2

divns. (each as described above, except that each will only have 1 Regt. ot

cavly., and 1 company of sappers), 1 cavly. brigd., 3 batteries R.A., and

A Division of Infantry (with tents).

a Inclusive of the gun-
carriages carrying the guns,

j

f This is the strength for
|

the field, the supernumeraries
j

having been left at base.

4 The details of this

Conipy. have no yet been
fixed.

The details are ar-

ranged for a Divn.
forming part of an
Army Corps.

Officers and Men. Horses.

Guns.

Carriages. .

Officers.

N.-C.

Os.

and

Men.
Drivers

Batmen

and

Servants.

______

All

Ranks.

|
Officers.

|
Troop.

Mules

&

Draught

Horses.

Total.

|

6-Horsed.

to "d
u 1 0
M M
U 1

J-

0 0
X :

X
-V «

H
0 :

Divisional Staff

.

ig\ 9 .. 40 68 47 . . .

.

47 1

2 Infantry Brigades . 200 5972 l86 288 6646+ 122 62 730 914 * ‘ 136 58 19.

i Battalion of Rifles . 28 90s 31 36 IOOO I I 2 57 70 * * .

.

10 5 in

1 Regiment of Cavalry. 3 1 538
,

30 62 66l 87 480 57 624 14 .. 1.:

3 Batteries ot 1' teldl

Artillery . . • •)

1
1

21. 279207
J 1 ,

42 549 27 69 CO
CO 414 is 39 i 5 .. 5

i Company of K. E. • 6 1 159 26 12 203 1 I 4 3 1 46 • • 6 .

.

1 Divnl. Reserve Amtn.j
61 67 104 12 189 8 17 182 207 7 5 22 4

Column . . • •/
.1 6

i o2 9
Mounted 1 once . . 10..

i Coinpy. C. T. C. fori
1

conveyance of baggage
|

of Divnl. Hd. Qrs., of) 4 73 97 8 182 4 •9 267 290 . . 38 14 5

Supply Column, and ofj

2 Fd. Hospitals J . . J

2 Fd. Hospitals . . 10 60 .

.

20
1

9° 2 1 6 . . 16 8

Total .... 326 8078 681 52 2

1

9607 333665 1642 264c 18 ;C 240 107 *c -
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a comps of sappers. When the army corps, in India has 3 infy. divns., it

im then have adivn. of cavly. , 4 batteries R. A. .
and 5 comps, of sappers

In distributing regts. into brigds. and divns., they should be grouped a

much as possible according to nationality and to regtl. distinctions, the.

Fusiliers being together, the Light Infy. the same, and so on.

It is advisable that the divns. should be numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, ovc., ri0nt

through the army : thus in an army consisting of 3 army corps the 2nd

army corps would consist of the 4lh. 5th, and 6th divns. of infy.

brigds. of cavly. should be similarly numbered. The brigds. of infy. shauld

be called right and left brigds. of such and such a divn.

“ The order of battle " with all foreign armies, is a form giving the dis--

tribution of the force into divns., brigds.. &c..with the names c.all the,

generals and brigadiers and their principal S. Os as it would stend tm

parade for inspection. The names of the Os.C.R.A, and R.L. aie also,

given. This "order of battle” has nothing to do with the formation in

which the force would be engaged.
.

Waste in men and horses.-Before entering on a campaign every pre,

paration should be made for the supply of men and horses to make ood

losses. The statistics of the German army show that at the end of firs'

year 45 pr. cent, of the Infy., 20 pr. cent, of the Cavin'.
,
Artilh

,
anc

Engineers and 12 pr. cent, of the Mily. train are lost to the army and must

be renewed. As a rule, 4 weeks after the Army has marched, the first-

supply of men should be forwarded from the Depots to the operating army

at the rate of Jth of the yearly loss given above. On the 1st of each month

aftenvards, a fresh supply should be forwarded. If a serious battle 1.

anticipated, special supplies should be in readiness to start at an rou .

notice. It may be assumed that 40 per cent, of the horses sent into tin

field must be replaced before the war has lasted one year.

Cavalry.— The proportion of cavalry in an army corps is gth o

infv If the units are counted as stated in note, page 183, the propon

tion would be Ath of cavalry (in foreign armies it is about the same). Du

nature of the service upon which an armv is sent, and the character of Uv

country to be operated, must always greatly influence this proportion.

In the establishment of the French and German armies the total amount o

cavly is about i to n of the total infy. ;
in the Austrian army, this proportioi

is 1 to o : and in the Russian army about i to 15 : in our army it is nearly

to 8 In open countries where forage is plentiful, one cannot have too man

cavly. (provided they can fight on foot as well as mounted) ;
and even

the closest countries, if forage is to be had, the more mounted men (whet 1

you call them cavalry or mounted infantry it matters little) you have. m
more formidable will be your army. A cavly. bngd armed

loaders that have a range of 1000 yds. and provided with a few actun

guns might go anywhere, even in the closest country, by dismounting jw*
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of their numbers
;
with a strong force of cavly. one might do wonders during

a campaign or an action, by cutting in upon an enemy’s flanks, rear, corm
munications, See. For a pursuit they would be invaluable

; but then they
must make up their minds to fight on foot whenever required to do so. In
peace the proportion between men and horses is, England, x to 0-75

;

Austria, i to 0-879
;
France, 1 to 0-897 ;

and in Germany, 1 to 0-96875.
Artillery.—The proportion ofguns to sabres and bayonets in an army

corps is as nearly as possible 3 guns to the 1000 men. If the calculation is
made according to the numbers given in note, the proportion would be 375guns to the 1000 men. This proportion must always depend upon the
nature of the service which the army is to be employed upon, the topography
of the theatre of war, and the quality of the troops

; the better they are the
smaller the number of the guns required. An army that is intended more
for the occupation of strong positions and to act generally on the defensive,
should have a larger proportion of guns than an army intended for offensive
operations in the field. Too many guns are a heavy burden, they hamper
all rapid movements, and withdraw a large number of fighting men from the
force for their protection. Armies like that of the U.S. during the Con-
federate war, which have an immense artillery to make up for the inferiority
of their infy.

,
lose whole batteries at every period of a campaign. The

question of siege trains is not considered here
;
the nature of the service

upon which the army is to be employed, and the number of fortified places
in the theatre of war, must determine their necessity, and also their compo-
sition, &c. Modern inventions have so improved the precision of fire, the
range and the mobility of artillery, that there is an outcry at present to
increase the number of guns per 1000 sabres and bayonets. This cry is
made chiefly by men whose only knowledge of guns is from seeing them
fired at a target, or with blank cartridge at a review, where the precision
of aim in the first instance and the terrific noise in the latter have sent
those gentlemen home with the notion, that “one cannot have too many
guns." For the real damage done by artillery, see article on that head
farther on. An inordinate number of guns with any force is most embarras-
sing, for any guns that cannot be brought into action are an encumbrance,
they block up the roads, and hamper every movement

; at present, under
ordinary circumstances, I believe 375 guns per 1000 fighting men to be about
the maximum proportion that can be taken in the field with advantage
at the beginning of a campaign, when the regts. of cavly. and infy. are up
to their full establishments.
Engineers.—One company is attached to each divn., of which it is to

form an integral part whilst the army is in the field. When a siege is deter-
niined upon, it may be deemed necessary to collect all or several of the
companies together. The proportion of'R.E. to sabres and bayonets has
usually been counted as 1 to 30. This proportion was laid down before
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the duties in connection with the maintenance of railways and working of

telegraphs were included in R. E. duties. In the Franco-German war the

engineers were nearly i to 28 sabres and bayonets in the 2nd army.

The proportion of pontoon equipment with an army must depend upon
the number and size of the rivers in the theatre of war. The quantity

of telegraph wire required w'ith an army in the field will depend upon the

extent to which lines of telegraph exist in the country to be operated in.

The Organization of Armies for Small Wars.
Great political changes must take place before England will ever again

send a large army into the field. When such a necessity overtakes us, the

army employed will be organised in Army Corps constituted as described in

this book. The scattered nature of our distant provinces will, however,

from time to time force small wars and difficult military expeditions upon us.

For the organisation of large armies to operate in Europe against armies
similarly armed and trained, fixed regulations exist in all countries

;
but any

such regulations are impossible for small armies intended for use against

barbarous people or nations who are differently armed and organized from

the armies of Europe, and who inhabit distant lands, unprovided not only

with railways but even ordinary roads, and whose climate is oftentimes

trying if not dangerous to Englishmen. Each of our little wars requires

special arrangements for its conduct, and a specially organized force to bring

it to a successful termination. All our disasters from time immemorial have,;

in the first instance, had their origin in the fact that those good people who
planned the operation and who organized the little army intended to carry

it out, belonged to what may be called the barrack-yard type of General.

Now I would above all things wish to impress on the rising race of General and
Staff-Officers, in the fewest possible words, the absolute necessity, in all small

wars, of suiting not only our tactics, but, in the first instance, the organization

of the force to be employed to the nature of the work to be done and of the

enemy to be encountered. With us, it is always accepted as an axiom fot

these small wmrs that the total number on our side is to be from sav one-tenth

to one-third of the strength of the enemy's troops. This proportion nuts;

of course vary with the fighting value of the enemy man for man. The

nature of his arms, his skill in using them, and his courage as a soldier mus
be all duly and seriously considered

;
what constitutes his strength ? is it hi;

warlike character, the nature of his country, his great numbers, &c. &c.

Having, after a mature deliberation on this point, arrived at the conclusiot

that when you meet him face to face with all his available forces you mus
have say 3,000 or 6,000 fighting men, your next consideration is, wha
number of soldiers will you require to guard your base, your depots of store

and food, and to protect and keep open your E. of C. Of course then

may be cases, such as in that of the Red River expedition, where you resolv
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upon cutting yourself adrift from your base, carrying with you from the
start everything you require. Instances of this sort will be rare. As a rule
vou will require troops to protect your L. of G\, and their amount must be
duly calculated beforehand, the length of the line, the character of the
country it passes through, the disposition of the inhabitants, and the enemy’s
usual strategy and mode of fighting will be the chief factors in this calculation,
there lemains to be considered the number and organization of your ad-
ministrative services, including transport, that most difficult of subjects. If
the climate is unhealthy, your medical arrangements and organization will
be most important. It will be for the General to whom the nation entrusts
the duty ofplanning the operations to be undertaken, to lay down the number
of sick and wounded to be provided for. In doing so he will naturally avail
himself of the best medical opinions to be had regarding the climate and
the prevailing diseases, but he must be on his guard against allowing an
over cautious P. M. O. to convert the operating force into a train of stretcher
carriers, and the amount of transport which can be obtained, or fed or made
use of, into an ambulance establishment. Every practicable precaution
must be taken and every probable contingency provided for, but, in doin°- So,
the “practicable” must never be lost sight of, nor must the object of the
expedition be made subsidiary to departmental fancies. Iced champagne in
the middle of the desert would be without doubt an admirable medicine,
and I have known M. O's. propose impossibilities of that kind, but if you
attempted to provide for your sick and wounded during a desert campaign
as you would do for a war in Europe, you would render your proposed ex-
pedition an impossibility. All these are points that have had to be calculated
rery carefully upon many occasions during the last 25 years. My own ex-
perience leads me to advise thus : listen most attentively to all the experts
have to tell you, and then use your own military experience and the know-
ledge you have obtained from the history of other, and as far as possible,
'imilar undertakings, and come to a compromise between what is desirable
tn what is practicable. Beware of theorists and of the ordinary unin-
elligent traveller who is entirely devoid of military ideas. I can safely sav
hat had I listened to the “ Gentleman w'ho knows the country well " no
niUtary enterprise that I have had in my time, either to plan or to carry out
mysel f, could ever have succeeded. The most dangerous man to listen to
s the theorist who writes books on war, but who has had no practical
experience, and who in fact is a soldier only over a paper country. Having
'xed upon the manner in which your little army is to be fed, the nature and
'mount of the ration to be given to man and beast, the extent to w hich

y ounean to provide carriage for sick and wounded, the supply and quantity of
mmumtion per man and gun; in fact having decided all points bearing
'pon administration, you then come to the most important one, namely the
omposition and organization of your 3,000 or 6,000 men. One axiom is
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unvarying and undeniable, don’t attempt to make use of second-rate soldier-

in small wars : you will have to fight against large odds, and generally tr.

undergo far more privations in small military enterprises than in great wars?
you require therefore the bravest and strongest men in your nation. Man;
for man, the Afridee, the Beduin Arab, the Zulu, and the Maori is braver than:

many of the men in every Regt. in every Army. To pit the ordinary Tommy
Atkins, reared in Whitechapel, against the hillside savage warrior who ha:

wielded arms since childhood and looked upon war as a natural conditioi t

of man, is not only the worst of folly, but it is cruel to the man concerned 1

and it is criminal to the nation.

The smaller your number, the greater the necessity to pick and choose:’

Indeed, with a very small expedition, I do not see why you should not havi

as its back bone a small corps exclusively composed of young officers. Ou;.

officers cost us nothing. There is always a crowd of gentlemen trying tr.

enter the army, so the nation could afford to lose them, and I wonder wtjaa

on earth it is in the way of a military enterprise that a battn. of Infy. o
mounted Infy. composed of English gentlemen could not accomplish ! 1

old-fashioned prejudice and respect for precedents and the love of working,
in old grooves prevented any such reasonable proposal from being listener

to, I would still impress most seriously upon my readers the utter folly o:

detailing whole units of cavly. regts. or of Infy. battn. for small wars. Ill

the first place the fighting line of our home army, as is the case with all th-

great European armies, is in the Reserve, which is not intended to be called'

out for small operations of the nature now discussed
;
consequently our horn

Battalions cannot be looked upon as thoroughly efficent for active service:

uutil their Army Reserve men have joined them; until then, the Guard,
excepted, they must necessarily be largely composed of recruits and immatur
youths. Then again as the Os. C. our Regts. obtain their positions by living

long enough and not by selection, the chances are that many of those in

command of the Regts. ist on the roister for foreign service would be at lies -

only fairly indifferent leaders. But in small wars we must have the bes

a

men as leaders. One does not employ the oldest London surgeon a

perform some difficult operation, nor do we look for men to sit on the bend
as judges amongst those whose names have been longest enrolled a
barristers in the Temple. My advice is, select all ranks most carefully fo

these little wars ;
call for 50, 80, or 100 volunteers from sufficient number 0

Regts. until you have your required number, selecting as Troop orCompan
Offrs. the best men from each of these Regts.

,
and as C. Os. the very bea

men of the required rank in the army. With a battn. of 1,000 men si-

selected you can afford to say “ Come on,” to your most warlike or inos

savage enemy. This course will save the nation great sums of money, fo

it will enable the war to be pushed through rapidly and with far smaller mean
and smaller numbers. You will neither have anything like the same propor
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tion of sick, nor will you have as many killed or wounded for the numbers
engaged will be fewer. To send a weakly man on active service is cruel
to the individual, retards operations, renders them more difficult, requires
larger hospital and medical establishments, and the result is, if not actual
failure, at least decreased efficiency and greatly increased cost. The
regimental spirit with which a battn. composed of ten companies each
drawn from a different Regt. will be imbued will render it irresistible

;
it

will be the highest development of a feeling so extensively W'ritten about,
but so little understood by civilians. To wind up this part of the subject, let
me say, do not be contented with any but the best offrs. and the best soldiers
for these little wars, and if some old Adjutant General Pipeclay refuses to
let you have them, be assured the English people will support you, their
sound common sense will be too powerful even for the opposition of poor
Lt. General Sir Regulation Routine.
Circumstances must dictate the composition of your force

; for example
in a desert where water is very scarce, and no food of any kind to be had for
horses, you can have few if any cavalry or men mounted on horses. The
country may be of a nature where 'the use of R.A. would be next to
impossible

;
the theatre of operations may be such that no possible advan-

tage could be secured by taking Engineers with you, and so on. In
other instances it may be the very reverse, and infantry may be the least
useful arm. You must be ruthless in settling this point, for besides the old
pedants who will denounce as monstrous the idea that any fighting expedi-
tion should not have the regulated proportions of all arms, you will have
letters in the newspapers from indignant artillerymen saving you are a
fool because you have not appointed a C.R.A. or employed any artillerv,
ave, and more, if you only employ field batteries, the gallant H. A. will
denounce you as a stuck up fellow who knows nothing of their trade, and
who is especially prejudiced against his own particular branch. lit the
same way the other arms of the service if omitted or not employed in their
usual proportions will all bring pressure to bear upon you which sillv
outsiders will always be found to support.

I need scarcely warn you to give no heed to the pessimists or prophets, or
to those whose balloons or patent pontoons or homoeopathic rations you have
rejected. They will pronounce your plan of operations as opposed to all
military experience, and will warn the public in the most influential news-
papers that you are either a madman or a self-opinionated fool leadin'*- or
sending men to certain disaster.
Boat expeditions.—Transport is always a ^lost difficult question in all

military operations. Unless a railway exists, you have to maintain the
roads along your L. of C. in good order and to feed thousands of animals
constantly employed in carrying forward to the fighting army the provisions
and various stores it requires. A navigable river relieves you of most of
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your worst difficulties. I may say with confidence that the Red Rivei

Rebellion of 1870 could not have been put down except by a boat expedition

and that no army could have penetrated as far as we did in 1884-1885 intc

a hostile Soudan except by the Nile route. The gentlemen and ladies whc

talked of moving an army from Suakim to Khartoum, with Berber and tfk

whole intervening deserts in the enemy’s hands, were wild visionaries anc

theorists in the military art with little practical knowledge of war. Jomin

never had an independent command in war. All English offrs. shouk

closely study the details connected with the Nile expedition of 1884-1885

Those details were based upon the experience we had gained in ouradvancu

upon Fort Glearry in 1870.

The boats for the Nile were built expressly, but in a great hurrv. The;

measured as follows : L. 30' and 32’ : B. 6', 6 "
: and D. 32" interio

measurement : their average wt. was 1,000 lbs. Their equipment and the 15c

days’ supplies that each carried for its crew of 12 men is described below.

Stern Wheel Steamers.—Asa guide for the construction of steamers ti

carry cargo and to tow on any shallow rivers used as a L. of C. ,
I give th< !

dimensions of the Stern Wheelers we had made at home and put togethe

at Cairo. L. over all 92' : E. of hull 80' : Beam 20' : D., amidships, 51"

Light Draft, 15" : Load Draft, 22"
: Horse Pr. 50: Carrying Tonnage, 25 t<

40 tons : Towing Power 20 tons : Speed 8 and 9 Knots : Coal consumed pe-

hour, 4 cwt. They were sent out in 4 pontoons and pieces not exceeding

4-5 tons each. Skin of steel ^th in. thick : built in 20 watertight compart

ments : compound engines, surface condensing. Bottom flat
: 3 rudders -

spoon bow : each cost £7,500.

List of Boat Equipment, Nile Expedition.

Every boat carries

—

a Masts.

a Sails and Yards.

12 Oars.

2 Boat-hooks.

6 Pushing Poles.

2 Grapnels, 6 fathoms rope.

12 Rowlocks.

3 Hardwood Rollers.

1 Coil of Cordage, 50 fathoms.

1 Snatch Block.

1 Leading Block.

1 Bell Tent.

3 Bags, Waterproof, Blankets.

1 Bag, Waterproof, Accoutrements.

6 Boxes Ammunition.
2 Axes. Felling.

1 Axe, Fick.

1 Balance, Spring, with Pan.

3 Buckets, Leather.

3 Canisters, Tin.

12 Cups, Tin.

12 Plates, Tin.

1 Dish, Baking.

5 Spare Planks, besides usual Foot-

boards.

2 Spare Knees.

1 Awning.

2 Awning-poles.

1 Rudder and Yoke-lines.

1 Towing Rope, 120 fathoms.
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1 Sponge.

6 Slings, Webbing.
2 Canvas, Slings.

i Sheet, Lead, 2 ft. by 2 ft.

4 lb. Pitch.

32 lb. Paint, in tins.

1 Paint Brush.

4* yds. thick Canvas.

3i yds. Sail Canvas.
1 coil Spunyarn.
1 Filter.

1 tin reserve Charcoal for do.
1 lb. Tow.
1 Hammer.
1 bag Nails.

Corks.

Sandpaper.

Hooks and Lines, Fishing.

6 Axe Handles.

ART IT.]

1 Dredger, Pepper.
1 Fork, Flesh.

12 Forks.

12 Knives.

12 Spoons.

2 Knives, Butchers’.

2 Tin Openers.
2 Kettles, Camp.
1 Ladle, Soup.
1 Lamp, in box.

2 Gallons Colza Oil
2 Mops.
1 Pail, Iron.

1 Pan, Frying.

1 Portable Stove.

2 Spades.

2 Shovels.

6 Sacks (with Strings).

One boat in Six carries—
x Coil of Cord.
io lb. Pitch.

One boat in Eight carries—
1 Tool chest.

1 Adze.

1 Auger,
x Axe.

4 Bradawls.

4 Chisels.

2 Screwdrivers.

2 Files.

3 Gimlets.

2 Hammers, Claw,
x Hatchet.

3 Knives.

1 Mallet.

8 Needles.

7 Palms, Sailmakcrs’.
2 Pincers.

1 Jack Plane,
x Punch,
x Rule, 2 feet,

x Saw.
x Scissors.

1 Saw Set.

2 Stones, Sharpening.
1 Tape, Measuring.
2 Brushes, Paint.

1 Axe, Felling.

5 Shoes, Pushing-poles.
6 lb. Copper Nails.

4 lb. Iron Nails.

4 gross Brass Screws.
10 Sheets Tin.

2 lb. Marline.

1 Marline Spike.

5 lb. Twine and Sail Thread.
i£ gallons Oil.

25 lb. Lead, White.
2 lb. Paint, White.

i lb. Beeswax.
6 Axe Handles
10 lb. Tow.

4 bottles Oil (tin)

[193
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One boat in Twenty carries—

i Grindstone, complete,

i Luff Tackle.

30 lb. Iron Nails

Fifteen Boatmen divide between them

15 Knives,

i Ladle, Soup.

15 Plates.

15 Tin Pots.

15 Spoons.

Spare Lines,

Nets.

Hooks, and Fishm

2 Cans, Soup.

1 Dredger, tin.

15 Forks.

1 Fork, Flesh.

3 Kettles, Camp.

2 Kettles, tin.

2 Knives, Butchers’.

Nile Boats —The native boats are the Nugger and the Diahbiyeh. Th

nuSer is the great cargo boat used chiefly above the 2nd cataract in th

management of which the Dongolese are very expert The largest sue

about
B
L B. 23': H. (between decks) 5', 8” : The commones s.ze c

dre lar<re
5
class is L. 50': B. 16': and H. (between decks) 4, 6 : it 1

steered
S
by a very large rudder. The mast is generally about 40 top

above deck and is almost in centre of boat, carrying one large lateen sa

having a yard above and a boom below. The sail is lashed to the boor,

and if taken in as required by the simple process of rolling up the sail b

'turnin'* the boom round. The ordinary nugger carries about 20 ton

stowed mostly forward. She is roughly decked forward and aft, a sma.

undecked well being left round the mast. The Diahbiyeh is a 2-masta

boat with a high cabin astern built on deck for the convenience of passe

gcrs. It is chiefly used below the xst cataract, but never above the am

Its average length is about ioo’ with a beam of 15 and a depth of hold

f and a droufht of water of 30". We used them largely for carrying ra.

nnd. grain below the 2nd cataract.
v

Sea Transport.—Under existing regulations, the transport of ti oops t

sea is entirely subject to Admiralty control, a system which most soldle

who have had experience in war think a very bad one. When convey ant

bv ship is required for men or stores, application is made for it by the S. C

of the District or Dim. &c„ to the S.N.O. on the spot, specifying the exa

numbers, with their several ranks, and the quantity of baggage to be conveyc.

Tt rests with him to decide whether he can provide conveyance in any

H M ’s ships at his disposal, or whether he must hire merchant vcsse*s
’; . .

the latter course is decided on, tenders of vessels are advertised for All shy

that are offered should be invariably inspected, previous to being taken up,

i SO. and a naval offr., for the purpose of ascertaining if their gener

character fits them for the conveyance of men and horses. It is the espec

duty o the former to see that they are generally calculated to accommoda

troops with comfort ;
that they are well ventilated or capable of being mat
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so (troops must not as a rule be berthed on a deck unprovided with side

scuttles) • that they are not infected with vermin
;
that no bad smells exis

which cannot be easily remedied ;
and that the height between decks Iron

deck to beam is at least 6' for men. The greater tne height the better

but when it exceeds 7' it becomes necessary, in order to sling thr

hammocks so that the men can get in and out of them conveniently, t<

"block down," the height to be 78". For horses, the ships with th.

greatest height between decks should be selected, and as a rule that heigh

should not be less than 7'. When, however, an army corps or other larg

body has to be embarked, it may not be possible to obtain a sumcien

number of ships so high between decks. The “ Himalaya which has bee

a most successful horse-ship for the last 27 years, has only a height of 81

between decks. If horses are to be carried in the hold, the height fror.

ceiling to beam must not be less than 12'. Vessels with less than 30 beat-

are not suited for the conveyance of horses. For the conveyance of elephant"

the beam should be at least 2' or 3' more. The hatchways for horse

must be at least 10' X 10'
;

12' X ro' is better. There should be the lea-

possible amount of deck hamper, so that the troops may have ample dec-

room. Steamers are always preferable to sailing vessels, as they mala

much shorter voyages, which is a consideration of the first moment in tl

:

conveyance of horses, mules, &c. The larger the steamer, the better she

adapted for transport purposes. It may be assumed that in future, troo)

intended for active operations will only be embarked in large ist-class steame*

for lon°- voyages ;
they are more economical, comfortable and healthy, at:

enable “complete units to be embarked more satisfactorily than small shi.

(many small vessels have no side scuttles) ;
they have a higher speed th:

small vessels, thus shortening the voyage, and reducing the chances of ben

captured by an enemy. The space occupied by the flotilla, whether at s

or at anchor, is smaller, rendering its protection and direction a more ea

naval matter ;
they have a pro tatito greater capacity for the accommodati

of troops and animals, and for the stowage of military matenal, store

and coal, and the strain upon the floating factories (which must invanal

accompany a large fleet of steam transports) for the repair of machinery, & 1

is much less. Small ships should never be used for horses, but in ca

seasons, and especially for short voyages, they can be conveniently carrr

in large’ sailing ships towed by powerful steamers. j
Embarkation of stores and provisions.—The absolute rule should bet!

those articles which will be required first on disembarkation, should

embarked last. It is because this self-evident rule is so frequently violati

that there is often so much discomfort to the troops and so much gene 1

confusion when troops are landed in any large numbers for active operatic

in distant countries.
, , , , . , ... ~ „

Hospital Ships must have 2 regular decks below the upper deck, e.
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conveyed in 18 steamers, the gross and net T. of which was 55,131 and

35,404 tons. The amount of T. required upon the scale of 2] tons per man

and 7 tons per horse for such a force would be 33,297 tons (net), no

allowance being made for the 238 waggons. The average size of the 36'

steamers employed was 1979 tons net each, that of the 44 steamers carrying

troops to Egypt in 1882 was 3199 tons gross and 2168 tons net each ship.

When troops were despatched to the Transvaal in 1880-81, 7374 men of all

ranks, 2297 horses, 145 mules, 12 guns and 80 waggons were embarked in

19 hired steamers with a total net T. of 38,175 tons. Without making any

allowance for the guns or waggons, at 2] tons per man and 7 tons per horsey

the amount of T. required would be 35,459 tons f°r those number of men-

and horses. At the same time 5165 of all ranks, and 22 horses were em-

ist 2nd 3rd

Supposition. Supposition. Supposition.

Vi Vi
4>

Vi

rO <0

Military Units.

Net

tonnagi

required.

robable

num

of

ships.

Net

tonnag

required.

robable

num

of

ships.

Net

tonnag

required.

robable

nunr

of

ships.

CM P4

Battn. of Infy. 1097 of all ranks, 55) 1800 I 2500 2 3C00 2

horses, 4 carts and 8 waggons . . j

Regt. of Cavly., 653 of all ranks, 615)

horses, 1 cart, and 9 waggons . . I

Battery of R.H.A. 182 of all ranks,]

2500 2 5000 4 6000

1800

s

185 horses, 6 guns and limbers, and!
10 waggons. . •>

720 I 1500 2 2

1 Fd. Compy. R.E. and Fd. Park, 2361

of all ranks, 95 horses, & 15 wagns.J
650 I 1050 1 1300 I

1 Pontoon troop, R.E., 339 all ranks,]
1300 I 2450 2 3000 2

244 horses, and 31 waggons. . .1

1 Telegraph troop, R.E., 315 all] 1100 I 2000 2 2400 2

ranks, 202 horses, and 24 waggons I

1 Transport Compy. A.S.C., 146 all)
500 I 850 1 1100 Z

ranks, 97 horses

A divn. 10, 155 ofall ranks, 2450 horses, 1

18 guns, 6s carts, and 224 waggons'

An Army Corps. 36,035 of all ranks,)

21 . 000

87.000

17 35,000 26 42.000

180.000

3°

*35
12,939, horses, 90 guns. 280 caits,> 74 150,000 IIO

and 1 153 waggons )
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larked m 5 °f H.M. troopships, with an aggregate net T. of 12,156 tons
;alculated tor as above those numbers would require 13,066 tons

; or if thosembmked in both classes of vessels be added together (12,539 of all ranks and
^64 h°rses and mules), they would at the same rate require 48, ^0^ tons (net)
fhilst the 24 ships in which they were actually embarked had an asrsrregate

Ifv.V :
50,331 In a11 t,lese instances, however, it must be remembered

hat the troops did not take their regtl. transport with them, although a
ertain amount of G. S. waggons, &c.

, were embarked,
lor the Egyptian war of 1882, 44 steamships were hired for the convey-

umosis
?°°PS

<1

beS
mv?

S
.

a great "u"lber of others for stores, hospitalT lC t
,
onnaSe of those 44 ships was 140,747 gross, and

5.382 net. They carried men, guns, horses and mules, and transport
arts and waggons (not regimental).

1

The foregoing table gives a fair estimate of the freight required for our

alp? Th
ltal

fi

UnltS ander h
?
f the 3 suPP°sitions given (see opposite

age) These figures give roughly the actual T. required for the several units,omplete with their stores, arms, ammunition and regtl. transport (1st line)
ut make no provision for ships fitted specially as hospitals, factories, &c

‘

c., nor for ships required for extra milty. stores, nor for food beyond
0visions and forage for 1 month for voyages not exceeding a week, and

ir 3 months for long voyages. They include ordinary hospital accom.
lodation on board of each transport, except in the calculations given under
ie 1st supposition. The Divnl. Staff are placed together in a suitable
earner carrying part of the Divn. In the T. given for an Army Corps,lowance is made for a suitable steamer for the exclusive conveyance of
e UO.C. and his staff, horses, and the carts and animals required for thenveyance of their baggage, &c.

irees —
trooPsb'Ps would carry the following numbers of men and

Names of Troopships.

ist Supposition. 2nd Supposition. 3rd Supposition.

Men. Horses. Men. Horses. Men. Horses.

e
*"^P's» Orontes, Crocodile]
Malabar, Himalaya, Eu->
phrates, and Jumna . .1

2194 20 1097 58 1097 58

amar . . . t

imoon
. . .

1097 10 1097 10 1097 10
8od 10 600 10 600 10

ssistance or
|

8ou 8 8od 8 800 8
160 138 . 160 138 160 138
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Under the ist supposition, permanent fittings, such as mess-tables,

stools and hammock fittings are not necessary, as the men can use then

own canteens, camp kettles, knives, &c. ,
but sufficient cooking space anc

meat dishes are indispensable. The fittings required for horses need not bt

so elaborate under the ist supposition as those required for long voyages.

For calculating the amount of space required for provisions, see page 96.

In converting the regulated weight of baggage into cub. ft., 100 art-

allowed for each ton, but the common marine ton is only 40 cub. ft.

Boats.—If the troops embarked are to be landed in an enemy’s country

it is most necessary that each transport should carry a sufficient number 0

boats so that there may be thrown on shore at one time all the infy

(without their regimental transport) all the divnl. Artillery, with 2 waggon
per battery, one charger for all mounted offrs. of Infy.

,
and 2 chargers fo

all general and combatant S. Os. ,
together with at least the divnl. Cavly.'

if not the whole of the cavly., but without its transport.

If the disembarkation has to be effected on an open beach with a dangerou
surf, special surf boats must be provided, such as those used in 1873-74 o

the Gold Coast. The adoption into our transport service of collapsibl

boats enables the boat accommodation possessed by each ship to be vet

largely increased—for calm weather—without adding inconveniently to th

stores to be carried on deck.
In all hired transports there must be the following boats, all being hurt

at davits and fitted with approved lowering and disengaging gear :

—

Boats.
Aggregate

Cubic
Contents.

Ships, tons.

Life.
Ordi-
nary.

Total.

Over
j

3000 /
4 6 10

Cubic feet.

3830

3000
|

l°

2000 )

4 4 8 3200

2000
|

t° \

1003
)

2 S 7 2030

IOOO
and under j

2 4 6 1530
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he 3 first classes of ships must be zb' x 8J' with adepth of 3.) for the last class they may be 2' shorter. Each boat to be
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2 sPare oars in each
)' 3 boat-hooks, rudder,

tiller, i.S sets of crutches or thole pins, 2 two-gallon barricoes, bucket andand a g°°d Painter at least 18 ft. long. Each lifeboat is to carry in

each of dfe°rre
S

,
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6 °r tomahavvk in case, ami a life jacket or belt for

T
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„ K° r.r
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,

e watertight compartments must contain at leasti2 cub. ft. for each 10 cub. ft. of the boat's capacity.
class of steamers usually hired as transports, there are generally inall ships over 2500 tons measurement, 10 boats capable of carrying qco fullyequipped mfy., and in vessels between that size and 1200 Lf, 8 boatsthat could carry from 150 to 200. In the Indian troopships the boats can

c^ca^Voa'
' ‘ °therS °f H - M/S tr°°PShipS "amed ™ prev,o°

at

page

t

reSulatlon capacity of a boat is determined by multiplying togetherthe extreme L„ B.
, & D. (if fitted with rowlocks the depth to be mefsured°la tke bottom of the rowlocks), multiplying the product by -6, whichgnes the capacity in cub. it. The capacity in cub. ft. divided by 10 givesthe number of men each boat will hold)

y S

Horst: boats —Those made in 1878 for use on the open beach at Cyprus

fheTwere^t .iH

63 ' IO h°rSeS
’ or 2 fd Suns with their limbers ’;

they were fitted with fall-down sterns, which served as broughs. They
dice^h^b h

’ 355
’ u

nd
’ B” IO® '• Each transport carrying troops to bedisembarked in open boats should carry 1, 2 or 3, according to its capacity •

but there shouW be at Jeast 4Q in all> ^th the ships cafryin eac ,

P
In
/’

L>ivn., and 20 with those carrying theCavly. Brigd.
; with the ships carrvinp-an army corps complete, there should be at least 100

P > g
launc

Jles-—Owi should be carried by each transport, its size to

ashore
d
a

U
ll’

0
th

th
®i

1Ze
?
f the transport, but as a rule it should be able to tow

The rsf
° Cr b0aV the shiP whea they are laden with troops.

launches
°f the grc:U P^nger lines now carry steamaunches. In the embarkation or disembarkation of large bodies of troops

the ODe
e
ratinn

th
«h

th
M
C

V,

0f th° ^.
or other S-°- entrusted with direction of

desnamh ve«ei
h°U

.

d
-^
aVe at hlS exclusive disposal a steam launch or

shont li U
’ aad

.,

lt 1S most desirable that the G.O.C. each divn.should also have a similar boat at his exclusive disposal.

be naimerThf
~Each shiP should have a number, which should

S, , freS3
.

fV°fg °n a white ground on each bow and

or the rmal
shoald have similarly painted on each broadside, the Regt.

of all J r ment
’.

^C-
’
sbe carries. It is a good plan to have the numbers

Shi™/,. -

CaiT>
;

lng mounted corps painted in red to distinguish them,

fitnu-f.c

r^gonly provisions and stores to have their numbers in white

be diatin^
nd

i

th
f ,

shlPs carrying each of the 3 Divns. of an army corps toe distinguished by carrying a flag at the fore, main or ntizen.
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Provisions ,
tedding [for the men only), medical

almost invariably supplied from our own stores, but all ^^s. mess

utensils and other articles for troop use, together with all cabin fixtures

(including bedding of all sorts) and equipment required for the otirs.

mess, are supplied by the owners.
f ., . r ,

The carrying capacity of ships can be estimated as follows.— ltu

number of offrs. a ship can carry generally corresponds with the number

of ist class passengers she is fitted for. It may occasionally be necessap to

add to this if there is not accommodation for the proper proportion ot oftrs.

required for the number of men to be embarked.
c .

Officers' cabins and messing.-The cabins must be in every way fitted,

supplied and equipped as is usual in passenger steamers ;of the ist class,

except that offrs. must provide their own towels and napkins. 1 ne u. .

,

whatever his rank, will have a cabin to himself of not less size than 42 super-

ficial ft. (exclusive of berth place), and provided with a table, chair, lock-up

drawer or cupboard for papers, and a swinging lamp ; a separate w.c. is -

also allowed him. Cabins for other offrs. must not be less than 30 superfi.

ft for 1 offr or 42'. for 2 offrs ;
when more than 2 are put into a cabin,

10 additional ft. are to be allowed for each, these measurements to be

exclusive of bed place, which is never to be less than 6 . by 2 . 1 nere

must always be a w.c. on deck for the exclusive use of the offrs 1 he

supply of bed linen to be sufficient to allow a change weekly. There should

be a cook-house for the offrs' mess separate from that for the men. I he

mess is to consist of the usual meals, the table to be well kept, and at leas

equal to those provided in the best passenger ships. The number of cooks

stewards and servants to be fixed by the surveyor at not less than is usually .

provided in first-rate ships for a similar number of ist class passengers.

The number of N. C. Os., Rk. and File that a ship can carry usually

corresponds with the number of hammocks that can be conveniently sluna

between decks plus the number of staff sergts., &c., who can be ac-

commodated in any standing berths or other existing 2nd class passen^e

accommodation. In emergencies, however, or for very short passages ol

or 2 days' duration, in addition to the number that can be accommodated

below, i more may be embarked. The space occupied by ahanrimockl

when slung is 9'. by 16". (sergeants are allowed a width of 18 .) ,
but

slinging a number they overlap lengthways, so that in reality each only

occupies a space of 6'Xi6". To calculate the number you can sling,

upon any given deck, leaving out of the calculation all spaces occupied

by hatches or any obstruction, the following formula can be used

.

n L being the length in ft. and B the breadth in inches of

B
X ?

the space where hammocks can be hung ;
if ^ does not leave a remainder

greater than 8, then 1 must be struck from the result : fractional remainders
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" PurP0SC’ so as to be strong enough to carry the

g o be stowed on it. The following fixtures, &c., are to be con-
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structed upon it : an Issuing room, to be of such size as may be required,

never less than 6'. square, to be fitted with shelves, dresser, hooks, door,

&c., as thought desirable. Bread Room to be constructed against the

issuing room as may be required, and filled with shelves. Magazine, size as -

required made of 2 thicknesses of deal, crossed and nailed with copper -

nails, door hung on metal hinges, with brass padlock, hasp and staple.

To be large enough to carry 100 rds. per rifle in ships carrying infantry

sr0 in<T on active service, 30 rds. of which will be landed in the ammunition

boxes in the S.A.A. cart, or with the regulation pack-saddle equipment if

the Regtl. Reserve is to be carried on mules. Baggage room to be large

enough^to contain all the regulation baggage of those embarked. Helmet

room of sufficient size to hold all the helmets or busbies of those embarked.

A cooking galley for the exclusive use of the troops should be provided,

to be complete with fire-hearth, funnel, and double boiler, poker, shovel,

rake, &c.

,

and a hot plate
;

it is to be of sufficient size to cook at one time

for all the troops embarked ; it must be 6'. 6 high in the clear, and

when it includes the bakehouse also it should have a superficial area on

30' for the first 100 men, with 15 superficial ft. extra for each additional.

100 men. It is to be lined throughout with tin, the boilers to hold 3 pts. for

every man embarked, and each boiler to have a large brass cock
,

it should

i

be paved with tiles.
, , , . , ,

A bakehouse to be provided sufficient to bake enough fresh bread for issue

on 4 days each week to all troops embarked. A baker is provided by the

ship to bake, but one or more soldiers will be required to assist him.

Iron tanks, sufficient to hold 14 days’ water for all troops on board, and,

for the crew at the rate of galls, daily per head. In mule or horse ships.-

the Govt, will supply all tanks required to hold the water for the animals

Lift pumps to be fitted at convenient spots to pump the water from the tanks.

to each compartment on which troops are carried; special hoses will be*

required for this purpose.
. , . , r , „„

Distilling apparatus.—One or more to be in every ship used for long

voyages, and to be carefully tested and warranted to make, in 24 hours,

-

ii galls of pure cold water for each person on board, and xo galls, for each

horse or mule. The stores required to be as directed by the Surveyor.

Prison accommodation to be provided for 2 p. -c. of troops embarked. -

prison for 4 men to be 6^ X 12’'. in the clear, to be divided by 3 moveable

bulkheads into 4 cells. ,

Ventilation—In addition to any special system of ventilation provided,

the decks may be cut, and air-tubes and air-funnels, with large cowls, fixed

as may be deemed advisable. This matter is of the first importance, and

every practicable arrangement should be made beforehand to provide toi

it sufficiently. Good portholes or scuttles are indispensable. Windsails, 01

from 4' to 6'. in circumference, according to size of ship, must be supplied
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for each hatchway or scuttle, each deck carrying men or animals, having itsown windsail down each hatchway leading to it. At least half must be
square-headed, and fitted with yards from 4' to 6'. long. Dr. Edmond’s
system of ventilation is now commonly used in all large transports.

Life buoys
,
from 12 to 24, according to numbers embarked, must be dis-

tributed about bridge and upper deck, and hung so as to be readily thrown
overboard. Each buoy to be capable of floating 24 hours with 40 lbs of
iron attached to it.

Lightning co?iductors
, one to each mast.

Lime and whitewash brushes to be provided as considered advisable bv
the Surveyor. 1

Accommodation ladders.—Two are all that are ordered in the Regula-
tions, but ships for infy. ought, I think, to have 2 on each side, or even 3when the length of the ship admits, or when a rapid disembarkation is
required. Each ladder to be long enough for use when the ship is lio-ht
to be strong enough for the use of infy. crowded on it in heavy marchiim
order, and to have a good landing platform at the bottom, fitted with f'nian-ropes, fastened to the side stanchions. These ladders to be entirely
independent of the gangway ports, where the horses and waggons (if any)
are to be hoisted in and out. It is a good plan to have a Jacob’s ladder
on each side of poop for the sailors' exclusive use.
Step ladders

, with hand rails, to be fitted to each hatchway, and secured
at foot with strong cleats, steps to be hard wood, and from 20 to 36" wide.
Awnings to be provided fore and aft, with curtains for one side.
Lire engines.—The donkey to be always fitted as a fire engine, and pro-

vided with sufficient 2J
1
'. hose to reach the furthest end of the vessel down

below. Good portable fire engines to be supplied at following rates : vessels
over 3000 tons, 4 ; and from 3000 to 2000 tons, 3, with 18 fire buckets in both
instances. From 2000 to 1000 tons, 2 ; and under that size, 1, with 12 fire
buckets in both instances. Fire buckets to be either of wood or leather, and
ttecl with lanyards long enough to draw water from the poop when the ship
s "Sht • these buckets never to be used for washing decks.
Hatchways to troop decks to have booby hatches, also awnings that willkeep out ram, and all to be fitted with gratings.
Hospital For long voyages a sufficient space in most suitable part ofnip is to be screened off, with canvas screens made to roll up, to accommo-

uate 3 p.-c. of men embarked, of whom 3 out of every 5 should beaccommodated in standing bed places made in 2 tiers, the remainder being
.?

s" 'bgpntj cots
; these bed places to be well clear of the deck and sides of

the sb'Pi and to be 6' X 27'' in the clear.A dispensary to be built aft of the hospital bulkhead, 4' X 8'.

\
I

?
T,CLE® F0R Troop Use:—On troop deck, police lamps, with lock

tl key to be supplied as demanded by Surveyor. The number required
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varies not only with the number of men, but also with number and size of

decks and compartments on which they are berthed. Each compartment,

requires at least 4 ;
each harness room, 2 ;

each latrine, 1 ;
or, if over 20'

long, 2 ;
washing place, 1 ;

or, if over 20' long, 2. Long decks, without

compartments, require about 2 for every 100 men on them. Half of these

lamps to be supplied with candles to burn day and night, the others with

enough to burn daily for 12 hours. Hexagonal safety candle lamps, -with

brass padlocks for use of N. C. O. ,
&c.

, 4 for each 100 men, besides one for the •

hospital, issuing room, troop galley, the w.c. of S. Sergts., and 2 for use on

deck for the men to light their pipes at. All these to be supplied with

candles to burn 12 hours daily. For each mess, the following articles with

5 per cent, spare :—1 tin mess kettle of 2^ galls. ,
with lid to form dish

; 1 pair

of carving knives and forks
;

1 mustard pot to hold half a pint ; 1 pepper

dredge ; 1 pickle jar to hold 4 pints
;
1 salt jar (1 pint) ; 1 oval tin dish

;
1

potatoe net to hold 12 lbs.
; 1 pudding bag

;
2 zinc tallies, stamped with

number of mess and fitted with pliable wire lanyard
;
2 bass scrubbing ;

brushes
;

1 set of 3 washing tubs of 22, 20 and 18 in. diameter respectively.

For every 2 messes, 1 galvanized iron pail to hold 2 galls. ,
with same per-

centage spare as before. For each soldier, with same proportion of spare,

1 tin plate, 1 tin pint pot, 1 iron spoon, and x wooden hammock tally, 6" X 3".

marked on each side in large letters with the number of the mess, and also

a capital letter from A on, according to number of men in each mess, and i

fitted with a strong grommet of white line about 12". long
;
2 hanging airing ,

stoves p. -c. of the numbers embarked, but not more than 12, with 6 bushels =

of coke for each stove
; 3 sets of Leg iron p.-c. of the numbers embarked,

1 iron drinking tank, with brass cock, in each compartment, sufficient to

hold 2 qrts. for each person in it. Four p. -c. on the numbers embarked of

the following :
—bass brooms, with fixed handles

;
hair brooms, with fixed

handles
;
combined brushes and squeegees, and white wool mops with fixed

handles. For every 100 men, 2 No. 2 size shovels.

For use in wash place, three 12" iron enamelled wash-basins p.-c. on

numbers embarked.
For use on deck, 4 round wooden spittoons for every xoo men.

For use in issue room, 1 set of pewter imperial measures, quart, pint, 3 pint,

gill, and 3 gill
;
1 set of tin ditto, ^ gall., quart, and pint, or 2 sets if there are

over 500 men embarked : 1 set of strong spring balances, to weigh 40 lbs. ;

1 pair of counter-balance scales, with weights, 4 lbs. to 5 oz.
;

1 set of

flour counter-balance scales, with weights, 4 oz. to 14 lbs.
;

6 tin scoops,

with various sizes
;
2 copper pumps for porter

; 1 porter tub, to hold 20

galls, or 2, if number of men exceed 500 ;
1 cooper's hammer and driver

;

4 strong lever knives for opening preserved meat-tins, or 6 if number of

men exceed 500 ;
1 claw hammer, with iron handle

;
1 meat saw (16"), or

2 if number exceed 500 men
;

x meat cleaver, 7 lbs. with iron handle ;
2
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large hand choppers, or 4 if number exceed 500 men
; and 1 hexagonal

lantern. 6

For use in Hospital
, 1 zinc bath, 5 ft. long, or 2 if numbers on board

exceed ioo men
;
i Fyffe s chair, or 2 if number exceed 250 j

1 spitting cup,
1 urinal, and i bed pan, all of pewter, to every ioo men on board

;
2
&
toilet

cans (2 galls.
)
per ioo men or less number, but never more than 4 ; 1 gal-

vanized iron pail p. -c. of men, but not more than 2 ; 1 hair broom, with
fixed handle

;
2 hand bass scrubbing brushes p.-c. of men, but not

more than 4 ; 30 lbs. of soft soap for cleaning hospital and dispensaries for
each 100 men, but not more than 120 lbs.

; 2 hexagonal safety candle lamps
per 100 men, but never more than 6 ;

candles for ditto, to burn 12 hours
daily for all the voyage

;
and 2 japanned 10” thermometers.

For use in Dispensary, 14" enamelled wash-basin, enamelled soap dish,
japanned toilet can (8 qrts.

), japanned receiver and swinging candle lamp,’
1 ol each. Sufficient candles to burn 12 hours daily during voyage

; 1 good
filter of size ordered, 1 hair bannister brush, and 1 dust pan.
For use in galley, 1 poker, 1 shovel, 1 rake, 1 hook, 2 tormentors, 2 flesh

knives, and 3 galvanized ladles to hold 1 pint, 1 qrt., and 3 pints
; 4 cook

knives of assorted sizes, 2 wooden tubs to hold 40 galls, each
; 2 galva-

nized iron pails, 2 candle lanterns and candles, and saucepans and kettles
xc.

,
for hospital purposes as directed by Surveyor.

For use ofBaker.—15 tins for baking bread (to hold 4 lbs.
)
for each 100

men, and in proportion for smaller numbers
;

1 each of the following
liquor tub, wood pail, 10

"
knife, hair sieve, wire sieve, dough scraper tin

strainer and bowl.
r ’

Bedding for N. C. Os. and Rk. and File.—

I

t is all provided by
Government. For each sergeant, 1 hammock, slung

;
1 hair bed (of not lesshan 7 lbs. of hair)

;
1 hair pillow (of not less than 1-*- lbs. of hair), and 2

Blankets
;
for each soldier, 1 hammock, slung and numbered, with 2 p -c

jiung as spare, but unnumbered
; and 2 blankets, with 5 per cent, spare

3y 45'

|b anketS are n0t t0 weigh less than 4 lbs '’ or t0 measure less than 6'

For hospital use, beds containing 21 lbs., and bolsters 3] lbs. of hair
or s p c. of men embarked

;
cots, 2 p-c.

; blankets, 10 p-c., and sheets
!0 P -c. of same numbers.
Fitting a Ship for Horses.—

A

n offr. fitting up a ship for the con-
eyance of a mounted corps should be most particular that the men have

1 compartment to themselves distinct from the horses : this is indispensable
n the score of health

; doors are frequently opened out between where the
nen and where the horses are—this is objectionable, as the effluvia of the
lorses should be kept from the men in every possible way. Every horse
ransport should have as many stalls on deck as possible, so that horses

enng below could be moved up there for a few days to recover, which
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. , , lv in the fresh air. There should be ample stowage-room for

saddles and harness in a place specially enclosed for that purpose ;
harness

should be carefully packed in vats, all the iron having been previously

shed or coated with mercurial ointment to keep it from rusting The

saSle and bridge to be put in the com sack and placed m the room allotted .

saddle ano Diime i t

There should be no water tanks on the horse i

deck they are in the way, and the slightest movement near them frets the

horses ;
they should be in the hold with one or more pumps communicating

^Lo^e^Boxes ^-When it is possible, it is advisable to have a loose box (the -

size of 3 tails) near a hatchway to admit of a sick horse do'vn 1,1

Weather • if more than 150 horses are on board there should be 2 of these

loose boxes There should be a dispensary with fittings for the V.S., and

a toage Suing room large enough to hold one day's allowance for the

h orses°embarked ,
fitted with bins lined with tin for oats and bran.

be' provided with canvas liniSgs, and padded, and straw must be pto.*t

for laying on the decks to receive the horses as they are slung on board.

Stalls
y
between decks of the usual size can be conveniently constructed as

Shown in diagram.* Fig. x is a longitudinal section through stall ,
Fig. 2

is the plan of a stall ;
Fig. 3 is a cross section through flooring of stall, with-

an enlarged section showing the interval between the planks and the mam*

in which their edges are bevelled off
;
Fig. 4 is a section show ina t

in which the side bales are tenoned into thehaunclupicce ; * S
eleva.

elevation of stanchion showing the lock-bolt, &c. ,
Fig. 6, anjus e

foi

tinn of the same • Fig. 7 is a plan and elevation of iron plate, with rina
.

securing halters to ;
Fig. 8, a plan showing movable portion of longitudinal

bmZr^S 9 a sectio
g
n of the same ;

Fig xo, interior elevation of breast

piece ;
Fig. 11, a plan of same ;

Fig. 12, plan of manger
,
^'g- *3. sec

through side of same showing iron work for s"
,t

stanchion. In these figures the measurements are given in inches . th

of 12, and 3, is 5' to the inch ;
that for 4, 5. 6, 8, 9, 10, and 11 is attacnea

These details arc not exactly those laid down by the Admiralty.hit th‘^"''''
r

sions of the stalls are the same. Thefittings herein described are

fitted up by the authorfor the conveyance of the offrs. chargers of t 3 '

from Canada to England. The one great fomt upon whuh they dtf f
M

ordinary stall fittings is, that the breast-boards and haunch-pieces are .

stanchions .
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to them. The same letters are carried through all the figures, A being the

stanchions: B, the side bales; C, the haunch-piece ;
D, the breast-piece;-

E, the uprights supporting breast-piece ;
F, the lock-bolt securing breast-

piece and side bale: G, longitudinal batten: H, planks of flooring;:

K, cants ;
L, cleats securing head of stanchion

;
M, chocks between hind:

stanchion and side of ship : N, cross battens
;
a, rings for securing halters

to ;
b, iron pin running through stanchion into side bale.

To construct the stalls, lay down the cants, K, at 7' 5^" apart, tner

outer one being, if possible, 3' from the ship’s side [certainly not less than

2n They are of red pine, 5" by 5”, and secured to the deck by wrought
J j" holts Thev are scored s

M deep on the insides, at intervals of 2 oi
iron r r

bolts. They are scored §" deep on the insides, at intervals of 2 oj
,

rfrom centre to centre of score] to receive the heels of the stanchions, AAJ

These stanchions of red pine, cut to the exact height [from deck to dec*,

are of the same sized stuff, and rest below on the deck, fitting into tilt-

scores in the cants ;
they are secured to the deck above by means of elm

or ash cleats [L], and by chocks [M], extending from the hind ones a

intervals of about every io 1 to ship's sides. The cleats are fastened tt
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deek by 5" spikes
; the same sized spikes are driven in obliquely both

Ho-Vi'tc

a
"i

below t0 sfur" the stancW°ns to the decks. The
q
short up-rights, E E, are next placed : they are 4' long, of any sort of pine 7" by 6"

and secured to front stanchion by a *' bolt at 12” from topfbdow thw
tecehethem.

by ““ the stanchions
- and bF the flooring, cut away to

Sfalls 1,1 a Ship.—The flooring is of 2" plank [H H] spikedto deck by 5 spikes, driven so that they should, in every instance becovered by the cross battens
;
the planks are laid longitudinally extending

sv°,rih

t
“ 6t

"
ot "“™,s b=«S“s

\here ,

they happen to meet under one of the two, side

K*doM,„e

.i„et
y are d°Se ,0ge“’"

] ' The “PP"
Six cross battens of elm or oak, 2" by q" TN N 1 are laid th P rUo,n-,

centreto^e
1

1

9 ' r6ar °f Plankin&- the others at intervals of 12" fromcentre to centre
; they are secured by 4" screws, countersunk §b
r
atte*s

' GG- 5" deep, by 3" wide, and 6' g" long, are laidalong each side of stall, being scored underneath to receive the crofs battens •

punched
S

d
C

own
d
3"
t0

To f
b
/

t

,

hree IO ’' ragged spikes, the heads beingpunched down
? . To facilitate cleaning the stalls without at the same timeveakenmg the construction, these longitudinal battens are sawn through at

n
m th6blnd s

j
anchions, the two portions, G and Gg, being united by anon hinge, the end of Gg being rounded off

; see Figs. 8 and^ When itis necessary to sweep in rear of the stalls, these short pieces are thrownack
- s° tbat a c ear sPace IS left along their whole range. All v'ater from

moSn Ca
-

ned al°a& the r intervals between the planks of flooringinto this space m rear so that a regular system of drainage is provided fo/’The haunch-piece. C, is of red pine, 9” deep, 4” wide at too andat bottom, cut on the bevel, so as to afford a resting place for the horses'

xndfnt
1S secured to die inside of each stanchion by two f" bolts [Fio- 4]

top and iLiTeTe^
b® 3

u
ab°ve

,

the deck
; it should be planed all over the

rZhn
d
/ ;-

blSlng we11 rounded off so as not to scratch the horses.

Fig? IO fi ^The’ £ ° aSh
' 6 thiC

u
k by deeP' is cut as ^own in

r»c, • ;

Ihe preast-piece of each stall is thus removable - its ends

theVnre

'

? upnSbts '
E E [cut away to receive them, Fig. 5] ; and as

S3 ar® c
t

ut diagonally, each keeps the piece on its right in its place

wood F
1

rFips
6
r
n °f Cach fr°nt stanchion is a lock bolt of any hard

.uVT- * [t gs. 5 . 61 , moving on a i 1

' iron bolt,//; when down it keens

bein?weU
e

rnunA
B

1

B
’fr

Sh0
mu

be planed a11 over
' the edSes ab°veand below

in fr^
U

-.i? ?
d

L
off- They are of red pine, 9" by 3", and on a levelrent with the breast-piece, in rear with haunch-piece; behind they are

P 2
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tenoned into the haunch-piece [Fig. 4] ; in front they slide into the short

uprights, being kept in their places by the lock-bolt, F, and by the pin, b,

of |
,r

iron. This pin is fastened to a staple in the stanchion by a small

chain 14" long, and passes in a sloping direction through both the

stanchion and breast-piece into the side bale (Fig. 5) ; 15 p.-c. of spare side

bales should be embarked.
Thepadding should be of sheepskin long in the wool, put on double

;
it is

only required in front and at the sides, if the haunch-piece has been properly

smoothed over. It should be put on 24'' lengthways along middle of side

bales, and it should cover the inside and upper side of the breast-pieces.

When sheepskin cannot be obtained, padding may be dispensed with on the

side bales, and circular bags (shaped like a cavalry valise) of stout canvas

stuffed with straw, 2' long and 7” in diameter, may be used for the breast-

piece. These bags should be secured by 4 strings at each end to the

stanchions.

The mangers to be made of 1" planking, 18" long, 15'' wide at top, and
12" at bottom, and 9" deep [all inside measurements], lined with tin, which

should also cover over the upper edges ; Figs. 12, 13. A jj'
1 iron band, 2"

wide, passes underneath, the ends turning out [d d~\ being pierced with

holes, by means of which the manger is suspended to the iron pins, c c.

This iron band is nailed to the bottom and sides of manger. Zinc, tin,

or iron hooping, should be nailed along the stanchions wherever horses can

get to gnaw them. The horses' heads are secured by the halters of the head

collars to the rings a a which are fastened thus to the pin f [already de-

scribed]. A piece ofj" iron, 5" long, and2"wide, has a hole pierced through

the centre to admit the bolt/, and a hole of same size, at i" from each end.

The ends are then bent forwards, and the rings, a a, of iron, and 2" in

diameter inside, are inserted in the outer holes. A nut screwed upon end of

the bolt, / fastens the whole to the stanchion
;
Figs. 5, 7. All the iron

bolts, spikes, &c.
, to be of the best wrought iron. Each stall to be numbered,

the side bales, breast-pieces, and mangers, being marked with the number of

the stall they belong to.

Movable shores, 4" by 4", should be provided, by means of which the

stanchions can be shored up against the combing of hatchways, the masts,

&c.
;
they should also be fitted between every 8th rear stanchion and the

ship's side ;
these shores to abut upon the stanchions on a level with the

breast-piece. They are only to be fixed in very bad weather. In narrow

ships, a few shores might with advantage be placed so as to extend front

the front stanchions on one side of the vessel to those on the other side.

Kicking boards should be provided at the rate of 10 p. -c. of the number

of horses embarked. They should be of i£' deal, 8' 3'' long, and 1' 6" broad.

They should be fastened to the stanchions by 4' 1 screws as required.

The horse-hammocks should be of stout web or of double No. 1 canvas,
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'°"5, ^ 2
'

;
vid

t:
®ach end passes round an ash stick, 2" in diameterand 30 long, to which it is securely stitched. It is bound along- the sidesby a piece of webbing or doubled canvas, so that its edges are of athicknesses of canvas 2" wide. A 2" roDe 00 1 inner ;= ,

ot 4
stick, in a single clove hitch, as fhownTnVTg.
M here it crosses], so that the rope from the rear side of hammock shall be
3k onger than ,t is from the front side. The hammock is wTn pSon
°?,^p

hor
4
e
?
ya breast-band, 40" long, and a breeching, 56" long both

4 wide. To keep them again in their places, a wither strip 38" long andcroup strap, 52 long, both 2 " wide, are required : both should be unitedalong the horse s back by a band, 32" lon^ and 2" wide • the *

* d

to be attached to breast-band ai 12- from the centre of h Thestrap to be fastened to the breeching at 17" from the centre of it nil tn h,

P
of stout web or double canvas. fhe breast band andThe1^1° to

Hne? 'r
th

!h
0Ut straps

?
nd bucUes t0 the hammock. See FigZ fourb

/?
k
u

i

f°r
t

he r°peS
t t-°

f the horse hammocks should be placed ovei the

Wnd one'
tw° at/ ‘he front stanchion, and two, 2- 3-' from Ee

An h i
? &

{
ront

.

01
}
es to be dou ble, the hind ones single blocksAn iron belaying cleat is fastened to the deck above, opposite fach fromstanchion, to which the ends of these ropes are secured.

PP
fr is advisable toba- aS ™any staUs

. ?n the upper deck as possible, unless extremely badeather is to be anticipated. They are constructed like those already des-
in abore bya slopi "s "-W.

double canvas, secured at each end by sticks 2" in diameter ThTlm
f

ssstis&b
?i sssg

i

p&ra-j&st& o
hs, pwr-tfsru'.r 5?,$ms^de measurement m diameter) fixed in the end. These loops to be of

fromVr
35

’
the bai

C"
d
an
b
d
y

S
e

de
n

The
ba

f

nd^e
¥hred »« the noTeTsTd"ungana 2 2 wide, the forehead band, 2" wide is 17A" lono- Them

passing astriE^throuph fh

nd^ St
-

ap
'
S° that

'

they can ^shortened by
Fs fastened by strings

ty,ng the ends together '
the throat strap

Portable hone boxes
,
if considered necessary, should be provided for all
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ships carrying mounted troops at the rate of i for each infry. , and 2 in each

cavr. ship with under 200 horses, and 3 in those having over that number

to every 25 horses. They should be 63" long, and 29" wide in the clear,

thickly padded all round where the horse’s chest, flanks and quarters are

likely to touch. They should be very strongly built, and fastened together

with bands of iron running under the bottom.

Mules.—Except they are very large, they can be conveniently carried in

ships in pens io 1 X 6' to hold 5 each. These pens are made with 4 stout

stanchions, with strong boarding round to keep the mules in. They should

be tied by the head with collar chains, as they are apt to eat rope, and tin

or zinc should be fastened round all woodwork they could reach with their

teeth. In the voyage from Natal to Bombay each mule drank on the

average 6 galls, per diem. (They were 13 hands, thick-set and powerful

mules.
)

In India the stalls fitted up for mules are only 5^' long by 20" inside

.

measurement : care is taken that the lower edges of the front and side pieces

are only 2^' from deck. The hay nets are of wire netting, and the rope;

portion of the headstalls also of wire; this is advisable, as mules are very

destructive with their teeth. Draft bullocks embarked from India are given:

separate stalls, 6' by 2'. Pack bullocks are placed 3 in a stall, each animal

being allowed 5
1 by 20". One attendant is allowed to every pair of draft

bullocks, but 1 man can well look after 6 or 8 pack bullocks on board ship.

Elephants are usually placed in the hold, where they feel the motion less,

as many as possible of the planks of the main deck being removed for venti-

lation. When the hold is not boarded, a temporary flooring must be made of

stones and shingle, 2 1 or 3' deep, with a top layer of sand. Three tons of

sand for each elephant should be shipped for a 30 days’ voyage, in order

that the saturated portion may be replaced daily by fresh sand
;
the stones

and shingle must be kept well covered to keep the feet dry and uninjured.

Great care is required that the pumps used to clear out the bilge into which

the urine is conducted through scuppers, are not allowed to choke with the

sand made use of. Elephants are placed tail to tail, with their heads to the

ship's sides. A ship with 32' to 33' beam admits of 2 rows so placed,

with a gangway between the 2 rows broad enough for the attendants to

pass and clean up dung, &c. One fore and both hind legs must be tethered.,

The stalls must be of very stout stuff, and should fit the animal, about 14':

by 6' is a good size
;
there should be 2 side bales 011 each side of stall,

1' deep and 8" thick. One spare stall should be left amidships, close to

the hatchway, for a sick animal. It is very desirable that all animals very ill

and likely to die should be moved near the hatchway, so that if they die the

carcasses may be easily slung up on deck. For if an elephant dies where he

cannot be so slung, he must be cut up in order to remove him, and the smell

of blood and flesh excites the other animals.

Camels.—To sling on board, place the anterior edge of the sling well in
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front of breast pad : make the breast ropes very tight, as the camel is more
apt to fall out forwards than backwards. If ship is alongside a good pier,
and you can work 2 winches, you should embark about 20 camels with each
or in all, 40 per hour

;
you should have a double set of slings for each winch

to save time. Five men required.to sling a camel : No. 1 leads the camel over
the sling which 2 and 3 have spread on the ground and on which he makes it
kneel. Nos. 2 and 3 raising ends of sling as camel kneels and pass one loop
through the other over camel’s hump. Nos. 4 and 5 secure breast and breech
ropes : 2 and 3 hook on tackle to sling and order ship to ‘

‘ hoist away. " No. 1
holds leading rope as long as he can : there should always be a shore guide
rope (3") about 120' long, it should be fastened just above the hook of hoisting
tackle and manned by 15 or 20 men to keep the camel clear of ship’s side
when hoisting inboard. A similar guide rope from the deck is very desirable.
As soon as the camel’s legs are clear of the bulwarks, a man on deck seizes
the head leading rope which is hanging down from the head collar and
steadies the camel as it is lowered, 3 men receiving it between decks, No. 1
of whom holds the head rope whilst Nos. 2 and 3 unfasten the sling No! 1
then leads him to the spot he is to occupy. Camels on board ship should be
placed tails to ship's sides, heads inwards and 1' apart, to allow of men
passing between them : camels are kept kneeling on board both fore legs
securely knee-haltered to prevent them rising. They should be watered the
oay before embarkation as it is dangerous to sling them the day they drink
If troublesome in slinging, a rope should be passed round its hind legs under
the hocks to prevent it kicking. Iron deck should be avoided for camels on
account of heat to the animal kneeling on them. As a rule, camels feed
badly on board ship : when the weather permits, a few at a time should be
unhobbled daily and allowed to stand up : they should be disembarked with
least possible delay upon reaching their destination.

Uttnsils for horse ships.— In addition to the stores already detailed as
necessary for infy. on board ship, the following articles have to be pro-
vided by the owners in ships carrying horses, mules, &c. For every 10 stalls
1 hand safety lamp complete with oil and wick. Police lamps with locks and
Keys in sufficient number to thoroughly light wherever the horses, &c., stand
ton no account is any mineral oil to be used for lighting). For each animal
embarked, 1 curry comb and 1 brush, 1 hammock complete and 5 p.-c.
spare, 1 canvas halter and 5 p.-c. spare, r breast-pad and 15 p.-c. spare,
lor every 3 animals 1 deck scraper, 1 wooden hoe, 1 iron hand-shove.

‘V,
c ‘nder-shovel), 1 hand rasp, 1 small basket, 1 hay net, 78" long by

4 wide. For every 5 animals, 1 coir mat, 80" by 26". For every 5animals, 1 canvas waterdoucket and 1 bass broom. For eveiy 10, one
wooc.cn bucket. For every 50 animals or less number, 1 mash-tub (to hold
5° Sa 's

- )> and 2 peck measures. For every 20 animals or less, a quart,
and a 3-quart measure, and 1 canvas bag to hold 2 bushels and 1 to hold
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3 pecks, with one of each spare for every 50 animals. Three horse-sling:

complete for every 50 animals, or 2 if less than 50. For each animal stand,

ing near a hatchway, 1 horse blanket 76" by 74". Shovels and rakes fo:

arranging ballast as may be approved.

The supply of medicines for 50 horses on board ship for 3 weeks is a:

follows :

—

lbs. oz. No. lbs. oz. No*

Cathartic balls . . •• 6 Digestive ointment . 0 2

Diuret'c „ . . • • 2 Nitre spirit of ether . 0 10

Fever „ . . •• 12 Tincture of opium . 0 4

Colic mixtures . . •• 6 Linseed oil ... o|

Turpentine liniment . 2 O •• Clyster pipes . . . 2

Tincture of myrrh
^ 0 6

Bladders .... 2

compound . . . i
Sponge 2

Sulphate of copper,
| Suture needles, wire 6_-

powdered . . .

‘

and thread . . .

Nitre, powdered . / 0 1

)
1, per horsej

Linen bandages . . 6

Fomenting cloths 4-

Oil of turpentine . .

( 0 8 1

\ per week /

”
Paper for balls . . o\

Blister ointment . . O 2 . .

Scissors .... z

Mustard .... 3 0 . .

Foot-swabs . . . *’ 2

Sulphate of zinc, pow-
2 oz. graduated glass.

1

dered
measuie. . . J

Tow I O 4 oz. guaranteed glass .. X

measure . . . .J
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Scale of daily Rations for Horses, &c., on Board Ship.

Daily Ration for

each.
Hay.

Oats.

Oil

Cake.

Bran. Gram.

Pepper. Vinegar.

Salt.
Nitre. Flour

or

Rice.

Water.

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

2

4

3
2

oz. Gills. OZ.. oz. lbs. Galls.

Horse*
Horse t ....
Mulet
Ponies, Mules, and]
Assest . . . .

)

Elephantt ....
Camelf
Bullockf ....

10

10

8

10

' 7°+
20
12

5

4 1
1
2

5

4
1

5
8

1
2

I I

1
2

t
1

18-20

8

6

5

5

40-50
8

6

* According to Admiralty regulations this same ration is also allowed for mules.
In addition to this ration, there is put on board for each animal daily 5 oz. McDou-
gall s powder, 2 oz. of chloride of lime, and 2 oz. of powdered gypsum, to be used at
the discretion of the O. C., as disinfectants.

i" This scale of forage, &c., is according to Indian regulations. Our regulations
ay down that each animal is to be fed 8 times daily, as follow

: 4 times with 1 qrt*
of oats and 3 qrts. of bran, and in the intervals 4 times with 2* lbs. hay. As large a
supply of carrots as the Transport Officers may direct is to be provided in addition.
Oats and bran are to be stowed in tight casks. Hay is to be either “ common
pressed ” or “ highly compressed,” or in such proportions of each as may be ordered.
The forage, &c., supplied by owners will be specially surveyed as to quality, &c.
Oats must not be less than 38 lbs. to the bushel, bran 14 lbs. to the bushel. The
full daily ration should not be issued, if in the opinion of the O. C. the animals do not
require it. Before each feeding time the bags provided for the purpose are to be

led with oats and bran, and a measure for each bag. After the horses are fed, the
bags with the measures in them are to be returned to the issuing room.

t In lieu of this allowance of dry fodder, 320 lbs. of green may be substituted
; the

odder should consist of hay, paddy straw, stalks of plantain leaves, and sugar cane ;

it should be given in small quantities at a time. Chuppatees of flour are generally
considered better than rice. When the Indian troops were sent to Cyprus, thegrass
cutter’s ponies on board-ship received t the ration of forage, &c., and 3 of water
allowed for horses, Os, C, on boar4 were

;
however, left a discretion on this point.
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Scale of Rations per Man on Board Ship.

* The supply of porter to be put on board is to exceed by io p.-c. the quantity

required by the scale. All the articles are to be served out by full imperial weighti
or measures.

Notes.—Temperance Men not receiving porter (or spirit, as a substitute) are eac

.

to be allowed daily i oz. of sugar, and i oz. of tea, in addition to the quantities o

these articles specified in the scale of rations those men who do not receive thes-

additional quantities will be credited in office with a penny a day. Neither porte

nor spirit is to be issued to prisoners or ‘Punishment Men,’ except under medica
advice, and with the sanction of the military C. O. Preserved meat is to consist o

beef and mutton, which are to be provided in equal quantities, and to be issue«

alternately. Fresh meat and fresh vegetables are to be issued, wheneverpracticable
i lb. fresh meat being considered equal to i lb. salt meat ; the ration of fresh vegetabli

is to be 8 oz. When fresh vegetables are not procurable, preserved potatoe

(uncooked) 2 oz., or compressed mixed vegetables 1 oz., are to be issued in lieu

Fresh vegetables are to be issued, whenever procurable, with salt or preserved meal,

in lieu of the flour, suet, raisins, peas, compressed vegetables, preserved potatoes 01

rice, specified in the scales. Fresh meat and fresh vegetables are always to be issued

in port, and a supply equal to at least a day’s consumption, should the weather admit

of its keeping, will be laid in on leaving each port.

In cases in which it may be impossible to provide fresh bread, biscuit is to be issued

as the ration, in the proportion shown in the respective scales, When fresh meat ii
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issued, bread or biscuit, in addition to the supplies according to the above scale is
also to be issued at the rate of 4 oz. of bread or 3 oz. of biscuit for each man. Oat-
meal may be issued for thickening soup, when fresh meat is issued to such extent as
may be considered necessary ; all extra issues are to be separately certified to. The
0 . C. the troops will report to the military authorities, on his arrival in port, if he
considers that biscuit has been at any time improperly or unnecessarily substituted for
fresh bread. Any articles in the foregoing scales of rations may be stopped or
changed, but only in individual cases, upon the special requisition of the M. 0 . The
icales of rations are to be regarded as generally applicable to invalids, as well as to
lersons in health ; invalids are, however, to be provided with fresh bread every
fay. In ships carrying invalids, there is also to be provided a liberal proportion of
ive stock (oxen, sheep, and poultry, but not pigs), with provender and water for their
ubsistence. The extent and nature of these supplies are to be, in each case at
he discretion of the naval or other Govt, authorities at the port, and they are to
le replenished, as far as may be practicable, at any ports at which the ship may
ouch. Issues of poultry are to be made at the discretion of the M. 0 .

Water. When there is a distilling apparatus on board, water is to be issued on
he most liberal scale possible ; but the minimum daily allowance of water (distilled
r filtered) is to be for each individual embarked, including the crew of the ship, 6
ints when out of the Tropics, and 1 gall, when within the Tropics, which quantities
re to suffice them for all purposes. When Government supplies the provisions they
dll also supply the water.

Scale of Substitutes. The above scales of rations being sufficiently varied for
ealth, are to be adhered to, except as regards the substitution of fresh for salted or
reserved provisions, when practicable, in the proportion shown below. In order,
owever, to meet cases in which it may be actually necessary to depart from the
tale, a list of equivalents is appended :

—

1 lb.

\ lb.

i lb.

1 lb- „ „ ,, 1 lb. salt meat.
t >> >> ,, 1 pint porter.
1 oz. ) ,

ioz. /
» ” >> ioz. tea.

ITo Le esteemed equal to 2 oz. preserved
i lb. potato (uncooked), or 1 oz. compressed

J mixed vegetables,

i lb.
)

I P‘n t I

1 pint >May be issued in lieu of each other,
i pint

|

t lb. )

i pint „ ,, „ | pint of split peas.

When spirits are issued it is to be given to the men mixed with at least 3 parts of
ater to j of spirit, and issued in presence of the bfficer of the day.

>To be esteemed equal to i lb. biscuit.

fresh bread
Flour
Rice
Fresh meat
Spirits *

Coffee (roasted and ground)
Chocolate

Fresh vegetables ....
Flour
Split peas
Calavances
Dholl
Rice
Oatmeal
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Medical equipment ,
for the use of troops and crew, will be put on boan

all transports as follows :—i medicine chest complete, x case of surgeon

instruments, x case of tooth intruments, i stomach pump, and i box <

fracture apparatus, j If the M. O. in whose charge this equipment is, lands wit

the troops, he will duly hand it over to the master of the ship.

Scale of Medical Comforts for iooo Men for one Day. Pr

vision is made in this scale for the regulated number of days victualling

each case, in addition to the ordinary rations.

I

|

ID
|

M3
ID.

Vid 3 ,n <
bfl

3 ‘ft
3
ID 0

M3
"ft

ID

V

a

•d
0)

3

D -f-

ID

M3 a
0
>

ID

O

c
M

c

CO c ID x> d3 U) c
-M 3 0 AA

ID O 3
ID

JD

O
M3

>,
*d
3
3u
«

*_
ID

'tfl

B
3
C4

Port

wine,

bottl

White

wine,

do. ci
<u

B
•d

>u
<y
ID
0)

£

ft
3
0
i/j

•d
<u

>
<u
ID
<L>u
CM

c
J
<D
rO

O
4>
O
C
-J
ID

w
Sago,

lbs.

Arrowroot,

lbs.

Rice,

lbs.

AA

*

B

dJ
0
>u
V
ID
<DU
CM

3 U
3 rt

41 W
O
‘3

4)

a
j

na
4)

3
C3
4)
>-

U
a
bQ
3
CO

AA
u
J2
M3

ID
V
M3

oT
V
H
I

Vinegar,

pints.

I
Soap,

lbs.

£

3
M3

u
3
4J

CM

3
O
ft

dJ
<U
>
1-4

4>
ID

V
£

a
'd
•j

ID
ID
4>
U
ft

B
0

'u
3
>

s
0
2
u

jE
I

Disinfectants-!

l

c

t

:

(

1

<

<

I
1

8
1

8 4 3
1

12 |s°
1

2
1

4
1

8
|

20 500 15
1

2
l

2
1

2
1

3 12 3
1

1
I

i

* For occasional use at the discretion of the M.O.

+ Limejuice, with sugar, is to be issued at the discretion of the M.O.

j Disinfectants.—Carbolic acid (crystallized) in the proportion of 120 lbs. for 10

men for a year ; to be in stoppered bottles, packed securely in a case, and to

placed in charge of the Master, for issue to the M.O. as required
:
printed directici

for its use will be issued with it. Candy’s patentfluid (crimson), in the proportr

of 20 pints per 1000 men for a year; to be in pint bottles, with printed directions -

use on each bottle. Chloride of lime (in stone jars) in the proportion of 14 cwt. 1

io;o men per annum. McDougall’s disinfecting powder (in 50-lb. casks w

dredger and instructions) in the proportion of 200 lbs. for each 1000 men on boar

no ship to have less than one 50-lb. cask. Articlesforfumigation : Sulphuric ai

in the proportion of 16 oz. for ships of 1000 tons and under, and 4 lbs. for those O'

that size ; to be in i-lb. stoppered bottles, carefully packed in boxes, clearly marke,

to be in special charge of M.O. Peroxide of Manganese (in stone jars) in the p

portion of 1 lb. for ships of 1000 tons and under, and 4 lbs. for larger vessels. Comm

salt, in the proportion of 4 lbs. for ships of 1000 tons, and 16 lbs. for larger ships.

{ This quantity is to be increased at the discretion of the authorities at the port in I

event ofdraught porter not being procurable in sufficient quantities as an article ofratn
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Bengal Scale of Victualling Indian Troops at Sea.

Articles daily.
For every cook-
ing Soldier (not

a Sikh).

For every
Sikh Soldier.

For every
non-cooking

Soldier.

Rice, or Atta in lieu

lbs. oz. Ibs.^ oz. lbs. OZ.

Dhall, Moony .

Choora 12
*Tumeric £ £
*Garlic £
*Chillies £ 4.
4Blackpepper ... £ £
Onions
Gram “ parched ”

.

i i

Ghee
Salt

1 I 2

Sugar .

Tamarind .... 2 2 It

Chunam
Kuth
Coals or

i
i

•• i
t

Firewood 2 2

Water
Eating tobacco . . .

gall.

I

§

gall.

I

gall.

I ••
n

Smoking do. ....
Coriander seed . .

1$

Cummin seed 4-

Cloves £
Oil per week. . . . * * 4 4 OZ. •• 4

One-half oz. of “mixed currystufF” may conveniently be supplied in lieu of
these articles.

Three-fourths of the above scale to be shipped for followers. Rations for
"-"•cooking soldiers for \ of the voyage should be shipped besides for
the whole detachment, for it will be found convenient to give all the men,
or to such as demand them, rations for non-cookers for the first day or two,
until they become accustomed to board-ship

; besides, in wet or stormy
weather, it may not be possible to cook, and in cases of sea-sickness, rations
or non-cookers are necessary. For Sickhs or Punjabees, potatoes or some
Rind of vegetable should be shipped instead of dhall, for issue 3 times a
week, and one dram of rum per man per diem for issue upon payment, at
discretion of C. O. ,
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Embarkations take place always under the immediate superinten-

dence of the G. O. C. at the port. They should be conducted with all

practicable speed, and as soon as the duties of the S. O. superintending the

embarkation in connection with each ship are finished he will at once inform

her captain, or the N. T. O., if there is one present, to prevent any undue

delay in the sailing of the vessel. Under ordinary circumstances, if the

voyage is to be a long one, it is advisable that the ship should not leav

until the day following the embarkation. The ship being reported by the

naval authorities as fit for the reception of troops, an inspection is to be

made of her fittings, &c., by a Board, consisting of the following oftrs.

S. O. (who should have had considerable experience m the requirement,

of troops on board ship), another milty, offr. (not under the rank o ;

captain), and 2 R. N. offrs. The P. M. O. of the station, and abvay:

when practicable the M. O. in charge of the troops to be embarked, wil

accompany the Board, and will express their opinion on the sanitary arrange

ments. This inspection will, as a general rule, take place at the port

which the ship may first proceed for the embarkation of troops. At an.

subsequent port of embarkation the ship is not to be subjected to any furthe

formal inspection before the troops embark : but only to the visit of th

military O. C. at the port to ascertain whether any cause of complaint on th

part of the troops exists, or whether the Transport Regulations have beei

departed from. Immediately after the inspection, a report, on the forr

eiven below, is to be made out in duplicate, and signed by all the inspectin

officers. One copy to be forwarded to the Director of I ransport service

the other copy to the O. C., the district in which the inspection may b

held, for his information (and direction if necessary), and for transmits10

by him, together with his remarks, to the C. of the S. of the force embarking

or if in England to the Q. M. G. of the army,

Report of the Inspection.

3 -

Of the hired ship > fitted at

from to ,
and now

1. Tonnage (gross, if a steamer).

2. If a steamer, horse-power of engines.

If Board of Trade certificate is on

board.

Name of master.

When accepted.

Height between decks in ft. and in.,

poop, main, lower and orlop.

No. of all ranks ship will carry and

number ordered to be embarked.

4 -

5 -

6 .

,
for the conveyance of trooj

lying at

8. Officers’ cabins, if properly fitter

scuttles tight and bedding supplied.

9. Officers’ saloon, orlmess-place, if cor

plete and, provided with all the articl

prescribed in Regulations.

o. Officers’ mess—if proper arrang

ments have been made.

:i. Staff-serjts., if proper accomraodatu

is provided, ’and for what No.

!2. State of hammocks and beddmg f
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the troops, and if a proper supply is

provided.

13. Number of berths for sick, ifsufficient,
and supplied with proper bedding.

*4* Prison accommodation, if satisfactory.
15. Troop decks, cabins, &c., if in a

clean and proper state for the em-
barkation of the troops.

1 5 . Hammocks and bedding, if a space
has been allotted for their stowage
on deck, with painted covers for their
protection in bad weather.

17* Mess tables and stools if they are in
place.

18. Mess utensils, if all the articles re-
quired by regulations are provided,
and in good order (see lists given at
page ).

19 Arm racks, and stowage for valises
and accoutrements, if satisfactory.

20. Place for helmets, if provided .

Tons at 40
cub. ft.

per ton

measure-

ment.
2 ' * Space for regtl. baggage

„ camp equipage

,, other stores
If the proper space for the baggage
camp equipage and other stores is

clear and ready.

Medicines, if on board.
24 - Disinfectants, and articles for fumi-

gation, if on board.
25 - Ventilation, if satisfactory, and wind-

sails if hoisted and trimmed.
26 The separate cooking galley for the

troops, if complete and adequate, and
if arrangements for the cooking are
satisfactory.

27. What number can be cooked for at
one time?

28. Coals for cooking, for how many days
provided ?

29. If all the articles required for cooking
by Regtns. are provided and in good
order.

30. Arrangements for the issue of pro-
visions and water, if satisfactory.

3 1 Dor what number of men the ship is

provisioned, and supplied with water,
and for what period of time.

32. Is the distilling apparatus in good
working order, and what number of
galls, of fresh water can be distilled
by it daily?

33 - Are the arrangements for baking
bread satisfactory, and for what
number of men can it be baked 4
times per week ?

34 - Have provisions, medical comforts,
and water, been examined, and found
complete and good? +

33. Is the victualling scale open to view?
36. Ammunition, whether sufficient ma-

gazine space is provided and pro-
perly fitted and secured.

37. Tarpaulins for hatchways, if ap-
proved.

38. Awnings, if approved, and whether
they have been spread.

39. Latrines, urinals, and wash-place for
troops, if satisfactory.

40. Fyffe’s water chairs for the use of
troops, if satisfactory.

41. State of the well.

42. Number of boats, and how many
persons they would carry.

43. State of the boats in case of emer-
gency, and if provided with 2 plugs
fitted with lanyards.

100 cub. ft., or 2^ tons naval measurement, are allowed for every ton weight of
a£gage sanctioned for troops by H .M ,’s Regulations.
T If issued from a Govt, depot, the provision^, &c., are not to be examined.
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44. How many fitted with lowering ap-

paratus and on what principle ?

45. Precautions against fire, and for ex-

tinguishing the same, if satisfactory ?

45. Size of hatchway for horses, ft. in.

by ft. in.

47. Height of horse deck.

48. Number of horses to be conveyed.

49. No. of stalls.

50. If there is 1 spare stall for every 10

horses.

5 1. Stores for horses, if all the articles

(required by regulations) are in good

order.

52. Places for saddles, &c., if provid

and satisfactory.

53. Are forage scales hung up ?

No. of days’ consumption on board

Forage—Oats

„ Hay
„ Bran

Water
Vinegar and Nitre, if sufficient quz

tities are provided.

54. If arrangements for the accommcx

tion of the troops are satisfactory.

55. Are all the necessary documents a

forms on board ?

Remarks by

Dated at this

Naval Inspecting Officer.

Do. do.

the Board.
day of , t8 .

Military Inspecting Officer.

Do. do.

Remarks by the Military Medical Officers.

The P. M. O. of the station.

M. 0 . in charge of troops to be embarked.

Final Inspection.—At the last port at which troops may embark,

soon as possible after they are on board, and before the ship procev

to sea, a final inspection of her is to be made by the following onr

1 military F. O.* (not belonging to the corps embarked), another milit

offr., not under the rank of a captain, and two naval offrs. A mint

M. O. (not in charge of the troops embarked) will express his opinion at

the sanitary arrangements. Before beginning their inspection they sho

inform the O. C. on board, and request him to accompany them,

report to be in duplicate, and dealt with in the same manner as the

report. „
Report of the Final Inspection

before sailing of the hired ship

on board troops for

1 . Has the memo, of Equipment been

received by Military 0 . C.? or is it

in possession of the transport Officer

on board ?

Have the arrangements therein made

been carried out, particularly as re-

gards

—

now lying at ha'

II.

1st. Arms.—

A

re they placed in the r.

provided f6r them ?

2nd. Valises and Accoutrement
Are they stowed in the places -

vided for them ?

3rd. Helmets, &c.—Are they stowe

the places provided for them?

* He should le iffosse It a S.O. ofconsiderable experience.
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4th. Hammocks and Bedding for the
Troops.—Have those for present use
been issued ?

Are they stowed in the places allotted?
Are those on deck provided with

pointed covers for their protection ?

5th. Messes.—Have the troops been told
off to the tables allotted for them ?

6th. Provisions and Medical Com-
forts.—Are the arrangements made
for “getting them up,” and issuing
them, being carried out?

7th. Cooking. Are the arrangements
being carried out ?

8th. Fuel for Cooking.—Are the ar-
rangements for providing it and sup-
plying it to the cooks being acted on ?

9th. Fire Regulations.— Have they
been read to the troops by the Mili-
tary C. O., and has their attention
been called to the printed copies
hung up between decks?

10th. Baggage.—Is it all stowed in the
baggage room provided for the pur-
pose ?

<* If not so stowed — in

what other part of the
sh :

p is it stowed ?

* DeSCriPtio"
( Others’

1

'

c. Estimated f Officers’

quanlity in 4

cubic feet 'Others’
d. When, and under whose

authority, was it re-

ceived on board ?

e. By whose directions was
it stowed where now

,

placed ?

Remarks ev
Eatedat this

Ratal nspecting Officer
Bo. do.

[225

nth. Regimental Stores & Quarter
masters Stores.

—

If stowed in place allotted ?

If not, where are they stowed ?
"

By whose directions were they so
stowed?

12th. Camp Equipage, Tents, &c., be-
longing to the troops.

—

If stowed in space allotted ?

If not, where are they stowed?
By whose directions where they so
stowed ?

III. Staff Sergeants.—Are they occu-
pying the accommodation provided for
them ?

IV. Latrines. — Have proper arrange-
ments been made for keeping them
clean? viz.

—

Those for officers
;

Those for men.
V. 1 roop Decks.— Are they perfectly

clear of baggage, stores, &c. ?

VI. Horses.—Are they in the places
provided for them ?

Are the proper number of spare stalls

available ?

Are the stores provided ready for

use?

13th. Forage, Disinfectants, See .

—

Have proper arrangements been made
for supplying and issuing it ?

14th. Saddles, Harness, &c.—

A

re they
stowed in the places provided for

them ?

VIII. Is the ship in all respects ready to

proceed to sea ?

tke Foard.

day of 18

Military Inspecting Officer

Do. do.

Q

Particulars
of baggage
not stowed
according tOj

regulation, '

in the
baggage
room.
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Remarks of the Military Medical Officers.

J\T.B. The above reports are only made upon hired transports, ho inspection t

report is made when troops are to embark in H.M. J ships.

Returns required by Captains of Snips.-Immediately on the

‘

troops in H.M.’s ships of war or commissioned troopships, the tinder ment 01red

returns are to be furnished by the military C. 0 to the commander of the sh, P, m

order that each person may be entered on the ship s books, and that no delay may

take place in the issue of their provisions
: , i,n ,Le

I. A nominal list of oflfrs. embarking, according to seniority, showing also

appropriation of the cabins.

II. A numerical list of staff sergeants.
. _nerified

III. A numerical list of N. C. Os. and men-not including S. Sergts., spec.hed .

’"iv'. A list of temperance men embarked, distinguishing those who wish to receive

tea and sugar. v„ rrl

V. A return of all ammunition which may accompany the troops on »°ara.

When troops embark in a hired ship, the foregoing in urination is a

furnished by C. Os. to the master of the vessel, except that numerical hstsonl^of

.

the offrs. need be given. The superintending S. O. will furnish the .
• f

on board of each ship with all the blank forms he will require dun"S

Dinners for the day on which the troops embark to be always prepared on

unless orders are given to the contrary by the military authorities.

The transports having been told off for so many men and horses

force to be embarked in each must be named by the C. of the!

3

.

1

n 1 he mos

convenient manner, so as to keep corps, or units of them, su 1 \
, in

and companies, as much together as possible ;
each uni P

itself having its regtl. transport, &c., in the same ship with it, so that,

when disembarked, it may be at once ready to fight or to march inlan

some miles to camp or bivouac. Too much stress cannot be laid on this

po"nt, for nothing
P
is more fatal to efficiency than the. system frequency

followed in past wars by our storekeepers and commissanes-andl stiUl advo

cated by many of them—of placing the men in one ship, their food in

anotherf their camp equipment in another, them carte in anoth^

horses for the carts in another, and so on. If 4 ships, say, are necessary

to convey a battn. with all its equipment for fd. serv.ce to the po.n

where the
7
landing has to be effected during war, it

that each ship should contain so many companies, according to the a o n

canacitv of each ship, who should have with them—in accordance with the

nature of the operation to be undertaken upon landing-every necessd> W
enable them to act efficiently the very hour they disembark. The U eo^

that I have heard propounded by some of the ablest men we have in cl'^T

of storS tliat in every war we undertake, it would be necessary to collect
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men to ft ’Is h
P°mt

?
f

,

dlsembarkation before despatching our fighting

much wir
th® the0ry

.
°.f the storekeeper, and not of the S.O. who has had

R ? with us
P
h

r

r?
e

,i

U
:
S
?PP

°S®d l° a11 sound militmy principles The
each Jni/nf n

hlthert0 been the only corps permitted to embank with

another
tSH T S&VtSf£

In
concerned - The larger the force the more this is necessary

spot.
& ’ he mUSt make hlS arranoements with the S. N. O. on the

ont
a±t~^ hen

.

trooPs a
r
e ordered for embarkation, every O. C will atA

,

rmy clo,
;
ing D«p“t „ ™pl

stadon^inlsT^V
16 e

,

very 'ifThTyoyag^s' toan^of our

for t^M^uritiuf Cevton
g
St

the fo
|

lowing articles when embarked
Cape i sertr- frock-

7
t

’

Stralt
?- Chma '

or India in ships going round the
8 tiI.L f

ge
.

ock. 1 pair of serge trousers, i cotton handkerchief *

shin* in HH , K clotnes bag, i housewife, i blue worsted cap, i flannel

each of
addUl0n t0 kit, and 2 cholera belts.* For those that smoke 3 lbs

Places hvth^s n
6 p

,

rov 'ded regimen tally. When troops go to’ffiese

with anH^o ‘?
U6Z C

t
anaI

' tbe handkerchief and the extra shirt is dispensed
Ho 1

•

and °n y S Pleces of each sort of soap, and 1 of pineclav anrl ofSntK0“S* FOr tr00ps^ 10 South Africa, ^pieces of

already enumerated «
S°aP nec®ssary

-
and in addition to the articles

with*-™
amerated as unnecessary for voyages via Suez, those marked

For retrts plT”? 'f
lth

’ and the free 'SSUe above described is not allowed,

it is n<v rt

ernharking for active service, beyond the kit described at page 29

provided
ab 6

’ eXCCpt f°r l0ng Voyages
-
that any sPeciaI sea-kit should be

acttf*
C

tiZ/^°°KZdered e™6ar*—'^en troops are ordered on
station ^ w th’ a w ,

be Cflrefully inspected by the G. O. C. the district or

their eauinmentQ Tl
‘° ascertain their general efficiency and the state of

to heS deficiencies in the equipment required for field service

unfit for the vTork
3 g

f
>0d ' T le

-
y Wll

J

als° be insPected by a M. O., and all
c work of a campaign should be forthwith sent to their regtl.

Q 2
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depot The P. M. O. should also inspect them as near the date of embar-

kation as possible. All very old horses, those of delicate constitutions,

and those deemed unfit for hard work, to be sent, either tc> the depot, or

cast All horse equipment, harness, and waggons, &c., to be minutel)

inspected by the local G. O. C., who is held responsible ,f upon land-

ing
P
any of the field equipment is found to be defective in any way vhat-

eV
EMBARKATiONS can, I think, be most conveniently considered under r

two headings, remembering always that the operation is merely the

:

preliminary to the still more serious operation of a disembarkation wid

a view to immediate active service against an enemy. a^d that conse-

quently every arrangement made for embarkation should hate this object

m
i^Enibarking when there is no chance of being interrupted by the enemy.'

o When an attack by the enemy is possible, or the embarkation is to

**, CHANCE OF I»TE»r.ON.-Wta» .

large force has to be embarked, the greater the number of ports made use o

the easier will be the operation, and the more quickly it will be effected

the transports can be brought alongside quays or wharfs, the work is greatly

facilitated The more numerous the wharfs or embarking places made use-

of the better, and it is an advantage that there should be at least 200 yard-

between each. They should be numbered from right to 'eft and the

number of each should be painted 111 large figures on a
,

its position, and to prevent troops intended for say No. 3, Soing to • •

wharf, &c. When embarking from an open beach, posts, or other si ns.

should be erected, each, as in the case of wh^s, bemg numbered, to

tinguish it. The nature of the locality will indicate which should b

used for stores, cavalry, infantry, and R. A. If there is time, a fe\v st.g

should be run out into sufficiently deep water for boats to come alo g

side • this is all the more essential if there is a surf. If there aie no quay

or wharfs, the troops must be taken out to the ships in boats ;
smahsteamer

such as gunboats, are very useful for this purpose. If the embarkation is t

be in a bay or harbour where the sea is calm, long piers formed ud

pontoons, casks, or boats, are most useful, and facihtate the embarhauo^

immensely. We used them to great advantage at Balaklava '' hen ‘

armv embarked in 1856. Horses can, in this manner, be walked out to tl

shh/s side, and slung
5
thence on board. These piers can be shifted abo

with great ease from one vessel to another. In drawing up the orders f

embarkation, the following points must receive attention, and mstrucUOi

h^ffirSame^fHffifaa who is to attend, the hour each corps is to t

drawn up, how formed, the route it is to follow in marching to the place
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embarkation care being taken that the several corps do not cross oneanother in doing so : the number of the wharf or quay where they areto embark, and the name and number of the transport in which each ^s' toembark
; the dress to be worn, whether rations, and w^son are to beissued on shore, amount of ammtn. and camp equipment to be takenon board with each regt., the amount of baggage, the order in whichthe men embark, entering into special directions about how the men so
°kk

a
",d#

et °Ut °f them
'

if boats are to be used The hoSr ofthe tide s ebb and flow must be considered. The nature of the service unonwh.ch the troops are to be employed, and the climate in wJfch ZSare to be earned on, must greatly influence these matters
; as also whelhe?they are to land m a friendly country or a hostile one, and if the lattertvhether the landing is likely to be opposed or not. It should be remem’bered that whatever it is desirable to land first, should be embarked last •

effected in" the

e
’nrese

reSUlt

f°

f subsec
luent disembarkation, if it is to beenected in the presence of an enemy, or where an action will be foimhtimmediately, will in a great measure depend upon the manner in which troonshave been provided with the required means for landing quickly

’

If bZt
them fhi

1 emba
t

rk ' n&' the should take off their valises on getting °ntothem
, they must be warned to remain perfectly quiet, and the strictestsilence must be enforced, the offrs. and N.C. Os.being duly distributedhroughout them. When a regt. or detachment proceeds on active servicee field, the embarkation of soldiers’ wives is altogether forbidden

board
S

th
b

t’

the C
'°k’

ad
J'
u

,

tant
' and Q-M - of each corps should go onoard the transport about half-an-hour before the men. The exact positionof each company can thus be marked in chalk on the mess-tabled mISaccording as the men come alongside, they can be marched down to their

ter! n as-tetes,he Va
!l

S“ P'r "y '» tbe battens overS
sem ite,?, ’ ^ !

^munition is to be left in the pouches, they must be
• I

* and stored in a magazine, but it is generally better to take out

showing thi
b ° d be Pasted on the side of the butt of each rifle

butt with the nnrnb
S " fT and number

- and another on the heel of the

•he racks
‘ 1 m 7 ° f

t ,

hlS COmpan >'- The sea-kit bags to be stowed in

on the'’taUes hefrfr/°.K
^ purpose - The mess utensils will be placed

the exclusive tR
16

.

men g° °n b
?
ard - When a separate galley for

" ' ^ use *he troops is provided, the cooking must be done by
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the men; otherwise it will be done by the ship's cooh assisted by the

men The cabins will be allotted to the offrs. to be embarked by the

S.O. superintending the embarkation, according to seniority of army or

of horses.-Previous to embarkation all horses should becrfly,

inspected by a ViS. to see they are healthy and free from all infectious or ““‘a^ous

diseases. Horses require great attention at the t,„,e of embarkatzon .andl *hde.

they are on board ship; and every offr. of mounted corps has a most ‘mpo-rtant.

duty to perform on these occasions, on which depend, in fact, the means of his being,

usefully employed in the field, when he reaches his destination Horses shou d

be kept in a cool state before embarking, and should be put on board ship ra

low in flesh than in too high condition: in which latter state they are more de-

posed to be fractious and to kick, and are, moreover, more liable to inflammation.

Long, slow, steady work is to be given to horses previously to their embarka-i

tion They are to be kept fasting and without water for some hours before being,

put on board, as slinging them is more likely to prove injurious when heir

bellies are distended with feed; and they will sooner become reconciled to their

change of quarters, and take to their feed on boa.d, when these measures

been adopted. As a rule it is not advisable to remove the shoes indeed it the

horses are to be used immediately when landed, it would be impossible to take thur

^Horses to be embarked should be drawn up by troops as near the points;

of embarkation as possible, their saddles or harness taken
°f.

an
^
P^CK, 1

vats or large sacks (the corn sack does very well), the ship head-collars

being put on ;
the farrier sergeants will inspect the horses feet and shoes.:

The men having stripped their horses, &c., the Right Files,
!
e™S 1

horses in charge of Left Files, will go on board if the vessel is alongside,,

and put their arms, &c., in the places assigned for them, returning to shore

in fatigue dress. The Left Files will then do the same. If there are many

dismounted men, they can be used as horse holders, whilst the others go O '

board to stow away their things. If the horses have to walk on boaid by a

floating wharf or brough, the planking should be strewn with straw or glass,

and the quietest horses always led in first.
, . , ,

... , ,
•

Sliti°-ui° Horses.—Before commencing to ship the horses, the slings shoulc

be examined, to see that they are strong and in good order; 5 men an

required to sling a horse quickly and well
;
one man holds the head-guy

which is made fast to the ship's head-collar ;
2 men i on each side of him

one of whom holds the sling, and passes the band under his belly to

other man ;
both men then hold up the ends over Ins back passing flu

long loop through the shorter one, and hooking on to the biting:tacUt

to ft, both hold up the sling until the horse s legs leave the ground

another man stands at the breast and fastens the breast-strap, and the St

man stands at his rump and fastens the breaching ;
the offr. superintend
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gives the word 'hoist away.’ The ist man slacks away at the guv-ronejust keeping U suffieiendy taut to keep his head steady.
S Y P ’

The rate of slinging varies from 20 to 40 horses the hour from each set oftackle according to the expertness of the men.
He

!

1S
.

l° run up from the ground at a rapid rate ; and, after attaining the neces-sary height, be carefully and steadily lowered down the hatchway. An offr. and 6active and resol ute men must be on the horse-deck to receive the animals, and if theyare to be sent down to a lower deck, men must be stationed at the hatchways on eacheck to see that his head, legs, and tail are not injured in descending to the deckwhere he is to be stabled, and where a soft bed of straw must be provided for him 0ahght upon. As soon as his legs feel the deck the sling is to be removed: on”rst.eelmg his legs, unless firmly handled, he is apt to plunge and kick violently. He is0 be at once placed in his stall, the far ends of the ranges of stalls being filled upfirst, care being taken to place the horses as far as possible in the order fhey haveeen accustomed to stand in stables. Kickers should be placed in end stalls, and theKicking boards put up at once. ’ u e

>n,w?
n
i
he t

r
ansP°rts cannot come alongside a wharf, the horses must be

]

* ked
n?

atS °r flat ‘bottomed scows made for the purpose. The
a
v.

CC0
,

r

?
P
u
ny his horse

’ his kit beinS in the scow also

mdl
lere he Sh°U d be

,

m hls shirt-sleeves if the weather permits, butnder no circumstances should he be encumbered by his accoutrements
f embarked from a wharf, they should be walked on board by means of a
h

°agh
°K

g00
i

l San£-boards ’ the quietest being always embarked first Ifhe gang-boards have to be placed at a great slope" good battens should

LTU
,

red/t d
!

st
f
nc

.
es l8" along them. These broughs should have

hh
k
thl

S

u
de

a
3 hlgl-

i

Stubborn horses must be blindfolded and led

ho- !
he ' r beads UP t° the brough, when by means of a plank placed behind

dthomh
nC

?

6S
’ ?h

d helC
\x
0
m

6aC
u

S'de by a man
’ th<T can be forced forward

o nrovido i

mg hem
‘ ^he

^
the S 'Ze 0f the hatehes permits, it is desirable

he horse®
S
I°
pm& Slmi,arIy fi“ed with battens, down which

f A nr 1 a >

b d fr0m the upper t0 the lower decks. In embarking
itinn

1 d t
,

ransP°rt
’ care must be taken that each unit of the organb

te1

shaTa m?n°
n ^

K
Same Ship

' 3nd that Under no chxum-
yr ,r a rt

h 1 g
u

3-waggon be on board one ship, whilst the horses

eforeX hnr
^°'

^

gU
"l

a
‘]
d Waggons should be put on board

nd lent in a Hr 1

6 har"ess should, if possible, be packed in large vats

tr each set nfX P ace
,

01
?
board - Tags specifying the No. of the waggon

ff before emhn^T
35

.1
b
f.
attachcd to the vats

;
the wheels will be token

Mhe
f

N rX k
f X tbe

.

lmch-Pins and washers to be carefully put away
illv enttooT? ^

ch dlvlsl
,

on or sub-division. All small gear to be care-

,r

y
i, 1

ted| tied together, labelled and stowed in the store-room provided

henw a
, . \

tra«sport waggons need not be taken to pieces, and
Practfoabie, they should be hoisted on board, loaded. In embarking
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horses into boats from an OKn^ch,
fflta

Sese"tnVe“ho3d be'erfcted where the boats, when laden, will float he

horse bein<r walked through the water to the stages and thence into the boats. •

The men Should stand to their horses’ heads whilst in boats, or if hey

admit of the horses being placed athwartships, heads and tails alternately,,

the me .5 shoulTsit on The gunwale, holding their horses by their head-:

C
°1^Embarkation Returns.—As soon as all men, guns, &c., to be embarked

in anv ship are on board, a detailed return of them is to be made out by the

n r
y
on board and given in duplicate to the S.O. superintending the

embarkation? by whonfit will be verified with the least possible loss of time,

‘ T„rVo“o“lSh™t'!:.
e

L*» in which .he .mops orgedy rcqniw

.h^p,,.™!. “pcrLndcnc. „»d »rc .1 .heir „f„. or in which ,he

formity to regulation is more necessary, than on board ship. The commandoft

troops on board ship is vested in the senior combatant offr. dut
* ^

to whatever arm of the service he may belong. He .s equally bound to exerase tha

command, and equally responsible for any breach of discipline which may occuri

whether the offrs. and men embarked with him belong to the same r g •

or not. On board any of H.M.’s ships the senior military °£>n ^d to

command and discipline of the offrs. and troops under ^ orders-

by H.M.’s Order in Council, dated 6th February, 1882. On board of hired ships

O.C., while taking care that discipline is observed by the troops, is to remem er .

.

the master of the ship has lawful authority to maintain good order amongst a

board, and in all matters necessary to ensure the safety of his ship, for which

entirely responsible. It is most important that the master, the C.O., and the Jl.t

in charge should carry out their respective duties in harmony, in order that what 1

necessary for the maintenance of discipline and the comfort of those on board y

arranged without undue interference with the duties of the ship. The C.O. is to pa

attention to every requisition, consistent with the good of the service, made

by the master. In case of fire or other emergency, the C.O. must specially remenbe

the responsibility of the master, and render him every assistance, without attempun

to take the command out of his hands. The C.O. is authorized to apply to th

master to see the charter-party and transport regulations, whenever he may requir

1

'immediately after embarkation a guard is to be appointed to furnish sentner

orderlies, special duty men and police. The number of these, and consequent y

strength of the guard, will vary with the number of men embarked, but must

settled by the C.O. in consultation with the master and the embarking b.O.

a large number of troops are embarked, the following are necessary ;
but the

will be modified as circumstances may require i offr. of the day, and 1 >

e3ch of the following places 1 qn each side of the forecastle, on the quarter-deck, 0
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each latrine and washhouse, on each entry port and gangway (when in port only),
and over baggage room. The number of orderlies, cooks, bakers, sergts. in charge
pf troop deck, lamp trimmers, hammock-stowers, of swabblers to clean the troop
•atrines, offrs. W.C. s and troop decks, will be fixed as found necessary. A trust-
worthy sergt. and a sufficient number of men, according to the numbers embarked,
must be told off as “police.” Their principal duties are to see that there is no
smoking except on the upper deck, and that “lights ” are put out at the proper time.
They are also to see generally that the routine is carried out, and that there are no
irregularities. In hot weather the bedding is to be aired as frequently as possible.
The troop decks are to be cleared of all persons from 7.45 a.m. to 11 a.m., except
those detailed for the purpose of cleaning it. The cowls and other arrangements used
for the thorough ventilation of the ship are to be carefully attended to. Wind-sails
especially in hot climates, are to be kept hoisted and trimmed, and care taken that
the ends of them below deck are not .tied up by the men. In ships fitted with
Edmonds’ system of ventilation, strict attention is to be paid to the “Directions ”
and while the troops are embarked, the steam is to be turned on for a quarter of an
hour during every hour in the first and middle watches, and at such other times asmay seem desirable, according to circumstances. The sergts. of troop decks are
responsible for the general good order and cleanliness of those portions of the deck
and the messes under their charge.

Routine for Troops, Bugle Calls, &c.-The regular morning parade is
10 a.m There is to be one marching order parade per week. On Sundays the troops
ire to be ready for Divine Service by 10.15 a.m. Smoking is allowed on the upper
fee* only, and is strictly prohibited between decks. Spittoons will be provided, and
’Pitting on the deck or over the side is forbidden. All tobacco pipes are to have
vire covers to guard against risk of fire through loose particles of burning tobacco
fying about. In bad weather and when practicable awnings will be sloped to shelter
imcers and men while smoking.

dalt

Advance . . . .

Retire ....
G’s

G’s and double
^lert, followed by halt
ease firing ....
Commence firing . .

General Calls.
Silence—Every one to remain still.

Carry on—that is, continue your business.
Every one off upper deck but the watch of troops.
Sweepers.

Swabbers.

Man overboard.

Leave off smoking.
Permission to smoke.

tlarm (prepare for Cavalry)
•ommence firing , . ,

.ease firing . . . . .

Fire Calls.
Fire.

Heave round the pumps.
Av^st heaving the pumps,
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Time. Bugle Calls.

A.M.
6.o Reveille . . . • •

6.30 Ration

7.0 Breakfast

7 - 3° Rise

8.0 Fall in, followed by one,

two, or three G’s.

10.

0

Assembly

10.30
Ration11.30

Ncon. Dinner

P.M.
O.3O Grog

,

1.0 Four G’s

j

1
.
30 Rise, and then fall in, fol-

lowed by [one, two, or

three G’s

4.0 Ration
4.3O Supper

S-o Rise

5*30 Quick
8.0 Close

8.0 Fall in, followed, by one,

two, or three G’s .

8.15 Lie down

8.30
—

9.0

11.

0

Retire

Meaning.

Turn out and stow hammocks ;
bedding

for airing taken on deck.

Cooks draw breakfast.

Sit down to breakfast.

The day watch will go on deck clean.

The watches below will clean their r

messes and troop decks, and then them- -

selves, after which all but the mess .

orderlies and troop deck swabbers go

on deck, and remain there till after the

inspection.

Day watch of troops fall in. This watch

will be on duty till 8 p.m.

Parade. All the troops, except the cooks ?

and mess orderlies, fall in on upper deck ,

for inspection. The military officers of

the day inspect troop decks and messes '

to see they are clean and in order.

Aired bedding to be rolled up and stowed. ?

Cooks draw dinner. Up porter.

Sit down to dinner.

Issue of porter under superintendence of

officer of day.
Sweep-out messes, and take all dirt to ash- •

shoot in waist. Sweepers fall in and

sweep all decks.

Troop decks to be cleared for sweeping.

Watch to fall in. When troop decks arc

cleared up, bugle will sound, and all but

the watch on deck can go below'.

Cooks draw tea.

Sit down to supper.

Clear troop decks of all but sw'abbers and i

mess orderlies, who will sweep out the

messes and decks.

Take down hammocks.
Clear up decks for the night.

Night watch of troops fall in. This watch

will be on duty till 8 A.M.

Lights out. Every man to be in or on his

hammock. 1

Rounds by the officer of the day and police,

Every one below but the watch of troops

and sentries.

Lights out in saloon. -
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Horses on board Ship—The hammocks should always be kept round the horses,
iut just clear of them

; the ropes will be securely fastened, so that if the horses lose
heir footing, they might be saved from falling down ; but the wt. of the horses
hould not be put on the hammocks with the intention of resting them except in very
ne weather. For the first few days on board ship, food is to be rather sparingly
iven, and bran is to form the larger portion of the horse’s food ; but after he be-
omes reconciled to his altered circumstances, and as his appetite increases, he is to
e more liberally fed. Horses should be given at least 8 galls, per diem, and be
'atered three times a day. One feed a day of lbs. of carrots is invaluable for
ck horses. The head-collar supplied by the ship is the only safe fastening on
oard, and there should be two shanks to each collar. The horse’s head should be
ed rather short than otherwise, and there should be several spare collars on board,
fhen mules are embarked, chain collar shanks instead of rope should be used. In
>ugh weather, if the vessel should labour very much, it will be found necessary to
ive all the men who can be spared to stand to their horses’ heads, as the horses will
: less disposed to be frightened when the men are near them. Fine cinders should
so be sprinkled under each horse to give him firm hold. Too much attention cannot

;

paid to the constant trimming of the wind-sails, which must be kept full to the
ind. Sickness amongst the horses is invariably greatest where there is most motion,
in the fore and after part of the ship ; for the same reasons horses suffer most in
ugh weather. A high temperature is not necessarily injurious, provided the atmo-
‘here is pure, and the horses are not exposed to direct draughts of cold air ; but they
ffer most when exposed to rapid changes of temperature. Care is to be taken to
row a stream of fresh air down the fore hatchway by means of the wind-sails, the
wer ends of which are to be carried to within about a foot of the flooring. Nothing
to be permitted to be on the decks which is likely to interfere with the thorough
ssage of the air, or choke up the apertures to the ventilators. Air scoops are pro-
led for each scuttle for use in hot weather. It is impossible to pay too much atten-
in to cleanliness. No dung or urine is to be allowed to remain in the stalls or decks.
ic dung should be at once carried in the baskets to the nearest appointed place for
rowing it overboard. The urine, when it does not flow overboard, is led down into
c bilge in the engine-room, and pumped out by steam. When not steaming, the
nkey-engine will pump it out. When the urine is led into tanks, it is necessary tomp out the tanks every four hours. Great care must be taken to prevent the
uppers being choked

; if it does happen the master should be informed, and he will
ve them cleared by means with which he is provided. The horses should be shifted
*
a

r
?
m

|

ta11 10 Sta" means of the spare stalls, and the platforms lifted up, and

j ,

ea
^f.^

underneath them. The horses themselves should be well groomed
rubbed. Vinegar is provided for sponging their nostrils, &c.

n many cases it is possible to bring the horses out on the decks, coir mats, pro-
e or that purpose, being first laid down. This is very beneficial to them. Loose
xes are provided for sick horses, and there are portable boxes on board fitted with
ngs, by means of which horses can be sent on .deck for an airing, or shifted about
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as required for their health. On these occasions the boxes should be place-

< athwart ship.” Vet. slings are also provided for sick horses. The arrangemen

for watering are from pumps fitted on each stable deck. A large tub is provided f<

each pump : this tub to be filled, and the iron buckets dipped into it and the watt

carried round to the horses. These tubs are also to be used for bran mashing. Tt

pumps are to be kept locked, and to be only used for watering the horses. A stab

guard to be told off as soon as the men are embarked. The decks are lit up a

night.

Stable Duties. Morning Stables. Rake the stalls well out to the rear, swee

up the passage behind the horses, and sprinkle disinfectants, water the horses, sponf

nostrils, eyes, &c. Feed with hay, after watering, and then with oats or bran ;

ordered. . ,

Mid-day Stables. Shift horses into spare stalls, and out on to the deck when pra

ticable, pick out and wash the feet, examine the shoes, any loose shoes to be fasten?

at once, and slight injuries attended to, thoroughly groom the body, brush, and har

rub the legs, brush out the mane and tail, and sgonge nostrils and face. Each st;

to be thoroughly cleaned, platform raised and cleaned. Deck underneath drie

and disinfectants freely used. When the horses are clean, water, and then fee

with oats or bran as ordered. After dinner the horses are to be fed with hay f

an hour.

Evening Stables. Rake the stalls well out, sweep up, sponge nostrils, &c., as -

morning stables. Water and then feed with oats or bran as ordered. Stablemen «

feed horses with remaining portion of hay.

In the second case, when the embarkation has to be effecte

in the presence of an enemy, as the English had to do at Corunna, tr

sick, all stores, carriages, horses, and other material, are to be placed (

board first. Circumstances must decide the order in which the guns at

men are to be embarked. The possession of a small land fort, whit

prevents an enemy from approaching the point of embarkation, is of gre

value in such an operation. It is a most trying one, under any circui

stances
;
but the fire from the fleet (which it is taken for granted will be

hand) ought to keep the enemy at a distance. For this reason a low, nf

open beach is the best suited for the purpose ;
one with high cliffs whi.

cannot be seen over would prevent the fleet from protecting the flanks

sweeping the front of the embarking army.

Disembarkations.—In all disembarkations, the S. O. who has to ma

the arrangements, must state, in his memorandum of instructions, t

manner in which it is to be carried out, the hours the several corps are

leave the ships, in what order, and by what means, &c. ;
the clothing to

worn the rations cooked or uncooked, the ammunition, camp equipmer

stores, &c., &c., to be taken by the men, or put ashore with them for tin

use The nature of the service on which they are to be employed1
w

enable the G.Q.C, tg settle all these important matters. The b.N. 1
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'ii the spot must be consulted, and all arrangements made with him
egarding boats, &c. The general plan of the Disembarkation must be well
bought out when that for the embarkation is being arranged, as the success
r otherwise of the former will very much depend upon the manner in which
be latter has been carried out. The latter is, however, much the easier
peration of the two, if the landing has to be effected in an enemy’s country,
ir the whole force must be thrown ashore in the same neighbourhood,
hereas, generally, many ports or several localities at a distance one from
le other can be made use of to embark the several divns. or evenng

,

at. With any considerable force intended for the invasion of annemy s country especially if that country be sparsely populated and should
ossess but few harbours or good landing places, ample materials should be
iken lor the construction of temporary wharves, piers, broughs, &c. It is
bvious that the greater the number of ports or other points that can be
sed the more rapidly and more easily will the operation be effected. When
le landing takes place from boats, it is very desirable to have a large beach
arty of seamen under the command of a naval offr. selected" for his
lergy and power of organization

; their assistance in clearing the boats
c., will always be found of very great value. This party should always
ave a semaphore with it for the purpose of communicating with the
dmiral in command of the fleet : the seamen should take 2 or a days’
rovisions ashore with them. Troops should always breakfast before
:avmg their ships, and if fighting or a long march is in prospect upon
inding, this breakfast should be a very substantial meal.
Deficiency of Stores.—When troops are embarked in any of H.M.’s
oopships, the captn. will have of course a copy of the Regulations on this
abject

; so 1 need not enter upon it in detail. On board hired ships theammocks and blankets will be returned to the master before landing
ay loss in any stores issued for use of troops on board to be charged
= ainst them, the list of which, prepared by the master of the ship, if found
rrec

, will be signed by the C. O. Before disembarking from a hired ship,
ie military C.O. is to prepare and hand to the master the following returns

certificates upon Admiralty Forms, which will be supplied to him by the
taster for that purpose :

—

Disembarkation return in duplicate.
Mess certificate.

Ration and forage certificate.
Freight certificate.

Certificate of the number of invalids (if any) conveyed under medical

T
charge of the ship’s surgeon.

• *7 '
.

troops and another milty. offr. are, before quitting the
° S1®n a cert>ficate in the following form, and to deliver it to the

tptn. or master, viz.
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Form of Certificate.

• This is to certify that I have been round the ship with

and that no baggage, arms, nor accoutrements of any description, are le.

on board belonging to the troops. ^ „

11
1 have made full inquiry respecting the baggage, See. ,

of the

disembarked from this ship, and find no complaints, and that there wa

always a sentry over the same during the time it was on board.

(To be signed by the O.C. the troops and to be dated.)

Disembarkations must be considered under two heads : ist, When mad

without any chance of interruption from an enemy ;
2nd, when made 1

presence of an enemy, or where an attack is possible.
_

ist. The disembarkation of men, horses, and stores, is merely tn

reverse of what is done in putting them on board.

The men, when landed, must be marched off at least 500 yds. awav tror

the beach, which is to be kept clear for those to land subsequently. 1

possible, it is advisable to march them at once to the spot where they are

encamp or bivouac, so that arms may be piled, cooking places, «c., mad

by a portion of the men, whilst the others return on fatigue to assist 1

landing stores, &c. The arrangements to be made must depend upon t

mode In which the disembarkation is to be effected, whether by goin

alongside wharfs, or by boats, or small steamers. Every exertion should D

made to erect some rough wharfs, the shallow part with trestles, a

deeper water being made with boats, ending with a barge and strong

built schooner or vessel of that class. It may be sometimes advisable I

sacrifice a ship for this purpose, and by scuttling her, sink her m sue

depth of water as to have her upper deck 3' or 4 above high water, wii

a sandy or a muddy bottom, a ship might be sunk by loading her down v.

weights until she was resting firmly on the bottom. If the weather is c.

she will suffer no great injury, and can be floated off when no loi g

required. Brigds. and divns. should be landed without being mixed up

each divn., with its guns, horses, camp equipment, &c. ,
should be comp e

on shore before another commences to leave the ships if there is only 0

landing-place. The hour of the tide's ebb and flow will generally influent

the arrangements. • __A :

2nd When an army has to land in a hostile country and

presence of a formidable enemy, as we did in Egypt in 1801, and in onu.

in i860, or at a place where it is possible it maybe attacked before u.

disembarkation is completed, as at Eupatoria in 1854, the operation's

troublesome one, but not so appalling as it is generally considered to b

provided the troops have in the first instance been embarked in a crecl.mL

manner, and the exigencies of the service upon which they are sent n

been well provided for. If we are at war with a nation capable of hurun
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is at sea, the transport fleet must, in the first instance, rendezvous at some
lome port under charge of a naval squadron sufficient for its protection, and
>y which it must be-escorted to its final destination, and guarded whilst the
isembarkation is being effected. If the landing is to be made on the shores
f Europe or of the Mediterranean, the fleet will of course sail under sealed
rders for its destination, which must be kept a profound secret under all
;icumstances, known only to the G. O. C. and to the Admiral. If the
D>age is to be a very long one—to China, for example—it is of the utmost
unsequence that the expeditionary force should rendezvous at some place
at more than a few days' steaming from the shore where the landing is
’ be effected. The force should be finally organised there, the horses and
en being landed if necessary for that purpose. This is very essential both
r man and beast after a long voyage, but particularly for the latter

; for,
ter a few weeks on board ship their joints become stiff, and they require
st and gentle exercise to fit them for a campaign.
Selection of a landing place.—The first thing to be decided upon is the
ace where the final landing is to be effected. Many local circumstances
11 influence this consideration, independent of the character of the coast
id the physical nature of the country itself. Political matters—which enter
to all great questions—and the distribution and nature of the enemy's
id and sea forces, may force you to disembark an army in a locality
nch, in itself, is not favourable for such an operation. These are subjects
the G.O.C The duty of the C. of the S. is to make a close recon-

lssance of the coast in company with a responsible naval officer : for, no
itter what may be the advantages offered on shore, unless there isoa anchorage and deep water near shore, no place can be deemed
good one for the disembarkation of an army Of course, all objec-
ns must give way to necessity

;
as, for instance, in China, the best

ce tor landing our army was on a mud bank commanded by a fort
ich we believed at the time to have been heavily armed, and to which we
'Z

no ,Se vessel co
,

uld get nearer than 9 miles. Ironclads having
erage draught of 27 . can safely, in fairly moderate weather, approach

snore as long as they have 6\ good of water under their keels
; vessels

•wing only 8 . or 10. 1 in a similar way require 3'. of water under their

r
,' Para£raP'1 on Coasts under the head of “ Reconnaissances. ”1
e chief points to be considered are

; the probability of smooth water :

extent to which the fleet can assist by its fire : the access to and from
point selected for laden boats, and for the men when landed to the

nr
1

r ,?
nsi

.

position : the distance from any such position and the
J"

0 Position : what the enemy can do to prevent your landing : the
er and nature of the roads leading inland to the ist objective point,

’

• ,

e
vTl

ature the positions on such roads where the enemy could offer amdable resistance.
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Even assuming that the enemy is your equal, or is even,
somewhat your

. f v nnt Kp pvprvwliere to fiTicird. 3.11 his cossts i
it he

S53

there to carry out your disembarkation unmolested. If the

rff,^T".
p
pVn ti,l

r o
ssSp'S^

e

J . i • j prr, Tf thp lnndintr h3s to bo ronde under nrei tnm

broader this fronTthe ’less will be your loss. In selecting the spot for you.

.

It' may' be advisable to make a demonstration upon a
gj

n
.‘

G.O.C. information upon local matters. m„onnv nr small tuff:

The Landing—The use of steam launches, and generally ot small i g -

f %a . preatlv reduced the difficulties even of landing in the fat

wish .o

.

mmmm
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.o i„fy , withmms ss res
on shore as early as possible in the operation vet if in f

qUfro\s of ca'ly.

be exposed to a heavy fire, it would be generally he/ter
V' dmg they are t0
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f
tter t0 Postpone landing

with the assistance of the fire of the fleet and
° and had been able,
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1

°i
the dismounted

had at first brought o bear^on fhe landS the enemy
have, if possible, about 2 miles of bLch a Wte

P
J ,

S
-. f

Eac
L
h D)vn - should

landing from open boats. The transoorts nin/fm
l° u a°

r the °Peration of
in lines in the order in which they are

P
to land ' TTe

a
dkt

<

l
IVn

' t
hould ^hot-

lines is a purely naval matter as in fact t'h a
e dlstance between these

carrying the men ashore In all the hoaL
th a

.

rran
fements for actually

ample supply of fresh water so that there shoifld h
76*1 there ShouId be an

beach. A medical staffwith stretchers5d u f

no
- Tlnt of k 0,1 the

should land with the first divn sent ashore - the mu 10”' ambulances,
landed immediately after the cavlv and R a’ t,

6 ambu *ances
> &c., to be

The lines of boats being towed in 'as near sW aI1

^ee
",

disembarked.
will allow, the boats will have to null in the rector

the dePth of water
boats must be led by a li-ht boat wh ch sh™ w k

the Way ' Each line of
xiles. The spot where these boats reach th h

be pr°vided with sounding
he battalion, brigade &c V t0^rest Th. h ^ where the riSb t of
centre to centre." If the kndine ?s toli'VS be 50' apart from
leing put ashore, the boats will return for the oth*

b
r
dlvns-, the 1st divn.

rhe men will get into the boats in the nrde
6 otb(

?
r dlvisions in succession,

hat when the boats ground the
Wb

,

,Ch th
?
y Stand in ^e, so

orm up at once on shore in line or columnar!
°Ut fr

°,
m each side can

aen must sit quiet when in he boats and the ^ °rders ' The
nforced. Under no circumstances should^^thl

Sllence must be
rnd. The colonel should be in the lean-

tb® men l°ad until they are on
rst man of the battalion to land as the

^°^t
’ s^ou^d be the

R
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on one or more hospital ships
;
and if there are none, then on board thi

best ventilated transports, arrangements to be made for them by the P.M.O
It is advisable, in case of accidents, that the men should land with 3 days

cooked rations, and offrs. are clearly to understand that they are to do st

also. If the force is landed by divns., the 1st divn. ashore will act as if i

were an advanced gd.
,
and cover the landing of the rest of the army. For thi:

purpose it should take up any strong position as near the beach as possible

taking care to do so in such a manner that the fire from the fleet or gun

boats told off to protect the landing may also protect its flanks. If th<

landing is opposed, the primary object should be to silence any artillery

bearing upon the beach. As. soon as this is effected, and some cavly. havt

been landed, parties of it should be at once despatched to the neighbouring

villages, to seize the post and cut the telegraph wires, if there are any. 1

would be a good plan to send a telegraphic message in the name of the

mayor, telegraph operator, or other functionary, to the military or civi

authorities (as the case may be) in the neighbouring cities, saying, ‘‘
J

have just returned from the coast. All is quiet. No enemy or ships to lx

seen anywhere. The fishermen (or John Smith, &c. ), tell me they saw the

smoke of a great fleet going north (or south) this morning at 5 A.M.,” &c.

&c. It is possible sometimes to send false intelligence in this manner,

which, if not actually believed, will shake belief in the true news, giving

rise to hesitation and delay. Circumstances such as the proximity of tht

enemy, and the nature of the position, must determine when the cavly. are

to land
;
but the sooner it is landed the better, for, without it, all the transpori

and cattle will be driven away beyond reach of the infantry. The nature oi

the expedition, its objects and the character of the country invaded, will

determine the order in which provisions and other stores are to be landed.

It is of the utmost consequence that a harbour or a sheltered roadstead

should be secured as a base of operations where the material and supplies

can be landed securely and leisurely. To depend upon an open beach

subject to bad weather to land the supplies required by an army in the

field, is indeed a very dangerous arrangement, and may lead to disaster.

In disembarking Horses, the same precautions are necessary as when

embarking them. For some days after a long voyage they should be led

by hand at a gentle pace (not out of a walk), and no weight put on their

backs. This rule, of course, has to give way to necessity. I have ridden

and been carried fairly by a horse just landed from a ship, on board of which

he had been for a month, and of the British cavly. regts. that landed at

Ismaillia in 1882, some made trying marches, and charged the enemy the

day after they landed. In all very distant expeditions a rendezvous, such

as Varna in 1854, and Talienwan Bay in i860, will be generally established

where the horses can be landed and got into condition after their long voyage,

they need seldom therefore be more than a few days on board immediately
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swimming is easily effected of horses by
shore. The horse should be lowered in tlm

t0 n’ake for the
fastening the breast rope or breeching wL / t 7 the Slde without
sling opens and is at once slipped from under Phof®

'S unhooked the
that a number of horses should be kent on tiie u

>S °

^

^reat consequence
are to swim, as horses in the water unU ak ,

Sh°re t0 which the others
nearest shore. This plan of

dS °tbers °n the
said to injure their pluck, and make them forV

f
i?
S lnto the water is

fording rivers or cntering water at all h sh/ma f
ft

l
nvards ave«e to

emergencies, and then care should be taken tha t the t?
7 b® resorted to in

being put into the water. All corps must send /n ! , f^ 0001 before
as soon as possible after thev have lander! o riic k° V

16 ^le ^r divn.

»

the numbers actually landed and accounting
S

f™
harkatl0n return, showing

return of those actually embarked.
aCC0UntlnS for every one included in thl

Selecting a Site for Camps or Bivouac Tn (W; rfor any camp or bivouac, whether Hro-e or sm it r
decidlng upon the site

or for a lengthened time wo grkt cfnsiLrSf°
r
?
CCUpation f°r a night

nz. the Military and ’the EnUary. *ft the?IxT the
?
Uestion

.

n a purely sanitary point of view
&

It mav? hllT
1? may be objectionable

ule that, when beyond two days
T
march of ICZT'

be accePted asa general
ire as a rule to be considered first/ The selection

’

y,
f

Sanit
.

ary coas iderati°n s
t defensive purposes is treated as i

° P.osltlons for offensive
'Positions."

s a sePaiate subject, see article on
The Military considerations in selecting the site fnr n *r bivouac are abundance of wood and good

Posing encampment
wt it should be provided wTh fee ftifs forTm

' &
?
d °ther SUpp]ies

' and
tat there should be easy access to the ’iT™

31 con™unication, and
^tension is good for sanitary reaso>?s

1

1

* f ?
bbouring roads. Although

ring march to have long d“sfen“, to’^for th
^ -

trying to men after a
rst sanitary consideration is tw u

5
,

their ratlons
. water, &c. The

arches, ,n ^ing up poshiS for
s
,

hould have rest
; so after long

lould be compressed
; if a longer halt i/tn ?

n ’s tbe camP or bivouac

,

e Rowing day when' the me/haJe rested vlflt’ef Tn* °Pened out
' ofo'-'r obstacles near the site selectedTh'nnlrl

g ’ defi es
’ nvers - and

ould not interfere with the nevt ri -

ed S
,

d be in rear, so that they
enty of clear space o sta t' on

y
.n T? ;

f° r

/
l,s important to have

Bivouacs." ° ’ l° avold c°nfusion
; see article on

Unitary considerations in selecting Sites or Encampment. A medcl.
R 2
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offr. selected for that purpose, should accompany the S.O sent to

select the site. He will make a report in writing for the C. of the S. s -

information, as to its fitness in point of salubrity, and will indicate the

precautions required for improving its sanitary condition ,
he will report

upon the quality of the water, and upon the precautions he considers •

necessary for purifying it. There are many places which at certain seasons

Sf the year ma? with safety be occupied for a few days where at other times

it would be madness to encamp. There are rules which must not, under any

circumstances, be neglected if the camp is to be permanent, and indeed the •

extent to which they can be disregarded at any time is to be measured by

the exigencies of the moment. If obliged to encamp in a position where

vou eS to accept battle in a week, or a month, pitch on ground m

advance of the position you must occupy when the enemy is m >our

presence
;
you then secure a fresh place for your men, and leave him

dirty one when he moves to attack you. Avoid encamping or bivouacking

in Graveyards : get as far to windward of them as possible. Avoid

encamping on ground that has been encamped on before, and, if obliged

to c™mo near it, go to windward of the old site. Avoid all rivers wi h.

marshy banks and
S
marshes of every description. If obliged to

„ small force for a day or two near a marsh, if possible place >
ourselt

so as to have a hill, or even some rising ground or woods, between you

“The water should be well tested, and the inhabitants queslioned

about it. A grass country with a sandy or gravelly subsoil is the best ,
lan

with a clayey subsoil is damp and to be avoided if possible ;
all brasi'j

should be avoided. Forests lately cut down are dangerous, particularly in

hot or tropical countries. In temperate climates, if the country is well settk»

and the people have a robust appearance, it is the best guaiantee of tn

healthiness of the place. There should be good natural drainage ;
gromic

sloping to the east or south is to be preferred. The banks of running river.

are
P
good, provided their edges are not marshy. Sites on granite, metamor

phic” clay-slate, and trap rocks are good. When, however, these rocks hav>

become disintegrated, they are supposed to be unhealthy and tins rate ha.

certainly proved true regarding Hong Kong and Kowloom. Limes

and magnesian limestone are also healthy when there are not niarshes

which are common in these formations ;
water here is good, but hart

Chalk is good when unmixed with clay ;
water is pleasant and good wne

the chalk is so mixed with marl as to become impermeable, it is damp

and likely to prove unhealthy. The permeable sandstones are very hca )

In reporting on proposed sites for encampments, note especially tlm

points viz. : supply of water, quantity and quality
;
supply of wood a

provisions ;
roads leading to, and means of Hteral communication ,

n<

of cultivation, of soil and subsoil ;
shape of ground apd strength or otn
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divns., an arrangement should be made between the S.Os. of
!

^&%sxrs&.

SSmelsTmlie J^wcTto ^eewSdVf the Sp, cut them open there, and

‘'The'c^o^the's^^er^^i^tlw^lenerars orders will, in conjunction with^

Jf O ffr the lay decide tTpon the number, description and p«M o

fls
6

sSdedgoo^rI,°u^ «
will, therefore, upon receiving orders on thw point, deted t e pique

Sline4 o,he,s «l»o" ^P^f'SKS’lSin line with others upon us nan*. ™ '

-

nianets beim
each brfod will be all that is required. The system ot P^e“ d|

then by the B. M. on tne Dnga. paiauc
, ces

parade-ground, and most likely kept waiting some b^e a ‘ 3

rock, clump of trees, and wait there until the F-°-
The camp, tl

position for the piquet. Leaving his junior to look after the camp,
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dlV
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:
if encamped as part of a
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S°
’[?Pr°ved that all water flowing from the

into the nearest ravine or rivulet
th6m Sh°Ukl be Ied °ff by deeper drains

8. Make paths whhT
in
H? 1 °f each company's tents.

9. Frect 1'^ front of each row of tents, &c.
tqt "r

s
T
entr^ boxes or shades.

nent, the foUowii^nrinHnl
^A

^
P

’ 77 deciding upon the form of encamp-
a. As p

“ Pr nciPles should be borne in mind
1

quadrons or troonsTid7 y’ and
-

nfy' sbouId encamp in column of
exactly the space covered h

f c°mPanies -
the front of the camp coveringy pace covered by the regts. when deployed into line (allow-
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ance being made for intervals between corps), the lines of tents being in fact

on the prolongation of the squadrons or companies as they stand when in i

column. R.A. always encamps inline, and if possible with full intervals.

b. The camp should be formed to the reverse flank, when the line had i

broken into column. . ,

c. Clear passages for guns and troops through the camps from front to

rear should be provided for. The “ intervals
" between regts. are generally

sufficient for this purpose ;
the interval between battns., or regts. of cavalry .

is 2 3 yds. ;
between batteries it is 28% yds. or 34 yds. ,

according as the guns -

have either 6 or 8 horses. In marking out the front of the camp for a divn.,

it cannot be expected that every corps should be exactly in alignment one

with another, as the configuration of the ground must greatly influence it.

When, therefore, it is necessary that the front of one battn. should iorm a

salient angle with that of another, care must be taken to allow a sufficient

interval between them in front, so that the regulated space shall be

maintained all along the depth of both camps. When troops are encamped

in 2 or 3 lines, from 200 to 500 yds. should be left clear between the rear ol

one line and the front of that behind it.

The space required for the encampment of a battn. of infy. on war

establishments is a frontage of 320 yds. and a depth of 266 yds., when lull

distances between companies are allowed. This provides for a parade

ground of 80 yds. in depth
;
but when the ground is restricted, this may be.

dispensed with, as also the space in rear of the baggage, so that a battn. ’

may, when necessary, be easily encamped upon a depth of 150 yds. ine«

frontage may under similar circumstances be reduced to 120 yds., by having

only 15 yds. between the rows of tents, instead of 40 yds. as shown m

The space required for a regt. of cavly. on war establishment is a

frontage of 284 yds. and a depth of 436 yds. when encamped (as shown im

sketch) in column of squadrons, and providing a parade ground of 80 yds.-

in depth. When space is an object the front can easily be reduced to 140

yds and the depth to 336 yds., dispensing with the parade ground and

closing up the baggage nearer to the offrs.’ tents. Horses when picketed
^ * ... . 1 t . i oil lncc t no n odn VflS.

;

ClOSin^ up lilt: UclL’ ucai Cl I**'- *
,

require a width of 6', so when the available depth is much less than 336 yds..

a cavly regt on war establishment should encamp in column of troops.

The space required for a Battery of Artillery is no yds. and a depth 01

J

^A^Divn. Encamping.—The B.Ms. having been pointed out by the

A.A.G. the line that is to be the front of their brigds., must make the

necessary arrangements for any deviation from it which the nature o

ground may render essential, and will point out to the Q. Ms. of corp *

exact spots where their right and left is to rest. The regts. and battm.

being formed in column, with an interval of 6 paces between the reverse
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:

stretched it

uppermost,

25--^-

out flat on the ground, with the tent door hooked across and

when it will form a triangle, the base of which should be one

„ “j
u *—'25*

t—
a!

•li

The depth of lids parade ground must depend upon the space

available for it.
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ie two pegmen get hold of the two (front-angled ropes the two makers ofhe two rear-angled ropes which are marked with red to dis hmufsh themom the others). Upon the word of command " raise tents Te^Js to
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at once elevated by Nos. i and 2, the former getting inside «« tent and

keeping the pole in a vertical position by putting the end of it between his

feet ;
the 4 angle ropes to be at once pegged down, No. 2 taking care that

the door is square to the front, that is, facing the same way that the men

did when they stood in column, and that it is well closed
;1

f^P
tSeft to

then peg down the other ropes, working gradual^ round from their left to

their right, under the superintendence of the N.C.O. who will take charge

°f

ATsootfaTthe" tenths pitched, 2 men from each squad will make a french

4" deep and the spade's breadth round the tent immediately outside the

walls, so that both the trench and the sod or earth taken fr°m lt s

^
a11^

within the line of pegs. The knapsack or valises, as the case may be^will

then be removed into the tents, being placed where the head of the owner

of each will rest while sleeping. If Shelter Tents are used instead of te11-

tents, the same plan of camp is to be adhered to. Although it w more

convenient to have the tent doors facing the same way that

•

when standing in column, yet it is very easy to change them if the pre\ ailing

winds or the rays of a tropical sun render that posiuon objectionable.

In striking tents, the front-rank man gets inside the tent, No. 2 doses

the door and keeps it closed until the tent is struck ;
the 4 other men

pj
out all the pegs except those of the 4 angles. The pegs to be coUectec

and put into their bag, the remaining 4 pegs are to be
t bc

ing on to the ropes. At the word of command strike tents, they a

lowered backwards, pulled out flat and carefully folded, theropes being

rolled up round the slides, and then placed so that they do not

the tent is folded up. As the woodsmen and watermen wil be: idle 1

striking camp, all the offrs’ tents should be struck at the same ti . s

others. The encampments for cavly., infy., and R.A., after t

approved manner, are shown in diagrams 17, 18, and 19. The
1

plan

ropes stretched from gun to waggon, or from one cart to anot

best method for securing horses in the field.
. , , tio)

To carry tents with an army operating in Europe is out of the q

if rapid movements and great results are aimed at, yet, as m mum

operations will generally be along lines of railway, there is no r®a
_

the bell-tents should not be always at hand for use during any Prolong

halt, or during a continnance of inclement weather where accommodate

in villages and towns cannot be obtained.
flm

The attempts made at ventilation in our tents do well when no moreit a

one or two live in them ;
but when the number is beyond a dozen, th< ti

openings for fresh air are of no practical use. The only plan is.to «*

on the doors being kept open when it does not rain. W hen t

. jt

bered that each man requires about 4 cubic feet of air per nnnut ,

unnecessary to dwell upon this point.
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rjtS ' t0 be

,

always in the rear tent of each company
; the

" erjts-Mjr. of troops to be, one in the front tent, the other in the rear
tent of each squadron. The largest possible space should be covered byeach corps when no military reason forbids such expansion. The practice
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Fig. 19.- amp of a Battery of R.A. on War Establishment.

Measurements given in yards.

fn.^
sin£ “p ‘be tents of every 2 companies together should be discon-

,f
'• e distance between the lines of tents depends upon the number

ire calculated*
cornf>an^ or sc

l
uadron in the same way as distances in column

Horse lines. The length of the horse-lines of each squadron will be
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according to the number of horses in it, 6 ' being allowed for each horse-

when possible, but never less than 4 o'- If
space is unfited a cav y regt

can encamp by troops instead of by squadrons, the regt. being p

in opm column of troops ;
the tents will be pitched as for infy., the horse-.

lines
P
being between the rows of tents, men horses are picketed by head

and heelropes, 15' will be the distance between the
1

picket Kjpeandjhe

heel pegs, the heel ropes being 8-5' long. A space in front of the picket

rope of 6' is sufficient for the hay and a passage

the heel ropes should be left for the saddlery harness, &c. In pitchin the

tents disturb the ground inside and around as little as possible. Do no

allow absurd notions of order and regularity to cause tents to be pitched in

hollows which are frequently met with in the best sites, when by mo D -

the tent perhaps a few feet one way or another, a good P°sltl“ fo

d̂ f js

be found. In camps of position where tents and not huts are used,

A

1

^
advisable to supply planking for the men to lie on these planks to be

removed and aired every finely. If boards cannot be had, use any sort

of tarnnulin or waterproof sheet that can be obtained.
.

It straw is plentiful issue enough to make goodThick mat

for the men to lie on ;
they are easily made, and most comfortable ,

tl y

chnnlrl be bun 0- ud to dry every day. They should be 3 or 4 t

long, and 2 r

3
,f&wide at top, curved outwards to fit the tent, and tapering

gr

E»“i!
ymo,Zr~«?w>>“ U tains, have the sides of

allround, and in fine weather strike tents frequently; 't 's good practJce

for the men; they should regularly pack than up as
'

J

This is also advisable as a sanitary measure, for the ground where tne i

usually stands can be well dried b/the sun. Do not permit grass or green

leaves to be used for beds in tents, but serve out straw when it is possible.

to be used as already stated.

The Circular Tent is the one used in our army.
.

.

During the Crimean war numbers of offrs. dug out the mterior o

tents leaving a small pillar of earth under the tent-pole of about i a

lop ’and 18" at bottom. When it was possible to obtain a good sto

,

spar of the desired length, the pole in two pieces was discarded, an

pillar cut away, placing the foot of the spar (the new pole) on the bot on

of the excavation. A ledge about 9" all round the inside of the ten

was also left which served as a shelf, so that the excavation was )

about n' in' diameter; the interior superficial space was consequMlj

very much reduced, although the cubic contents were greatly cr -

as also the general comfort. There is an art in pitching a tent, whit

camp life soon imparts to soldiers. They should, however, go t irouj,

annual course of ’instruction in tent-pitching, when the matter should h

explained to them. In sandy places it is difficult to keep tents standing
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* wmd, as the pegs draw. Large stones, pack-saddles, &c.
, should be

n
®
d t° fa

a
te

)]

th
,

e r0pes
-

1° ' bushes buried in the sand, the branches point-ng towards the tent, with one left sticking up over the sand to fasten thn

ipecies ofanchor
mea" S °f

f

keePin§ tents erect, as they form a

he tent nnle
h
to

fl

*

?'T* 0rp
!

ece of wood should also be placed under
V/ X,!’

t0 Prevent it from sinking into the ground.

, ,J
e/!t "e now possess is too heavy and fulfils few of the

hI
P
?
S

«-t

S f°r whlch 11 was originally designed
; bell-tents for a force wemhbout the same as our shelter tents for a similar number p

Previous to retiring for the night, all the tent-ropes should be slacked35 the rain or dew wiU tighten them enough to draw the Deesnd strain if not tear the canvas. At night and during wet weather 111

Se tern-poles
6 replaced m the tents

- and fastened with a string round

>aTnf a nH°'
KI

r
G Places.—

E

ach company should have its own kitchen in^arofand m line with its own row of tents. The simplest kitchen co”
idth that thTkltn

Ug
'i?

thC
,

dlr“tlon that the wind isblowing, of suchh
l
k

l;
W

,

hen placed on should not rest above In inch on
emh Jhoi’dd h

6n p ande
,

rs ke
,
uI

f
es are used, the width should be o" • its

_
Pt
„ tl

h° ?
b®,

'

at
,

th
? end from which the wind is blowing and conlhat depth for 4. decreasing then gradually to 3" at the ODDOsited, where a space must be left equal to the breadth of the trench to^erve

quired
m
each ro^tonl^Th

7 T War
,

stren-!h ’ two such trenches will bequirea eacn 10 long. The fire is lit at the end where the trench ;=

flhem f ^
«U^tI

£ub
f^t

th”d?
>VTnt: ^c^^madfofoaub and the draught may be increased by using short nieces

anpr»ri tr\ T-vr^ 4i

actly
, so that its position may be frequently

the dayyC 6 contents of one being cooked before the othen

similar Ln!hZuft lfe^
n may change

.

to an exactly opposite direction,

imnfy te In .i'"
contlnuaPon of the former one, the same

nches cut to ^ffwhc
1 manne

[
the same chimney will serve for

m the
0

, *

suit the wind blowing from all 4 quarters. The openings

‘^ine to £*!?!?
m
h°

th
t
Ch
c
lmney must a11 be closed with a sod, except

- one to be used when the fire is lit. In some places, where bricks or
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stones suitable to the purpose are to be had, it is better to construct these*

kitchens on the ground instead of below the surface. In veil-wooded

countries like America, 2 logs rolled together in the direction of the wind,

the fire being kindled between them, make a good kitchen. In such places

fuel is no object, so the construction of chimneys can be dispensed with, and

the kettles hung from a stick resting at each end on a forked upright,

Near the cooking-places, a smallfilth-hole should be dug to leeward of the*

camp as a receptacle for all cooking refuse, potato peelings, &c. ;
the old,

one to be filled up with the earth well rammed down over it, and a new

hole opened every 2 or 3 days. All refuse that will burn, should be burnt.

Firewood should be cut into lengths of 1 and about 2 square. ^ < hen

nothing but gorse or brushwood is to be had, the trench must be deepened

where the fire is lit. Damp or very sappy wood should be avoided, bones

can be used when other fuel is not to be had. .

Field Ovens.—The simplest method of making them is as follows, lalcai

any barrel (the more iron hoops on it the better), the head being out
: .7

it on its side, having scraped away the ground a little in the centre to mr
(
.t

a bed for it ;
or if there is a bank near, excavate a place for it, taking cat,

that the end of the barrel does not reach within 6 of the edge of the

bank. Cover it over with a coating of about 6" or 8 ' of wet earth or thick

mud, except at the open end, which is to be the mouth of the oven, m
up some sand or earth to a thickness of about 6 over the mud, arranging

for an opening 3" in diameter being left as a flue (to increase the draught

to lead from the upper side of the barrel, at the far end, through the mm

and earth. This flue is only left open when the fire for heating is burning £

when the bread is put in, it should be covered over. Form an even surlao

of well-kneaded mud at the bottom within the barrel, to form a flooring t<

place the bread on. Light a fire within the barrel, and keep it up until tlK

staves are burnt. You will then have a good oven of tough burnt ciav, tie;

together by the iron barrel-hoops. When required for use heat it as iM

were an ordinary oven ;
when the ashes are drawn out and the bread put in

close the mouth with some boards or a piece of tin or iron from a case 1

which preserved potatoes or other perishable stores have been issuec

These ovens were frequently used during the Red River expedition, an

answered admirably. .. h
ord Latrines.—

A

s soon as the place has been marked out for them 0

recti Q.Ms., if possible to leeward of the camp or bivouac, they should c

commenced by fatigue parties. Those constructed at first should be:

wide at top and T at bottom, 2’ deep, and about 12 paces long, t'

earth as it is dug out, should be thrown so as to form a bank to the re.

and sides, sods and any large stones on the spot being used to revet

inner faces of the bank. If the force halts for more than one day, lamp

on a larger scale must be constructed : they should be 5 or 6 deep, tnd
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If lime is to be had, it should

tvidet at top and bottom than the smaller ones If nnssible a r •,

of some son should be erected along the edne fnr
b

’

,

ai °r post
should be id" above the oTOund andean h

g f th® men to Slt on
i it

the ends
; another should be lashed on at a'Vom'Jhe SoSndTof P°StS at

back rest, and another laid on the
3 1 g d t0 serve as a

ground for the feet to rest on
; see r;a on

diagram. If trees or brush are in the
9

neighbourhood, it can be inclosed by
a screen about 4 ' high, and if time
permits, roofed in also. From 15 to
20' of trench is required per 100 men.
Iwice a day, about 10 a.m. and
6 p.m., the bottom of each pit should
be covered with a 3" layer of drv
earth, not sand

; the wood ashes from
the cooking-places should be spread

-ut in the vicinity, particularly where
tne men s feet rest within the inclosure. „ Jb lo oe nacl t h , ,

dble^tho?
qT ntiti6S - COs - sh0uld ho,d their Q-Ms. strictlyVespom

mo
t
£a\

th
j
Se dutles are carried out efficiently. The work should

v”e
,

r

f
y

.

be d°ne by defaulters
; and it is advisable that the same serit>hould always have charge of them, so that he may be conversant with

„
ese duties, taking his orders daily from the Q.M. When a latrineC
,°,
mes nearly foul or full, it should be carefully filled in with earth well

eaUhandTo’ Y a^ m0Und over the spot to mark ?t The
n „

c th and comfort of every one in camp depends very much unon the

houWbeh n
h ’Ch th

m?
duties are conducted, and the Milty.

P
Pohce

a these 1

d respo" s
!
b,e that a!l men who ease themselves elsewhere thana these latrines are duly arrested. With Indian troops certain localises toreward of the camp should be fixed upon for them logo to the rear

5h
TENTS; 'lave been described already.

A"*. VyAlLRrNG, WASHING AND BATHING PLACES.—If there is or is

.
y to be, any scarcity of water, sentries must be posted over the wells or

kp
™ S

.

fr0m wblch it is drawn, and it should be laid down as a rule thatie captain and subaltern of the day on duty in each battn must’ vish

1

U
e

r

rJ

n

f
t
^‘ r

,

0Ur of
,

duty the sources from which water is supplied to them

ach the umnnti
n
°u

lrreg
,

U
t!

arltleS take p,ace there- Im™ediately that troops

f mldoff a
Wh

.

Cre ley are t0 encanlP or bivouac, water guards must
Lp °f'

and
,

orders issued by the Staff for their guidance • in Z

v

< ces such guards should be commanded bv offrs. If the supply is from a

ashing clothes’ ^ Care must be' exercised to prev^menTom
I be dmwn

th
m

bathmS tn it above the point where the drinking water is•be drawn. Two points should at once be marked off: above the first"
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water for drinking and cooking to be drawn ;
between the two, horses and

cattle to be watered ;
and below the second, all washing and bathing to be

carried on. This is an arrangement of the first iihportance, both for health

and comfort. When positions are to be occupied for any length of time,

these regulations are of still greater moment. In many instances the water

supply is from springs, which require nice care to make them answer all pur-

poses. Before Sebastopol our water supply was from springs and a few wells
;

before we left the Crimea some of our watering places were models of their

kind. Small reservoirs were made to catch and hold the supply that ran

off during the night, so that every gallon of water that the spring gave

was made available : from these reservoirs all the water for drinking and

cooking was drawn, and the overflow passed off into a series of 5 barrels -

placed close one beside the other, with a little tin gutter connecting each,

so that the overflow from each barrel filled the one next below it, the fall

being just sufficient to allow for this. Say you have 25 of these \ barrels

well built up with loose stones below, 50 horses can water there at a time,

25 horses at each side of the row of barrels. Horses, mules, and bullocks

drink about galls, at a time, and take about 3 minutes each in doing so.

The overflow of the lowest barrel is again collected in a reservoir for washing
;

clothes, &c. An offr. should invariably accompany all cavalry watering
:

parties, and instructions should be given that each horse as soon as he has

drunk should leave the water, and the party should fall in at a little distance

clear of the next comers. Such watering places must have at least 1 or 2

sentries always on duty by day and one by night, to see that the orders

regarding them are strictly carried out. They should be visited every day

by the B.Ms., and by all the S.Os. of the divn., also by the F.O. on duty,

and by the provost sergts. These barrels should be well charred inside ;

the more frequently the process is gone through the better. When the same

watering places are used by one or more divns., increased care is neces-

sarv, and mutual arrangements must be made on the subject by the G.Os.C.

concerned. One frequently meets with springs from which the supply is

small and difficult to obtain. Dig these out a few feet, and insert a cask

charred inside, perforated all round with holes (£-inch), and from it the

water may be drawn easily. If animals are to be watered at very shallow

streams, dams should be^ constructed to deepen them, as animals drink

more rapidly when the water is about 4'' or 5" deep.
; .1^

When wooden troughs are constructed, they should be strongly fixed m
cradles or trestles backed with stone : their bottoms to be about 2.1' above

the ground : they should have a width of iF at top, with a depth of from

8" to 12" :
120' is a good length for them.

Filters.—Two barrels, one inside the other, having a space of 4" or even

6" clear all round between them filled with layers of sand, gravel, ana

charcoal, form an excellent filter. The inside one, without a bottom, rests
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Fig. 21.

coarse gravel,

charcoal
-sand<
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on three stones placed in ]avers of a ,

~
water flowing or being poured

d
' Coa1, ar*d coarse gravel : the

into the space between the
two, and having thus to force
its way through these sub-
stances into the inner barrel
becomes purified. If the
water is a small spring gush-
ing up out of the earth, the
2 barrels may still be used,
but the outer one must have
the bottom well perforated with
holes, and the inner one hav-
ing the bottom in, and beino-
pierced with holes round its

of dieTmlTblreUby thT hole^ ba
',
in° ri *en from the bottom

gravel, charcoal, sand, and moss basset ntnl
tl

)

rouSh alternate layers of
these filters the water should be’ drawn off hi “e pur?‘ In both
through the outer

'

into the inne?
aWn ^ by °f a P !Pe "inning

barrel. for these filters animal
charcoal is the best. When, after a
time, it ceases to act, it should be
removed and well dried. It can
•hen be used again to advantage.
It is impossible to use too muchof
t. Marsh water is most injurious,
n India, well water should always
>e used in preference to that from
anks or jeels.

Pumps. There are 3 kinds of

'urposes
genera"y f°r mi,itary Fig. 22.

ater fromTVTnTi 'threvfi/abo
flexible hose : this draw

irow of / (the height of^n offf
' workln

f
w,th a lift of 18' and a

linute.
0 f an ordlnary water cart)

i it will yield 7 galls, per

ifh'a'I^key ‘andtith a ''n

Th ’'

S C°™7 °f tubeS d™" into the ground
kes about s’hours To fiv

PTP
m 7 the top - °ne of tbese 'veils

ih keep 3 horses drinkinT !-
yleId about 7 galls, per minute, and

archilgfooter.
S rhese pUMps are^ usef"1 *«

3 • The “ Bastier Pump’ is a pump with an. endless chain, working

coarse gravel,
-charcoal.
-Sand,
moss.
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over a wheel ; it yields, from a depth of 45' (worked with 2 men), 2200

^KtheTwater supply is from wells, troughs must be provided for the

animals to drink out of. .

Water barrels.—For the conveyance of water when troops are stationary

for any time, the following simple contrivance is very useful ;
bore a hole

2 i" in diameter through the sides of a small barrel, and pass a stick of the

same size, made of hard wood, through them, so that it may project about

6" on each side. This hole should be about 6" or 8”—according to the

size of the barrel—from its open end. Two poles about 5 long, having

iron staples driven into them at the centre, are used for carrying it, y

passing the projecting ends of the stick through the staples. W hen iron

staples cannot be had, a lashing of small rope or stout cord may be substi-

Fig. 23.

tuted.

camp.
6th

Two men can thus easily carry a large quantity of water about at

See accompanying sketch.

om Improvement op Drainage.—The longer the camp remains

standing the more complete ought the drains to be made. W herever it is

necessary to construct large ones, bridges must be made over them opposite

the intervals between the regts. Large flat stones can be used to make

a covered-in drain, or barrels sunk, and covered over with small stones and

clav well rammed in round them, answer well.

7th Racks for Arms.—These should be made where the arms \\ ere

piled "as the battn. stood in open column. They are easily made W
driving in 2 forked sticks, one at 4 paces from the front tent, the other

at from 20' to 25' from it, according to the strength of the company., i neyi

"should be about 2' in the ground, and just so much above it that, when,

joined by a bar on top, it should be 3' 6’' high In this bar nicks should

be made at intervals of 4" those on one side being opposite the centre,

of the spaces between the nicks on the other side. If wood is plentiful*
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lav a rail on the ground at each side at 18” from the unrio-htcnicks to correspond with those on the ton bar TwJ -t’

c“Ul"£
be picketed down to insure them from slipping- Unon the

raiIs should
the rifles are placed in the nicks, the ^muzzles res'ting fnUlen

\
the

f
b« tts °f

bar. Stones neatly arranged will do well to rest the hmJ
llcks

.

of t]he toP
wood is scarce. f orked sticks nr 1

outts against where

ttWissate,“K™S “““

Ttiss-ss?.sstffei3r?best possible rack to hang belts on.
1 d°01

’ forms the

8th. Stone Paths.—

T

hese add greatly to the comfort ofcamp, especially in wet weather and lend in mV nf no « ,

tioops in

the place of hand-barrows. Paths should be made hi from
PP

v
tents, in front of the camp, round each flank tn tho it - ‘

,

1 row °f

kitcl„, Sl & . fascinesT Cta. „ “a SSSLT

Asa bssr“ ?r*i

JrnZSSl °fc - «* t*f ** »— in

unicatioi,

eC

of

V

a
e

n

a fr°m 6Uards and outPosts - and make immediate com-
1 of an > unusual occurrences to the G. G. C. The F. 0 of the d-iv Inc

oumwifT:
nte

R
de

a
nCC °f the Camp ° f th? brigd ' : he is to be present at the

I

•
g

.

of a11 the brtgd. guards, which he is to visit by day and by night The'yng piquets are always to be considered under his command; he is to cail them
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out, to inspect them, to order such patrols from them as he may judge necessary to

insure the regularity and order of the camp, and, in the event of their being ordered

out of camp on any duty, he is to accompany them. The captain of the day is to

superintend the cleanliness and regularity of the camp of his own corps. : to attend l

the parading of all regtl. guards ; to visit them by day and night ; and to report :

everything extraordinary to the C. 0 . The subaltern of the day assists -the captain i

in his various duties, and reports to him any irregularity which may come to his

knowledge. The brigd. Adjt. of the day is to assist the B.M. in the various details •

of it, and in the absence of the B.M. is to receive and execute all orders; it may

frequently be necessary for him likewise to attend for orders at hd. qrs. It is the -

duty of the brigd. Q.M. of the day to attend to the cleanliness of the camp, and take

care that all broken glass and filth of every kind are removed, for which the Q.M. of

each regt. is responsible as far as the camp of his regt. is concerned.

The offrs. on duty and those in waiting as next for duty, who are always -

to be named in orders, must never be absent from camp. No offr.
,
without

special permission froni his G. O.C. ,
must sleep out of his camp.

Camp Postmen.—In all large camps, special mounted orderlies should be e

detailed to go round to all DivnL and Brigd. Hd. -Qrs. and to the offices of >

all heads of Departments at stated intervals with and for letters. In fact a

system of internal post should be established in all camps to a\ oid the <

demands which P.M.Os., and others will otherwise make for foot and

mounted orderlies.

On the arrival of a divn. or brigd. on the ground destined for its camp, the Qr.

and Rr. Gds. of the respective regts. are to be mounted immediately, and alh:

necessary advanced piquets posted. The grand guards of cavly. are next to be •

formed, and the horses picketed. The tents are then to be pitched ; and until this

duty is completed, the offrs. are on no account to quit their troops or companies,

or to employ any soldier for their own convenience. G.Os.C. are not to leave their

brigds. until the tents are pitched and the guards are posted. They are to encamp

with their brigds. unless quarters can be procured for them in the immediate vicinity .

Camp followers and retainers of an army in the field are subject, equally with soldiers,

to the provisions of the A.D.A. Every encouragement is to be given to the people

of the country occupied to supply the camp markets ;
and any soldier ill-using,

molesting, or attempting to defraud them, or to exact anything for their free passagt.

to and from the camp, is to be summarily punished in the most exemplary manner

All foraging parties, and those employed in carrying water, or collecting fuel oi

straw, are to be attended by a N.C.O. from each troop or company. If a party

exceeds 20 men, and is to march any considerable distance from camp, it is to D*

.

under the command of a subaltern offr.

The troops of every branch of the service are at all times to be kept in readiness R

turn out at the shortest notice. It is expected that in half an hour from the time the

troops receive the order to march, either by day or night, the army shall stand forme

at the head of its encampment, with baggage packed, and the whole force prepar a
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,

m
.

0Ve ‘ state of Preparation is equally essential in cantonments and in came •

and in both the troops are to be accustomed to march without any previous notice’egts. encamped near villages are to send frequent patrols into them to apprehendany soldiers who may be there without passes, or who, having passes, may behaveimproperly Plundering and marauding are, and ever have been, considered highlydisgraceful to soldiers, and unworthy of civilised troops. These offences are therJ-fore, at all times, and in all places, to be promptly and rigorously repressed, and it isto be considered an imperative duty on the part of all offrs. and N.C Os to interfereandendeavourto the best of their ability to put a stop to any proceeding of the kind!

r

‘ 'C - are’ “ s0°n
.

as Possible, to make themselves acquainted with the natureof the country in the vicinity of the camp, with the roads, passes, bridges, and defiles&c., and particularly with the outposts ; so that in the event of the Genrl. offrs!eing ordered suddenly to support or defend any post, they may be able to marchwithout waning for guides, and be competent to form thebest^isposition for'heservice. 1 hey are to instruct their As.D.C. in these particulars, and always torequire their attendance when they visit the outposts. An intimate knowledge of thetheatre of action, and its neighbourhood, must be of the greatest advantage to everv

man’s am?”
50

f°
Genrl - °ffrs. and others in important commands. Byaps, acquired local information, and unremitting activity and observation, they willa tain this important knowledge, which will enable them to act with decided advan-tage against an enemy. Guides may be of service in the common operations ofmarches; but near the enemy the eye and intelligence of the principal offrs. must

advantage
m°Vement °f tr00ps

> and enable sei 2e and improve every

P°sit
i

ons intended for permanent occupation, or at bases ortemporary bases, the men ought to be hutted. In a sanitary point of viewthe ground should never be excavated, nor earth piled up against the sides

under it

U
nd

A™^}he flooring so that there shall be a" current of air

be lemn^rl ’r

f P0SS1
o
e

’ mm u
.

fastened down with screws, so that it can

intended fir f
reqaently

:
Thls a most essential point if the huts arc

f
?r lengthened occupation, and are laid on the ground without

poorl rA

1

,

OUS PreParatI0n - If no planks can be had for flooring, it is ad
,1

° pEU
!
e the P?rt,°n not covered with beds, so that it can be swept

d1I i'
meS a day - If thls cannot be done, then remove about 2 " deep of

Ashlar
6Very 4

, 27 s days
’ PuttinS d°wn dry earth or sand in its place.Ashes from wood fires are a good substance to use.

Arrange for ridge ventilation thus : If the men suffer from

cllf’o

i

SSUe efra
,

b1ankets and other clothing, which it is taken for grantedcan always be done where troops are hutted, but keep open the ventilators.
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That known as the Gloucester hut, made to hold 24 men, and heated by a

stove, is about the easiest to put up with unskilled labour It is 28 ong,

16' wide, 6’ high at the eaves, and 16 at the ridge. It can be made

in England, and sent out with printed instructions as to the manner of

putting it together. To make the roofs water-tight, good tarpaulins, or the

coarsest description of calico well tarred over lasts much better than felt,

which latter was issued in the Crimea and was a failure. These huts are the

best, without doubt, if they are intended for a hospital in rear of an army

;

but if it is intended to hut for the winter an army actually in the field, or to

hut an army of occupation, it is perhaps better to send out material and

allow the men to hut themselves. If this is done, the best plan of hut is

that 32' long, 16' wide, and 6' high, from sleeper to walFplate, to hold 28

men. Two huts should be put end on one to the other, a gable between

them being built of brick or stone, with 1 chimney serving for the 2 fire-

places, which latter should be large. For these huts the doors with hinges

and the windows should be sent out ready made. The material should be

scantling, of two sizes : 1st, 2" X 3V' thick and 16' long,
f

for sleepers, wall-

plates, uprights and joists; 2nd, 15 X 3 thick and 11 long, or 1a e ,

ridge-poles and braces. Rafters of that length will give the roof a good

pitch Such a hut would require, for 2 sides and 1 end and gable, 40

planks (¥') 16' long and 11" wide ;
this would allow for their lapping t3

one over the other. For the roof, 48 planks (J") n' long The nails required

would be 2.7" for the sides, 2" for the roof, and clout nails for the tarpaulins

on roofs. The cubic space in huts should be 400 cubic ft per man.

Previously to erecting these huts, the ground should be levelled, i lace

the sills, when possible, on a foundation of small stones. Except in tne

tropics, the doors should, as nearly as possible, face the mid-day sun. in

cold climates the door should not be on the side exposed to the preyailinB

wind. Most comfortable huts were made by many of our offrs. in tne

Crimea and by the Sardinians for their men, according to the following plan.

A space the size of the intended hut was dug out 2^ deep. Gables were

then built of mud or stone, or made of boards or wattle and daub ;
a door m

one end and in the other a window formed by a wooden packing case, witn

the bottom knocked out of it. The gables should be 2' wider than the exca-

vation, so that when the roof is put on a ledge will be left all round to serve

as a slielf The fire-place was either made of brick or mud, or sometimes

was merely cut out of the face of the earth, forming one of the side walls, a

flue being bored from it in a slanting direction, so as to come up out 01

the ground clear of where the roof rested on it, and was there provided wi 11

a chimney about 2' high. The huts made after this plan by the^Sardi-

nians to contain 6 infantry soldiers, were 14' 3" long, and 7 1 .wide in the

clear The roofs were made of strong rough rafters, supporting hurcus

covered with a layer of about 6" of mud well mixed up with dry grass H
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straw. If the mud is well tempered in this manner, it resists heavy rain fora long time The Tartars roof their houses so, and indeed it is commonthroughout the north of China. These huts can be greatly improvTbyaddmg a w all of 2 all round, taking care to leave a space of T between h
'

h
1e ed

f
e °f the excavation. If brushwood is very plentiful, the wallsmav be made of wattle, the uprights being 18" apart.
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made good shelter for themselves in the Peninsulaby half cutting through a long branch of a cork tree, so that its ends reachedthe ground; by placing other branches cut for the purposeaStT andinterlacing them with others, a good wigwam was soon made
•Z In woody countries like America, good huts to last for veirsare quickly made of logs placed one over the other, being notched Aheirrespective thickness at the angles, so as to fit onemito the other. Moss isnen into the interstices. A roof is put on of split logs gouged out in thecentre, so that each is like a long curved gutter. A laver of These is placed
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for finishing Iluts in the field. If mixed with

ounh ™n" e Plastered over mud walls or floors, it renders them hardPugh and Jess subject to injury from weather. A thin coating of this applied
, • Y

day t0 tle earthen floors of huts adds much to the look of cleanlmessInch ,s so essential to comfort. Those who have served in India knowow largely it is used by the natives there for cleansing their earthen floors
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ns and villages,' as they were in fact during our
P' gns 111 ^Pam and France at the beginning of the century. Infy.
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should be billeted in the villages nearest the road being marched over, the

R A in those next further off, whilst the cavly.
,
having the greatest power -

of locomotion can be billeted in the distant villages with least inconvenience.

It is often difficult to obtain suitable billets in large towns for cavly. or R. A.

Villages suit them best, but if they must be billeted in a large town, accom-

modation should be provided for them in the suburbs impossible. In

estimating the amount of accommodation afforded by any building or town, .

the following rules may be safely followed.

“ Accommodation As the occupation of a town, village, or house niay

be for a period of some weeks in time of war, the maximum number

of men who can be accommodated consistently with good sanitary arrange-

ments should be stated. The regulation for permanent accommodation

in barracks at home is at the rate of 600 cub. ft. of air per man m i

barracks, and 400 per man in huts. This allowance of space may, however,

be regarded as unnecessarily large for a time of emergency. In fixing No.

of men to rooms in barracks in warm climates, each man should be •

allowed 60 superficial sqr. ft. The following is a rough method for calcu-a

lating the number of men who can be accommodated in a room ;
it will

Generally be found sufficiently accurate for practical purposes
° For rooms 15' wide or under, one man to every yard in length.

For rooms over 15' in width, but under 25', 2 men for every yd. of length.

For rooms 25' wide, 3 men for every yd. of length.

As it will be impossible for an offr. to visit every house in a town or

village, the best plan to adopt will be to divide the houses into classes as

far as possible, and by carefully examining a house of each class and-

estimating the number of men which it would accommodate, arrive at a

fair estimate of the accommodation afforded by the total number oh

houses. A certain number of rooms (usually those on the upper storey)

must be left for the inhabitants, and provision must be made for cooking. -

If anv calculation be made, based upon the. actual number of inhabitants,,

it must be borne in mind that the houses of country gentlemen or large-

farmers will usually afford proportionately a much larger amount 01.

accommodation than the houses of the poorer classes. As regards horse

accommodation, in all good stables a horse is allowed from 1200 to

cub. ft. of space, but this allowance may be considered excessive for a time

of emergency ;
when stalls exist, the number of stalls may be taken tt

represent the number of horses which can be accommodated. In the case o

barns or large outhouses, about 5' of their length should be allotted to eaci

horse If the house is over 24' wide, the horses can be placed in two row*

The Germans estimate the available accommodation of a village or toui

bv the number of fireplaces they contain, and if this number is unknown*

they assume it to be \ or >, of the number of inhabitants. If the troopsar

to remain long in a village, the number of men quartered upon each lions
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is at the rate of i man of infy., ^ man of cavly. or R.H.A., or § man of a
Fd. Battery to each fireplace. For x night, from 18 to 20 infy. men per
fireplace, provided the men have their own rations and have not to depend
upon the villagers for food. When the troops are to stay 14 days, from 3
to 6 men and from 1 to 2 horses, and for a week, from 10 to 14 men per
fireplace. During the autumn manoeuvres, they allow 3 to 4 infy., or from
1 to 2 cavly. per fireplace. When on the march, or if the troops are to
stay a night in their billets, 2 to 3 foot or 1 to ii mounted soldiers.
If more than one divn. is to be billeted in a town, the particular locality
that each is to have should be told off to it by a S.O. belonging to army lid.
Qrs. It is a good plan to have a main street for the demarcation between
the two, as it prevents disputes. The senior S.O. of each divn. should
again divide his portion into two, for his two brigds. to be subdivided
again for each corps and dept. The guns and their waggons should be
parked in some open square, their horses being stabled as near them as
possible. Cavalry had better be near the outskirts. Generals, brigadiers,
and C.Os. of all sorts should, as nearly as possible, have their quarters in
the centre of their command, and it is" to be clearly understood by all, that
under no circumstances will individuals, of any rank whatsoever, be allowed
to take possession of quarters unless they have'been duly given over to them.
The commissariat should be established in a suburb, or on the outskirts, so
that their waggons and animals can be parked outside in the nearest fields.
This holds good with siege and every other other description of trains. It
is essential that all these allotments be made before the troops march into
the town, for which purpose a S.O., with an ofifr. from each department
and from the personal staff of each G.O.C., should precede the troops on
the march by at least 2 or 3 hours. The offr. charged with this duty, upon
arriving at the city or town in which the force is to be billeted, will at once
call upon the mayor or chief magistrate, for the purpose of making the
necessary arrangements with him, to be enforced by his authority and the
local police. It is advisable to do this, even in an enemy's town, as long
as any recognised magistrate remains in it. If a plan of the town is to be
had from him, it will facilitate matters greatly. Each offr. employed upon
this duty should have a piece of chalk, and mark with it, upon the doors of
the buildings, the name or number of the corps to which it has been
apportioned, T he street or quarter told off for each battn., &c.

,
must

then be subdivided into portions for each company, &c.
,
by the offr. of it

who accompanied the S.O. in advance, and notes made in his pocket-book
describing the locality, so that he can find it again easily. If the town
has been abandoned by its inhabitants, the streets, squares, and principal
houses should be named, their names being affixed to them in a legible
manner as soon as possible.

Finger-posts, pointing to the Hd. Qrs., Genrl, Hospl., commissariat,
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&c. ,
should bo erected. The main guard should be as near the centre of the

town as possible ;
other guards must be posted at the several main exits.

The provost establishment will be at the main guard, and all the police duties

carried out under the immediate orders of the P.M., with whom no one

shall interfere.
, ,

Alarm posts must be assigned to each corps, where they will be halted

upon first arrival, and where they will parade daily during their stay in the

f rr-i t- . ». „ i r/n*ri/TM/-« r\f t h tnwn rim kin?*
upon llibL clilivcll, dliu J

f V 1

•

place. The S.Os. must see to the general conservancy of the town, making .

* . . .i • a.: i 1 olcrt cpp tn
corps keep clean their own particular localities. They will also see to

opening out communications, so that when the force marches it may nave *

numerous exits, and that troops and trains billeted in rear of the place,

or in the suburbs, should be able to get upon the main line of advance,

without going through the city.

Bivouac.—Napoleon preferred the bivouac to tents for men, and tnere

can be no doubt that it is more healthy in fine weather, particularly if (

operating in a wooded country where fires can be maintained easily. -No

tents being used adds greatly to the mobility of an army. Englishmen

rather shudder at the notion of life without any protection from wind, rain, i

and dews, because they naturally take a gloomy view of the weather, but

after the first few days’ experience, most soldiers like it. In Europe it is

quite certain that armies when moving cannot have tents, they must either*!

beTulleted in the towns and villages or must bivouac. In selecting a site

for a bivouac, wood and water are, as for camps, the great requisites, but

a food supply of the former is more essential for the bivouac than for the n

camp, as it is robbed of half its enjoyment, unless the men can nave

large fires to sleep near. This is all the more essential if the nights t

are cold. In cold weather, w'oods are the warmest place for a bivouac.

In tropical climates it is pleasanter at night to bivouac in the open.

The sanitary principles that apply to the selection of camps, hold good-

in choosing the site for a bivouac ;
dry and sheltered positions should tie,

selected. When camping or bivouacing in a hilly or undulating country,

remember that the actual cold is greater in the valley than on the side of the

hill • halfway up a slope is generally the best site for comfort as well as for

military reasons, for to obtain the shelter of the hill to screen you front the

wind as well as from the enemy's observation, and you avoid the cold'

below. Cavly. & R. A. should not take up a position immediately behind a

wood, which, in case of attack, would prevent them acting ;
they should

have clear ground in front of them. Narrow belts of wood in front form a

good screen for infantry, both from wind and from the enemy’s observation

,

woods, especially pine woods, afford good sites for an infantry bivouac; they

are warm at night and cool during the day in very hot weather When

possible, advantage should be taken of walls, banks, &c., to afford shelter.

Cavly should wheel into open column of squadrons, picket their horses,
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and each man sleep in front of his own horse. Infy. having wheeled
into column should pile arms, and sleep as they then stand in the ranks, the
officers in both instances sleeping on the reverse flank. The R.A. having-
picketed their horses and placed the guns, waggons, &c., as if for a carnpt
should, like the cavly., sleep opposite to" their horses. R.A. should
always bivouac in line. If the enemy is at such a distance as to preclude the
possibility of a night attack, all horses should be unsaddled and unharnessed,
the saddlery, harness, arms, helmets, accoutrements and kits of mounted
corps being placed in front of each horse as he stands at the picket ropes:
the infy. should hang their helmets and accoutrements on their rifles as
they stand piled, but each man should retain his water bottle, haversack,
and valise. When troops bivouac in the immediate presence of an enemy,'
md a night attack is possible, or when it is necessary to begin your attack
very early next morning, the men must remain accoutred, the horses
saddled and harnessed. The men with horses must sleep as best they can,
taking it in turns to lie down whilst the comrade holds the 2 horses. At
;imes it is even necessary to keep the gun horses hooked-to all night, when
he men must sleep by turns. As a rule the form of bivouac should as
nearly as possible be that of a camp.
.
A few logs of wood, sods of grass or turf, or stones piled up to windward

ifford good protection, and add greatly to comfort. If there is time and
material at hand, shelter, after the backwoodman's fashion, should be made
ny driving into the ground forked sticks, 4/ or 6 f long, and resting a pole
between them: branches should then be laid against it to the windward side
U an angle of 45°, bark or smaller branches being laid over them again
tntil a good shelter is obtained. In doing this, remember that the thicker
-nds should always be placed uppermost, the leaves being, as it were, upside
lown

;
they will throw off the rain better in this manner. Little pent

louses made so are most comfortable when slept under with a good fire
it one’s feet. If sufficient straw or leaves cannot be found, a hollow
mould invariably be scraped away for the hip to rest in. The small
loughs of the American hemlock, laid with the stalks down, form a luxurious
ped. Circles of about 18

1

in diameter, made with a bank about 3' high
.omi a comfortable bivouac

;
the earth, sods, &c., for the bank to be taken

rom without the circle, the ground within which should be disturbed as
Utle as possible. I he entrance should be on the leeward side

;
a fire in the

middle of the circle adds greatly to comfort. A lean-to can be very easily
made with the bank if any good material is at hand. These circles should
ie made for companies on the prolongation of the piles of arms

; each
arcle would hold 25 men. Cooking places in same line with piles of arms,
>ut in rear of these circles

;
the offrs. would be most conveniently placed

immediately in rear of piles of arms and in front of the circles made for the
men, offr’s. latrines in front, the men’s in rear. Men sleeping together should
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always club their blankets, so as to have one to sleep on, the other beir

over them. Too much attention cannot be paid to making the sleepir

place comfortable. Unless men get good refreshing sleep they canrn

sustain continued work. The company offrs. should be most energetic

this matter, for a little trouble bestowed in collecting dry grass, shaving

&c. may prevent your awakening some two hours before daybreak, chilli

with cold, so that you cannot get to sleep. The author has frequent

made use of his sword-hilt, a log of wood, or a stone, and slept me

soundly. When one wakes in the morning, the limbs feel a little stitt
;
ta

a smart run, and the blood will soon begin to circulate quickly, where*

they who crouch down over their fires feel cold a long time.

Campaigning—A great object with offrs. should be to keep the

committed to their charge in good health. Without it nothing can

accomplished. There are precautions to be taken, and rules to be attend,

to— the result of experience—which it is now disgraceful in an oni. to

ignorant of. Were the C.O. of a regt. in any future war to order .

men to dig large holes and pitch their tents in them, as was done by

genius before Sebastopol, a C.M. would be justified in finding him guilty

the murder of those who died in consequence. Under the heads of Can

and Positions I have noted down the sanitary points that should be attend

to. I shall now merely state a few general rules. Change the positions

camps as frequently as possible. When at a distance from the enere

scatter divns. regts., and even individual tents as much as possible. 1

mind and the body must both be attended to : each reacts upon the oth

If the man is not well fed, well clothed and housed, the privations m
soon tell upon his disposition and his temper. The result can only

sickness and uselessness. See that your offrs. and men have someth

to eat and drink before they begin their work, no matter how early. A t

of hot coffee and a biscuit is a good morning meal before the regui

breakfast. You cannot pay too much attention to cooking: try to

the men’s rations varied as much as possible, and see that no opportur

is lost of buying vegetables for them. I advise offrs. to take with them

campaigns in wild, uncivilized countries plenty of mustard and cress se

Indeed the Commissariat should have quantities to be issued as requir

It is a good anti-scorbutic. Never hesitate to report at once any impre

ment that strikes you as feasible and advantageous. If you hnd that

meat ration is not sufficient, report it at once. Get your men hot me

when possible. If preserved or cooked rations have been served out, :

there is time, they should be warmed or made into soup or bouilli bet

being eaten This is of great consequence after a long march, or a day

hard fighting. Save your men when you can, as you would your horse ;
t

will be all the more fit for a great effort when you require them to make

Reduce the number of your sentries as much as possible. 1 he n
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gnorant man knows the advantage of creature comforts to the efficiency
>f the soldier

; but we are prone to regard our soldiers as machines, merelyequinng a certain amount of bread and beef, washed down by a gill ofwm, to keep them not only in motion, but in perfect order. We are onlylow awakening to the necessity of developing their moral qualities. A manuthout hope makes an indifferent soldier: but one without good spirits.nd cheerfulness is worse than useless. Strive then, by all possible means1«0H° creat
.

e - if necessary—the high moral qualities of human
hh h

m tho
j
e servlng with you. The powers of a weak man, endowed

J

ith h°Pe and lofty courage, are always of greater service to the State thanhose of a great strong fellow who is discontented and desponding Employ
'ffrs to superintend all large fatigues, and associate tlienr with the men in

L ?t?
V°r

a
0ftea have 1 bhished for my profession, when I have seenffrs sittmg down under some shelter reading a book, whilst their men wereforking or rather, I should say, supposed to be working

;
for after a littleime, when the men see that their offrs. do not take an interest in what

» going on, they soon follow suit. C.Os. of regts. and brigds. cannot be toonet in such matters, and anyS.O. who fails to report or take notice of

aldier'Tf
211 a
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hls position - Care should be taken that eacha h
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,

sewlfe
,

; and when time permits, attempts should be made>have them instructed in the art of mending their clothes, and even their

Hamuth/ig.—ln the field no man’s hair should exceed half an inch in
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2 P lace for tbe men
- where there shall be abundance of
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“ “ of
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be encouraSed ns much as possible on service
;

it is aeanly habit, and is very invigorating
;

it should be avoided for 2 hours afterXVZ", the man
I
s very fat'gued, or in a profuse perspiration

;
if thewarm and perspiring after a smart walk, it will do no harm,t'er remain in the water long enough to feel chilly.
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Washing clothes.—It is difficult to wash clothes during a campaign bu

it can ready be dispensed with for a long time without injury to health ,

linen or cotton shirts should not be used in the field : two good flannel shirt

of a grey°sh colour are ample for all ranks, if worn day about ;
when h

shirt fs taken off, it should be hung up, stretched out, and exposed to th

sun and wind. It should be shaken and beaten with a small stick, or \\el

brushed The same rule applies to trousers and to drawers, when lies,

latter are worn. Washing flannel or any woollen material soon rums *

Never allow your men to be idle except when they require rest, but le

them see thaUhe work they are employed on is for their own or the genera

benefit.

66
At once give up the pipeclay humbug of the barrack square an,

its aimless exercises. Practise your men constantly in shooting and

marchTng The army that can shoot and march best, is the best army, an,

ShatS and march best in an army, is the best in that army
th<

ZV?// —As for drill, in respect to the battn. & brigd. evolutions require,

durinsr an action, the worst militia regiment could do enough for all practice

purposes
*1

but a't the same time, it must be remembered that with our sho

service army drill is more necessary than ever m order to discipline th

soldier both physically and morally. We have now less time to do his tha

Bgsbssastasesksesxszz
constant repetition of the showy parade moventen

described in our Drill books.
. . . wini reillv fnti<ni

The running drill has been a glorious innovation. W hat really lat gu

and disgus"" soldiers is the time that is dawdled away in parades. If A

divn ntany of our camps at home is to go through a field day, think

fhe time that elapses between the fall in being sounded on regtl. parade

&S&ES- sendee in the fiel

l^^^and ffi^neffi^Me^^^wh^Vme^shoul^alvrays be^iuffislied^rci

rvvo days m every weeK aw
down under the article

Xoi? Regular° work and good food will get Englishmen „

no dot,lot that all the diseases
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cholera, dysentery, diarrhoea, scurvy, typhus, and malarious fevers, which
have been the scourge of armies from the earliest days to this time, have
ai'isen from bad or insufficient food, impure air, bad water, overcrowding in
tents or huts, and the misery and depression of spirits ensuing from these

ils. The men s boots and socks to be frequently inspected, so as to be
certain that they are always in a fit state for a march. If these points are
tarefullv attended to, your men will go into action fit for work Once theremd having been taught the truth of the distich ‘fire low, fire slow’ the
onghsh offr. may confidently count upon victory.
Cooking. In permanent camps it is desirable to establish regular

oppers or boilers for cooking. When possible, 3 pots should be provided
or each company : one for meat or soup, to hold x quart per man one
or vegetables, to hold 3 pints per man

; and one for tea, to hold 1 pint per
aan When only one cooking vessel is available, its minimum capacity
houkl be 3 pints per man. Calculating losses for cutting up, bonesookmg, ike., the soldier does not get more than A the weight of his meat
xtion to eat.

Boiling meat entails a loss in weight of about 30 p.-c. The water
hould never be higher than 1600

,
if hotter, the meat becomes hard and

orunken
; the lower the temperature the better are the nutritive juices

ept in The larger the piece of meat the better. Put the meat into boilino-
ater, let it boil for 5 minutes, and then reduce the temperature of the
ater, either by pouring in cold water, or by reducing the fire until it is
bout 160° Fahr., that is, as hot as the finger can be put into without
aiding. Allow a 4 of an hour for every pound the meat weighs.
Roasting.—The loss is a little less than in boiling. The meat should be
qxosed at first to a great heat, for the purpose of keeping in the juiceHow a j of an hour a pound. _

1

l6i lbs. meat.

1 lb. onions.

1 lb. flour.

5 oz. salt.

Receipts for Cooking.

Meat Soup.

I i oz. pepper.

5 oz. sugar.

Small faggot of herbs.
- I 3! gallons of water.

•Separate the large bone from the meat, also the gristle, cut the meat into pieces of
lout 4 oz., take 8 oz. of the fat, and chop it up, slice the onions, put the fat in the
1 er

;

when melted, add the onions, stir them well, so that they do not get brown •

5 minutes add the meat, which keep stirring and turning over for 5 minutes longer

:

s meat ought to be warm through
; then add the boiling water by degrees, let it

nmer gently for 1 hour, mix the flour with cold water very smooth, add it to the
up, with the salt, pepper, sugar, and herbs

; simmer gently for 30 minutes, keepmng it to prevent the flour from settling at the bottom.

T
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The great error c°mm°nly commuted in n^ng s°uP^aPd^raps ot

m^<^ «d P- down to simmer for next

day’s soup.
Jyish stgw

6 oz. salt.

i oz. pepper.

£ lb. flour.

1 6 1 lbs. of meat.

Ib lbs. potatoes.

4 lbs. onions. 1

int0 p!eces of i lb. each, the loin ant

Cut the meat away from the bon
>

, and cut the blade-bone into 4 piece

neck of mutton into chops disjoint t c s> ’

with the salt, pepper, and flour, anc

(if the leg, cut into slices) i ‘h'^.rub th
u on both sides, then add th

place the meat in the boiler with S°

a
,

‘

e„ough water to cover the potatoes ;
stev

onions whole, and then the potatoes, an en°ug
during the cooking,

gently for 2 hours, keep the fire down and even

Beef and Mutton Pudding.

£ oz. pepper
t6£ lbs. meat. Sweet herbs.

Water.6 <bs. flour.

1 lb. onions.

Cut the meat from the bone and sinews^take away ii
^^^hoppedonions, *

meat into pieces of £ " thick and mb it ^ ;
PM

water . Th make t

herbs ;
place it in a large dish, or 5 smal ‘ *

, hole w ;th the hand in

paste as follows .-Place on the table the flour^ soine water in

centre, then place in it the ch°PP^d a
^

a .
aa

moistened,
and it forms a :

hole, gradually stir the flour into it until
• as a ball for 10 minutes,

paste ;
work and roll it well for 3 ™n"

f te rolmd the inside of the dish!

it out to the thickness required, put a ece P^ [hc edges are properly J0>

SSh“ steam ihe large puddings for e£ hours, and

allow £ a pint of water, or a ^ ^^ ;f possible. W ash

4 or 4 lbs. each '
the‘" S

r . uch Salt as possible ; it is then ready for cool

found to extract a great,deal of salt
, ^ K(W._Cut or choP 2 lbs. of
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easpoonful of sugar, 4 teaspoonful of pepper, 2 middle-sized onions sliced, 4 pint of
ivater. Set on the fire for 10 minutes until forming a thick gravy. Add a good
:ablespoonful of flour, stir on the fire for a few minutes

; add 14 quart ofwater
; let the

'hole simmer until the meat is tender. Beef will take from 2} to 3 hours ; mutton
ind pork about two hours; veal 1 1 to rf hours; onions, sugar, and pepper, if not to

>e had, must be omitted ; it will even then make a good dish : 4 lb. sliced potatoes,
>r 1 oz. of preserved potatoes ; ration vegetable may be added, also a small dumpling.
For a hurried dinner, cut your rations into pieces about the size of a

penny, but 3 or 4 times thicker. Skewer them on a piece of iron wire, or
hard stick : a few minutes will cook them if hung before the fire.

Vegetables must be carefully washed and cleaned from insects. Green
vegetables should be boiled fast in plenty of water, and drained at once
when done. They sink when sufficiently cooked. Potatoes take from 20
to 30 minutes boiling

;
they show signs of breaking when they are done,

which can be ascertained by sticking a fork into them. Carrots and par-
snips take from 20 to 45 minutes boiling. Young nettles, sweet docks,
turnip-tops, or the young leaves of mangel-wurzel, make good green food.
A little pepper and salt should be added to season them. Dandelion leaves,
especially when young, make a most agreeable salad. Dried and com-
pressed vegetables of all kinds should be soaked from 4 to 6 hours in pure
water, and then boiled slowly ; if there is any bad taste from putrefaction
having commenced, a little chloride of lime will remove it. The * mixed
compressed vegetables

'

should be boiled in a little water for about 5 an
hour

;
the cabbage to be boiled in sufficient water for i an hour, the

carrots and turnips to be boiled for about 15 minutes, potatoes to be boiled
in sufficient water for ^ an hour. Rice should be washed and soaked,
and then boiled in plenty of water, without salt, for 20 or 25 minutes, then
some salt should be thrown in, and the water drained off. Each grain will
then be separate.

To make Tea.—If possible, it should be made in a vessel used solely for
that purpose

;
on service this is generally impossible, but it renders great

care on the part of the cook all the more essential. Before the tea is made,
the kettle must be well washed, and heated with a little hot water and well
nnsed. The water for the tea should then be put in, and boiled before the
tea is put in

;
care to be taken that the water is boiling fast when this is

done. If possible, the boiling water should be poured from one kettle into
another containing the dry tea. The lid should then be put on, and the pot.
placed beside (but not on) the fire for 4 or 5 minutes before serving it out.
Much depends upon the softness of the water

;
if the water is hard, add

each)
possible a small teaspoonful of soda, to the camp kettle full (for 5 men

To malic Copfee.—The same rules apply, as regards cleanliness and the
ascription of water, as in making tea. 'Sometimes there is only time to

T 2
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prepare it by boiling ;
but if possible, it is better to heat the coffee in the lie

Sf the kettle, then put it in a kettle, and pour the boiling water on it, leavinf

it to stand near the fire for 5 minutes, when it will be fit for use. \\ hei

there is time to do so, it should be strained through a cloth of some sort

When made, the dregs should be collected and well boiled ;
if this decoctioi

is poured over fresh coffee, the result of the second making will be fount

stron tr and aromatic. To clear coffee some cold water should be poured 11

from a height. The cold water sinks through the coffee, and carries dowi

the suspended particles. c

Plum Pudding.—Put into a basin I lb. of flour, if lb. of raisins (stoned, if time t

allowed' i lb. of the fat of salt pork (well washed, cut into small dies, or chopped

2 tablespoonfuls of sugar or treacle ;
add a i pint of water, mix all together ;

put int

a cloth tied tightly; boil for 4 hours and serve. If time will not admit, boil only

hours, though 4 are preferable.
. tc ,

Rice Pudding, in which no eggs or milk are required.—Put on the fire 12 pints

water in a moderate-sized saucepan ; add to it, when boiling, 1 lb. of nee, or t

tablespoonfuls ; 4 oz. of brown sugar, or 4 tablespoonfuls ;
I large tablespoonful

salt the rind of a lemon thinly peeled : boil gently for i an hour ;
strain the wat.

from the rice, keeping the rice rather dry. The rice water is then ready for drink.r

either warm or cold. The juice of the lemon may be introduced, which would mat.

it more palatable and refreshing. Add to the rice 3 oz. of sugar, 4 tablespoonfuls -

flour and £ a teaspoonful of pounded cinnamon; stir on the hre carefully lor 3 or

minutes ;
put it in a tin or a pie-dish, and bake. By boiling the nee i of an hoi

longer it will be very good to eat without baking.
r
Ihis will produce 5 lbs. .

pudding, 6 pints of most wholesome beverage. The lemon and cinnamon may

omitted and it will still make palatable pudding and good beverage ;
the latter

admirable for sick men, particularly for those suffering from diarrhoea.

Lemonade—Peel thinly the third part of the rind of a lemon, put it m

a basin with two tablespoonfuls of sugar ;
cut the lemon in two, lengthway

and squeeze out the juice over all
;

stir round for a minute to form a syrup

pour in a pint of water, mix well, remove the pips, and it is ready for us

If you can strain it through a clean cloth, so much the better; i 2 taDi

spoonfuls of lime juice may be used instead of the lemon.

Diet.—To be considered here under two conditions ;
when on the marc

i e marching 5 or 6 days in the week ;
and when halting temporarily

camp When marching continuously, the men reach camp very hungi

and consequently hurry on their cooking as much as possible ;
the result

that their dinners are generally indifferent, as there is not time to nia

irood soup. Regts. would do well to have all bones and scraps ot me

remaining after the men have had their dinners collected and put down

simmer together, with some small portion of the ration reserved lor t

purpose, so that all should have a good basin of soup at about 4 or 5 m i

afternoon. The ration of meat might, in fact, be increased t ot a pou-
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with great advantage, whilst the men are doing hard work • the best flesh

v

parts iised at dinner, and the bony portion reserved for the evening sou/Diet is now a science, and the recent discoveries in it have had the effect ofremoving the old, stupid, and I may say, cruel notionfreSn^ thesystem for training either men or horses. The appetite of men’t-ikenYmmquarters placed under canvas, and marched daily, increases considerably
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as much of good» » they could ^mnes™, I^ay, -*«™
amongst them. No

|^
nt

‘

;

‘and no men could have had harder
during the recent Soudan 1 »

. boats _ -phe use of rum has been so .

work than those who re<
difficult now to discontinue it. It
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cured • the following hints may therefoie be usetnl.
f er j t

Bleeding from Won,.As is from a vein or artery
;
from the former
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seldom of much consequence
;

it is distinguished by the dark colour of the
blood

; it requires merely the application of cold water and the slight pres-
sure of a bandage either over the wound itself or between it and the extre-
mity of the injured limb

;
the limb should also be raised to a higher level

than the body. In all cases of bleeding the first consideration is to put the
wounded man in a recumbent position : this is imperatively necessary in
all serious cases. A man unconscious from loss of blood will often revive at
once when placed on his back with his head on a level with his body The
clothes round his neck should be opened, and a little stimulant may be given
bleedingfrom an Artery is known by the bright red colour of the blood and

by its spirting out in jets corresponding with the beats of the pulse Unless
stopped at once, the wounded man must die. To do so it should be remem-
bered that it is only necessary to compress the injured artery against thebone between the wound and the body. Having placed the man as described
above, feel for the pulsating artery on the inside of the limb above the wound
and when found keep up a steady pressure with the tips of the fingers'
which will control the bleeding

;
2 men, one relieving the other every few

minutes, can stay it for a long time in this manner. The pressure should
be in towards the bone. If a tourniquet is to be had, apply it just above
where the pressure of the fingers is found to control the bleeding. A silk
or cotton handkerchief twisted tight by means of a stick passed through the
slack, is a good substitute, a bullet or round stone being placed over the
artery. '1 lie inside seam of the coat or jacket follows the general course of
the arteries in the arm. If the wound is in the leg the artery can be easiest
found in the groin, whence it passes down inside of the thigh wind-
ing round underneath to the hollow behind the knee. If wounds are below
the elbow or knee, the pressure should be applied above those joints. If you
cannot find the artery, fill up the wound with some cotton or linen, and ban-
dage as tightly as you possibly can directly over the wound. Bleediim from
gunshot wounds is generally slight at first. I have seen limbs cut off by
round shot, when there was really no bleeding at all

;
still precautions are

always necessary, and a man with an artery cut should never be left for a
moment w ithout some one by him. Remove all clothing from round wounds,
and wash with sponge and cold water. The edges of sabre wounds should
be brought together and sewn, or well secured with sticking plaster. In re-
mcroing the woundedfrom thefield, or when carrying them on the march when
you have no ambulance or stretchers, construct a framework with two poles

long, lea\ mg 6 at each end as handles : lash 3 short pieces across, so as to
eep the poles 23 apart, one piece to come just behind the man's head,

one at Ins feet, and one in the centre
;
to this a blanket is securely fastened

at each corner, and along the sides, if there is time to do so. A wounded
man can be carried very comfortably in this manner.
Ifa leg is fractured, place the man on his other side and place the injured
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Sot efeet from marching should be bathed at night in tepid water, havinga few lumps of alum dissolved in it : if there are blisters, they should bepricked with a needle or sharp knife, but the skin must not be torn off.Previous to beginning the next day's march the tender places should have
soft soap applied to them, or if it is not to be had, any sort of grease

preventive against
1

blisters^

^ ° f aPplied t0 the feet is the best

countries where such are to be feared, never allow the

ddes T K
US
m
d

'i

i6t tb6m eat and drink frequently in small quail-
tities. Let the hat be thick and covered with white. In the tropics nothin^
ut large turbans can be safely relied on as a protection against the sun. In^Ll SU

‘!
Str°ke

,

raiSe
.l
he

,

head
’ °Pen the coat and everything bearingon the throat and chest

; if plenty of water is to be had, keepup a stream of it

restored
head^ Upp6r part °f the chest

- until consciousness has been

Frost bites —Rub the part affected with snow or any kind of soft fur andlater on, with cold water until circulation be restored : a fire or a heatedroom its to be avoided.
neaiea

Poisons.—Cases of poisoning in the army are generally caused by strong
irritants, such as nitric, sulphuric, muriatic, or oxalic acids, corrosive subln
mate, and caustic (nitrate of silver), or by sedatives or narcotics, such as
ai

°J
P

,

lla
’ opl

!i
r
?
1

’
Julian hemP (bang), prussic acid, &c., or by arsenic orstrychnine I he following remedies should be adopted in the absence of a

depe,’ Il, ,mh"’ on the

\itnc
, Muriatic and. Oxalic acids.—Give at once lime water or chalk

magnesia, or carbonate of magnesia in water. In the absence of all these’

f.;»r,

Pe Wa
J
S

’
-

lf white-washed, or mix up some plaster from the ceiling

n JT' 1
'ld g

‘,

Ve U at once ' Soapsuds is also good if other means arenot at hand. I hen give a spoonful of sweet oil: give barley water andgrnel avoidmg solid food for 24 hours. Avoid emetics.
sulphuric acid, [vitriol).—Give carbonate of magnesia in water or milk,ume water or simple magnesia unless in small quantities are not advisablesame treatment afterwards as for nitric acid.

^°rro”veJubliVmte > Copperas or Blue Vitriol.—Give at once raw eggs

m ’),
and 'v llte mixed. I' lour and water if eggs are not to be had. Avoid

cil 1L-L1 CS.

Caustic [nitrate of silver).

—

Give common salt and water, sea-water, milk

IwL°
k

°: water
' in larSe quantities nntil vomiting is produced.Harley water, gruel and oatmeal porridge.

Opium.Morphia, Indian Hemp, Prussic Acid, and all other narcotic

vJ°
nS

\

gl
'.
e umet,cs a t once. Use every endeavour to keep the patient fromgoing to sleep, Give strong coffee or tea

;
keep him walking about, dash
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cold water in face, pour buckets of water over his head, apply ammonia

(smelling salts), or burnt feathers to nostrils. In poisoning from prussic acid,

cold wafer poured over the head is especially called for : a few grams of car-

bonate of ammonia dissolved in water should be given.

Arsenic orphosphorus.—Give the strongest emetics at once.

Strvchnine.—Emetics as for arsenic.

In all-cases of poisoning the first thought should be, W hat was the agent

used’ ' A careful observation will generally enable the most inexperienced

to recognise the effects of narcotic poisons, by the patient being in a deep

sleep breathing heavily, and probably snoring, with skin cold and pulse

weak : the smell of the breath will generally indicate if he is suffering from

the effect of spirituous liquors, in which case give emetics and pour water

over the head, for fatal results frequently ensue, if nothing is done to rouse

men from the comatose state arising from excessive drinking.

Poisonous snake bites.—A ligature of cord should at once be placed round

the limb, between the bite and body, and kept if possible until the arm a

a surgeon If no doctor is to be found, then the flesh round the bite should

be at once cutout with a knife, sucked, bathed in warm water to encourage

bleeding, burnt with caustic, and have liquor ammonia applied freely. One

or all of these external means may be resorted to. The strength should

supported and stimulants given freely. Liquor ammonia may be given in

doses of io drops in a wine-glass of water every quarter of an hour for i or

j} hours if the patient does not rally. If this is not at hand, apply stio g .

rum or brandy, and make him drunk by giving the same internally.

Bites from Scorpions ,
Centipedes ,

Wasps, etc., should be treated extcr -

with liquor ammonia : if there is depression of spirits, give it in doses ot

10 drops in a wine-glass of water at a time, or if none is at hand, use stronB -

infested with them, they can be cleared

from barrack rooms or stables by a spray distributor, using 2 or 3 tea-

spoonfuls of carbolic acid in half a pint of water. I he same put on a towel

hung up at the head of your bed will keep you free from these pests.

To restore a half drowned man.—Do not remove him into a house, but

try your remedies ' on the spot, in the open air, exposing the chest and face

to the breeze.' Send for medical assistance, blankets and dry clothes,

remove clothing, braces, etc. ,
from upper part of body, and proceed thus at

once to endeavour to restore breathing.

I av patient on his back, rest head and shoulders on his coat foWcd to

form cushion. Draw forward tongue and secure to lower jaw by an elastic

band or tape. Kneeling at patient's head, grasp the arms just above elbow,

and draw same gentlv upwards, count 2 seconds ;
by this movement f1 <-

hmU are refilled with air. Then lower patient's arms and press them

(irmly for s seconds upon his ribs, by this tnejtns the air is expelled ffom the
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lungs. Continue this movement without ceasing for 2 or 3 hours, until a
spontaneous effort to respire is perceived, then immediately proceed to
induce circulation and warmth

;
give patient plenty of air. Rub limbs

upwards with hot flannels, or by hand alone
;
place patient in bed

; apply
hot bricks, wrapped in flannel, or hot water bottles, to pit of stomach, feet
and ami pits. Give weak warm brandy and water or wine, when patient is

able to swallow. Whilst this is being done, others should have removed
his boots, putting his feet against their own stomachs next the skin, and hot
bricks or stones may be advantageously placed over his groins, and under
his arm-pits.

Medical stores, &c.
,
for use of detachments not supplied with a Medl. Offr.

Offrs. before starting on detached duties where they may be for days or
weeks without medical assistance, should carry a small store of simple medi-
cal remedies, the quantity of which should depend upon the number going
with them, and probable length of their absence. The diseases prevail-
ing at the threatre of operations will influence the nature of the remedies to
be taken : a local doctor should be consulted on this point. The following
should always be taken : a linen bandage to be served out to each man, the
serjeant to have a tourniquet The offr. to carry a small supply of stick-
ing plaister, lint, and a little oil silk, a pair of scissors, a pair of"forceps to
pull out thorns, a couple of needles and some silk to sew up sword cuts, a
small sharp knife, a small piece of nitrate of silver in holder. A supply of
quinine in powder, pills for diarrhoea, &c. When a Fd. companion is to
be had, it should invariably be taken instead of the above detail of medicine,
as it contains an assorted collection.

The weather.—The weather has the greatest influence upon military
operations. It is needless to recount the many instances where the most
accurately calculated operations have been brought to nought, and perhaps
turned to disaster, by such little trifles as a shower of rain, &c. Offrs. of all
ranks should gndeavour to be ‘ weatherwise. ’ In other words, they should
by a constant study of the heavenly phenomena, learn to know what sort
of sky precedes a storm, rain, &c.

,
See. From the moment you enter the

country that is to be the threatre of war, the small aneroid barometer should
lie observed, and its height remarked three times a day—upon rising in the
morning, at noon, and just before laying down to sleep at night. No
attention whatever should be paid to the words ‘ fair,’ ‘ rain,’ Sec . , noted on
the dial, for they are apt to mislead. An aneroid falls sometimes from wind,
and rises at the approach of severe frost. The local effect of high wind with
and without rain, of rain alone, of frost &c.

,
upon it should be noted. The

changes of the moon have great influence upon the weather. Ascertain the
month in which the corn is cut, and you may assume it is the hottest in the
year.

A halo round the moon indicates approaching wet weather, the larger the
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circle the nearer the rain. There is an old rhyme to the following effect

regarding the changes of the barometer, “ Long foretold, long last short

notice, soon past : First rise after low, foretells stronger blow. The follow -

ing table is of use :
—

If the new moon, the first

quarter, the full moon, or

the last quarter happens

:

Between midnight and 2 A. 11

2 and 4 morning

In Summer. In Winter.

8 ,, 10 ,,

10 ,, 12 „
At 12 o’clock at noon & 2

Between 2 and 4 p.m. .

4 ,, 6 ,, .

P.M

8
10

8 „ .

10 „ .

midnight

Fair
{

Cold, frequent I

showers . . )
Rain .

Wind and rain . .
:

Changeable. . .{

Frequent showers .

Very rainy . . .

Changeable. . .

Fair

Fair, if wind N.W.\

Rainy, if S. or S.W . (

Ditto. . . •

Fair

Hard frost, unless the wind

be S. or W.

Snow and stormy.

Rain.
Stormy.
Cold rain, if wind be W. ;

snow, if E.
Cold and high wind.

! Snow or rain.

Fair and mild.

' Fair.
.

Fair and frosty, if wind N

.

or N.E.
_

Rain or snow, if S. or S.W.

Ditto.

Fair and frosty.

Observations.—The nearer the time of the Moon’s change to noon or midnight, the

more nearly will the result accord with the prediction. It is also said that less

dependence is to be placed on the table in winter than in summer

The moon is new when the points are towards your left hand as you look at it ,

when they point in the opposite direction, it is a waning moon. The folkmoon is due

E at 6 p M • in northern hemisphere it is due S. at midnight, and due W . at 6 A.M. .

the first quarter is due S. at 6 P.M., and due W. at midnight ;
the last quarter is due

E. at midnight, and due S. at 6 p.m. It completes its changes in about -9* '

>,

The full moon rises as the sun sets. It has been stated as the result of \ S

careful observations, “that the 3rd day before the new moon regulates the weather

on each quarter-day of that lunation, and also characterises the general aspect 0

the whole
4
period.” Thus, if the new moon happened on the 26th of May, the ter

day was the 24th : the weather of that day was to be that of the 26th and the 3rd.

nth and 19th of June, the quarter days respectively. I he almanack carried in

pocket-book should show the changes of the moon. The old farmer s pred.ct.oi^j

fine or rough weather, deduced from observing the flight of birds, are rea >
•

upon truth, and can be explained scientifically. W hen swallows fly lug , P
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fine weather ; when they fly low, the reverse. Sea-gulls flying inland or collected
there in large numbers are forerunners of bad stormy weather.

JVeather Forecast.—Admiral Fitzroy says, whether clear or cloudy, a rosy sky at
sunset presages fine weather

; a red sky in the morning, bad weather or much wind
iperhaps rain)

; a grey sky in the morning, fine weather
; a high dawn, wind

; a low
dawn, fair weather. Soft-looking or delicate clouds foretell fine weather, with
moderate or light breezes; hard edged oily-looking clouds, wind. A dark, gloomy
blue sky is windy

;
but a light, bright blue sky indicates fine weather. Generally,

the softer the clouds look, the less wind (but perhaps more rain) may be expected
;

and the harder, more greasy, ’ rolled, tufted or ragged, the stronger the coming
wind will prove. Also a bright yellow sky at sunset presages wind ; a pale yellow,
wet

; and thus by the prevalence of red, yellow, or grey tints, the coming weather
may be foretold very nearly

;
indeed, if aided by instruments, almost exactly. Small

inky-looking clouds foretell rain
;
light scud-clouds driving across heavy masses show

w ind and rain
;
but, if alone, may indicate wind only. High upper clouds crossing

the sun, moon or stars, in a direction different from that of the lower clouds, or the
wind then felt below, foretell a change of w-ind. When sea birds fly out early and
far to seawr ard, moderate wind and fair weather may be expected

;
when they hang

about the land, or over it, sometimes flying inland, expect a strong wind with stormy
weather. When birds of long flight—rooks, swallows, or others—hang about home,
or fly up and down or low, rain or wind may be expected. When animals seek sheltered
places, instead of spreading over their usual range

;
when pigs carry straw to their

sties
; when smoke from chimneys does not ascend readily (or straight upwards during

calm), an unfavourable change is probable. Dew is an indication of fine wreather
;

so is fog. Neither occurs under an overcast sky, or when there is much wind.
Prevailing Winds. In the A?mabian Sea the N.E. monsoon prevails with fine

and moderate weather from Nov. to March: from May to Sept, the S.W. monsoon,
blowing fiercely with bad weather in June and July, but moderating in August

;

cyclones in April, May, Oct. and Nov. In the Imiian Ocean, the N.W. or
middle monsoon blows from Nov. to March

; the wind in light, with squalls, rains
and frequent calm; the S.E. Irade blows from April to Sept., and is constant to
the southward of the 10th parallel (south) ; cyclones from Dec. to April. In the
Bay of Bengal the N.E. monsoon blows from Nov. to March with moderate and
fine weather

; the S.W. monsoon from May to Sept., blowing fresh with bad weather
in June and July, but moderating in August. Cyclones in April, May, Oct. and
Nov. hi the China Sea, the N.E. monsoon blows from in Nov., Dec. and Jan. ;

the S.W. monsoon from May to Sept., weather moderate with rain, strongest in
June, July and August

; typhoons from July to Nov. On the east coast of Africa
and m the Mozambique

, northerly winds prevail from Dec. to March, and southerly
winds from April to Nov. In the Red Sea, N.N.W. winds in northern portion, and
S.S.E. winds in southern portion prevail from October to May. Northerly winds
throughout June and Sept., variable in strength, but lighter in southern portions
Rile l alley

, the prevailing wind blows steadily from the north.
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PART III.

Strategy is a constant science ;
its rules to-day are similar to those in dia

time of Caesar They should be known to all superior offrs. ,
but don t let

any one imagine that every man who can write able books or essays on

strategy must be fit for command :
you may know the ^cc ^lte^t -

Tomini did, and yet be utterly useless m the field. To deal with gy

here would be beyond the scope of this little work.

Tactics is an art that varies with the spread of civilization most great

Wpy
,o”hU

y“p°“
»y

».isrs^ *.
our own will give a daring and able leader valuable ideas ns to how positio

may be surprised and how posts may be taken from any ordinary cut-,

drv'enenw It is too much the tendency in all modern, well organize

armfes for every one, from the general down to the sergt., to act m exact

accordance with rules they have been taught. T hose rules are hdmira
accorciauu

but will be the ruin of the leader who shapes his

by th

U
em.

rd
In^ mope they will be as well known to your enemy as

t0
Tactical formations.-It cannot be too strongly impressed upon all off»

tint our attack formation is only intended to be used against an enen L

yen armed and drilled as we are. It is only the dangerous theonst who

Vi lLnt it when enfaced with Ashantis, /.ulus or men like those wc

F^S’saky a^a1^ S£Xe7™t£
y°o

f

u-

V

o°ver
jSfUre

Clike enemy. Your formations must conform to the nature of your
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enemy’s arms, to his known mode of fighting, and to the character of the
country you are operating in. If he be unprovided with arms of precision
ancl it is of consequence that you should hit hint very hard, your best policy
is to let him come within a range of about 400 yds. before you deliver your
fire. If he be a determined enemy he will endeavour to close with you

;

then is your time to crush hint with a hail of bullets. For warfare of this
nature, take care that the composition of your columns is in accordance
with the work they have to accomplish

;
for instance, beware of hampering

your movements with field guns
: you don’t require their distant fire, and

for close work your rifles and machine guns are much more killing, whilst
the horses, carriages and paraphernalia of a battery of artillery in a desert
or in an unknown or roadless country, must always be more or less an
encumbrance, and their protection a source of never-ending anxiety. See
article on Wars with Savage Nations.
Outposts.—The most arduous, while at the same time the most impor-

tant duties that devolve upon soldiers in the field, are those of outposts.
C. Os. should lay great stress upon this fact, and should take every oppor-
tunity to instruct both offrs. and men in them. All concerned should feel
that the safety of the army and the honour of the country depend upon
their untiring vigilance and activity. F.Os. of the day should be most strict
in enforcing strict attention to our regulations on this subject. With an
army in the field, a well designed, well carried out system of outposts should
secure to you positive information of the enemy’s whereabouts and move-
ments, and possibly of his intentions, whilst it affords protection to your
own army against all possible surprise. The outpost duties with detach-
ments, should be carried on so as to enable such detachments to effect an
orderly retreat, if retreat should be necessary, before the enemy could cut
them off, or with a view to their being able to' defend themselves until other
troops can come to their assistance. Outposts should act as the feelers of an
army, guarding it from every danger, and keeping it constantly informed of
everything that can add to its safety, or assist its movements. They should
also screen the movements of the army in their rear, and prevent any
intelligence of its movements from reaching the enemy. The outposts
thrown out to the front, to the flanks, and when necessary in the rear of a
force in the field for its protection, are called by us, “Outlying Piquets.”
whilst for the purpose of obtaining information of the enemy’s position, &c.,
we use patrols varying in strength according to circumstances. The hand
with the fingers well opened describes the outpost system, the nails being
the outlying piquets, the middle joints of the fingers the supports, the
knuckles the reserve, and the wrist the troops or camp to be protected from
surprise. Like advd. gds.

,
all outposts should be as far in advance of the

force they are thrown out from as they can be with safety ; that is, without
exposing them to be cut off or overpowered, before assistance can reach
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them. As a general rule jjths of a force should be able to rest in peace and

quiet, whilst to the remaining Jlh is allotted the outpost work. It is essential

that they'should lie sufficiently far to the front, to enable the C. - n-C. when

he receives the report from them that the enemy is advancing in force, to

make up his mind whether he will or will not fight, and if he decides upon

fio-htincq to enable him to occupy the position he had previously selected to

fight in, before the enemy could disturb him in the movements necessary

for that purpose. , r ,, .

The general distribution of troops for outpost duty is as follows .

1. Piquets, including vedettes, sentries, patrols, and detached posts.

2 . Supports to the piquets.

a. Reserve of the outposts.
.

. . .

Every body of troops, of whatever size, will have its outposts disposed i

more or less after this system, though it may not always be necessary to

carry it out in a complete form. Thus, a considerable force of emit, such

as aDivn or a Brigd. will have a complete system of outposts^ including

:

piquets, supports, and reserve. A smaller body, such as a ReSL
;

mjW',

dispense with a special reserve, and will itself become the resene to the

outposts ;
while a still smaller body, such as a squadron, will only hmea

piquet or guard sufficient to supply the necessary sentries and vedettes. .

As a ru°e in a mixed force of Cavlv. and Infy. the outpost duty by day will

be performed by the Cavlv. and Mtd. Infv., and by night by the Inf).

With us, unfortunately, it is too much the custom to regard outpost du

from a more or less defensive point of view ;
our regulations define t asi I.i

the object was almost exclusively to guard against surprise. If this

duty was classed more as an active than as a passive one, that s i.

it Was ruled that the primary object to be attained was to obtain lufomia-

tion of the enemy’s doings, whereabouts, and intentions, the icsult woul

be twofold, for not only would the army be protected from sui prise, but the

G.O.C. would be supplied with most valuable information, d lie more

constantly your patrols and scouts are in contact with the enemy, feeling,

his outposts picking up stray prisoners, Sic., &c., the more efficiently will

vou be protected against surprise, and screened from the inquisitiveness ot

'our enemy, Tim farther you can push forward your advanced parties and

their attendant scouts without compromising their safety the p
e^er w*U be

their opportunities for fulfilling this object. 1 hose parties shou d e n^ta

the enemy, never losing "touch" of him for a moment. You will lost-

some men in this work, but their loss will be amply compensated if you are

kept daily informed of your enemy s movements. Mtd. Infy. are in\ai.

for these duties. It is because the two objects to be attained v securit)

from surprise and the possession of constant information ot the enemy

.

X ea o ts and doings are so very closely united, the former being m fee

provided for if the latter object be realised, that it is so very desirable tha
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:avly. and infy. should work together, hand in hand as it were, in outpost
luty. I he infy. posts on the roads guard them strictly, and their advanced
parties prevent the enemy s patrols or reconnoitring detachments from
ipproaching the main body, whilst the cavly. in front and on the flanks bv
:onstant patrols clings to the enemy, probing his armour at all points, and
so learning not only his doings, but, if the work be well and intelligently
lone, his very intentions also. It is the nature of the country that should
letermme the arms of the service to be employed, and to what extent they

[?
n both be used together to advantage. I have often seen a couple of

hi. A. guns used with advantage with a strong outpost on the mainme which led directly to the enemv's position. In manv positions as for
nstance an outpost at a bridge that it is intended to defend, i or 2 machine
juns would be of great use.
Unless the country is very close, the moving screen of cavly,, which

hould cover the front and flanks of an advancing force, will usuallv form ame of outposts at night, and so protect the main body, not only from
urpnse, but from the prying inquisitiveness of the enemy." Behind it, how-
ever, the infy of the Advd. Gd. must form a line ofstrong outposts, especially
guarding all the roads and other possible lines of approach from the enemy's
lirection. The distance at which cavly. outposts should act in front of the
irmy which they protect, must depend upon the position and nearness of
tie enemy

;
but if possible, and especially in a friendly country, they should

ie many miles in advance of the main body
; when in contact with the

imposts of the enemy, they should watch, feci, and never quit them,
-.lever outpost offrs. will nearly always divine the movements of the enemyrom the conduct of his advanced parties. The outposts should form a
-ontinuous chain, and should considerably overlap on both flanks the line

lines of operation of the main army
;
but the conditions under which

utpost duty has to be performed are so varied as to preclude the possibility
it laying down rigid rules on the subject.
Office's employed upon outpost duly will take care before starting that
ir men have the proper quantity of ammunition, their rations for at least

;la
0Ur

fu'
C00ked lf P°ssib,?)> and th e' r water-bottles full

; they themselves

'.in, ithelr r
f.
tlons a ®° w'th them. Forage, &c., for all horses to be taken

in tnem. Fvery offr. so employed should have with him a field glass,

nnn.l
S
,

S
.’

.'vatch, metallic pocket-book, and above all things a map of the

in
^ " I?0SSlb 'e

' serjts. should be similarly provided. The name of every

Jn„ TP,°
Slng tbe Plc

luet should be entered in the offr.'s pocket-book. Aange hnder is of very great use.

— il'i'.r.°

nt
°f

ea.eh Army Corps—which is, say, marching by 2 or more roads
l

;

" ou
,!
always be an advd. gd. of about 4000 or 5000 men (its compo-

Pepding uPon the nature of the country, see article on Advanced
DS

'* 111 advance of the main body either a short day’s march, or some
u
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4 or 3 miles at least, according to the proximity of the enemy. The security

of the army from surprise will chiefly depend upon the manner in which

these advd.' gds. do their duty in covering the front well with a chain of out-

posts in patrolling in all directions, and in reconnoitring and watching the

enemy’s movements. The outposts required on the flanks and rear of ar

armvShould be furnished by the troops detached in those directions tc.

‘miard it from surprise during its movements. It is advisable that pique

duty should be done by whole battns. of mfy. or regts. of cavly. ,
all thei

baggage except their entrenching tools and a proportion of then lesen

anuntn remaining in rear with the main body. 1 liese units to be divider

into 2 equal portions, one to be the reserve, the other to furnish the outlym?

piemets and their supports. When infy. are used, there should be will

every piquet i or 2 dragoons to be used for carrying information to the rear

If there is no superior offr. in charge of the outposts the O.C. a corps sere

out to cover a certain portion of the country will, in the absence of specifi

orders, decide on the positions the piquets are to occupy, co\enng his fror

while doing so by a like of skirmishers ;
and ,n the case of cavly or Mta

infy. by a number of patrols sent on in advance to reconnoitre the neig

,

bouring villages and discover the enemy s whereabouts. After a battle

mav in some instances be advisable to form the outpost line close in rear <

Se troo% whk are in actual contact with the enemy, the troops return

slowly through the line of sentries, when the piquets have been establish^

The Os C. battns. on outpost duty should communicate personal v

the corps on their flanks, learning the positions occup'ed by the resaie

&.C., communicating with them from time to time, should - ) 1

information regarding the enemy’s movements be obtained.

A battn. of infy. whilst so employed will generally be distributed •

follows In reserve, 4 companies, and on outlying piquet, 4 company
each of these latter 4 companies to be divided into 2 equal portions, on

act as support, the other divided into 2 or more piquets ofnbout equ

strength (of about from 30 to 40 men each) ;
they again being divided int

equal parte! one furnishing the N.C.O. for the reliefs, patrols, &c and

privates for patrolling ;
the other 2 furnishing 3 reliefs for the doul

sentries in advance, and for the single one over the arms. A battn. wou

generally cover from 2000 to 3000 yds. according as the country was ck

Sr open. As cavly. and Mtd. Infy. can watch a far greater extent than nt

and by their power of patrolling to long distances in advance can me

easily obtain information of the enemy’s doings, a regt. of cavly. or n

infv. would cover a still larger extent of front, especially as they aie genera

employed in a more open country than that where infantry is used,

distances these several parts into which a battn. is to be divided should

from one another must greatly depend upon the nature of
. L^merUJW

the arm of the service furnishing the outposts
;
but the arran0eme t
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i i rrrlQ which they themselves would invariably

daily relieved, but advd. gd . b y
convenientiy. in a retreating .

have in their front could be
^ hp performed if it can possibly be so arranged,

force the outpost duty should be pe
< engaCTed. These will have more

„y m»ps *« —
cDnficlence, and be net

retire before the enemv.
already fought and been forced to ret H

_ wiU march upon the post-.

An Officer commanding ? -

with all the precautions of anAdvd.l

lions to be occupied by s

^
pl

s over ,
and selecting positions for

Gd., examining the country he p < ^ feack b the enemy. Having

disputing the ground, in case °f bi2 =>
b

h wm then move forward Ins

decided upon the position for the supp^ ^ -

n the first instance go

two piquets, sending an o
• d t itf indicating roughly where the

forward himself withi one of tb® P,
correcting the position taken up

other is to advance to, and subseque
y ^ Nq shouting or other no.se-

by it, should he cons‘der * nec») ^ the men be allowed to straggle,

should be permitted at outposts n
strictest; discipline to be maintained,

or show themselves to and consideration Out

and the inhabitants to lx^treatedhume
ca

y
seWavs between them am

posts should always imes
'
t0 have vedettes o

the enemy. It may be necessary, ho
. occupies a wood ,

the sentr.es

sentries thrown bey one
•

bdst tbe piquet itself should be ioo o

should be posted along > s ed»e ’ 11
tQ hold their ground a

2oo yds. behind ‘bem- If the orders are to P q ^^ advance;

long as possible m case of attack tncy
When a river is to b

and make their stand along the line ° ^ ^ guard are bridges

watched by a lln® 0
f̂ e

’

tcrinS ingles towards the enemy, as crossing

fords, and where it foims re-enten g S
salient angle towards him

vill seldom be attempted where it g »
gent a

,,
sevcr:

localities where there are
As loin as an O. C. an ou

channels, should also be carehly t

in fv.) t
arrives on his ground, 1

post, or advanced piquet ^
ether o^ca y si{u

'

lion ,by carefully exam

n

is to endeavour but the heights within musk-

ing not only the SP^,C®
,eadiL lo or near the post, ascertaining the

shot, the roads and pa hs leading to
. t0 ensure a ready at

breadth and Pract,c^
b 'U y

kl! [he idioining posts and vedettes, in the d.

constant communica mtrols He is to examine the hollow "ays
.
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Sentries and Vedettes.—In selecting the line for the chain of sentries, care
must be taken not to extend it too much,—to post the men in the most
advantageous situations for observing the roads and country in front, and to
keep them as much concealed from the view of the enemy as the nature of
their duty will admit. It is very desirable that every elevated spot which
overlooks the communications in’ the rear, shall be taken within the chain of
sentries

; but if this cannot be effected without extending the sentries too
far, a party must be sent to occupy the height during the day, and care
must be taken to support and ensure the retreat of this party if attacked.
Sentries must be so placed, moreover, as to secure one another from being
cut off, and at such distances as to prevent any enemy from passing unper-
ceived between them during the night. Sentries should never be posted
near any copse or cover from which a sudden rush might be made upon
them

; but all woods, ravines, &c.
,
in the neighbourhood of the post must

be watched, and occasionally visited by patrols, to prevent the enemy from
assembling a body of troops unobserved in the vicinity. The fewest
possible number of sentries should be employed

; with which object imprac-
ticable ground, such as ponds, marshes, and precipices, should be embraced
in the line of sentries, so as to shorten the extent of front to be guarded.
Sentries and vedettes should always be double. If one of the two men
on sentry sees or hears anything remarkable, he should call his comrade's
attention to it

; if both agree it is something to be reported to the O. C. the
piquet, the man who first remarked it should go to the piquet to make the
report, the other man remaining on the look-out. Soldiers on outpost duty
to pay attention to the following indications, which should always be
reported : firing,—is it gun or rifle?—its direction, importance, amount, and
probable distance : dust and smoke—its direction and distance. The
flashing of a heliograph

;
lights, signals, rockets, torches, &c.

;
unusual

noises, trampling of horses, rattling of carriages, barking of dogs, lighting
or extinguishing watch-fires. The offrs. and N. C. Os. with the piquets
snould visit them frequently during the day, and between every relief during
the night and foggy weather. This is all the more essential towards
morning. If there is a house or church near the piquet, an intelligent man
with a telescope should be posted on the top during daylight. At night
sentries should be on low ground, keeping the high land between them and
t te enemy, so that any one passing over it should stand out against the sky,
ttnd so be easily seen. In most countries but few vedettes or sentries are
required by day. Bayonets should never be fixed by sentries during the
day or on bright moonlight nights

;
in thick weather, and on moonless

mghts they should always be fixed. By day they should have in view those
on both sides of them, and at night they must take it in turns to patrol to
their right until they meet or can see the .next sentry there. However, in
deqr nights, the less motion there is the better. Smoking should be strictly
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to come near. Os. C. piquets should be careful that no questions be put
to them by their men. If questioned by many, they weary of answering,
and become unwilling to give information subsequently, when examined at
Hd. Qrs

;
by those whose duty it is to do so. They should be at once sent

to the F.O. of the day, who will dispose of them according to the orders
on the subject existing in the army at the time. Sentries should be
instructed that they must at once give the alarm by firing at any body of the
enemy approaching their posts or the line of sentries in their own vicinity.
1'hey must continue to fire quickly as long as the enemy advances, and until
they themselves are driven in. They should retire as slowly as possible,
one man being always loaded, as in skirmishing, and only falling back step
by step, so as to avoid being taken prisoners. In the event of an accident
happening to prevent their rifles going off, they must shout as loudly as
they can, and if by day wave their caps to attract attention. Should a
man desert from the piquet or be taken prisoner, it must be at once reported
to the F.O. and to the piquets on your right and left. Officers should care-
fully select their men for sentry and vedette duty, putting the best men
on the most exposed and important posts. In every company there are
many near-sighted men, and men whose hearing is bad

;
these cannot safely

be used as advanced sentries
;
they should be used for patrol duties, sentries

over the arms, fatigue duties, &c.
Flanks to be protected.—The flanks of a line of piquet sentries should be

thrown a little back, and if not protected by the nature of the country, a
detached party under the command of an offr. should be posted in the most
favourable position to prevent the flank from being turned.
Connecting Sentries.—Communication should be kept up by means of

single sentries between the front line of sentries and the piquets, also
between the piquets, the supports, and the reserve. The same men should
always be mounted on the same posts, when it comes to their turn to go
more than once on sentry. No man to go beyond 20 yds. from his piquet
without leave. Single sentries must be always posted over the arms of the
piquets, supports and reserves, the arms being placed so that the sun shall
not shine on them. For these and the connecting sentries it is most useful
to have a rail or a long rod, supported at each end by a forked stick,
pointing in the direction of the sentry in advance, upon whom their attention
is most particularly to be directed.

Things to be noted by officers on outpost duty. — Officers, particularly
those on the staff, should study the general habits and customs of the enemy
"‘V1 reference to their outposts, their hours of reveille, their practice in
relieving outposts, sentries, &c. By day, the glittering of the sun upon the
arms of troops in motion indicates the direction of the march. If the rays
are perpendicular, they are moving directly towards you

;
if slanting from

lelt to right, downwards, they are moving towards your right, and vice versa,
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attempts to surround the post, the piquet must begin to retire. If the piquet on
either flank is forced back, you must throw back your line of sentries in that direction,
and watch for an opportunity of falling on the enemy’s flank as he advances.
Precautions to be taken when fires are allowed

.

—No fire should ever be lit by
piquets

; when a support is permitted to have a fire, it should always be as much as
possible concealed from observation ; and the alarm post, in the event of an attack
at night, should invariably be fixed at a short distance in the rear of the fire, so as to
prevent the support from being seen, when drawn up

,
and to compel the enemy to

expose himself while passing the fire, should he advance. All cooking for the
piquets should, if possible, be done with the supports or reserves. Under all cir-

cumstances, at least § of the outpost should always be on the alert and ready for
action. Horses should never be permanently unsaddled, although they may be
shifted a few at a time, to examine the pannels, &c. The horses should be fed and
watered & at a time, the bits being only removed whilst they are being fed or watered.
The offrs. should take it by turns to sleep for an hour or two

; but one must always
be on the alert. In bad weather it is advisable that piquets should have shelter tents,

care being taken that they are placed in positions where they cannot be seen from
the front.

Outposts to be under Arms an Hour before Daylight.—Outposts will get under
arms in the morning an hour before daylight

; and if everything appears quiet in

front, the offr. will, as soon as he can discern objects distinctly, proceed to occupy
the same post that he held the day before

; but he must previously send forward
patrols to feel his way, and should any change be remarked in the enemy’s posts or
position, he will report it immediately to the F.O. of the day.

II hen advanced Piquets should be relieved.—As attacks are most commonly made
about daybreak, a desirable accession of force will be always obtained by relieving
the piquets at that hour.

Arrival of the Relief.—When the new piquet has arrived, the O.C. it will accom-
pany the offr. of the old piquet along the chain of posts, and this offr. will point out
the situation and strength of all the enemy’s posts, and afford every other informa-
tion in his power to the relieving officer.

Duty of the Officer of the old Piquet.—When the sentries are relieved, and the
weather is sufficiently clear to ascertain that there is no indication of an attack, the
oftr. who has been relieved will forward a written report to the F.O. of the day, fall

back upon the reserve piquet, and march to camp in the same order as when he
advanced

; but if the advanced piquets should be attacked before he arrives in camp,
he will consider it his duty to face about instantly and march to their support.

When Piquets are attacked.—When piquets are attacked, the same rule will be
observed as in all other skirmishing, and the detached officers’ parties will not run in

on the main body, but support the skirmishers ;
and when compelled to retire, they

will, if possible, retreat on the flank of the main body, and thereby afford mutual
support to each other. If forced back at night, they should keep up a heavy fire, so
as to alarm those in rear.
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preparations for defence. The patrol will retire steadily and unobserved, if possible
upon the piquet ; but if perceived and overtaken by the enemy, an incessant fire must
be maintained, in order to apprise the camp that the enemy is coming on in force
It may safely be inferred, that if the piquets know their duty, and are judiciously
irawn up for the defence of the roads, it will be extremely difficult for an enemy,
lowever strong, having failed to surprise the advanced posts, to make head, under
ill the disadvantages of a night attack, against men who know the ground, and
vhose plans have been previously concerted for disputing those points in their line of
etreat, where disparity of numbers must be in a great measure neutralised.
Patrol to avoid exchanging Shots with the Enemy.—If you fall in with an enemy's

latrol in advance of the chain of sentries, retire without exchanging shots, as firing
letween patrols only tends to harass and to uselessly disturb the troops in rear.
A strong Patrol to be sent out just before Daylight.—It should be sent some

hstance towards the enemy’s posts, and above all others, it must proceed with
edoubled caution, for fear of falling in with the enemy’s hands. Its object is
o keep the enemy’s reconnoitring patrols at a distance, to ascertain if the enemy’s
olumns are formed-up and only waiting for daylight to attack; sometimes its
(fission may be to dislodge or capture some of his advanced parties, to learn what is
[oing on behind them. I hese patrols should be furnished from the reserves or main
)ody. (See Articles on “ Scouting” and “ Reconnaissances".”]
Flags of Truce.—When it is necessary to communicate with your enemy

incler a flag of tiucc, select a fine, soldierlike looking ofifr. having a good
tddress, and possessing great tact, to carry your message. He should be a
;ood horseman, very well mounted, and thoroughly conversant with the
menu's language. If the mission is an important one, a S.O. should be
imployed. The trumpeter to accompany him should be selected for some-
-vhat similar characteristics, and for his sobriety. He should be warned, on
10 account whatever to accept any wine or intoxicating drink whilst in the
meniy s lines. The offr. should be provided with a large white flag, and
mould approach the enemy’s position in the most open manner, selecting
ne most open ground in doing so, taking care that his white flag is clearly
'isible, and making the trumpeter sound frequently to attract attention. If
*nt out front a fortified post, or from a line of troops in action, or sent to
ommunicate with a post or fortress held by the enemy, all firing from your
’!
de should cease suddenly in a marked manner on that particular part of
ground or in the immediate locality where the flag of truce is moving,

it the enemy is determined not to receive it, the party will be fired upon—

a

-mvalrems enemy will content himself by firing over their heads. The ofifr.

Jth the flag should not, however, take a few shots fired at him as a positive
or pnvate soldiers are often very ignorant regarding the conventionalities

war. When, however, after repeated efforts to approach the enemy’s
osition under the protection of his flag he is convinced that, having seen it,
met understood his wish to communicate, they will not receive him, he must
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general in immediate command of the troops in front of which the flag is

hown, without whose orders the firing is on no account to cease. When a
lag of truce is seen, the circumstance must, with the least possible delay, be
eported to the general, who, if a subordinate, will use his own discretion

whether to receive it or not, or to await the decision of the G. O. C. the
rmy or army corps. If it is not to be admitted, a musketry or artillery fire

hould be kept up on the ground in its vicinity, firing over it, but always
aking care not to hurt the bearer or his trumpeter

; this fire to be maintained
intil the flag is withdrawn. The firing and operations on all other parts of
he line to go on as if no flag of truce had been seen at all. If it is to be
eceived, a S. O. with one or two well mounted dragoons, one carrying a
arge white flag, should go out to meet it

;
the farther from vour lines it is

net the better. If the message is merely a letter it should be taken and a
eceipt given for it, the bearer dismissed at once with civility and determina-
ion, and told to gallop in returning to his own position

;
if the messenger

s to be allowed into your lines, he and his trumpeter should be carefully

ilindfolded, and conducted by a roundabout route to Hd. Qrs.
, the offr. and

lis trumpeter being separated, so as to be unable to converse together. The
atter should be given plenty to drink if he likes to have it, in the hope of
>eing able to extract news from him when liquor has untied his tongue : note
he regt. to which he belongs. If you are in a besieged town or work, take
are that both the offr. and his trumpeter have plenty to eat

;
let them see

ibundance on the table, no matter how short you may be of provisions
;

ou cannot be too circumspect in their presence, lest they should gather
ndirectly any information that could be useful to the enemy, or learn any-
hing as to your real condition. There are circumstances under which it is

juite allowable to temporarily detain the bearers of a flag of truce, as for
nstnnce when they have, under cover of their flag, approached your lines
sufficiently near to ascertain you were engaged in executing some movement
hat you considered it most desirable to conceal from the enemy. When
here is no need to keep them any longer—the movement having been
tompleted, &c.

, &c .
— they should be sent back with many excuses for their

Intention, carrying a letter of apology and explanation to their C.-in-C. An
tffr. sent to treat with an enemy, whilst enlarging upon the strength and
itness of his own troops, should refer in a decided tone to the supposed
' ell-known weakness and demoralisation of his opponents. Never allow any
ugh-minded, chivalrous feelings to carry you away and grant really favour-
>ble terms to a well-beaten enemy, although you may give him their shadow,
n returning the offrs. their swords if they have fought bravely, or in accord-
ng them other equally empty honours.
An armistice is sometimes determined upon for the purpose of burying

the dead, collecting the wounded, &c.
,
or .whilst terms of peace are being

definitively arranged. It is usual to define certain limits to each army, so
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that between the advanced sentries or vedettes of both sides a neutral zont

should be left, into which the troops of neither side should penetrate, except

perhaps small unarmed parties seeking for dead or wounded comrades.-

Streams or rivers are the best boundaries to select for this neutral zone. At

Sebastopol, this neutral zone was sometimes not more than about 50 yds.

in breadth and it must always be more or less restricted during a siege. 1

the armistice is intended to allow time for arranging the terms of peace, it 1:

desirable that its exact duration should be most precisely stated in the sim

plest words in the paper drawn up by the officers deputed by both sides tc

arrange it. You must omit no precaution for the security of your arm;

during an armistice, as the opportunity might be used disloyally by the

enemy. If your object is to gain time, the offr. deputed to arrange the term:

of an armistice or capitulation can always do so by refusing to agree to the

enemy’s proposals without a further reference to his own Hd. Qrs. It is at

understood thing that no terms agreed upon by the negotiating offrs. an

really binding until approved of by the commanders of the respects®

armies.
.

• „ . ,
.

Defence of Posts.—The object to be attained by an offr. directed t

defend any village, house, garden, &c., is first to render it in a rougL

manner as like in outline as possible to a regular fortification, the guidins

principles of which, it is taken for granted, all know. It is assumed tha

the garrison is sufficient for the extent to be defended; in other words

about one file to every running yard of hedge, wall, &c„ that represents thi

parapet. If the post is of any extent, there should be about
^

niore as ‘

reserve. When guns are used in the defence of redoubts or fortified villages,

they should be kept out of sight until the moment arrives for them to pitcl

into the enemy's assaulting columns. They should not engage artillery ex

cept under very peculiar circumstances, and when so used, they should t»

withdrawn as soon as the enemy’s guns begin to overpower them, l o

these reasons they should be served en barbette instead of through embrasures

about 20 or 30 filled sandbags being kept with each gun, to form a rougl

temporary protection for the gunners from the enemy's marksmen. Anonr

desired to occupy and defend any such place should examine it beior

occupying it with his men, and will determine upon the exterior line that n

will defend. He will then distribute his men along it as they are to stand

giving each company or section a certain space to prepare for defence, in

place should be searched for tools, if there is any scarcity of them. 1 he nr.

thin”' to be done by each offr. is to obtain cover for his men whilst he enarac

them to deliver their fire with effect ;
2ndly, to strengthen lus portion ot tn

work, so as to prevent an enernv from entering it
;
3rdly, to render the ap-

proach to it as difficult as possible, and to clear away all cover from ms top

mediate front. The reserve in the meantime to open out communicauoii-

and strengthen any church or other central building selected as a cit.w
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vedettes &c. Having driven in the enemy's outposts, approach his lineti

at appoints by swarms of skirmishers; bring your guns mto play from

all commanding points, taking care that the waggons are left well tr i

the rear and that only just sufficient men and horses to work the gun; S

are made use of By"this display of your guns you will most probabbj

force him to show where his guns are placed. During these operations e\ ery i

available S. O. must be in front among the skirmishers, takjng advantage o 1

all hDh ground or trees to observe the enemy’s position. They should mako,

sketches, both of the features of the ground and of its general outline as i

they were taking landscape pictures, noting carefully all prominent object. .

which catch the eye, such as a large tree, a peculiar rock, farmhouse &c. I V

is advisable that, previous to starting, each should make m his pocket-booU

an enlarged plan of the enemy's position, upon a sea e of 4 or 6 in. to tm •

mile Although doing so from a plan upon the small scale of three or fou r

miles to the inch will not give you any idea of the ground, beyond the food

of there being hills at certain places, and the position of the roads an i

villages vet if 20 or 30 S. Os. dispersed among the skirmishers alon0 th

front ofa position, are provided with skeleton sketches of this nature the

can easily fill in enough of what they see in front of them (using their tele

scopes and prismatic compasses) to make a most invaluable plan when
«

j

haw been collated The position of several points in rear, that may bem s

Lie for miles in all directions round, should be accurately fixed so thauh 1

reconnoitring offrs. can fix their own positions at all times by them Hac

prisoner taken should be asked the following questions at t orp.

Divn., Rcgt. or Battn. he belongs to ; the names of the Os. C the abow

where his Battn. is encamped ;
what Battns. and Regts. are on the right an

left
;
what number of Divns. or Army Corps are there present ; whether the

are under canvas or bivouacking ;
how long his Battn. has been there,

it has been there some days, have any, and what, troops marched into pos 1

tion since then Where did his Battn. march from
;
with how many othi

Battns., or with what Divns. did it march ;
frequently a soldier will not kno

the name of the village or place marched from that morning, but he will a

Jays know the hourlt which he started, and this will enable you toasceruu

the^number of miles he had marched before he was taken, and so help-yt

"here he had come from. What was the length of the march*

th<fgeneral hour of starting in the morning, and the hour of halting for t

ni*di t
• did many fall out sick during the march, and are there many sick 1

in°camp • have any large hospitals been established near the positions .
wh

are the daily rations ;
are they good and efficient ; is there plenty oHorap

what are the camp rumours ;
what was in orders lately ;

have any n re

ments been constructed, and where are they ;
are thev open or close

(

the rear ;
what is the depth of their ditches ;

where are the <La\ >•• •
.

horses in good condition ;
is the G. O. C. popular

;
have they a hig P
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. theieasiege tram or a bridge eauinment nnd ‘
,

'i i .
J / S ul13

i

and where is each situated
;

.m.y many cue Ule,
there a siege train or a bridge equipment
here is army Hd. Qrs.?
In questioning soldiers it is advisable to begin by talking to them t

teir colonel whose name you should know fron/your pocket book -^hetore knowledge you can show a man you possess aboutL in u ’

windings the more information you are likely to obtain from him nriT2 sees you already know so much he will be chary of tellino- vo
’ “nd

,

as

a few prisoners are taken from along the front of ™ " untruths.

o 0
6y are carefully questioned as to°the positions of theirTvvn^attnT’S O. can easily mark on his plan where each Divn. is placed by referring

hms Sr'
5" n and dlStribution of the enemy’s army in^ '^"5

Reconnaissances of this nature are sometimes carried nut h„ o ,
lv

.

n
:
forming the Advd. Gd. of an army marcW to attack P

Th? Lt?s%of,s SS b» 7SS Z 2tproached by a line of skirmishers, who will try to push back his -mil

within' ‘a

dlSp a
,

y hl

f

strengtl
\ Such operation should not be attempted

tch the flank
U
s

P
weH b

°UrS
t

° ” ight
’ and great care should beSS

' f
annihilate you

;
it is a good plan, when it can be done tocede such operations by rumours that , mean to k

° ’ '?i he Wl11 consequently be more likely to show you his stren°fh !!re chary in pouncing down upon you.
* strength, and

“le detac.hment is composed, say, of i Battn., 6 squadrons anrl

r'th

* guns
:

U would ,:)e we]1 in some instances to leave the Battn’ anrl

^sts
“
"hil's

1

? t

S

h°

me S

t

tr

°Y P0Si
,

li0n about 1 or 2 miles short of the enemy's
L/, ’ st thl- jest advanced as a line of skirmishers with supports nil-nail reserve. If the Infy. is not left thus behind, it shoukl form the

x
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reserve keening about 1000 yards in rear of the supports. If such a force,

by marching upon bye-roads, succeeds in keeping its niovements unknwn

to the enemy, so as suddenly to appear some two hours before dark in front

of his ou costs a great deal mav be learnt without any great risk: the

Cavly. c^alwaysjn case of need, fall back rapidly behind the Battn of

Infv
y
and thus being well beyond the influence of the enemy s Infy., with

Sgfc coming on it has but little to fear. The C. O of sue . deitachmen s

should be a S. O. of rank and ability; he will have to display all that M
knows of war and its science to conduct it with credit to himself and

advantage to the service. It is so difficult to do enough without doing too.

much ' unless the enemy's outposts are driven in, nothing can be learnt,

and the act of driving them in may lead to a fight, which, once commenced,

U
occasions in life when offrs. have such op-

poSsto
5

displaying coolness and intrepid br^.^e^to—
caution as when sent out with a troop of Cavly. or a few well-mount

men to reconnoitre. This is a duty that Cavly. offrs. ,
above all, shank

strive to make themselves perfect in. The object is to examine cert,

districts of country, and report upon its roads, rivers, general fee

and resources, and
7
to ascertain where the enemy is his strength, what h

doing &c It is taken for granted that the offr. sent on this dut

knows as much of the country as it is possible to do from maps am

nlnns • that its principal roads, mountains, forests, villages, rivers, andtlu

bridges over them, aJe familiar to him by name. In carrying out h.s reco.

naissance he will take all the same precautions as indicated for a patrol

he will take care to have no squealing horses with his party ; ''

, u
reach of the enemy’s patrols, he will march as much as possible alon„

roads and under no circumstances must he ever take up Ins quarters fo

night ina village, or return by the same route he went out by. I^baro

nations are especially prone to lie in wait for the return of the party on t

na h i went out by If the weather is bad, the O.C. may avail himself
pain It weiu uui uj

i,i 1,p must rn refill to spal

large open barns to shelter his men in. He should be most careful to spa

liis

S
men and horses all unnecessary fatigue. W hilst far from the enemy

,

mav unsaddle all horses except those of his guard. As he may have at;

time to depend upon the endurance and speed ot his horses, he shoult
.

ti e r condition, wants, &c. ,
carefully. If, before starting, the exact pos.uoi

of all neighbouring villages, churches, hills, and prominent features ha

been determined ,
he can have but little difficulty in fixing jm pos.Uo^fro

all the commanding points on his line of loute, as desenbed •

"Surveying.” The art of conducting such a reconnaissance is mtin .

connected in all its details with surveying, so that the art.cte .on h

subject should be carefully studied. Reconnoitring^parUesof h,^
will be sent on all the roads that can be made available foi me au
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of the army
; they should consist entirely of mounted men from

3?
m number

’ dePendmg upon how many days the party is to be absentthe nature of the country, and the proximity of the enemy The besJpossible guides should be obtained before starting (for whom L™!
ffoc’SSt’ !w

y s"ollld be ™*

0 nf^vem l

l nTtlng
-

t0 escaPe ’
h>slegs should be tied to his Jtirrup leathersSe ° sSs,p“7 S'site tsrii

nd if
u
gu

.

age of
.

tbe country, he should be accompanied by an interpreterndifheisnot, it is a good thing to have the following questions'fo the

vfhtf
6

i°
f

r
the country

’ Printed on a sheet of paper, which, upon entering

Iris pfan n Chinan"
1 -° th

? Postmaster °r chief man : the writer adopted

rffactorily.
' dlUlng the War of l86°- and found it answer mast

ruTT
°bIlg

r
e
^
ne b

,r
wr'dng answers opposite the following questions •Rename of this v-Hage 2. The names of the three prindpTfohabi-'

earest
3
\nllacrpc

u
"j
lber °f inhabitants. 4 . Its distance from the several

nrfof
a
^
eS
m
an

?
arge towns. 5. The nearest market town, and when

.is m
are 16 i 1 lere ‘ 6 ‘ The number of horses, mules and vehicles in

’en n
gl
7 ? The number of cattle, sheep, goats. 8 Have anv patrols

UrolsTncal
7 ’

-

n
f
dlfS0

' tbe dates? 9 - What was the strength of such

e anv nfrh
' 7'

’
ga

V
S ? Ia What is the nearest place where there

the next village’ fo’tSrSmri^
“ “ °ff? ThS nam6S °f the leading men

?houW
q
havi°i

nS Can be added according to circumstances. The C. of the

stributed to offoP Suantltles of these papers of questions struck off, and
1 in thl

d g Ing 0Ut Wlth reconnaissances, who will get them filled

iJethem
villages, being «gned in all cases% thoTe who

rties -hnnlri 1

pp°rtun dies afforded of visiting distant localities by these

r'nhabSts
a™,lable for distributing proclamations amongst

d inviting them
tbem Protection for themselves and their property,

to n i
n"g

;‘r
to bring m supplies, which will be paid for. When you

ur memory whTn vrm P*
16 U

-

aS S°°n aS possible
' and never trust

1 iStants of aCr aV0 ’d d0 ’ng S°- T° obtain information from
traordinnr?, •

C country is an art in itself
; except under the mostE irmStanCeSV force shou,d »ot be resorted to, and the

avoided ‘

In
t0 torture

’ or corporal punishment, must
tion you h^ nh, mV1 agerS| U ls advisable to use the local infor-

•namesof the r-

b
i
a
Ti!

d fr0m others previously examined
; if you know

y are Inn 1 1 f
CUfd

’ l

,

be nrayor, &c., &c., and any peculiarities for which
y amous, by adroitly referring to them in your conversation.
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your suu.mems will mo.t prota% '“d “ 5SToS "Ei
interrogating, and wld c

f

r

^i {o^arry^ff leading men from villages when

may often, however, 0 “ Guides taken from villages o.

they refuse to give ordinary inf
the way to the nearest localities

hamlets frequently tell you they dm ° mutiny the writer adopter,

which, of course, is untrue, during the^an
march for th(

the plan of always making ™ ^ n iacccJ p he would poin

next stage, telling them ifttaydu
^to recollect all about the countn

it out to them ;
they generally^man J accept their day's wage

after the first hours march and
'[
ere^ fhing now and then to make :

when the march was ended. It is < g d
can then secure met

raid upon a village whilst a
^

fair is be
g Qr tQ which you requir

belonging to the place you want informatio
that it be nc

guides. You can detain them nominally as hostages s^t
^ w b

suspected you nt^ to mow in t a ir^ -

f ates are apt to frighte

spoken to by the soldiers, as t
j> , Jhstinate still more obstinate an

the timid into stupidity, and to^ ftry ?o engage him i

silent. Keep the guide alongsi
number of his children, his means •-

conversation about his own affairs, h
^^ war and the way it is regards

livelihood, and so lead him o ‘

, concernjng it, and the co

by the people, the general1 runt>ou ^ gn are
,
lhe ir position at-

tending sides, his knowled
information should not I

condition, prevailing smknesses, ivc.

should see that he is ben

if'V

sssrettss

!Se following ES w5l be found" the chief objecu to be edanuned

SSMK
A- the of what class »

classes. Arc they open 1

with „uns and military stores.

collected in them. AU
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information as to their powers of resistance, and the means of attackingthem
; are they commanded from without : are their suburbs within ran^e

of the works
; the strength of their garrison

; the name of their com-mandant
;

if besieged during any previous war
; a sketch of the incidents

of the operation, &c. (An oflfr. of R.E. should be with all parties sent to
reconnoitre fortified places, if it is intended to inspect the works closely.)
If open, their capability of defence, the general nature of their buildings,
.he number of their houses, Sec. State their water supply, resources in
provisions, live stock transport animals, waggons, forges, wheelwrights and•om mills, and whether they are wind or water or steam mills, and the
lames ot those upon whom requisitions can be most effectively made • thelames of ithe local authorities

;
the dates when markets are held

;
is there

i post office
; the dates and hours when the mails arrive

; is there a line of
elegraph from it

;
if not, what is the nearest point at which a telegraph

vire passes
; how many telegraph operators live there

;
how many

nitchers, and what are the facilities for baking, &c. The accommodation
.hey can afford in time of war for troops to be stationed there a few weeks
.an best be arrived by dividing the houses into classes, and bv visiting one
louse of each class, estimate the number it could accommodate, and soimve at a fair estimate of the accommodation afforded by the whole
Hace. See article on “ Biu.f.ts” for the mode of calculating the number of
nen a house will hold. What is the fuel in use, and is there any large
[uantity of it in store.

3 s

Roads,—In our home reconnaissances we classify metalled roads as : ist
•lass, Jlain Roads on which three lines of traffic can move. 2nd class,ugh Roads 18 wide on which two lines of traffic can move, and ard class,
.ountry Roads g' wide on which a single line of traffic can move with ease
ll

?
,

Pa®s ocp<isional vehicles, and on which infy. can march in fours. A
,

th of 15' is required by mounted men four abreast. Their general width
nri condition whether raised or sunken, macadamised, or of sand or clav.
11 not regularly paved or macadamised, it may be taken as a rule, that
oacls passing over soil that retains water are bad, particularly if inclosed by
a s °r )an

,

• ' hose passing over coarse gravel, sand or rock, are
.cnerallv good.) If in good order, how drained, and if inclosed by walls,
''(ges, banks, or ditches

; can troops of all arms or baggage get freely on
nc

f
ott

,

them to the fields at either side
; the nature of the soil

; cultivated
inn what crops

;
general character of the country; whether open or

'ooried
; the fences, whether hedges, ditches, or of stone or wood

; what
ners, streams, cross them, and the nature of bridges over them

;
of what

material, of how many arches or spans, if safe for field or heavy guns
;

if
ie rivers are passed by fords, their character and depths. The ascents

* ,

S
,

cent
.

t
’’. anc' t *le ' r slope in fractions thus T

'

3 or their angle thus, 5°
oacls that join or cross

;
from where to where, and the distances

; towns
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and villages ;
can ,he, be avoided b,

paths are there to the right and left.runmng m
&
the same^.^ ^ ^ Qf

be made available for troops,
for’ repairing it. Are there any

repair, whether the material is a
distances between all towns and

parallel roads, and If so
lie, 1 KSe to march a, a

STSiSSSTvS^A Sf^S
S«“gt,“„

6
d 5& for aha,

numbers. Defiles to be carefully examined.

between the inside of one ran to me
down whether on

double or single, description of rail used,;and!
b spike;

continuous longitudinal peepers, or on cros^ ^^ - Q the other ;
what,

J5XS3!rf
whether large or small; built'

lino- them and constructing
platforms, and what facilities exist f°r eniarg

» the sition arc

ssya
points and turntables. 1 he means oi pro\ iu B s

... stock an0

EdjShT^
mins carts, &c. Whether the engines are powerful, anam

ok
d bon places along the line where they can be repaired, and where®#

E2R SSSffi'S'S.’h

mmEimmm
current,
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commands the other
;
the quality of their water. Do they freeze over, and

"hen
;
for what length of time do they remain frozen

; does the ice bear
men, carts, &c.—3" thick will bear men in small detachments, from 4" to
7" cavly. and light guns, from 8" to 12" heavy guns. If rivers take their
rise in mountains, they will be subject to freshets, which must be carefully
inquired into : the seasons when they are to be expected

;
whether arising

front rain or the melting of snow. Are they navigable
;
between what

points
; nature of boats and their sizes

;
the number that can be collected

tt any one place. The position of ferries and flving bridges
; number and

nature of boats used, their weight, and the number of men, horses, &c.,
that each can take at a trip, and the time taken in crossing

;
breadth of river

it such points. Positions of bridges
;
their length, breadth, and construc-

ion
;

if floating, the size and number of the boats, rafts, &c., and the load
hat can pass safely over them

;
are they passable by artillery

; best method
>f destroying them

; what materials are at hand to repair them if destroyed
;

lie best positions for the establishment of bridges and works to defend
hem. A section of the river should be submitted with this report

; it should
le made with the greatest possible care, every yard of the river's bottom
)eing carefully examined with a pole to discover the existence of rocks or
arge stones : rough sketches of such positions to be given on 4" scale

; best
>ositions for a passage and for our batls. if the enemy holds the opposite
>ank

; the roads leading to them, where they lead to, &c.
;
are there points

'here the bridge could be constructed unseen by the enemy, and from
hence floated into position

;
which are the best points to make a feint of

Tossing to distract attention from the real position, &c., &c. The towns
>r villages on the banks or close by. Islands : their position, size, wooded,
r cultivated. Mills and millraces. The number and size of locks in canals,
f easily destroyed, and the best plans for doing so, and how fed with
ater

;
nature and condition of their towing paths, &c. The extent to

Inch both rivers and canals can be made to assist in the conveyance of
lores, &c. This must greatly depend upon the direction in which they
ow. In examining rivers note down the height of old watermarks above
neir existing level, and spots where men and horses can be watered,
cctions of rivers should be given for proposed points of crossing.

Common expressions applied to the velocity 0/ rivers,
tnggish, not exceeding r! ft. a second, or about a mile an hour

; the fall is slight.
'r,Unary, from a to 3 ft. „ or 2 miles „ „ „ moderate.
"P“t, „ 3 „ 5 ft. „ or 3 „ ,, ,, „ rapid.
try rapid, „ 5,, 8 ft.

,, or 5 „ „ ,, ,, considerable.
torrent, all above 9 ft. „ or 6 „ „ „ „ very rapid.

he simplest mode of measuring a river’s surface velocity is with a common
>g as used by ships at sea, or by measuring one or more hundred yds. on
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the bank, and calculating accurately the time any small substance takes m

floating from one extremity to the other, repeating the experiment several

times, and taking the mean. For mean velocity, see Physical Memo-

*

K \nd A ” at end of book. In floods, the velocity of rivers vanes as Vdeptt

fords —Their exact position ;
their length and breadth

,
nature of the r

bottoms, whether sand, clay, rock, or gravel ;
do quicksands ™

vicinity and do they remain stationary, or do they sometimes .ornt in tl e

ford itself. Are such quicksands very dangerous, or can the\ be tramp

’

out bv camels. Describe the roads and approaches to the ford ;
the

of the water whether passable at all seasons ;
if not, at what time of tear ,

eener^l^configuration of the ground on both banks ;
height of both above

fiver best position to be taken up to defend them ;
description and position

of works to be constructed to cover and defend them ;
easiest means o

destroying them ;
what houses or villages are near them. The dept 1 for

Cavlv should not be more than 52" in rapid, or than 56 in slugg

currents
'

for Infy. 3' or 42", and from 30" to 33" for guns and ammunition

wagons, according to the strength of the current,

the reports of the people regarding the non-existence of fords. It is e

common to find fords about which the inhabitants know nothin . Alway.

examine the fords by crossing them yourself several times backwards an

forwards They are generally to be found above or below sharp bends, anc

they almost always run diagonally across the liver. T hose with bottoms o

coarse gravel are the best. If in crossing you stir up much mud.it.1

mlerablv certain that large bodies of men or horses in crossing would soot

render Utem'too deep to be of use. In seeking for a ford, the easiest pla.

is to ascend or descend the river in a small boat provided with a shor .

line and sounding-pole. It is difficult to render them impassable, but iarg -

stones rolled into them, farm harrows with the sptkes upwards plo^
^

planks with long spikes driven into them, trees felled and well staked <down

u ditch dug across it, &c., will retard the passage of an enemy for son.

time It may sometimes be necessary to use fascines to render ford

practicable, i n India, where quicksands are common, the fascines arc sun

bCSe valleys must be explored,

sure to be found. For military purposes, a knowledge of the roads pas

ard paths over mountains is all that is required. Are they wooded, cu

tDated rocky, or covered with heath ;
describe the strong positions ot

found n them, their general shape, and whether practicable, and if a

w ere and for what species of troops. The best way of defending t

Sads and passes; the works that will be required
;
the supply » 1

obtained; at what seasons impracticable fiom snow, frtshc., «•

possible, mark on your map the general configuration of the line of

shed. The feasibility of constructing new routes should be repot ted on.
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;

T°rests. \\ hether troops can march through or only along the roads • if
the latter, the reason. General description of the trees

;
are there many

open spaces
;

if so, their usual extent. The roads and rivers to be care-
fully examined

; their direction and condition. The necessity and facilities
lor opening new roads. Are there good positions

;
can they be turnedGan these woods or forests be avoided altogether by following other

routes
;

if so, describe them. The nature of the country in the vicinity,
particularly where main roads go into and come out from such forests.
1 here is no underwood in beech woods. Forests may be composed of
green res! nous trees, such as the numerous varieties of’pine, spruce &c.
or of deciduous trees, such as oak, elm, maple, birch, beech, &c., or of amixture ol both S.Os. should be able to recognise the various sorts of
trees commonly met with, and should know their respective usefulness.
Flams and Heaths.—General character, whether cultivated, sandy, orswampy

;
if suited for large camps

;
supply of wood and water

; nkture
ol roads

; the rivers, ravine, or other obstacles
;
the towns, villages, and

houses ike. All prominent landmarks, such as tall single trees, &c. to bemarked carefully on the map.
Deserts.—There are many varieties of desert; the country we marched

over in 1882 in our advance on Tel-el-Kebir was a great sandy plain,
restitute of all vegetation, and at some points nearly impassable for anirmv, owing to the softness of the sand, and the great mounds of driftsand
>'lnch at places barred all progress. In the Soudan, in 1884-s, we crossedmany varieties of desert : some were hilly, almost mountainous at places
.ome were very rough and rocky, and trying to the camels’ feet

;
others were

e\el, hard and smooth. In reporting on a desert, these are all points to be
loticed

, but the all-important subject is the quantity and quality of the

;

ater procurable, and the exact distances between 'the wells or natural
eservoirs where it is to be had. The amount and quality of herbage or
Jther food for camels comes next, then the supply of firewood. The amount* snade }° be had for the men during the halts by day should be stated

;ees or the steep sides of rocky hills are invaluable, especially for infantrv,
or the shade they afford.
Marshes, Lakes

, Ponds.—Their cause, and how fed with water. If drysome seasons
;
where roads cross them, or means of crossing afforded by

Joqts, ferries, &c.
; their general character, &c.

Larmhouses and Residences of the Gentry.—How are they generally
>U' t

; of what material
; their roofs

;
if generally well supplied with forage

ihi
pr0V1

?
1

.?
nS

'
lf they general,y have vaults under them. Their defen-

ft'ord

*

ltlCS
' W*let 'ler easily burnt. '1 he accommodation they would

reconnoitring a coast from the sea, the following points
ust be entered upon as minutely as possible. The most favourable
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sS -Si

ond so have the fire from the fleet to sweep across its front in case °f aLtoc .

Nn nlnce is food for the disembarkation of an army unless the depth o

iliSiHl?iiptemmmmm
slfSiSSssss
h ‘ effected are to be minutely examined and sketched. All ba>

s
'

f

S'd tabourTto be surveyed.' and reports ~

£j&sn&ss sxs.ttSr"»££--
iS or country .Ob.

ssra&xxssxszgs£g3b^iss
mk — •*»»=
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resources of the country, whether agricultural or pastoral
;
whether open

or inclosed, See. Give any information you can as to the geology of the
country, without entering into technical details

;
is the soil easy of ex-

cavation, and is water easily obtainable by boring wells.
Fourth Class. The Reconnaissances made daily and sometimes

several times a day from outposts are conducted by Os.C. piquets, or by
3. Os. or by instructed serjts. who taking out a corporal and a couple of
lien, or sometimes going alone, contrive to creep up to commanding points
lear the enemy’s position, for the purpose of seeing what he is about,
t hey come under the head of patrols when made to any distance beyond
the outlying sentries.

Scouting.—As long as the opposing forces are at a distance from one
mother, the front of each will be covered by a screen of Cavly. or Mtd.
nfy.

, or, what is still better, by both combined, under the command of one
nan. From this screen patrols will be despatched at all hours of the davmd night to obtain information, and from these patrols scouting parties will
>e pushed on into the enemy's theatre of operations, worming themselves
lirough Ins line of outposts or round his flanks. The offrs. and men in
coining should always go in twos or threes, having been given a place of
endezvous in rear, and a time named when all should return to it, those
eachmg it after that hour to understand that the others had left, and that
hev were consequently to make their way back to their regiments at once
s best they could

; they should avoid the main roads as much as possible
Though it is very necessary that they should strike in upon them now and
hen to ascertain what is taking place there, but as a rule they should keep
a by-paths and farm tracks. In England they could do this easily, without
unning great risk of compromising their safety, as the population would
ttord them every assistance

; but it must never be forgotten that the most
n liable information is very seldom to be obtained without danger, and it
lay often be necessary to lose many men as prisoners, in order to learn
mat the general requires to ascertain. Every offr. employed upon this duty

,

ou r have in his possession a detail of the enemy's army, showing the
-egts. in each Brigd. and Divn., affording particulars as to the dress and
eculiar equipments of each battn., 6tc. This information will soon enable
ini to ascertain what are the actual regts. the enemy's advanced force
onsists of in his immediate neighbourhood, and when collated from a large
umber of scouting parties acting along an extending front may enable the
omniander to estimate with tolerable accuracy the total force that an enemy
'Operating with. This duty is calculated to give scope for all those virtues
daring gallantry, bold riding, individual prowess, and self-reliance, that

e pride ourselves upon possessing above all other nations. Upon the
lanner in which it is performed during war much must always depend. I
oulcl therefore urge upon all cavly. offrs. the necessity of learning the use
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of maps, so as to find their way through a country by means of maps on a

small scale. All offrs. should be able to sketch ground, an art that is now

to be learnt by attending a garrison instructor’s class.

In every Cavly. Regt. there should be a party of scouts under the best

subaltern in it, and when a Cavly. Brigd. is formed, these several parties

should be collected into one under a captain, selected for his special fitness-

for the duty. In a very mountainous or densely wooded country where

horses cannot be used, these duties must be performed by infantry, as was
1 1U13C3 '-'Cl 1 1 1 IVA L IAS- I .

' . . |

the case during the late war in Ashanti. Next to courage, daring, physical
.lulling LllC IclLC Well 111 »^31ICIIH1. * ’ ‘ « " , O' i

strength, good horsemanship, good eyesight, and quick intelligence, an

aptitude for finding one’s way over a country is the qualification most-

necessary for all ranks employed upon this duty. An offr. and 2 dragoons 1

will frequently be able to penetrate to positions without being observed, and

if discovered will succeed in escaping capture in a manner that could not be'

looked for from ordinary patrols of the usual strength. This system o

scouting is now being taught in some ofour Cavly. Regts. ,
and was practised

with the best effect by the Cavly. Regts. of the southern force during the

autumn manoeuvres of 1872. The information thus obtained is better an 1

more reliable than that collected bv parties consisting of troops or squad-

rons and the work of both men and horses is greatly economised. I

Ambuscades.—In a difficult, hilly, forest or bush country, where Cavly.

cannot act, scouting must be done by parties of infy., say of from 10 or 20s

to so men. They should move as much as possible by night. Much can 1

be done by them, especially in savage warfare: by lying in ambush on tnet

paths frequented bv the enemy, prisoners can be taken, and heavy losses

inflicted upon them. If your ambuscade is on a hill path, place your men

on the lower side, as you can see better at night when looking upwards.

Before halting quit the path as far as possible from the spot where you

intend to form your ambuscade, so that your trail may not be easily yisiOie,-

and when returning to camp from this duty take always a different path troim

that you followed in going out, as a precaution against being waylaid. \our

party for such duties must be selected for' their coolness and intelligence

u

the men employed should be all eyes and ears, speaking only in low

whispers ;
no fires or smoking to be allowed ;

cooked rations fora or 3 P
to be carried by everv man. If at any time you think you are being folioweu

by the enemy, get into the bush, and marching back some distance tnre i„

it lie in wait for him in a well-chosen spot. When inexperienced men ‘
,

sent on this sort of duty, it is well to tell them as far as you can the son w

information you wish them to obtain.

The “ Touch."—This is not to be secured by merely keeping a squaaro

or a patrol in view of the enemy's outposts or of his advanced cavly.

must keep pinching him constantly, to find out what he is about. J
.

content yourself with halting and watching him when you arrive
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presence, sending your commander word that “the enemy is in my front
"
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h ‘ S StI
'ength and what there is behind his screen of“

' X-
°r of outposts, you may mislead in a fatal manner. Your enemymay in fact be merely a squadron, whose leader, being ignorant of his trade

7
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’ and contenting himself with looking at you3r he may be cleverly inducing you to play this game, taking care that you

aohn Tf vonT
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,

Ule Cavly - screen which faces you on every
,

omt. If >ou are to be of real use to your general, you must pierce or net

oree
d
i^

at
f

SCre
.

en
V
and by

!f
king 0116 ornlore prisoners ascertain—ist, whatorce is in front of you and 2nd, what Divn. or Army Corps it is coveringf >qu are strong enough, you must sweep the enemy's screen from beforeou o find out what is behind it, and if not able to do so, you must sendmall scouting parties of well-mounted men, selected for their daring and

intelligence, across country or by roads round the enemy’s flank to ascertainar certain the whereabouts and doings of his main body. Don't rest“IT pinched him well, and perhaps given his main body
?ood kick. I lie wider the extent of country over which you can establish
is pinching process the better. Hold on stoutly like a bull-dog toTournemy when you have caught hold of him : if he shakes off your grip o/one“k

If
along °" e Particular part of his line for the time being, hold on toun all the tighter at other places. You may even have at times to wallop

> escape capture
; but at once, when his pursuit ends, turn round andorry hint again

;
and if you cannot seize hint in front by the collar try toitch hint by the breeches behind. ' y lo

?r
E REMEMBERED BY OFFICERS ON RECONNOITRING OR

id of neonl,
1 y

,

0Ur
\
ep°TtS^ fail to Print the names of placestd ol people. Remember that to fight can lead to no military result • ate same time many a reconnoitring party has been saved by the boldness

tsh mTf

mander
’ Wh

°;
fi

,

ndlng hlmself cut off by a superior force, makes a

wer of ;t
eagTS U b0 d y ’ and )S thus enabled to get safely away under

s hnlrtnpc
°,nfusion occasioned to the enemy, who is then apt to mistake

snrl
•

f0r strength
- J he tlnlld or hesitating man would be lost

cncnmstances. fertility of resource and quickness in devisingX" ts
:
ar<

]

essential qualities for an officer employed in these duties

1, SoIdler who Is weU mounted should ever be taken prisoner. If
j ssi oie, always avoid returning by the road you went out by.—°ne of the most effective means of learning the where-

d<
i
lnP of an enemy is by means of balloons

;
for although thetdu ations of the ground when viewed from the car of a balloon at an

- ation of about tooo or 1200' do not show, yet the position of troops can
• accurately ascertained in close, still weather. Ascents by night, pnrticu-
v in wooded countries, are most useful for this purpose, as the fires

' icate the enemy's position, and his numbers may be roughly estimated
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from some height about a mile in rear of the skirmishers
^^

le
|^', isht .d

hTmselJwho^^uldJhM Seke^acquaimed with where the enemy's reserves .

**o~

:

officers should study attentively the customs of their enemy, their houre •

^i“nUing their Lrches. &c„ and the many

intended movements which an enemy may unwitbngiy afford. The^lkc

of boats, heavy guns, scaling ladders, gabions, &c. • ‘

f r̂

r

“„es &c If

force marching. That raised by Cavly. forms a high light cloud, by In y.

S3! country is .tonally « Mr indication of the P»bl.c »p r *

they are gloomy and anxious, it is an indication o
excited and

their cause, and that their troops are distant ,
whlls

r

t “ ^d antieipater
insolent, it shows that they rely upon assistance near at hand, . '

success from the number and efficiency of their army, follo'tn^a^

retreating army, much can be learnt from its trail; if the dibr.s ofanns

tzŝ &s&s:ssrssrr s.«|
a, d all indications coiefnlly noted. Did they b=c “

£ itS

[“LSSSS'SSftXemV^a i.nrticd

J
• i i

t , fpw nreferrinsr to ent uncooked messes, to fort ao

^Xs rTh^Thave^KF - X0fj sS%
. , i or„ rr'Up most insignificant circumstances nftord -

whole pa^es of information to officers who, having studied the

customs of an enemy, know how to >n{*^u
*ei

^®J
1®

Ki;iy Umes aV0»
detached parties sent out on reconnoitring duties, may many times
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falling into the hands of strong patrols or detachments, by learning their
proximity from their track if crossed anywhere

; the number and composition
Dt such detachments may easily be estimated from it.

Marches.—To arrange for the march of a force consisting of all three

r^V?PeT , y ',
vhe

,

n a
.

collision with the enemy may be expected, is a
>taff duty of the highest importance. Success in most wars depends vervnuch upon the manner in which this duty is performed by the staff andipon the manner in which the arrangements ordered have been carried outw the troops. Let me see two armies on the march, and I believe I could
•ell you the respective fighting value of each. No military quality is sorequently tested as that of marching. Marches are means to an end, thatmd being a battle which has for its object the destruction of your enemy's
L™y -

.

"e morc rapidly they are made, the greater becomes the difficulty
f feeding your men There is one general principle which applies to every
Inscription of march, no matter when or where it may be undertaken •

i e"ilways march by the shortest possible routes and in as many columns' asou can and let each column march upon the largest possible front. Caremist of course be taken that no one of these columns is so weak that it:ould be overpowered before support could reach it. Each column must
'

!

ts °wn advanced guard. The greatest harmony of movement should
wist between these columns, all working together, not as independent units
)ut as intelligent portions of one machine, the movements of all beiim at
ill times known to the staff of each column, all being ready to concentrate
\ hen required, and to march to the sound of the cannon when in any doubt
is to where that concentration is to be effected. In arranging for thenarch of an army or of any body of troops where they may have to fightour first consideration should be, that they should be at all times so distri-mted as to be not only ready to fight, but to do so with the advantages ofosi ion in their favour. When no encounter with the enemy is to be calcu-

ntn
d
o

P
.r,

n
’
then

,

the
,greater the number of columns that any army is divided

Kfinn r nnTrch
' 6 easy Wil1 k be t0 feed k « and to find accommo-

,
,

dal 'y 1 ™en and horsees The number of columns you can march
y "i

ene
.

r
u
lly

,

be decided by the number of roads more or less parallel>ne to the other, leading m the required direction
;
when far away from the

he rv.2m
U
Tr

Y ^tmd y°T columns t0 lhe right and left, greatlv beyond

nemtf“ y°UWOud occupy when in fighting formation, contract-

,jLy°!i
r fron the nearer y°u approach him, so that when within striking
y°u do not cover more than your nominal front of battle.

possible, Cavly. and H.A. together should march by a different

>n font If ?J
nfy" as UJ S very fabguing to horses to keep pace with men

he e?''
thls cannot be done large intervals should be allowed between

ini
oanted and dismounted branches of the service when on the march,

ss the country is deep or very much cut up by canals, Cavly. can often
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make its way across the fields, having a detachment of mounted R.L with

tools carried^ on pack-horses for the purpose of opening ways through and

over obstacles. R.A. should not, however, ever march alone. When far

from the enemy all your arrangements for the march must be made \utha

fr^tly u^on^^manneM^v^irft
^heir^McheThaw^ee^arranged^^Men

whils^on
1

the ‘marchf^a^ never ^^M^ecte^to go* inlt an enemy whose

those^S Os!
3

who^we tcTmake arrangement^for^
I

marcl^.o
<

ttjce good^w^t

that everything has been thought of and provided for beforehand One °f

the great advantages of moving troops long distances by ra. is, that he

ml
g
reach their destination quife fresh ;

for everynoo miles

continuously, you will lose in strength from 2 to 3 per cent, according

th

Oiu
n
Regulations are based upon the rule that tents are to be carried fo.

every one, and that the army is to encamp every
|*

army that attempts to make war upon this s\sten
bivouacs "anc

beaten by an army that carries no camp equipment, but that bivouacs p

when a road occupies a sort of neu.ra posidon beiween

under such circumstances it will be foi the C. of the

whRh army corps or division is to use it In framing ne G Os- for^.a

1

‘ r of the S will be guided by the object sought to be obt.nne-

bv
aS movement^and the infonnation he has had regarding the enemy

strength, intentions and movements. At the beginning o
^yjqbe pushe

the available Cavly. and Mtd. Infy. supported by K.H.A. should be pus

well re the front one or two marches ahead of the army, untd the

with the enemy has been secured ;
and once obtamed. if the <*vly.^

handled by its commander, it should never be lost. .
' P ‘r .11P eneffl

the headings of reconnaissances and scout, ng, every movement of he en

should be fscertained, and in fact his intentions divined by this mdepende

£££?££% reported if possible by Vanw or

'

army in rear. In selecting the position foi the lid. t)rs. ot an an y
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lillSiSissss:
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_ / -pv- nc. cnss mav be) will march by the country

ist Army Corps (oî ivn.^as
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essential that you should begin to practice your men in marching as soon aspossible andev-en during any long halts occurring in a war, give your menplenty of drill and route marching. When there is no necessity for hastebegin by short marches of 6 or 7 miles, gradually increasing their length until
:

°ur men are m good marching condition. If the men breakfast at 7 A mbeing roused at 6.30 A.M. and starting at 8 A.M., they ought to be at theirnew bivouac or camping ground, 6 miles off, at 10.15 A.M., and theirdinners should be ready at noon. Ordinary marches of 15 miles in fairw eather and over average roads should not occupy more than 7 or 8 hours.
11s does not include the time taken in forming up previous to encamping

trin?'T
aC

r"!
g f0r

u
ie

PJ
8u

L As soon as the men are in g°°d marching‘nm, the distance should be increased to 12 or 16 miles In extensive
operations, however, when large forces have to be moved, not more than 10miles a day lor continuous marching can be calculated upon. There should
ie a halt from 5 to 10 mins, every hour, and for marches of from 10 to 12
nines it is a good plan to halt for 30 mins, when half way. Sometimes alonger halt is advisable to allow the men to have a meal with cooked tea or
coltee. As a. general rule, however, long halts are not to be advocated when
ne men are m good condition, as they prefer getting their march over assoon as possible, and to have a good hot meal then. It is very desirable
lat die short hourly halts should be made by every unit in the Divn. exactly
the same moment. Each battn.

, &c. , should therefore be ordered before
stai ting to halt for a specified number of minutes exactly at the beginning
0 each hour. When the O. C. the Battn. gives the order to halt, the
ending files of each company will halt, those in rear closing up. If this is
not attended to, and the whole Battn. has to close on its leading Company
n V

m
vf

a l *1e men 'n rear w ' 1 * reaP 110 benefit from the halt at
• In hot countries endeavour so to time your march as if possible to have
e sun in your face

; at least, to avoid having it on the men’s backs, where
causes sickness and sunstroke. For campaigns in tropical regions, the

>oudan for instance, spine protectors should be supplied to the men. They
ire easily made with cotton-wool, and should button on the back of the
nans jacket. In many districts in the tropics there is always a pleasant
nd refreshing breeze at certain hours of the day or early morning. Try
°Jave 11 blowing in your face or on your right or left front as you march.
the rate of Map-ching.

—

In calculating the time occupied in marching
ertain distances, it may be assumed that a Divn. on 1 very good road,
uring good weather and in a temperate climate, with all its impedimenta
an march 2j miles an hour if the arrangements are very good

;
but in large

ombined operations, unless the weather is very fine, and the roads very
ood, t)le time should be calculated at the rate of 2 miles an hour only,
le ordinary hourly halts of about 5 mins, each are included in these
Annates. If the roads and weather are bad, and the country deep, large

Y 2
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rnSMimm.maybe calculated thus, lor l • .

. dients and condition of the road ;l
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Sca the" advd- gd! and the other principal fractions into which the colon.
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are divided should march off ffr c-,. „„ i

.
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1 f 1 tlme again as lhc same distance would require
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i^ninff orders for the formation of columns on the
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f 1 le cpnntry, the fighting characteristics of your enemy,
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’
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,

&c" should be placed in the columns in the order in

fight ' tac, Li
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,

be required : when there is a possibility of having
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cons| derations must be first provided for
; but when at aon tbe enemy, the comfort of the troops and the convenience of
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supply sho^d have
to be

Ustri£uted?^he cofumn of route. His S.O. having received his instate

tions on this point, should indicate in orders the exact time when eachim-

nnrtnnt unit of the column, such as the scouting party, main body o. ad .

^

head of the main tody of each divn., brigd., &c„ is to enter the column

known, the space each would occupy m column of r°u^*-°J^ “aLvc

examplethatth? distance in the column of route between the head.til the

ist and of the 2nd brigds. has been calculated to be 3500 paces, or 2917 -•>

it L easv o calculate how many minutes it will take to march that distance

by d3ngll“ rf or ,7 (.lie number of p»e«« and yds token «£*

men to allow them to rest at their bivouacs until the latest possible
.

moment.

When the column of route will extend over several miles of r ,

and foolish to order all the troops to parade at the hour t bv

close attention to these minutiae that men are kept in good neaiu

spirits! and that a S.O. shows he is worthy of the important position

^OrdTr ofMarch of an Army Corps.-Let us first sketch out what would

be the normal order of march of an Army Corps moving by one roa^ ^
fairly open country over which Caylv. could act when the nt

covered by a detached and independent force of £wly. The several

of Rattns Batteries, &c. ,
are here calculated for at war strengu

Advd Gd.'of a strength as detailed at page 343 would march as folio (

length of road occupied by each Regt., Batty., &c„ is given in vds. oppo.

Party, to consist of the Regt 0, Divnl. Cavl£,of the fading fa
should march 3o mins, before the Vanguard, pushing out Pat

[

ols "'
er the

full mile from its main body, and the best selectedscoulsaboul 'em'G^,
the

enemy. If the country be well suited for Cavly., it would be well to send to

who7 Cavly. Brigd., to be some 5 or xo miles in

may be should also march with these scouts, and a de achment
pf fr0„,

with tools carried on horses. Every road, path and village

5 to 20 miles of the line of march should be examined by small patrols.
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“'ShtXS

A
Utin

r
Parti

-

S Sh0U
!

d extend wiI ' d^Pend upon circumstances, sue

and left The mV
°rps ls marchln£ a,one or in concert with others to its right

h f;
Ih

^
mai!1 body of th«e scouts will of course follow the road with scouts

[' -a r
1 diegt ’ of dlvnI ' oavly., of which i squdn. to be on each

yd 'S '

o-c £ I

rt
jj

= J 1 Battery of H.A. without wagons
2 .

•56
§ j

1 Company ofR.E. with tools on packhorses 100^ > I

1 B attn-°finfy. without band, but with tools and S.A.A. carts 460I'2 Machine guns *t s-

, ,^-a,
?
ffr°m 5

f
°°, t0

,

IOC” yards
; the head of ‘he vanguard will be thus say°abodt

I mile in advance of the head of the main body of the Advd. Gd.

I

O. C. advd. gd. and staff
’

1 Battery of H.A. without wagons 2

*°

1 Brigd. of cavly., with ammn. carts and wagons only 'less
1 squadron) and its battery H.A

) Ig4Q
Divnl. battns. of 2nd and 3rd divns. with tool and S.A.A.

carts, and band of battn. with Vanguard
1 Company R.E. with tools in wagons, and light bridge
equipment . .

the ammn. wagons of two batteries H.A. 228
Led horses

Ambulance *2°

1 Squadron of cavalry ... ,J 1129

The main body of the advd. gd. should march 20 mins, after head

tarted

gUard ^ m°Ved °^’ or 50 mins- after the scouting party had

A distance of 1 or 2 miles.

MaSn, °fArmy Corps.—If the distance be 1 mile the 1st Division to
larch 60 mins,, and if it be 2 miles, 80 mins., after head of main body of

,1 v
had nlovecl or 1 hour 50 mins, or 2 hours 10 mins, (according

> the distance allowed) after scouting party had started.

The Divisional Regiment 0/ Cavalry ,
2nd Division.

T To befurnishedfrom Corps' Artillery.
+ The Divisional Battalion of 1st Division.
9 This retention of 1 squdn. from the Cavly. Brigd. of the main body of advd.
for the purposeof bringing up the rear andprotecting it would not be necessary
an open country.
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C
.2
*c73

S
w

/ The G.O.C. Army Corps and his combatant staff

The G.O.C. ist division and his combatant staff . . . . •

£ the cavly. regt. of 3rd divn., keeping up communica'.ijn with

Advd.
The 3 field batteries of ist divn. with ammn. wagons only . .

ist infantry brigade with only tool and S.A.A. carts ....
1

2nd ,, „ ,, ,, >.••••
Divnl. reserve ammn. column

1 field company R.E. and its tool wagons

Ambulance and field hospital

”4 Army corps batteries with ammn. wagons only (1 Id.A. battery

being with Advd. Gd.) •

\ Led horses of army corps staff and of ist division

yds.

50
20

260

770

1 400

1400

790

200

250

1024

125

This ist Divn. if closed up would thus cover 6289 yds. of road ;
adding

on i860 yds. as an allowance of 30 p.c. for opening out, the distance it

would cover would be 8149 yds. or nearly 45 miles. That distance divided i

by 97 (the number of yds. marched in " Quick time ” in 1 minute) gives 84

mins. The 2nd Divn. should not therefore start for 1 hour 24 mins, after

head of ist Divn. had marched off, or 3 hours 14 mins., or 3 hours 34 miss.

-

(according to length of distance between Advd. Gd. and head of ist Divn.)

after scouting party had started.

/ G.O.C. 2nd division and his combatant staff ....
The 3 field batteries of 2nd divn. with ammn. wagons only

o ist brigade, 2nd divn., with only tool and S.A.A. carts

)
2nd brigade, 2nd divn., ,, ,, ,,

p 1 Divnl. reserve ammn. column

-a 1 Field company R.E. and its tool wagons

§ I Ambulance and field hospital

\ Led horses of 2nd division

20

770

1400

1400

790

200

250

100

The 2nd Divn. if closed up would thus cover 4930 yds. If 1470 yds. ba

added on for opening out, the 2nd Divn. would then cover about 3.) to 31

miles of road. The 3rd Divn., whose length of column will be the same

as that of the 2nd Divn., ought not therefore to move oft for 66 nuns,

after the head of the 2nd Divn. had started, or 4 hours 20 mins., or 4 hours

40 mins, (according to distance of 1 or 2 miles between advd. gd. and neaa

of ist Divn.
)
after scouting party had started. Each G.O.C. a Divn.

take care always to keep an interval of about 200 yds. between his leaamh

detachment and the rear of the preceding Divn. The train should no

begin its march for s'i or 6 hours after the scouting party had started,mm
the chances of the troops being engaged during the day w ill regulate tni
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order from the* C? of ’theT before stanh!q
d remam stationary and await an

4 (
Army Corps reserve ammunition column . .

yds '

J Pontoon troop

£ ) Telegraph troop . . .

' Detachment of military police
Baggage Column
Detachment of military police
Non-combatant staff of army corps

40

-aggage of army corps, head-quarter staff (1 Compy. C. T. Corps)’
’ J

a

eSaun
he

&rly

;^ T‘
d °f the 3 div"S - in the order in which'

^
staff bein^at th;

S

r°a "r ?
e °f rollte

’ thc non-combatant
^ofeachdivn, tents carried

Tro;rmtitfrfp;,L
com

?
an

:

es

.

of
?- !• 6ov :

ay • :
•’

:
*°°°

8576 ;ds''
°r^ 20

marched at^A^t^fhe Vanm
ma

[

cI

J

t0 be 12 miles
> tIlat tlle scouting- party

3d. at 550A.M" the Sflivn
* S

*
3° A

'f
’
th" niaia body of the Advi

Divn. at 0.20 AM nd b« T -

at 6 ’ 5°’ the 2nd Divn - at 8.14, the 3rd
rain would, in fine weather anVnvc ^ 11 A

'Y" *,
he

.

leadln& wagon of the
tours, reaching its rlpstimt’

andover palr roads, do the 12 miles in about 4
vould also ha°ve reached he

a~°Ut 3 /' M-
’
™hen the rear of the 3 rd Divn.

tartedat 12. so p M shmdd rf

'

S
if

I

>
e

i,

deStlnatIon : tlle last wagon having
'Pon the idea that all the Armv rnmcT' a h

-

M

' This ca| culation is based
irmed astride unnn the c

- "
1

y COI ps bad been concentrated in one camp
ut as “matter

P
of ft, “g 6 roac' whlch was alone available for the march

;

aturally be encamned in Qp
de

’
i

SUC
i

b clrcumstances, the Army Corps would
'ost probably ^fmnt os

eche ’0n
,

s aIonS that road, the Cavly. Brigd.

thelon bv itself at ^ 2 o - ’nt’
5 ' echeI.°n ’ dlen the 3 Divns. each in an

id the 'I rain heh-’nd ft’ ,
3 ’ ° miles distance, one behind the other,

1 which an Armv'rl^^
1 hls would be the only practical manner

rve to encamnToi^
PS CO

u'
d mar

,

ch b
-V one sinS,c road - would also

ain column r „„ / ’I
1 S1™lar echelons. If all started from one camp, the

,e 3rd dWnt 6 'lead °f
/
St divn ' t0 the rear of the Cavly. closing in

, t.

3 Vn ' wouId occupy about 13 miles, allowing 30 p.c. for opening

ium°n'/tlfpp
nIy 2° p,c

-' for unavoidable opening out throughout the whole

fftraJ ,1?^'ssanat trains being as above), the Army Corps with all its

teons is

tS
’ “c

-> ,('n tins calculation, however, the number of commissariat
S ns is very small) from the scouts of the Advd. Gd. to extreme rear of
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mins if thus extended along one road,'would cover about miles of road.

It is therefore very desirable to avoid when possible moving more than one

Divn by any
6

one road. Of course, in such a march as that I have contem-

plated, the Advd. Gd. would be engaged m taking up the
the

orotect the new position to be occupied in their rear for the night, about the
protect neNvp^n^^ fr£m its old camp . Abroad it is calculated
time when the Train

with a train of about 1000 wagons march

-

that an Army Corps of ^ fronrthe leading

scouTto the^rear°wagon

U
^and that with only such portions of Us train as it

The order of inarch for a Divn. - -

force of Cavly. covered the front, would be normally as follows

/ Scouting Party. 3! squadrons ofcavly. and all the Mtd. infy.

available pushed some few miles well ahead and to the

flanks.
. .

| Troop to keep up communication with scouting party

2 12- or 13-pr. guns without wagons (H.A., if possible)

4 Companies of infy. without any carts, fee

Section of R.E. with tools on packhorses.

1 Machine gun

This vanguard to march half an hour after scou

O.C. advanced guard and staff . • • • • •

i Troop to keep up communication with vanguard

4 12- or 13-prs. without wagons

4 Cos. of infy. with tool and S.A.A. carts of battn.

Remainder of field company R.E. with tools •

1 Machine gun

Section of ambulance

This main body of Advd. Gd. should not m;

for 10 or 15 minutes after the vanguard had moved off,

that is, say for 40 minutes after scouts had marched.

Main body of Division /—It should not march for 60 or 70 minutes

scouting party had started.

G.O.C. and his staff . • • • • • • • •

i Troop to keep up communication with advanced guaid

The 2 remaining batteries of divn

Distance

yds.

25

60

180

5°

130

250

150

IS

40

arch

after the

yds.

20

with their ammn. wagons

30

512

100

country is very close, it may be at times desirable to //ace a bat.'" o.

If the

, . vHt of ti

presence in front impedes and checks

siderably ,

it.

the pa.
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2 Brigades of infantry with only tool and S.A.A. carts* 2800
Ammtn. wagons of battery with advanced guard
Divisional reserve ammn. column _
Ambulance and field hospital ono
Led horses

Interval of from 1 to 3 or 4 hours, according to the probability of fighting.
Train :

—

Baggage master with £ troop of Cavly
Non-combatant staff

Detachment of military police
, 3Q

Remaining carriages of 3 batteries 360
.

' f Baggage of divisional head-quarter staff *1

£ (J
£< J Baggage and Regtl. Transport, &c., of brigds. according

(

(j >2 (j |

t0 order occupied in_the column of route ... I
1000

n •

[ Commissariat train I

Military police

The Advd. Gd. from leading scouts to its rear would occupy about 2}
miles of road. The main column would occupy nearly 35 miles of road,
and the train somewhat under a mile, allowance being made in these
calculations of 30 p.c. for the troops, and 20 p.c. for the Train for opening
out. Ironr leading scouts to rear of Train the Divn. with all its equipment,
lents, &c., would cover about g) miles, assuming that the Train was able to
start one hour after the rear of the column of troops had started. It is

necessary to leave this interval of 1 hour to prevent the leading carts from
constantly overtaking the rear of the Infy. By leaving this interval, assum-
ing that the Infy. do the march of 12 miles in 4 hours 50 mins., and the train
m 4 hours, the rear of the troops and the head of the train should both
reach their destination almost together at noon. In the foregoing “ order of
march, the commissariat trains are placed after the baggage, it being pre-
sumed that the men are carrying a day’s provisions in their haversacks, as
must invariably be the rule when there is any possibility of meeting the enemy.
The orders to be issuedfor the march should contain :—

-

1st. General direction and object of the march, giving a brief outline of the
military situation and condition of affairs, so as to secure on the part of all

Os.C. columns an intelligent conformity with the views, wishes and inten-
tions of the C.-in-C.
2nd. Date, hour, and order of the march, and the roads to be followed by

;ach column, &c. , &c.

* tf it is considered advisable to have 2 instead of 1 battn. with the advd. gd., the
nd must he takenfrom the leading infy. hrigd.
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3rd. Formation of Advd. or Rr. Gds., and special instructions for flanking

parties and detachments of all sorts.

4th. Instructions for fd. hospls. ,
reserve ammunition, R. E. pontoons, and

military portion of the train generally.

5th. Instructions for supply of troops and orders for baggage and pro-

vision columns.
6th. Position of general on the march, and of Hd. Qrs. for the night.

As regards No. 2, it is very necessary that each echelon or fraction into

which the column is divided should receive distinct orders as to the exact

hour it should start from a named point on the road to be followed, or from

a stated rendezvous. To assemble all a Divn. at a named rendezvous to be

marched off from thence, is a species of military folly not very uncommon ;

the unfortunate regts. are kept waiting under arms sometimes for hours,

until their turn arrives to march off. The S.O. before issuing instructions

for the march must study the position of Brigades, Regts., &c.
,
and see how

each can, with most convenience to itself, be brought into its place in the

column of route.

Ordersfor the movement of a supposititious army.

—

-In order more fully to

explain the movement of an army, we will suppose that one, consisting of 2

Army Corps and a reserve Brigd. of Heavy Cavlv.
,
assembled on a front of

about 10 miles, between the villages A and B, is to advance and attack an

enemy, or take up a position in his neighbourhood, C, D, which is 80 miles

distant. Let us assume that it has not been thought advisable to detach the

Cavly. to the front as an independent force to cover the army. 1 he army

during its march to be always ready to form line of battle before its Adyd.

Gd. could be overpowered, ail its columns being in constant communication

with one another, and the Hd. Qrs. being as near the centre as possible.

Even such a simple movement as this requires much nicety of arrangement.

If speed is an object, the difficulty is increased tenfold; for when a flooded

river, a broken bridge, or other obstacle is encountered on any one of the

roads by which the advance is made, the delay can easily be remedied if thei

army is moving by short marches ;
but if it is doing 20 miles or more a day,

the delay of one column may derange the plan laid down for all. Let us

assume that 4 roads, with intervals of from 2 to 3 miles between each, lend

from A, B, to C, D, No. 1 on the left being hilly, and generally unsuited for

wheeled conveyances
;
the next one, No. 2, is the main road, paved or

macadamized throughout
;
the next, No. 3, is a good country road ;

the last.

No. 4, is a clay road, passing through an open country. When the maps

are not very accurate or detailed, in calculating distances on them, or die

time that columns w ill take in marching over iViountain roads, or even those

in the plains that twist about very much, allow from 4 to 9 minutes extra for

every mile to be marched. The following specimen order gives an idea ot

the orders that would either be sent in the form of a memorandum to the
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G.Os.C. Army Corps, or published in G.Os., as might be thought best •

they should be issued by the C. of the S.
s gnl Dest

Memorandum, (or, General Order, as the case may be,)
Army Head-Quarters,

4tkjune, 1886.

f
I

'n
Th

th
aml

,
y
1
'Vi11 advance on Wednesday the 6th inst. in the direction of

v’
° '

h
,

e Arn
]y CorPS by No. 3 road and the country between it and

\n T rnnH
he

,

2
n
d p™7 C°;PS

,

by 2 road
' and the c°u«try embracingNo. i load, and the Reserve Cavly. Brigd. by No. 4 road.

r
2

‘,

E
p
ch Corps will be covered by an Advd. Gd. consisting of itsCavly. Brigd.

, &c.
, &c. (see Article on Advanced Guards). The AdvdGd of the 2nd Army Corps will cover No. 1 as well as No. 2 road by which

that corps is to march. I he Advd. Gd. of the reserve Brigd. of Cavly. on
4 road Wl11 consist of 1 Regt. of Cavly., 2 H. A. guns, and 1 Batt.

the 1st Army Corps that will be attached for this purpose to the reserve
Brigd. of Cavly. until further orders. These Advd. Gds. will march to-morrow the 5th inst. at 6 A.M.

, constant communication to be maintained
between them on all 4 roads

;
they will halt for the night in the neighbour-hood of the villages E, 1-, G and H. The men will take rations for the

tav in their haversacks
; corn for the day to be carried by each horse • hay

to be obtained by purchase from the country. Rations and corn for 1 dav
to be taken in wagons with each Advd. Gd. to be replenished daily from
supplies with main body in rear : these wagons will not march to-morrow
until noon.

.

3- A route will be sent (or, is forwarded with this, as the case may be) to
.
®.G.Os.C. Army Corps, and to the brigadiers commanding Advd. Gds.

indicating where the Hd. Qrs. of the army, of the O.C. the Advd. Gd., and
ot each Army Corps, will be each evening during the movement.

4. The O.C. each Advd. Gd. will, as soon as possible after each day’s
march, report the events of the day to the G. O. C. the column from which
he has been detached, accompanied by a road sketch giving tiie fullest
possible information as to the country, supplies, &c.

5. The distance to be maintained between the Advd. Gds. and the
columns in their rear will be about 4 miles.

6. Yesterday the enemy had a Cavly. Brigd. at E, F, with detachments
at G, H, K, L and M. His infy. occupied N, O, on the first instant.

7- I he train will march at noon.
8. The C.-in-C. will march at the head of main column of 2nd Army

Yorps, and Army Hd. Qrs. will be at 'for the night.

(Signed) G. J. W.,
Chiefof the Staff.

Ihe orders issued by each G.O.C. an Army Corps a Divn. or an Advd.
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Gd must be of a much more detailed nature. As an example we will sketch

out here those that, under the above circumstances, would be issued by the

brigadier detailed to command the Advd. Gd. of the 2nd Army Corps.

Advanced Guard Orders,

2nd Army Corps Camp
4th June ,

1886.

r With reference to G.O. No. 2, of this date, all reports from the 2nd

Cavly. Brio-d. will be made in future to these Hd. Qrs.; its B.M. will attend

here daily for orders, as soon as possible after the march is over.

2 The Advd. Gd. 2nd Army Corps will march to-morrow at 6 a.m. in

the direction of C, D, and, unless otherwise directed, will halt for the night

at

f A detachment consisting of the i/Royal Rifles* the 7th Hussars,fa

guns from Battery of H.A., a party of 20 men R E with tools on pack-

horses, and an ambulance detachment will march by No ..z road It w.U

mrade this evening at s P.M. immediately in front of Ke0 t. and procee

to The advancedmist near the village of—, on No. 1 road, which upon

Teing relieved wi l rejoin its brigade. This detachment will begin its march

to nmnw punctually at 6 a.m. Colonel B. J.
will command this detach-

ment until further orders, and will arrange his own order of march. It

h
T

t

ThTfoZTnTaTangements to hold good for to-morrow and for all

marches made subsequently, unless orders are issuedAo

J

e co^ra^' - ,

5. The order of march for the mam body of the Advd. Gd. on .no. -

road will be as follows (see page 327).ond will be as ioiiows isec „ *

6. No bugling, beating of
RrhSl Con

camp or on the line of march without tlm express order of the Bridgr. Comg.

the Advd. Gd ^ to .morrow be roused at 4.30 A.M. (and on all subset

mient marching days hour before starting), and will at once pack the

baggage wagons: they will breakfast at 5 a.m., and will fall in punctually

.

at 5

&

3f a.m. on their private parades, and will form up in the cdumno

route
3
on the road, so as to be ready to march punctually at 6 a.m. lhe*

scouting party will always parade 30 nuns, earlier than the main bod> ,
so

to be fonned up at the outlying piquet on the mam road, and ready to start

at
s The vanguard to-morrow will consist of the 10th and 13th Hussars,

-

— StterJ o^H A. without wagons, Company of R. E. with tools on

* This to be the odd Battn. of the Divn. furnishing the Brigd. ofInfy. forth,

his to be the Regt. of Cavly. belonging to the Divn. furnishing Hie Brigd. 9

Jnfy.Jor the Advd. Gd.
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^ o 111 c»ci y uuui : me nrst Deine at

halt 'at tLTme moment.
and “ “ * iS eSSe" tial that^ one should

Df

-i°' A!1 corPs wiU march upon the largest front that the routes will admit

N'q

1

^ road
Brlgdr‘ ComS- wiI1 march at the head of the main body onNo. 2 road.

By order
(Signed) G. J. W.

,

D. A. A. G. Advanced Guard 2nd Army Corps.

In the foregoing examples of the order in which the several arms areormed in column of route, the cavly. have been shown in front
;
but in

narching through a very enclosed country, or at night, except on open
Hams, it would be very dangerous to have the head of the column formed
>v a large body of C avly.

, as they would be nearly helpless in case of attack,
he Inly, should be in front under such circumstances, having a few
nounted men 1 or 2 miles in front. It will be seen that the guns are
lushed well to the front, so that they could at any moment come into action
0 cover the deployment of the Infy. in case of attack, or the necessitynsmg for an attack being made upon the enemy.

* HE Duties of the Staff are endless during the march, and no
latter how zealous the junior S.Os. may be, unless the C. of the S. is
xpenenced in war, and a man of ability, roads will become blocked up

,

tr°°ps, wagons, &c.
; Advti. Gds. will find themselves without

olumns in their rear
; Brigds. and Divns, will lose their way, not knowing

ley have done so, until their leading battns. have been pulled up short by
n impassable marsh, bridge, or river

;
baggage will be lost

;
short marches

ill be badly executed at the cost of immense fatigue to men and animals,
id if attacked en route, nothing but the individual physical superiority of
1

Ti
rit0

(
1 over °lher nations can save the honour of Her Majesty's army.

I he minor details to be attended to by Os. C. Brigds. or Battns. as well
> those on the staff, are numerous. The following sketch is a general out-
ie of them :

— The physical condition of the men and horses is of the most
tal importance. Do all you can to economise the strength of both by
:complishing your object with the least possible expenditure of vital
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energy. Both must be well fed during the march, for the wear and tear

upon the system is much greater than when halted ;
an extra allowance of

meat and tea should always be given. See Article on “ Diet. 1 he men s -

stomachs being attended to, their feet come next, and are of equal import-

ance • good shoes and woollen socks are indispensable, the latter to be

washed whenever there is a halt. Captains of companies should impress -

upon their men the necessity for greasing their boots, which, while render-

in or them waterproof, also makes them soft : they should be instructed to

soap their stockings for the first few days' march, taking care to wash their

feet and prick any blisters that may have arisen, as soon as they encamp.

It is a food plan’ to rub the feet with a decoction of salt and a little alum

dissolved in warm water. Men who suffer in the least from ingrowing nails

must have their feet examined by the doctor. Whenever the force halts for

a day, captains must examine their men's boots, and take immediate steps

for supplying all wants in that respect. The old prejudice against drinking -

water on the march has been murdered by scientific discoveries : however,

men should be discouraged from drinking toge quantities at a Urne, and

persuaded instead to drink a little frequently. Make use of the double

as seldom as possible. It looks very smart, no doubt, to perform move-

ments at a running pace, and some C.Os. are very fond of doing s

march, but the Colonel who thus “ takes it out " of his men is >gnoram o

his work. If distance is lost, wait for the next halt to regain it. When»eri

it is possible, have music to march to. If the band is broken up, the drums

and bugles should play together. Nothing is more martial in sound ana

the men march a hundred per cent, better to it than m silence. )

have nothing else, get your men to sing by companies. During Ion,, £

marches in India at the beginning of the mutiny, I found that with sing »

we got on admirably, whilst, when we marched in silence, as men wi OQ

after the first half mile at night, they almost went to sleep, 'agged be Rnd

stumbled and fell. The moment a song was struck up the men stepped oui

br,

fhere are no occasions on which the discipline of a Regt. becomes more com

spicuous than upon the line of march, nor on any on which the attention and v.g.l^

of every offr. in maintaining order and regularity are more especially requisite, 0

of all ranks must be sensible of the importance of preserving the impact order

column of march, by not allowing irregular intervals, straggling, or falling out, cxccp

during periodical halts, which should be frequent and at a distanceMrom P

houses. It is quite possible to maintain great precision of f°™a‘>on, wh.'s h^
(h ,

are allowed to march in the manner most comfortable to each. After a mwcn,

men are to occupy themselves in putting their arms and appointments me:c *

order. I
Drunkenness, or irregularity upon a march, is to be considered as

01

When not likely to be engaged, and when tents are used, it is desirabU.
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or for some other absolutely necessary purpose. The offrs. must be particularly at-

tentive to prevent the men from going out of the ranks for water. When this is

required, the regiment or column will be halted. Men who obtain permission to fall

out for a short time to ease themselves, or for any other cause than illness, must in-

variably leave their arms and packs to be carried by the section they belong to until

they return.

An army moving to fight must be encumbered as little as possible by
baggage and wagons of all sorts : tents and provision trains should be left

in rear, the men being served out with 2 or 3 days' provisions. The fighting

portion of the army to be closed up to the front as much as possible.

Depth of Columns.

—

The following Table gives the actual number of yds.

of road occupied by Brigds., Regts., &c., marching in column of route with

regulation distances, no allowance being made for opening out. An allow-

ance for opening out of from 20 to 30 p. -c. for troops, and 20 or 25 p. -c. for

carriages, should be added to all these distances in calculating the depth of

a column of route. As a very rough rule for calculating the length of road

occupied by columns on the march, allow 1 yd. for each horseman, 1 yd.

for every 2 foot-soldiers, and 20 yds. for every gun and for every description

of wagon. In column of fours, a column of cavly. covers in depth as much
as its deployed front would be : in column of sections, twice, and in columns
of half sections 4 times that distance.

Desert Marches.—The experience Napoleon gained in Egypt led him to

place on record that a country can have no stronger frontier than a desert.

Until troops with all their modern appliances have actually to be moved
across a desert, it is difficult to realise the full significance of this maxim,
rhe first and greatest difficulty is water. You must provide for the carriage

of at least 1 gallon per man per diem, with a surplus of spare water of 25

p.-c. on whatever your calculation amounts to. In the Soudan we used iron

tanks, for camel transport, of 3 sizes :
30" X 15" X 6" holding 8 galls., wt.

ymptv) 28 lbs. : and two other sizes of same length and breadth but with a

depth of 7" and 9", holding 10 and 12^ galls, and weighing (empty) 31 and

33 lbs. respectively. Also Darricos of wood, holding 8, 10, 12.) and 15 galls,

ind weighing (empty) 20, 34, 38, and 43 lbs. respectively. Also vaterpioof

tags, holding 8, 10, and 125 gallons, and weighing (empty) 8, 9,

and 10 lbs. respectively. The common native skin weighed (empty) about

3 to 5 lbs. and held about 6 galls. The leather camel watei -bottle,

»lled Zemyemiyeh, weighed (empty) about 3 lbs. and held about

rail. We frequently stored water in the desert and used the empty ( 100 lbs
)

riscuit tin, it held about 365 galls. Waterproof sheets sunk in the sand also

answered very well. If possible, all water so stored should be covered over

•0 prevent sand from blowing into it, and to keep the sun from it. 11

Possible, it is most desirable to carry the infantry on camels. Of course this

ncreases the difficulties about food and water. Hie camel is a stiange
2
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Yards of Road occupied, allow-

ing for Regulation distances.

Units of full War strength.
Infantry in fours, Cavalry in sec*

tions, R.A. in column of route,

Transport Wagons in file.

S. A. A.

|

A Squadron of Cavalry (50 files) without baggage - -

Cavil. Regt. with only 2 S. A. A. carts and medical mule

I Ditto ditto, with tents and all regimental transport

I Cavlv Brigd. with H. A. wagons, 2 machine guns,

carts, medl. mule, but no other transport ..

Ditto ditto, with tents and all regimental transport

A Battn of Infy. with only tool and S. A. A. carts

Ditto dhtol with all baggage, &c ,
except tents

Ditto ditto, with all its regimental transport

a Brigade ditto, with only tool and S. A. A. carts

Diul dhto. with all baggage, &c„ except tents

I Ditto ditto, with all regimental transport

A Battery of H. A. with all its carriages . . . •

1 Ditto ditto, with amilitn. wagons only

Ditto ditto, with guns only .
. .

• •

A. Divisional Reserve Ammunition Column

Army Corps Details, Reserve Ammtn. ditto .

.

Army Corps ditto
.

ditto

1 A l-ield Company, Royal Engineers

1 A half Telegraph Troop ditto

A Pontoon Troop ditto

1 Fd. Park with an Army Corps •• • ,

One Company of C. & T. Corps for supply of Infy.

I A Divisional Ambulance Column

1 one lnfamrj°Division with tool ami S.A. A. carts, but
1 Lh»e • the R.A. with ammtn. wagons only, c..--

Reserve' Ammtn. Column included, and a space ol 350 V‘

. -illowcd for police and medical department . . • •

DUto ditto with all its baggage, tents, and equipment .

. Brigd

yards.
112*

52of
7*4

2050*

26004:

46o§

570^
6205

1400U
i73°H
1880II

420H
3I21f

200°*

790
770
1590
193
325
796
M7
300

A twrj-liorse wagon
A four ditto ditto

, A six ditto ditto, or gun..

Morse, Mule, or pack annual

1

Camel

5740

8500

ii yds. ( Including a distance <

_ l . . ..1^ Kotwppn to;i'.7 r 4 yds." between ill

19 ,,
/ leaders’ heads and tf

IL'dUCtS — -1

4
"

|
rear of the wagon

j

5 (
front of them.

Allowance is made here for space occupied by Infy. but not by Cavly Bands.

“ Including one squadron^ntervnl of la yds. t nmu'lpare draught hon

“f, XSSI” iU ““
T Including

| Including 30 yds. as the distance bet
‘ A Lt . \.\\. Battery is 56 yds. less : a

vi?,

c“ ntsa* clk,;,nco **
fffc/gs. ass?*

a Batty. cHsttuice of 30 yds.
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should therefore be composed of Cavly. Mounted Infv. and otheu Light
I loops having great powers of mobility, and in such instances, it must

&
bestrong enough to hold the captured position against all possible comers until

support could reach it
; machine guns firing infy. ammtn. will greatly aid in

tins. Its mission at times may be to engage the enemy at all hazards toprevent his retreat, holding him engaged until the main body can come up.In their composition they should represent a miniature army, the proportion
between the three arms being decided upon the same rules that hold good in
tlie iormation of an army for each particular sort of country. As a general
r
.

u *e
'
,

al

b

°at from
e to i of the Infy. forming the column should be allotted to the

Advd. Gd. It is the duty of the A. A. G. of the Divn. to see the Advd.
.

s
;

properly detailed and formed up, as also the rest of the Divn. The offrs
charge of the baggage, stores, &c., must take their orders from him as to

the position they are to occupy on the line of march. The following may be
taken as the normal strength of the Advd. Gd. required by an English Army
vorps and Divn. respectively, when the front is not covered by an independ-
ent force of Cavly. pushed forward as detailed farther on, and as described
n Article on “Scouting.”
For an Army Corps.—The Brigd. of Cavly. with its H. A. Battv., the a

iivnl- battns. of infy., all the available Mtd." Infy., and a couple 'or more“™e guns, i H. A. Batty., i or 2 companies (according to circumstances)
>1 K.E.

, with a light bridge equipment if it is likely to be required, and an
mbulance detachment. The Advd. Gd. will often be exclusively composed
mounted troops and H. A., when the presence with it of machine guns

lecoities more essential.
l’u) a Division marching independently.

—The DivnI. Regt. of Cavly.,
nmus 1 troop (to be left with G.O.C. at head of main column), the Battn.
I DivnI. Infy.

, 4 guns, or in some instances an entire battery of 12 or 13-prs.

,

ny mounted infy. and machine guns there may be available, one company of
^.E. with tools, and a detachment of the ambulance. Sometimes it may
e desirable to add half or even a full 2nd Battn. of Infy. The fewest
ossible number of non-combatants should be with all Advd. Gds.
r/icir distancefrom the main body must greatly depend upon the relative

ondition of the two opposing armies
;

if you are prepared to attack when-
\er you come up with the enemy, the distance should be small, say about a
nlc

; but if you consider it will be necessary to devote some time to recon-
oitre his position before attacking it, or should you not feel sufficiently
rong to warrant you in accepting battle at all times and under all circurn-
ances should he assume the offensive, it will be necessary to increase that
iterval to several miles, say roundly from 3 to 5 miles. The nature of the
mntry will always be an element in calculating these intervals, for if it

rounds in strong natural positions, there is less liability of the Advd. Gd.
I'ing overpowered by an enterprising enemy before it can be supported by
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pendent body of Cayly covering its front at a distance of 5 or 10 milesflora it, the Advd. Gd. of an Army Corps or of a Divn. may march as onebodv without greater intervals between its component parts than are

sfmices^/woilld
?°nvenlence of marching. Of course, under such circum-^ances it would be composed almost exclusively of Infy.

,
machine guns, andx.A., which should be formed in an order of march best suited for coming

to DrotecTfmn?s
ICk y

- “
}

5°sslble
:

The ob
Ject of such an Advd. Gd. is notto protect from surprise, but to be a small, handy, compact column of allarms, stripped of all impedimenta, and ready to fight in any direction at a

Sion w-er^h
6

' t0 h
?
ld ‘he enemyW^d whilst his force and

L it T (

bem§: reconnoitred, and your mam body was being deployed
ts rear. It is very advisable that a detachment of the signal corps shouldaccompany the Advd. Gd.

,
the offr. or N.-C.O. in charge of which cancommunicate with the signal parties sent to the high points in the ne^bour-

liood. All advanced parties and patrols should be instructed by the offrrom whose company or squadron they have been detached to make known
ci<fnvi

eSen<
i

e of
,

th® enemy to those .in rear by means of some preconcertedi= nal, such as holding up the shako on the end of the sword or rifle, 6tcaee Article on “ Scouting.”
Entering a Defile or Hollow Way.—The head of an Advd. Gd. must never~ 1 e

•

^ entering a defile, or hollow way, without previously occupying the
eights on either side by flanking parties. When the heights are thus crowned, the

leading party on the road will send on a single file, which will be followed by othersm succession, near enough to keep the preceding one in view, the flanking parties
°n th

f
h
fghtS °f either side continuing to precede the centre until the defile is

passe
, when they will gradually fall back to their former stations, and the whole

move forward in the original formation.
T/ic Flanks ofan Object to be turned.—Generally speaking, the flanks of every

0 ject capable of affording concealment to an enemy will invariably be turned, and
e rear threatened previously to its being felt in front

;
by this means the enemy will

De discovered, and most frequently dislodged without loss.

_ _
scendiug a Hill. On coming to a hill the flank files will first move in both dircc-

10ns round the base
; a leading file will then ascend, creeping up when near the top

so as not to show itself upon the summit, but making its observations from behind
e row, it will then signal to the rest of the party whether the enemy is in sight

or not.

It is very desirable that the O.C. the Advd. Gd.—whatever may be its
composition

—

should have orders as to the course he is to pursue, (a) if his
scouting and advd. parties are stopped b.y detachments of the enemy that

at*?
to fetire and that can only be made to do so by being attacked

;
(b) if

attacked himself by superior numbers.
Rear Guards must be considered under two aspects :

—

*st. As a small guard to close in a forward movement, to pick up strag.
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that when it is acting between the Advd. Gd. of the enemy and its own
army. C ircumstances, such as want of provisions, political combinations.
Ac may require an army to change its position, sometimes even its base
and line of operations

;
such a movement should be protected by a strong

Kr. Gd.
;
or it may be necessary, to cover the retreat of an army durino- a

retrograde movement, made in order to take up a position in rear, like that
made by the English on Quatre Bras, and the Prussian force under Ziethen
on Charleroi in 1815 : or when covering the retreat of a beaten army.
L nder such circumstances its strength should be similar to that laid down
for an advanced guard.

The great object to be attained is to retard the enemy, which, with a
well-disciplined army that has not yet engaged—as, for instance, the allies
previous to Waterloo—is comparatively easy, but with a beaten and perhaps
a demoralised army, is the most trying of all operations. For this reason
it should be strong in artillery. 'The O.C. such a Rr. Gd. should be the
best in the army

; it may not be necessary that he should be so rust! as the
commander of an Advd. Gd.

,
but he must be one for whom danger has at

least no horrors
;
he must possess dogged determination, courage of the

highest order, and untiring energy. Feeling the responsibility of his
position, he must be at all times prepared to sacrifice himself and those
under him to the necessity of the time, and for the safety of the army which
he is protecting.

Rr. Gds. have not the same necessity to reconnoitre the ground to be
passed over as Advd. Gds. have, for the army having already marched over
n, prevents the possibility of an enemy being concealed there. A Rr. Gd.
of this nature must have no impedimenta. Indeed offrs. should be without
baggage altogether whilst so employed

;
all baggage should be sent to the

iront, to march with that of the reserve. Its wounded should be forwarded
daily as far to the front as possible. It may even sometimes be necessary to
leave its wounded behind : in such cases a M. O. should always be left with
them

; he should be left supplied with money and with medicines if they can
be spared.

Rr. Gds. told off to cover the retreat of a beaten army should be formed
|rom the reserves, or at least from the freshest troops : their strength should
he or 1 of the whole force. If the road by which the retreat takes place is

not well known to the O.C the Rr. Gd. experienced S. Os. should be told off
specially to reconnoitre the road a day’s march ahead of the Rr. Gd. : they
must of course act in concert, under one as the head, who will send back
reports constantly as to the condition of, the road, its bridges, the streams
mid villages to be passed, &c.

;
every position suitable for the Rr. Gd. to

defend itself in to be especially noted, and a rough sketch supplied of its

features. If this most important of duties is ably performed, it will render
me commandant's duties much lighter, and tend above all things towards
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the main object in view-that of the retarding the enemy,
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partial success of this nature so as to forget his nrinmrv Hntv- tv,,.

1

. ,5" “ mind to, he cannot s,„p, excepl SrHee\er> succeeding quarter 0f an hour brings his enemy reinforcements Thelength of time that a Rr. Gd. can remain with safety in a pos™ denendson its intrinsic strength, and the obstacles in the way of an^nemy's turning
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e
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b oulcl
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1

i
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I
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1 ’ 1
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?
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1 ls fof necessary to have any large reserves of ammunition withme Kr. Gd., as the main body can drop daily all that may be required, andthe fewer waggons the easier will be the work of the Rr. Gd
, rn'mT’T

0f
,

2 Arm
-
V Co ''ps ar|d a reserve Brigd. of Cavly. retreating by

IW? r
b
?
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,
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,

mlleS apart
- with a Rr' Gd. of i Infy. Divn. and 2Wigds. of Cavly.

, and a reserve Battery R.A., would be disposed upon the“ ®e
[
oads

' as shown m Tig. 23, if the ground traversed by each road
same general nature and tolerably open

;
in this sketch the

pporting parties of Cavly. are not shown, neither are the numerous
llanking parties.

In retreating over a bridge that it is intended to blow up, arrangements
ust be made that the fuse or saucission that is to fire the charge cannot
got hold of by a sudden rush of the enemy. When all the troops have

I assed the bridge to be destroyed, all the disposable guns should be in

j

ter
-
v

’
5° lbat the ground immediately in front of it may be well swept by

eavy fire. If hardly pressed, and the country is so inclosed that R. A.

aft

ni

,

ass
f
s trooPs can only move upon the roads, to set fire to a village

ter the R. A. has got safely through is a good means of retarding the
nemy Care must be taken to burn and destroy all provisions, standing
com, o:c. in fact, everything that would serve as supplies for the pursuing
enemy. His great difficulty will be to feed his army when moving rapidly
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fired their last shot, the guns (to be the lightest of the army) will limberup and gallop off, their waggons having left previously. A strong line of
tnty. skirmishers to be well posted on the heights on both sides. Themain body will then move off, follow ed by the supports. If possible the
last line of skirmishers should be furnished by Mtd. Infy. When the
supports had reached the entrance to the defile, these skirmishers should
mount and gallop to the rear

;
they will soon be safe from the swiftest

,
y.i for once past the line of Infy. skirmishers posted along the flanks

of the defile, the fire from these last will soon check pursuit. If the
ground is well disputed in the defile itself, the G.O.C. will be enabled
to organise a small line of battle at the far side, with batteries arranged to
enfilade the defile, and Cavly. ready to charge those first debouching from
it : advantage being taken of the ground, the enemy's advance ought to be
retarded a long time, and he should have to pay dearly for his success
before he succeeds in drawing up his army on the plain beyond.
Pursuits.—You have won a great battle, and the enemy are in full

retreat; run after him
; hammer him with guns, charge him with Cavly.,

harass him with Mtd. Infy., above all things pass round his flanks, and
keep pushing him and hitting him from morning until night. His forces
''ill soon cease to be an army. The French, after Waterloo, when well
beaten by the English, and pursued without intermission by the Prussians,
flocked back across their frontier a disorganised mass without arms. The
general who, in pursuit, acts with precaution, who manoeuvres instead
of charging, will never inflict much harm upon an enemy

;
caution is out

of place when you have a beaten army before you. This conduct, which
by some may be termed reckless, may at times occasion losses to the pur-
suer, but unless it is practised, you can never expect to crush a retreating
enemy. I hen is the time for Cavly. and Mtd. Infy. As soon as it is
perceived by a general during an action that his enemy shows signs of
exhaustion, arrangements must at once be made to have everything ready
lor pursuit whenever he begins to retreat. The C. of the S. will detail the
troops to take each road, and intimate to the generals to command the
sexernl columns, their order of march, &c. After a success, theory says
!i I

s f°r the Cavly. to reap the fruits of victory by a harassing pursuit,
the first requisite is a daring, able, adroit and determined Cavly. leader,
]nd he is indeed a rare man to be found. This intensely active pursuit
js not always possible, but if you have any Cavly. at all, you can at least
keep touch of the enemy. Napoleon paid dearly for losing touch of the
russians after he had defeated them at Ligny. A retreating enemy will

naturally do his best to conceal his line- of retreat, by freely using his
bavly. Mounted infv., and H.A. If you are strong enough in those arms,
f°u wifl naturally push him back

;
if you are not strong in Mtd. Infy.

’VUh which to press him hard, you must still watch him closely by means of
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'c employed again. The staff have a busy time in pursuits, for the
freat difficulty is to feed your army. Of course the enemy will burn and
Jestrov all supplies that he leaves behind him, and every day takes the
rursuers farther away from their base of supplies. In Europe, in future,
here will be generally railroads running parallel with all lines of operations,’
;o that a pursuing force can be fed by them. Marshal Saxe says of a
general sent in pursuit of a beaten army, " II faut poursuivre sans: cesse,
outes les manoeuvres sont bonnes alors il n’y a que les sages qui ne valent
ien." A pursuing army must bivouac, no matter what the weather may be.
Retreats.—The retreat of one army before another will be considered

inder two heads :
—

ist. As merely a change of position to the rear, effected by one or two
irmies facing each other, and in close proximity.
2nd. I he retreat of a beaten army closely pursued.
The Articles on this subject, and’ on " Pursuits,’’ apply both to armies
nd small detachments.
ist. An army in presence of another, wishing to retreat, should, above

ill things, endeavour to conceal its intention from the enemy. To do
0 efficaciously, a general should begin by concealing it from his own
roops. I he egress of all country people from your lines should be stopped.
1 he inventive genius of a general is displayed upon such occasions. An
j-nglish general of the present day is in the most unfortunate position in
his respect, being surrounded by newspaper correspondents, who, pan-
lering to the public craze for “ news,” render concealment most difficult,
dowever, the post and telegraph will always be in the general’s hands,
o he can lay an embargo on the mails whenever he wishes it, without
ts being known for a long time

;
or he can, by spreading false news

niong the gentlemen of the press, use them as a medium by which to
leceive an enemy. There have been many instances of an army getting
fear away from the presence of another without its being discovered for a
lay or two. The general should take the smallest possible number of his
taff and heads of departments into his confidence. The C. of the S.
vill make all the necessary arrangements, and have instructions for each
’ O. C. who is to command a column written out, stating the number
>f columns in which the army is to retreat, the roads by which each is to
narch, the exact time at which they are to be at certain places, &c. Means
nust be taken to prevent all communication between the outposts and the
nain body, and for having it spread abroad among the latter that the enemy
ias retreated. The parks of stores and provisions in rear should commence
Roving about sundown : the baggage should be collected a couple of hours
ifterwards and commence its retrograde movement. Rumour should
ihvays sav, “ upon the best authority," that this is being done to allow
freati r freedom in pursuing the enemy, &c . ,

or that they are only being
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sent a mile to the rear, where they are to halt until the army moves oft

when they will follow it. Much will depend upon the state of the roads

their number, the general topography of the country, the season of th-

year and the a-e of the moon, as to the hour when the troops should begi

their march. If possible, it is better that they should move about a coup

of hours before daybreak : they will then have got sufficiently to the re,

before it is light, so that the dust occasioned by their march may not t

visible from the enemy’s position. It will be for the G.O.C. the Rr. Gd. t

play the gTmeof brag as long as he can. He should always have ever;S ready for his march, so that if attacked in force he may retire fight n

n rood order His weakly men should have been sent to the rear with t

main body of the army. If unmolested, he will begini his retreat earl

leaving only Cavlv. and Mtd. Infy. outposts in front of the enemy. The

outposts should not retire until forced to do so. Aided by a few pins, «

by 1 force of Cavly. if the ground is open, these outposts can then reti

than a day its C. of the S. should put on paper the arrangements for.

retreat and write out in his memorandum book the orders to be gn

each 6 C a column, so that if sent for in the middle of the nigh by 1

General and tokl to arrange for a retreat in the morning, he should ha

little m do but assemble the G.O.Cs. or other C.Os., according to t

i tinn nf the force and read over to them the orders for the mov

men t*, entering into verbal explanations of anything that they did not dea

understand. It is most necessary that as many divisional S.Os. and B. A

as nossible should be present. The staff arrangements should indie,

exactlydte rendezvous fir each column, naming for tins purpose some »

known natural feature, or such and such a null, church, cross-roads
^

The time and order for the withdrawal of the outposts to be clearly .

, d exmlaiied to the F.O. for the day, or whatever ofttcer is in charge

dmm n retreats of this kind, everything depends upon the order a

silence with Si they are executed ;
and that such are attended

depends upon the manner in which the staff duties are earned out.

'
,i y/,,. mos( difficult of a/l military operations is the letreat J

defeated army before a pursuing enemy. The only hope of safety hesn

conduct of the offrs. and men who form the Rr. Gd 1 htir du .es

been already considered. When, during an action, the G.O.C. im.«p.

that things are going against lnm, he should at once direet U n
^

,o make the prdmnnary arrangements for a retrrat
to make the preliminary ^ , . . n.. v(,nie

most quietly, alleging any motive but the real one for the n

executed. The first thing is to get away the baggage, sick, vomukil. -

t.-xccuieu.
. „ .i i,i nt mice to the rear, u>executed. I he first tiling is to gei ,

reserve supplies, &c. They should be despatched at once to the

many roads as possible, each column having its own orders. It is ta
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granted that they have been started off a good hour at least before theactual moment arrives for a retreat of the army. Before then it is to hehoped that the force destined to be the Rr. Gd. niay be alreadV i, theneaiest defensible position suitable for it that is to be found in rear the
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Infy" as the enemy must break up his force into* colonso follow with any speed, btrong lines of skirmishers should be formed
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b,ch the columns will pass : these, aided by strong
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’ Placed .°n a11 tbe commanding ground, will generally suffice to
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enen7 ln cbeck for some time. No opportunity should be lost

honlr T
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,

adva 'lce can be checked. Villages through which he must passhould be set on fire, bridges destroyed, &c. A tree felled across a roadway
. y check an advance for 5 minutes, and 5 minutes under such circums-
tances may be worth millions of pounds to the nation concerned.
JJuring a retreat, the troops must always bivouac. The arrangements

>r blowing up bridges should be made by the main body, for if left to the
-r Od. to do there may not be time for it to do the work efficaciously,
does not follow that if the staff is. good, the retreat of a beaten army will
ays be carried out successfully, but it is certain that it must quickly

vgeiierate into a disorderly flight, unless the staff is of the first order.
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;

Having given in detail the principal sanitary considerations
ic 1 should weigh with an officer in selecting positions for encampments
or the occupation of troops for purposes of defence, &c.

,
the military

nsiderations may now be dwelt upon. An offr. is either sent to examine
rtain positions, or else to find positions suitable for a force of a certain
ongth. One frequently comes upon positions which, to the uninitiated,
ipear of great strength from their inaccessibility, &c., which are at once
nclenmed as useless by the experienced S.O.

, owing to the absence of
od and water (these being of first importance in all positions), or from
nie other serious defect in them. Every position should afford a depth of

or 600 yds. upon which all arms can manoeuvre. Free communication
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tr

“

an— sss
or the Mneml line tf T r T

° take them
’
and wi)1 lose men accordingly!

1 1 Infy-
’ however

. it is advisable that the ground betch as to enable it to assume the offensive at any moment "the slope

usshnln
g
fy

eat

i

e

n
r

th

lan
K' P°Siti°n at the A 'ma occupied by themss an lnfy in the vicinity of the battery stormed by the Lt.-Divn was
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t

l 7
SembIed a Slacis with a serious obstacle below it,

rong enouXfn hi
f°rmatlon

, \
n cr°ssmg- If the Russians had been
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°Uf> 1 to hav e assumed the offensive, and charged down the hill

hdn hT Tf"
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en07- F

?
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,
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;
it is advisable to post it soat the limbers and waggon should be near at hand and nt protected from

a

i
' 0r Lavl

>;;
' open ground devoid of ditches or' fences is the best,

p
-

• cannot charge down hill effectively at a slope greater than 5°
Positions are of two kinds

1 a 5 '

77 7u°
Se Wbere

,

il is intended to accept a decisive battle, and

m force, h7Jh'
C
H *•

' S °nIy lntended to hold for a short period, until your

concentrate f to concentrate, or until you have forced the enemy

emv7iiin,d7 7h
f°rCeS t0 attack you

l
or

- for merely checking the
as 'vouId be the case with strong Rf. Gds. in retreats.

lsaen if fi
Iala^ra are Specimens of the fomier, Quatre Bras and

[fill fr r .
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,

atter- Elevated ground in some part of the position is most

inn !•
enabling you to perceive the enemy’s mov'ements to a considerable

le

ce
- positions where this power is afforded to the enemy are objection-

'
.

ls 01 the utmost advantage that the ground should so dip, inime-
•
y 111

7ar °* tbe Position, that the 2nd line and reserve can be kept outw and protected from fire
;
this will also enable troops to be moved

“at

0
?
6 Hank to tbe

?tbe.

r without the enemy’s knowledge, which is of the
- est consequence, if it is intended at any moment to assume the offensive :

y ?t a large force might be massed upon.one flank ready to pour down
he enemy, when by a series of false attacks made upon the other he
ecu induced to strengthen it to the disadvantage of the wing about to

seriously engaged.
c piotcction of the flanks is a serious consideration

;
one at least ought
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to rest upon some impassable obstacle such aS a“ may bemad,

strong points upon a flank
,

‘ f

i^nositimr°of more than a mile in extent in r

spSfttirS am sf^
S^s in it,

frmuSMy°
U^Kf bS^ngtl.ned^heyad^^
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,z»i«y .s
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lnit thosethat are p^Aeula^
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Beresford very nearly lost the battle of Albuera from having a hill to hisro
'? t

’ ^
hlnd "h'ch Sou It massed his column of attack without being

ei ' ei Positions should be as nearly as possible at right angles to the

Gradations al'hitting of manoeuvres (M. Lehmon).

Up to 5
° “Gentle.” IO°

T5°

Infantry.

May move with order, and
las down hill the most
effectual fire and charge.

Cavalry

.

May move with order, and
charge effectively either
Lip or down hill.

A rtillery.

las a more effectual fire
[own than up hill.

Infantry.

Its close movements be-
come more difficult.

Cavalry,

Can only canter down
hill : the charge possible
only up hill.

A rtillery.

Moves with difficulty up
hill, and requires the drag
down hill

; its effectual
and constant fire difficult.

Infantry.

Cannot move any con-
siderable distance with
order: their fire up hill

not very effective.

Cavalry.

May still trot up and
walk down hill.

A rtillery.

Moves with great diffi-

culty : its fire almost
totally ceases.

Gradations that may be Ascended and Descended Singey.

Over 2o° “ Steep.” 25° Over 300 “Very steep.”

Infantry.

-annot move in order, and
an fire only singly with
ftegt.

Cavalry and Artillery.

Jay still ascend at a walk,
id descend without or-
er

» and that only ob-
quely.

Light Infantry ns before.

Light cavalry may ascend
one by one obliquely, and
descend in the same way,
but with much difficulty.

Light Infantry as before.

Light cavalry may ascend
obliquely, but with great
difficulty, and when the
slope is of soft earth.

Impassable for infantry
in close formations, and
on steeper slopes, i.e., up
to 45

0
; single men can

only climb with difficulty.

rceral line of retreat, which should cover that line well. If there is but
e road to retreat by, it should run from nearly the centre of the position,
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Positions are consequently to be looked for on Ls. of C. where they are
crossed at right angles by small streams or low lines of hills. A very
common locality for them is with the front along a stream, which runs
into a large unfordable river or into the sea, upon which one of the flanks
rest. Such were the positions at the battles of Prague and Alma. No
position is worth much for an army unless it affords the power of assumin'*
the offensive at all periods of a battle.

Occupation of a Selected Position.—We shall now suppose that a
good position for an army of 2 Army Corps and a Reserve Brigade
of Cavalry, of about 8000 yds. in extent, has been found by the S.O.
sent out for the purpose, and that theC.-in-C. intends to accept battle there.

It may be advisable to march there at once and await the arrival of the
enemy, or it may be intended to await a further development of his plans
before doing so. In either case the most careful plans should be made of it

and its approaches, and the exact place for every brigade decided on.
Rough pen-and-ink sketches should be prepared for distribution to the
G.Os.C. Divns. when about to occupy the ground.* In the event of
occupying it some time previous to being attacked, it is advisable that the
camp should be formed some 2 or 3 miles in front of where the battle is to
be accepted

; somewhat nearer, if it is determined to strengthen it to any
great extent by field-works, for which large working parties would be
required. It may be presumed that the army taking up a defensive position
is the weaker side. All the available Cavlv. and Mtd. Infy. should be kept
between the main body and the enemy somes or 6 miles, or perhaps a good
day s march in advance. Its duties should be those of an Advd. Gd.

;
to

retard and annoy the enemy in every way, breaking up roads and bridges,
and keeping the C.-in-C. constantly informed of all the enemy’s move-
ments, &c.

I he disposition of troops shown in plan on previous page gives generally
a rough idea of how an army corps in an open plain, without any natural
supports whatever for any part of the line, should be formed up either for
attack or defence. It is not likely that an army would ever halt to fight in

exactly such a formation, as it is needless to add that the distribution of the
three arms must entirely depend upon the nature of the ground, and its

adaptibility for the movements of each.
Infy. should never be posted in rear of guns that are in action. In

undulating ground a succession of ridges, like so many waves of the sea,
are frequently to be met with. These are of incalculable advantage by
giving you command for your R.A. fire, whilst behind them the Infy. not
actually engaged at the moment can lie down under cover, and your
reserves, Fd. Hospls., &c . ,

may remain hidden: it is very essential in defensive
* The larger the scale upon which these plans and sketches are done the better; if

should not be less than four inches to the mile.
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positions that your guns placed in rear of your first line should be able to

fire over it. The enemv will naturally begin his attack upon your position

by a heavy artillery fire'; your previous study of the ground should enable

you to foresee where he will place his guns, so all your arrangements should

be made with a view to overwhelming his artillery with musketry or artillery

fire—with both if it is possible—whilst he is in the act of unlimbering. \ou

know the range, and it will take him some time to ascertain it ;
hence your

opportunity.
Your plans should be devised with a view to forcing the enemy to divide

his forces, so that you, perchance, acting upon interior lines, should by

means of skillful combinations meet him everywhere with at least equal

strength, whilst upon decisive points your force shall be preponderating.

To do so effectively, you must occupy some portions of your defensive

position with a small force, using the pick and shovel to counteract tour

numerical weakness. Where the steepness or marshiness of the ground I

render it difficult of access, a line of skirmishers may be sufficient to hold

it. No direct attack, no matter what may be its strength, should ever

succeed in turning a line of Infy. out of a shelter trench in front of which

there was no cover within about 300 yds. of it No scheme for the occupa-

tion of a defensive position can be 'good when provision is not made tor

counter-attacks at some points of the line : it requires true military genius -

to decide properly the when and the where. It often happens that even an

ill-planned, ill-timed, offensive return by a flanking movement is of great 1

service if conducted vigorously, for it seldom fails to embarrass an attacking .

enemy. ... .

As a rule, you may generally- expect the most serious attack will De e

made upon one or other of your flanks. The nature of your position, the

,

approaches to it, the distribution of the enemy's army in the theatre ot

war, and a knowledge of the objective point that your adversary wishes

-

to secure, will generally enable you to determine with tolerable accuracy

upon which flank that attack will be made. Under all circumstances the

flanks of the position should be protected from surprise by Cavlv. detached

according to the direction of the roads and configuration of the country.

It should be well to the front, and cover the utmost extent of ground with

its patrols, always careful to keep up communication with the main body,*

and prepared at ’any moment to advance upon the enemy's flank and harass

it in the event of success, or to hang upon his flank and retard him in

case of a general retreat being necessary. I he greatest possible ex ten

of ground to the right and left of tire position must be carefully watched

by your Cavlv. to warn you of, if not to prevent, any endeavours on the

enemy’s part to overlap or turn your flank. 1 he arrangements for t

^
defence of positions have not undergone great radical changes in the wav

that those required for offensive tactics have done.
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If one of your flanks rests upon no strong ground, and is therefore the

thebe°t
St he Selected by the enemas his poTnt oLttfcfone ofthe best methods for securing it is by posting a Brigd. or a Divn. in directechelon say about half a mile to its rear

; thus posted, it can fall upon the

front a°n i fl

e
r
eT S ,5°Qps at

j
ackinS the exposed flank, who, assailed inlront and flank, should be made to suffer very severely. Your Mtd. Infvshould be with this retired echelon. The bulk of your reserves in defensive

positions generally, can be of most use to you on one or both flanks with auew to making a serious counter-blow when the enemy has fully developedms attack. If there are any impassable obstacles, or any that are very difficult
to pass, such as a small stream, deeply-scarped ground, ora marsh, the guns
of position should be placed behind them, and when acting purely on the
defensive, they afford admirable positions for the artillery generally. They
cannot be got at by the enemy, so they do not require any troops to be
specially told off to take care of them, and the enemy’s fire, if the least
short, plunges harmlessly into such obstacles. The localities and circum-
stances can alone determine the position to be occupied by the impedimenta.
I he carts, waggons, &c. , should be parked at some convenient place in
rear, well out of fire, or left halted and closed up in column of route alono-

r^Tr tke roac* b-Y which they had been advancing
; the officers of the& I.C. together with the police and the provost establishments, must

he responsible for their order, and above all things guard against individuals
ftmggling away from the main body. Purely military stores should always
be parked separately. It must be an understood thing that the baggage is
ne\ ei to be parked in such a position, that in the event of a retreat it is forced
o begin its retrograde movement by marching through a village, crossing a
Huge, passing along a narrow causeway, or other defile. Plenty of wide

openings should be made from fields where baggage, &c.
,
is parked, leading

out clear to the main roads, by which an advance or retreat must be made,
n distributing the troops along a chosen position, some parts of it will

require to be held by much greater numbers than others. If the steepness
or the marshiness of the ground at any point renders it difficult of access, a
line of skirmishers may be sufficient to hold it.

The commander must determine which are the important parts—the keys,
as they may well be called—of the position

;
such parts must be occupied

m force with reserves near at hand. A commander should for the moment
imagine himself in the enemy’s place, and arrange in his own mind what
he would do, if it were his luck to be the assailant instead of the defendant

;

reflections of this nature will cause him to realise his weak and his strong
Points, and enable him to make his arrangements accordingly. He should
men set to work to strengthen himself artificially. A few hours’ work
bestowed on a village or on a substantial farmhouse may turn the scale in
your favour. If time permits, parapets to screen the gunners, at least, from
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musketry 6m, Ml S^«T?SS&?%S!JtZS SLro?“Su“s det-tds »po„”.he .moan, of flanking fir. th«

can be furnished for their assistance by the main line and upon the facility

°t

fi?S
and out of view of the enemy, the better. Posts of this nature aaa

menselv to the strength of a position, but as the enemy must take them at

ail hazards one must be prepared for the toughest struggle for their pos-

session If taken and held by the enemy, they give him a point of strength ,

from whence lie can launch out suddenly on the main J»sition. or I*e> '

at least afford him a cover from which to annoy you ,
so they must always

lie held to the last, and garrisoned by the best and steadiest me .

several small villages or farmhouses come into the line of the position,

h is alwOvs better to retire the line of infantry so as to run from he

rear of one village to the rear of another—m other w ords, to be t

curtains to the bastions formed by the villages. 4 he sa^®^n ' :Y - t0
to any redoubts or other field-works it may be

f

considered ^ble to

^

erect at important points along the front line. If time pen
j

' ®

immediately in rear of the position that are within easy ar“1

e

of an attacking enemy should be destroyed, and la,^ “P'Xne the r

through them for the free passage of troops. Unless this is. do ,

enemy’s shells are certain to set them on hre, which must met itablv oc

sion much confusion, and interrupt the free communication of Hoops ana

ammunition. . . , . ,

In the defence of villages formingpart of a position the great development

of modern shell fire has altered the conditions under which
^

their defence

—especially in its earlier stages—can be effected. 1 o place a stro n o-

within a village that can be well battered by the enemy s guns, would be to

deliver the men over to demoralisation if not to destruction,

the men intended for the defence of such villages must be kept under con u

outside them until the enemy’s artillery fire becomes more or 'ess maskea

bv his own infantry advancing to attack it. 1 he real streng i o .

villages lies in the flanking fire of your own batteries and upon the faci t) «

supporting them when hardly pressed. Here and there in som ‘ r

possessing deep hollow roads or streets, groups of men may from
* ^

be advantageously posted within them, but to attempt anv genera ou
1

*

of the houses and garden walls in the manner formerly done, is no\v
^

advisable. The force allotted for the defence of a village forming 1 «
‘

position in which battle is to be accepted, or to be occupied by an a * ‘ ®

army for the purpose of covering an exposed flank whilst the a *
‘

being delivered, may be conveniently told oft into 3 equal parts.

construct and to occupy (as long as they can be held) a line of shelter re
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round the front and flanks of the village, and distant if possible from its housesand garden walls about 40 or 50 yds. : all existing hedges and ditches to
be utilised as far as possible for this purpose. This section of the defenders
must throughout the attack do their best to keep down the fire of theenemy s artillery by volleys, the distances to all points within sooo yds.

n FI
1115

if
01
^
d be W?" Posted having been previously ascertained and

notified to all officers taking part in the defence. As soon as the enemy's

\nVv
d
rP

°yS t0 a
.

ttal*' the heaviest possible fire must be kept up upon it.

1

companies in these shelter trenches must make arrangements for
the retreat of their men when necessary within the village by openings fixed
upon, and if necessary, constructed beforehand, avoiding as much as possible
the main entrances to the village and the principal streets. Between the
shelter trenches and the outskirts of the village, places should be found or
constructed w here small supports for the front shooting line can be safely
posted, rhese supports should not be in the village itself, and the proportion
between them and the men in the front shelter trenches must depend greatlyupon the extent to which good cover can be provided. 1000 men can occupy
about 4oo or 500 running yds. of shelter trench, and also furnish the necessary
supports. J

The 2nd portion is to be the garrison of the village, and to strengthen it
as far as time permits. As soon as the enemy concentrates any powerful
batteries upon it, this garrison must remove to the points previously selectedwhere it w ill be best sheltered from this artillery fire : in many villages it willbe necessary for it to withdraw behind the village to obtain the necessary
shelter 1 he moment the enemy's Infy. approaches near the village, and
is ait'lierv file slackens or ceases in consequence, this garrison shouldoccupy the place in the manner previously determined upon, each captain ofa company leading his men by the route he had fixed upon, and had pre-Mously explained to his officers and all ranks under him.

1

3
rd Port

!

on " lU f°ml t,1e Reserve to be drawn up under natural or

fl S, .?,
Ver

’V
real' ° th

S
vi

!

lage
; .

In the ^nt of the enemy assaulting
s n-lter trenches on the flanks, this reserve may have a good opportunity

for an offensive return, taking the enemy in flank
; but generally this reserve

will be kept to assist the garrison when the enemy, having stormed the
shelter trenches, has forced an entrance into the village itself. A counter-
stroke delivered by this reserve without the village just as the enemy hadentered its outskirts, if made vigorously, will have a very telling effect It isseldom desirable to place guns in villages except they are very large withwide streets, and have large open spaces within them

: guns can be used tomuch better advantage outside them. Indeed, it is essential that theiranks, and if possible their front, should be swept by powerful batteriesrom other parts of the main position, whose fire should be directed uponthe enemy s guns until his Infy. attack is well developed, when it should be
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turned exclusively on the attacking troops. Machine guns are especially

adapted for street fighting or for the internal defence of fortified villages.

The result of many a battle has turned upon the struggle for possession of a

village and such will be the case again in all wars If the defence is ably

and "bravely conducted, the assailant's loss should be very great, no matter

what may be the result ;
but if the village* by its general plan, position, sur-

roundings and the nature of its buildings, is one that lends itself naturally

to a prolonged defence, the defenders have so many advantages on their

s?de, that they should blush for shame if they do not remain masters of it.

When driven front your shelter trenches and the first line of defence round

the immediate outskirts, your interior line of defence, if properly prepared

and occupied ought to give you an immense superiority over your enemy,

who carTn'o longer make use of his guns. Your walls and houses w. 1 have

been carefully loopholed, and flanking defence provided for, so that he

cannot show himself in the streets or lanes, and must resort to the methods

described under the head of street-fighting, and work as best he can with

heavy loss from house to house. As long as the soldierlike spun of your

men can be maintained, the advantage will be all on your side ,
but the

success of his attack upon your outer line, the remembrance of the awfulness

of the converging fire he brought to bear upon the village in the fiist

instance and the dread of being cut off and made prisoners, too often

exercises a heavy influence upon the spirit of the defenders and causes

them to relinquish the struggle just at the moment when all the positive

advantages of the position had become theirs. ... ,
. .

The formation of each Infy. Divn. into 2 lines with its own "'dependent

reserve has many advantages. It renders the command of each general of

Divn. more compact, as it is easier to exercise control over troops deployed

in 2 lines and occupying a front of about 1100 yds. with a depth of some

-00 or too than if deployed in one line, and occupying twice that front.

Brigades in the same Divn. become more attached to one another as they

mutually support each other in turn. I his system, however, has the dis

advantage of granting to subordinate generals the power of using the 2nd

fine and the reserve at their own discretion, which some are prone to do too

early in a battle. We all know of the repeated messages W elhngton received

during
1

Waterloo from different general officers praymg for suppor h-s

“ was aiwavs the same, “ You must do your best and hold the ground,

although at that moment he had reserves at hand that he might have use .

Th s use of reserves, or even of the 2nd line at too early a period of the
j

, rianJerous of all faults : and Divnl. Genrls. ought to feel that

‘their 2nd fine ‘is their reserve, and the only one they can look to fiD^upPO^

In deciding when and howto use your reserves, remember that the

.

use von can put them to is to fritter them away piecemeal. \\ he«eve[!

necessary to use it, the circumstance ought to be immediately report..
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.

exceeded 20,000 each, it is useless commencing a battle late m the day, for

one cannot expect to win a decisive battle and be able to follow it up before,

nio-ht sets in. It is usual, therefore, to spend the evening in making all

preliminary arrangements for the next day's fight Under these circum-

stances the arrangements are those described as No. 2 ;
but should the

enemy be demoralised from previous defeats, or other causes, he ought, as

a rule, to be attacked whenever he turns to show fight
;
under such

rirrum'stances the arrangements are those described in No. 1.

In the first instance "it is taken for granted that the staff have learnt

from spies, maps, reconnaissances, &c., a great deal of the enemy s

position, whether and how he is entrenched, how his flanks are posted _Ac.

The point in the enemy's position the capture of which promises to afforc

the most decisive results should be selected for attack. T he art of war 11

to rret your troops there with the least possible exertion to them by th<

shortest route, and in the formation that is best calculated to develop raos-

highly the power of each arm employed. The general direction of th

march before the actual encounter is a strategical question, but the selectio.

of the point for attack in an enemy's position may in some instances b.

decided upon exclusively tactical considerations. Lvery S.O. should at al

times know with tolerable accuracy the time his Bngd Dnn. or arm

corps will take to deplov into fighting formation on the centre or to

flank. The configuration of the ground, the nature and direction of th

the roads and paths, so influence this calculation, that for each specu

operation a new one should be made, based upon the actual effectn

strength of the Divns., &c. The nature of the country and its commumca

tions°must determine the mode of advance
;
but it should resemble;

closely as possible the order in which it is intended to fight, covered by

screen of Cavly. and Mtd. Infy., or by a line of moving outposts as a

\dvd Gd. There should be no hesitation on their part, for they mu

sweep away everything between them and the enemy's position. Dum

the march as many S.Os. as possible should be in advance. It is advisab

to make a few prisoners, who should be at once questioned. I he mo

roads used the better, as less time will be taken in deploying. If

country is uninclosed, like the Crimea or India generally, the aclvan

might be in columns at deploying distance I he nearer you approad t

enemy the more essential closing up towards the front becomes 1 he

and guns should march on roads as much as possible, the Cavly. marchn

1,1

Vn'soine^instances, where it is known that there are bridges to cross, >

other obstacles that may require work to be done, it may be necessary

send on aU the R.E. with the Advd. Gd. As all offensive battles.must

begun by a heavy artillery fire, the great bulk of your guns should be

the head of your columns.
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deploy into fighting order all the 'lvnilahi^
S advanc,

.

n£ to attack should
from ’the heads of fhe £lumns T-™8 fire

' the bat teries

delay as possible. Under cover of this fi
^

f
alreac

Jy
111 action with as little

the Infy. deploys, and the f m
from i or I of all your guns,

position. As many S Os as cnn h >

S b
,

ls reconnaissance of the enemy's
getting as near th7enemy as

the «»<*

commanding ground in' his vic'initv ^
safety,.availing themselves of all

ascertaining ho\v the enem/spS*"«S"f AlTf^ in

so obtained should be communicated to the C in r 5m
All information

enemy's weak points must be sou-ht for and'n M
' ‘ h°Ut dela>' The

sr !zr '"»- »
“

effectually crushed before he col r^nf
nS

'-
(

0116 °f them miSht be

mgs =

~

leployments should take place well beyondS™^

ri IkrtchonHp.^WoVmeToto°fr
°f

i

Bljd f
[
om each Di™- shown

he enemy along his entire front
des

.

crlb®d rlt P- 384). will engage
ther Brio-ds and of . ! i

'

ri
nd alld 3rd lines, composed of the

eployinj distance or such'
"

i,

Ba
/
tns- wil1 be in quarter* columns at

ig to the nature of the 1 ^ ormatlo"
f
as is >>est calculated, accord-

st line will thus ?
SCreen 11 from the enemy’s fire. The

tay be called, will havea Battns ako
2

"' The
the 3

t’
°‘ Reserve as il

uiy be consider! hlr> Cn»p J
SO

*
r
^ ie distances between these lines

5 the action proceeds 1 n °f \
arck a * ^rst

’
ljut tliey should be decreased

ttacks upon the centre mi s/^6 ’ OWlng' t0
.

the lono range of all arms,

ints to aim at Thl H y “ceptional : the flanks will be the

{tension of front i h! r
t0

,

be attacked having been selected, a gradual

lade upon the mhlr
11 d'recbon should be initiated, false attacks being

owments estHail
ank

-
,

In aI1 flank attacks a 'ld wide-turning

,e real point afme Vwf made ‘° distract the enemy's attention from

iluable.
P anied at

' the assistance of Cavly. and Mtd. Infy. is most

leraVw
t0 Sive to Os.C, Battns., Brigds., Divns., &c„ a

isition if ihit?“
0n /°[ the,r movements in attacking an enemy in

ad, a valfey
h
river °f

h
fv

countrf does not enable >'<’« to indicate a

ven I,,
/'

i

’ & ' for tbls Purpose, a compass direction should be
• fn a close country it is very desirable to do this also for all sup.

2 B
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porting columns, as they are likely to lose sight of the troops to whom .

they are the supports.
• to the deadliness of musketry fire,

As artillery cannot, .
hencefor h owing^“

that the configuration of

be in line with attacking I y.,
0 f attack should enable you to

the ground opposite the selected pomtof attack sno
moment

maintain an artillery fire
?our Infy., and that a

before making the final and dec
^ | Whenever you can

similar advantage should be de“e“ t0 1

Xnies in your favour that,

secure this double advantage, you have many chances, m^^^ ^ ^
ceteris paribus, ought

?[s’book^n attacks must in future be made by the

many other places in-this.boo
>^ ]y reinforceci, each reinforcement

skirmishing line, which shouid be ^ en >
until at last you have

pushing the line on nearer a
forc

y
e bav;ng all the strength

established within striking da
‘

f ;
‘

stiffness or slowness of move-,

of a regularly-deployed fewffles onl>, at .

ment. Such a skir mishing h
, affords shelter bv several companies,?

other points, where a dip in the ground^^aftords sneuer y £sh ^
taking advantage of every little ^ality^ surfecem no^ ^£ jn hjs

nearer and nearer to the enemy P
h(l will recede, and thus enable you,

armour, some weak point iro
t ;n flank. This operation

by working in there, to take; t ic .

=-
lhat can be brought to bear upon

should be assisted by every. . kb :

c|nfi tJon of the ground can alone

the enemy s Inyf. <x (-avly.
in such attacks, for unless

decide the extent to which gun
‘ immediately in rear of the attacking

there is rising ground som^h^e^.m^te^ ^^ up „
infantry, or on either flank, 1

.
, o-nined nossession of, withou

sustained fire upon the particu ar p
1 ^artillery cannot now-a-dav

interfering with the movements of the
f ^

r

^^.sustained fire upo,

directly assist in such an operatm • V
n_the nearer the point to b

the enemy's.forces in othe^
being sent fron

attacked of course t

threatened quarter, but it can do no more

distant parts of his line to the
* n the “Employment o

As described farther on, ’ ‘

cannot n
'

ow be safely taken nearer tha

Artillery in Action, mu
cannot, as formerly, accompan

9oo yds. to theW™ ^ ^ce/for the purpose of opening hr

attacking columns during the
nonsense talked at preser

within canister range of his lines. inOT ib

_ SQme officers ,
who ai

about the increased necessity
•

us double the number of guns 1

intelligent upon most points, ou >a
positions for numeroi

our divisions, forgetting how d.fbcullt it s i o » P
be d fr0 ,

batteries when acting offensivelyfrom
a battle ;

a hall

seizing upon the enemy's position, the fn»
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pursuit.

0ry

Troop“s TcUn^on
7
the defaSirevvoulTb'

^ a"d H ’ A ’

by£<s^e^ them

senior officer actually on the spot • one in thT^
S° t0 be decided by a

proper moment for such a charge has arrived
^ a ‘ ca

,

nn
?

t tel1 when the
with the enemy, and in the midst of the m

ed
' ?nemust be in actual contact

to feel the pulse of both sides, as it were border'
4°

,

Charge
’
fabling you

clearly when the moment has arrived for n =W 1 kn
,

ow and aPPreciate
distance of about 200 yards in rear of it twT ??",

16 e
.

nemy- At the
of such strength that they should when rt

e
i

Sh
°f4 -

be a hne of supports
regular line. In order to be verv su-nn. f

dePloyed ' form or nearly form a
:o weaken your line elsewhere This

°-r tklS attack
’ i£ will be necessary

Wished safely by febeTSs or,
' eqUlreS

.

Care
' and can best be accom-

nch weak points as to prevem
“0n

?
made by attacking from

u;t
: indeed, your success mav entirelv rl

6m
J’

‘ f p0s
T

slble
’ from following

»m
; so when you hav^de^K upon be "S able to deceivS

our cunning, not only in order to roneiil
P°lnt °f att

?ck ’
you must use all

uitby well-devised artifices lead him t

a ^our attentions from the enemy,4g successful upon the selected noil?™'^ °?P°S.

ite- Youi' attack
^rward, unless vou can honp hv ’• ^0UI whole line should press
I the enemy’s position to take hif trnor? "1

tl0
,

0ps through the gap made
make large raptures of prisoners

£

?h f
Sewhere Aank and rear, and

ini to his ground by a wTsustained^.te
CaS

1
U would

L
be better to hold

ta fr»-'

ture knd tfLTs ° f WhfMs must be
quire some modification.

J skirmishing and our offensive tactics

eFnmrh
V
m;,

during the' march you come upon the enemy in position as
,u meet t ,

d “P°n lhe
][.

n£llsh at Busaco, or that in advancing to attack

So fi rin.
y march 'ng to attack you, as the French did thi Austrians

,1° deploy and make all amng™
ke unTnm nu •

The
^rst thlnS to be done is for the Advd. Gd to

front of the
d f

?
ns ‘ve Position, as it is assumed to be some 4 or 5 miles

be fo„J
he

1
b°dy

: positions sufficiently strong for this purpose are
II havTteaS it

ere
’T°h

r h
r°nV

lT !’?
Se"°US 'y compromised, ‘support

tki* hie
eacbe

9 it. TheG.O.C. should at once hasten to the front to

orders
oconnaissance of the enemy, Having done so, he must send outs to the several Divns., informing them where they are to deploy, See
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the attack of villages. [^t lu-

ll is evident that all such disposing in this

intended to await the enemy
m

’
,

s line that it has been resolved to

latter case, upon the point °
th i/has been selected depends whether

attack. On the ability with ^hth.^has be.^ ^
the results will be grea

enemv's attack, it will remain to be considered

has been decided to await the ene “
.

Qn taken up by the Advd. Gd.

with^the

1

main^body ,
or to withdraw the former to a position taken up by,

^During every phase of an action,

the men of their companies, regts. ,
b
"J[

a(?® ’

' uicUlv if not closely

your men. and they scatf^ 1 ^ Sre“f “que^y^nd assiduously they

looked after by their offrs., that tne mo
4

effe£tive will be the force

are swept together as compani

, y much retiuired at the end

under the general s hand, fresh troop )

v d „ without a keenly

of an action to enable the ^cessWbc ^lowe^up^ ^ yi ;

followed-up pursuit you m«
y bours ,

and fighting very likely on badlyi

Men who have been fig » and are very probably out of hand

filled stomachs, are too bred to P
anolber However, if you have nt

from Battns. being mixed one "‘“L
^°“

ith those you have : don't span

fresh troops at hand you- mus p M a well-planned and successfull;

vour men at such a critical moment. > the G.O.C. thought lus met.

carried-out action has le t

°f"°<renerai’ S difficulties lies in deciding upon th.

too tired to pursue. One o
» during an action for pursuit when

number of men he will Preserve >nt 1 d
. | hi whilst the action is i

* 1

the primary object of all his movements.
action.—Every effort shoul

The attack ofvillages tnc ‘

j villages without having to make,

be made to turn the enemy c

b>e of very large batteries upc

direct attack upon the
• threatened bv turning movements, m.

them whilst their flanks and ‘ ‘
. the village is on the extreme fla'

sometimes be effective .

espemafly wk" ‘he^ however. occupy

of the enemy's P°slt,
,

on
;. and it is very difficult to ensure t

great length of bnie d
necessary

’ moment, or to calculate with a

attack being n
]

ade
p bme wheTit will be delivered. It will therefore

'

for^Ut^G^O^C-

1

to decide
^vM^hemJy \o^es'whmh

n
he^^im'

h7"if“£»"Senco«Mer in a direct attack upon a large and *****
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SKSsr tit?*
,Ms w »yrr&j&xt£,js&

[?«

e;te^
shoulJnofbe to"

16"*3 a"d^^ing their'gu^
should be occupied by your Inf a< l

^ ba
\
terieS and the village

be ni^heH
excess *ve expenditure of ammunition, the reserve of which must

Sfor^gaS™ tLTi
a
sh

an
,H d°ne Whh Sa> andevery5^

ammunition on his Derson
fi

° Tf
d have 100 ° r

'
,f Possible ' *5° rds. of

can be pushed fomald ami ^ “““T y?
UF encirchnS lille of skirmishers

struct tCeasier w U h
d

^
Feater the cover they can obtain or con-

tmens in il r
be .y°ur final assault: this should be made by fresh

tricahy from afl tKeShh
PU?hed f°nVaF

?
simuItaneous,y and concen-

the enemy" ar llerv fir

'S
t ^ P,°

,nt
?
of

-
vour own Position as soon as

force assigned" for the atm l
sufficlellt,y silenced. The Germans divide the

the distam n ttnrk ?,L
' °n

,

a v,llaSe
,

lnt° i* for the first stage, i.e., for

remaining im \s a res
°F t lS.o °se attack, gths for the final assault, and the

distant attack a!
a reserve

;

1 h
f,

reserve should join the troops forming the

as it is very srlVlnm°ti'
aS

,L
h0Se a,l°tted for the close attack have passed them,

to be maintain
t,lat the nature of the ground will allow a musketry firem f c

d
,

°Ver the
-

heads of attacking troops.

oil all’"ioinin "fn
a
^
ault

t

IS mad
r’

the whole force engaged must push quickly

shnnM vK,

n
°i

n l

,

le cbee
.

rs °f die assaulting troops. Every endeavour

assault tn Tr
ade

,

l
!

nder the influence and the excitement of this converging

which from wfii n
1

®r
enemy completely from the village, the farthest side of

and all nm n -!
1

n
le enemy has retreated, being at once strongly occupied,

flanks 5
r 0n lts flanks being at once taken possession of, from which the

,j„l,;m .

e enerny should be vigorously assailed in the event of his

them V £
l.° r

?
taI<e tbe place. It is of the utmost consequence that

Je no h es|tation on your part during the first moments of your success,
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lest the enemy should be nhowed toie^to recover
at once> if you

charge has created: you must pu
internal defences he may have prepared,

can, for if he continues to
costly in life. You

your further proceedings will be y
. but jf you 'have only sue-

can no longer make much use of you g ’ , * should try to so

ceeded in obtaining possession P
. oge

b
rts 0f the village in which

post some batteries outside it as
threaten his retreat by pushing Iufv.

he still holds out, and do your best W threaten ms ret ea
yj ^ the rear.

round one or both flanks, to occupy ‘ y
vm by your final charge upon

it.5" may'h^v^at hand

enemy as to remove all chance of a con
.

' eas been laid donn in the,

A3E!rSS£SFS “s.ts°Snt
S

th

h
«. Cavlv. shoe,d be placed

“Suo
d
,'i

hs
and the advance preliminary to c < » o

' actual contact with the

are blown, before that moment, wh«n brouglu mto a im
The ground

enemy, they should be able o exei
ditches, ravines, woods, or

should be hard, level, and free from
which no Cavly. can

fences; nothing is moie tryin0 1 Y
ec|U ipping Cavly., and of its.

gallop. The debated questions of™’S q
|t\vi fi be an unfortunate

general organisation, are foreign to this subjcct n win
a

fay for the
g
English general who is of

proportion of good Cavly., Jill'S heory Without Cavly., it is

them in pursuance of some cleverl :statu!I the
doings _

or t0 keep

really impossible to obtain informmtio f

can be ,
however, of but little use...

up your communications efficient y^ ^ell

1
'

c^ucated in reconnaissance dutv.

“"Tim C'aWy. should be composed of young men, an old man, «ni^
out of place in its ranks, elt

j'Y
r “

^amion and with it hesitation. Time

?ta
gra^»'‘fn $ battles

;
but with Cavly., minutes arc nearly at

imoortant as hours are to Infy.
,

prisoners.
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position, and eithe/b^chargj^' or

P
assi

d ^ US att
^
ck uP°n tbe enemy’s

prevent it from being f6lIowed
g
af’was done^w^l

a
p
hreaten,"S aspect, to

ath

6°SCr
t
aya

' and by the Austrians afte/sidoSr
1™ a‘ the

to
to°dosa

^ f0rdng k

only be resoil^touheTt^ be s
?
leaced This should

are but weakly supported.
' ‘ taken somewhat in flank, or when they

,ta£„ b"a
n

itTSir„y S'. T” 2% 3*" -M. 1“ l*™ »e.l

disadvantage, such as in 'the act of riioio
f quallty

'
or ls taken at a

these grand charges are but waste n f
yl??’ or sonle other manoeuvre,

trotecting them from charges of caral^
PUShed fonvard t0 attack

- and so

nv'giipT’iihat^fvoccurl'n ?hp'f
Cat

^
Cl l‘y such columl,s of a«ack. or filling

roofs fre
m'"S “ “ lio "’ “ “ «»• "M* th?

tat SSK'XV'SJTP a
.'l

e"e
r
my .'° ,l,e bi“er “* no-ins

‘Pursuits."
even to breathe after his defeat. See Article on

Jtlld be'stu'died Jarefull^T'tl
°f

,

their CaV> at Mars-Ia-Tour in t87o
len on that occasion the whrleV

16 C
^
arge and self-sacrifice of about 8co

The
OLCas,on tne whole french armv was paralyzed

irmed thL'fi

S

<rhdm?uses
e

of
U
ca

der
i

tllCSe keads comprise what may be
tcb can becked C ^ 1 a"d a,though v'ery recent examples of
lodels to be copied The rlav^

m°re aS warnin
f
s of what to avoid than as

larges nf imnr, •

’ ie days aie Past when battles were to be won bv
•erfarmy a large mounted f°

f h°rsemcn
’ but the necessity for having with

"I
6 nlonn ted force is as great now as formerly. The front of

om which pftrok anri°
U d be covered by a screen of Cavly. detachments,

'tide on ’Scouting ”’pag^isT^
Sh°U 'd 0Ut * fan

' (Sce

W h

and
U
rear

hl

te
m6n

-

S
’
patro,s

:

and scouting parties to the flanks,

emv’s doinr ' /,
d aga,nst surprlse -' to obtain information of the

lieve tint nLl
d ° screen y°ur own from his observation. In future I

fy
-

at machine guns will be largely used with cavalry and mounted
During engagements Cavly. should be withdrawn from view and fire as
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„ possible. Infy. con stays M-g S&=
lying down, and the smallest slope m *

little exposed as-

it is otherwise. be always available,

possible. Its speed enables it toi be so p
-

nlar
'

ching from his position

For it can reach the front.line^^anen^y^^ a man on foot is

to attack it can do so. AH reaso <=>
. armed alike ;

indeed, it is

better than a man on horseback, both g
Qn foot with a long.

rather a matter of dP^™
tfe brafof dragoons on horseback, armed onh

stout stick could not baffle the;
best

^ ,

ff? in such questions ;
a large pro.

with a sword. But there is a
.

^ hen thev see a horseman chargmf

portion of men on foot gd*™
flashing'in the sun, and the mora

down upon them with a S ‘ charging in a formed body is muck

effect of a large '3'be
[hfv^v noTse of the horses galloping has a ternfv

greater m proportion . the very

,

,
t of infy .

,

particularly if

ing effect that frequently goes bome to the t

^ has witnesse

has been at all shaben previously by_arnlle^jire^^ ^^ ,

more than once the drea
,j ~ who have commanded skirmisher,

action. This must be familiar to all ottrs.
there be the shghte 1

or their supports when advancing ^ hojsemcn show themselves in th

suspicion of Cavly. charging,
,

c

most unsteadying effect upon t

vicinity, and 1 have always found it J^amost^
of drl ll,

men. Doubtless a good c '
•

, ] forming square to resist Cavl.

which our men are constantly practise I

are by order of the

The writer saw 3 Battns. anmed with ni
who were cantering 1

Bri^adr., to resist a horde of Iarta
principal weapons we

towards them, although baling th

bows and arrows. It is a ® Cavlv is a species of anachronis: -

opinion on theoretical notions think

;

« i

b that arm

to point to the smallness of the
r̂ arding artillery, it would

action. If the same calculat on were
in n0 proportion 1

found that the actual loss it 1* s p
js powerful ;

it frightens

-

the high value put upon it. 1
. . ever be more or less susc

more than it kills. Infy.
its flanks or rc

KttSHSSSSW-- effective to -

°n
inafl

r

Cavly. encounters with
his! will! a! a rule,

fresh reserve when his oppone
r

‘ should ever charge wathot

the day. No body of Cavly ,
.small or gmat^s

w ch 1 a tr

reserve ;
even in the event of\ -

g
f ion which is inseparable fron

kept in reserve, to charge when the contu^ ^ fevour if the enemy

S^d'To take

S

a Similar precaution. It has also become an axiom
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e same squadrons can seldom be got together for more than one grand

f']

a
.

rge ‘ n 51 day
; theoretically this sounds strange, but experience has proved

its truth, for this reason a large proportion of the Cavly. should be heldm reserve up to the last possible moment
;
and, if practicable, kept fresh for

the pursuit, to follow up the broken enentv, or else for the final stroke" hen d is desired to overwhelm the enemy, who is already supposed to besomewhat unsteady. The moral effect of Cavly. increases in geometrical
ratio to its numbers. It should never be frittered away during an action to
iulhl objects that cou d have been attained equally well by the emplovment
ot inty. Jn the newly-approved organisation for our army, the Cavly. is
divided amongst the Divns. and Army Corps; a Regt. to each of' the
former, and a Bngd. to each of the latter. The G.Os.C. Divns. and ArmyCorps will therefore always have at their disposal enough Cavly. to let slipupon an enemy becoming disagreeably adventurous, or whose tactical errorsad rendered hint open to attack. The opportunities for the employment
ot Cavly. in small bodies are frequent in even the best regulated battles, but
tnev are very fleeting : it is therefore essential that the O.C. the Divnl.
Cavlv., cvc. .should always accompany the G.O.C. the Divn., so that when
an opening for the advantageous use of his arm occurs, he may receive his
orders at once, and by galloping back, or sending an orderly offr. back at
tnat pace, bring up his men in the nick of time,’ and catch the enemy in
flagrante delicto, before he has time to rectify his mistake. The superior
speed of Cavly. enables a G.O.C. to cull in this manner fruits from an
action which would be beyond his reach if he had but Infy. only under his
command. 1

the O.C. the Cavly. ought to be of a quick, zealous temperament,
a ways eager for a chance to employ the arm under his orders : he ought to
be the Prince Rupert of the army

;
he should be young, active, a daring

riuer himself, and always foremost in a charge
;
he should pride himself

pon nis position, and try to make the humblest trooper feel likewise
;
he

s ould above all C.Os., ‘ covet honour’ like a true sinner
; he should be aman prompt of decision, and prepared at all times to act upon his own

responsibility.

Cavly. should be distributed on the flanks, or at parts of the line where it
•

Hia'u
raPlc^y- Che Cavly. in reserve to be in rear or at places where it

coulcl be most efficaciously used, remembering that it takes from 300 to 400
yds. from its starting-point to that of collision to acquire the swing required
or a telling charge. Cavly. can only fight in line

;
to charge in column is

0 expose a deep formation to fire, whilst its value is only in proportion to
its actual front. The sooner we arrive at the formation of rank entire the
better.

In charging Infy., the distance between the 1st and 2nd lines should be
about 200 yds., and the same between the 2nd and 3rd. In charging
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Cavly. ,
these distances should be about 450 yds. In all c^ralry charges it

is of the first consequence that the horses at the moment of impact should .

be in good wind and fresh enough to pursue. Von Schmidt laid down the

following distances for charging Cavly.

:

Against Cavalry

Trot 1000 paces = 3 mins.

Gallop 600 ,, = 1 »
Charge

;
150 „ =0 ,,

20 secs.

12 ,,

9 ..

1750 41

Trot
Gallop
Charge

Against Infantry.

800 paces 2 mins. 40 secs.

800 ,,
= 1 » 3® >>

150 ,, =0 „ 9 »

1750 25

The preliminary movements of all arms, before the actual collision with

an enemy should be made well out of fire ;
this applies more forcibly to

Cavly. than to the other arms, for having no fire and its only action be.n

the charge, if charged whilst performing any change of formation, it

certainly
0
be dispersed. A daring leader will under such circumstances

charge at the head of any body that may be at hand, no matter how small,

and by so doing, help and give time to the mam body to form and charge

also.
' Like Infy.

,
the weak part of Cavly. is the flank.

_

For the employ menti

of Cavly. after an action, see Article on ''PURSUITS.
„ ,

,

The employment of Cavly. to obtain information to guard the flanks and

rear from surprise during an action, to make raids upon railways, &C., -

treated of in the Articles on Scouting, Ou posts, Patrols, Achd. Gds -

In conclusion, it should be instilled into the mind of every Cavly.^soldiei

that his arm of the service is invincible, and more than a match
\

circumstances for Infy. or Artillery, either.singly or m masses. If he think,

otherwise, the sooner he exchanges into the Infy. the bettei. L\ery Ca

officer should be a fanatic upon this subject. All should remember the ok

Cavlv proverb, “ Commend vour soul to God, and charge home.

There is no excuse for Cavly. soldiers being made prisoners as long a:

their horses can gallop. The first and most important duty of a Cavl>

soldier is to take good care of his horse at all times.
.

-

Employment of Infantry in Action.— Infantry is the backbone of ai

army. Campaigns can be carried on without Cavlv. or R.A. but
P i

serious can lie effected without the aid of men fighting on foot. A thesen*

of a war it will be found that, putting sieges out of the question, the actua

damage done has been by Infy. 1 1 is its fire that kills and wounds, and

h

charges that win and defend positions. If it is very good it can compensat

for inferiority in the quality and numbers of the Cavly . oi R. A. If bad a

you are opposed to a good steady Infy., make it a war of marches

manoeuvres engaging in daily little affairs until you have brought your Infy

up to a fah standard of excellence. Infantry should, wlien stationary ahvay

lie down, both for the purpose of concealment and of shelter from fin.
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™tlv,
Sket>y F

"Z'
sho

Y,
d be keP l under control by the company officer nsmuch as possible. There should be very little independent firimr

S°o or 600 yds Beyond that, vollies should be used by word of command'6° used in vollies it is very effective up to 2000 yds. This lon/ranne ffiemust now be regarded as a recognized powder possessed bv alf Infv’ tintknow how to use it effectively.
possessed Dy all Infy. that

are

1

;—
4 Whi°h °Ur Infy have been hitherto accustomed to fight

1st. As skirmishers, both in attack and defence
2nd. In position in line, with their fire, for defensive purposes.

bayonet charge'.^
” 16 l° aUaCk an enemy

-
such attack ending by a

4th. In square to receive cavalry.

specially instructed men were required for thiso h, but now no Infy. is of any value in the field unless it can skirm hX4 'vas a noble trade that of the Lt. Infy. soldier, and an armyTimhad really good light troops was indeed happy: it could sleep at night insecurity, and could march at its ease, safe from surprise at all timef
Ihikt'hko

enemy S sha[Pshooters were kept by it at a respectful distance

if hk
gunnere were harassed at their guns, their horses shot, every joint

e hi-Tnu'-^’
and the weak places thoroughly probed by a searching

,

plans ebscovered, the position of his reserves made known and alls columns approaching to attack riddled with bullets. Formerly a line ofikirmishers was used in action to clear the way for the attacking fines or

)f th^'auLkfnlT’
Ut benceforth it

„
must bself the most important partt the attacking line, and upon it will fall the brunt of every battle Skir-

nPP-
e

‘i

S

r
mUS

-

t ealn l° forget the old lessons they were taught as to their

el ves* 1p
UnC °nS m aCtl°n

’ they must reI >' to a verY great extent upon them-

0 do so The d
P0Slt

L
0nS

- and n°l look entirely to a formed fine in itheir rear

ould advance nndL'fi
hen

f
a

ii

tlfFd
,

ep 0yed
r"®

of men
’ shoulder to shoulder,

an nevci Y aS ~ley Y® of Serious memories for our arm v,

peration unde
again

’ and tbe offr. who would now dare to attempt such an

iurder nr fi?dfd r

e
rr

of breach -loading rifles should either be tried for

nfv fnr 1

°d
F
ed lf®,m a lunatic asylum. The normal formation of

l/'frr . L
at

-

tle used t0 be i'1 3 lines, 1st fine, 2nd fine, and reserves,

inner!”
1

,

lng covered by a fine of skirmishers, with their attendant

eneefnr,
and

,

reserve
,

s
>

the wt fine and the 2nd being of equal strength.

1 the i°

rt
'-

tb ® IS
}

lne
’ of tlle same relative strength will be divided

r-inY.i
' nr

!

lnS of
,.
an action into at least three formations, the front one

> rl
he ®

• r
ln lne

’ that behind it beifig supports to be sent forward

odv” rf ‘l .

time to time as required, and the 3rd being the main
y ot the first fine. In order to prevent confusion as far as possible,
most desirable that, when the supports have been blended into the
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skirmishing liiw ilM in

operation of this nature. In r
, ^ we hear much of its steadiness, and

Infy. during our most celebrated
it

;

but all

but little or nothing of the great Q'soroer i

^ell that disorder is

soldiers who have taken part in sue
«_ 1 '

. con fess jno- that we shah
inseparable from il 'pel

}
attempite u

’

by which alone it is con
have to grapple with d ’so\ ’",

C "
ssaTan enemy’s position, we do nm

will be the never-failing attendant upon ain
n ,)ave reduce

us set to work to practise our m
_ until order is evolved from i

that disorder to a well-understood syst
,

s d confU sio

To practise men in nothing but ‘ stea
^Ll L,n fOT the disorder in whic

is impossible, is not tl

,

ie
mm\hemse°vM even after the most successful chart-

they will most certainly find themselves
, , -n i 0nlv in charges mao

that is made under fire,
.

Men tote appall,

with mathematical precision and deM'ld s’le
.

, t Xever having ba-

by the din, uproar, and confusion of “ are dismayed°by i

KSE HHkJKi£«l2S5

Nothing .erves mor, >» —«•
ringing cheer bespeak '

at Aldershot cannot have too nw
action without noise, ou S .

, ^er practice for of

operations ;
so much so, t

. iasure j ls annihilation. 1 s '

whYch^Tiiprovedby the Duke of Wellington to suit the arms of his <
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served us so well in the great French war. In those days the fire of the
individual soldier was not a factor of importance in the problem to bewmked out; the effect of men fighting in a formed body, shoulder to
shoulder, was alone considered of value

; and the tendency of all drill and
tactical instruction was to make men rely upon their united strength as ahighly disciplined body. Now, the great object of all military teachino- i s
to develop the power of each B.L. rifle, and the independent action of the
soldier who carries it, to the fullest possible extent.

In defensive operations the influence of the new arms is not felt verymuch beyond the fact that 100 men holding too yds. of front in any positionnow, make it far stronger and more difficult of approach for an enemy
than if it were occupied by 342 men armed with the old musket, in 2
ranks, each file covering 21" of frontage. The effect of our Infy. fire
at present is so great, that it has reversed the relative defensive' value
ot ground

; for whereas formerly, the close ground that most abounded
in cover was generally regarded as very strong, whilst the open portions
ot a position that were easy of access were looked upon as weak, the
very reverse is now the rule. Large open down-like spaces free from
woods and hedges, that can be swept from both flanks by a heavy musketry
and shell fire, require but few men to occupy them, as no troops could
live to cross them

; on the other hand, the close country abounding in
copses, banks, and covers of all sorts, that was formerly considered so
strong that it required but few defenders, is now the locality where an
attack is most likely to succeed. It is not that it has lost one whit of
ns actual strength by the new order of things, but open ground being
now almost tabooed to the assailant, he is forced to attack those points
" ere alone his troops in skirmishing order can hope to approach their
enemy without being mowed down by a fire delivered from troops sheltered
r°m injury either naturally or by means of rifle trenches. The use of a
strong force of skirmishers in front of the actual line selected for defence is
not now required, and might only lead to the loss of the men so employed.
- small number of the very best shots should alone be employed in advance
ot the actual position, and unless under some very peculiar formation of
ground, even these few men should rejoin the main line, when the enemy
had reached within 500 or 600 yds. of it, lest they should hamper its fire.A passive resistance can lead to no conclusive or even telling results ; the
*JX. a position to be defended, who does not largely provide for assuming the
onensive at many places, and during many phases of the action, is ignorant
of war.

1 he normal formation for troops occupying that portion of a defensive
position from which it was intended to assume the offensive as soon as the
attacking troops had reached from within about 50 to 100 yds. of it should
*5e

> 1 think, a 1st. line consisting of one man to every yd.
,
each company
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deployed for this purpose keeping a section about 20 yds. in rear, o _as

the 1st line as cover could be procured or provided for it ^hese supporting

sections are merely for the purpose of supplying men to fill up gaps in the

T
_
t line caused bv casualties. Behind this again, if possible not more than

eo vds from the 1st line, but well covered from fire, should be aline two deep,

w°tdbbayonets fixed, and ready at any moment to jump up, and running over

the 1st line to charge the attacking enemy. I know that it is the opinion of

he best German authors at present, that the side actmg on the offensive has,

l e best of i ,
but I humbly submit, that with a British Battn distributed

as described above, 4 companies having 3 sections each, in1 the front final

under cover (occupying a frontage of 300 yds.), and with 4 compa -

behind them again; ready to charge as soon as the enemy reached within

charging distance, that twice, nay thrice its number of the very best tr°0P-

fn the world would be easily destroyed by it. Picture to yourself th

shattered condition in which 2 or even 3 Battns. advancing to ^he attac

would reach within charging distance of the 1st. line that from behind goo

cover had been firing on them at ranges that had been previously measures

and marked on the ground. Of course, this manoeuvre is easier to descnb

than to carry out satisfactorily in an action, but the same is the casej

my mind teif times over as regards the operation of carrying a hne of sk r

mfshers over open ground by successive rushes to within chargin0 dis

lance of the eTany! position", I do not believe it possible for a nrni

who has never himself led skirmishers in action to dogmatise upon whai

thev are capable 'of doing, or to lay down rules for manoeuvring then:

under fire as if they were so many pawns on a chessboard. It is not enoug,

for a man sav as a S.O., to have seen the operation, he must himself hat

led men up ‘ the deadly breach ' to enable him to realise what men will an

w2aT menwillnotdo,
y
or even attempt. It is not intended to assert ths

such an offensive movement is impossible, especially if the space to b

traversed affords plenty of cover, but all who have led men in a cha »

when exposed to heavy fire, will I think agree with me in saying that th

operation can never be successfully carried out, unless the defenders ha

been' demoralised and beaten into that most unhappy state of stomach th-

.™.p. m tec ut. »nd «* . »-«

should be under the same C.Os. ;
the reserves, to be detailed either

^

l )ivi s or Army Corps (according to circumstances), should be about (x

n 80^ vds rear if 1st line, and posted so as to be as much as possib

t o of sigh . The one great difficulty in carrying 01

ive tacdcs °s for the general to choose the right moment fi

charging, as the success of the operation depends greatlyS « l'd exactly at the right time. To await 111 the open an advanc r

• enemy, and depend upon driving him back by your fire, is to court 1 an„ L
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at them ’ There is 110 salvation for him who cannot do sole opportunity passes in the twinkling of an eye, and if not seized oii

menM.
n^ht nlom®nt

.

cann
u
ot be expected to return. In the foregoing argu-

EsJLmrf I

1 "* 1 th<2 artilIer>
r fire is equal both sides

;
for although

under 7 h‘7e m°st guns> sti11 ‘hey wiU have to come into actiona heavy tue from those of the defensive side, they will be firingat unknown ranges and without cover, all of which circumstances will hfreserved m favour of the artillery of the defence.
Ces will be

gef withinTnfTT**?'
the

v
great problem t0 be solved is

- how can you
Proved e

I fy
;,

chargln
f

dlstance of your enemy without being de-

follv UDon
0
thk

UCe
u
6
l

that attemPt to cWe home would be

intent Sn 7 problem all the great military minds of Europe are now
'vih adopt wn7h7i'

fe

7
UleS

m 1 m
u
yb

r
6 safe’y sald ‘hat the system that all

mil ,777 ,v
b SIm

1

',

lar
' ahfough of course the peculiarities of race and of

i itary traditions will naturally impart a national individuality to each.

lnndin7fi
neCe

i

SS
r
ry

?
lve hgures illustrating the destructiveness of breech

-

Se for Ide ‘rd
,

fr0n
,

1 b6hind COver to prwe ‘ha ‘ it would be impos-

nnrch bv itl l!”
6

’ 7° deep
'

<

r
ach fi,e 0CCUPyhig 24 inches of front, toarch by daylight up to any position, no matter how brave that Infy mfoht-e

, the proposition is self-evident to all who will give the subiec? a“t t

'T
gh ‘. The result of the Prussian attack upon St PrTvafand

Infv aitnT"
ar °Perat,ons at ‘he beginning of the 1870 war, proved that an

l',’ 7m ,,

r °pen ground ls a useless waste of life, until the defenders

nrtilter
d

,

courage crushed out of them by an overwhelming fire of

in r-pi
y and f’t'shetry. 1 o attempt such an operation nowadays in line or

\r ,

"nins would be madness : the only other formation is in open order.

f„rr,

C" nons®nse has been written in endeavouring to throw odium upon this
1 nation because it is described as ‘loose.’ It is only the best-drilled

to

'erS
n

° Can advance well in open or loose formations. To teach a man
pa

l‘
as T. he were part of a wall is comparatively easy when

j[Pa
[ .

with teaching one to manoeuvre in this loose order. Most men
admit that henceforward our manoeuvres under fire must be made inpen order. Does it not therefore behove us officers of all ranks to work

ret until our men can really manoeuvre in open or loose formations betteran the soldiers of any other army in the world ? We have them farnger with us, and it is a disgrace to us if in the seven years they remain
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with the colors they are not.better soldjersm every
J<Tddng :

a^
d
'Tsha1l'not

1

a^tempThereto
0
go* hitcfthe vexed question of. the manner^ in

spare no time or trouble in mahmg their men
up0n them,

fifts£BbX

SXmSSLT4gas
Wood?'

e

vvhen

h
pofs?bl

t

e! being^'nvariably nccom^anied by a ™^^eer.

when Infy. should work in single rank,.and hat ^’ a
wouV

at least 30 in. of frontage allotted to him at all times
^ ^

teach our men self-confidence, and \vea
‘

NVOuld also allow of all ov

SS£3SE^^AS=«
5 Slteun™ heTproficien't in ^ZfoTlZ

'

Infy. attacks during the •» of Wp» ”7°
the armies concern.

- -» •** “
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15° men bLg again ata*’&oSrf TS'rrtK B»^ °f
Supports and Main Body beinp- in email

'
!
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,
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that
,
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/
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f
:
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?
re U can be injured by

nature of the country for iiquite own thill
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« •*"« 3000 yds. effeCW
these 3 lines must lead their men in til r„. V v
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aver thi l
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'is shlSdTe dole bv'T
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.
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A
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le serio.l llccl k- 1

i
e companies. At this phase of the action

!vn dl°
a
l SeS begln

’.

and the Os. C. the Supports must use thei?

ne,

at 10n m suPPlymg the places of (hose knocked over in the Firing

f
bould continue to advance quickly, those who are lying

•rwards fnd ,v'
Ck ya

1
posslble whilst the others are making their rush

. and this must be continued until they reach from about 60 to 200
2 c
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s,<ss
d

d'Sce to,» die enemy, all the Supports will have taen merged »«

iTp Ae^Mai^feclv 'with!n'a w* yards ^f the ' Firing line taking care

^

noth'

allow the Main Body to mingle with it, as it is essential to keep t a .

ly
•

• i,n oVnro-e When a line lving down or under cover is engaged t

fiSK^&k most
n
diElt

y
to stop the firing and get the me

tocharge unanimously, it is therefore essential that the Mam Body of

toe should not be allowed to fire previous to the charge n many

it may not be perhaps necessary to use this Main Body, as the »

uponbeing reinforced by the Supports may be impelled forward by rt.

weight, especially as it is always possible in a long line of attack that th

Firing line may find some chink in the enemy's armour some weak poi

from which he has a tendency to recede, and ad^ntage the fi n

carry it with a rush. From first to last use volleys as much as P°ssi

^reference to individual firing, over which latter it is so very difficul '

Sse any effective control. The combined action of the three a, ms-

suchan Jrata
1

hasten skewed'^uV'indte Article on " D.sPOsrno

for the Attack op Positions." the,^omg bemg to ;a general rotw

outline^ofwhafis^now atoostiufiversto proper format!

regarded as a thing of the past, for with the long-mnging arms o the d.

.“nut vour Battn. into such a formation would be to gne »

destruction : small company squares, or groups of S

J°y Qt

shoulder, and availing themselves of any hedges, trees * ‘
,

obstacle there maybe at hand, can now hold their mvn well . g>

number of Cavly., and very rarely will Cavly.be found to ciaig )•

line who are armed with the murderous breechloader.

G7n7ral Remarts regarding Infantry in Action.-Above all things, ne
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finest troops. We have now to ‘“t^uc'vhich

*e
aS of OTrsuperio^ skUl'as^arksmen,

and by the irresistible dash of our

SmSm^TeffeS range in ydl. for the under.nent.oned guns » a.
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'• '• '•
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be considered secured by its own fire, but its flanks are

, l f
' y weak. When it is necessary to have an escort with a batty, it

a take up its position on the most exposed flank, keeping well to the
under cover

; when the batty, moves, its escort moves with it. If there
' ear

.

3 batty” any cover m which the enemy’s skirmishers could lodge
selves, it should be occupied by the escort. When obliged to change

silion, batts. should move as rapidly as possible. Fd. Batts, now carry 5on the gun and limber, and have one mounted N.C.O. with each gun.
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They can therefore, on an emergency, take at a gallop sufficient men inti

action to commence the service of their guns. It is hoped that the oft horse

of everv gun team may carry a gunner, as was always the practice in t

Bengali A If this were done, Fd. Batteries might change positions

action at as fast a pace as the ground would permit, and have their

complement of men available. The quicker such changes are executed th

shorter is the time that the guns are useless. For this rea,on when HJ
are retreating with Cavly. before an enemy, the changesi of Position tot

rear should be executed by the guns at the fastest possible pace, the -

retiring, as laid down in Regulations, at a walk, but never faster than a

^
The same rule should be followed in Cavly. advances he K A shouk

gallop forward and unlimber within easy range of the enemy, the uu
not moving until the guns had opened fire, or unless it was found that the

were getting nearer the enemy than they were to their own Cavly

order U) reap the greatest possible benefit from the H A the Ca%ly. shorn

keep as far
P
to th! rear of the guns as possible with due regard to.the

safety, until their fire having told upon the enemy, it should charge to^ta

advantage of the disorder and confusion they have occasioned. ‘

fire should be kept up as long as it is possible to do so without danger to

advancing Cavl/, aSd whel obliged^ stop, the guns should remain
;

limbered ready to re-open should our charge be repulsed ,
if it has be

successful, they should limber up and gallop forward to seek for some Re-

position from whence to pound the retreating enemy.

It is laid down by the best modern writers upon Artillery ,
that at e

phase of an action some one particular arm should most receive at
_

from your batteries. At one moment it may be the enemy s Cavly. .

-mother his artillery, and so on ;
but whichever it may be that >ou liav

dread most at the 'time, upon it your artillery fire should be c°ncen r

Before lnfy. were armed as at present, artillery in action was chiefly

by both sides in counter-battering, as it was supposed that if ihe enar

artillery fire could be reduced and kept under, your lnfy. >h?h ad
V.
U
f,

comparative safety to try its strength against that opposed to it. It is

fire of the lnfy. which is now to be dreaded most : so, as a geneial ru

is upon it that artillery fire should be brought to bear most. 1 his

applies with greater strictness to offensive than defensive operations . 1

former the one great object is to annihilate and strike terror into the

defending a position by the loss inflicted upon it by your guns 1

latter as the lnfy. may be safely left to take care of itself and may be n

upon Jo drive back from its front all assailants, the bulk of >?
may be most profitably employed in pounding the enemy s arffiR.

as to distract its fire from your lnfy. Of course, if it is 1

‘the enemy’s columns are pressing on, and that lie « massing troop

an advance, his attacking forces assuming then the most prom
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taklng refuge, when driven from them, Is best theycan by lying down close to any Infy. that may be formed near them,
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guns
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1S a Pily that all men of gun detach-

f
revolv

f
rs

; with them they might easily hold their own
fill

y' from under their guns, the limbers having retreated forprotec-

°t
le nearest Infy. Swords are a useless encumbrance to artillery-

V °^f
n
^
lve operations, the ground in the vicinity of the point to be

attacked must be swept by a heavy cannonade from a mass of batts., pre-

,

‘°aS l° the attacking force being launched forward on its mission. The
^ P°?, e "re should be maintained up to the last moment possible,when at last the attacking forces have advanced into such a position as

nnc'v
Pe

r
tke

^
re

’ tle 'batts. should, if possible, be advanced into otherP“S whence they can reopen. It is at such moments that the
c gallantry of artillery is truly tried, for in some instances it is

necessary to sacrifice a battery to insure success. Surely there never has
been a more noble feat of arms than that performed by a troop of French
horse artillery on the 8th of September, 1855, when at a gallop it took up a
position on what might be termed the glacis between the Malakoff and

e Kedan, from whence it maintained a heavy fire upon the Russian

annlhTb^d
^savouring to retake the Malakoff, until the troop was actually

In fine, the efficient employment of artillery in action depends upon that
employment being well timed. Six H.A. guns opening fire at exactly the
proper moment will be of greater use, and have a greater effect upon the
nat result, than twice that number merely pounding away, without any

special object.

Gassendi says, in writing on artillery in action, "Les derniers coups sont
es plus d^cisifs, ils feront votre salut peut-fitre, mais votre gloire sure-
ntent.

Night Attacks.—The precision and rapidity of rifle fire is now so great,
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that to attack any well selected and well defended position by daylight, is to

run the risk of being swept away as the Prussian Guard was in its attack on

16th of August, 1870. The destructive nature of aimed rifle fire is so great

that I believe the Army that will first be able to manoeuvre at night will

achieve brilliant victories. If the Egyptian position at Tel-el-Kebir had

been stormed by day our losses would have been about five times as great

as they were. Night attacks can only be attempted on any large scale when

the attacking army is highly disciplined, and well led by tactically well

instructed officers.

The attacking troops should, as a rule, not fire a shot : their work must be

done with the bayonet : a steady advance in silence up to charging distance,

and then the loudest of cheers, all drums beating and bugles sounding.

Unless the enemy is covered by some serious obstacle, in nine times out of

ten, his men will break and bolt, shooting one another, blocking up roads

and preventing the escape of guns, &c.
,
&c. If you can trust your men to

make such an attack, do so by all means. If possible the attack should be!

timed so that the final charge should be delivered just at the first streak of

day. It is being charged in the dark that will destroy your enemy. Wur

pursuit will be helped by the dawn, and it is in the first half hour of daylight

you must make your prisoners and capture artillery.

By dawn your own guns must be in position to cover your retreat in case*

your attack fails. Each Brigadier, indeed every Commanding, if not cvep'

Regtl. Offr., should clearly understand the compass direction in which he

is to march during the night. If there are stars to be seen, it is a good

plan to instruct Brigadiers to direct their march by them.

If attacked by night
,
make your men fall in silently, and then lie down .

confine your firing to volleys and use your machine guns. Until the enemy

is within 400 yards of your position, your artillery on a dark night can do

him no harm, but when within canister range give him plenty of it. U
articles on fighting barbarous people, I have dwelt upon the precautions t

be taken against suqirise by night. It is very essential that the distriburo

and position of your troops be so arranged that as they fire straight to tn

front when either lying or kneeling down, no risk should be run of tn«

firing into one another. When attack threatens, extinguish every * ire

light. If your piquets in retiring can set fire to a few houses or hay or st

ricks about 1000 yds. in advance of your position, the light will help l
011 '*]?

much. In the Soudan in 1884-5, I had our guns provided with star s

to fire in the event of the enemy attacking by night. Eight balls either n™
from a small 5

j" mortar or from a gun so as to fall a little behma^B

advancing enemy enables you to direct your fire upon them and disco*

him seriously. During daylight all offrs. should carefully examine

ground in front of their bivouac and fix the distance of all large objects

are likely to be seen from it by night.
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seen. It is desirable that the bridge when laid should be screened by the

banks, or by rising: ground or woods, from the enemy’s view and fire. I bee

Article on “ Disembarking in Face of an Enemy.”) The two opera-

tions are very much alike. The enemy having been deceived by false

reports and by demonstrations upon distant points, it is taken for granted

that the army is to cross at a point carefully selected and secretly surveyed

by a S O. The width of the river to be carefully measured, and the

bottoms examined to see that there is good holding for the anchors. If.

the enemy has a bridge over the river, defended by a tSte-de-pont on your

bank, this renders the operation much more difficult, as he can pass over

and attack you in rear whilst you are crossing. It will then be necessary to

watch his bridge-head with a strong corps, and perhaps make demonstra-

tions as if you intended to assault his works. In framing the orders tor,

the passage of a river, the C. of the S. will see that the head of the column

should reach the spot selected as soon as it is dark. The columns intended

to make diversions upon other points, in order to draw attention there,

should arrive at their destinations a little before, taking care that they are

seen by the enemy. When it is dark, a good deal of noise should be made,

with hammering and talking ;
and if it can be done safely, a few men put

across to keep up a musketry fire upon the enemy's patrols, piquets^

The strictest silence to be maintained where the operation is really bemB

carried on, and the rafts put together. A Battn. of the best Lt. Infy. to tie

ferried across at such points that it can cut off the enemy s piquets it mere-

are any there, and extend in skirmishing order in a semicircular torm,

both flanks resting on the river. The troops first over should consider!

themselves as an Advd. Gd., and be guided by the instructions laid do n

under that head. They should fire as little as possible during the nigm.'

endeavouring rather to take prisoner all patrols or outposts that mtenerc

with them. All available boats should be employed in carrying across rein-

forcements whilst the bridge is being laid. As soon as one bridge is hnisnew

the others must be commenced as quickly as possible. As soon as one i S

is over, strong working parties, carrrying their arms and tools should pus-

over, and, under the direction of R.E. oflrs., and as many sappers as can

spared from the bridges, set manfully to work to entrench the posro •

The R.E. who is to design the works should pass over with the nrst

cross, having a few sappers with tapes to mark out the lines. »au^

heavy guns will be placed at points previously fixed upon, to open nre

daybreak, if necessary, along the front and flanks of the position taK I

by the forces that had crossed during the night. I lie extent o »

occupied on the opposite bank should be enlarged every hour

troops cross. If necessary, the horses of Cavlv. and artillery can
q,

across. If ioo horses are taken over by the bridge and c°1,ecte“.*
c;ir

opposite bank, others can be driven into the water in flocks, ta 8
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outposts have been driven behind the river you can still have means of com-

municating with your spies on the opposite bank, and keeping yourself we

informed of the enemy’s movements. Strong detachments should be posted

halfway along the exposed distances on either flanks, the strength of which

must depend on the size of your army. Telegraph wires to be laid down

from one flank to the other at some distance from the river, so as not to be

easily cut by the enemy, and night signals to be established as w ell to rendei

you independent, even supposing the wires have been destroyed. 3 guns

fired at half-minute intervals, to be repeated 3 times, with intervals o

r minutes between each time, can be heard safely at distances of 3 or 4 mile!

in ordinary weather. Beacons set fire to upon elevated ground will conve;

the news that the enemy is crossing at certain points. 1 he ottrs. in charge

of posts where these signals are to be made should have their instruction:

regarding them in sealed envelopes, to be opened only when they hau

positively ascertained that the enemy was crossing. This would prevent an;

chance of its becoming known what those signals were to be. 1 he com

mander, from his central position, should be ready at all moments, by mean

of his transport carriages and bat animals, to convey a strong body ot in

fan try quickly to support his detachments m any direction. The latte,

should at once proceed to the point of crossing, and vigorously attack th

first body of the enemy that crosses over. 'I he crossing will most Ploba ,

be attempted on a dark night, when such an attack is likely to succeed ,
to

if troops that have just crossed over are attacked in a determined manne

they will fancy you are strong, and hesitate to advance over ground the

know nothing of. Some time ago it was proposed to use a bu™ lnS " U
J

made from some preparation of naphtha, which would burn on the wate

If this could be poured on the water a few hundred yds. above where tn

enemy was making his bridge, and set fire to it, it would not only burn hi

boats and bridge material, but throw such a light upon his movements tn.

he would have to desist. If this fluid preparation is to be had, it should D

experimented on before it is required for use. A commander haying reco

noitred well beforehand all the ground over which the enemy has to move o

the opposite bank, should keep in his memory the advantageous point* «

crossing, and, putting himself in the enemy s position, consider what n

would do were lie in his place. Having thought well over the matter in *

its phases, he should fix on plans for all contingencies. His chief dithcU:

will be—when some night he receives notices from his outposts, at s

points, that the enemy are preparing to cross in their vicinity to v
several accounts and make up his mind as to the true point of attack.

< _iccounts and make up ms mum as w u.l ,

amount of money paid to spies for secret intelligence should te sjarea

obtain early notice of the enemy's intentions. Large numbers of boats >

lected at any one point is an indication of the locality he means to -

Strict watch should be kept upon all reconnoitring parties sent ou
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so ‘hai the points examined by them should be known. If the inhabitantsare friendly, it is half the battle. It is the duty of the troops who first reachthe crossing-point to delay the construction of any entrenchments as muchas possible, and to hinder that of the bridge. The localit^n whlch b t
®ri'pted| a"d the relative strength and morale of both armies must decidewhether an offensive movement from the Bridge-Head against the enemy’s
n^k

’ a
f,

he attempts to cross, shall or shall not be made.
g

If successful ifisrum to the enemy
;
but if not, it is ruin to you. To pass a riveHn refreat is

,
’ as a tactical operation, to that of retreating through a defile forch see Articles on “ Rear Guards " and “ Retreats ” ’

J-ortresses.—The general offr. called upon to plan or to conduct an in

wfi fieri

ha
1

t0 d6Clde how
„
the enemy's fortresses should be dealt with Aortifieci place not actually barring his line of advance may be merelyibsened by one or more columns of less strength than the garrison and‘ hlC

.
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mifif aunrt«i

a {0
\

Ce Str°n
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’yTf™ S° by
-

art
’
that the garrison would not risk an attack upon

:
ifI
A corP

. r
observatlon prepared at all times to accept battle would

. thin certain limits, neutralise the action of the garrison by preventing itom operating in some particular direction which it was especially desirablekeep free of all hostile troops, such as the flanks of your L ofC &cr. lastly, a fortress may be effectively blockaded by' troops occupyingositions all round it, as Metz and Paris were in 1870, so that its garrisonn have no influence upon the progress of the war beyond occupyinge attention of the troops blockading it. A fortress may however' soock your best line of advance, especially with regard to railway comm’unittions, as Metz, for example, in 1870, and Ruschuck in 1877-78 or it mav- of such political importance as to constitute the objectiw/point of thetmpaign as Pekin did in i860 and Paris in 1870, thafits capture mav be

av’be takeoff
y eSSentlal

,

to the access of the war. A fortified ptace

Hnnf 1

t k
v n

y a C<
?
up de maln

- ljy °Pen assault after a more or lessnous bombardment (as were the Takoo forts in i860), by a siege more
e strength nf '.hJ^ "’“""‘T

11 is carried out
' depending of course upon

d scieiftifi °l
the Place > and upon the relative military strength, courage

IhWWI knowledge of the combatants, or by being starved out by a
cl ™?i r

' 35 M
r
etZ

u
and Paris vvere in i87°- The siege of Delhi in

57. and of many of the strong places in- India during this century areod examples of irregular siege operations.
S century, are

uiac/tades.— Yhe manner in which Paris and Metz were blockaded in rfi™°“ld be «trefully studied for information as to how I “Sess can
,oUtr ely blockaded. In those instances the blockading army was oft the same numerical strength as the invested garrison but thenated victory had given the Germans a great m™uperiorlfy"o^
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the French. The German lines round Paris were about 46 miles in:

length • but by a judicious use of the electric telegraph, by the estab-

lishment of good and easy lateral communications between the several:

Brigds & Divns. employed, and between them and their fortified posts -

in front, and their base in rear, and by the construction of abatis

entanglements, and other obstacles, and the careful strengthening of f

all parts of the positions occupied by Fd. works, by a carefully plannedd

system of outposts, and patrols, the investment was effectively main-

tained by less than 200,000 men (the besieged garrison was of about

the same strength), or say about 4000 men to each mile of the lnvest-v

ing circle. When the garrison is an army, its object will naturally be to

break through the blockading circle by a great concentration of troops -

upon one point, whilst the enemy's attention is drawn, by false or partial

attacks, to other localities many miles off. The difficulties of effecting sucl

a concentration without being perceived by a watchful enemy are very

great, for in most localities it will be seriously impeded by suburbs, gardens

and the enclosures so generally common in the vicinity of large cities. 1c

maintain a good system of corresponding with some one within the place D;

means of small balloons, carrier pigeons, or trusty messengers, is one of th<

best methods for counteracting the power of the initiative possessed by ar

invested army. The concentration necessary for an ordinary sortie can tx

easily arranged without attracting the besieger's attention, but that required

to enable a blockaded army to break out should not be possible if prope-

watch is kept by the investing army, and if its commander knows his trade

and is duly alive to the power which money, properly expended on spies anti

traitors, gives him for obtaining early information, not only of the enemy

doings, but also of his plans, intentions, and resources. The blockadin?

line of fortified positions is necessarily so far from the invested place

that it is now extremely difficult for the army attempting to break-ou

to avoid exposing one or both of his flanks to a serious counter-stroke

Every arrangement should be made beforehand by the blockading army ta

the delivery of these counter-attacks on the enemy whilst he is striving t

force a way out along all the possible lines for doing so. It is the gres

retaining power given by B. L. R. arms to troops acting for the time on tli

defensive in carefully occupied and fortified positions, that enables on

army to successfully block another of about equal numbers.

In occupying the line selected for the blockading army, the rules wluc

apply to the occupation of a defensive position should be rememberer

There is always a temptation to hold posts in advance of the actua. 1

that it is intended to defend to the last extremity. To give way to th

feeling may lead you into serious trouble : as a rule, those advanced po

tions, although they may be strong in themselves, should only be occupic

by weak outposts intended to fall back on the main position in the event

a really serious attack in great force. Divide your line of investment
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iecl of the movement shouldy be known to those 2 offrs., but a false one must be found, and when
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within i or 2 days’ marches of the place, excuses must be found am

made the subjects of general conversation for having deviated from th«i

previously announced intention, the true one being denied up to the last day.

There is no operation that can test the efficiency of the staff more than

lh^le

T„E Reconnaissance of the Place must be effected by drivin

the garrison well within the works, when a close inspection of them and t!i

ground in their vicinity can be made. There are but few places in Europe c

which some plans cannot be had ;
the roughest will be of the greatest assis -

ance in coming to a decision as to the point or face to be attacked. 1 n

C R E having made the minutest possible inspection of the works, wx

draw up a plan of attack, which he will, if necessary, explain in detail to thf

commander. The mode of conducting this operation is described unde

the head of “ ist Class Reconnaissances.” For all subsequent operr

tions of the siege, it is most important that staff and R.E. offrs. shorn,

study the almanack well, and keep before them the hours of sunset, sunns-

and of the moon's rising and setting, so that all possible advantage mr

be reaped of every hour of darkness.

ord. Opening and carrying on the Works.—Soldiers are apt

think that during a siege the engineer should alone be the directing element

it is a great mistake ;
he can only form the plan, but almost the whole ,

the details for carrying it out must devolve upon the troops, and consequent

the staff, if they do their duty, have lots of work. Apart from their dutit

in camp, which have already been fully gone into, it is their duty to see tn

the communications between Divns., and parks, and trenches are proper

established, and that the reliefs of the trenches are duly carried out at t

.

hour, and in the manner appointed. A staff officer should conduct eaa

relief to the trenches, and hand it over to the S. O. on duty there. 1

guard of the trenches should be about fths of the strength of the gamst

The camps should be sheltered from view of the place, at about 2 orr

miles distance from it, according to the nature of the ground. 1

nearer they can safely be placed to the trenches, the better ; as every ex

mile to be marched over is of great consequence to hard-worked men. I

R.E. and R.A. park must be above all camps screened from its view a

fire ;
their position must depend upon the roads, as it is well to have this

near the main line of communication running to the rear and towards -

centre of attack. If none exist in the latter direction, one should be aid c

as soon as the position is taken up. It is also essential that roads or

least tracks, marked by a line of large-sized stones, should be laid out li*

the parade-ground of each Divn. to the spot where the reliefs enter

trenches. It is well sometimes to erect cairns of stones in prominn

positions along their track as land-marks.

The magnitude of the siege must decide whether the trenches are to
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covering parties must be withdrawn, their places being taken by a trenchguard at the rate of one man to every 2 yds • for ns the wnriLJ

'

have their rifles and are distributed in the same proportion, there wifTb/m case of a sortie, a man to every running yard of trench. Concealed insome undulation of the ground, about 500 or 600 yds. in rear there shouldbe strong resets of Infy.
;
and upon each flank] w untocover

or two Cavlv. if the ground is fav^bteTor^arm This is all the more necessary if any Cavly. are shut up in the placeIt may sometimes be expedient to keep some H. A. guns with these flankingdetachments, or have them ready at a short distance in the rear. The sen iofS O. on duty every twelve hours should make a full report of all that takesplace, during his tour of duty, to the C. of the S.
Assault.—The breaches having been reported practicable orthe fire of the place having been completely reduced and other favourable
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^ aSSaU ' ted
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m.lt - ?r °f die garrison, and to be well placed for followingup the supports. The nature of the work to be assaulted must deteminf

parties^mio
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be at places far away from the others, and large
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0 meu should be shown to give them an imposing air. The real

told off",n
haV<5 if there are deep ditches, and ascertain number

column
l
|° "mT

t0° S ’ as many of the ,alter as possible being R.E. Each

Sofh,™ f manyR ' E ' offrs ' as Possible with it, and to be com
should hi r f,

rgest possible organisation, so that battns., and brigds.

that k ,.

eas llUle cut up as possible. Upon every occasion, have the partys first to enter the enemy’s works composed entirely of volunteers, and
2 D 2
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:

led bv volunteer offrs. If the result is a success, all the survivors of these

volunteers should be rewarded and petted in every possible manner, is.

this is done at your ist. siege, the 2nd made in that war will be an easy

affair. When it is possible to do so, keep up the heaviest of artillery

fires upon all parts of the work where it can be done without danger to

vour troops. A firing party should be thrown out right and leit ot the,

stormers, who should join the support when the place had been entered 1

Cram on your reserves close on the heels of the supports ;
remember tna

the slightest check costs many lives, and that of all the reckless operation:

in war? a feeble assault, feebly supported, is the worst. If, as I said before

the advanced parties force their way in, and remaining there some time

are subsequently turned out, it is a blot on the commander's escutcheon

which should never be forgiven. The manner in which the gamson doe-

its work must determine the hour of assault. The configuration of tnh

•mound and the size of your trenches will also influence it, for it you

can °-et no other cover for your supports and reserves, you must assault a.:

daybreak, so as to be able to get them in their proper places under cover c.

^Vl'cflades.—It is a rash operation to attempt to escalade an escarp ove

in height ;
the ladders when placed in position should always projep.

at least A above the ditch ;
2 sets of ladders are required, one for th

descent into the ditch, the other for the ascent of the escarp. \\ he

placed in position, the slope of the ladders should not be greater than

Our scaling ladders are made in lengths of 6' and 12 each ; 4 men caa

carry an 18' ladder (about 100 lbs.) and 6 men a 24 ladder (about i-

lbs. ). Excellent scaling ladders can be made of common bamboo. J ne tij

of ladders to be used for night surprises should be muffled ;
troops to t

employed in an escalade should be drilled to the work beforehand.

Sieve Trains.—Counting the enemy's guns at 1 to every 15 yds. of tho;

works whose batteries can bear upon you, the besieger should have 3

every 2 guns of the enernv, and from 10 to 15 p.-c. spare to provide again

contingencies. We have 2 sorts of units from which siege trams are mao

up. (See page 47. ) . .

Our guns are not yet fitted with overbank carriages ;
if we attempt to can

on a siege with our present carriages we must lose heavily at our guns

consequence. To begin the siege, 500 rds. per gun is wanted, but at lea 1

q times that number will be required for a siege of ordinary duration.

Defence of Places—The duties of an oftr. appointed to command

fortified place are to make himself thoroughly acquainted with every me t

ground within 2 or 3 miles of the glacis (this is a duty equally binding P<

all staff and R.E. offrs. under him), and to have fully detailed lists mat

out of all the warlike material. The C.R.E. to report upon the defenc

and of the work that should be done. The heads of all departments
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ThTwlv?/ the
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rrison that remained to him, it is well worth tryingThe heroic defence of Genoa in 1800, and of Jellalabad should be read andremembered. These memoranda are only intended for ut when theesiegers are of a civilised nation. When they are Asiatics or indeed anvbarbarous people, never surrender as long as you have supplies sufficient tosupport life
; when they fail, then the last act of the drama must be to cm>our way out. Never surrender your arms and ammunition to such anenemy. As long as you are armed and keep together, you can mana^eTo°{ AsiaticS at a dista«ce. The story of the faint hefrted
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.,
be

.
divided into divisions of about 100 each, those beino- in-njn

ecTonTo b’Tffi
of about 25 - Each divn. ,’ aTdTf pTssiKa hw T b charge of a transport offr., who will have in his pocket-

Sfcc \n\r^T{ lheWagg0ns and their contents, of the driven horses,

lead of the i

TT l-
entrymg the most valuable stores to be always at the

mil T Tadmg ?
,V1S10n

' If there are any pack animals, such as camels
PThtS

’m
&C” they shou,d a!so bV divided into divisions andActions, and should precede the wheeled conveyances, or if the nature of
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the country will permit, they should march on one or both flanks, leaving;

the road clear for the waggons. All should march upon
'

fft
front. On most roads waggons can go two abreast ,

t.hey sh.odd hav e 4Vit

between them. In South Africa the waggons marched at times 4 and

abreast To calculate the length of road your convoy will occupy, see.

Table in article on “ Marches.” The average breadth of waggons maybe

taken at c ft In an ordinary country the rate of march is 2 miles an our

The distribution of the force must greatly dependupon^
line of waggons ;

but under all circumstances the O. C. it must especia

avoid frittering away his strength with a view to protecting every par

the convoy as by so doing he is strong nowhere : he must endeavour t>

keep his men together. It is a good rule, applicable to most circumstance-

to divide your force into 3 equal portions : Jrd being in the centre as ma .

body and reserves ;
ird furnishing the Advd. Gd. and all detachments require

SiniSlteLin body ;
and the other do »g ,h« -»»» ™g£;

the rear Infy. is more especially required with the Advd. and Kr. cms.

the main body of the Cavly. and Mtd. Infy being with theimam bod;

so that reinforcements can be rapidly sent from it to Any point tlG

nttaoked If the country is open, it may be advisable to divide the ma

body into two one to march on each flank at about 200 yds. or 30oydd

from its ordinary position in the line of march. The same disposition worn

equally apply to all other bodies placed anywhere along the lines of wiagg

,

when the country admits of it. If there is any suspicion as to the host,

disposition of the drivers, a strict watch must be kept <over them1 by •

parties of 3 or 4 mounted men told off to every couple of hundred >as
J

Front, flanks, and rear should be well watched by small patrds of we

mounted dragoons, to a distance of from 2 to 3 miles. The Advd. Gc

composed of all three arms, should be about 1 or 2 miles m front.

^
11

there should be a small party of pioneers 0
n r'^he vs hole as w ell

Gd. should be close to the rear waggons. The O.Cthc whole, as vvei

of the various parts, must remember that the object is to get th® c°>

over a certain extent of country without losing a cart or anmial a l t .

thev must only fight when they cannot accomplish their object withe

doing so He may sometimes have to act offensively, to gain time o

convoy to pass a river or some other obstacle or he may find , necess.

. Hrlvp off small Darties that annoy him with long-range fire ,
but ha

secured his object, iFeniust not be lei away by success to follow the enev

It is of great importance, that whatever fighting be undertaken, whet

in ’attack or defence, that the march of the convoy should not be c e aj

thereby If attacked in force beyond Ins power of resistance it will b

the commander to decide whether he cannot save a portion by saenfiw

the rest If he is overpowered, nothing remains but toconcenrateal

force, and mounting his infantry on the horses taken from thewagge
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*P^e good his retreat, or in that manner cut a way through the enemy
All waggons breaking down on the line of march should have their
loads distributed amongst the others, and should then themselves be seton tire.

The selection of good defensible positions close to water for the animalsand on firm, good ground that is easily accessible from the road you
are marching on, in which to park the convoy for the night is of great
consequence. Whatever may be the form which circumstances may require
the park to assume, the guns should be at the angles, so as to sweep the
aces. Natural obstacles, such as streams, should be selected to protect at
least one of the faces. Strict watch to be kept at night over the animalsand drivers, when there is the slightest chance of the latter being in theenemy s interests.

Convoys especially of provisions, are but little required now in European
tvars, lor the mam lines of communication are along railroads, or rivers
navigable by steamboats. However, in India, many years must elapse ere
similar facilities can be expected. During the mutiny the writer took partm convoys where the carts alone extended 5 or 6 miles along the road from
which the enemy s cavalry was only kept at a distance by the great range ofour arms, which told so much in our favour in an open level country.
1 he Laager.—In South Africa every defensive work is styled a “ Laager ”

but here I refer exclusively to the waggon laager so commonly formed
during operations in that country. In trace it is either square or oblong
almost always the latter. When each ox is allowed 36 sq? ft. the smallest
sized laager that will hold the oxen, is that formed with 60 waggons if thespace per ox be reduced to 27 sq. ft.

,
48 waggons will suffice. The waggons

are formed in single rank in a hollow square, the axles touching, and
&
with

their poles outwards : the most common formation is shown in diagram :hey are then in a position to march quickly when the animals are hoolfed in
It is a good plan to lock the wheels, and fasten the wheels of each waggono those next to it. The men and animals to be inside the square

;
a shelter

trench should be formed along the outside, close to the waggons, so that
with men in or on the waggons, a double line of Infy. fire can be obtainedu time and circumstances permit, the best form for the bivouac of a very largeconvoy of waggons, when attack is possible, is a large square laager with thewaggons formed as described, to contain the animals, drivers and all non-
combatants, having two small redoubts or works formed of shelter trenches at
opposite corners, as shown in diagram. The faces of the laager are thus pro-

of
by a

.

st
.

ronS flanking fire. When the convoy consists of camels, theysnould at night be formed into a close column, their legs tethered, their headsnwards, and their saddles and loads piled up round the column as a sort ofude parapet. If trees or bushes are to be had, the strongest possible fenceshould be formed all round both the square containing the animal carts?
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&c and also round the protecting works at the diagonal corners. It was

in this fashion that our zerebahs were formed at our various desert posts in

the Soudan. If your enemy is a determined savage like the Soudan Arab

each column should carry with it plenty of entanglement wire.

Street Fighting.—To be considered under two heads : ist, ngntii ^

obtain complete possession of a city or town into which you have force*

your way, but where the defenders are still prepared to resist ,
andly ,

tb

suppression of city riots or of insurrection in a city which you hold with

garrison, but where the population is hostile.
. f , .i

The fighting at Lucknow during the mutiny presented examples of both

ist. It is of great importance to obtain a plan, no matter how roug

showing the streets and the position of the public buildings, and of.

squares or other open spaces where large numbers of the enemy ca

assemble. If possible, find out from spies where his main positions art

and the quarter of the town or the buildings that he has especiallyfortfi

as an interior keep, &c. To open out one or more roads to thus ctntK

position, or to some commanding point in its immediate vicinity, s-^
possible, to cut his forces into two or several parts and P^'ent them ho

assisting one another, is the first great object to be . . •

‘

^
selected the route or routes by which you mean to force your way, a
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seizing the houses on both sides. When a column finds its progress barred
by barricades and the fire from the adjacent houses, every endeavour must
be made to turn such positions, by using by-lanes, breaking through
houses, and working a passage from one to the other, until you obtain
possession of some point in their rear. The defence soon slackens when
the retreat of the defenders is seriously threatened. As a rule, it is better
to allow them a 11

bolt-hole
;

’’ for if all retreat is cut off from them, it is
apt to make them desperate, and a few determined men who have made up
their minds to die, may inflict immense loss upon the assailants in street
warfare. If you do happen to cut parties off, open a parley with them at
once with a view to their immediate surrender

;
give them any possible

terms, sooner than fight them for possession of the houses they occupy.
If you are advancing in more than one column, open out lateral com-
munication one with the other, wherever it is practicable to do so. Be most
careful in following up every advancing column with n long tail of supports,
for if small bodies, such as the heads of these columns must ever be, become
isolated in a great unknown city, the men are apt to become uneasy and
subject to panic, to which their success, and the fact, perhaps, of having
penetrated a long distance without opposition, tends to make them all the
more susceptible. Unless men, when fighting in a large city, see their rear
well closed up by supports, they become uneasy and hesitating. Fighting
under such circumstances is most bewildering work: you hear firing all
round you, perhaps, and have to make face to the enemy in so many different
directions, that it is hard to know sometimes which is your true front.
With the head of each column there should be a party of R.E., provided
with hatchets, crowbars, and powder bags. A very strong door can be
blown open by io lbs. of powder, even if barred and bolted. A rifle bullet
hred into a lock will generally destroy it. If the roofs are flat or double, it
is essential to make a way along them, when the houses are held by the
enemy : if the roofs cannot be used, openings must be made with crowbars,
from one house to the other in the uppermost story. In this manner a
passage may be opened into the centre of a city without great loss

;
whereas

if the columns are pushed through the streets without obtaining possession
of the houses on each side, the losses are sure to be very great, and the
operation has a demoralising effect upon the men.

2ndly. City Riots.—To suppress a city riot or the insurrection in a townm which you are garrisoned, it is essential to occupy such positions within
it as will enable you to isolate the quarter which is the main stronghold of
the insurgents. Having done so, endeavour to divide it up into sections
isolating them one from the other as much as possible. Never attack
barricades, or positions, in cities with brute force, but by seizing upon
houses or posts in their rear, or on their flanks, force the enemy to become
the assailant. Much may in some cases be done towards bringing a hostile
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population to reason, by cutting off their supply of provisions and water.

Confine the mobs as much as possible to the streets by holding the squares 5

and open places. A mob if allowed to assemble in an open place, soon

realises its strength, which it cannot well clo when confined to narrow

streets where it is easily controlled by small bodies of troops. Make flank k

attacks on the mob as it moves along the chief highways, and so break their

columns up. A couple of heavy waggons or omnibuses driven from a cross

street into such a column and then halted and its wheels taken oft, is an

admirable plan for breaking up a column and retarding a mob s movements.

Keep your troops out of sight as much as possible until the moment arrives

for them to act ;
the police, and at home the special constables, should be,

the first line, and the soldiers should only put in an appearance when the

first line had failed to accomplish the object in view. Troops should hold-d

the railway stations and all the other important points so as not to have .'

any great 'distance to force their way to any threatened locality ;
it is very ,

important to have all your posts connected by telephone or telegraphs, and .

if possible by underground wires.
. „ . ,

,

Wars with Savage Nations.—As wars like those in Zulu-land, New

Zealand, Ashantee, and in the Soudan, may have frequently to be under-

taken by our army, a few lines on the subject of bush fighting may not be*

out of place here.

To carry out successfully and quickly a war against a savage nation, some-,

thing in addition to ordinary strategy in the general, and more than mere

drill-book knowledge in the company offrs. and private soldiers is neces -

sary
;
you must to a great extent adopt the enemy's mode of fighting, wluci

is invariably well suited to the country they occupy ;
their tactics carnet

out by highly-disciplined, well-armed soldiers will generally be successful!

but you must strike hard and strike quickly, They never expect European

to venture into their fastnesses, and become demoralised if they find thei

enemy as well able as they are to get through their bush, or to climb then

steep and nigged mountains. Zulu and Maori wars are to a great exten

wars of stratagem and constantly varying tactics : surprises, ruses am

treachery are the savage’s most powerful weapons, and with some racer

night attacks are very common. It is, therefore, most desirable that thei

habits, customs and mode of fighting should be well know n toe\er\ o i

engaged I n grassy countries like Natal, the American praines, &c. ,
beware

of beiiw burnt out
;
as a precaution against such a disaster, encamp on th

banks of rivers, which protect you against fire from at least one direction, c

,

halt only on the ground over which fire has already swept, or you can bur

a strip yourself with care round your position. Against night surprise-

your best protection, next to a most watchful look-out, aie obstacles, eit 1

natural ones, such as rivers, streams, marshes, precipices, kc. or artihci.

ones, such as entanglements made with wire, or Abatis made of prickly peat
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thorny bushes, &c., if there is time, planted like hedges All parties
thrown out to the front and all sentries in front of them again, must be
similarly protected. Broken bottles are very good as an obstacle againstunshod savages. When attacked at night your men should lie down and
hre volleys by word of command, but no individual file firing should be
allowed

;
indeed, to reserve your fire as much as possible has an awe-

stnking effect frequently upon the night assailant, he does not know whatyou are at, and your cool indifference at his approach tends to frighten
him, whereas if your camp is all noise and bustle, your evident confusion
gives him pluck, and encourages him to attack boldly.
Always distrust Eastern and savage nations in war

; allow no assurances
on their part to cause you to relax your precautions in the least. This rulewas found to be essential in the China war of 1S60, and the ignoring of it inthe first Afghan war, and at Cawnpore in 1857, led to disaster. Savages whohave any knowledge of British soldiers will not as a rule attack or fightthem m the open

; they fly to mountains, forests or difficult country with the
instinct of the wild animal. You can best meet their tactics by sudden
secret y-planned and rapidly-executed movements, if your troops are well
disciplined and well in hand

;
such movements if executed during the night

are doubly efficacious, but even if it be thought expedient only to attack bv
daylight, the operation up to the actual onslaught should be carried outunder cover of night. Rapidity of movement and sudden unexpected
attacks demoralise an undisciplined enemy. If you wish to fall upon himunawares your marches must be made at night, in perfect silence, by little
Irequented paths, no fires to be allowed during temporary halts and insome instances smoking even to be forbidden when in liis vicinity Inmarching at night through forests or difficult ground, the head of the columnhould go at a slow pace, with halts every

\ or | hour, to allow of closing
“P’ f°r

‘.n
,

th
t
dfk

^
he l

,

al1 of even a velT sma11 force is very likely to lose thetouch with the head unless the pace is leisurely, and the halts are frequent.Aever omit to have one of your best officers in rear of the column.
savag<

p
uncivilised nations generally occupy uncultivated territory

a here but few or no supplies can be obtained, the enemy having mostprobably driven away his cattle to distant places of security the commis^nat que^ion will generally be your greatest difficulty. Every one offrs
ncluded, employed upon short expeditions, in healthy and temperate
' l

"[at<r
s

'.
shoald therefore carry 4 or 5 days' biscuit and groceries, slaughter

f
ttle b

.

einS driven. No spirit ration to be allowed. In hot and in veryuountainous countries, where it is essential that the English soldier shouldladen as little as possible, 1 day's biscuit should only be carried the
-omnnssariat supplies being carried on mules, which can practically be takenvherever infantry can go.

3 1

In planning a war against an uncivilised nation who have perhaps no
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"captal, yout firs, object shouldI be .he

and the destruction or deprivation of which will pro J £ and the

In the same way tire capture of a Kathr «“®
^
ctuue

^variably the

to reason. With all savages to ki its warrmrs^s, however,
^ ^ ^

most efficacious policy, and it should therefore b
g wounded is one o

tecled. Fighting ,L ^mlrch Tin'll «uck upon th

your wounded anywhere, eithe „
. for exampie

,
for there, as eac,,

enemy’s position Not so m tl . h
protection inside that movab

man fell wounded he had to De carneu
p des anything like rap

and living redoubt, the, Square.
^

1

denlor
’

llizing influence upon ov

movement during an action, a ‘
. :ncreased by this knowledge

men, for their horror of being wounded is ^
whilst the immediate presence amongst

calculated to impro
„f them h, entente agony joo then

dispoS*

Set. £5 h’is’lherefore K3
Take him into the open,^“^“'when they find themsel

becomes as scared as our n
cnemy Of all things 1 therefore c

S'*! » t'ne«s
S

„;y to „»he up the »«»*
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men required, select the best offrs. from each battn. to command their own
men, and then select from the army generally the best F.Os. and regtl.
staff. With battns. formed in his manner, your loss will be much less than il

so many battns. are taken because they are ist. on the roster, and the war will
be brought to an end in a much shorter space of time. (See article on ‘ 1 The
Organization of Little Armies.”) As fighting in the bush everresolves
itself into a number of little battles between small parties of men, I would
recommend that the proportion of company offrs. to N.-C.Os., Rk. and FI.
should be i to 20. The men should be armed with breech-loading carbines',
and the Elcho sword-bayonet or the naval cutlass, made to fit the carbine, as
in the navy. The men should be clothed in very dark grey or khaki (the
colour of the uniform used in the Ashantee War was too light for a dense
forest), and in other respects equipped as were the troops that marched to
Coomassie. All offrs. and sergeants should be provided with pocket-com-
passes ; before each action it should be stated in orders what the compass-
bearing of the line of advance was to be. All fighting must be by section,
3 sections of each company being deployed and one kept in reserve. No crowd-
ing together must ever be allowed, and when the enemy is approached suffi-
ciently near, he must be rushed at with a ringing cheer, if it is possible to get
through the bush to do so. Most brave savages will hold their ground in a
bush for ever, if you content yourself with firing at them from behind trees,
but the savage knows well that when the white man runs in on him that it
is time for him to bolt. When fighting in the bush upon any large scale (as
at the engagements of Amoaful and of Ordahsu), where the fighting extends
over a large area, and rages not only in front but on the flanks and in the
rear, a great difficulty to be avoided is to prevent your men from occasionally
firing in a direction that must hurt their own friends. The offrs. with their
compasses in hand, should be able as a rule to tell whether it was safe or not
to fire in any proposed direction. Be most careful to guard your reserves of
ammunition and other impedimenta well, keeping parties on its flanks in the
hush, and having a strong Rr. Gd. to help those parties when required.
Our attempts to carry on Kaffir wars with Lancers, Dragoon Guards, Fd.

Artillery and Infy.
, dressed and equipped as they would be for a march past

at home and commanded in a sort of slow, barrack-yard, field-day fashion,
although strictly according to regulation, have never been satisfactory, and
have more than once led to disaster. One of the ablest men who ever
commanded against Kaffirs, once told me that he was accustomed thus to
estimate the enemies he had to contend against in the Cape Colony

;
the

first and most serious difficulty was his own Artillery, then his own regular
Cavly. and lastly, the Kaffirs.
The effect of artillery is absurdly small upon an enemy who does not

nght in large or even in formed bodies, and whose fighting line is a thin
line of skirmishers without either supports or reserves. Guns hamper
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your movements considerably by forcing you to manoeuvre only on ground

where they can operate, and by the difficulty which their necessary p -

tection presents, when moving through wooded gorges, forests &c., &c. In

all these sort of wars, but especially in a bush country, I regard it as

essential that every gunner employed should be armed with a revolver inh

a thick bush or forest country, like Burmah or Ashantee, rockets are likely

to be as demoralising to your own men as to the enemy, owing to tut

eccentricity of their flight when they strike trees. This is not the case .

you are moving over an open, and especially a level, district from which yoi

can discharge your rockets into thickets or large patches of wood, whicl

you wish to clear of the enemy. Hale's rockets, with shell attached can b

used in tolerably level and open countries with good effect, especially agama.

horsemen. War rockets are no longer included amongst our warlike storey

and their manufacture has been abandoned. If the bush tracks are goodd

there is nothing better than the sj-inch howitzer, but if the piece has to

carried by men or mules, the 7-pounder steel gun is far the best weapon, c

if long range is required, the 2-5" screw gun of 400 lbs.

Considerable method is required by all C.Os. in bush-fighting, if tilt

is hurrv your force gets cut up into several parts without any connect or

between them, and it is difficult to collect them again for any concert^

action. In no sort of warfare is it more essential to have a small resenn

kent intact up to the last moment, for it is impossible to see what yow

enemy is about, or to know where he is until his attacks have actual,

developed themselves, and panics are more probable in a dense forest

in an open country. Teach your men to go into the bush : there ’snO iaB

in lying down and firing ;
the savage is perhaps better at that game th. J

y0U
y
are, your only safety is to go straight at your enemy whenever anr

wherever you see him ;
this demoralises the savage, and although you ra.u

lose a few men in the rush, your loss will be less in the long run than 1 )

endeavoured to turn him out of his position by a heavy fire. As the resi-

of all actions in a dense forest depends upon the company officers, and

their fertility of resource, they must to a very great extent rely upon tlier

selves and act upon their own responsibility : it is therefore most essent

that all officers to be employed in bush-fighting should be carefully selec -

tor that duty The conveyance and protection of your baggage on t

march is a serious difficulty in all irregular warfare. 1 o capture an enern;

baggage is one of the first objects of the savage warrior. Its quantity nm

be reduced to a minimum, by foregoing the use of tents and e\cr>thi.

bevond the bare necessaries of life.
. ,

In drawing up schemes for small wars against an undisciplined or b.

barous enemy, the arrangements for feeding your men y ^
greatest difficulty. If you have at any period of the operation i to hatt -

some time in order to bring up provisions, you give such renewed coups
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to the enemy as to make him often forget the success you had perhaps
already achieved

; he imagines you halt from fear. It is much better to
postpone beginning the campaign to a late period, so that you may be
able to complete all your supply arrangements beforehand, and so be able to
carry it through to the end without any subsequent halt, than to rush into
it at an early date before everything had been prepared for carrying it out
to the end without any pause during its progress. Nothing will demoralise
the undisciplined enemy more than rapidity of movement and an unhesitating
display of energy and a constantly renewed and prolonged effort on your
part. If he on his part obtain a victory, its very success seems to exhaust
him and render his subsequent movements slow. He halts to plunder or to
rejoice over his victory, and is correspondingly dazed and panic-stricken ifwhen you obtain a success it operates upon you in a different fashion and
quickens your movements and gives increased energy to the blows' von
Follow it up with. J

Hill expeditions in India.—It is scarcely necessary to say that the smaller
the amount of your impedimenta

,
the easier will be the operation • the

season of the year, condition of the crops, scarcity or abundance of water
the distance it is intended to penetrate beyond our frontier, and the probable
length of time it is intended to stay in the enemy’s country, will all influence
the amount of stores you must carry with you. It has been calculated by
the ablest of our offrs. skilled in these expeditions that the minimum pro-
portion of native followers to fighting men (English and native is i to 2*
tor an operation calculated to extend over from 10 to 30 days

; these
followers would be chiefly muleteers and dhooly bearers. All the native
ollowers, bheesties included, should be given a military organisation, being
livided into squads of about 25 men each under a havildar, there being a
lemadar to every 4 of these squads. All, including offrs.’ servants should
ae armed with their native weapons of sword and shield, a proportion of
:he best being given pistols. In the hills the pack animals must, as a rule,
narch in Indian file, and in such order they require i muleteer to every q
intmals. For short expeditions no tents should be taken, but if any are
:onsidered necessary for the sick and wounded, the bell tent only should be
Jsed. In order that the men should be able to move easily in the hills,
rom 40 to 60 rds. only should be carried in the pouches, the greatcoats
mould be carried on mules, 30 coats packed in a bed saleeta being a fair load
or each mule. A towel and a piece of soap carried in the greatcoat being
he only kit required by the English soldier, whilst the coat alone is all
he sepoy wants. Woollen clothing, fitting loosely to allow full freedom
>f action to the body should alone be worn by all ranks of Europeans.

reg"-..reserve of 100 rds. per rifle will be ample for most of these hill
erays, it all are armed with the same weapon

;
if not, the reserve should

5e increased to 125 or 150 rds. per rifle. In many instances it may be
2 E
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desirable to divide this into a Regtl. and a General Reserve in proportion

of i to 2. q ,
_ j others not carrying rifles to be arran

All offrs., gunners, S Segts^ and^ others ^ in
s
to the hiUs of lnd

with regulation revolvers Many ot our
at

. ^ because the u

have failed to accomplish at^ Atkins from Whitechapel,

of picked men was ignored , y y taught the goc

Ram Bux from the:
Benares^n b̂

e

0

h
f

e

a soldier ,
being" regarded

step, and dressed m t ^ hillman, who, a warrior by bin

-

fully competent to face the Afndee or' otner n
,

f aU h hl

was" engaged in defending his own
atwlrather the capt,

dear on earth ;
andly, becat J

f h hill warriors and 1
1

and burning of villages instead of the killing o tn^
owing to >

destruction of their ci op
native followers taken with each colun

ijordinate amount o of our lnd
The Indian offr. '

.
, British soldier is an exotic that must

Empire is apt to
'and ffiat hfmust therefore have a r

tended like a sick
\
y s h °

d native servants to wait on him, being unable

ration daily, havei tent« inseparable from hill warfare. The c.

“rough it and kc
^ 1

tk°

i
* troublesome and difficult, and none shoo

veyance of rum on mules is
y^ j forbidden to take wine ;

tea

in my opimon bc taken
^
the

can do the hardest work without any sj

easily carried, and that
of the Red River Expedition. N'

for myself as a captaini and y 3
change 0f clothes, and the one sen-

bag
fp
a
ffor°an

S

fom o™us I.i most of the best-conducted hill expedmo

f°
k

n
°

ch regt was allowed 2 servants for the mess, and that for

find that each reS muie was allowed to every 2 staff, or e.

conveyance of ba^g*
inion thi s is excessive, and that 15 lbs. per re

3 regtl. offrs. y
cooking canteen of about 22 lbs. for the o

and 25 lbs. per S. O.
, or other offrs . ,

should be ample. F or r

of each company, or or eve y j 4
an f British troops, 6 mules

men’s cookmg utensils
baltn . of aU other native troops are ne

Goorkha battn. and 4™ ^ .

n kajawahs (wicker-work panniers cov

sary : the pots, ixc., arc
conveyance of water from the va i

with leather), or m rope nets.
^ Q^y^he hiUs (in addition to

to the men manoeuvring
the plains by regulation), 4 pitkals (cow-

number of bheest.es allowed 1 the P ^guia H
^nbsh '

water-bags carried on mules or oxen) are aUowea
company

r» -— ««
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5000 fighting men 2 hospitals only should be allowed, 1 for Europeans and 1
for natives : the system of having a hospital for each battn. is not only
foolish and extravagant, but by greatly increasing the amount of impedi-
menta to be carried and protected, it seriously hampers the movements
and increases the difficulties to be overcome. The dandy is the only kind
of ambulance suited to the hills in the opinion of Indian offrs., but it is
thought that in many instances cacolets might be used with advantage
if mules of sufficient size could be obtained. The pole of the dandy should
be of bamboo

; each dandy requires 4 bearers
(
kahars ). The proportion of

dandies allowed is generally 10 per cent, for Europeans, and 12 to each
native battn., i.e., about 2 per cent. Axes, billhooks, and other necessary
tools should be carried regimentally, one mule per battn. being allowed for
their conveyance. When operating in the hills against border tribes, the
initiative of attack should always be with us. When actually in presence
of the enemy, all delays before attacking, even those entailed by making
preparatory dispositions, they attribute to fear, and are emboldened in
consequence : the Umbeyla expedition of 1863 is a good illustration of this.
Mountain guns and small mortars can be used with good effect when
the enemy takes up positions behind sangas. In all such expeditions the
real fighting unit will be the company : our handy little companies give us a
great advantage in this respect, which we shall lose if ever we are induced
by the seductive tendency of imitation to adopt the system of large com-
panies which many years ago was introduced for economical reasons into
the Prussian army. Captains of companies must use every endeavour to
keep their men together, which, even with our small companies of about
100 men each, is no easy matter in a rugged, mountainous district

; above
all things, do not press or hurry your men, for men out of breath are useless
for the final charge

;
this charge, when made, should be accompanied bv loud

cheering, sounding of bugles, &c. In all such operations endeavour to
impress your savage enemy with the conviction that you despise him as an
adversary, and that you are always only too glad to come to close quarters
'vith him

;
at the same time, you must never omit to take every possible

precaution against surprise, and always have a reserve in hand to meet any
unforeseen contingency that may arise, for remember you are dealing with a
courageous people who are born soldiers. I do not think that night tumiim
moyements with a view to surprises, and to getting behind the enemy so as
to inflict really heavy losses upon him, have been tried as often as they
should have been in our hill warfare in India. The hillmen themselves are
much given to night attacks, so when you halt in the evening, your first
care should be to make your position quite secure for the night

; no
precautions should be omitted

;
a force may be overpowered by numbersmd destroyed without incurring dishonour, but if it be surprised, the

commander should never be forgiven.

2 E 2
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PART IV.

IS to understand bridge-making. ’

cross streams or nve
be placed in posdtonsrvbere *m,h.”f^ou„, ries do not affo

materials iha, can supply the pto

properly. ™^,”f
e”Xei?Sne wood's abound, the repair or construct!

a“fesas
roa^ay 9' v d in the dear, and may be reckoned as weighm? 80,M*

runS^ °f brf5V long ^5
red Canada pn e 15 9 ° & 3 i

d
wilh iron plates. Nine of tit

J

hc ™dsJ"“Swhen the bridge is intended for the passage of s-

baulks are ust
sketch 1 are of the same scantling as

lashings applied at every 4 or 5- }. VwJ'hv i.V"

planks forming the roadway: they are of^ - Jn ca ,allaling

.

r bc carei

* This does not necessarily apply to Regtl. Transport.
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istimated, for when rough, green material is used, it will frequently weigh
is much as 200 lbs. per running foot.

A roadway of 8' wide in the clear will admit the passage of Infy. in
fours,

^

of Cavly. 2 abreast, and of all description of military waggons in
lie. 9' in the clear is, however, a much better and safer width, especially
vhen there is any likelihood of a sway on the bridge. A width of 10' or 1

1

1

vill admit of mounted offrs. or orderlies passing in the opposite direction
whilst a column of troops is crossing. To allow for a cross stream of
raffic, the width in the clear should not be less than 16'. The width of
oadway should not be less than 10' for the passage of loaded camels, nor less
han 12' if loaded elephants have to cross

;
6' will suffice for Infy. in file,

or Cavly. in single file, and for field guns if passed over by hand
;
1A 1

will
idnut of Infy. passing in single file. Planks for the roadway (technically
ailed chesses) of if

1
' thick are sufficient for ordinary traffic. For heavy or

:ontinuous wheeled traffic, additional planks should be laid longitudinally
>ver the roadway where the wheels pass. In bridges where^there are
russes joined transversely overhead, a clear space of 9' in height is required
or waggons and Cavly., of n r

for camels, and 15' for elephants. Ramps
it the end of a bridge intended for R.A. should not have a greater slope
han ^th. If the ramp is long, the slope for ordinary traffic should not
exceed ]th. A handrail should always be provided, especially for horse
raffic

; a single rope on each side will generally suffice.

Fig. as-

In this sketch the superstructure, except the planking of roadway, is
fown as made with round unhewn timber. The baulks (B B) must always
e close enough together to support the chesses : they should have a fair
verlap, and be lashed together on both sides of the transom (T T) where
ley meet. In a bridge of more than 1 bay, if tapering spars are used for

.

ks, they must be arranged on each transom or saddle so as to be all
bps or all “butts." The distance bridged by one set of baulks, i.e., the
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distance between.any 2 transom, In

2*$*%esi£li 7" 57 3". «
5 ^STak, Infy. crowded in '.fours= W of «.<

purpose the transoms, if of a circular section, sn°u
The rack .

less'than 9". This superstructure can be used1
w.AaU bndg^

lashings are not shown m jsketch. I P £ Qf strong hurdies ,
the ends

poles of from 3 to 6 m drameter, or t

are frequently used most-

breaking joint, may be used instead.
^ ^ superStructure for the

satisfactorily for this purpose ml:
,

'

by f ; the chesses were
Blanshard pontoons, the baulks were 14 2 by 45 5

• • » 1 t,.. ^ r- Kir t!” . 1 nri
II

-D
S
eld weight cmly* produces half the strain d^W^moving lo^ The

following weights, per lineal foo, of ro
'

Jn file or four3 at prope

(live load) of troops mmarchi g • A
2go lbs _

. ;n fours crowded
intervals, 224 lbs. : in nle crowd £

ri2
_
lbs. : in half sections, 22 ;

at a check, 560 lbs. - cavalry m s g .
-

•

half sections wherr

lbs. ;
in file cr°wdedata che^^^^Vf anunarmed man 155 «*. : c

crowded at a check, 378 . &
, man and horse 1400 lbs.

"JSOSSS£l« weight of guns end olhe, milikUT

Description of Gun, &c.

64-pr. Gun, M. L. R. • •

40-pr. ,, •>
*

25-pr. „ > •
• •

16-pr. „ .
>>

• •

Ammunition Wagon
13-pr. Gun, B. L. R. * *

Ammunition Wagon

9-pr. Gun, M. L. R. 6 cwt.

,, , , ,» ® »
” Ammunition Wagon

G. S. Forge, or Store Wagon
Pontoon Wagon . •

Wire „ •

S. A. A. Cart . • •

lbs.

2464
2632
1708
1848
2016

inches.

The column A gives the length in^nches^
f^^fo^U^hese carriages, except :

the
d
pontoo

V

n^’and wagons, which have a track of 7o inches.

* Calculated for a load of 30 cwts.
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Unarmed men, crowded, averaging 145 lbs. per man, gives a weight of no lbs. per
yuarefoot ofroadway, which is the heaviest weight that can be brought on a bridge
nder any circumstances in the field. Elephants cannot be made to crowd together,
t hen loaded with baggage an elephant occupies a space of about 99 square ft. (n ;

-

y 9 )• f heir average wt. (including their load of 13 cwt.) may be taken as 72 cwt.,
f which T% is borne on hind legs, which are 6£ ft. from the fore legs. In calculation
must be assumed tnat a weight of 44 cwt. may be brought on to one foot of an
ephant. Elephants unloaded occupy a space of about 55 square ft. (n' by 5'). The
eight of an elephant harnessed into the shafts of a gun may be taken at 66 cwt. ;

is hind legs are 5-E, and those of the leader 22E from the axle of the limber.
Camels

, when loaded with baggage, occupy a space of about 70 square ft. (10' by
Their average wt. (including their load of 4^ cwt.) may be taken as 15 cwt., of

hich |rd is borne on the hind legs, which are about 4!' from their fore legs. It must
5 assumed that a weight of 10 cwt. may be brought on to one foot of a camel.
Pac& bullocks, such as are used in India, when loaded with baggage, occupy a space
about 134- square ft. (5' by 2^'). Their average wt. (including their load of 5^ cwt.)
ay be taken as 11^ cwt., of which ^rd is borne on the hind legs, which are about 3^'
om their fore legs. In calculation it must be assumed that a weight of 3! cwt. may
5 brought on to one foot of a pack bullock.
Cattle for Commissariat purposes may be assumed to weigh each about 9 cwt., and
hen crowded, occupy a space of about 9 square ft. of standing room.
To each running ft. of a 10' roadway must be added from about 90 to 120 lbs. as wt.
r superstructure.

When troops are crossing suspension, military, spar, and floating bridges, the
'flowing rules should be attended to :—Infantry must break step, and all music
iase

; and files or sections must not be closed up. Cavalry will, as a rule, cross in
le, but never faster than a walk. Wheel carriages of all kinds, including field
ti ery and artillery of position, up to the 40-pr. rifled B.L., with trained horses, are
» cross fully horsed

; with unsteady horses, carriages must be passed over by hand.

^
ou * horses and crossing with the wheel horses only is strictly for-

en. Halting on a bridge is to be avoided. If it be absolutely necessary to halt
1 a pontoon bridge, gun wheels must rest as near as possible midway between two
>ats. Artillery should cross at increased intervals. If the bridge sways so as to
-come very unsteady, the column must be halted, and not allowed to resume its
ovement till the swaying has ceased. If heavy guns or traction engines have to be
issed over pontoon bridges, special arrangements will be adopted. These rules
!>ply to all suspension, military, spar, and floating bridges. Officers will incur grave
sponsibility if they cross a bridge otherwise than in the way recommended by the
cer in charge. When any large bodies of men or large trains have to cross

imporary bridges, it is essential that there should be a S. O. in charge of each bridge,
la his orders must be implicitly obeyed by all ranks. Cattle being liable to fright
lould be driven over in small numbers at a time, the bridge being given up to them
itirely for the time of their passage.
Floating Bridges can always be easily made over rivers when either
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boats or casks are to be had. An offr. will know at once from the abov

,

data the amount of floating power his bridge requires ;
to it he will add ti

weight of the superstructure (generally about 80 lbs. ,
for each ft. of roao I

way q' wide), multiply the sum by the number of ft. he intends the piers it

be from centre to centre, and divide by the floating power of a cask, boa

lo<r of wood, or whatever is to afford the floating power ;
the quotient w> .

be*the number of them required for each pier. For instance, a number «

C

commissariat tierces are available
;
each contains 37 gallons, and as

gallon of distilled water weighs 10 lbs., the displacement may be put dow

at 270 lbs., deduct from it 58 lbs., the weight of the cask, and the resu;

(312 lbs.
)
will be the floating power of each ;

allowing jth surplus buovanc

each cask can support in bridge 278 lbs.
..

,

The bridge to be fit for the passage of field artillery must have a floatn

power of 525 lbs. per running ft. ;
allowing for superstructure, the floatn

power required is, say, 625 lbs. a running foot. It is decided to make eau.

pier of 20 casks placed in two rows, which will give it a length of about 211

the total supporting power of each pier will then be 5560 lbs. ;
divide th

quantity by 625, and it gives 8' 10", the distance that each pier mus

from the other, measuring from centre to centre. With a floating bridi

there should always be a guard of skilled men on duty under an ottr.

repair accidents, bale out water, &c. &c. When casks are used, there shoou

be pumps of tin small enough to be inserted through the bung, by mean

of which all leakage can be pumped out. These pumps are eas-

made
In selecting the site for a floating bridge it is very desirable to choose 0

as near as possible to an existing road, especially if the banks are marshy'

liable to inundation: to connect your bridge with the nearest hard road

often as heavy a piece of work as the construction of the bridge itselt.

the bridge is to have defensive works thrown up for its protection, t

.

factor must be taken into consideration when selecting the site, as a

entering bend of the river is best suited for that purpose. Good holdu

ground for anchors is essential: the close proximity of an island, or o

rock showing over the water to which the floating piers can be fastened

ropes greatly helps the construction of a floating bridge. 1 he lengtn

thepiers should be at least twice the width of the roadway to secure stea

ness and they should be connected together at their extremities by -

baulks or lashings. The waterway between the piers should never be ie

and should if possible be more, than the width of the pier. Whether

piers be made of boats, casks, rafts, or of any other extemporized expedie

the baulks or road bearers (as they are often called) should not, except

the case of large heavy barges, be allowed to rest on the gpnwates u

should rest on a beam, called the transom or saddle, which is placed 1°

tudinally in the centre of the boat, cask, or other sort of pier made us

When open boats are used, this saddle can generally be placed on
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Seedy on
h
Se kefsom
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Superstructurefor floating bridges.-See general remarks on this head ategmmng of article on bridges : the same rules apply to all military bridges
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ment of a pontoon Troop is given at page 49-)
Wa^ons ^ 0°n

ri tons can be safely taken over such a bridge. Each pontoon v> aS=.

carries i pontoon and 15' feet of roadway: each trestle waggon carries

-

/trestle and 15' of roadway. The newest pattern of these waggons weighs,

when empty 1828 lbs. each: tonnage for shipment without pontoon, but

:

with superstructure, 7-502 tons. Ail the R.E. waggon

springs; the tract of all their latest pattern waggons is 62 . of the old

pattern and newest pattern pontoon waggon it is 70 • The pontooners

can travel in the pontoons when loaded on the vvaggons.
. b

The Berthon collapsible boat is now used for light Infy. bridges lt ca

used either as a boat' or as a pontoon. The pattern ad°P‘^ ’ s

' nins’
Q

r lone and 4' wide : with each there are a pair of ash oars, 4 thole pins,

i bottom and a removable thwart or seat : when folded up these stores are

fastened together and to the boat by 3 leather straps : the: boat. with the

above-mentioned stores weighs about 109 lbs. and can be earned, g

bamboo or pole, by 2 men. The superstructure for 1 bay can also be

carried in a similar manner by 2 men : its total wt. is ab° 97

consists of, 1 composite plank, 49 lbs. : 1 trestle-saddle, 95 bs. . 1 anchoi

of galvanized iron, i 5i lbs. : 2 hemp ij" cables 20 fathoms m length each.

20i lbs • 4 copper guys (to hold the trestle-saddle in its upright position in

die boat), t^bf; and 3' straps, 1 lb. (to lash all these stores together intc

one bundle for convenience of carriage). The composite plank '' hichf01 •

the roadway, is 8' long and 18" wide : it will support a weight of 10 cwt a

centre without breaking. This bridge equipment is m units of 12 boar,

each : each unit can bridge a stream too 1 in width Waterproof

J

/«/»«

The canvas skins of the boats are waterproofed as follows . i* lt».

yellow soap, cut into thin shreds and boiled in 6 pints of water til

dissolved : mix in by degrees while the soap solution is hot, 20 lbs

English spruce ground yellow ochre, add 2 lbs. of patent dnersj.
and a* lbs

of best boiled linseed oil. Another good waterproof composition for co toi

or canvas is : bees-wax, tallow and pitch in proportion of 2 P^ts by weigh

of bees-wax, 2 of tallow and 8 of pitch : melted over a slow fire, not allow e-

Bridges.—The buoyancy o. casks is ascertaine

by the following rule formula, 5 C* l—W. where c is the circumference

the cask in ft. half way between the bung and the extreme end . / is th

length in ft., exclusive of projections, measured along a stave .and
^

the weight of the cask. Or add together the area of the head, t, e area 0
,

circle on the bung diam., and the geometrical means between those areas

multiply the sum by jrd of the length of the cask (all thesem—

^

be in inches), and the result is the number of c
,

ub >

° /Vnnmh^ oHE
divide by 1728, and it is in cub. ft. ;

multiply that by 6 5 ( ‘

t(

in a cubic ft. of water) and the result is the wL in lbs. of the •

displaced : subtract the wt. of cask and you have its buoy . >
•
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example, a cask whose bung diameter is 25 in., head diameter 21 in and
2-"S

?-78-a
m

'-

1 j1

t

l

h
fh
area °f thC h?d is 212 X '

7854 > that of the bung section
i’o

X 7^' f
nd tl

?
e geometrical mean between those areas is 21 x 25 X

7°54- I he formula will therefore be ^

(
2I^X 25* X (21 x 25)) 7854 X 31-5 _ (44! X 625 X S2tl x 7854 x 31-5 _

3 o
”

1591 X 2474 3
=3120-4 cubic in. of water displaced, and I3 I2°‘4 X 627

=
,f
74 o lbs- wL of water displaced. In many instances the number ofga ons that a cask holds is known : the buovancy is then easily ascertainedby multiplying that number by 10 (the number of lbs, wt in a eallon ofwater) The available buoyancy should only be calculated as ?,tlfs of theactual buoyancy, Ath being allowed for leakage. It is seldom that one canobtain on service sufhcient casks for the formation of a bridge across a widen\er, but they are excellent adjuncts when the number of pontoons or boatsis insufficient

; they form admirable rafts, and are so easily and safelv

-?ra

S

f

P
H
r

ffi

d
’ n
that

,
f°r aU Wlld exPeditions, where transport is^a matter of^reat difficulty, they are very commonly used by us. The larger the cash«"••«»»» »n proportion ,£ bnlyL^ £

.

small ones are used. Casks bear grounding on mud better than

rhe
tS

ffin'

V °f 'V
T-
C
m
W1 Stan

u
thewt - of a movable load when groundedhe following Table gives the dimensions, weight, and buoyancy of theasks most common v n in .

6 ’ uuoyancy 01 tne

CJ L <u

1
^ :A

in

C 5 c
!

0

JD

n
0

bt)
«

C <y

3 E
Lengt

long
cask. S8«

s «
v v ~

Z?
.bo ft
*0 £
£ •*

Actual Buoyai

In. Ft. Ft. lbs.
170
108

38-5

33-3
4-52
3*97

9’33
8*09

252
174

I736

1125
72

54
30-7
28-6

3*20
2 • 76

7*57
7-05

140
119

773
567

36 25*3 2*42 6*23 88 382
26 22 ‘

7 2*12 S-6i 6S 26Q
20*3 1*18 5 ’02 49 185

14 18-3 1*76 4-49 32 I46
13-8 1 ’37 3-40 20
17-5 1-58 4.26 28-5 115
14 i-°7 2 *99 8-5 39
40 3-2 9*96 95 J 47732 3

- 2 8*69 74 JI 34
3 1 3*3 7*75 67 Q03
27 2.5 6*6i 51 499

**
1

* • 5°

Name of Cask.

Leager .

Butt .

Puncheon
Hogshead
Barrel . w

Half Hogshead
Kilderkin .

Small Cask

Powder rWhole barrel
barrels (.Quarter

Commis- (?
on

sariat ton

Vats, j* »

Water Cask
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Piers of casks should never be less than 20' in length. They are formed 11

two ways ;
either placing the casks on their sides or on end, the casks

fastened together either by lashing, or by spikes of wood or iron. W heneve.

Fig. 26.

rope is to be had, it is much the best mode of fastening For the is-

method, the casks are placed in a row side by side with the bungs up

nieces of wood (about 4” or 5" X 5") called gunnels (A, a) are laid alor

them about 4" from each end. Slings (b,b), of 2^" rope ^
'

the casks from end to end of the gunnels
;
one end of the sling shouWha.

an eye-splice, or should have a loop large enough for the end of the gunn

to pass through it (to be made as shown by knot 5 at the end of this artic

The other end, being drawn as tight as possible, is given a ro
™f ^

rn °'

the gunnel and fastened by two hitches, as shown in knot 7. Between eve

cask there are lashings called braces (c,c c) of i£ rope, 18 Ion th

should be an eve-splice at one of the ends, by passing the other end of .

brace through which it is fastened to the sling. If there is no time to mal

this eye-splice, the brace must be fastened to the sling by a commc

running knot, taking care to have a common single knot on the end befo

making the mnning one. At about 1' 5" from the sling a common figure-

8 knot, d,d.
,
single knot is to be made. The accompanying sketches she,

how these braces (c.c.c) are then applied to bind together the gunnels (. ..

casks and slinks (b,b). When enough rope is not to be had, the gunm

must be nailedor 'spiked to the barrels, poles or scantling being plac,

below the barrels in the same way as the gunnels are above them id

spiked into the casks ;
the ends allowed to project a little and fasten

with rope to the ends of the gunnels above. 1 he use of spikes orM
floating bridges s always to be avoided if possible, as they do not admit,

sufficient play. The hoops should be frequently examined to prt

leakage, and small tin pumps should be made to go through the bui g

l
° l’rfreqi^mly'happenfthat large numbers of casks are to be bad from t

commissariat, the heads of which have been destroyed, used as fire^ood

These have no bungs, and can be used for rafts or pier ol brieves f
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I h i'
11 "

'u
r°WS

,

Slde
,

b >’ Slde
- and nailing ^em together where

l,pSh
'i

C
K
hmS the ?alIs wel1

: stou t Poles or pieces of scantling should

nmifr h
between the rows of casks both above and below, their ends

nihed n er
b

t70nd raft aad tied together by ropes, or fastened by planksbrenter floating power can be obtained from the same

the wafer ; ?e ba
,

rrels are thus Placed 011 end than sideways; but ifme water is rough, and considerable immersion is expected, it is advisable

Fig. 27.

^."ai1
'
3’anks or can

t

vas over the open tops, to prevent the water washing

the roaS
n
sSrha

?
°nGT °f Casks arC Used for a Pier

'
the baulks of

Placed aWr the
d

,

St on
,
a sleePer or transom [notched to receive them]

mkimr the
S
mmf

centre of the pier, and supported on short cross-pieces

f-cthorfnfl
5

!f
ch r°w of casks - Piers of casks should always

nust be lafhed ?'TTd l° tbeends of the next pieces by tie baulks, which

file bau Iks sllmH
t h

,

gunneIs of each pier to give rigidity to the bridge.

honiH 1 1 t
h

,

overlap so as to rest also on both gunnels, and they'hould be lashed together at their overlap.
y

•lasseY
BRIla

? l:s-—The boats available for rafts or bridges should be
t h

S6
,

d ccordln8 to their dimensions, and their floating power determined

SnenTT °f 7SSels
J
S found as Allows : I. = length of keel b“nrpendiculars in feet—the breadth

;
b = breadth in feet of broadest part.

fhe tonnage This only applies to large-decked vessels.

or small craft and open boats, it is better to calculate the area of several
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bU
lFyou^can put the boat into the water, the same result is easily °bta'nn'

by loading it with unarmed men to the depth it is eonsidered safe to do

Multiply this number of men by 150 (the fair average wt. in lbs of ordma

.

sold ers] and the result will be the buoyancy in lbs. upon which you c.

safely depend. Or you can, when the boat is afloat easily calculate

number of cub. ft. contained in the space between the ^erhne

“

safe-load-line, which, multiplied by 62-5 (the wt. in lbs. of a^ub
J

-

wm pive the safe available buoyancy in lbs. Open boats snouia

be^mniereed'deepe/th^n within 1 ft.V the ^nw^even m the^calm,

water • in rough water or in a strong current or tideway, a st U larger
1

^

of safety is necessary. Boats should be anchored stem-on to the curret

and wts. of boats used in our Navy, and may be uselul in rouge

Name of Boat.

Launch • .

Pinnace • .

Do. . .

Barge. . .

Cutter. . •

Do.. . .

Jolly Boat .

Gig . . •

Do. . . .

Galley . .

Whale Boat

.

Dingy. * •

Dimensions over all.

ft.

42
32
26

34
3°
23

2S
3°
22

32

27
12

Length. Breadth. Depth

ft

11 o

9 °
8 4
8 2

8 o
6 11

7 3

S 6

5

S 6

5 2

5 2

in. ft. in.

4 3

3 3
2 10

2 9
2 8t
2 6

6i

Weight
in lbs.

8400
4088
2926
2520
2016

952
1092
5*8
5i3
100S
72S

378

When the boats are of several sizes, ™
the neatest space possible betw

•

current is swiftest, so as to allow ha
{
2
™
ve
g
lhe first

P
and last boats la

the boats there ;
it is advisable a

immersion for convenience

ones, as they ought to be less haW t
g ^ ^ from the banks or fi:

getting heavy carnages offan
/J° the flooring, the centre baulk of

portions of the bridge, in iaym0 1 0
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roadway should be a little abaft the centre of flotation of the boats so thatthen- heads may rise a little to the current. In the passage of rWers byoating bridges, it is almost always necessary to construct the shallow

KSSWJttS*
for couon -™- «> <« <»

•,n?
AFT

l°F Timber.—

I

n a wooded country rafts are easily constructedbe safely used where the current does not exceed & second sav
die

6S
I"

h
°f

1 16 slzes and description of the timber must determinethe number of layers there should be. They must be put together in the

holes 2"Tn
h
db,n

er

h
eln

f
Pla

n
ed at right angles 0Ver the one beileath it, and

i n
bored at the P°mts where they cross

; the holes are bored

ones
S 3er

h
Iay

H
rS

'
an

i

d halfWa/ d
l

°Wn into the timbers of the lower
,

1 lns of s
,?
me hard wood cut to fit these holes, each having a wedve

hammered %?',lrn'm''” ’"A
m thS foie, afS

forcedTntn ,tP *

i

tbe wedSes on reaching the bottom of the holes are

or well ™ fixlng U securelT If timber used in rafts is not tarred

been cut off l
W

t

h P
n k °r Varn 'S

,

h at the ends or "here branches have

The cub Ilf '

f

VlU be
!

ncreased about Jth after a few days' immersion,ne cub. contents of round timber is found as follows : G is the means
in same-

1

l!ir2
l

x
S &t b

°m
endsAn ft ' and decimals : L is the length of logsame

,
L, (G X 07958) = cubic contents in feet.

he weight per cub. ft. of the following description of timber is •

Cubic Feet
Green.

Loss per
100 lbs. when

Dry.

lbs. lbs.

58-5 37-6
58-74 33 *i 5
69'5 31*1

54 ‘b 30*6

57 ' S 33
50-96

5 I -25 9
42*06 26
53-68 28-s
50*2 42
51-08 47"3
33-2 24
49*68 38-2

Elm

Oak ( from

Spanish Chestnut
l°

Walnut
Poplar of Provence , . ,

Acacia
*

Larch . , ( from

Spruce. ... I to .

Pine
* * *

Eir (white pine) '

Poplar (American)
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Any of these wts. deducted from 62-5 (the wt. in lbs- of a c“b
;

ft-‘

water) gives the buoyancy of a cub. ft. of that timber. The floating pow
;

of a log is therefore to be ascertained thus. A spruce log is 30 ft. Ion
!

and has a mean girth of 275 : 3° (%75* X • 07958 )
= 3o X -6- iS-

number of cub. ft. in log. The wt. of a cub. ft. of that timber he

cut green is so '2 lbs., which, deducted from 62-5, gives it a buoyancy p,

cubfft. of 127 lbs., and that result multiplied by 18 (no of cub. it. in Iol

= a6o = its total floating power. The timber for rafts should be floated,

possible, to the spot required Ammunition waggons,

taken off, do well for carrying logs when required. It will alw a>a

question of time whether in wooded countries it is

bridges of logs, which require an immense amount of material, or o rou,
:

punfs! which® require comparatively but little material, but more time

"'^Sr-Boats, or rafts made of boats, barrel piers, &c. &c are oft.

used to ferry considerable bodies of troops over overs. I ^ve «een vt

good rafts made of chatties for this purpose m India. These punts o

may be either rowed, poled, hauled across by a rope from tank to baa

(this can only be done in narrow rivers of not over 50 or 60 \ds. wide, .

then only when there is not a strong current) or they may be hauled acr

bv a hawser passing over the raft on rollers, or through hawse-holes m.

.

forrte purpose in hs sides or ends. If a wire-rope be stretched across fr;

bank to bank so as to be at its lowest point at least 3 or 4 abo\ e the high

flood level tlie ferry boat or raft may be fastened to it by a short 1

secured to a large ring working loose on the wire-rope, or to special y

stracted °unnmg gem- provided with pulleys so as to reduce the fried;.

The ®aft can then be easily hauled backwards and forwards by a.

secured to each bank of the river, no matter how swift the current ma> I

f/ying Bridges.—The principle of the flying bridge is the same as tha

.he schoolboy's kite, or of the fisherman's "otter.’' Long, narrow, dt

and heavy boats with vertical sides are most powerfully acted upon b>

;

and neavy D0.11
“lee-boards" should be added to increase

aclion of tte stre
P
am u“ on the raft

;
the raft, if possible, should consis-

' L
'

r
1

' barrel piers. The boat or raft must be kept obliqud

an angle of 55° (BDEin sketch), to the stream in all sorts of flying bnd.u

This I effected by means of a V-shaped line, A C D, like that of the
Ihisis enccrtu v

, u should be about three times the be

e°ng he ends being Sfen in or let out as required to secure the

’ Kvovs at the reauired angle with the stream. It is a good pla&S lSd ta the IS or !».. fro,., the Lead of which a

to the bight on the cable at C, for the purpose of keeping the cable ot

the water One arm A C of the V being nearly twice as long as the m

C D the Apex C being the point of union with the running gear on
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rod ton in which
i

R'ft is moving

overhead wire cable, or with the cable moored in mid stream. The accom-panying sketch illustrates the mode of using flying bridges. The velocity of
,he current must be at least 2 miles an hour to make the raft act successfullytnd straight reaches of a river should be selected as most free fromregularities of current. (See page 297 for the mode of calculating the
1 el°c,ty of a river.

) Landing-stages on each bank should be constructed of>uch a length as to secure a sufficient action of the current on the raftmmediately when ,t is "cast off," and to prevent it "hanging” as it nearshe bank
;

it is a good plan, when the force of the current near the bank islot strong enough to move the raft, to buoy out a line from the ianding-lage into swift water in the raft's track, by means of which it can be haulednto shore where the action of the current ceases to act upon it. As a m-e-aution all flying bridges should carry an anchor and cable to let <^o in thevent of moorings giving way. °

The principle of the flying bridge
an be applied in several ways. A raft
ttached to an overhead wire cable or
0 a hawser, as already described in
he foregoing remarks upon Ferries,
an be propelled across a swiftly-run-
ing river if it be kept at the required
ngle with the current. This method
’ employed with advantage in India
nd in South Africa on rivers of 400
ds. and under in width. The method
amnion on the Rhine and other Euro-
ean rivers is to have a swinging
ible, the length of which should be
hout ii to 2 times the breadth of the
ver. When the stream is wide the
ible must be supported on inter-
lediate boats or buoys, to prevent
from impeding the motion of the

•ft by dragging in the water. If the
ver « wide, boats should be used,
e cable being fastened to a mast
•oportioned to the size of the boat
aced close to the bow. The boat
rarest the up stream end of the cable
ould be moored with 3 anchors, as

i

0

trin\h
k
af

C

inn t

the
H

OOring C
u
WeS being ahout times me 1

ere is acM rn iP° H
Hea

fy
anchors should be used if available. Whens a sharp bend, nearly approaching a right angle in the river, the end

2 F

Fig. 28 .

s the depth of
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of the swinging cable can with adwt g b
the flying bridge phe

angle, in a line^with the middle of th
available/ and anchors <

If 2 cables of the re^ir®d
,

d
u®

stream end of each may be secure,

sufficient wt. are not to be had, thie up
bank swings to th

one on each ^nk = the jaft sti

over 4h it the down strea

cable fastened to the left bank. ca i y B
discharged its cargo on t

end of that secured to the right bank^having o|^ may be
_
to t

left bank, it is then hauled up 50
°[

IC”
te
y

tbat from which it started .

landing stage on the left ban’v °' P
, it relurn trip, swinging from t

the right bank, and starts thence to
with it the end of the cak-

cable secured to the right bank a d - * necessary the construct?

secured to the left bank T^®J^°fL^Saffic from both sides,

of four landing-stages when there^s l

often neCessary as a preliminr.

To pass a light line an ossa nver
. £ is t0 send it over by me?

to the construction of abridge Thes P
us where there are aliigato

of a strong swimmer, but this may b 0 S
fisherman's otter, made 00

It can be easily done bymeans ofa g
. hted so as t0 float vertical,

deep 2" board of about 6 lo?g a"d
J- th our new pontoon equipmee

Anchors.—There are 2 siz
large barges and in very sv.

weighing 112 and 56 lbs. r“P^'
J(d if possible, be' made use of.

or tidal streams heavier anchors
the tire and felloes taken m

Substitutes for anchors.
wood nailed to the ends of the spoo

having small triangular pieces^^00^na ^ g

and a good strong spar of touD
wheel should be reversed whee

tolerable substitute for an ancho
d tbe shank by means of wick

are used. Stones must ^with stones answers fairlj. When time -

work. A harrow wel a
can be dr jven obliquely above the brn

circumstances are favourable, p ‘

w be driven jn 0ne behind the ot 1

to hold the cablet: 2, 3,,or 4 a strut should run from the foot

according to the force
ofit

‘ wh
'

ich sbould be notched to hold it

;

each to the head of that
shank laden with stones, make admin

3 pickaxes set upon the .

’ an bon cr0wbar can be substit

grapnels for small craft, p*' ^ barrel with the head removed and £-

for their wooden handle .
‘

s tQ Qne another through holes bore

pointed stakes driven at r g • =
cbn from them about a foot, ha

the sides near the bottom, and p ve^
they cross inside the ba

the cable fastened round
p b * rei should be filled with stones, and hav.

makes a good anchor .the
•

k them in . Any strong box nia

head replaced or naded on, t^ p
d nnchor can be easily formed t

treated in the same man '

...
the cnds, cross them m the 0

take = stout l”teT„ ?Tt;eSfi ml, to .!,e end ottl,e cablet build »

wi„, . diameter cl 3 and a
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of about 4, filling it with stones or gravel as vou nror-eerl • -it *

i

Sls

re

a n
h
H

Ca
th

Ie passes out
,

bind aU together. If there are railways near^hen s and other iron available will supply good materials fnr nni-o oi

TS" rf
filkd "

v
h
j
S
f
0nes “* very Effective ™n rocky&££?**CrtWw —Those supplied for our pontoons are of 3" hemp the breakingM. of which, when new, is 3 tons. The best hempen ropes are slid to loJfrom 25 to So per cent, in strength after about 6 months' use With eachof our pontoons there are 2 cables, each 180' long, and 59 lbs 'in wt

h

a
ld

-

r
°t

eS of
,
a 1 descriPtions are distinguished by the number of

S2SSSXTST, =
W

(
L
en
x

sT
_
F

X 28
-

fo1
-

hemPen ropes, and for common cables x ^Thesafe working strain m cwts. is the product multiplied by 3. The length ofrable should always be at least 10 times the depth of the water in which thboat, &c.
, is anchored, and seldom less than 90'.

'Vhlch the

°l
fioaJi

n* bridSes-~The cable should be attached to the ringof the anchor by afisherman s bend: see article on Knots (post). It is verfnecessary to mark the position of the anchor in the river : this is easily doneby fastenmg a small buoy to it. The buoy supports a small i^Spe or

lukes nf'fhe
16

'

,

C1 IS fast®ned ‘o it by a fisherman's bend, and* round thettukes of the anchor close to the crown with a clove hitch and with two half

he^hn
0
m
nd
H
the Sh^k

-

,

This wil1 “able the anchor to be^ tripped "{i
hcmH K

d be any dlfficulty ln raising it subsequently. As a rule therejhould be an up-stream and a down-stream anchor to every second ni’cmf „^,bndg
m

anch0rS are scarce
'
one "tay be madeTo do for £ pfe s

0^ anihor"
th® down -str

.
eam side

>
by attaching the cables from 2 piers

n [ ,

regular iron anchors are used, before heaving themrboard see that their stocks are fixed properly. Timber rafts and cask
’he a

br
Tg “J

1 r
,

U
!

e
v.

a g
[
eater strain on anchors than boats or pontoons

mnimn 'T
Sh0U

n-

be
l
aken out on a raft or boat and dropped over at the

n
q
„V'

red P'ac<
r-

F
,

or short bridges, if rope is plentiful, breast-lines at ane e Of not less than 45° with the bridge should be passed both up and
f t h?

eam
.

fr°m th
f

rafts t0 secure objects, such as trees, &c., on shore

P
cur

.

rent IS rapid, or the river subject to flushes, too much care cannote taken m securing floating bridges. If a strong hawser or a wire rope is

iers secured to'Tt by
aCr°SS rh’er ab°Ve the bridge

- and the

°ffloating bridges.—An enemy will endeavour to destroy vour
naif ^

by
,

hre-boatsor heavy rafts, &c.
;

it is very necessary to have guard
ver ic

P
a
Sted

i

ab°Ut
-
5 I

?
l e or a mile aboVe them. A sharp bend in ‘ther is a good position for these boats, as floating objects are driven hvrrent there close to the bank, and can be easily stranded A boom'rmed of heavy logs fastened together, placed at angle of about with

2 F 2
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!

^Ti-e^te \ridges
'—When the river to be bridged is not deep, and nil

subject to sudden floods, if squared timber or pine poles, masts or spars a.

to be had a trestle bridge is most easily and most quickly constructed. -

accurately measured section of the river is the first step towards i£consm*

tion, the nature of the bottom being carefully examined, where each 1

^g
the trestle is to rest : it is a good plan to trace this section on the ba

that the men working at each trestle should have before them the ev

Jmensions of Ihe ob before them. The construction will generally

facilitated by working from both banks. The distance they can be safe

placed apart depends upon the nature and dmenstons of the timb :

iinon the sort and size of the trestle to be used. From i- to

greatest distance they can be placed apart with safety even m slugg,

streams ;
and their maximum height should not exceed fromi 20 to 25 .

Trestle bridges can be strengthened by piles driven in after the hustles

fixTd one on either or on both sides of the transom to which they should!

lashed or spiked. Trestles may be constructed with either 2, 3, or 4 le

The 2-legged trestle is the simplest, and is made as shown in 1 ig.

The a-leeged trestle is merely a tripod, the tips of the 3 poles be a 1

logetherTtops their butts being secured by a triangle of 3 spars lashe
;

treenafled to them, so that the junction of the tips should b asng
possible over the centre of gravity of that triangle ;

*e
j°

f

should not, as a rule, be less than ijths, or more than ,ths of lh® he,S|

function of tips from the ground. The 4-legged trestle is practically not

more than the union of two 2-legged trestles, the butts of the> trestles b
_

kept apart by cross-ledgers, so as to form a triangle, the base of w

should be half its height. This 4-legged trestle is commonly used in Cut

for scaffolding and temporary bridges : Fig. 30 is a cross-sectioi

the transom or cap to show how it is let into the standards or legs ,
the dc

line is a small piece of wood spiked across the tips of the legs o

the transom or cap rests : it adds much to the solidity of the 4-legged tre

In America where so many sorts of pines grow to great heights as strc

Doles trestles were used during the Confederate war to a consider

extent in the bridging of the smaller-sized rivers, and in the lepan

street o of railway viaducts, and bridges: in many instances they

used in several tiers, one over the other. When several tiers had to b

sorted to the legs of the lower ones should conform to the depth

river so that when in position the caps or transoms should all be >

same horizontal plane. The trestles in each of the tiers above coul
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be made of exactly equal dimensions, which, in a great undertaking, greatly
facilitated and hastened the completion of the work. 1 n almost all instances
the Americans used sills to their trestles, which is much the best form whenthe river-bed is of clay or mud, and the butts of the legs or standards cannotthen sink much. In the sketch the trestle is fastened together with lashing

Figs. 29 & 30.

inJit
6 ™anner

j
taught in all our military schools, but the Americans almost

Size nf
by K

Sed treeaa
!

ls °[ hard vvood of from i' to 2' in diam. according to

nmrpr,
n

i

lberS
0

56
u ? the trestles : an axe t0 cut and drive them and an

J

i°

re t lG
f

hoIes are al
?
ne necessary, whereas the rope required

e lashings of even a medium-sized bridge would weigh tons. The
ar
n°

f 22
c

r0p
t

: those rec
l
uired for a 2-legged trestle are 6 of 30'

the o
3
|»

f 15 lo"g
i

for th
,
e 4;legged trestle, 8 of 30' and 14 of 15' long : for

tresdes |

tres
['
e

-’ i
2 of 3° and 6 of r 5

' l°n g- The Americans often usedestlcs of 25 in height, the common form being that of an invertedW with1 horizontal brace across the four legs of that letter. When, however the
Is r°cky °r very uneven, sills must be dispensed with, and 2 strontrdgers used instead, being fastened on each side of the legs as near their113 ^ the unevenness of the bottom of the river will permit, and so that
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these ledgers may rest on the bottom. Trestles can only be used in deep

water—particulariv if there is much current-by loading them below wuh

stones or other we'ights. The simplest method of applying these weights is

bv means of basket or light crib work being constructed round the bottom

of each le- or when 4-legged trestles are used, by surrounding the lower

Dart of the' space included within the 4 legs with crib work, and filling it

with stones The mode of lowering these trestles into position is shown m

Fig 31 A is a boat or raft about 6' wide and 25' long, kept temporarily in

position by two poles, s s, stretching from it to the bank where they re-.

non a pole a x, about 5" in diameter, to which they are pinned or lashe

X sufficient distance apart to allow of the trestle being shoved out an

eventually lowered between them ;
this distance will of course depend upo

the extreme breadth of the trestle to be placed in position.

The trestle nearest the bank being usually a small one in shadow vatL

we will suppose it placed, and the roadway finished out to it. The trcstl

to be fixed next, having been put together on the bank, is pushed t

rollers, legs foremost, to the end of the made portion ofbndge ,
.

g g, about 5” by 5", and 25' long, is temporarily lashed oxer the outer
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at a distance from the cap of about ^rd of the trestle’s height
;
a guy rope,

yy, is fastened at its middle by a clove hitch to the cap, one end to be held
on shore, the other on the boat. The trestle is shoved out so that the ends
ofg

g

shall rest on the poles ef ef, at each side until it begins to topple over,
when, by means of the guy rope, it is brought into a perpendicular position,
as show n in sketch. It can thus be hauled out close to the boat by a rope
passed round^ and lowered until the legs rest on the bottom, by gradu-
ally loosening off the lashing fastening it to the pole, g g, which will then be
removed for use with the next trestle. If it is found'that the bottom is so
uneven that the trestle is not vertical, the trestle should be swayed back-
wards and forwards by means of the guy ropes while it rests upon the leg
which is too long

; this will make a hole for it, and cause it to sink as far as
required, if the bottom be of sand or gravel.
Crib piers.—For rivers where the stream is rapid, or where freshets are to

be expected, the bridges should be constructed on piers of cribwork, if wood
is plentiful. A crib pier is made as
follows : Say the pier is to be 18'

long and 4' wide at top, and 15'

liigh, the sides having a slope of ^th
iheir height. The frame to form
he base of such a pier would be
23' long and 9' wide [outside
neasurernents]. To make this
fame, lay down on the bank 2 logs
3r beams, AA, 24' long, and about
[5" in diameter

;
place under them

i
round poles, BBB, of about 6 ”

>r 8" in diameter, to act as rollers
or facilitating launching. These logs
orm the sides, and should be 7'

part. Across their heads and centre
face three others, C CC, 10' long,
nd of the same thickness, having
n interval between each of about

These 5 logs are each notched
"

to receive one another, and
jnned together with 2" treenails :

ig. 32 is a plan of the frame form-
ig the base of the piece : Fig. 33
• a longitudinal section through
icr when finished. Cross-pieces
f about 6" stuff are then pinned on at about 1 ip apart, and covered with
bout 2" thickness of brush-wood, which is kept in its place by a few

Fig. 33-
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heavy stones placed on it. If no stone is to be had, gravel or clay, inclosed

in canvas bags-to be tarred if possible-may be used instead. A few

courses of timber [if possible not less than 9" in diameter] to be then addec

on to the sides, ends, and centre brace, one over the other, all beina scorec

on both sides to a depth of 2" and pinned to one another, care being

taken that a batter of Jth their height is given to the sides and ends

The pier is then launched, and when in sufficiently deep water laden will

stones so as to sink it nearly to a level with the upper course ;
a few othe

courses being then added, it will be towed to the position it is to occupy, an

sunk by adding more stone, completing the courses of timber unl1 ^-
reached the required height. The inclosed space should be filled with .ton.

up to the highest water mark. A pier of this description will bear any ,russ-

or, if necessary, trestles like those in Fig. 29 may be erected upon hem I

stone is not to be had, clay or sand can be used by lining the inside \\ t

closely-made hurdles, having a layer of moss or leaves next to them

Wharves or piers can be made by a similar process in places where t v

action of waves would probably carry away trestles or piles indosing th

space required for the pier with cribwork and filling it in with stone A

these plans are calculated for large bridges. Smaller ones with a clear w ldt..

of 8' of roadway can be made in a similar manner.
,

Frame briefges are useful in bridging canals or the ditches of large works

or to restore communication over a masonry bridge, one or more of whos

arches have been destroyed. Frame bridges are of four sorts .—1. i

Single lock ,
supporting one central transom good for a span of 30 . 2. in

Double lock
,
which with 2 transoms divides the bridge into 3 spans, S°°

to bridge an opening up to 45' in width : 3. The Single shng dividing th

bridge into 4 equal spans, good for an opening up to 60 in width . and .

The Treble sling, which with spans of 55' in length makes a 6-span brid

and is good for openings up to 8o' wide, the extreme limit which can t

spanned by a frame bridge. The following sketches, I igs. 34, 33, 3 81 '

a
P
general idea of the principles upon which the 3 first of these 4 sorts

frame bridges are constructed, but no attempt is made to give the details

the frames. The frame is nearly identical with the 2-legged trestle,

which the details are given in Fig 29, the chief difference being that the slot

of the legs or standards is only f for frames.

The first thing to be done is to accurately measure the opening to t

bridged, and a section of it laid out on the ground with lines and picket:

lay out on it the standards, marking on them the proper POS't.ons or

transoms and ledgers. Lay out the frames on each bank, bu ts of standftn.

towards the opening, ledgers lashed on top of standards as they he thus <

the bank about 2' from butts, or according to the nature of the foo^ ,

where butts arc to rest when in position : the transoms to be lashed tin

neath the standards. Before lashing the diagonal braces, square the Irani!
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carefully
; as in all frame bridges, except the double lock, i frame has to

rest on the transom of the other within its standards, i frame must be 18"
narrower throughout than the other

; the transom of the narrow frame
should be 18 wider than the width of roadway in the clear between ribands.
Drive bollards or pickets for guys and foot ropes. Attach fore and back
guys and foot ropes to each frame, the latter fastened with a timber hitch
round the standards below the ledgers. Cross the fore guys, passing those
of the narrow frame between the horns of the broad frame. Whilst the
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to the nositions of the transoms, and distances apart of the standards, as on

srsKaSsss sar£.**£5s

rrsi” ,a

t!.sv^pszrth°
r£m

,opi“s/XctasJs— -s
frame arrives at a vertical position it must be steadied by its back su)S,

the ends of which should be given a turn round a bollard or stout

Scket post

f

when vertical it maybe necessary to haul gently on its four

mivs to net the butts of the standards into the footings prepared for.

ifv do™ yiuVlhesses or other sort of roadway w«h the^ nbanfcs

ESgi
n

fhe
h
™etemadeX

ra

t

C

h='“Si “hS ."hey meet must no. he grea.et

than
S
i200, that is, the height of road transom above footings made to receive.

butts of frames must not be less than Sfths of span of opening.

To place beams over a wide opening, such as that f01™^ ^
• Droceed

tion of the arch in a bridge, or by-the.space between^ c,b p , P ocee^

as follows • two
1

Tight
’
poles lashed together at about 3’ from their smallest-

ends are placed with their large ends resting on the bottom, as shown 1

^rrenturafid. -ho «*
toS

Fig. 37 -

its far end reaches the other side.

triangle thus formed, the bast-

should be 3rd the height.

The beam is then shovet

out a few feet through th<

fork thus formed, which t

then hauled out over tht

opening by ropes ;
should 1

be impossible to get any on<

to the other side for tht:

purpose, the beam beint

temporarily lashed to tlv

fork can be’ pushed out, unti

The dotted lines in the sketch show th
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team when nearly over. In this operation it is necessary that the breadth
of the opening and the height of the roadway over the bottom where the
poles must rest should be accurately computed, so that the beam may be
lashed to the fork at the exact place which will insure the end reaching
precisely the required spot. A table giving the specific gravity of various
trees will be found in the article on “ Rafts.” In collecting materials for
bridges, the following articles are the most important : tow, tar, pitch,
bees-wax, canvas, paint, putty, white-lead, varnish and all other materials
for rendering boats waterproof

; nails, spikes, crowbars, all iron work that
will serve for anchors, rope, barrels, planking, beams, &c.
Knots.—All officers should practise making the knots described below :

a knowledge of their uses and being able to make them is essential in the
construction of bridges.
No. i.—Reef knot, used for lashings when two ropes, or the ends of one

rope, have to be fastened so as to be easily undone.
No. 2.—Single sheet bend, for joining two ropes, or fastening a rope to a

loop
,

it can be made much more secure by passing the lower rope twice
round the loop.

No. 3.—Sheepshank, for shortening a rope when both ends are fastened.
4- Timber hitch; as long as strain is maintained it cannot give

jay, but immediately it is taken off it comes undone easily
; it is useful in

fragging material from place to place.
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No. 5. Bowline, invaluable in making a loop at the end of aline
;

it is

difficult to undo ;
it is useful for making the drawloop of slip nooses.

No. 6.

—

Clovehitch, for making fast breastlines and painters; it binds

with great force.
„

No. 7.—Fisherman's-bend, for making fast cables to anchors or spars..

To lash a transom to an upright

Fig. 39.

spar, Fig. 39, a clovehitch is made

round the upright, below the position 1

of the transom, the lashing hroughl

under the transom, up in front of it

horizontally behind the upright, down

in front of the transom, and back!

behind the upright behind the clove

hitch, and so on, following round d

keeping ontside of, and not riding,

over the turns already made. Sis

turns or more will be required. I -

couple of frapping turns are theic

taken between the spars round th

lashing, binding the whole firml*

together, and the lashing is finishes

off with a clovehitch, either roun 1

one of the spars or any part of th

lashing, through which the rope can

be passed. The lashing must be well beaten with a handspike or pickhandle 1

tighten it up.
The Cusxody of Ammunition.

,\H ammunition not contained in the waggons accompanying the arm

must be placed in magazines built for its reception, or in houses of th

country selected for the purpose ;
storage for a large quantity will be require

at the base and intermediate depots. At the base the houses selected for

and the combustible stores should be at least 1000 yards away from am

town or other storehouses. , .

If buildings are to be had, those of one story, and of the most substanti

nature should be selected ;
all lofty ones, unless provided with conductor

to be avoided ;
a church without a steeple, or, better still, a jail should 1

chosen if possible. To prepare them for the reception of powder, .

windows, except those actually required for light and ventilation, should

lmilt up Buildings roofed with wooden shingle or thatch to be avoidec

if nothing but a wooden-roofed house is to be had it should be strengthen-

so that itwill bear a covering of 6" of sodding. If the sides as well as t

roof are of wood, an embankment of mud, if possible, faced next the horn

with stone set in mud should be built up all around it, so that no woodno
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should be visible from the outside. All inflammable substances to be
removed as much as possible.

Field Magazines.
When there is good natural drainage, an excavation of 3 J ' deep, 7' wide

and 17’ long, with a roof constructed over it as shown in sketch on next
page, will do well for 100 barrels, there being 7 rows of 14 barrels, with two
barrels placed at the end of passage

;
or it would hold 714 boxes [428,400

rounds] of M.H. ammunition. These measurements provide for a passage
of 3' leading into the magazine. The measurements in these sketches are
given in ft.

Fig. 40 is a plan of the excavation, showing how the barrels are arranged
along the floor : Fig. 41 is a cross-section on the line A B C D ; Fig. 42 is

a longitudinal section along E F.

The rafters are placed 18" apart from centre to centre
;
they are halved

Fig. 42.

together at top, and fastened with a wooden pin
;
below, they rest upon a

sill into which they are notched, they are,then planked over, and a covering
of earth 6

"
thick at top and 12" thick at foot of roof laid over all. If sods

are to be had, the outer surface should be covered with them
;

if not, straw
should be well mixed up with the earth, which should be put on in the con-
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sistence of thick mud. 4 poles are laid transversely across the bottom ot

the excavation, on which any rough description of planking is laid as flooring,

for the barrels to rest on—no flooring is necessary for the passage. A

surface drain of about 2
f deep should run round 3 sides, and a trench 6 6

deep should be dug along the 4th side, from which the passage opening,

into the magazine will be cut at one end
;
care to be taken that there shoulc

be good drainage from this trench into some neighbouring watercourse

The materials required for this magazine would be 24 rafters 7 long, no

less than 4'' in diam. at smallest end, if made of poles, or 5 X 2 if made

of scantling ;
n poles of same dimensions and 2 poles 10 long, to suppor;

planking of inside walls
; 4 poles of 7' long to lay flooring on

;
580 square

ft of planking not less than i” thick ;
a door 5 X 2^ ,

and 2 dooi -frames'

1 for the door and 1 to support the planking forming the porch outside

The barrels can be laid on loose stones if scantling and planks are scarce;

Magazines that may be exposed to the enemy’s fire require a substantia,

covering of earth. The sketch on page 445 is of a magazine for a field

work [to contain 72 barrels of powder] where there is plenty of inteno

space. The measurements are given in ft.

2*4'

k

—-*~ —1

1

1

sj
1

^ V-jfrBtnx,xBTBsmmBiiBsnjzjmR

fig- 46.

ceesi

Fig. 43 is the plan, Fig. 44 the cross section, Fig. 45 is an enlarge

section showing part of the passage and the uprights retaining the sit
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planking
;
Fig. 46 is a longitudinal section. The splinter proofs to be of

trees, 9 in. in diam.
;
they are laid along the long sides of the excavation

;

the earth is retained on the inside by planking or hurdles, kept in position
by small poles or scantling of about 3" stuff sunk 1' in the ground, and let

in above 3" into the splinter proofs, as shown in Fig. 45. The excavation
is 14' long, 7' wide, and 4' deep

;
including passage, it amounts to 455 cubic

ft. The earth required for the covering is 925 cubic ft., the excess would be
supplied from the drain of 2' deep round 3 sides, and from the trench of
6' deep along the side where the passage leads into the interior.
The materials required would be 5 splinter proofs 9" X 9", and ix

r
6"

long for roof of passage and of magazine opposite passage
;
16 splinter

proofs 9" X 9" and 10' long
; 2 wall-plates 12" X 12" and 16' long

; 17
uprights to retain planking 4" X 4” and 6' long

;
and 330 square ft. of any

planking above an inch in thickness. For every additional dozen barrels
the length of the magazine must be increased 22", which will increase the
amount of excavation by 61 j cub. ft., and the earth required for covering
by 78J cub. ft. When the interior space is limited in a field-work, the
magazine should be placed under the parapet as shown in this section.

ROAD-MAKING.
As our wars are frequently carried on in wild countries, the construction

of roads is of primary importance. Every road should be as level as
possible

;
all deviation from the true level entails loss of animal power in

moving loads
;
see Table at end of Article. This being attended to, the

shorter, or, in other words, the nearer the road is to a straight line the
better. Unnecessary excess of length increases the labour of construction
and of keeping it in repair, also the time and exertion in travelling on it.

At the same time it frequently occurs from mountains, marshes, rivers,

or valleys lying in the straight line joining the 2 points to be united by a
road, that the short cut is practically "the longest way round," both as
regards the labour in construction, and the animal force required to draw
loads over the steep gradients which such a line would present. Shortness,
although a great object, must therefore give way to levelness. In a country
where small but steep hills are common, it is quite possible that a straight
road running over their summits may be longer than one winding round
them at a constant level, as both may really be straight, one in a vertical,
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the other in a horizontal plane. In order to avoid an ascent a road may

be advantageously increased in length by at least 20 times the height which

'S

Gmdiln/s -The following Table shows the loss of horse-power for several

slopes. It also shows the angles formed by several rates of inclination, and

the number of feet ascended in every mile of road of such slopes. There is >

a vast difference between the duty of an offr. laying out a road during a a

campaign for immediate use, and of an engineer doing the same for a .

permanent highway in peace. The latter will, within certain bounds as •

regards expense, sacrifice everything to keep his gradients as low as possible,

say to about i in 30, which is generally regarded as the maximum on first-;

class roads. The offr. ,
on the other hand, dare not commit himself to

large cuttings, embankments, or bridges, and must therefore submit to 1

frequent undulations and steep gradients, so long as they do not exceed

! in k It may be necessary, however, at some points to go so far as 1 in

10, as horses for short spurts can quadruple their ordinary power of draft;,

all such steep slopes, no matter how short, are to be avoided, if by any*

practicable means it is possible to do so. For ramps leading to bridges, &c

t may at places be necessary to construct them at a slope even as great as Jrd.

In Carrying roads up heights, it is advisable to avoid having any con-

siderable descents, although it has been found better in the mountain roads

of India in very long rides, to have a slight counterslope of about 30 yds.

every Soi or 600 yds" to ease the traction and prevent any great flow o

water down the road. The gradients should be even, be.ng.if necessary

:

somewhat steeper below than above. In zigzagging up hills, the curve,

should be on the level, as also a distance of about 50’ at the top of each-

straight piece, so that with long teams the whole draft may not be throwi

on the wheelers at the turns. . „ . . 1;

The Cross Section on a military road where considerable traffic is expected

should show a minimum width of 16-
;
at particular spots where the labour

of construction is excessive, this may even be reduced to 14 for

short distances. Whenever it is possible to do so without great extr.

labour, a width of 24' should be given, 17' in the centre being macadamised

If however, the traffic is not to be very great, only 10 or even 8 need b

metalled. In zigzagging up hill the width shouM be *th more at th

curves when the zigzags form an angle of from 120 to 90 ,
and one

more when the angle is from 9o° to 60°. Roads should be raised ra th

centre ;
their cross-section should be formed of two straight lines having

rise in the centre of the road of from 4" to 6", where the lines meet bein

rounded off this fall will suffice for drainage. Those formed along a hil

side should be in a single slope of i
from the outer to the inner edge wher

the drain will be, to catch the water from the hills and prevent it fron

reaching the road.
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•

When time an! labour is of great consequence U »

n road bv zigzags over a hill than to make one along the course ot some suem

at its base where cuttings and considerable blastings would be necessar>

.

fhrougMorMts^The^^hesttrMVsh^uM^e'cli^edT^obfaTna^ood'view
^thi

by pegs or small piles of stones, a practicable pat
, 5 wi

, d vith

afong its entire length to
Lin^s^^ {

pickaxe, or marked by stones, put 2 or 3 a.par
, In son

each side to mark the outer edges and the position of the ditch
but

nlaces the earth from the ditches will be requned to <
,

’

roots being cut through for that purpose. In leveUmg the sm-ta

reception of the broken stone, a common plough cat broads throusaHsE*a!s'
hXa

Meialling.-As soon as the line has been approximately determ.necLupv

the largest available number of men to be set to work along t ,

SS^Xdne B™el o, limber according to .he»^t. »»“£
to use. The stone hammers should weigh 1 01 2 ••

, standi
6" long and 18" handles for use when sitting, or 3 long

‘

n

§5 I

:

lire
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.tone occupies twice as much space as when solid. When the road has
led and Pp.Pared for metalling, if there are plenty of loose stones

^ ,

t
'

]

of 4
.

or 6 m diameter, place them on it so as to form a well-
I

ached covering of about 6" in thickness. Over this layer lay another of.tones broken up to egg size, as already described. Sandbags are useful
lor collecting stones, a bag of some sort or other should be given to eachatan of the party told off for that work. Sometimes’ it is not possible to do

th
.

ai
i
co

!
Iecl the st

.

ones lying about, and throw them on the track
arepared for their reception : m such cases, gangs of men provided with
ong-handled hammers should be employed to break up the largest-sized

^D
mi°

n
k
the SUrf

?
ce

'.
,

When nothing but gravel is to be had, it should, if

’ v
mlxe

,

d
,

Wlth a proportion of loam, to bind the pebbles together.

,

When the road has to be taken along the side of a hill, it is made half in
excavation and half in embankment. The diagram explains itself. Thefepsaaa, are cut to prevent the earth slipping, and the ditch, b, is in-ended to Pr

®J
ent the surface drainage from reaching the road.

Retaining Walls.—The angle
it which the soil will stand
lecides whether retaining walls
ire necessary or not. Owing
o the steepness of a hill round
vhich a road is to be carried,
t may be necessary to support
he outer slope of the made
lortion by a revetment wall of
Iry masonry built with a slope
4 3" in every ft., and having
. thickness at top of z\'. The
irgest possible stones should
« used

; those with rounded
urfaces must be broken with
he hammer before they will

front clcvutiun

scetiun

Fig. 48.

ind. There should be a parapet wall of about 2' above the road. When
'ood is plentiful it should be used in preference [the larger it is the better],
eing built up with a slope of 2" to every ft.

;
the timbers are kept in position

s shown in the diagram. The braces should be 8' apart, and sunk at
:ast 3 into the firm unmade ground

;
they should be notched into the

mbers forming the remaining wall, as shown in Fig. 48.

• z‘'
r
fnroy R°ads-—In well-wooded countries, particularly if the drainage

1 tad, or the country swampy, they are excellent substitutes for macadam-
*d roads. They are made by laying young trees of from 6" to 12''
lameter side by side, and close together, to form the surface. A pole of
oout 6 ' by 6" should be pinned with spikes or treenails along their outer

2 o 2
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„.kr„c to keen them in position, and when possible, it is better to lay th>

trees formingthe roadway with their ends resting on similar poles sunkunti

timber when i. is in nbundnne,

ns ta ci“ the logs being laid a. righ, angles w.th one nno.he,, >h

unner surface, if it is for a road, being corduroyed over.

Fig. 49 shows such a road in section, Fig. 50 in elevation.

tide elevation

j

—

s

r
0

cross section
16 3

3E
ngr

TT

Tw/7,. V/b/Wi/iPM-/)
n rec

Fig. 49.
Fig. 50.

«/£» 68— V 32 V— •S3 m*

In all corduroy work it is most desirable to adze away the logs along t

wheel track so that the wheels may Pass,°^Xf^

altogether, the planking being laid on the groui

The sleepers should be sunk to a level w it 1

surface : the junction of one row ot sleep

should not be opposite that of other rows, ant

piece of plank about 2' long should be p la-

under each junction. The spikes used shou t

4" long [22 lbs. to the 100 spikes], with cm

shaped edges, which are to be driven across

fibre ;
wooden spikes can be used if iron is no

be had. Before laying the planks the n

should be brought to a plain surface. If there is Pjenty ofntatena at h. •

it is a good plan to spike down a piece of scantling about 5 by
_5 •

the centre, to keep the wheels in their proper places The p^n^sh°u

laid as shown in Fig. 51 [the measurements are all shown in^ngesj.

laid with even sides it is difficult when a wheel gets off the plank *

it on again. An inch-coating of small stone or gravel can b .

planking with great advantage. A horse can draw on a plank road fr

3 times as much as on an ordinary macadamised one.

jF==i|

1
—

1

[ =j 1

Fig

1 Yt
SI-
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Table of Gradients.

Inclination.

i in io
i in ii

i in 12

i in 13
1 in 14
1 in 15
1 in 16
1 in 17
1 in 18
1 in 19
1 in 20
1 in 24
1 in 75
1 in 26
1 in 30

j

Angle. Rise in feet

per mile.
A horse can

Draw.

0 /

5 43 538 *25
S II 480 *265
4 46 440 •28
4 34 406 •265
4 S 337 *3i
3 49 352 *325
3 35 330 *34
3 22 310 *355
3 11 293 *37
3 0 277 *385
2 52 364 *4
2 23 220 •5
2 18 211 •52
3 IS 203 *54
1 55 176 •64

presen

t

pH iw , a norse can draw on the level is taken as

-Lp-ht ,hi„
b
% r

In
,

ascent
’ a perfectly smooth road tells more against

, a
g
n .,°

n
.

e ° f ordlnary roughness. Ascents tell more on a horse than

•cntpr ?
n ' th

f
at ls

’ every add,tional degree added to the gradient causescater loss of power to a horse than
es

spective strength.
Repair ofRoads.

-

'nstant repair, which

to a man, in proportion to their

•Roads used as the communications of an army require
ch is best provided for by dividing each road into
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• , , , i r f %vVi?pR must depend upon circumstances, each being

SiS’i=Ti&‘»gSS
tracted one, and the topography of the country.sfavPurableit

advisable to lay down a railway temporarily, as we did in the tnmra a

Abyssinia. We were the first nation that demonstrated how.^s*
b(

useful it was to do so. As for such an operation there will always
^

engineers especially appointed, no attempt will be made here 0 • F

thf mode of
P
constniction ;

but it is strongly recommended that all b Os

should carefully study the construction of railways as practised l

The English system is more applicable to permanent railways, wher

JverytWnlTs w^U finished, and immense works undertaken to obtat

the lowest possible gradients; whereas in America, where lines a

through wildernesses, economy of construction is the; first^gr J

aimed at. The influence of railroads is strategical rather than tactical.

Permanent way.—The following statement of weight of rails, sleepe a

I

a single track line of this description, weigh about
epe4 per mil

sleepers o' X o" X 4-5", wt. 1 cwt. each, were used ;
2000 sleepe rs per n

For i^miL the rolling stock supplied was, 6 4-wheel and 2 6-whe

locomotives (weight of each full and inning about 17 tons the ten

when full, about 13 tons), 8 saloon and 44 3rd class carnages, anu

br
Tllep

a
ermanent way of the 3' 6" gauge Soudan railway^sa^fbho^

3S. steel rails, rails and fastenings weighed 75a tons per mile, fii sEepe.
lbs

(2
rL^SclmmonlJ museare (1) the Saddle-back, requiring no sleepe

i ,

British lines wi

cu.u (4) tne onugc
No. 3 in America, Austria and Russia. „ ci<mals 01

Signals.— The semaphore is almost universally in use. 1 w o sigm « °

are used. 1st, the arm of the semaphore raised to an angle of 45 m
.

•‘all right," or "proceed.” and, this arm raised to a horizontal 1

‘

means " danger,” or "stop." At night green lamps mean the 1st, an

lamps the 2nd.
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7kf Gauge of a railway is the measurement between the inside of the rails,
fhe British standard gauge is 56 -5"

,
the Irish 63"

; Egyptian 56-5"; French
•
Be!gian 56-5

: German 56-5 ; Austrian 56-5"; Russian 60"; Spanish
•

6
’

f ,

P
?[

t
.
U

,

gues<
;
66
„

• Soudan 42 ; United States 56-5''; Victoria 63"; New
>outh . Wales 56

-

5 ; Queensland 42"; South Australian main lines 63"-

"JT fr
C
1

an
j
ldiai

]
56 -

5"; Cape of Good Hope 42"; Natal 42"; New
•ealand 63 , Indian 63 ; and the Metre for subsidiary lines.
Working of Railroads.—Previous to an army embarking for the

neatre of war, every arrangement must be made for working the railroads
hich are to form the chief Ls. of C. : much will, of course, dependpon whether the existing staff on such lines can be relied on, or to
'Hat extent it will be necessary to supplement it, or whether it will have
d be replaced altogether. It may be necessary to send out engines and
3Uing stock

; for, if the enemy can obtain any power over the railroads
efore your arrival, he will destroy the rolling stock, or run it off into hiswn territory. For the general working of the line, an offr. to be called
le Director of Railways” will be appointed to regulate the traffic: he
ill be under the orders of the Director of Transport. To each line made
se ol there should be a Traffic manager, who can be best obtained from
)me of the large English railroads

; he should be well paid, and
tached to the Staff of the Q.M.G. with local or high honorary rank. We
iderstand the construction, working and administration of railways better
ian any nation in Europe

; and, from the numbers employed upon our
itwork of iron highways, we can always obtain the very best railway staff
the world : but it is absolutely necessary that that staff should exist on
iper in time of peace, and be capable of mobilisation upon the shortest

he Director of Railways should be assisted by an efficient staff
lected by himself. Under his orders there should be an especially enlisted
Construction Corps ” of workmen, for the repair and maintenance of the

foKr °u .

°rSa”lsed u
,

nder military officers. Taking, as a model, the corps
tabiished by the Federal Government during their war, the organisation
tgnt be into battalions, as follows, their number being according to the
cessities of the service

; 1 man a mile, or 2 to every 3 miles, will generally
: ample to look after the permanent way.

Battalion of Construction Corps.

f

Commandant Major, R.E., specially selected for his knowledge of railway
work.

2nd in command, a Captain R.E., ditto, ditto.
A Quartermaster.

A Sergeant-major to act as Clerk.
A Rodman [to be a staff-sergeantj.

» 2 Messengers.
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ist Subdivision.

No. of men.
Engineer of bridges. To be an officer of R.E., selected for his know-

ledge of bridge -making.

A Quartermaster.

An Assistant-surgeon.

6

30

300

13

Sergeant-major to act as clerk and time-keeper.

A Hospital Steward [staff-sergeant].

A Quartermaster-sergeant [staff-sergeant].

One Sergeant to every 50 men, to act as foreman.

One Corporal to every 10 men, to act as sub-foreman.

Mechanics and labourers.

Blacksmith and helper.

Cooks.

Making a total of 3 offrs., 3 s.-sergts., 6 sergts., 30 corps., and 314 privates

for each subdivison. ,

The 2nd subdivision to be the same, except that the O. C. and the mei

under him should be skilled in laying rails.

The 3rd subdivision to consist of a clerk of the works to superuse t

water stations, having under him a sergeant as foreman, 12 mechanics an.

labourers, together with one cook.
i

The 4th subdivision to consist of a clerk of the works experienced

masonry, with a sergeant [to be a mason] as foreman, 10 masons anj

helpers, and one cook.
.

.

The sth subdivision to consist of three experienced guards, to oe 1.

class s. ss., and 3 others to be =ergts., at a lower rate of pay, 2 locomoti

engineers, to be s. ss., 2 firemen, to be corporals, and one cook.

The strength of the battalion would therefore be-4 officers 3 Q. ms

2 M. Os. , 17 sergts. ,
62 corporals, and 655 privates. They should be arme

with rifle and sword-bayonet, and drilled to their use, so as to be able t

defend themselves, but never should be made use of as combatant so d -

Protection oe Railways.—A railroad will always be, nrore or ies

open to injury from cavly. raids : it is therefore essential that its protert c

should be
J

especially provided for by the Q.M.G., a sufficient force be

placed at hiS
P

disposal for that duty. The nature of the cormtrv.J

character of the enemy, the composition of lus army, and the dispositionSE can atone d.eenSine wha, force will
J*

is to be the proportion of Cavly. to Infy. ,
&c. ,

&c. The

that can be spared for this work the better. It is °
poir

a line by distributing along it 10 or 12 men to the mile.
^
L lt '

must be selected as positions for flying columns, ready at all moments
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move out, either by train along the line, or on horses, and in waggons along
the country roads, to pounce down by forced marches upon the enemy’s
columns. The position of these flying columns to be changed constantly.
Small cavly. parties_should scour the country to the right and left of the
line to the greatest possible distances compatible with their safety, tele-
graph stations being pushed out, and signal stations posted on commanding
ground still farther out, so that it should be impossible for any movement
to be made by the enemy within the zone thus watched, without its being
immediately known to the several flying columns. A good system should
be thus established for watching the enemy, the country people beino- well
rewarded for giving correct information. The inhabitants to be informed
by proclamation that any of them discovered injuring the railroad or tele-
graph, or attempting to obstruct the former, will be hanged without mercy,
in some countries it may be possible to make the inhabitants living along it
-esponsible for its preservation, and it may sometimes be necessary to make
severe examples by burning the houses near to the spot where any injury has
Deen done to it. The most vulnerable points of railroads, as explained in
he article upon their destruction, are large tunnels, viaducts, and bridges,
n many instances jit may therefore be necessary to protect them by block
louses containing small garrisons of from 20 to 100 men, each being com-
manded by an officer. Some should be made proof against field guns, and
til should be made as strong as possible by means of all available obstacles.
U each of these posts there should be a machine gun, with a good supply
if ammunition

; it would add greatly to their power of defence. Light
ialls are useful on dark nights to show what an enemy investing the block
louse may be about. It is sometimes very necessary that there should be a
'lock house at each end of a viaduct or long bridge, when it is advisable to
nclose with palisading some little space all round the bridge, strong gates
ieing arranged for, allowing trains to pass. The object of all such works
s merely to protect the bridges until the nearest flying column has had
ime to arrive, for it is by closely watching the enemy, more than by watch-
es the line itself, that you can alone hope to protect it efficiently.
Destruction of Railways.—Patrols and small reconnoitring parties

te not upon any account to destroy railroads without orders emanating from
he <3. O. C.

,
for it is possible they might paralyse the future movements of

n army by doing so. A railroad may be rendered useless to an enemy by
lestroying the track itself, by destroying or removing the rolling stock, or
'>’ destroying the means of supplying fuel and water to the engines. The
ubject must be considered under two heads.
1st. When from there being no likelihopd of a railroad in an enemy's

ountry ever being of use to you, it is advisable to destroy it in the most
ffectual manner possible.
2nd. When, from its being in your own territory, you do not wish to
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destroy great works, such as large bridges, tunnels, &c., &c., or when,

from it being likely that you may again, in a short time, require it for

your own army, you desire only to render it temporarily useless to the

istJln destroying a line when time is of little consequence, the rails,

chairs &c. ,
should be removed to the rear to be made use of as required

on the lines in use by your army. In most instances, however, time is a

great object, as such duty generally devolves upon bodies of Cavly. who

have succeeded in cutting in upon the enemy’s L. of C. and who have con-

sequently to make all possible haste to escape being cut off Our Cavty.

pioneers are now supplied with appliances for the hasty demolition of bridges

and railways. The chairs can be broken with a sledge hammer. Destroy

the signal stations, the water tanks, and all the arrangements for watenng

the engines. All electric wires to be cut and twisted, and all batteries and

their apparatus broken to pieces. The most vulnerable points on a line are

large viaducts and bridges, particularly if they are made of wood . i ol

brick or stone, powder or g. c. must be used to destroy them ;
when time

permits the piers of the viaducts should be destroyed as near the ground as

possible. (See article on the
‘

‘ Destruction of Bridges. )
In destroying

woodwork by fire, whatever oil can be obtained from the neighbouring

houses should be poured over it to make it burn quickly ; c°al pD is the best.

If there are tunnels, to blow one in at several points well within the tunn

where the ground above is of a sandy nature, is the most efficacious means

of blocking up a line. It is better to blow down one long tunnel in several

places, than several tunnels in only one place. If you have n0“lnl® “ 1

d
in a tunnel, take up some rails in it: make a barricade with them and

sleepers, &c., and then run in a heavily loaded train at full speed. I yo

can do so from both ends, so much the better.
f

In all deep cuttings where there are retaining walls, a few charge

powder, exploded judiciously behind them, soon fill.up the cutting.
1

telegraph wire and fallen trees are intermingled with the debris, u
^

work of clearing it out is rendered much more difficult -om

countries are so level that railroads running through them presen

no bridges or embankments for great distances. To destroy tne

rails and ties, or sleepers, is therefore the only means of rendenna

them useless. Curves should always be selected, as it is mu

difficult to repair them than straight pieces of the line. 1

0

P

rails is not so easy as all nmy think. On railroads, the workmen

JL draw the spikes with clevis bars and claws, and unscrew the n m
Sir and bolts with wrenches, all of which are too heavy to be carr

Fig «. by cavly. soldiers. A good substitute for a wrench can be man
g ‘ 5

with a screw-bolt and two nuts, as shown in Fig 52, the hrstnu

being screwed on to the bolt as far as it will go, and the other screw
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ivfVvf y
S1

,

t0 fit
!
he heads of the screws or nuts to be removed Inali fish joints where there are bolts and nuts made use of, these wrenchescan be easily made, the first two nuts being removed by tannin? theircorners with a stone or hammer until twisted off: when one has bee/made

them
"U
Wh

Can
.

be removed b
-v Il > and any number of others made bythem. When time presses, most rails can be destroyed by a charge of

®“,°jP
mc? 1ttoa

' P'laced against them halfway between 2 sleepers, and tied

ou d
th

b
e
e

r

lHe
Whr !

ere ,S

,

plent>'

1

of time
'
the 'vooden ties or sleepers

~!°f
ld be made

,

mt° long piles and set fire to, the rails being placed

shane of T’u
an
or

vvhen
,

sufficlentIy in the middle, bent up into theshape of a U, or round a tree or telegraph pole. It is of the greatest

o^benrthev
1^ sh^dd.

not on,7
,

be bent
’
but twisted as well for if

' RECON TR immv • -r

6 s,tightened, as explained in Article on
tn^f

CON
f
fRl

i
CTION

’ but lf weU twisted, they must be re-rolled before

ran t^
an b

u °/

^

ny
.

When well heated in the centre as described, they

,

n b
f

easlIy twisted by inserting the point of a pick into one of the fisln
p ate holes at either end, and then bearing in opposite directions.

is desirable 'thn /‘c"®
“ m°? i]

]
sta

.

nces be of the utmost consequence, itisdesirable that some means be devised for tearing up rails rapidlv and

pKnvenmd'forthft
Cm WhT C-°ld

,

The folImvin? is a description of aplan invented for that purpose during the late American war.

1

i\\o pieces of U-shaped iron or steel about
lbs. each [see a in Fig. 53] are placed under

the two ends of the rail shown in sketch
;
levers

W' 11
,

or 12' long, and 4" or 5" in diameter
at the large end, are inserted in the irons,
when by pulling on the levers the whole rail is
npped from its fastenings in less than half a
mnute, and the chairs broken. A detach-
ment intended for the destruction of a railroad
should be told off into squads of 10 men

; to
iach should be given before starting 2 of these
4-shaped irons, 2 axes, and 2 pieces of stout
ope, each 6 yds. long. A supply of the
orpedoes described in Article upon the *

' Dk-
TiuicrioN of Bridges ” should also be taken
ipon all such expeditions.
Having reached the part of the line selected,

ach squad should be given 12 rails to remove
;

uppose the rails to be 20' long, there would

If
45 squads to a mile of road. Say the detachment consisted of 1000 men

here would be 450 to destroy the mile of rails, leaving 550 men to cover
he operation.

Fig. S3-
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Each squad should at once provide itself on the spot with 2 wooden levers

of the dimensions already given, and 2 wooden wedges or blocks \c in

sketch] to place between the rail and the levers ;
the ropes, d, to be fastened

to the small end of the levers. The 2 U-shaped irons having been forced

under one end of a rail near together, and the wedges and levers placed as

shown in sketch, one lever is pulled on and bent down to the ground, with

the second a further twist is then given as far as it can be moved ,
a fres

hold is then taken with the first, and the operation continued until the twist

is sufficient. The rail can then be bent by pulling on a rope attached to the

loose end, and afterwards removed altogether by applying one of the lexers

to the end which had remained fastened. Five minutes is sufficient time to

twist, bend, and remove a rail, so in 1 hour the 12 rails told off to each

squad ought to be removed : in fact, 450 men should m that time destroy a

mile of road. The ties should then be stacked by each squad, a couple

being split up to make them bum the quicker. If coal oil is to be had

any of the neighbouring houses, it should be poured over them with that

objcet. . ,

Rails vary in weight from 40 lbs. to 70 lbs. the yard.
, , , 1

To destroy Locomotives.— It is most desirable that all offrs. should make

themselves acquainted with the several parts of the machinery named in the

following paragraphs. Draw off the water from the boiler, light a lar»efire

in the fire-box] this will destroy the flues. The most efficacious method is

to fire a round shot through the boiler. The latter plan should always be|i

adopted when it is possible to do so.
. . . ,n

To disable Locomotives without permanently injuring them.—Kemoxe to

a place of security or hide any of the following pieces of the machinery.

The pump rams, clacks, or delivery pipes; one or both safety-valves the

mud plugs of boiler; the link connecting the slide valve to the valve

gearing
;
eccentric straps ;

one or both cylinder tops or covers ;
unscrew

the injector (which feeds the boiler with water) or the steam dome. To h

the suction pipes of the pumps with melted resin or lead, or men

i

cotton waste or tow, should be temporarily effective, and many hours might

elapse before the cause of stoppage was discovered.

To disable Tenders to a similar extent, remove the hose pipes couphn

bar and chains between engine and tender, or the brasses from the axle

h
° To disable Passenger Carriages ,

Trucks &c
;

,
without P^nently

injuring them.-Remove one or both wheels [or in American cars one «

both trucks]. Take off the axle guard or the bolts from one or tvm of ffie

guard plates
;
the brasses from the axle-boxes, or the draw bars.

last are most easily effected. _ , . , them.
To destroy Passenger Carriages ,

Trucks, &f., burn them, or
anc

In fine, all piles of coal or other fuel should be burnt, the watei .
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the pumps used for filling them destroyed, and all shops for the repair of
engines, <Src.

,
and everything that will burn, set on fire.

2nd. To render a line temporarily useless, so that whilst it would take
much time for an enemy to repair it, you could do so quickly yourself, will
depend much upon your respective resources. If you know that he cannot
provide rails, remove a hundred yards of them at various intervals; if he
has no supplies of telegraph wire on hand, remove it. Remove the pistons
from all the pumps supplying water to the tanks

;
provided that you can

easily replace them, you can even go so far as to destroy a bridge
;
take

care that all rolling stock and fuel is removed within your part of the theatre
of war. Railway communication was upon many occasions temporarily
intercepted by the Cavly. during the late Southern struggle for indepen-
dence in the following manner :—A high embankment having been selected,
a couple of thousand men were dismounted and formed in single rank along
a rail, but outside of it, and facing inwards. The rails at both flanks were
disconnected, so that the portion of the line to be torn up occupied by the
single rank of men, was not fastened to the rest of the line. Upon a given
signal the men stooped down and grasped the rail, and upon another signal,

all lifted it up to a vertical position, with the ties fastened to it, and then
let it fall over on the other side down the embankment. The rails could
not then be replaced without unfastening them from the ties, and relaying
the whole superstructure. When the ties or sleepers are very firmly fixed

in the ground, the operation of overturning a section as described can be
facilitated by using poles or rails as levers under the rails.

Repair of Railroads.—Repair of railroads will be effected by the Recon-
struction Corps, its Hd. Qrs. being at some central point, where workshops
can be established in safety. All bridges and culverts within possible reach
of the enemy should be numbered and classified under a few heads, such
is 1st, 2nd, and 3rd class, according to their dimensions ;

materials for the

complete renewal of each class should be kept ready in the central depot, so
that if information is received at any moment that such or such a bridge or

culvert has been destroyed, the Reconstruction Corps, in starting to repair

t, can take exactly what is necessary for doing so ;
this should be carried

out so far, that even trusses of the various sorts to suit the spans of the

arger bridges should be kept on hand ready for conveyance to any part of

:he line. In all secure places there should be an ample supply of rails,

ipikes, sleepers, and tools necessary for reconstructing the permanent way
ihould it be destroyed. All rails that are only slightly bent into a curve

vithout being twisted, are easily straightened by means of a common jack-

icrew or jim-crow, or by sledges.

General Haupt, of the Northern army, used the following contrivance for

traightening rails that had been simply heated in the centre and bent. 5
flocks of wood, a, b, c, d, e, about 10' square, and 5' long, were placed as
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shown in fig. S4, where * at is the rail. The top one was notched to the

shape of the rail so as to receive it, and prevent it from turning
;
pressure

was applied by from 12 to 16 men at each end by means of two poles,/ /,

, „nt in diameter a small piece of some hard wood,/, being placed
a l0" t Lh il nf l c r il o form an even surface for the poles to rest upon. 1

lU

AfK,aX. Ml .he „e™s employed we™ able In ta. .

»

jsssasysvss ?**£* »-<>.

«

they should be put on one side to be sent when the new track has been lam.

two parallel walls of brick

stoV or even clay, with bars laid across to hold the wood or coa
.Jj

i e

heated the rails are laid upon a straightening table and hammered until th<

the base of the top rails forms the plane surface on which the rails an

straightened.

MOVEMENT OF TROOPS BY RAILWAY.

Rail v Road —If the civil functionaries of a line are retained to work

forwar purposes, all movement of men, stores, &c must bearranged^t

them, and once made, no interference with them should be allowed ,
this .
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ill the more necessary when the whole of the ordinary traffic is not stopped.
Orders for all trains should emanate from the traffic manager’s office, and
mly from thence. The experience gained in the late Franco-German war
proves that, upon double track lines worked upon the continental system,
:ime is not gained in moving large bodies of troops, including their pro-
sortion of guns and matMel, by rail, when the proportion of sabres and
Dayonets is greater than 435 to the English mile of the distance to be got
)ver. In England, where rolling stock is practically unlimited, and our
•airways so well worked, I think that an English army corps (war strength)
:an be moved with a saving of time by rail, for any distance over 43 miles,
3emg for large bodies of troops a proportion of 600 sabres and bayonets to
he English mile.

Engine Runs.—Whilst the carriages of which a train is composed run
roops or stores through to their destination, the engine only goes for what
s called its “run,” the length of which varies from 50 to 100 miles,
n England 80 miles is considered a short run, except for the express
rassenger trains.

Single and Double Lines.—On nearly all English railways there are 2
ines of rails, but in America and on most of the continental lines there is
eldom more than one. The rapidity with which troops can be conveyed is
;reatly affected thereby, and the fewer the places where trains can pass one
.nother on such single lines, the fewer will necessarily be the number of
rams that can be at work at the same time upon every 100 miles of road,
rhe length of the Sidings at the crossing places, fixes the limit to the
lumber of carriages there can be in a train on that line. The number of
arriages that a siding can hold may be calculated thus : An engine with its
ender requires 72' on rails

;
passenger carriages, horse-box, cattle, and

arriage truck 20', and a break-van 27'. Taking 40 as the maximum number
f carriages in England for a military train, all sidings should be about 250
ards long.

Despatch of Trains.—On single lines, trains can only be despatched from
tie termini at intervals of twice the time it takes a train to run from one
rossing place to the next one : thus, if a train takes 33 minutes running
etween the longest distance between any 2 crossing-places on the line,
"ams should not be despatched from either terminus at shorter intervals
tan 70 minutes. In India the lines are single, and the distances between
tations often as much as 20 miles. The military trains have 33 carriages,
nd run 21 miles an hour, including stoppages. On the Scinde, Punjaub,
nd Delhi line only 11 trains, and on the Lahore and Delhi line only 13
ains a day each way can be run, allowing for stoppages to breakfast and
me. On a double line, in a military point of view,—i.e.

,
remembering the

me required to load and unload trains,—the number of trains actually
tnningon the fine at the same time is almost without limit

; but on a single
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line, the total number of trains that can mn on it at any one time corre-

sponds with the number of sections between all the several crossing-places

and the termini, half of which trains will be running in one direction and

half in the other, if the line is being worked up to its greatest working

capacity. On the Continent it is generally calculated that not more than

15 trains on single and 30 on double lines can be despatched every 24-

hours.
, „ .

The Railroad Committee, consisting of Traffic Managers and Railway -ngirieers,

calculate upon despatching trains at intervals of 8 minutes. Under such an arrange-

ment the terminus where the troops would be detrained would be in a curious statt

of confusion after the 1st hour when the troops began to arrive, being crowded with

men unable to carry their ammunition, camp equipment or baggage.

Assuming that in England by the most extraordinary efforts you could despatch 4I

trains in the 24 hours [i.e. a train on an average of about every 30 minutes), it wouli

take 674 hours to despatch one of our army corps by any one line of double railroat

under the most favourable circumstances. Consider what it would be to work a tin-

for even 3 days and 3 nights under such pressure. It could only be possible b;

borrowing additional hands from other companies, or by denuding of serv ants th

branch lines or the portions of the main line not comprised in the operation, so a

practically to render them, for the time, almost useless to the public. I dwell upo

this because men who are more scientific than practical sometimes forget in calci

lating the maximum carrying capacity of a railroad, that the physical power of thi

railroad official is an important factor in the sum. Although, saving accidents, an

within certain wide limits, a locomotive is capable of sustained exertion as long i

you tend it properly with fuel, water, and oil, still the man who drives or swkes “

not so capable. His powers are very limited, and without his proper amount of dad

rest and sleep, he soon breaks down altogether. The derangement of everything c

a line of railroad over which masses of troops are being sent is so great, that x

Germany the rule is to give a railroad terminus a rest of 2 days after the movemeit

of any great force, or after a fortnight's continuous work. This is for the purpose -

repairs, and for correcting the irregularities that are inseparable from such gre

operations.
. . , ,

In making these great railway calculations, it must also be remembered that,

under the pressure of war, it will seldom be possible to completely stop all ordina

traffic The postal services must be attended to, and large cities, since the introdu

tion of railroads, depend so completely on the provinces for food, that to stop t

ordinary faffic would be virtually to starve their inhabitants. A certain number

trains per diem must therefore be allotted for these purposes. I think, therefore, I

ordinary calculations, upon English lines, that we should not reckon upon being al

to despatch more than about 45 trains in the 24 hours by any one double line

railroad. During the great concentration of the two hostile armies in 1870, t

Germans seldom ran more than 14 or 16 military trains during the 24 hours, t
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rench from 20 to 25 in the same time
; but then their trains were about twice as

trge as ours would be. It has been laid down by us that on a double English line,
le steady despatch of military trains at intervals of half an hour was the maximum
lat could be .effected.

In estimating the number of trains you can run in a day, other important facts
ave to be considered. Have you enough rolling-stock to furnish the required
umber of trains ? In England, the rolling-stock is so very great, that this considera-
on may be passed over, as, practically, all being of the same gauge, any amount
lat could possibly be required could be collected on any one line from the other
reat companies

; but if operating abroad, or in an enemy’s country, a very limited
mount only might be at your disposal. The Germans calculate that carriages
espatched loaded during the 1st day’s movement, for distances not exceeding 200
Inglish miles, can be back again at the starting-point and again despatched loaded
n the 3rd day

;
for distances between 200 and 400 English miles, on the 4th day ;

nd for distances between 400 and 500 miles, on the 5th day. In England, where the
ace is greater and the trains smaller, we might, I think, calculate upon having
lis rolling-stock again available in less lime.

Another point to be considered is, can you have a train ready loaded to start every
a minutes ? Admitting that it takes 30 minutes to place half a battalion of infantry,
ith all its equipments, regimental transport, &c., in a train, and double that time to
ad each train carrying cavalry, R.A., or stores, it would require several platforms,
r separate places where Cavly., lnfy., & R.A. could be embarked, so that a train
3uld be despatched every 30 minutes, allowing to minutes after the despatch of
rery loaded train for an empty one to be shunted back to take its place alongside
te platform. Platforms unprovided w ith appliances for placing loaded waggons on
le trucks, or for getting horses into the cattle trucks, are unsuited for the embarka-
on of troops. In some countries the cattle and other trucks are made so that their
ads let down. A continuous platform can thus be formed by the portion of the train
imposed of trucks, those for the reception of horses being placed in rear of the
assenger carriages, and the trucks to carry the waggons or guns being placed at the
:ar of all. The horses are walked from the end of the train (where there is always
le means of getting horses and carts on to the end of the hindmost truck) to the
lost forward cattle truck, the end of each truck being raised, and replaced in its

roper position as soon as each has received its proper complement. The same
lethod is pursued with the carts and waggons. This is a much more expeditious
lode of embarking them than that of putting them in from the side.

At the London termini of some of our main lines there are great facilities for load-
ig trains, as the platforms are numerous, and their goods stations are well provided
ith all the appliances necessary for loading cattle and stores. But although you
light be able to despatch 6 or 7 trains an hour from London, unless you could
nload a similar number in the same time at the point of detraining, your labour will

ime to naught. Whichever may be the smaller number that can be loaded at one
ad or be unloaded at the other end of the line in an hour, that must be the number

2 H
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of trains to be despatched per hour with advantage. It is therefore a great object t

increase the facilities for the embarkation and disembarkation of troops to the utmost

In a country like England, several lines could always be made available in any grea

movement of troops, and the numerous branch lines could be utilised as afford,n;

places for loading and unloading without interfering with the principal stations o

the main lines. In an operation that must, from its magnitude, extend over sever,

davs especially if the movement is for a distance of over 50 miles, Bngds. or Divm

might at the outset make one or more day’s march, according to the magnitude ,

the
6
operation, so as to reach a station, perhaps on a branch line, but at any rate sonc

place where they could entrain without blocking up the main line.

P
In the same manner, a great operation can be very much facilitated by sente

some Brigds. or Divns. to points within one or two marches of the point of concentn

tion. They should be despatched if not the first, at least early in the operation,

that supposing the whole movement was calculated to last 3 or more days, thev mig .

have time to march from the points where they left the railway, to their destination:

As much care is required that the troops at the end of their journey do not g,

jammed into the town where the terminus is situated, and so block up the exits fro:,

it, as is necessary in keeping the approaches to the starting-point clear.

Speed — It is most essential that a low rate of mean speed should be fixe,

for military trains, so that if time be lost by any tram from any cause, it m.

be easily recovered by increasing the pace for a time. The speed to be fix

upon will be influenced by the power of the locomotives, the nature of t

gradients, the general working condition of the line, the number of carnag

fn each train, and the average distances to be run without stopping. K
their military trains of 5° or 60 carnages the Germans fix the mean speed 1

from i2.\ to 1si British miles the hour
;

this rate includes all delays c

casioned by short halts for watering the engine, slackening speed in passu

smaU stations, &c., &c. These long trains of the Germans are worked

2 engines, one in front, the other behind the train over lines with gen*

gradients. When the gradient is steep, the trains are reduced to half t

size In France the pace for military trains is from 17 to 20 miles, ah

due' consultation with the best railway men in Sngiand, it was determin

that the speed of military trains should not as a rule exceed 30 miles, 01

the Continent large trmi

carriages each, and to run them at a maximum speed of 30 miles an ho

There should be a break-van at each end of the train. In America, lu

the gradients are steeper than in England, from 10 to 15 passenger cai . c

or from 16 to 22 freight carriages go to a train, the former being drawn

the rate of from 16 to 22 miles, and the latter at from 12 to 15 miles an hot

The gradients on a line will greatly influence the wt. which engine
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'raw, as the following Table will show. It is drawn up assuming that the
>1. which any engine could draw on the level is represented by i 'oo.

Gradient. Engine will

draw. Gradient.
Engine will

draw.

1 in 700 °’
7S 1 in 60 0*18

.. 500 0*67 „ So o*i6
„ 250 °'S » 40 0*09
„ 100 0*26

». 3° 0*06
» 80 0*22 » 20 0*016

Some convenient place, away from the entraining station, should be set
part for '

‘ making up ” the trains. In mixed trains carrying men, horses,
aggons, &c.

,
it is advisable to make up the train in sections, so that if for

ny reason it has subsequently to be broken up into 2 or more trains, the
lilitary units and the several arms or departments may be distinct one from
ie other. If on arrival at the detraining station the platform is found to
e too short to accommodate the whole train, then the carriages containing
ie horses, or whatever was most difficult to unload, could be drawn up
longside the platform, whilst the men got out as best they could without a
latform. Abroad one train takes a Battn.

; we send it in 2 trains, and so
:duce the rapidity with which we can convey our Infy. by rail by one half.
Rolling Stock.—The experience gained during the American war show's
lat to supply an army of 100,000 in the field by means of a single line of
lils, the proportion of rolling stock should be, engines C25 and freight
images 6"o to every mile of road : this does not provide for the conveyance
troops. The following Table may be useful as giving a fair idea of the

illing stock possessed by various nations :

—

Rolling Stock per Mile
of Road.

English.

Irish.

Scotch.

Canadian.

United

States

generally.

The

State

of

New

York.

German.

Indian.

No. of Locomotives
Ditto Passenger Carriages.
Ditto Freight and Goods do

•709
2-244
19-694

•2448
•86

4-0

•51

1-^7
i6*8

*21

*3

2*95

•236
•16

4* 068

•243
-34

3-364

*43
* 807

6* 7

-2037
-46

4-34

2 11 2
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As these calculations include all branch lines, it may safely be assumed that

on all main lines there will be about \ more on foreign and { more on home

hn
in calculating the amount of rolling stock available for use, a deduction

of so per cent, for locomotives, and from 20 to 30 per cent, for all carnages

must be made for those usually undergoing repairs

Locomotive.—An engine and tender occupy 72 of rail. The average wt

of an English locomotive is 28 tons when running, or with its tender 4b

tons In India the engine and tender when running weigh together about

QS tons only. An engine drawing a heavy troop train consumes from about

100 cub. ft. or 624 galls, to about 150 cub. ft. or 930 galls, of water, and

about 8 cwt. of pit coal per hour. Tenders generally carry 3 or 4 tons ol

coal and from 1500 to 2500 galls, of water. The metre gauge passenger

engine when running weighs about 16 tons, its tender when full about 11

tons. An engine can be worked with a relief of firemen for 18 out of the 2.

hours, leaving 6 hours for cleaning, &c.

Passenger Carriages.—They occupy on an average 27 of rail each, it

computing the number of soldiers (armed and equipped) that can be conveyer

in any carriage, the usual allowance is 8 soldiers to 10, and 6 soldiers to

ordinary passengers. A soldier should have 20 inches of seat as a minimum

Our ordinary 2nd and 3rd class carriages will hold from 32 to 40 soldiers, ac

cording to the size of the carriage.

Cattle Trucks ,
&c., occupy on an average, 20 of rails each. A co\ ere

goods waggon carries 6 tons, and has a capacity of about 500 cub. it.

ordinary goods truck carries 1 ton of straw, 1 ton of hay, 5 to 7 tons of coat

6 to 9 head of cattle, 30 to 45 sheep, or 1 of any description of gun <

waggon (with limber) used in the field. The Midland Rl. Rd. has ?'•

20,000 low-sided open goods waggons, each 16' 10" including buffers, wicti

7' 9" with a side 1' 9" high, carries 6 tons, and weighs about 5 tons 4 c\\

A sheep van with 2 floors will carry 80 sheep or 2000 lbs. of bread (bre;

for conveyance by rail should not be packed in more than 4 tiers).

A covered Van (with break
)
for luggage varies in capacity from 300 to 5

cub ft. and carries about 5 tons.

The Carriage Truck is generally 14' long with ends 10 high that let do'

for convenience of loading. . .

Waggonsfor horses.—A cattle truck to carry 7 or 8 horses saddled shot

be 17' 6’' long and 7' 4" wide, the entrance being at least 6’ 2 high,

should be covered at top and have the ends boarded up. The ordinc

English cattle truck is from 14' 9" to 16' 6" long and 7 6 ' wide, height

top of arched roof 7' 3", the doorway 6' 2" high and 5' 9 wide, the lo'

part falling down on a hinge to form a gangway. The floor of truck is

above rails : it carries 8 to 12 head of cattle. For the conveyance of hor
* ’ ’ ri" in tVnnknPCQ Nfl COVCT

the bottoms should be sound, and at least 2" in thickness. No covet
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carnage with a less interior height than 6' 3" should be used for conveyance
of horses. Open goods waggons may if necessary be used for horses
provided their sides are over 4' high. The English horse-box holds 3 horses’
If it is necessary to use goods waggons for the conveyance of men seats
with backs should be roughly fitted up

;
in estimating the number they will

carry, the space required may be calculated at 4 sqr. ft. per man.
This Table gives the average wt. and carrying capacity of ordinary

carriages on British lines.
3

Carriage.
Weight of Carriage. Carrying Capacity.

Metre
Gauge.

(4 ft. 81 in.

Gauge.)
Narrow Gauge,
4 ft. 8f. in.

Broad Gauge. Metre.

1st Class .

2nd „
3rd „

Truck .

tons.

3*

3f

3

tons. cwt.

5 18

6 4
6 12

|4 0

1

t0

17 0

24 soldiers. .

*32 to 40 soldiers.

>» ..

S
1

to >tons . . .

7)

50 to 60 soldiers.

1 ) ii

J>5

to to tons. .

18

24

6 tons.

* 4 Men on a seat.

American Rolling Stock.—A first-class car carries 60 passengers, the
other passenger cars generally 40 : a box car carries 9 tons of freight, or 10
noises with harness on, or 9 cavalry horses, saddled with coats rolled, valises,
&c. ,

on saddle : a cattle car will take the same number of horses. A platform
car or flat (29' long and 9' wide) will carry a 12-pounder gun, its limber and
waggon with its limber, or 3 ordinary farmer’s waggons, or < one-horsed

Indian Rolling Stock.—The covered goods waggon (18' long, 8' 6" broad
and of 10 tons wt.

)
will carry 20 native soldiers, or 30 to 33 natives squatting on

the floor
; inside height 7', with a door 6' 3" high, and 5' 6" wide. It carries

8 horses, four at each end, facing one another. The high-sided open goods
waggon and the cattle trucks will hold 9 Arabs or 8 large Walers when
placed transversely to the rails. The covered goods waggon will carry 12
head of cattle or 50 sheep if well ventilated, or the fd. -service kits of 375
British soldiers

;
or 680 Sepoy kits

;
or 150 Native Cavly. kits : or 18 E. P.

tents : or 36 Sepoy pals : or 24 doolies if dismantled and carefully packed.
PLATFORMS.—For our short military trains they should be 250 yds. long,

and 20' wide, with ramps at each end, and, if possible, also along the
reverse side

; they should be 3' 6" above the rails, and the inner face towards
the line should be 3' 6" from the centre of the nearest rail, When sleepers
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and timber and rails are plentiful, they can easily be constructed anywhere

^Water-Troughsfor Troops.-These should, if possible, be constructed

at every hafting place along the line, but they are abso utely necessary m o.

near the entraining and detraining stations. It is best to have them in tht

open space near the termini where the troops are collected immediateh

prior to entrainment or immediately subsequent to detramment: under am

circumstances, they must be clear of the platform to be used They shoul

be accessible on both sides, so that each company should file past it on.

rank on each side. It takes about 3 minutes for a strong company to fik

along a trough, each man to get a drink and fill his water-bottle, and march

Cl

Sre»rfjI-When moving troops with what I may call tactical objects in view, tha

is, moving them to the assistance of others already engaged (as, for instance, thos

pushed on to Frossard’s assistance on the 6th of August, 1870), where it is possible ,

may be necessary to disembark them at any moment, you must carry in each trai

skids, or some sort of brough for getting the horses, guns, and waggons off tht

carriages. Although the operation entails labour and requires time, it is a great

advantage to be able to disembark at any point you choose, irrespective ofrailwa

stations. During the Fenian raids upon Canada, we had every train provided wit

broughs, and I saw a battery of R.A. disembarked by their assistance in a very sho

time far from any station. They can be easily improvised with rails or keepers or

combination of the two. The common double-headed rail makes a g°od
^

d

detraining guns or waggons, as when placed on its side, it just takes the ordinal

gU

Every movement of troops by railroad naturally divides itself ini

five distinct operations.
, , . . , „i

ls t The march to the station where the embarkation is to be effected.

2nd—The embarkation.

3rd—The journey.
, , , . ,

4th—The disembarkation at the end of the journey ,
and

^th The march from the station when disembarked to the bivouac

campmg-gl Otmd.
^ ^ raihuay station is a purely military operation, and wh

the numbers to be conveyed are large, is one requiring the greatest nicety of deU

so that the numerous columns should not cross on the way, and so that all -hot

arrive at the proper station and in proper time. Upon the staff rests the respo. Sibil

for making these arrangements. After due consultation with Ins railroad advisers,

is for the responsible staff officer to fix upon the place where the several arms ot t

service should embark, and where the Commissariat was to load its stores ;
in gen

it is a good arrangement for the Infy. to get into the trams at the passenger s.a >0

reserving the freight stations for the Cavly. and R.A. ihe time-table for

despatch of the force having been drawn up, and the routes to the various rail -
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tations having been selected, the troops would be ordered to move so as to reach

hese points exactly at the hour required : the distances should be nicely calculated

o insure this.

The approaches to the stations must be kept clear, and silence strictly enforced

yhen the troops arrive near them. The arrangements to be made by the responsible

>.0. require great care, but no matter how ably they may be devised, unless regtl.

ifirs. enforce discipline most strictly whilst marching through a town to the railway,

ipon their arrival there, and whilst embarking in the carriages allotted for the recep-

ion of their men, all will be of no avail, and disorders, such as those that we find

ook place in 1870 at Paris, Metz, Amiens, and other great termini, will certainly

esult. It is during such operations that the discipline of a Regt. is tested, and that

me discovers how much better it is in some corps than in others. Partial delays and
nistakes are inevitable, entailing more or less discomfort upon all ranks—but these

>etty inconveniencies are necessarily attendant upon our lot as soldiers, and they

hould be accepted cheerfully. Grumbling about the delay, and finding fault with

he arrangements made, is not the way to further the interest of the service or the

nds aimed at by the special operation then in progress, but it is a certain method for

ausing disorder.

It is very necessary that only the troops for whom the carriages are ready should

le allowed to enter the station, and the presence of all sight-seers, or friends with

hem, should be positively forbidden. Good and distinct approaches to each platform

hould be prepared. At some termini, such as Euston Square and Victoria Stations,

here are inclosures outside where troops could be massed to some small extent previous

o entering the station ; the public should be strictly prevented from entering such

paces. It is essential, where large numbers have to be embarked at any station,

ome open space near it should be selected for this purpose. Water troughs should

>e constructed there where the men can drink and fill their water-bottles. Latrines

hould also be dug. In a great movement of troops by rail, the very common fault

>f reaching the station too soon may overturn the best conceived arrangements,

rhe dread of being too late is a bugbear that drives us constantly into the opposite

ixtreme, and both extremes are nearly equally injurious in most military operations,

ind they certainly are equally so in moving masses of all arms by rail. The

unallest possible number of men should be permitted to fall out whilst in the station.

In order to prevent the necessity for their doing so, it is very advisable to have a 10

minutes’ halt somewhere near the point of entrainment when marching to it.

and. The entrainment of the men.—The Queen’s regulations give very good

rules for this, but they only deal with it from what I may call a regimental point

of view. Regarding it as a staff question, it is one that embraces so many topics

that a volume could easily be filled with instructive information on the subject,

as the general working of railways in war is embraced in it. In all movements of

troops, whether by land or sea, one great rule 'is to keep the various military units

as complete at all times during the operation as possible. Thus, it is not only

essential that with Cavly. the horses and the men to ride them should go by the same
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train, but that whatever may be the number of sabres, bayonets, or guns conveyer

by any one train, or ship, they may be fit for war, complete in every necessary Belt

equipment, having their transport with them so as to march off without any dela)

upon leaving the train, or disembarking from the ship. This is a point that civilian

traffic managers are prone to forget or to ignore, so much so, that in all th

railway problems worked out by order of the Q.M.G. from time to time by th

Railroad Committee, I find that in moving troops they are sent forward withou

any transport.

An Offr. accompanied by a N.-C.O. from each squadron, battery, or company, wi

precede the troops, and, in concert with the station-master, will label or mark of

with a piece of chalk, on the footboard of passenger carriages, and in a conspicuou

place on the side of the cattle trucks and horse boxes, the troop, battery, or compan

allotted to them, and the number of men or horses each will hold. The bottoms <

cattle trucks should be carefully inspected before being used for conveyance ofnorse

as accidents might arise from the planks being unsound. One S.O. with 2 or 3 goc

N-C Os. should be allotted to each platform. The arrangement of the carriages :>

trains and all details connected with the movement of troops by rail should be mat

in consultation with the railway officials, who understand the work far better thst

any purely military officer does.
. ,

The 2nd and 3rd class carriages usually hold 5 on each seat ; the simplest pit

therefore is to move the men in “fours” closely “ locked-up ’ along the plat on

holding a section opposite each compartment : the serjeants must fall into the ran

before “fours” are formed, and if possible there should be a N.-C.O. or at least t

old soldier in each section. It is found from actual measurement, that, allowing f

buffer spaces, from 5' 6" to 6' 6" represents one compartment in a train. A battali

in line or in “fours” will occupy a front greater by from 25 to 40 per ct. than t

length of the carriage to receive them. Cloaks and greatcoats (except when w on

and valises, &c., will be stowed under the seat w'here each man sits, but as a rule .

should retain possession of his rifle or carbine ; these arms are never to be placed 1

the floor of the carriage.

The men once in the carriages, to be kept there, only those required for latig

being allowed on the platform ;
the fatigue parties should leave their arms a

accoutrements in their carriages whilst at w'ork on the platform. Ihe strict

silence must be maintained in the ranks, from the moment of entering the statu

until the train with its living freight has fairly left, and is clear of it. W hen the tr

is ready to proceed, “ attention” will be sounded. Horses should remain harness

or saddled during railway journeys made as parts of any large movement of troo

In the movement of supplies, it is a great matter if they can be despatched airea

loaded in carts or waggons, so as to be merely wheeled off the trucks at the end -

the journey, where horses should be in attendance to take them to the front,

might be feasible when feeding an army from a base a few hundred of miles di»t.

by rail, the empty waggons being sent back daily.

Entraining 0/ Infantry,—One sergeant for each company, one for the (let
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attached to Hd.-Qrs., and one for the guard and prisoners, the whole under an
officer, should be sent on to mark the carriages so as to arrive at the railway

station 40 minutes before the time named for the departure of the train. The
sergeants will previously ascertain with exactness what strength the companies and
parties they represent will muster at the station ; the guard and prisoners not to be
included in the strength of their companies, as separate compartments \vill be told off

for them. The officer in charge of the above-mentioned parties will then give over to

the N.-C.O. the compartments for the carriages for the accommodation of their men,
&c. ; each N.-C.O., as soon as the compartments for the party he represents are

handed over to him, will mark on the foot-board of each compartment, with a piece

of chalk, the name or letter of his party, and will then place himself opposite that

one which is nearest the side from which the troops will approach the carriages. The
Battn. will arrive at the railway station 20 minutes before the time named for the
departure of the train, and will be halted by the C.O. on ground which will be
pointed out by the S.O. superintending the departure

; each company will then be
told off into sections, according to the size of the compartments into which the

carriages are divided, and when this has been done, the battalion will move on to the

platform in fours
;
when the rear of each company arrives at its marker, it will be

ordered to halt and turn towards the train, remaining in fours. Each captain will

now move along the front of his company, and point out to each section the compart-
ment it is to occupy, and having done so, will give the order “ Quick j/iarch,” when
the men will move at once into their respective compartments, and then take off their

valises. When a Battn. moves with regtl. transport, the latter should be, if possible,

at the railway station 30 minutes before the time named for the departure of the train,

and it should be entrained in the same manner as R.A. An Infy. train should be
loaded in 40 minutes.

Entraining 0/ Cavalry .—On arrival of a Cavly. Regt. at the station, the men will

dismount, each man taking nothing but his carbine, except when the cloak is required
for wear, and they will then be told off, so many to each carriage. Having deposited
their accoutrements on the spot selected, and in the same order in which they stood
in the ranks, they will be told off into sections of 7 or 8 horses, according to the

capacity of the horse trucks. The sections will be numbered off from the right of the

squadron, and they will afterwards file from the most convenient flank, each halting

opposite the truck marked with the number of the section. A quiet horse should be
selected to go in first, followed by No. 1 of the front rank of each section, and then
his rear rank man. Should a horse be very restive, backing him in will generally

succeed. As a rule, the first horse is to be led in and secured to the opposite side of

the carriage, by the bridoon reins and the head-collar rope, either to a ring placed for

the purpose, or to the bars of the truck. The other horses will follow in order, each
dragoon taking off the bridle bit, hanging it round the horse’s neck, and leaving the

truck the moment he has secured his horse. The horses’ heads, when it is possible,

should be placed facing away from the second line of rails, as the horses are easily

frightened by trains and engines passing. The moment the last horse is in, the door
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must be at once shut, and the fastenings of the trucks afterwards carefully examined

by a railway official.

i N.-C.O. and a couple of intelligent men from each troop, previously told off for

the purpose, will go round and examine the fastenings of all the troop horses, and:

make such alterations as may be necessary under the personal superintendence of the

troop officers. When all the horses of a section have been entrained, the men should

at once proceed to the spot where they have left their arms, cloaks, &c., which they

will resume and fall in
;
they will also be desired to remember the number and

position of the truck containing their horses, and to fall in, in front of it, when they

are ordered to detrain. In a lancer regiment, certain men previously told off wilt

collect the lances, and deposit those of the leading troop in the front luggage van,

and .those of the other troop in the rear van. The loading and unloading of thc

officers’ chargers from the officers’ horse boxes should go on simultaneously with thal

of the troop horses, but if possible at a different part of the station.

When it is advisable for the Cavly. to unsaddle, one large covered goods waggor

for each troop will be required to pack the saddles in ; the waggon for the first troop

being placed in front, that for the second troop in rear of the cattle trucks. After the

men have deposited their arms, &c., as already detailed, they will be ordered to un

saddle, and hold their horses ;
they will then remove the saddles, bridles, anr

appointments, and pack them in the corn sacks, laying them on the ground i

a regular manner opposite to the waggon which has been told off to their respectiv

troops. I N.-C.O. and 2 men, selected for each waggon, will then arrange the cor

sacks with their contents in the luggage vans in a convenient manner, so as to take u:

the least possible space. The same men will be employed to take out and distribut

the corn sacks with their contents on arrival at the destination. When the arrange

ments before detailed are properly carried out, the train can be ready to start in a

hour from the time of beginning to load. No hay or straw should under any circuit

stances be left amongst the horses ; all forage required that cannot be obtained c

the road should be taken in closed-up waggons. The closer horses are packe.

together in the carriages the better. During very long journeys such as are commo

in India, whenever there is a halt exceeding 12 hours in duration, all animals shoul

if possible, be detrained to rest themselves.

Camels should be carried in high-sided open waggons, 4 or 5 to the waggon ;
thi

should be made to kneel down under a crane, have all their legs well tied in th

position, and thus hoisted in by the crane, if this can be easily accomplished ;
n

more than about 1 in 12 will walk into a truck, for they are timid as to where tin

put their feet ;
blindfolding does not always answer ; they should be blindfolded 1

some little distance from the train, and then marched into the trucks, which shou

be on a level with the platform
;
if they are extremely obstinate, a 2" rope 60' Ion

placed under the tail, with 6 men to each end can pull forward into a truck refracto

camels ;
when in the truck they must be lorced to kneel, and have both fore le

tightly hobbled ;
the closer they are jammed together in the trucks the better ; 1 :

? native drivers should travel in each truck to look after the animals. Entraini
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them is a slow process. The ordinary open truck in Egypt 16' X 8' carried 3, 4 or s
camels according to size of animals.

Entraining of Artillery—On the arrival of the battery at the station, it should
be drawn up in the nearest convenient spot. The men will dismount, and after

being permitted to fall out for necessary purposes, will then be formed up two deep,
take off their packs {if H.A., their swords), and, some convenient place being
selected, will lay them on the ground in the order they stood in the ranks. The
horses will then be unhooked, the traces hooked over their backs in the usual
nanner, and told off in sections according to the capacity of the cattle trucks

; each
section will then file off to the truck allotted to it, under the direction of the O.C.
he division, and be entrained in the same manner as laid down for cavalry. The
junners will assist the drivers in the loading of the horses, and on the conclusion of
his duty the whole will proceed to entrain the materiel. In loading the guns,
vaggons, and carriages, trucks loading from a dock are, if possible, to be used ;

vhen, as is the case on some railways, the ends of these trucks let down and meet,
he carriages of the battery may be run on from one to the other in a few minutes.
I’hese trucks, however, are not so convenient when there are no docks or other
utilities for unloading, and should in such cases be avoided. Trucks having sides

etting down are next in point of convenience
; and lastly, low-sided trucks. Most of

hese take conveniently a gun or waggon with its limber.

Carriages must, when loaded from a dock, be run on to the truck unlimbered. The
vheels must be well secured with lashing rope and scotches, the latter being
;enerally procurable at railway stations. Should there be hay on the waggons, it

s not to be suffered to remain during the journey, but must be placed in a luggage
an. Low-sided trucks are found on most railways

;
the loading of these requires

sore manual labour than other trucks, as it is necessary to lift the carriage over the

ides by main force. The gun (or waggon) and its limbers are to be placed on the

ruck with the trail (or perch), and the shafts pointing inward and resting on the

oor. There are some trucks on which more than a gun and limber may be placed,

efercnce being always had to the weight which they are calculated to bear. In

jading, the gun should first be placed on the truck close to one end, the trail on the

oor
; then its limber is to be backed upon it as close as possible, the shafts resting

n the floor
;
the waggon limber is then to be placed on the truck the reverse way

a the first limber and its shafts elevated. Finally, the waggon-body is to be en-

rained, perch pointing inwards and resting on the floor.

This mode of conveyance requires much lashing, and these large trucks are not

ecommended when others can be obtained. When used, they should, it possible, be

jaded at the end, as the operation when performed from the platform is most

iborious. No projections, whether guns, shafts, or spare wheels, are on any
ccasion to extend beyond the buffers. The horses and carriages being loaded and
ecured, the men of the battery will proceed to the place where they have left their

words, which they will resume and fall in two deep, and be told off in squads

orresponding to the capacity of the compartments of the railway carriages, car?
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being taken that one N.-C.O. or an old soldier should be in each compartment. In-

one hour the train should be ready to steam out of the station.

Entrainment of R.E. ami A.S.C.—'The instructions given for R.A. apply t«

troops and fd. Comps, of the R.E. and to the loading of vehicles generally. On

truck is required for the conveyance of each waggon. The load on a pontoo>

waggon will project several ft. beyond one end of the truck it rests on, and it i

therefore necessary to run an intermediate truck between each pair of trucks carryin

such waggons. Pontoon waggons should be loaded back to back, so that their load

may project over the intermediate truck. As a general rule, waggons can be run c

to trucks, the sides of which let down, and be locked round into position. Pontoo

and trestle waggons being of exceptional length must, in the first place, be parti,

unloaded, then lifted sideways by hand on to their trucks, and subsequently reloaded

the operation occupying considerable time, and being very laborious. When th

sides of trucks do not let down, all descriptions of waggons must be lifted into

position by hand, except in the cases where the ends of the trucks let down an.

meet, and the waggons must be run on from a dock, when the whole operation

loading is much facilitated. No spare wheels or stores should be allowed to proje

above the tops of the waggons or beyond either side of the trucks. All shafts shou

be taken off and stowed beneath the waggons.

No. of carriages requiredfor conveyance of Troops .—An Infy. Battn. on w-

establishment will be carried in 2 trains as follows :

—

to d

& <

4 °

For forage, baggage, &c
,, 15 Officers

„ 533 Men
,, 3 Officers chargers

„ 24 Draught horses

,, 3 G.S. waggons

„ 1 S.A.A. cart

„ Baggage,

1 Luggage-van with break.:

1 First-class carriage.

*15 Second or third ditto ditt<:

1 Horse-box.

3 Cattle-trucks.

3 Carriage-trucks.

1 ,, ,,

1 Luggage van with break..

Total 26 Railway Carriages.

r

ti .

o e

vs
:&£
PS

0

For forage, baggage, &c
,, 16 Officers

„ 533 Men
„ 9 Officers horses

,, 24 Draught-horses

„ 2 G.S. waggons

,, 2 S.A.A. carts

„ Baggage,

1 Luggage-van with break-

t First-class carriage.

*15 Second or third ditto ditt::

3 Horse-boxes.

3 Cattle-trucks.

2 Carriage-trucks.

1 ’

’

»»
. , ,

.

1 Luggage van with break

Total 27 Railway Carriages.

* It all the carriages supplied carried 40 men, then only 14 would be required

533 men,
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A regiment of cavalry on war establishment will be carried in 4 trains each as
allows :

—

For forage, baggage, &c.; §2 £

las 5
rs ms-

> XL -O ~
i t: no
r *r o c
5 £ ox o

8 Officers*

155 Men . . .

3 Chargers .

120 Troop-horses *

11 Draught-horses
2iJ Second chargers . .

2 G.S. and i Forge waggon

Total

2 Luggage vans with break.
1 Composite carriage.

I4 Second or third-class ditto.
1 Horse-box.

22"f~ Cattle-trucks. 1I

3 Carriage-trucks.

33 Railway Carriages.

A battery of R.H.A. on war establishment will be carried in two trains each as
ollows :

—

For forage, baggage, &c 2 Luggage-vans with break.
” 4 Officers ll 1 Composite carriage.
” Second or third-class carriages.
”

o H?
maSe\ 8 Carriage-trucks.

” tei7 ,

rses •••••• -12 Cattle-trucks.1[
„ o Officers chargers** Horse-boxes.

29 Railway Carriages.

A !6-pr. battery of fd. artillery on war establishment will be carried in 2 trains
:ach as follows :

—

For forage, baggage, &c
,, 4 Officers

,, 97 Men \
*

,, 8 Carriages

„ 3 Officers' chargers
„ 76 Battery horses

2 Luggage-vans with break.
1 Composite carriage.

3 Second or third-class carriages.
8 Carriage-trucks.
1 Horse-box.

11 Cattle-trucks.

Total 26 Railway Carriages.

* In one train there will be only 7 officers.
^ llh one train there will be 23 cattle-trucks .

+ With two trains there will only be 20 second chargers.
$ With one squadron there will be 2 G.S • waggons and 1 forge waggon

,
and with

mother squadron there will only be 2 G.S. waggons, and the S.A.A. cart, andwith
'.'ach of the other two squadrons only 2 G.S . waggons.

11 Only 3 officers with one tram.
H These number ofcattle-trucks arefixedat the rate of 7 horses to each, but many of

vir cattle-trucks will carry 8 horses saddled, or with their harness on. When this
s the case the number ofcarriages in each of these trams will be less than stated.
**

7 Chargers only with one train.
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A 13-pr. battery of fd. artillery on war establishment will be also carried in i

trains, the number and description of railway Carriages being the same as for a 16-p.

battery, except that only 9 cattle trucks for battery horses will be required with

each train.

Railway Trains Required for the Conveyance of an
English Army Corps.

Mark. Contents of Trains.

,

No.

of

Trains.
Mark. Contents of Trains.

0 2

d ‘3

D. Gcnrl. Staff 2 j- C. & T. Depart.

1—3 Special for G.O.C. 1 1—

6

T. & Supply 6

Total.. 3
7
iT

3 8th T. Co. & Vet. Dep. 7

E. Cavly. Brigade.
1—2 Bakery Train

__

I Brigd. Hd. Qrs. .. .

.

1 Total .

.

x5

2—3
6—

9

4
4 I. Ordnance S. Dept.

10—13 3rd 4 'r3
1st Division.

3

14—15 H. A. Batty

i Bearer Co
2

16 1 B. 2nd i,

17 Commisst. & T 1 C. 3rd
1 Divisl. Staff

Total.. 17 2—3 Staff of 2 Brigades 2

4—17 7 Batts. Infantry 14

F Corps R.A. 18—21 Cavalry Regt 4
6

1—6 3 Batteries H. A 6 28—30 3
7— 10 2 ,, 16 pr. & Hd. Qrs. ..

Corps Reserve Amtn
4 1

11—16 6 32—33 1 Bearer Compy 2

Total..
34—35 2 Fd. Hospls 2

36—39 Commisst. & T 4

G. Corps R.E. Total.

.

39

Fd. Pk. & Staff 2 Recapitulation. —
3-5 Pontoon Troops ** 3 Corps Staff

Cavly. Brigade
3

6-7 Telegraph ,,
2 17

Total.. 7
Corps R.A.
„ R.E

16

7—
7

II. Medical Deprt. C. & T. & Vety. Dept. *5

1 0. S. Dept. •• .. .. 3

2—7 6 Fd. Hospls. & Staff .. 6 3 Divisions of 39 trains each .

.

x *7

Total.. 7 Total No. for 1 Army Corps .

.

J85

3rd. Thejourney .—The low average speed fixed upon for our military trains*

renders it possible to make up for “ lost time ” by increasing it for short distances

occasionally ; a quarter of an hour lost by any one train through some trifling acciden

would otherwise make itself felt throughout the whole column of trains, so as t<
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isturb completely the time-table drawn up for the entire movement. In cases of
ccidents the offrs. will proceed at once to their companies’ carriages, and see that

re men retain their seats until ordered to descend. It is in such cases above all

ecessary to maintain order : no efficient aid can be secured without it, and all must
rork under some supreme direction. Every 2 or 3 hours, according to the total

ingth of the journey, there should be a short halt of 13 minutes, and every 8 or 9
ours, a long halt of at least an hour, for feeding both men and horses. In drawing

p the time-tables, these halts have to be calculated for, and the points selected

here they are to take place. Plenty of sidings and good platform accommodation,
nd good supply of water and latrines, are the first necessities for these halting-

laces, especially for those where it is intended to feed. Protection for the men
om inclement weather is also most desirable. The arrangements required for feeding
le men at the selected places during a great movement of troops are considerable.
In the manner in which they are designed and carried out much must ever depend.
. report of the train should in all cases be made by telegraph to the place where the

len are to halt for refreshment, giving the numbers in each train. At every such
alting-place, a military commandant is necessary, and the higher his rank the
etter, but under all circumstances he must be an able man, and carefully selected,

te would be responsible that the necessary meals were properly provided for all

inks halting there. A large force of cooks, butchers, and bakers, organised under a
immissariat offr., would be required, to be told off into reliefs, so that there should
2 no check in the issue of food to the stream of men and horses passing through the
lace. Large cooking-ranges would be required for this purpose if the journey were
long one, but under any circumstances, even in moving troops in Great Britain, it

ould be necessary to provide the men with hot tea or coffee. In the hot weather
; India it is often necessary to make the railway journeys by night, selecting large

ations where there is good shelter to halt at during the day. At some stations

jring the late war, by introducing a jet of steam from a locomotive into the vessels

mtaining the water and the coffee, it was prepared in the shortest possible time,

ot tea or a hot soup during a long journey is not only very palatable, but is almost
necessity for health, and keeps every one in good humour.
On arrival at the place agreed upon for the train to halt, the offrs. will get out

id go to their companies’ carriages. Sentries from the quarter-guard will be posted
' prevent the men from straggling, or getting out at the wrong side of the train,

"hen these arrangements are completed, the “Halt" will be sounded, and those

ho require to do so will get out of the train, leaving their arms in the carriages,

’hen it is intended to water and feed the horses of mounted corps during a halt, the

Feed" will be sounded, when the men will get out of their carriages and proceed at

ice to the trucks containing their horses, water in buckets having been provided by
evious arrangement

; one man will then get into the truck, and water each horse

succession, the buckets being passed to him from the outside. The horses may
ien be fed with corn from the nose-bag in the usual manner. Horses take a long

me to water in railway carriages, as each has to be watered from a bucket
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separately. Along each platform where troops are to arrive for a long halt, there

should be at least 160 buckets kept always full for this purpose
;
upon reaching

a feeding-station, each oflfr. having so many carriages under his charge during the

journey, will see that this duty is properly carried out. Indeed, during all railway

journeys, no matter what may be the arm of the service, the carriages should he

divided equally amongst the subaltern offrs., the captains going round to ascertain

that everything is correct. During great journeys it is desirable that at each ong

halting-place there should be a small hospital close to the station with a M. CU
always in attendance.

The S.C. at these halting-places should be supreme on the spot, no oiir.
;
no

matter what may be his rank, passing through having any power to issue him orden*j

or interfere in any way with his arrangements. He must never leave the station

whilst the operation is in progress, and he or his assistant must be present upon thej

arrival of every train, the O.C. in each train reporting himself to him, and taking

orders as to the time when the journey was to be resumed. If through any careless -

ness on the part of regtl. offrs., every one is not in the train at the exact minute

indicated by the S.C., the train must start all the same ;
if delays are permittee on

account of absentees, the whole movement might be compromised. He will receive

his orders direct from the G. of C., by whom the arrangements for the operation

have been made. He must be in all instances the channel of communication with the

railroad officials, to whom no orders are to be given on any subject by the. offrs.

travelling. Extra latrine accommodation at all important halting-places should De

provided The feeding of the locomotive is nearly as important as the feeding of the

troops, and halting-places must be selected with this object in view. The police

duties at the halting-places should be carried out under the S.C. s orders; W
intoxicating liquor to be allowed for sale in or near the place. Ihe station to

be kept clear of spectators, and the strictest order and regularity to be maintain*

in it When it is time to proceed, the “ Close” will sound, on which the men w

all return to their carriages : the offrs. will see that their men are all present,

and, having so reported to the C.O., the sergeant of the guard will be ordeI
r*

to withdraw the sentries and return to his carriage. Lastly, the ofirs. will get »
and the C.O. will give directions that the train may proceed.

.

During the Fenian raids in Canada, troops had to be moved into districts mles

by raiders : to prevent accidents to the loaded trains from the possible destruction

the line, a pilot engine carrying a S.O. was kept running ahead of the train so

just to be always within signalling distance : when nearing the enemy’s vicinity,

proceeded at a walking pace. With the leading train was a telegraph operator,

carried a portable instrument and sufficient copper wire to connect it with the i

graph wires of the railway ;
each train was provided with skids to enable guns

horses to be disembarked at any spot. A detachment of railway workmen with

or ao rails, fishplates, &c., should be with leading train, in which there should be

offr of rank and a railway official of authority of that particular line. tne.

precautions should never be omitted when there is just cause for apprehension.
.

j
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th. The detrainment is very similar, as far as the arrangements required, to theramment With infantry, enough men being left as a fatigue party to assist
: dn

r

ve
f
s t0 u

.

nload their waggons and horses, the main body should be marched
ar of the station, and halted on the nearest available open space on the route totaken, where arms should be piled to await the arrival of the baggaee noiggling upon any pretence whatever to be permitted. As soon as the baggage
nes up, the column to march at once for its destination, no halt being again per-ted until well clear of the terminus, and adjoining town or village. The S.C at
nt of arrival should give all C.Os. their orders, as to the mode of detrainment and
arrangements to be made until each column gets clear of the place. Any block

:he place of arrival is more serious even than at the point of departure, for it must
i up all trams in rear, thereby rendering accidents more liable, and throwing out
arrangements made for the operation. The S.C. must see that this is prevented
that no troops are allowed to hang about the station or its approaches. For
detrainment of large numbers, it is most desirable to make use of as many
jhbounng stations as possible, sending the Infantry forward by rail as far as you
, and using local sidings or small stations that may be several miles short of thenmus of concentration, for the Cavalry and R.A. A good supply of drinking
er to be provided at the open spaces clear of the stations where the troops are to
lezvous previous to marching.
here is always during war a tendency on the part of administrative offrs. to
ce railroad stations depots for their stores. Commissaries find railroad carriages
y convenient places for their supplies. There is a great temptation to keep stores
Light by rail, and not immediately required at the moment of their arrival, in the
lages they come in. The zealous Commissariat offr., thinking naturally of his

i department only, all his thoughts and energies being centred in his important
y of supplying the army with food and powder, begs of the S.O. to permit him to
p his stores in their railroad carriages, until he has to issue or despatch them to
front. Such requests must never be complied with

;
for to lock up rolling-stock

tore-houses at a time when every available carriage is ofconsequence would be most
rudent, and to allow a station to be blocked up by an accumulation of carriages
ing military operations, would be the worst of folly. Storehouses for the reception
applies should be obtained at some little distance from the station, and if possible,
direction different from that to be taken by troops in their march to the front,
fhen the train reaches its destination, the offrs. will get out first, and the halt
ig sounded, the men will get out and fall in opposite their carriages. Cavly. or
L. will be marched to some convenient spot selected by the O.C. at the station to
osit their arms, cloaks, or knapsacks. The door of each truck is then let down
a mat or loose straw, if it can be procured, spread upon it ; the horse opposite
entrance is to be immediately bridled, and led or backed out by the man to whom
ilongs

; the horses to the right and left following it in turn. The troops will then
ormed up in the most convenient place, and the horses again held until the arms
>
are resumed and placed upon the saddle. As it may become necessary to

2 I
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unload without the aid of a platform of any sort, some strong skids, not less that.

15 feet long, and some planks to form a ramp should always he carried. In case o

urgent necessity, two lengths of rail may be used for the same purpose ;
but it i:

believed that a small temporary platform may be made by the employes ot the

railway in a sufficiently short time in ordinary cases.
_ ,

An Infy. train takes 30 minutes, and a Cavly. or R.A. train 40 minutes for detrain

ment and to get clear of the railway station.

5th. The march from the point of leaving the train to the camp or bivouac. 1-

any great movement it is necessary to run trains by night as well as day. droops t-

all arms will thus reach their destination at all hours of the night. As night marcM

are to be avoided if possible, much will depend upon the nature and objects ot t

operation in progress, and upon the locality at the point of disembarkation in an**

ing for the disposal of the troops arriving at night. It is absolutely necessary thil

they should move away from the station, to prevent a block in the movement in rca

yet to move them any distance, especially if there is no moon, is a difficult operatio

During the long days and fine weather of summer, it is easy to provide lor til

bivouac of the corps arriving ;
but during the long nights and inclement weat er t

winter, it is a difficult matter to arrange. Cavly. and R.A. should, as a rule,

despatched so as to reach the point of disembarkation at least 2 hours before dark!

the evening, or not earlier in the morning than about an hour before daybreak ;
t

troops arriving in the night between those 2 hours to be Infy. If the weather is -

all fine, Infy. arriving at night can be marched into any field, ordered to pile an

and lie down, a few drivers standing by the transport horses that are left hooked

if the night is too dark to unhook and picket them to their own waggons But w>

Cavly. or R.A. it is hopeless to think of any arrangement except that of every mn

standing by his horse all night when it is very dark, a duty that is very wearing*

strength, trying to the temper, and depressing to the spirits, as all who have seem

tried know full well. The general rule would naturally be in all great strategi

movements, to collect each divn., or at least each brigd., together within a few ror

of the place of disembarkation, so that it should march complete to the general rend.,

vous or point of concentration.

Electric Telegraph,—We were the first nation that used it in the tliea

of war. a wire 'having been run down to our trenches before Sebastop

Duriner the Indian mutiny, the wire uniting us with Calcutta followed clt

uoon our heels, so close that I have seen the workmen when laying it actua

under a fire of canister. A careful study of the late wars m Amen

Bohemia, and in France, will give the student an idea of its immense vn

in military operations. In future, we shall have with an army in the fie

an offr. styled, " Director of Telegraphs, who will carry out his du

under the O.M.G. He will have under him the Telegraph Comps, of K '

to work, repair, and if necessary, to make the lines. No attempt will there

be made here to describe the various processes for laying or fixing a lint

wires On level ground 16 poles per mile are sufficient for two wires,
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hen many wires are used, 30 and even 40 are used. The wire most
ommonly used in Europe for aerial lines is No. 8 B.W.G.* with a diameter
f/i/'. weighing 389 lbs. per mile : No. 4 is sometimes used, its diameter
eing '24'', weighing 775 lbs. per mile : in India the standard size is No.

with a diameter of '217'', and weighing about 660 lbs. per mile : in
imerica, No. 9 is most commonly used, diameter ’158'', weighing about
00 lbs. per mile

; the diameter of No. 14 is '08'', and it weighs 90 lbs. to
he mile. The wire used in Abyssinia by us was No. 16 B.W.G. copper
•ire, 64 lbs. to the mile : that used in Ashantee was No. n B.W.G.
alvanized-iron wire, weighing 2 cwt. per mile. In South Africa several
orts of wire were used, but none was more satisfactory than a three-strand
alvanized-iron wire of 18 B.W.G., weighing 120 lbs. to the mile. In some
istances, the wire has been used without insulators, and has answered well,
'he cable used by our telegraph troops has a diameter of '32 in. , and weighs
80 lbs. per mile ; but it is now intended to replace it by a cable weighing
nly 168 lbs. per mile. At present the troop carries only 60 miles of wire,
ut when the proposed changes have been effected in its organization and
quipment, 160 miles of wire will be carried by its eight sections (20 miles
er section). The overhead wires carried by troops at present is 15 B.W.G.
:opper, weighing 80 lbs. per mile). In future it is intended to use bamboo
oles 15' long, and about 8 lbs. each.

All Cavly. raids made upon the enemy’s communications or into his
:rri tory should be accompanied by a skilled operator, who should be
rovided with a pocket instrument and a small supply of copper wire, and
ben the enemy's language is different from yours, by a supply of ribbon
aper and the instrument for recording the messages on it. Thus provided,
n O.C. a Cavly. detachment that has got into the enemy’s rear, can, by
ippingthe wires at any place, learn the messages that are going over them,
nd perhaps in that way the plans that are being made to capture his party,

n many instances the Southern commanders having seized some telegraph

tation in their enemy’s rear, sent orders in the name of Northern generals to

arious posts, directing them to move so as to fall into a net prepared for

aem ; trains of supplies of which they were in great need were thus secui ed.

"o prevent such tricks being played upon you, a secret signal, to be frequently

hanged, should be determined upon, without which no orders are to be
beyed. It is necessary that the operators should not even know that such
xisted. For instance, for the month of June, it may be arranged that each

lessage should begin or end, or both, with a word of 5 letters, for the next

lonth with a word of 6 letters, or that the 3rd word in the message should be
f so many letters, &c. &c. The secret to be communicated only to Os. C. posts.

To Destroy Telegraph Line.—Pull down' a pole so as to get at the wire,

nd then cut it in several pieces : the more poles destroyed the better. This
* Birmingham Wire Gauge.

2 I 2
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is however, easily repaired. An admirable plan for destroying communi-

cations is by means of non-conducting wire having the outward appearance

Of the ordinary wire in use. Being furnished before starting with some o

this wire and the tools used in repairing telegraphs, send a man experienced

in such work up a pole, and let him there cut the wire close to it, uniting[it

again by the non-conducting wire spliced on in the usual manne.. 1 his

should be done at several places along a line, and always at a pole, lhei

result will be that, although all galvanic communication will have ceased.,

man merely marching along the line shall not be able to discover where the

break exists ; one must go from post to post with an instrument to test each

intervening portion of wire before the exact spot can be ascertained It 1.

advisable that a pole here and there should also be destroyed, and the win:

cut, so that it should be supposed at first that the interruption simph

resulted therefrom. Another plan is to unite the several wires together b

a thin platinum wire thread. Done close to a pole it is imperceptible: from

the ground, and diverts the current, acting as a leak and as a confusin,

medium. If there is only one wire, the platinum thread should be brough.

to the ground to cause a leak.
. .... , .

Signalling.—The system is so simple that it might be advantageousl-

included amongst the subjects upon which regtl. oflrs. are examined pre% iou.

to promotion. It is of great importance that outpos s should be able t

communicate by signals with the main body, and that offrs in charg

of patrols, reconnoitring or flanking parties, advd. or rr -gds shouL

have the power of rapidly communicating to the general what they obsen*

or the intelligence they may obtain Sending messages by mounted men ,

always liable to accidents, and at best

but a tedious process. At times circun:

stances may preclude the possibility i

doing so. During an action or the exx

cution of movements in presence of £

enemy, orders can be sent with rapiditi

and silence, by night or by day, to th

several detached corps by means of th'

new system of signalling. By its mean

communications can also be maintains

between the troops ashore and the flee

Communication by means of the systee

of flag signals described farther on, w>

kept up between the main body and tt

flanking parties whilst advancing up 1
'

Fort Garry in 1870 ; it worked well, am

was of great use. The electric telegram

is, during war, constantly liable to int t

e''

Fig. 55-

ruptions, so it is essential to have the power of supplementing it by a systc
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of signalling that is independent of all elaborate apparatus. Signal rockets
can be used at night with advantage, and are visible in clear weather at
long distances—see page 47.
The mode of signalling adopted is by a combination of short and long flashes, or

appearance of any given object with proper intervals or obscurations between them,
which are made by visual apparatus, such as revolving shutters or disc, collapsing
cones, flags, banderols, jets of steam, &c., by day

; by lamps or lights at night
; and by

a combination of short and long sounds made with a fog horn, bugle, or steam whistle,
in fogs, or when visible symbols are not available. The appearance of the object are
termed ‘ flashes,’ and are of two lengths, termed respectively ‘ short ’ and ‘ long ’ flashes,
—sometimes also called ‘ dots ’ and ‘ dashes,’—which, separated by obscurations, are
used in combination to express the signs required, and are usually written thus:

to express the short flash or dot,

ua ,1 long flash or dash,
the interval of obscuration, or of the disappearance of the object, being left blank.
At night these signals are in all cases made by the obscuration and exposure of a

single light ; in the daytime by the different apparatuses which may be employed.
At short distances no special apparatus is necessary, the simple waving of the arm
with a hat, flag, handkerchief, &c., being sufficient. This signalling without
apparatus is that which should be practised by offrs. and N.C.O.’s. When possible
>0 to do, the handkerchief should be placed on the end of a stick about 6' long. The
fashes are made with the arm, or with a flag as described above, in the following
manner.

The signalman may work from left to’right, or from right to left, as shown in the
igure (p. 484), according to convenience and the direction of the wind. To make
l short flash, the flag is waved from a to b, and back to the normal position a. To
make a long flash, the flag is waved from a to c, and back to the normal position a.
rhe numerals 1 to 5 are, therefore, denoted by one to five waves of the flag from a to
i, recovering to a. The numeral 6 by a wave from a to r, recovering to a. The
mineral 7 by a wave from a to b, back to a, and then to c, recovering to the norma!
position a. The numeral 8 is denoted by a wave from a to c, back to a and then to b,

recovering to the normal position a. The numeral 9 is denoted by two waves from <1

.0 b, and one from a to c. The numeral o by one wave from a to c, recovering again
:o a, and then two waves from a to b. The other signs are made in the same manner,
;o that a short motion shall always represent a short flash, and a long motion a long

lash. On the completion of the motions required for each sign, the flag must
always be brought to the position a. When the word, or group of figures, is com-
pleted, the butt of the staff may be brought to the ground, and the flag at the same
noment gathered in. In receiving a message, the flag should always be kept in the

position a, except when answering.

Messages can be sent either by means of the signals laid down in the
‘Army and Navy Signal Book,’ lately compiled by authority, or by spelling

the words according to the alphabet given below, or by using the Morse
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Alphabet when communicating with telegraph stations unprovided with the

code It is, I think, very much to be regretted that the Morse Alphabe

has not been adopted for the code, as it is now in general use for telegrapt

purposes. At present, a good signalman must know the 2 systems, i

necessity that makes the art difficult to acquire. It being advisable to keep

the signal book as secret as possible, it will only be in possession of a lew, s<

that for common work the alphabet will be used. 'The symbols an«

numbers expressing the alphabet are identical with those forming th

alphabet in the signal book.

'

Preparative . • . • — — — — — — — — — -

(A continued succession of short flashes.)

, w &c.

Spelling prefix mmmm *•

Stop — *““

(A continued succession of long flashes.)

General answer . . • • — 1 — ^ c '

(A continued succession of long and short flashes alternately.)

I 2 A 3 4

Understood.
Not

Understood.
5

Numeral. Wait,

_ _ ----- mm m m - " " -

B c D E F

6 7 8Mi 9 xo
m mmmmm mm mm

G H I J K

XI 12 >3 14 15

L M N 0 P

l6 18 19 20

Q R S T U

21 22 33 24 25

V w X Y Z

26 1Cl

11
28 29 3°MM ammmm mm
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Stop or end of word __ __ mm, &c.

Note.—This signal is repeated twice at end of message.

In communicating with the Navy not more than two letters are to be sent in one

;roup, and the numbers i, 2, 3, and 4 are not to be used, the Naval Answer being

Preparative, stop, and general answer are the same as in the code.

Repeat and Interrogative, „ ^ _ m .

The operator should make the signals in a precisely similar manner to that in

which he makes the numbers in signalling, pausing between each letter as he does

between each figure, and treating each word as a number. He should never com-

mence any word after the first until he has received the 1

1

Answer ” from the receiving

station, to indicate to him that the word is understood. With this code great expe-

dition may be obtained in the transmission of messages to stations where the

operators are very expert ; but very constant practice is necessary on the part of the

operators to enable them to transmit and receive messages accurately and quickly.

Cypher.— It is most important to be able to transmit messages in writing,

or by electric telegraph, or by signals, by means of a cypher unintelligible to

those unprovided with the key. An admirable plan for doing so is described

in the ' Army and Navy Signal Book,’ but as it is rather too complicated to

be generally remembered, the following simple plan will answer all outpost

purposes. Divide a square into 25 spaces, and number them as below.

This method of numbering them, and the key-word, is all that one has to
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remember, so that when a message in cypher is received, one has only to'

draw roughly in pencil a square

as above, andnumber the division?

in the same way. The key-word-

can be changed daily, or whenevet

it is considered necessary. I

should be a word of at least 6 or

7 letters, and must not have any

letter repeated in it In the dia

gram given, the word ' MAJESTY
is the key. The letters compo-

sing it are accordingly spelt alonj

the spaces from left to right, be-

ginning at the left-hand toy

corner. The succeeding space

are filled with letters thus : th

space following that on which i

written the last letter of the key

is marked with the letter A: or

that letter is contained in the key-

word, then the letter nearest it i

the alphabet in order of sequenci

which may not be in the key-word, and so on through all the spaces. Fc

example, after the Y of 1 majesty,’ the next letter is B, because A is in th;

word and B is not
;
then C, D, then F (E being in the key), and so on to i

In this and all other cyphers, whether letters or figures be used, tlu

should always be written in groups of 4 or 5 letters or figures, so that whil

avoiding giving any clue to the length of the words used, the accident

omission of letters or figures may be more easily detected. This is especial

necessary when the messages are transmitted by signal or electric telegrap:

Messages are written in this cypher as follows
;
for every required lett.

of the alphabet, having found it in the diagram, see the number of its spac.

and substitute for it in the message, the letter in the space having the cc

responding number. Thus I want to send the following message :

—

I 2 3 4 s

M A J Cl) E ;s

8 9 10 II 6

T Y B C D

7 12 12 7

F G H K L

6 II 10 9 8

N 0 p Q R

S 4 3 2 I

U V W X Z

WE ATTACK AT NOON.
It runs thus in this cypher :—IVXR RXOG XRDC CDDD.
It may be seen there are 2 more letters in the cypher message than

the actual words of the message ; these 2 letters are to complete the 1:

group to 4, which would otherwise have only had 2 letters in it. In addil

letters for this purpose, care must be taken to select those which are let.

liable to lead to misinterpretation. One letter will always be on the cenr

square, which has no number. Whenever, therefore, it may be necesss.

to use it, the true letter is used, With ' majesty ’ for a key-word, th
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etter is H. To decypher a message, the process is merely the reverse of
hat described above. For example, the following message is received :

—

[VXR RXOG XRDC CDDD. I look out for I in the diagram, and find
ts number to be, 3, and that the letter on the space with the corresponding
lumber is W, and so on. This cypher is of course easily made out, but if

:very 3rd, 4th, or 5th letter (as may be previously arranged) is a dummy
nserted after the message has been put into cypher, it is then extremely
lifficult to decypher, unless you are in the secret.
The following cypher is also by a substitution of letters one for the other ;

t is somewhat more troublesome "to use than that already described, but with-
iut a knowledge of the key it almost defies interpretation, as the same letter
s represented by various letters at different parts of a sentence, word, or even
wllable. It was used successfully during the Ashantee war. The key is any
lumber that may from time to time be fixed upon, of seven or more figures,
;ay 4,631,870. Let us suppose that the same message as above is to be sent
n this cypher. Write under it (beginning at the first letter in the message)
he key-number, one figure under each letter in rotation, and keep on re-
lenting the key-number until there is a figure under every letter in the
nessage. The substitution of letters is then determined as follows. The
irst letter W having 4 under it, you represent it by the letter that comes
ourth after W in the alphabet, but as there are only three, you add on as
nany letters as may be required from the beginning of the alphabet in
egular order

; A is therefore the substitute for W. The next letter, E,
las 6 under it, and is represented by K,which is the sixth letter after it

n the alphabet. The next letter, A, has 3 under it, and is therefore re-

presented by D, the third letter after it, and so on, the whole sentence
leing as follows

—

WEAT TACK ATNO ON . . . , message.

4631 87046318 70 . . . . key.
AKDU BHCO GWOW VN .... message in cypher.

The decyphering is merely the process reversed : whenever the figure o
iccurs, there is no substitution. Like the other cypher, the letters in a
nessage should be written in groups of 4 or 5 letters, and it can be
endered more puzzling by a prearranged agreement to insert dummy
etfers as described in the previous cypher.
Military Surveys.— It is taken for granted that offrs. understand the

trt of surveying
; if not, let them ask a brother offr. to teach them as soon

is possible, and let them study Jackson’s book on the subject. It is very
tecessary that every offr. on the Staff, especially the younger offrs.

, should
te able to delineate the features of a country on paper, at the same time
t is ridiculous to imagine that every one can acquire the art of doing so
veil. All men can, however, learn to survey, and most men can, by
tpplication, even learn to give a rough idea of ground on paper. To repre-
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sent the features of a country on paper really well, requires a considerable

gift of artistic talent that is not to be acquired by every one, and it is

only men who are so gifted who should be selected for topographical worl

during war. A really good military draughtsman would convey a bettei

idea of oround after a few hours' work, than the unartistic sketcher could do.

in a similar number of days. The topographical work of a campaign shoulc

be done by a special branch of the Staff, as it was done during the China

war of i860, the officers employed upon it being available at all times for a.

other purposes, such as reconnaissance duties, &c. ,
as required by the U c

As soon as the staff is organised, it is most necessary that special instruc

lions should be issued by the C. of the S , as to the descriptive terms to b

used in reports of localities, positions, &c., when describing their physic*

features, and as to the manner in which they should be represented 0

naoer. This is necessary to prevent confusion, for so many men hav

different styles of doing so, that a few clearly defined rules on these pom

are essential. The best scales for field surveys are 2, 4, and 8 inches to tl

mile
;
and for an index plan, 2 miles to the inch ; it is taken for gmntc

that maps of about this last-named scale are in possession of all b. O.

before the campaign opens. The object of the survey must always be he

.

in mind
;

it is not to measure land for farming or building purposes, but

put on paper a delineation of the country, showing all its features whin

affect military operations, and showing the distances with sufficient accucaa

for all military purposes. The instruments to be in every b.O. s possess 1

are—the prismatic compass, marked off from 1 to 360 ,
and bronzed

the outside ;
a protractor (made for compass surveying, and dividea bv

4-in. scale) ;
a pair of folding compasses ;

a small colour bo\'vlth

pencils, and a piece of india-rubber
;
pencils of coloured chalk are also ie.

useful at times. The small range-finder issued for musketry use is of gre

use in surveying, and I strongly recommend that all officers employed

topographical work should have one. I saw it used to peat advantage

Zululand. A block sketch-book 9 in. square, with blue lines ruled paral.

to one another, but at irregular intervals, is the best to drawupon Pa?l

ruled into squares of | in. sides is also very convenient With each dmsi

in charge of the A.A.G. there should also be a box sextant. Some one o

belonging to the topographical branch should have sole charge of .

triangulation work. He will commence by measuring a long base ,
ai

working from it, will fix the positions of all villages and important points-

his vicinity, extending his work as far to the front as possible. He can

this either with a pocket sextant resting on a stand, or with a.small thooc

lite With the steeples of churches or other remarkable points fixed, a.

their positions pricked off on the sketch-book, an officer filling 1111 the.det.

has only to observe two that subtend an angle of about 900 from where.
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s, and lay off the bearings from each of them on his book
;
where those

>earings intersect is his position
;
in this manner the details of 5 or 6

quare miles can soon be filled in. In doing so he will make use of the

tyle that he is best acqnainted with, for some that use the vertical touch

:annot do the horizontal one. It should be a rule with all employed survey-

ng in the field that the day’s work is inked in every evening. The author

las had some experience, and he strongly recommends brush-work in

reference to pen-work, as saving time and labour. All streams and water

-hould be shown in blue ink, woods by a wash of green (Hooker’s is the

jest). Whilst surveying, the compass should be secured round the neck by
1 string, and carried in a breast-pocket. It should have no cover

;
the

jlass should be strong, and the action of putting down the sight-vane flat on

he glass should throw the needle out of gear. The pencil, a hard HHH,
ihould be fastened by a string to the sketch-book, as should also the

retractor and india-rubber. In pacing distances, do not attempt to carry

arge numbers in your head
;
when you have counted 100 close the little

inger of either hand ;
for the next 100, close the third finger, and so on

mtil 500 is counted
;
for 600 open the little finger, and so on until all the

ingers are open again, when 1000 will have been counted. Each 1000

jaces should be at once noted in your book or on your sketch. When
vritten down, you begin again with another 1000. Some prefer to measure

listances in yards instead of the pace of 30". I have always paced in yds.

,

ind found from practice that I was much less liable to error than when I

ueasured distances in paces of the regulated length, and in plotting one's

,vork on paper, the advantage is all in favour of using the yard.

To judge distances accurately is of great importance
;
every opportunity

should be taken of practising "the eye in doing so. Where there are tele-

graph poles in the direction you wish to know a distance, they are a great

issistance, as they are usually from 50 to 100 yds. apart, according to the

lumber of wires, and having ascertained the number of poles used per mile

m any line of telegraph, the distances between them may be roughly

tssumed as the same throughout. Good eyesight can distinguish bodies of

:roops at 2000 yds. ; at that distance a man or horse appears like a dot ;

it 1200 yds. cavalry is distinguished from infantry, and movements can be

seen
;
at 900 yds. they become clear

;
the motion of arms and legs is visible

it 800, and the head appears as a ball at 650 yds.

In sketching the features of the ground, the one great guide is to observe

the course the water flows in
;
stand on any little hill or mound, and in

looking round you will see the marks left by the water of the last shower.

In fact, a delineation of the natural drainage of any section of the country

describes its features, and requires only little additions to make it into a

good military map. Given to any one accustomed to sketching a ground, a

plan showing the water-courses (which when drawn alone resembles a do-
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caved leaf with its fibrous portions only remaining), the features can b

sketched in with tolerable accuracy, although the draughtsman had neve

seen the country. The groundwork of all surveying must be triangulation, an.

working from the large data down to small results and deductions therefrom

The more it enters into a survey, be it with or without instruments, tbt

Fig. 36-

better will be the work. The more information you can convey on the fr

of a plan the better : it is far better to learn from the plan itself that sucl

bridge is of wood, or of 4 spans &c. 6cc., than that you should have,

search through an accompanying report for that information. 1 he sa-.

thing as regards roads ;
it is "easy to write along them good, bad, viacac

mised, paved, &c. For rough sketches, when time is ot importance, th

is really only one style for military drawing : the touch is so simple thm

requires no artistic powers, and although done with the greatest rapid,

is yet capable of being subsequently worked up and improved into a higr

finished sketch, either by pen or brush, the latter being the best. Here

rough specimen. The writer has many times made sketches in this way

horseback, taking care to fill in particulars and improve them as soon

possible.
, , . ,

When time admits, avail yourself of every possible opportunity ot tak

accurate bearings and angles from all church steeples and high ground,

well towards the rear as the front,

to

'rds fy
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“ The scale of shade," lately introduced into our army, is good in theory,

it very bad in practice : the more neatly rolling features of ground are
presented in it, the more diffi-

tlt it is for those studying the Foie Star-
tetch to ascertain what is a
mge of elevated ground, and
hat is a ravine : it is a theoreti-

d attempt to enable officers

ho have no naturally artistic

awers to delineate ground on
iper

;
it has not only failed

i accomplish this object, but
le result lias been that those
ho can draw are taught to

tetch in a manner that is

Ltzzling and nearly useless. I

rongly recommend officers to

tetch in the old fashioned hori-

>ntal method. No military

tetch, no matter how rough
*

may be, should be without
‘‘north-point" and a scale.

Attached to the topographical
ipartment there should be a light cart or waggon with two wheels,

in circumference, fitted with a dial arrangement to measure distances

; the cart went along. It should carry the papers, instruments
id materials for the department, and could thus be made to fulfil two
lrposes. A corporal or serjeant as draughtsman and clerk should accom-
tny the cart on the march, and make a regular traversed sketch of the

iad, taking the distance from the dial. In this manner a series of bases

ill be obtained according as the army advances. The variation of the

mipass should be constantly checked by finding the true meridian. The
mplest method is by the polar star

;
the intersection of the dotted lines

ay be taken as the true north for all practical purposes. The illustration

lows the position of the stars in the Great Bear. Erect a pole anywhere,

id at the distance of a couple of hundred yards put up another, so

at the two are in a line with the true north
;
the variations of your compass

in be ascertained the next morning by taking the bearing of one pole frorh

ie other.

Scales. The fractional scales commonly used for military maps in

urope are shown in the following table, which gives their equivalents in

ches to the mile, miles to the inch, and in yards to the inch.

These scales indicate on the map the fraction that any linear distance

irnc Norfh

»

'*

*

Fig- 57 -
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measured thereon is of the actual distance on the ground. This is a little

puzzling to us who are accustomed to scales of so many miles to the inch,

or of so many inches to the mile. When obliged to use a map with s

Fractional
Scale

1 in.

Inches
to the
Mile.

Miles
to the
Inch.

Yards to

the inch.

A 10,560 6 •167 293 ‘34

B I4>400 4*4 •227 400

C 15,840 4 •25 440

D 20 , OCO 3-168 •31565 555 ‘55

E 25,600 2*5344 ’ 3-3457 694-44

F 28,800 2*2 •454 800

G 31,680 2 •5 880

H 40,000 1*584 •63I3 I, 111*11

I 50,000 1*2672 •78914 1 ,388*88

J 60,000 1 ‘056 •94696 i,666*66

K 63,360 I I 1760

L 75,000 •8448 1*18371 2,083-32

M 80,000 0792 1*2626 2,222*22

N 84,000 •75428 1 * 3257 2 , 333*33

O 86,439 •733 1-364 2 ,
401'09

P 100,000 •6336 1-5782 2 , 777*77

Q 126,000 •50285 i ‘9886 3,500-049

R 126,720 •5 2 3.520

S 160,000 •396 2*5252 4-444*44

T 200,000 •3168 3*1564 5 . 555*55

U 320,000 •198 5 "0504 8,888-88

V 500,000 * 12672 7-891 I3,b88’88

W 633,600 * I IO 17,600

X 1,000,000 •06336 15782 27 , 777*76

iS-
i .0“ s

^ N

.> jC/i

S *?c5j
f

§<8*rH

X «

&

« §
-O •*3J •

0 rtfS*

bJO - -O rt

pa .J* o

° c „--o

«S'3"-S
k:s;= w s
.idaa

ri UM
• rt <5 s

r-o y — co

S&O .- ? •

3 .

<

lractional scale, you snouiuai once wiuuuu .1 »«*>• ,v, ‘ *»
.

*—
:

To do so, you have merely to divide 63360 (the number of inches in a mi

by the denominator of the fraction of the scale to ascertain the number r

inches it is to the English mile. Thus a scale of S0(
l
)00 is 0792 in. tot

mile, because Ml = 0792. With a scale divided to hundredth parts -

an inch, mark off 79 parts and you have one mile on the map. it is ea

to divide that distance into four parts to give you quarters of a mile,

ascertain the number of English miles to the inch on a map with a fraction

scale, reverse the process : thus, with a scale of = 1 '2°2 -
or

other words, the scale of the map is that number of miles to the inch, i*s<

miles = 2222 yds. 8".
, , .

Form of Report for an Itinerary.—I have found, from experience
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nilitary reports accompanied by sketches, that the simplest forms are the
lest

;
most of the elaborate forms given in books were designed by men who

lever conducted a reconnaissance in war. As you open your metallic paper
>ocket-book (size 7 in. X 4 in.), let the left-hand page be ruled into squares,
.
quarter of an inch in the side, so that if your scale is an inch to the mile,
ach square is 440 yds. X 440 yds. Mark along right-hand edge of page 1,

, 3, 4, and so on, at every inch, so that the distances in miles may be dis-
inguished at once. If there is plenty of time to prepare this book, it is a
pod plan to mark the mile lines in red ink, so that a glance at the paper
hows you the distance upon it. Begin your sketch at lower end of page,
rorking upwards, noting name of place and hour of starting. Let your
oad wind about as it seems to do in reality, marking by compass the bear-
ug[of all villages one from another in degrees, read off a prismatic compass
livided from i° to 360°

;
do the same with all remarkable objects to right

nd left of the road, taking care to distinguish angles from distances by
laving the degree mark over them. Place your ordinary remarks, such ns
he time you reached particular localities, close to the edges of the paper

;

>e very particular to note the number of minutes you halted at each place.
Jnder the name of each village, note the number of inhabitants, and of
louses, whether of stone, brick, or wood. Convey as much information on
he sketch itself as you can do without interfering with the delineation of the
eatures of the country. Keep the opposite page (ruled) for noting the
riformation which you cannot put on your sketch, such as the name of post-
nasters, magistrates, leading residents, the best guides to be obtained, the
upplies to be had, &c. Never trust your memory. Note in your book all

ou wish to remember, and ink it in every night after your march. In all

eports, be careful to distinguish the information that is derived from your
>wn observation from that obtained from the inhabitants

;
in the latter case

ame your authority, and state the amount of reliance that can in your
pinion be placed upon it. The state of the weather during the march to be
ecorded. For the accommodation that houses and villages will afford, see
ages 266 and 309.
Field Fortification.—It is taken for granted that offrs. are conversant

nth the names of works, and the technical terms in permanent fortifications,

nd that they have a clear conception of the object of the art ;
also that they

ave been well instructed in the construction of shelter trenches, as now
tid down in our drill books. The official "Manual of Elementary Field

Engineering” should be in every offr. 's possession. The works thrown up
1 the field, perhaps the work of a night, perhaps the labour of months, are.

ough imitations of the great fortifications constructed to defend cities : the
irinciples are the same in both instances, but in the field the materials and
he time required for the construction of such great works are wanting,
t hose principles must, however, be borne in mind by the offr. who has
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merely to throw up cover for his advanced post—they must never be lost-

sight of ; they are as applicable to the defence of a farmhouse as to that

of a capital. For anything like an extended system of defence, there will

always be R. E. offrs. to lay down the general plan, and give the outlines

of the works to be made, but it is a disgrace to any S.O. who knows less-

of the science than an engineer : he should be able to go carefully over all

schemes for defence, to point out to his general the weak points, and

to make propositions accordingly for modifying the projected works, &c.

It may also be of moment occasionally for S.Os. to design and carry out

temporary works of defence. A few general memoranda will be given here

for reference on this subject. The tracing must depend, ist, on the com

figuration of the ground to be defended ;
2nd, the object in view

;
3rd, the.

time available for the construction, and the number of men to form the

garrison. Our R. E. officers are too much inclined to construct redoubt;!

without making allowance for the fact that the enemy may be savage;

without artillery : they have regulation notions of what a redoubt shoulc

be in these days of rifled ordnance, and they build their defensive works

accordingly. Now very often when engaged in war with nations unprovidet

with guns, the best sort of work you can build is one very much resembling

a mediteval castle
;
a work of thin mud walls loopholed all round.

Every preconceived notion must give way to the above-mentioned ist con-

sideration, which will generally determine the outline to be adopted. Thfi

following considerations should never be overlooked : no salient angle tob.

less than 6o° ;
the re-entering ones to be from 900 to no0 ,

but never le;

than the former : the extent of isolated and enclosed works to be pro

portioned to the numbers intended for their defence, to be calculated round!’

at a running yard of parapet to every 2 men deductions being made fc

space occupied by artillery. The prolongation of all faces of works to b

directed upon points where it is impossible to establish batteries, such z

marshes, &c. Apart from the local or immediate object in view, all work!

must provide, ist, cover for the troops to occupy them
;
and 2ndly, mu;;

have their front well swept by their own fire, and that from other works (

troops in their neighbourhood, to which again they should afford simil;

protection. In fact, the true test of the soundness or otherwise of any pm

posed scheme of defence is the aid and support its several component par

can mutually afford. The objects in view when it is determined to thro

up field-works are so varied that I shall attempt no enumeration of then

they are to be found in every ancient and modern writer upon militai

history as of constant recurrence in every phase of a campaign. The tir

available must influence not only the profile to be given to the works, b

also their tracing j
for if there are only a few.hours to spare, it is absurd

attempt enclosed redoubts, and so on ;
but in most cases the possibility-

having more time than can be positively calculated on should be taks
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o consideration, and the work should be of such a nature as to be
pable of constant further development.
Profile.—

T

he minimum height of parapets of all well-finished field
rks constructed in a plain should be 8'. If the work is on ground
ich higher than ail around it, the height may be less

;
if the reverse is

: case, it must be much more
;
care to be taken that, not only are the men

•nning the front faces sheltered from fire, but that those standing on the
iquette of the rear faces are so too. To defilade the interior of all field-
rds is essential

; the construction of large parados or traverses can be
iertaken for that purpose when the work is otherwise completed. For
y. who intend acting defensively, but who are to assume the offensive
-mg an action whenever favourable opportunities show themselves, a
tk of earth 3' high, with a base 8' or 9', having a trench on each side of
vide by 1' 6" deep, is the best profile

; a berme of 1' should be left on
h sides

; 100 yds. of it can be easily thrown up by 100 men with two
irs' fair work. In thus providing cover for men, all material that is pro-
able on the spot that will add to the strength of the parapet, or which will
rease the steepness of the interior slope, should be used, such as barrels,
ise furniture, logs of trees, turf, sods, hurdles, gates, rails, fences, See.
:ry hour that men are left in such a breastwork, its defensible qualities
:ht to be added to, but in positions where it may be necessary to move
ly. or artillery to the front, care must be taken not to erect such a barrier
.he form of a parapet that both those arms cannot easily cross. After
cover from the enemy’s view (which is the first consideration) has been
lined generally along the line of breastworks, and if time still admits of
her work, it is better to devote all available labour to strengthening par-
lar salient points, so that they should be, as it were, strong bastions to
rest of the line, which should be their curtains. If time permits, they
' be made secure against capture by a sudden rush. As points d'appui
' will add immensely to the strength of a position

;
however, it must be

embered that it is extremely dangerous to enclose any works in the rear,
t rule, they should be left open, so as to be seen into by other works or
eries, for the purpose of recapture from the enemy, should he succeed in
ing into one.
it is a question of constructing a square redoubt, the sides should not

;ss than 20 or more than about 100 yds. : in calculating the garrison for

1, an allowance of 500 square ft. for each field gun, and the same for the
ance traverse must be allowed

;
the remaining superficial space, cal-

led in square ft. within the foot of the slope of the banquette, divided
:o, will give the maximum garrison, but unless the parapets are most
tantial, to put more than 300 men into any one enclosed work, would
o convert it into a charnel-house if the enemy has the power of
jing a heavy fire from field guns to bear upon it. The minimum

2 14
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• „ cnnnrp redoubt of the minimum size is 80 men, to be dispc

hfsineie mnk a^ong the banquette and without artillery ;
the maxm

garrisonsi&SrS^S ext

Simits, a redoubt, with good flaking
D
“

Sf the must'depeSd upon the nature of guns -

are likely to be trough? against it ;
from to’ to 12' of ordinary soil along

• foil- tV»ir*VnpQ<; t(
MmeriOT

y
sl?pe

C

isTfair thickness to resist fd. guns. If intended to res

r to the Daraoet an additional number of shovelmen, equal t

In’ho eTn tl e tttch wffid be required on the stage to forward on the

hanouette •

P
these poles should be joined by sticks or string, so as to ft

banquette . 1

k Good rammers are easily made by cx

about 9
" in diameter. The drainage.

iisaMSIiiss
at

F?°\?ork?™ould°?mt be occupied by their garrisons until tlie'en.

Fd. -works snouiu 1 p
the menaway from them as-

actually in view ^’4f™nded by an enemy, the cooking at

as possible,
. q-)le following data may be useful. Bam

should be carnedon outside.

fQ
I h^loiio^ slope \Q it 1

. interior

to be 3 for single, and 4 being 1' or 1' 6"
;
the superior:

IhoSdS be less than *. but it ought To be J ;
exterior slope

should have a slope of * to faciliate th

being run out
ful in the construction of fd. -works, and:

wo*sS defence. Those used by us are issued in bundles contam.tr
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d each bundle weighs 75 lbs. Sandbags when tarred are made up in
ndles of 50 which weigh 70 lbs. The sandbag, when empty, measures
X 16

,
and when filled and partially flattened down in a revetment, &c.

measures 18" x 10", or n" x 6"
: it holds about a bushel, or, when in

2, 1 cub. ft. of earth.

Gabions. Their most convenient size is 2' in diam. and 3' high : when
it size, they should weigh from 35 to 50 lbs.

, according to the nature of
: brushwood employed. When they are made on the spot where they
! to be used, they can be made 5' or 6 f high with great advantage for the
enor revetment of batteries or field-works.
Fascines are also very useful for revetments, the cheeks of embrasures, for
: foundation of roads in swampy places, &c. The usual dimensions are
long and 9 in diam.

; they should not weigh more than about 140 lbs.
ch should be bound securely at intervals of about 18”: wire makes the
;t binding material. Those used by assaulting columns to fill up ditches
Duld not be more than 6' long.
Embrasures splay outwards, and should be 2' wide at neck, and 3' wide at
distance of 5 from neck : the sill should be 3V above the platform for
iinary field guns.
Loopholes splay inwards : if made with sandbags they should be 3" wide
front, and 10" wide in rear

;
in making therein walls, they should not

a rule be less than 3' or 4' apart, so as not to weaken the wall unduly.
Obstacles. In all closed works, or in the portions of a long line that
>resent the bastions, as it were, every effort should be made to render
proach to them difficult by the construction of obstacles placed in their
mec

i|^
te fr°nt

> so as to be always under your observation and under your
:. They are especially useful in all savage warfare to guard against
;ht attacks. When your enemy are barefooted, broken bottles or small
irp stakes driven into the ground are very effective. Abatis ; The most
>uy made, and the best obstacle, is that afforded by felled timber, or the

ut limbs of trees about 12' or 15' long, with the leaves and small branches
iped off, the other branches being pointed and turned towards the enemy

;

y should be laid as close together as possible. If the trees are on the spot,
;y should not be cut more than two-thirds through, so that they cannot
dragged away. The abatis should be about 5' high, the thick ends

2 k 2
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burned in the ground, secured by stout stakes, or the still safer system

placing logs along and across the butts. Pine trees make a bad aic

and are very inflammable. If wire is to be had, it should be fastened fr

branch to branch as much as possible, as it vastly increases the value of

abalis. Wire fences are common now in many countries ; they are inva

able as an obstacle in front of a work ;
all obstacles should be well un

musketry fire
;

if they can be screened from the enemy’s view or fire

much the better ;
this can be accomplished, when time admits, by plac

them as shown in sketch.

Wire entanglements are excellent obstacles, and are easily made :f pk

of wire is to be had. No. 14 (B. W. Gauge) is a good size—wt. of

mile of it is about 90 lbs—but any telegraph wire will do. It is formec

driving stout stakes firmly into the ground checquerwise, about 6
' ap

leaving about 3' above ground. The wire should be given 2 or 3 turn

least round every stake, about 18” from the ground, and interlaced betw

the tops and bottoms of the stakes. The entanglement should be 80

yds. in width. Small woods or plantations cut down to a height of al

3' or 4' from the ground can be easily converted into a most effective

entanglement.
. .

Chevaux-de-frise can be made of sword-blades or pointed poles let in:

beam ot wood so as to form an X in cross-section. The store pattern 1

by us consists of an iron tube 6' long, containing 12 spears (6' long) ins,

which, when required, are easily fixed in 12 holes which are in the tub

the tubes are fastened one to the other when placed in line, by a few 1

of iron chain. Each tube complete weighs 80 lbs.

Fougasses are small mines loaded with stones, bricks, or small live sh,

a hole" is dug at an angle of 400 inclined towards the enemy, at the bos

"of which the powder charge is placed, the stones being placed immedit

over the charge ;
no earth to be placed over the stones, &c. : the mir

in fact, merely an improvised mortar, and if discharged at the right mor

when the assaulting party is close in front of it, its demoralising effe

considerable even upon the best troops
;
the best position for them is

road or path over which the enemy must come.

Working parties.—In siege works, especially when breaking grounc

first night,' it is most important to avoid all confusion by having all

cerned'well instructed in the nature of their duty. The parties should 1

their mound exactly at the hour appointed, provided with their toolsi-

ready to begin work at once. There will always be R. E. offrs. to direc

operation, but all S.O.’s should thoroughly understand the prescl

method for extending the men along the line selected for 1st parallel

It is most desirable that each working man should be given a four h’

task, and when he has completed it, he should not have to work any

that day. In a previous paragraph the working powers of an untn
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i are given. The men should be placed at intervals of 5' along the line
rork : if, as is sometimes done, 1 man of each file digs and the other
vels, the files should be the same distance apart as the men who both

\

and shovel. It is found to be a good plan in the construction of fd.-
ks to tell the working party off in squads of 3 files each, of which 3 men
t and dig, 2 shovel, and 1 rams the earth.
•emolitions.—Destructive agents. Taking gunpowder as “ 1," the
tractive force ofgun-cotton is 7, and of Ditro-glycevine (pure) is 10, when
amping is used. G.-C. and dynamite must be exploded by detonation,

p
ls [Hade 11P by us in discs and in slabs ; discs are carried dry in the

1, packed in hermetically sealed tins
; slabs are carried wet in wooden

ertight boxes, which when full weigh about 12 lbs. 14 oz. The explosive
e,°^.'ve * ,’

s dle same as of dry G.-C. The discs are of 3 sizes, 1 fj,

'
' xi"

s
in diameter : the first weighs 2 oz. the other two sizes 1 oz. each.

:re is one perforation in each disc for the detonator. In boring holes
the reception of the discs, the hole should be ^ in. wider than the diam.
isc. I he slabs in use measure 6J” sqr. and ijj and 1 in. respectively in
kness, one weighing 2, the other 1] lbs. each.
he P) imers used with G. -C. are issued dry, and must be carefully
.ected from damp, or they will fail when required for use.
he Detonators for the field are used in connection with Bickford's fuze,
y are packed in red tin cylinders, 25 in each. Those supplied to
enes of R. H.A. contain only 4 each. To use the detonator, insert a
piece of quick-match in the hole through the plug over the fulminating

position : cut the Bickford s fuze to the required length, and insert the
into the hollow end of the detonating tube, taking care that it rests on
before-mentioned piece of quick-match. The tube should then be
ltly bent to prevent the fuze from coming out. We now supply the
y. pioneers with these detonators, leaving the quick-match and the
:ford s fuze attached and ready for use. As the G.-C., if set fire to, 'will
1 without explosion, care must be taken, by throwing a little earth over
marge, to prevent a spark from the Bickford's fuze setting it alight,

y should not be roughly handled, and the cylinders containing them
lid not be allowed to fall.

ickford'sfuze used for the ignition of mines, &c. ,
is of 2 kinds, rst, Or-

ry
;
2nd, Instantaneous : the first burns at a rate not exceeding 4', its

I rate being only 3' per minute. It is best lit by a vesuvian : it is kept
dinders

;
each contains 24

1

. The second kind burns at the rate of about
ds. per second

; it is quite water-proof. The “ Instantaneous " is

nguished from the “Ordinary" by being- coated with an open-crossed
;ing of orange-coloured worsted. When it is desired to explode several
ges simultaneously, and no electrical apparatus is to be had, the instan-
ous fuze cut into equal lengths should be used

; the ends of these equal
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lengths are collected together, and ignited by a piece of Ordinary Bickford

fuze, cut long enough to allow the lighter to get away before the explosic

takes place : care must be taken that all the lengths of the Instantaneo

fuze are exactly the same, and that they all are effectively joined to the pie

of "Ordinary ” fuze used for ignition : it is a good plan to use a small a.

of gunpowder for this joint, the ends of all the fuzes centering m it.

Powder hose is a substitute when Bickford's fuze is not to be had. iti

simply a little tube of strong linen, ^ to x in. in diam. : it burns at the rata

from xo' to 20' per second. ., . ,
,

Gunpowder used in mines and demolitions should, if possible, be loag

in a wooden box well tarred or pitched over, or else placed m a leather o

waterproof bag, or in a well-tarred sandbag. When the charge has to

carried in a sandbag, 2 tarred sandbags, 1 inside the other should

used for precaution against untimely ignition : a sandbag will hold 50 1

of powder, but it is most conveniently carried in bags holding 25 lbs. eac-

Destruction of wooden bridges.—If time admits, they can be easily bur

the inflammable materials obtained from the immediate vicinity being PI

on or under the bridge for that purpose : if tar, pitch or coal-oil are; to

had, their use hastens the destruction. In the American war ol 1002-.

a small torpedo was advantageously used for the destruction of wow

viaducts and bridges. It is very easily made, and can be earned 1 .

mounted man. It consists simply of a bolt of J iron, 8 long, with r

and nut, the head to be 2" in diam.
,
and about 1 thick ;

a washer of s.-

size as the head must be placed under the nut at the other end, with a

hole in it ;
between the washer and the head is atm cylinder, 1 ,

m diam

open at both ends, which is filled with powder ; the washer and nut w

put on, form a case which keeps it in its place. A coat of %armsh si.<

be applied to exclude moisture. To use it, a hole 2 in diam. 1S '

the timber, into which the torpedo is driven, head downwards, and the

ignited. The fuze should be about 2 feet long. The explosion blow,

timber to pieces, and, if it is a main support, brings down the w

structure. It is essential that the main braces or lower chords ot

bridges be chosen. Since then the use of gun-cotton has simplified

destruction of wooden bridges, as the stoutest timbers can be shne .

atoms by small charges used as described below in the destruction of larget

For masonry bridges, sink a shaft a few feet to one side of theirnidc

the roadway, down to the haunch of the arch, and drive a short gaUer;

from the bottom, so as to lodge the charge under the middle of the 1

way : from 50 to 100 lbs.
,
according to the thickness of the arch, wi

nearly any bridge. The mine should be well tamped. To deternun

amount of powder, the formula is C = 3
T3 X B ; w here C >s the chan

lbs. ;
T the line of least resistance in feet, measured through the arch

B the breadth of the bridge in feet. Except when the bridge is narro
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.rge had better be divided into two, to prevent the chance of blowing a
e through the centre, without bringing down the sides

;
there is a risk,

vever, in doing so, as it is difficult, when hurried, to arrange for the
mltaneous discharge of the two charges together. If time presses, do
be sparing of your powder. When time will not permit of your sinking

laft to the haunch of the arch, a charge of 500 lbs. of powder placed in a
ich 18" deep over the keystone of a semicircular arch of 26' span, 4”
:k, will break it in. The more earth and stones that can be piled up
:r the charge the better. Captain Schaw’s rule for such demolitions is

= § T2 X B. (See preceding formula.
)
When time is of consequence,

parations should be made in two places at the same time, one as already
cribed, and the other over the crowm of the arch, so that if, at last, from
near pursuit of the enemy, it is required to destroy the bridge before the

inch of the arch can be reached, the demolition may be effected at the

wn. When the side walls are lightly built, it is much better to drive in

allery from the side, so as to lodge the charge against the haunch, as

5 does not interfere with the traffic over the bridge, is less liable to

:ident, and enables the powder to be kept dry for some time, if the mine
tot required for immediate explosion. When G. -C. is to be used without
aping along either the crown or haunches, the formula for charge in lbs.

C = § T2 X B
;
w'hen tamping is to be used, half that charge will be

ficient. G.-C. is so local and violent in its action that it is not as
isfactory as powder in the destruction of masonry bridges.
Tron girder-bridges can be destroyed by placing charges in the piers : the

struction of a pier is of course the destruction of the bridge : the charges
>uld be placed in the piers immediately under where the girders rest upon
:m. The girders themselves may be destroyed by G.-C. thus. An iron

.te 1' wide can be destroyed by the following charges which vary according

its thickness
: plate, 2 oz. : 5", 6 oz. : f", 14 oz. : 1", 21 oz. : i£",

oz. : ij'', 56 oz. : 2", 6 lbs. 3 oz.
:

3'' 14 lbs.

To cut down trees with gun-cotton
, a charge of 5 or 6 oz. placed in an

ger-hole bored horizontally into the tree, is sufficient for one of 1' in diam.

,

d for other trees, varying as the square of the diam. in ft. : thus, if the

e be 18 in. in diam., I5 2 = 2^ which multiplied by 6 = 13J oz. When
: G.-C. is placed round the tree as a necklace, about eight times the

antity as thus calculated will be required. In constructing an abatis it is

y necessary to make the trees fall in the required direction
;

this can

sily be done by fastening a rope to the upper part of the tree, and taking

5 strain on the rope before firing the charge.

To blmv in agate.—50 lbs. of G.-C., or 200 lbs. of gunpowder suspended

a sharpened pickaxe, or an auger driven into the centre of the door or

te, or even laid on the ground touching the gate, will destroy it
; when

wder is used, it should if possible be covered over with sand-bags.
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Stockades and walls can be destroyed in a similar manner: a singl

stockade of timber 12" X 12" may be blown down by 3 lbs. of G.-C. pe

running foot. The slabs or discs (slabs are the best for this purpose) shod

be threaded together so as to be in contact, and hung against the stockad

or laid on the ground at its foot. If powder be used, 80 lbs. without, or t

lbs. with tamping will be required for the same stockade. For stockades <

10 in. timber and under, 4 lbs. of G.-C. per running yd. will only be require!

A 14" wall will require i£ lbs. of G.-C. per running ft, or charges of 60 lb:

of powder tamped with sandbags, &c. ,
at intervals of 5 or 6 apart.

Destructio?i of funs.—With cast-iron guns, half fill with powder, jam m
couple of round shot with nails, bits of iron, stones, &c., tamp up to t

muzzle with stones and a little earth, fire by means of a long fuse laid to tl

vent. The trunnions are easily broken off by a sledge-hammer, or by a sic

of G. -C.
,
which renders a gun comparatively useless. Brass guns are easily de

troyed by firing a shot from another gun into them behind the trunnions. 1

»

explosion of from 1 to 1 1 lbs. of G . -C. placed at bottom of boie \\ ell

will destroy most field or ordinary siege M. L. guns. The charge should l

increased to 3 or 4 lbs. for the larger-sized wrought-iron pieces. W hen tir

is immaterial, the operation will be generally performed by oftrs. o K,f

who are instructed in the best means for doing so. For the hasty disab!

ment of large guns, place a slab or two half slabs of G.-C. lengthwise on t

chase, their long sides touching, about 1 in. from the muzzle, tying them 1

with twine, so that the greatest possible amount of the surfaces of the G. -

should be in contact with the gun. Insert a detonator gently into a c

primer, taking the greatest care not to twist or force it in. Insert the c

primer fitted with its detonator into the perforation in the G.-C. provided :

it. The whole may be tied together with twine, taking a half hitch rotw

the detonator, and tied round the gun if necessary ;
but if primer a

detonator fit accurately, as they should do, this will be superfluous, as 1

slab is already tied on. Turn the detonator round until the end of I

safety fuze is to leeward of the slab : this is to lessen the chance of a spe

igniting the G.-C. before it is detonated. Now cut off the end of the safe

fuze diagonally with a sharp knife
;

if no knife is handy, tear off the cal,

cap which covers the end. Ignite the fuse with a vesuvian, and retire 40

30 yds. The fuze will burn about 4.5 seconds. Treat the safety ti

gently, being most careful not to ignite it. If the explosion has not deni

the <mn sufficiently to render it unserviceable, repeat the operation, ty

the slabs on to the same spot. The effect of the detonation can be increa.

by placing a filled sandbag or a sod of turf over the slabs when they hr

been tied on to the chase. One i-lb. slab of G.-C. used as above descnF

will destroy most wt.-iron field guns. For B.L. guns, open the breech

detonate a slab of G.-C. inside on some part that will render impossible

rcclosing of the breech.
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Mensuration and useful Formulae.
Circles.—Their areas are to one another as the squares of their diameters.

The diam. X by 3 '1428 = circumference, or roughly the proportion

between circum. and diam. is as 7 to 22.

Circumference -t- 3 ’1416 = diameter.

Diameter2 X 7854 = area of circle.

Circumference2 X ’07958 = area of circle.

The length of an arc = No. of degrees X radius X ’07145.

f ,
radius X arc.

The area of the sector of a circle =
2

The area of a segment is ascertained by finding the area of the sector,

and subtracting from it the area of the triangle formed by the chord, and
the radii of the sector, if the segment is less than a semicircle

;
if the

segment is greater than a semicircle, then, by ascertaining the area of the

smallest segment and subtracting it from the area of the whole circle.

Triangles.—The area = X perpendicular height. When the three

sides are known, and the area is required, subtract each side severally from
half their sum

;
multiply those three remainders and the half sum together,

and the square root of the product will be the required area.

In right-angled triangles, if the 2 sides forming the right angle are known,
the hypothenuse = the square root of the sum of the squares of the 2 sides.

Given the hypothenuse and 1 side, the 3rd side can be ascertained by
subtracting the square of the known side from the square of the hypo-
thenuse, and extracting the square root of the remainder.
The sums of the 3 angles of all triangles =: 1800

, so if 2 angles of any tri-

angle are given, the 3rd is of course known by subtracting their sum from 180.

Let A, B, and C represent the 3 sides, and a, b, and c the 3 angles

respectively opposite those 3 sides.

Given two angles (a and fi) and one side B to find the other sides
;

. B sin a
, ,, B sin C. ,

.

A = —

:

—— and C =

—

:
—

;
— This is the rule commonly in use m mea-

sin b sin b

suring distances to inaccessible points, where you can measure a base by a

tape line, and the angles at it by a pocket sextant.

Given the two sides A and B and the included angle c, the side

C = V A2 + B2 — 2AB cos c.

The areas of all geometrical figures can be determined by the foregoing

rules, by dividing them into triangles.

The cub. content of boxes, rooms, &c. ,
is arrived at by dividing them

into triangular and rectangular figures, and multiplying the area of such by
the height.

The area of a parallelogram = the length X the height.
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Spheres.—Surface = diam. 2 X 3 -1416 = diam. X circumference : the cub.

content = diam. 3 X o‘S236. The cub. content of the segment of a sphere

= -5236 H (H 2 X 3R2
), where H = height of segment, and R = radius of

the base of segment.
Cower.—Surface = area of base + circumference of base X 5 slant height.

The surface of frustum = sum of girth at both ends X 5 slant height + area

of both ends. The cub. contents of cone or pyramid = area of base X
perpendicular height

;
of a frustum = 3 H (A = a + V A X a) when A

and a = areas of the ends, and H = perpendicular height.

Cylinders.—Surface = area of both ends + length X circumference

:

cub. content = area of one end X length.

Wedges.—Cub. content is found as follows: to length of base X 2, add
length of edge ;

multiply the sum by breadth of base, and by perpendicular

height from base, and one-sixth of the product will be the cub. content.

Physical Memoranda.
Water.—x cub. ft. distilled in vacuo. = 62

’5 lbs. = 6^242 galls. = 25

quarts : 1 cub. in. = "036 lbs. : 1 gallon (approximately) = 10 lbs. = o'i6

cub. ft. = 277 ’274 cub. in. : 1 cwt. = x’8 cub. ft. = n'25 galls. : 1 ton =
33 ’94 cub. ft. = 224 galls. : cub. ft. X o'S57 = cwt. ;

cub. ft. X C028 =
tons : 1 cub. ft. of sea-water = 64 ’25 lbs. : wt. of sea-water = wL of

fresh X 1 '028. All these figures are only approximately accurate. Fresh

water boils at 2120 Fahr. or xoo° Centigrade : it freezes at 320 Fahr. or Zero

Centde.
Snow.—At home, snow weighs from 5 to 11 lbs., the cub. ft. In Canada 1

1
4
’25 lbs. on falling, and 21 '25 lbs. the day following, the temperature

being 8° Fahr. In an ordinary English winter the density of fine snow is 5

about C143 of water, its greatest density about o -

3.

Air is 840 times lighter than water : pressure of atmosphere at sea-level =
14706 lbs. per sq. in. = pressure of column of mercury 29^92 in height = :

pressure of column of water 337 ft. high : its temperature falls i° for every'

300 ft. of vertical height. A man requires about 220 to 240 cub. ft. per hour.

Velocity offalling bodies.—N = number of seconds in falling : S = space f

fallen through in feet : V, velocity in feet per second acquired in N seconds ;

V = N x 32 "i66 and S = N 2 X 16 ‘033.

Animal power in lbs. raised 1 ft. per minute in 8 working hours daily

The standard ‘ 1 horse power ” is 33,000 lbs.
,
but for average animals it may

be taken as follows: the horse, 21,000 ;
ox, 12,000; mule, 10,000; nss,-

3500 : man may be taken as a 5
-

sth of a horse, or on an average at 3800 lbs. -

At low speeds an ordinary horse can exert in regular work day by day for 8 =

hours per diem a steady pull of about 150 lbs., although some animals will

not average more than 100 lbs. When a number of men pull together,

each pulls, on the average, horizontally about half his weight.

Velocity of sound through the air at a summer temperature is about
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1142 ft. (say 365 yds. a number easily remembered), and through waterabout 4950 ft. per second : distances can be measured with Tnilwlaccuracy by counting the number of seconds between the flash and report ora gun Four beats of the pulse to 1000 yds. a fair rough calculation Thkvelocity increases with the loudness of the report.
S ^“^ation. This

The pulse, m health, beats from 72 to 75 times in a minute.Measurement of distances to inaccessibleplaces with -

out instruments.—

A

B the breadth of a river is re-
quired

: produce A B to any convenient distance D :lrom D mark off in a convenient direction equal
distances D C and C d

;
join B and C and produce

the line until bC = CB: join d and b and produce
the line until A C produced intersects it : measure
a 0 and the result be the distance A B.

With a prismatic compass.—Measure a base C D
and from its extremities plot on paper the lines A
JJ and A C : their intersection will give A : the
distance A B can then be measured by the scale
upon which the base was laid down at. If time
permits, it is better to lay off the base so that B
bisects it, and the angles A B D and A C D should
be about 6o° ; this is arriving at the distance by
construction. To do so by calculation, the anglesA D B and A C B should be measured by
either the pocket sextant or the prismatic com-
pass, and the required distance obtained by
the formula given already regarding triangles.
To measure the distance between two inac-

cessible points, measure a base, and find out, as
described above, the distance between its
extremities and both the points, which will
give the two sides and included angle of the
triangle that has the required distance for its
base, and one of the extremities of the measured
base for an apex.
Required the height of A B and the difference of level between B and C,D being the nearest point to which you can get to B. Erect a stake the

height of the eye at D, and measure the angles A E C and A D C as well as

the base E. D : A C = E D

Fig. 59-

Fig. 60.

cotan A E D-cotan A D C The height B C can be

ascertained in the same way, which subtracted from A C gives A B. If A C
foot of which is accessible, then A C = tan A E C E C.

is a height the
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Rv the thermome-
ter (Fahr. ).—-It can
be used to ascertain

the height of moun-
tains thus : Let T =
temperature of boil-

ing water at any sta-

tion deducted from
212°, and H =height
in feet of station a-

bove the sea. Boil

some water and as-

certain T by means of a thermometer : H = 520 T + T2
.

Barometer.—With a pocket aneroid, the number of ft. corresponding

with the elevation above the sea is generally marked opposite the readings

on the dial, so that to find the height of a mountain, observe the readings

at its foot and at its summit, and subtract the former from the latter
;
the

difference is the height of the mountain approximately. When the

barometer is not marked with a scale of feet, the following is the formula

:

S : D : : 55-00 : H, where S is the sum and D the difference between the

readings, and H the height required in feet. When the barometer usually

stands between 28 and 30 in., the simplest and best formula is
.OOII

=

height in feet.

Thermometer.

—

To convert Centigrade or Reaumur into Fahrenheit let

C, R and F represent degrees in each

respectively : F = C X r8 + 32 ;
F

= R x 2-25 + 32 : C = (F-32) '5555 ;

R = (F - 32) -444-4

To lay out a right angle.—Take
your 50' measuring tape and unite in

your hand the ring end and the point

marked 48' and pin or fasten down
both ends at the point A : stretch it

out from 1' to 12' along the line A B,

on which you wish to erect your per-

pendicular
;
pin it to the ground, or

pass it round a wire or thin picket at

B, the 12' mark, and then taking the

28' mark (C) between your finger

A BE ancl thumb, stretch the tape in the

Fig. 62. direction D until both sides of the

triangle are taut
;
a line uniting the apex C and B is perpendicular to A E.
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founded on the 47th Prob. 1st Book of Euclid. Another vervimple method is by means of any string and a stick with A and E as

thev7nters
e
ect
nb

t

e
n
rCS of

,

clrcles
.

havin& a comnlon radius, and if from where
theVni n p n?

y0U drawa lme t0 B
- the central point between A and Ethe line D B will be perpendicular to A E.

a u
Useful weights and meastires.—\ Sovereign = 2 drams' 1

1 Half-crown
1 F1°nn

’ 3 drs.: 1 Shilling, r> drs : 1 Threepenny Piece 1 Hr

•

Tablespoon holds 1 oz. : 1 Dessert snnnn 1 . T T^P!"y 7“e
’

3

1

m u,
ri
V
rl“- 3 ms.: 1 Shilling, drs. : 1 Threepenny Piece 1 Hr •

eSp00n holds
f
1 OZ- :

-

1 Dessert spoon, a oz. : 1 Teaspoon, h oz.
’

Thesemeasures are used for veterinary medicine
T° make Measures.-A cylinder 6 in. 'in diam. and in. in height

A ,f T&t KS j .
.

... ^ Uyiill
holds almost exactly a gallon.

barrel — io,752'oo cub.
1 bushel — 2218-125 cub. in.
— 554 5 cub. in. »T A rrTT 'r> 4

A box 24" x
A box 13" x

16"

13

X 22" deep contains
_ _ in tX 13J" deep contains, , ,,

J ' JU UUUIUIUSA box 75 X 7 X io,g' deep contains 1 peek

1

Sines.

1

j

Tang. tfi

<

1*0015
i

•0015
*0029 *0029
*0044 •0044
*0058 •0058
•0073 •0073
*0087 ’0087

bo fci

a c I Sines.
< <

37 •6018
38 •<5157

39 •6293
40 •6428
41 •6561
42 '6691

43 •6820

e- 44 6947
45 •7071 1

4 46 7193 1

47 7313 1

48 7431 1

49 *7547 1

50 7660 1

51 •7771 1

52 *7880 i

53 '7986 1

54 8090 1

55 ’8192 1

56 8290 1
*

57 8387 i*

58 8480 1

'

59 8572 i-

60 8660 1
*

6l 8746 i
•

62 8829 1
*

63 |- 8910 1
•

Dg- -o-sin. Co

Tang. £>

<

7536
7813
*8098
•8391

•8693
*9004

•9325 47
•9657 46
•0000 45
0355
•0724

1106

c: Sines
<

Tang. H
< I

H -898 2*0503 26 I

?5
'

906 2>1445 25 I

,b ‘913. 2*2460 24 I

7 -9205 2 '3559 2 i|
0 *9272 2*4751 22 1

9 '9336 2 6051 21
j0 '9397 2-7475 20

1

1 ’9455 2 *Q042 IQ 1

2 '9511 3-0777 18

3 ’9563 3-2709 17 I

4 "9613 3-4874 16
1

•9659 3 '732 1 15

1

•9703 4’oio8 14 I

•9744 4
*

33 r 5 13I
•9781 4-7046 12 I

*9816 5 'i445 n
|9848 5*6713 iol

•9877 6-3138 9I
9903 7-1154 8

1
9925 8*1443 7 1

'9945 9
'

5 i 44 6 1

’9962 1-4301 5
j•9976 4-3007 4

•998619-0811 3 |*

9994 !

28’6363 2

1

99985 7 * 2900 1 I
1 '0000 infin. 0 1

Co-sin. C-o-tan.
|
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ENGLISH and FRENCH WEIGHTS and MEASURES.

Capacity.
Cub. Inches, litres, centi-

litres.

4 Gills=i pint = 34‘75 = ° S6'75
2 Pints=i quart = 6g'33 = I I3'5

4

Quarts=i gallon = 277'274= 4 54 =
io lbs. of water.

2 Gallons=r peck = 554' 5 = 99
4 Pecks=i bushel =2218' 19 = 36 34
8 Bshls.= i qr.= io'2 cub. ft. =290 78

5 Qrs.=i load=si‘33 cub. ft.=1493 90
Gals. X ‘i6o5=cub. ft.: .Cub. It. X '779

=bushels.
BushelsXi' 284=018. ft.: Cub. ft.X6'33<>

=gals.

Avoirdupois Weight.

i^Drams"
5

}
=I oimce =28 '

34 grammes -

16 Ounces = 1 pound = '4535 kilgrms.

14 Lbs. = 1 stone = 6'350302 ,,

2 Stone = 1 quarter=:i2‘70o6o4 „
4 Quarters — 1 cwt. =5o'8o24i6 ,,

20 cwt. = 1 ton =ioi6'o4832 „
2000 Lbs. = 1 ton in Canada and the U.S.

Lbs. X '009=1 cwt. : Lbs. X'ooo45=tons.
i ton of freight by measurement=40 cub. ft.

Cub. inchesX 'O036o7=gals.

Cub. inchesX '00045= bushels.

Length and Square Measures.

1 inch

12 Inches =1 foot

3 Feet =1 yard

5i Yards =1 rod

= '0254 metres.
= '

3°479 »»

= '

9*44 »
= 5-0292 „

22 Yards =1 chain = 20' 1168 metres.
40 Rods =1 furlong = 201*168 „

8 Furlongs I
j

i6c9'344
80 Chains >1 mile*=< i'6o934 kilo-

1760 Yards ) ( metres.
2025 '27 yds.=i nautical mile or Kno;

1
' 15 miles.

69"o433 Miles or 60 nautl. miles=i degre
at the Equator: MilesX '87=knots <

nautical miles.

6

Feet=i fathom: KnotsXi ' i5=mile
YardsX 'ooo57=miles.
120 Fathoms=i cable length.

Feet X '00019 = miles: Yds. X '0057 :

miles.

640 Acres=i sq. mile
: 4840 sq. Yards

1 acre.

For rough calculations, 70 yds. X 70 yd
=1 acre.

Sq. Feet X 'iii = sq. yds.: sq. in.

•oo7=sq. ft. : sq. yds= '0002067 acres-
Cub. FeetX'03704 (or for an approxima

calculation 'o4)=cub. yds. : Cub. Inch
X'ooo58=cub. feet.

40 Sq. Rods=r rood: 4 Roods=i acre.

4 Inches=i hand (for height of horses). .

500 Bricks=i load.

32 Bushels of lime=Do.
36 ,, sand=Do.
36 Trusses of straw or hay=Do.
1 Truss of straw 36 lbs.

1 ,, old hay 56 lbs.

1 ,, new „ 60 lbs.

1 Chaldron of coal=53 cwt.
i Sack of Potatoes=224 lbs.

1 Cord of wood=i28 cub. ft.

* In the province of Quebec the country people reckon distances by Arpents ant,

Leagues ;
the former is about 63 yards (28 arpents=i mile) 84 arpents=i league.

Weights, Measures, and Money oe Foreign Countries.

Afghanistan .
—Standard Indian money is current : local coins as follows

At Kandahar, 8 pul-i-siah = 1 Shahi = 1 penny (English) : 12 Shahis = :

Kandahari Rupee = 8 annas = 10 pence (English) : 10 Shahis = 1 Khan
Rupee : official accounts are kept in Khani, although like the Chinese Tae,

no such coins exist. 1 Kandahari Rupee, Khani, = 6 annas, 8 pi (British)

20 Kandahari Rupees = 1 Kandahari Toman : 1 Toman, Puchta, = 2,

Kandahari, Kham = 10 British Rupees : i '5 Kandahar Rupees = 1 Kabu
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Rupee — 13 annas, 4 pi (British) : 1 Kandahari Rupee, Puchta = 8 British

\GaZ 'I

'i

h
K
h = 41 75 'is used by all shopkeepers: 1 Gaz i-minar

_ I4
if

‘rei
V
USed by surveyors: 1 Gireh = 4 fingers in breadth : 13-5 Gireh- 1 British Gaz : 1 Jenb or Tanab = 60 yds. x 60 yds. (land mlasure)

Liquids are sold by weight. The Man-i-Tabriz is the standard of weightand _ 20 Miskals = 1 seer = 2-5 oz. : 40 seer = 6-5 to 8 lbs. : too Mans-i-Tabnz _ 1 Karwar = 10 -5 British Maunds = 865 lbs. At Pisheen 4 seers
“ j

nlan
;

and 100 "lans = 1 Kharwar (Ass load). There the Gaz Ji yd.At Kabul — jjo Dinars = 1 Shahi = 1 -5 pence : 2 Shahis = 1 sanar =
3d. 2 sanars — 1 Abasi = 6d. : 3 abasi = x rupee = British annas— i8d. The public accounts are kept in Khant money which is, 10 Dinars= 1 paisa : 5 Paisas = 1 shahi : 10 Shahis = 1 rupee : 20 ranees = 1Toman = 16 rupees, 8 shahis Puchta. The ordinary Kabul weights are
4 Charaks = 1 seer: 8 seers = x maund : 10 maunds = x Kharwar = 15
British maunds, 27-5 seers = 1292-5 lbs. The Kabul Tabrezi method gives25 Charaks = 1 maund = 4 seers, 14-5 chittacks, British. At Heralboth
Persian and Afghan money is current. 1 Herat rupee = 1 Persian Reran
r
7 *°Pence ’

25 t0 3° Kerans £1. The Kandahar Abasi is here called theJindek _ 2 Persian abasi. The Afghan shahi = 2 Persian shahis. TheKharwar is about 800 lbs. The Jerib is the same as in Kandahar.H^.-The metric system is now commonly used (see France) - butthe old weights, &c.
, were as follows i Pfund = i -235 lbs. = 2 marks- 4 vierdinge — 16 unze = 32 loth : 100 pfund = 1 centner. The measureswere 1 fuss 1-037 ft. : 1 File = 2-55 ft.: 6 fuss = 1 Klafter

: 4000 Klafter- i Male = 47/4 miles = 8289-6 yds. = 7-586 kilomr.: 1 Yoch or Johart- x6oo sq. Klafter - 1-422 acres. The Elmer = 11-33 galls. = 56-564
hires : 1 Metze = 1-5387 bushels = 61-5 litres. The coinafe is the silver
florin =: ioo kreutzers = at. (about 9-83 florins = £1)

:

the old coinage was,
480 Pfenmge = 120 kreutzer = 2 gulden = 1 thaler = as. -08d. (about) • thegold Ducat = 9s. 4-75d. English.

V ' ’

Arabia. 1 maund = 3 lbs.: 1 bahar = 450 lbs.: 1 guz = 0-6944 ft. ;

X noosfia _ 0-25 galls.: 1 gudda = 8 noosfia = 2 galls.: 1 piastre - 80
coveers = 34. 8 -5d.

Bavaria .—The metric system is now commonly used : the old weights
&c. , were : 1 Pfund = 32 loth = 1 "2346 lbs. : the measures were, 1 Fuss— 12 z°ll = 11 ’49 in-: 1 Morgen = -842 acres: x Meile = 2 post stunde— 4-6 miles = 7-442 kilomr: 1 Eimer = 137 galls.: 1 mutle - 4 schiiffel— 24 metzen = 22-26 bushls. Coinage, 1 Gulden = 60 kreutzen = 24 pfen-
nigen = it. y9d. = 2-10 francs.
Belgium .—The metric system and coinage as in France.
Brazil.—The same as Portugal.
Canada .—Same as in England, except that r cwt. = 100 lbs. nnd 1 ton —

2000 lbs. The dollar = 44. 1 -25d.
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Cape of Good Hope.—Generally the same as in England, but the old Dutch

weights are still much used by the Boers. The proportion generally made

use of in comparing Dutch and English weights is 92 lbs. Dutch to 100 lbs.

English
;
the true rate, however, is considered to be 91 '89 Dutch to 100 lbs.

English avoir. In comparing the old Dutch measures of capacity with the

English, the following ratios will be found useful

^

1 schepel is equal to *7663 old Winchester bushel, or '743

1 muid is 4 schepels, or 3-0658 „ >•
2 j°72

1 load is 10 muids, or 10-652 „ » a9
"

72

The 107 Dutch schepels = 82 Winchester bushels, or 4 schepels are about t

3 imperial bushels, and 11 schepels are about 1 quarter.

A schepels is 4! inches square by 8‘ deep.

The weight ofa muid of oats or barley is 104 lbs. Dutch, orii3lbs. English;

of Boer meal, wheat, beans, peas, and mealies, 180 lbs. Dutch, 195 ‘65 English.

1000 Cape ft. = 1033 British ft. : 12 Cape ft. = 1 Cape rood. 1 Enghsh 1

mile = 425,944 Cape roods (nearly) : 1 Cape morgen = 2-11654 English 1

acres. 1 Rix dollar = is. 6d.

Central Asia.—Russian wts. and measures are used wherever Russia 1

rules. Elsewhere the Batman is the common wt. in use, though it differs ;

much according to locality. The Bokhara Batman = 8 Russian I ud —
288*84 lbs. The small Batman of Khiva ami of the Teke == 1 Russian

Pud : the large Batman of Khiva and Kokand = 4 Russian Pud
;
.the Bat-

man of Tashkend = 10 Russian Pud, that of Khashgar = 32 Russian 1 ud.

The Batman is usually divided into 64 large Chariks. The Sart Gaz — i'5

Russian Arshin = 42" English : the Sart Kos = } Verst = 583 -33 yds.

The Tash of Khiva = 6 to 9 versts. The Tchakrim = about 1 verst

China.— 10 Mace = 1 Tael: 16 Taels = x Catty = 1-333 lbs - : 100 ^ in

or catties = 1 Canton Picul = 133 ’333 lbs. : in catties = iseda picul =

148 lbs. : and 150 catties = x Chuppa Picul = 200 lbs. The common

measures are the Yin = 10 Chang = 100 Chili = 1000 tsun = 10,000 fun

= 122 ft. (about) : 1 Pu = 5 chih : 1 Li = 360 pu = 609 yds. (about) (like

the Indian Koss, the Li varies greatly). In some localities it is -22, and m
others -36 of a mile. The Tael (it only exists in name) was formerly =

6s 8-62 erf. (about). In 1869 the sterling value of the tael was only dr. 2 id..

and since then its value has been frequently quoted as only 6s.

,

and is now

only worth 51. lod. The Tael = 10 Mace = 100 Candereen = 1000 Cash.

Cyprus.—The oke is the common standard of weight, and is also used in

the "measurement of wine: it is 2 '8 lbs. English, and contains 9 35 gills at

32 gills to the gallon : 3-42246 okes go therefore to the Imperial gallon. The

measure of length is the Arslim, or Pik, which according to the Ottoman

Code = 75 centimetres (= 2-46 ft.) ;
but in Cyprus 2-575 ft. would seem to

represent it more accurately. The Dunum is the measure for land
;
anci
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Hnnnn^c
1

^
1rkey

r
U

‘
^
40 arslims

^ (
io3 ft.

2
), in Cyprus the fanners count thedunum as 60 arshms2

; or, roughly speaking, the two dunums are 1108 and
Sq
£- y

t

ds- respectively
; or, very roughly, the i and the 1 of an English

tnf .1 f6S are alwa
y? estimated by the hour, and when a muleteer

tells you the distance is a 5 hours' journey he means 20 miles, or 4 miles to

o^En^land
T lC Comage 1S the C0PPer piastre and the silver and gold coins

Denmark.— 1 Pund = 1-1028 lbs. : 1 Centner = 100 pund = 10,000Kvinten = 100,000 Ort =. -50 kilogr. (French). The Mark = -519 lbs. =
_235 kilogr. Measures, 1 Fod = 1 ’02973 ft-

I 1 Rode = 12 fod : 1 Meile- 2000 roder - 4-68 miles = 7-53 kilomr. = 8237.834 yds. 1 Potte =
o 2339 galls. . 1 Anker = 5 viertel = 3875 potte = 8-239 galls. The
Kixdaler _ 6 marks = 96 skillings = ns. 2-351/. The gold Christiansdor— 7 dalers — 36 skillings = 16s. 3d. The Tonde of land = 1-5 acres : ofcorn 3 *8 bushls.

,
and of coal = 4 '6775 bushls.

Egypt. English and French gold and silver coins are in common use.

1 Kantar=about 98 to ioo lbs. (Aver.)Corn Measure in Lower Egypt.
9 Kuddah
4
2 Ruba
2 Kayleh
6 Waybeh
1 Ardeb

- 1 Melweh.
= 1 Ruba.
= 1 Kayleh.
= 1 Waybeh.
= 1 Ardeb.
— s"6 bushels.

In Upper Egypt.
4 Roftow — 1 Mid.
3 Ruba
8 Mid
6 Waybeh
1 Ardeb

j
= 1 Ardeb.

= 5 '6 bushels.

Weights.
4 Kumh = 1 Kirat.

16 Kirat = 1 Dirhem.
J2 Dirhem = 1 Wukiyeh
J2 Wukiyeh = 1 Kantar.

400 Dirhem=i Oke=2'5 lbs. (Aver.)

Lineal Measures.
The chief is the Pik, of which there

are several varieties

:

Pik (draa beledi) for Landr^aa-gs 1’

,, (draa Nili) for Nilometre=2o-63''
,. (draa Stambouli or Turkish)=23"
Kassaba=n -64'

All short measures are given in spans
from tip of thumb to tip of little finger
—9

'

5
"-

Land Measures.
22 Kharubeh= Kassabah=i35-5 sq. ft.

22 Kirat={
o
I

r 1̂ “}=! -05 acres.

In calculating tonnage of boats, 7*5
Ardebs=i Ton.

For Wt. of Freight 22 Kantars=i Ton.
The Government tariff for Egyptian money is as follows :

—

£ 1 Egyptian
Piastres.

~ 100
Paras.

0
£1 Sterling

£1 Turkish
= 97= 87
- 77= 1

6

20

i Napoleon 3°
6

1 Medjidieh 10
1 Talari Egyptian = 19 20
1 Colonnat = 19 0

English.
d.

6
o o

£
1

1

o 18
o 15
o
o
o

9*8
3*83

4 o

3 IO *5

2 L
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English.

Piastres. Paras. £ s. d.

.

i Regina or Maria Theresa = 17 20
,

= ° 3 7 7S

The Kees or Purse =500 ° (average) — 5 2 6

The Piastre = 40 paras = about 24 pence English.

The Soudan.—The Tassa, a small cup-shaped measure holds about 1

Rotoli of corn : it is always used by the people in their dealings one with!

the other. There are about 288 Rotolis or Tassas in an Ardeb : 4 lassas

= 1 Mud : 12 Muds or 4 Roubos = 1 Mouri : 6 Mouris = 1 Ardeb. ^Ap-

proximate equivalents, 1 Gallon = 7 Tassas or 2 ’25 Muds: 1 Peck — 14

Tassas or 4-5 Muds : 1 Bushel = 56 Tassas or about 1 Moun : 1 Ardeb =
5 Bushels. The Rotoli = about o'86 lb. (aver.) : 1 Kantar = 108 lbs. —
40 Okes : x Oke = 2-5 lbs. (aver.) : 1 Gasaba = 0-944'.

Fra?ice.— The Metric system.

Length.

Yds. Ft. In Yds.

Centimetre = o o -39371 or X -010936-=

Metre =10 3-371 or X 1-0936=
Hectometre=io9 1 1 or Xio9"363=
Kilometre =1093 1 io"2 01X1093-63=
Lieue de poste (2000 toises)=4263 yards

or 2-4222 miles.

Lieue commune (4-44 kilomr.) = 2-75

miles = 4840 yards.

Kilomtr. X -62i383=miles; MilesX 1 '60934

=Kilometres.

Weight.

1 Gramme="oo22 lbs.

1 Kilogramme=2 " 2048 lbs.=-01969 cwt.

Lbs. X ‘4535 = killogramme; Tonnes X
i-oi5g65=tons.

TonsXi-984=tonnes.

Solids.

Millistere=6i -028 cub. in.

Stere=35*3I7 cub. ft.=i cub. metre.

Hectostere=i30 -
8 cub. yards.

Cub. Ft.X-o283i53=cub. metres.

Capacity.

Centilitre='oo22 gals, or *6103 cub. inchr.

Litre =-22 „ or 61-028 ,,

Hectolitre=22*o ,, or 2*75 Impl. bshlsl

Kilolitre=220 „ or 35
-

3 1 ? cub - ft -

GallonsX4"543=litres ; Cub. In.X-oi6:

=litres.

Square Measure.

Milliare=ns sq. in.

Centiare=io"764 sq. ft.

Deciare=n"96 sq. yds.

Are= 119-6 „
Decare=it96"o46 „
Hectare=2-47i2 acres=n,960-46 sq.yd

Sq. MetresXio'7643=sq. (t.

Sq. ft.X-o928997=sq. metres.

N B—In the French system Deca means 10 times: Deci, Ath of; Hecto, 1

time's, and Centi -?mth of: Kilo, 1000 times, and M1II1 Ti*mth of.

1 Franc = 100 Centimes = 9-38^. : 1 Napoleon = 20 francs = 15L

Germany.—The French metric system is now common in Germany T1

old measures were the Pfund, which was generally divided into 32 loth (eat

loth = 4 quentchen), and which varied in the several States from 1 03 It

to 1-234 lbs. : the Centner = 110-232 lbs. : 1 Fuss (Rhein) - I2 ‘357 “
1 Elle = 26-258 in. The Fuss was divided into 12 Zolle and varied fw

ii -i S to 1
1
-8 in. The Morgen varies generally from -62 to -8 acre. 1-

figures shown after each State is the number of English miles m its Mein
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Baden, 4-6028: Brunswick, 4-614 : Hamburg , -ao . uLubeck, 572: Oldenburg, 6 -i4 Prussia
68 ‘ Hanover

- 4
'6i :

German mile = 10, 126 yds =1vSSl the' f“?
nV 'aaa - The long

3-897 miles. The common liquM measure Ivas theK. H™'
6 =

* ™59 yds> =
varied from 187 to 2x2 rails an rl . iff a?

the Fuder = 6 0hm, which
from 2 to 8 bushels. The Mark is DractiralI

WaS the sc
^
affe1

' which varied
rgs. yd.

; the Thaler = 40 groschen - ono
7 = ^ 1 the 20 mark Piece =

In South Germany, including Bavlria
= 2s- IO '

7Sd English,
pfennige = 60 Kreutzers = I'florin'^f^j 8̂

urtembur& Baden, &c, 240

.he Quintal = ,l3 lb
“ ^ ;

•*«= =
*f

4 lbs. :

The Stremma = the are. The ancient ’ ,,
tadlon = kilometre.

The coins are the Drachma = £5^

”

8
8 ‘

4
f
8 galls,

piece = 14s. 2*2d.
piaj “ °3

d

" and tae g°ld 20 drachma

.he"™”,™SSS “2°lbil‘”Th
the

!?"“

William = 33r. id.
~ cents - = ls~ 8d“ and the gold Double

=^os7TTbs
e S

Englt
r

h -

P
fo

k
ff

S

fh
r °f BengaI = 16 ehittacks, = 80 tolas,

bazaar rnaund in Bengal’= Sa-aS^lbs^In Mad
maund ~ 88 lbs - The

system, i Madras Kuccha seer - L m
Mad t,as

- according to the Tola

BW» = ~Wl
Si i» B°mba

v'sirs. = v c?

;

Bermeh ,oo kya« i fpSe of.ff
‘ = **> ^ t,

| -0833 ft^The ^khv°GiS
U-~ 3

-

ft' : ‘n Bombay ’75 ft. : and in Madras
Revenue Surveys, and the Beegah ="402^

st“d
^
rd measure in all

mt'Sly
re

the
S

lTt Standard measure ^d in thefig

Os worth.

6

aLut"r
m

°7
n/^n

^
n
annis

h ^ sum
? ,°!

m°ney are ^a.culSd
i. T nk —

1S
‘

T-
~ ld annas — J92 pi (the copper pice — o D ;\

\ Bengal.
100

' 000 : " Cr°re = I0° Laks ' The Gold tnohur L l6 Rupees
Italy. The same as France now : the old standard weight was the

2 l 2



Table of Foreign Weights, Measures and Coinage mot

WEIGHTS.

COUNTRY. Name of
English
Weight

Weight avoirdu-
pois, lbs.

Austria .. ..
Pfund = 1

32 loths /
1-2347.*

Arabia . . .

.

Maund .

.

Bahar ^50}
••

Belgium

Bavaria . . .

.

Pfund —

)

32 loths j

I-2347--

Bengal . . .

.

Maund(40 seers)

Seer

82* 133 \
2-0533/

Maund(4o seers) 28 .

Bombay Seer °'7 ••

Candy .. .. 560J

Bohemia
Canada .

.

Cwt 100

Cape of Good

)

Hope . . j
. . , . See England .. ..

China . . .

.

f Pecul = )

\ 100 catties J

133' 3333

Denmark Pfund . . .

.

1 1028.

.

Egypt . . .

.

f 1 Cantar = 1

( 40 okes )

ioo-8 ..

France . . .

.

Kilogramme .

.

2-2048.

.

Greece . . .

.

LiblTra . . .

.

x-o6 .

.

Germany Metric lb. 1
• 1024 .

.

Hamburg .. Pfund . . .

.

1 - 0682 .

.

Hanover ( Centenar = )

X 100 ptunds |

103-1236

Hesse .. .. Pfund . . .

.

1*07 ..

Holland Pond . . .

.

2-2047.

.

Italy .. ••

Japan .. ..

Malta .. ..

Madras . .

.

Milan .. ..

Kilogramme .

.

f Pecul = 1

1 100 catties /
Rottolo . . .

.

2 2048..

i33 3333

1 ’7503.

•

0*625 .

.

2-9642.

.

( Libbra )

\ Mettrica J
**

Naples ..

Netherlands
Rotolo . . .

.

1-9642.

.

Persia . . .

.

Cherray . . .

.

0-7885.

.

Portugal Arratel . . .

.

x-on8.

.

Poland .

.

Prussia . . .

.

f Centenar = 1

\ xxo Pfunds J

113436

Rome . . .

.

Libbra . . .

.

0*7477-

•

Russia . . .

.

J Pood = \
\ 40 pounds )

* * 36*11408

Saxony .

.

Pfund=32 loths 1-0309..

Sicily .. .. Libbra . 0-7 ..

Spain . . .

.

f Libbra 1

ICastilianaj
** 1-0144.

•

Sweden Skalpund 0-93653
Switzerland .

.

Kilogramme .

.

2 • 2048 .

.

UnitcdStates

)

/Cwt 100 \
of America J 1 Ton 2000 J

*

'

Turkey . . .

.

Rottolo .. .. 1*27 ..

MEASURES.

Name of
Measures.

Fuss

Guz.

Foot

Fuss

Guz.

Guz.

English
Feet.

1-0371.

0-6944-

o'937 •

o'953 •

30 •

*75

LAND MEASURES.'

Measures.

Joch

English
Acres. -

1 -4233- !

Same as France.

\ 10 chin /
Fod . . .

.

Gasab

Metre
Foot

Rhenish foot

El = 2 fuss .

.

r Foot
l Ell

Fuss
f Foot
1 Ell ..

Metra

Inc .

Foot
Yard

Metra

Canana

Arish
Guerze
Vara

Fuss

Canna
( Foot
1 Sachine
Ell ..

Canna
/ Foot
1 Warra =
Foot
Metre

Foot

Pike

1-91667 j

0-9 --

0*928 )

3*280916 )

3-280916

pies

Same as in England

11 75 ••

1-02973

0- 944 -•

3-2808..
•98416.

.

1*02973

1- 8974..

0-954. \

6*25

0-93 .

3-0833.

3*280916

6-93167

12-7566

)

2- 083 J

3- 5958..

1-02973

6-5307..
1-1461

70 /
1-8582.

.

6-3725..
0-927 I

2*782 J

0*974107
32808..

2 -2l8 ..

Morgen
Fedden al 1

risach /
Hectare

Morgen

Do.

Acker ..

Bunder

Giornata

Salma

Moggio
Holland

Geira .

.

Morgen

Pezza .

.

Desatine

Hectare

Acre

Fanegada

Tunland

0-6309*.

0-6628.5

2-4712-

0*6309^

0*6438

0-5897
*

2*4711' :

0*9393 :

444

40-468 a

0-S261 f

1-4818-

'-630$'

1-6524-

f*45

•136*

•219k

47n :



gnmonly in use, with their equivalents in English Mmmnw. &c .

ROAD MEASURES.
"

Mile,
&c.

4 ile

Hile

Engh.
Miles.

4*7i

English
Yards.

8239-034

2148 .

.

tfeile

Coss

Same as France

8059

I ile

lile 4-68

.ieue

lile

Long mile
Short do.
lile

4374-55
1640 . .

10126

1

6859 J
8237-834

84*66 ..

10547

1093-638

*<>93

Same as China

illia

irasang

;gua
-ong mile .

hort do. .

ile

iglia

TSt

ile

ague

1 ..

sue

le

rri

8297

609

8237-834

2024 • 236

6086 ..

6763 .

.

8101

)

6075 s

•

237 8347

1628 .

.

1167 ..

7432 .

.

4565 461

11689 ••

4374-552

1760 ..

1826 ..

LIQUID MEASURES.
,

COMMON COINAGE.

Imperia
Gallons.

Number
Measures. to 100

Imperial
Gallons.

Name of Coin. Meta 1 Value in

Eimer . . .

.

( Noosfia .. ..

1 Gudda (noosfia

0*2201. .

0 25 ..

2 . .

454-3889

400)
50 J

'•

f Gulden or
( Florin
f Piastre . . ;

1 80 coveers j

Silve

Silve

s. <f.

2 0

3 8-5

Eimer 14-116.. 7*0841. .

Franc
f Gulden =60

)

( kreut n . . J

Silve

Silver

0 9-38

1 7
-

9
.. Liquids are sold by V eight .

.

Rupee M 1 10-29

Do Do. .. Do. .. Do
ft Do.

Silver
4 o -8

See England Dollar 4 125
/Rixdollar=

)”
1 8 skillings /

Shing i 1-025..

( (liquid
sold by 1

Weight J
Tael .

.

6 8625

Potte 0 2339.. 470-32.. Rixdaler ..
" 2 2-35

Piastre M 9 2-47

•00
454-545
11-7836

Fra nr Silver 0 9-38
0 8-4Keramion 8-488 .! Drachm ..

f Thaler =301

Viertel
( groschen J

** 2 1075

'•593585 62-7515 Rixdollar .. „ 3 7

Stubchen .. ..

( Mass . . .

.

1 Viertel . .

0-85705
0-44 1

116*9609 Thaler

Do
» 2 1075

2 1075
Kan O "2201 . . 454-3889 Florin. „
Boccale .. .. O-I722. . Lira-nuova Silver 0 9-38

.. .. Itsiboo
,, 1 5'25

Caffiso 4 '5® Scudo 1 8
Rupee ,, 1 10*29

Pinte . . .

.

0*2201 454-3889 Lira-nuova ,, 0 9-38

Ducat 3 375
Gulden „ 1 8

Rupee „ 1 6 (about)

Cantaro . . .

.

3 '64°5 •

•

27 47 -- Milreis ,, 4 8-66

Florin 0 5 62

Quart 0-25202I 396791 Thaler ,, 2 1075

Boccale . . .

.

0-4012. . Scudo „ 4 2'5

Vedra . . .

.

2-7049- • 36-27 •• Ruble n 3 153

Kann 0-2059. . 485 -6726 Thaler ,, 2 1075
Salma I9-226 .. Scudo u 4 i*4

Aroba major .

.

3-55 •• 28*169.

.

f Piastre= 13

( reals ,, 4 2-25

Kannor .. .. 0-576043 '73'598 Rixdaler .. 4 4
’5

Setier .. .. io"o6 .

.

994 -- Franc 11 0 9-38

Gallon . . .. 0-83311 Dollar ilver 4 1-25

Ahnud . . .

.

11 52 .. 86-96 .. Piastre C

.

0 2-25
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Libbra, which varied locally from '7 to '8 lbs. The Braccio = about 22 or

23 in. The Naples Miglis = 1 '13 miles : The Turin Miglis = i'532 miles. -

The lira of 100 centesimi = 1 French franc = 9
-

38rf. In Rome the Scudo = :

10 Paoli = 41. 2'5<f. The gold 10 scudi piece = 411. yd. English.

Japan.—The Pacul = too catties = 133 '33 lbs. The Inc = 6'25 ft.

Road measures same as China. The Itsiboo = is. 5[rf. The gold Cobang
= 25s. lid. English.

Malta.—The Rottolo = 17503 lbs. The Foot = 073 ft. The Salma =-

4
-

44 acres. The Caffiso = 4 '58 galls. The Pezza = 30 tari =$od.
; 1 Scudo

— 12 tari = 20d. The Tari = 12 grani = 1 • 6yd. English. The Salma of

wheat is now by law the same as the British Quarter of 8 Bushels.

Mexico.—Weights and measures same as old Spanish
;

1 Duro = 8 reals!

= 50d. ;
1 Real = i2dineros — 100 cents = 6 • 25^. English.

Persia.—The Artaba = 179486 British Bushels, but corn is also com-'

monly sold by wt. The Cherray = 07885 lbs. The Bushire Man = 760
Miscals = 75 lbs. The Tabriz Man is the standard of wt., and is 6

'5 lbs.;

(some say 7 lbs. ) : 100 of these Mans = x Kharwar = 650 lbs. x seer =-

o'i62 lbs. : 40 seer = 1 Man-i-Tabriz. The Arish = 127566 ft. : the Gar
varies according to locality from 36 ’5" to 44''

: 4 Charak = 1 Zar = 3 '412

yds. : 6000 Zar = x Farsakh = 6824 ’2 yds. (about 4 miles). The Parasang.

= 6086 yds. The silver Reran is the unit of money, and varies in value

from that of a shilling to a franc. The gold Toman or Ashrifi = 10 Reran;
= about 8x. 4d. The British Rupee is called the Raldar.

Portugal.—Now the same as in France; the old weights, &c., were,f

x6 Onca = 4 Quarta = 2 Marco = 1 Arratel = i
-oii9 lbs. The Braca —

2 Varas = 10 Palmos = 7 '214 ft. The Geira = 4840 sqr. varas = x'445

acres. The Legua = 3 '84 miles = 6'i8 kilomtr. = 6763 yds. The Almude
= 2 Cantaros = 3 ’64 galls, (at Lisbon) : the Oporto Almude = 5 ’52 galls.;

The unit of money is the Rei : 100 reis = 1 Testoon : 400 reis = 1 Crusadd
= is. ii d. : 1000 reis = 1 Milreis = 4s. 8'66d The Gold Crown —
5000 reis = 23J. ii'isrf. English.

Poland.—See Russia.

Russia.—1 Funt =12 Lanas = '9024 lbs. : 40 funt = 1 Pud. The Pud
= 36 '1056 lbs. : the Chetwert = 575 bushls : 30 puds = 1 Packen = 9 '67

cwt. The measures are : 1 Sechine = 3 Archines = 6 Stopas = 48
Verchocs = 7 ft. : 500 sachines = 1 verst = 1166 ’66 yds. = ’663 miles. 1

Desatin = 2400 sq. sachines = 2
'45 acres. The Vedra = 27049 galls :

40 vedras = 1 Sarotowaja = 108 ’196 galls. The silver Rouble is the unit

of money = 100 Ropeks = about 2s. id. The Gold Rouble = about

31. i'53<f. The Gold Imperial = 10 roubles = 301. 11d. English.

Spain.—Now the same as France. The old standards were, the Libibra

Castiliana = 16 onzen = 1 '0144 lbs. : this varied a little in the various

provinces. The Pie de Burgos = 12 Pulgadas = xi'12 in. The Fanegada
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— 1 -i364 acres. The Onze d’Oro or Dobloon = 64J. 8a'.
;

the Gold
(Jchenta = 16s. lod.

;
the Escudo = 8j. 50?. ;

the Duro = 20 reals = co-stf •

and the Real = 2-5d. English.
0 b ’

Sweden.—The Skalpund = xoo Ort = 10,000 Korn = 0-957 lbs.
Skapund = 100 Centners = 1 Nylast = 4-1843 tons:

'

pints. The Daler banco = 48 skillingar = 19-930'.
53-060'.

; and the Biksgald daler = 13 •28a'. English.
Switzerland.—See France.

10,000
the Kanna = 4-608
1 Species dalar ==

. ^rf^-~The new metric system is : 1 Archine = x metre : the Archine
is divided into 10 Par Maks (pouces). I Mille = xooo archines : 1 Pharsagh
(io mines) = 10,000 archines and is a journey of about 2 hours. 1 Dennum— a piece of land 10 X 10 archines : the Dj6rib = 100 Dennums. The
Eultchek = 1 cubic parrnak = 10 Kontons (boites) = 61 cub. ft. : 1 Konton— 10 Zarfs : 1 Kil6 = 10 eultcheks. The Oke = 1000 drames : 1 Drame— 10 denks

;
1 Denk = 10 boughdais : 1 Boughdai = 10 habb6s : The

Batman = 10 okes : 1 Kantar = 10 batmans : and 1 Tchdki = 10 kantars
The Oke = 2-8286 lbs. : the Quintal = 44 okes = 124-45 lbs. : the Pik =

"Srats.

about 27 in. 40 Paras = 1 piastre - 2-250'. : 100 Piastres =
£1 Turkish = 18 shillings English.



A BATIS, 499
Abyssinian tent scale, 103

Accommodation afforded by houses, 266

„ ,, cities and vil-

lages, 266

„ horse, 266

,,
ladders, 115, 205

,,
prism, 204

,,
storage, 156

Accounts to be kept in rear, 124

Accoutrements, hooks for, 203

„ weight of, 17

Acids as poisons, 281

Acreage for crops, 87

Action, employment of R.A. in, 388

„ „ cavalry, 374

„ ,, infantry, 378

,,
expenditure of ammunition in, 106

,,
officers’ conduct in, 7

,, position of general officers in, 147

„ reports on an, 137

„ staff duties in, 142

„ „ after an, 145

Advance of an army to attack, 367

„ infantry ,, 380, 383

Advanced depots, 163

„ guards, 342

„ ,,
distance from mam

body, 343
Advice to officers in the field, 1, 7
Adjutant-General, 139
Africa, West Coast, ration, 99

„ South, ration, 99
„ „ waggon, 69 ...
,, East Coast, prevailing wind, 285

Air, cubic allowance of in barracks, 266

„ huts, 266

„ „ stables, 266

,, properties of, 506

AMM

Air required by man, 252, 506

Alarm posts, 268

Albuera, 143, 359
Allowance of baggage, 8

,, in lieu of contributions, 158

Almanack, 12

Alphabet, Morse, 487

„ signalling, 486

Ambulance establishment, 119

,,
waggon, 68, 122

Ambuscades, 316
American railroads, 463, 466

,,
rolling stock, 469

,,
waggon, 69

Ammunition, 105

„ and store waggon, can carrr

t9

,,
boxes, dimensions, 108

„ camels can carry, 80

,,
carts, 16

,,
conveyance of cavalry, 16

„ „ infantry, 3

,,
custody of, 106, 444

,,
distribution of reserve, ic

„ „ in field work

498
_

,,
expenditure of, in action, t

„ field gun, 107

„ for fortresses, 107

„ Gatling, 109

,, gun, how earned, 108

„ Henry-Martini, 109

,, load of, for pack animsi

109

„ on board ship, 204, 229

„ quantity of, per man, 10.

,,
pistol, 109

,, reserve of, S 3 ,
io5

„ „ regimental, i"
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AMM
Ammunition, S.A., 108

„ Snider, 109

„ storage of, 444
»» waggons, 47
,, „ capacity of, 108

Anchoring of bridges, 435
Anchors, 434
Aneroid barometer, 283, 508
Angles, salient and re-entering, 496

,, to lay out right, 508
Animals, depot of, 161

„ drinking of, time taken in, 73
„ inspection of, 90
,, on the march, 85
)) pack, 64
„ power of, 77, 78, 80, 82, 506
„ rations for, 74, 77, 78, 81, 82
„ supply of, 163

„ dead, disposal of, 246
,, to find weight of, 90
„ transport, 64, 72
»» a lines for, 86
„ watering of, 73

Anti-scorbutics, 270
Arabian Sea, prevailing wind, 285
Ardeb, 513
Armistice, 301
Arm chests, 14

», racks, 260

,, on board ship, 203
Arms, broken, 230

„ of cavalry, 14
,, infantry, 26

,, officers, 10

„ sick and wounded, 114
Army organisation, 14

,, and Navy signal book, 437
„ corps, strength of, 185

,, staff, 131

n a vet. establishment, 125
tt a composition and distribution

ART

Army transport, 62, 63
Arrangements, medical, 117
Arsenic, poisoning by, 282
Art of tent pitching, 249, 254
Arteries, bleeding from, 279
Articles for troop use at sea, 205
Artillery, 40

„ acting with cavalry, 390
,, axle, length of, 46
„ billeted, 266

,, bivouac, 268

„ camps, 248, 253
,, captured, 145

,, carriages, track of, 46

„ charged by cavalry, 391

,, disembarkation from train, 481

,, draught per horse in, 46

„ embarkation of, 227, 231

,, entraining of, 475
,, escort for, 389
,, fire, effective of, 121, 389
,, ,, object of, 390

,, ,, rapidity of, 46

,, floating bridges for, 424

,, in action, 388

„ ,, space occupied by, 357

,, in defence of redoubts, 302

„ irregular warfare, 191, 287, 415

,, marching of, 324

„ moving by rail, 475
a a, sea, 231

,, organisation of, 40, 41

„ pace of, 324

,, parade of, time required for, 325

,, position of, 388

,, projectiles for, 44

,, proportion of, 40, 187

,, range of, effective, 388

,, regimental staff, 54

,, space occupied by, 248

,, ,, on the march,

.. .

of. 25. 26, 183
,, discipline, &c., 3

„ duties at B. of O., 154
„ Hospital Corps, no
,, Medical Department, 109
„ order of march of, 326
„ organisation of, 14
„ Pay Department, 123

340
,, in line, 357

,, required in field works
by, 497

tonnage required by, 198
track of, 44
weight of behind horses, 45
width of bridges for, 421
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ART BAT

Artillery, width of gates for, 46
Ashanti, proportion of sick, 1 19
Assaults, 403
Attacks, 368, 369, 370, 371

„ false, 369, 371

,, general hour for, 297

,, in skirmishing order, 370
„ night, 391

,, of positions, 369

,, on convoys, 407
,, on line of march, 371

„ on piquets, 297

,, on villages, 372
Attendants on sick, number required, 121

Augurs, 15
Austrian rifle, 26
Awnings at sea, 203
Axes, weight, &c., 104
Axle, artillery, length of, 46

"DAGGAGE, 341

„ calculating tonnage of, 200, 223

,, convoys of, 408

,, in irregular warfare, 416

,, during an action, 363

„ guards, 34I

,, in hill warfare, 417

,, laagering of, 409

,, loading of, on pack animals, 83

„ master, 341

,, „ with rear guard, 346

,, measuring, 200

,, movement of, in retreat, 346

,, officers’, 8, 131, 132

„ on the march, 85

„ parking of, 409

,, personal allowance of, 9, 342

,, room at sea, 204

„ staff-sergeants’, 80, 86, 342

„ ton of, 200, 223

„ trains, pace of, 324
Bags, waterproof, 339
Bakehouse at sea, 204

,, stores at sea, 207
Bakery waggon, 90
Baking, 91

„ gain of weight in, 91
Balaklava, battle of, 143

Balloon reconnaissance, 317
Bamboo poles, 419, 483
Bands on the march, use of, 336
Barbarians, war against, 190, 286, 41a
Barley, 87

,, ration of, 77, 78

,, straw, 87
Barometer, to measure heights by, 508

,, use of, 283
Barracks, cubic space in, 266
Barrel anchor, 434

„ bridges, 423

,, cubic contents of, to find, 426

,, of gunpowder, 107

,, rifle, length of, 26

,, water, 260
Barricades, attack of, 41

1

Barricoes, 201
Barrow, hand, 261

Base of operations, 153

n ,,
division of duties 1

army and navy a.

'55

„ „ medical staff at, 1 34

-

„ „ staff at, 154
Bastier pumps, 259
Bat animals, rations of, 74, 77, 78, 81, 8

:

„ „ transport by, 84

„ men, officers’, 21

Bathing, 271

,, places, 237
Battalion, camp of, 248

_
» t

,,
conveyance of, by rail, 473

„ „ » sea, 198

,, R.R. carriages it requires, 10

,, squares, 386

„ strength of, 184

,, tonnage required by, 198

,, transport, 30, 31, 32, 23
Batteries, camel, equipment of, 41

,, camp of, 248

,, establishment of, 41

,, heavy Indian, 43

,, in India, 43
„ number of guns in, 41

,, ,, to a division, 184

„ of position, 30, 31

„ siege, 48

„ tonnage for, 198
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BAT

iattering charges, 48
iattery establishments, 41

i, detail of, 41

u mountain, 42
„ number of R. R. carriage re-

quired, 447
lattle, order of, 186

,, reports of, 137
ay of a bridge, 422, 425
„ Bengal, prevailing wind in, 285

ayonet charges, 384
„ weight of, 26

eacons, 396
earn, width of, 196
earns, to place over openings, 442
eans, bushel of, 87
eards, 4
earer column, India, 121
,, company, no
earing of officer towards men, 1
eds, hospital, 114, 113
edding, officers’, 10

,, ,, at sea, 202
,, N.C.O.’s, 207

elts, brown, to clean, 15
„ sword, 13
engal Cavalry, 24
„ Infantry, 33
„ Artillery, 43
„ tents in, 103

„ equipment for regiments in, 36
srdan rifle, 26
:rm, width of, 497
:rthon’s boats, 200, 426
trths, size of, 202
tsiegers, proportion of, 399
reesties, 43, 417
ckford’s fuse, 301

„ burning of, 50
Ilets, 160, 263
11-hook, weight of, 104
scuit, inspection of, 92
,, ration of, 96
„ tins, cubic content of, 92, 498

tes, poisonous, 282
vouac, 10, 268
„ selecting site for, 243
anchard’s pontoons, 425
» „ superstructure of, 425

Blankets, 10, 20, 104
„ horse, at sea, 216
,, weight, &c., 21, 33

Bleeding from artery, 279
„ ,, wounds, 278

Blistered feet, 281
Blockades, 397
Boat expeditions, 191
Boats, 200

,, Berthon’s collapsible, 200, 426
„ bridges of, 429
„ buoyancy of, 430
,, capacity of, 200, 201

,, calking of, 426
,, horse, 201

,, Nile, equipment, 192
,, ,, rations, 98
,, pontoon, 423
,, tonnage of, to find, 429
„ used in Navy, dimensions and

weights of, 430
,, life, with transports, 200

,, used in disembarkation, 201
Boiling, 273

,, temperature, 273
Bolsters at sea, 207
Bombay, cavalry regiments in, 24, 25

,, infantry in, 35
Bones broken, 279, 280
Book, pocket, 7, 9
Books and stationery, 20
Boosa, 65
Boots, examination of, 169, 273, 336

,, for officers, 9, 12

,, weight, &c., 9
Bottle, water, 9

,, „ for officers, 9
Boussa, 65
Boxes, loose, at sea,' 208

„ S. A. A. 105

,, sentries’, 261

Bran, bushel of, 87

,, cake, 87

,, ration of, 74, 77
Bread

-

, 91

,, fresh, at'sea, 218

,, inspection of, 91

,, ration of, 96

,, room at sea, 204
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BRE

Breaking ground in sieges, 401

,, strain of cables, 435
Breaks for carts, 70
Break van, 468
Breast harness, 67
Bridges, 420

,, boat, 429
,, anchoring of, 435
„ collecting materials for, 393, 443
,, destruction of, 502

„ „ in retreats, 355
„ floating, 423

„ flying, 432
„ foreign, 436
„ frame, 440
,, military, 420

,, on the line of march, 338, 368

,, pontoon, 420

,, precautions in crossing, 393, 423

,, protection of, 393
,, raft, 426

„ reconnaissance of, 311

,, selecting sites for, 393, 424
,, superstructure of, 420

,, trestle, 436
,, weights on, 422

,, width of, for guns, 421
Bridge-head, 394, 397
Brigade-adjutant, 262
Brigade-major, 133

„ duty of, 133
Brigades, staff of, 129

„ strength of, 183
Brine, to make, 91
Broken limbs, 279, 280
Broughs for embarkation, 231
Brown belts, to clean, 15

Brush, use of, in sketching, 491
Brushes, whitewash, 205
Buckets, 104
Buffaloes, rations for, 78
Bugle calls at sea, 233
Bulk of provisions, 92
Bullet, M.-H., 26
Bullock, 78

„ draught, 78

,, in Indian battery, 78

» lines, 74
load of pack, 64

CAM

Bullock, on board ship, 217

,, pack, equipment of, 78

„ rations for, 78

„ to find weight of, 90

„ transport, 78

,, trunk for officers, 9
,, waggon-load of, 69
,, watering of, 78

,, weight of, on bridges, 423
Buoyancy of boats, 430

„ ,, to calculate, 430
„ of casks, 426

,, of timber, 432
Burial of the dead, 147

,, animals, 246
Burning fluid, use of, 396
Burnishing, uselessness of, 12, 15
Burns and scalds, 280
Bushel measure, to make, 509

,, of grain, weight of, 87
Bush fighting, 412

CABINS, fitments for, 202

,, size of, 202
Cabbage, to boil, 275
Cables, 435

„ length of, 435
Cake, bran, 87

„ forage, 87

,, hay, 88

Calcolets, weight of, 122

Calculation of transport required for p
visions, 197

Calking of boats, 426
Camel Corps, 39

>» n kit, 39
„ „ tactics, 341,

Camels, 78, 79
,, convoys, distribution of, 85

,, embarkation of, 214
,, entrainment of, 474
„ equipment, 39, 79, 81

„ load of, 39, 79, 423
,, rations for, 39, 79
,, saddle, riding, 39
,, slinging, 214

„ tanks, 339
,, transport in India, 79
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CAM

Camels, water required by, 79
a weight of, 80, 423

'amp, artillery, 248
„ cavalry, 248
,, conservancy of, 155
,, duties in, i6\

„ equipment, 102

a ,, conveyance of, in In-
dia, 36

11 ,, tor cavalry, 21

tt a a infantry, 27
„ followers, 24, 25, 35, 117
,, formation of, 247
,, infantry, 248

„ internal arrangement of, 247
„ kettles, 104
„ laying out, 247
,, march to, from train, 482
,, marching into, 245
,, markets, 177
,, offences in, 262, 263
,, orderlies, 262

tt paths, to make, 26 c

0

1

postmen, 262

tt reports on, 244
tt rumours, 135
„ sanitary arrangements in, 256
,, selection of sites for, 243
Campaigning, 8, 270
Canals, bridging, 440

tt reconnaissance of, 310
Canteen, officers’, 9

,, soldiers’, 29
apacity of H.M.'s troopships, 199

,, railway carriages, 469, 472
,, ships, 202

aptain of the day, duties of, 262
aptured artillery, 145
arbine cartridge, 109

„ chests, 14

„ Lancaster, 54
,, weight of, 14

arbolic acid, 220
arpenters’ tools, weight of, 22
arriages, gun, siege, 51

„ ,, track of, 49
,, ,, weight of, 49
,t number of, in a train, 48
n over bank, 51

CAV

Carriages, railway, capacity of, 469, 472
tt it destruction of, 460
a a size of, 468, 472
„ transport, 30, 31, 32
„ width required for, 67

Carriers, medical, on West Coast ofAfrica,
number required, 119

Carrying capacity ofships, 202
Cartridges, M.-H., 26, 109

„ weight of, 26, 109
Carts, ammunition, 33
„ equipment, 18, 19, 20
,, for transport, 19, 68

,, laager of, 409
,, Maltese, 68

„ stores, 18, 19, 20

„ width required for, 67
Case-shot per battery, 108

„ range of, 45, 392
Casks, 426

,, allowance for leakage of, 427
„ bridge of, 427
,, superstructure of, 425
,, to find capacity of, 426

Cattle, march of, 89

„ to estimate weight of, 90
,, trucks, 468

Caustic as a poison, 281
Cavalry, 14

„ acting in masses, 377
„ ,, with H.A, 390
,, arms and accoutrements, 14, 17

„ Bengal, 24, 25

,, billeted, 266, 267

,, bivouac, 268

,, Bombay, 24, 25

,, brigade of, 183

,, camp equipment, 21

,, camps, 248

„ charges, 378

,, clothing of, 17

„ commander, qualification of, 351

377-

„ distances at which distinguish-
' able, 491

,, entraining of, 473
,, equipment of, 14, 17

,, establishment of, 16

„ household, 14
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CAV

Cavalry, in action, 374
„ in pursuit, 187, 351
,, marches of, 319
,, movement of, by rail, 473
,, native establishment for, 34
„ organisation, 14
,, pace of, 72
,, parade of, time required for, 325
„ pioneers, 15

,, proportion of, 186

,, regimental transport, 21, 22, 24
,, revolvers for, 17

„ regiments in India, 24
„ reserves for, 376
,, saddle, 17

„ scouts, 316
,, ships, 196
„ space occupied by, 248
>, 1, on the march, 340
,, staff, 129

„ time required for parade, 335
,, tonnage for, 198
,, transport, 88, 21, 22, 23
„ use of, 374
„ v. infantry, 376, 377
,, war establishment of, 16

„ weight of, 18
Censor, press, 179
Centipede, bite of, 282
Certificates to masters of ships, 338
Chairs, Fyffe’s water, 207
Chalk formation, camps on, 244
Charge, the moment to, 382
Chargers, height of, 14

,, shoeing of, 126
Charges of field guns, 44, 107, 108

„ „ _
bursting, 44

,, cheers during, 380
„ of cavalry, 378
„ guns, 44, 46
,, infantry, 384
,, rifle, 26

Cheering during charging, 380
Cheese, ration of, 98
Chesses, size of, 420
Chests, veterinary, weight of, 126
Chevaux de frise, 500
Chief of the Staff, 139
China Sea, prevailing wind, 285

COM

Chinese coolie, rations of, 97
,, ,, corps, 71

Chloride of lime, 220
Circles, properties of, 505
Circular tent, 103
Circumference to diameter, 505
Cities, accommodation in, 266

,, military occupation of, 411
,, police of, 405
,, reconnaissance of, 308

City riots, 41

1

Civil labourers, employment of, 156, 40?
„ population, treatment of, durir

sieges, 403
Classification of documents, 135

n sick and wounded, n65
Clothes, washing of, 272
Clothing, demands for, 101

„ weight of, 17, 29
Climate, reports on, 314
Coal, ration of, 99
Coasts, examination of, previous to;

landing in force, 239
,, reconnaissance of, 313

Coats, great, infantry, 29
Coffee, 94

„ ration of, 93
„ to make, 27s

Coinage, weights and measures, foreig,

510
Colic in horses, cure, 75
Collapsible boats, Berthon’s, 200, 426
Collars, horse, 67
Collar-bone, broken, 280
Collar-makers’ tools, 22
Collisions, useless, to be avoided, 296, 3
Column of route, 340

„ opening out of, 324
„ cavalry, sections, depth of, 339 ;

,, space occupied by, 339
Comforts, medical, at sea, 330
Command at sea, 232
Commandant at base, 153

„ Hd. Quarters, 131

,, station, 156
Commander’s position in action, 147
Commissariat department, 58

,, train on the march, 339
Commissaries, 88, 89, 100
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ommissary-General, 62
ommunications, 411

„ made in walls for carts,

&c., 67
„ maintenance of, 150, 152
,, organisation of line of,

149
omparaon ladders, 115
ompany officers, importance of, 2, 387

,, of transport, establishment of, 59
„ large, versus small, 419

ompass, measurements by, 507
,, prismatic, 490
,, use of the, 490, 495
,, variation of, 493

ompliments, no, from outposts, 298
ompressed hay and forage, 87
onduct in action, 7
ondy’s fluid, 220
ones, properties of, 506
onservancy police of camps, 155

„ ,, harbours, 155
„ ,, towns, &c., 153
>, „ the trenches, 401

onstruction corps, establishment, 455
,, of field works, 496
,, embrasures, 499
,, loopholes, 499
,, roads, 447

onsumption of fuel and water by engines,
468

,, by steam sapper, 70
ontributions, to levy, 158
onvalescent depot, 123
onveyance of sick and wounded, 37

,, by sea, 114
,, by rail, 116

onveyances, military, 68
onvoys, 407

,, of prisoners, 147
,, camel, distribution of, 85

ooking, 273
,, galley, 204
„ importance of good, 270
,, on board ship, 229
,, on piquet, 297
„ places, 255
,, pots, men’s, 273
„ „ officers’, 13, 418

Cooking, recipes for, 273
,, vegetables, 275

Coolie corps, 71
Coolies, rations of, 97

„ transport of,

,, transport, 70
Coolness in action, 7
Coppers, required capacity of, 273
Copperas, poisoning from, 281
Corduroy paths in camp, 261

,, roads, 451
Corn, Indian, 87

,, loss in grinding, 92
,, sack, cavalry, 104
,, sack of, 88

Corps, Army, 185

,, staff of, 131
Correspondence, 135

,, classification of, 135
,, registry of, 137
,, secret, 169

Correspondents, newspaper, 178
Cots, swinging, 203
Counting distances, 13
Country people, ill-usage of, 176
Courage, 6
Courtesy, necessity of, 141
Court-martial, 171

,, form of procedure of, 171

,, proceedings of, 171
Covering party, strength of, 402
Cow-dung, use of, 263,
Cress, mustard and, 270
Crib work, 439
Crops, 87
Cross-cut saw, 104
Cross section on military road, 448
Cubic contents, to calculate, 506

,, of a ton, 223

,, gunpowder, 107

,, water, 426

,, railway waggons, 468
feet of watertight compartments in

life-boats, 201
space per man in barracks, 266

,, huts, 266

,, horse at sea, 203
» „ in stables, 266

Curry comb, 215
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CUR

Curry powder, 99
,, stuff, mixed, 221

Custody of ammunition, 106, 444
Cut off when reconnoitring, 317
Cylinder, properties of, 506
Cypher, use of, 487
Cyprus, transport of horses to, 197

T^ANDIE, Indian, 122^ “ Lushai, 122

Dangerous services, volunteering for, 6

Dead animals, disposal of, 246
“ burial of the, 147
“ meat, transport of, 89
" weight, 422

Dealing with soldiers, 2

Defaulters, employment of, 5
Defence of houses, 366

„ places, 404

„ positions, 361

„ posts, 302

„ rivers, 395

„ ^
villages, 364

Defensive formation, 366

„ operations, 381

,, positions, 361
Deficiency of stores, 237
Defile, advanced guard in a, 345

», rear „ 350
„ retreat through a, 350
,, on the march, passing a, 338

Delivery of orders in action, 141
Demands for stores, 101

Demolition of bridges, 502

,, doors, 41

1

,, engines, 460

,, gates, 503

„ guns, 504
,, iron bridge, 503

„ railways, 458

,, rolling stock, 460

„ stockades, 504

„ telegraphs, 433
„ trees, 503
„ walls, 504

Department, Topographical, 134
Deployments of infantry, 385
Dcpflt, advanced, 163

„ for correspondence, 13s

DIS

Depdt of men, 155
„ of transport animals, 161

Depth for fords, 312

,,
' for positions, 355

,, of columns, 339
,, of water for ironclads, 239

Deserters, 294
Desert marching, 81, 339
Deserts, 313
Despatches to be written by, 137

,, transmission of, 138
Despatch of trains, 463
Detailing duties, 140
Detonators, 15, 501

,, use of, 501
Detraining of artillery, 481

,, cavalry, 481

,, infantry, 481
Dhoolies, 122

Diameter to circumference, 505
Diet, 276

,, of horses, 73
Diggers, proportion of, 402, 501
Director of transport, 64, 65
Dirt pits, 256
Disable, locomotives, to, without pt

manent injury, 460
,, ordnance, 504

Discipline of the mind, 3

,, on the march, 336
Discs of gun-cutton, 15, 501
Disease, origin of, 272
Disembarkations, 236

,, before an enemy, 238

,, from trains, 481

,, of horses, 238, 242

,, returns, 237
Disobedience of orders, 145

,, when permissible, i

Disinfectants, 220
Dispensary, veterinary, 208

,, on board ship, 203

,, stores for, 207
Distance indicator, 493
Distances, judging, 128

,, measurement of, 13
Distilling water at sea, 204
Distinguishing flags for generals, 147

„ transports, 2011
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DIS

)istribution of army into corps, 183
>> battalions into divisions, 186
,,

_

wharfage and storage, 156
)itches, size of, 498
Division, medical staff for, 1x0

„ order of march of a, 330
,, staff for a, 139
,, strength of, 184

Doctors, proportion of to sick, 121
Donkey, ration for, 77

,, fire engines, 205
Dooly, Indian, 122
Doors, to demolish, 411
Doubling, evils of, 336

,, rate of pace, 324
Dragoon, weight of, 14
Drainage of camps, 247

,, fieid-works, 493
,, roads, 449

Draught, calculation of, 20

,, for transport purposes, 20, 67
„ on plank roads, 452
,, of ironclads, 239
„ power of horse, 46

Drawers, silk, 13
Dress, 4
„ of officers in the field, 7
,, for soldiers, 415
,, importance of, 4

Drill, 272
Drinking, time taken by animals, 73

,, tanks at sea, 204
;i water on the march, 95, 336

Driving versus riding, 64
Drowned, half, to restore, 282
Drums, sound of, 336
Drunkenness, 336
Dust indicating movements, 318
Duties, detailing, 140

,, division of, at B. of O., 153
„ general staff, 132
,, in camp, 261
,, staff, after an action, 145
» ,, encamping, 245
i> ,, in action, 142
>> » on the march, 335

C" ARTH, excavation of, 498
Edmonds ventilating system, 233

Effects of artillery and infantry fire, 389
Effective range of infantry fire, 26
Elcho sword bayonet, 26
Electric telegraph, 322, 482

uses in war, 181
wires in sizes, 483

Elephant, 81

at sea, 83, 2x4
beam of ships for, 196
equipment, 83
in heavy battery, 82
rations for, 82
water required by, 83
weight of, 82

Embarkations, 222
of artillery, 231
camels, 214
elephants, 214
horses, 230
orders for, 228
returns, 232
when opposed, 236
when unopposed, 228

Embrasures, dimensions of, 499
,, out of date, 51

Emetics, 280
Employment of R. A. in action, 388

cavalry „ 374
infantry „ 378

Encamping, staff duties when, 243
,, ground, report on, 244

Enceinte, proportion of men to, 302
Enemy, embarkation in presence of, 236

,, landing in face of, 238
Engineers, entraining of, 476

organisation of, 54, 55
proportion of, 187

Engines, destruction of, 460
fuel and water required by, 468
fire, at sea, 205
pilot. 480
runs, 463
traction, 70
weight of, 468

Entanglements, wire, 500
Entraining of troops, 472

camels, 474
horses, 473

Entrenching tools, 26, 34
2 M
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ENT

Entrenching tools, weight of, 34
Entrenchments, construction of, 496

„ for villages, 302

E. P. tent, 103
Epilepsy, 280
Equipment, camp, 102

,,
demand for, 101

„ for officers, 8

„ personal, 101

,,
personal, of cavalry, 14

„ personal, of infantry, 27

Erbswurst, 98
Escalading, 404
Escorts for R.A., 389

,, prisoners, 147
Esprit de corps, 3, 4, 5
Establishment, war, of R. A., 40

,,
cavalry, 16

„ engineers, 54, 55

,,
infantry, 28

,,
Indian, native, 24, 35

,,
conservancy, 24, 34

„ to calculate, 46

Evacuation of sick and wounded, 116

Excavation of earth, 498
Expeditions, hill, 71, 414, 417
Expenditure of ammunition, 106

,, of fuel and water by engines,

468

,, in horses, 161

„ in men, 121

Extra rations, 31

•pAINTNESS, to treat, 280

False alarms, 298

„ information, 13s
Fanaticism necessary, 5
Farm-houses, reconnaissance of, 313

Farriers, proportion of, 125

„ tools, weight of, 126

Fascines, 499
Fatigue parties, officers with, 271

Feeding an army in the field, J48

„ of horses, 73
,, soldiers during movements by

rail, 479
Feet, care of the, 31, 271

„ sore, treatment of, 281

FLA

Ferries, 432
,, reconnaissance of, 311

Fevers, to treat, 230
Field companion, medical, 122

,, equipment for officers, 8

,, fortification, 495
„ guns, British and foreign, 44, 52

,, hospitals, selection of site for, 113 3

,, ,, stationary, 113

,, ,, weight of, 122

,, ,, ,, when packet
122

„ magazines, 445
,, officers of the day, 261

,, ovens, 89, 256

,, post-office, 164

,, works, construction of, 496
,, ,, time required to make, 496-

Fighting line, 379
File, weight of, 15
Filters, 258
Filth-holes, 256

,, disposal of, 256
Finger-posts, 267, 401
Fire, effect of R.A. and infantry, 389

,, buckets at sea, 205

,, engines at sea, 205

„ rapidity of artillery, 46

,, ,, infantry, 26

„ ,,
musketry, 387

Fireplaces, 264

,, proportion of, to inhabitant

266
Firewood, 99, 256
Fires, grass, protection from, 412

,, with outposts, 297
Firing, sound of, 293
Fisherman’s bend, 444
Fittings on board ship, 203
Flags, distinguishing, for generals, 147

•

„ ,, transports, 201 1

,, of truce, 294, 299

„ signalling, 485
Flanders kettle, 104

„ waggon, 68

Flanking parties, 402, 408
Flanks, protection of, 295, 362, 408

,, to be turned, 345
Flannel kummerbund, 29
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FLA

annel shirt, weight of, 17
lies, to keep off, 282
loating bridges, 423
H „ protection of, 435
„ burning liquid, 396

lying bridges, 432
loods, velocity of, 312
lour, 91
luid, burning, use of, 396
Flowers, native, 24, 43

», ,, rations of, 99
3od, 88, 276

,, bulk of, 92

„ for transport animals, 86

„ how packed, 92
,, necessity of good, 273
„ rations of, 96
irage cake, 87

,, compressed, 87

,, green, 73
,, on board ship, 217
,, rations of, 22

Draging parties, 262
)rced marches, evils of, 321
)rds, 312

„ precautions in crossing, 395
,, reconnaissance of, 312
,, to improve, 312
^recasts of weather, 285
Dreign money, weights and measures,

510
„ artillery, 52
,, railroads, gauge of, 455
,, scale for maps, 494
,, small arms, 26

Drests, fighting in, 414
,, reconnaissance of, 313

Drges, proportion of, 126
Drlorn hope, 403
Drmation, defensive, 366
jrmulae, useful, 505
Drtincation, field, 495
stresses, 397

,, ammunition required for, 107
,, reconnaissance of, 401

>ngass, 500
•actured limbs, 279, 280
ame bridges, 440
eezing point, 506

GRA
French weights and measures, 510

,, rifle, &c., 26
Freight required for troops and stores,

197. 198, 199
Frontage of troops in position, 356
Frostbite, to treat, 281
Fuel for cooking, 256

„ locomotives, 468
,, traction engines, 70
,, ration of, 99

Fumigation of ships, 220
Fuze, Bickford’s, rate of burning, 501
Fuzes, 46
Fy fife's water chairs, 207

f~lA P,ION KNIFE, weight of, 104
Gabions, 499

Galls, horse, 75
Galley, cooking, 204
Gallop, rate of, 72
Gardner gun, 52
Garrison of field works, 497

,, fortified posts, 302
,, villages in positions, 364

Gates, to destroy, 503
Gatling ammunition, 109

„ gun, 52
Gauges of railways, home and foreign, 455
General hospitals, 114

„ „ weight of, 122

,, of communications, 150
,, officers’ billets, 267

,, ,, distinguishing flags, 147
,, ,, duty of, 148

,, officers’ position in action, 147
,, orders, 139
,, service waggons, 68

,, transport, 66
Geological formations, 244
German rifle, 26
Gloucester huts, 264
Goods waggon, 469
Gradations for manoeuvres, 359
Gradients of roads, 448, 453

,, table of, for railways, 467
,, ' ,, roads, 453

Grain, inspection of, 87

,, cake, 87

2 M 2
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Grain, loss in grinding, 92

,, weight of, 87
Gras rifle, &c., 26
Grass-cutters, establishment of, 24

,, fires, to prevent, 412

,, ration of, 74
Grates, 99
Gratuity scale, 166
“Graves” corn-cake, 87
Graveyards, 122
Gravity, specific, of timber, 431
Grease allowance, 67

,, for traction engines, 70
Green forage, 73, 217
Grinding wheat, loss in, 92
Groceries, inspection of, 94
Grog, use of, 276
Grooming horses, 75
Gross and net in rations, 96
Ground for camps, 244

,, knowledge of, 128

,, reports on, 244
Grindstone, field, weight of, 104
Grumblers, 5
Guards, advanced, 342

„ „ distance from main
body, 343

» baggage, 341

„ over prisoners, 147

„ rear, 345
,, regiments, 25

Guides on the march, 263, 321

,, treatment of, 308
Guns, ammunition, 44, 48, 49, 50, 106, 108

,, Armstrong, 44
,, captured, 145

,, charges for, 44, 107

,, destruction of, 504

,, field, British and foreign, 44, 45, 52

,, Gardner, 52

„ Gatling, 52

,, Hotchkiss,

,, in defence of posts, 302

,, in field works, 497
,, machine, 51

,, Nordenfeldt, 51

,, number of, per battery, 41

,, ,, in siege trains, 48

,, proportion of, 46, 187

HAV

Guns, range and weight of, 44, 388

,, rapidity of firing, 46

„ siege, 48

,, sound of, 396

,, with outposts, 289
Gun-carriages, track of, 44

,,
over bank, 51

,, weight of field, 44
Guncotton, 501

,, to explode, 501

,, use in demolitions, 501

Gunpowder, 107

,,
barrels, size and weight «

107

,, cubic feet of, 107

„ magazines, 445, 446

,, power of, 501

,, storing of, 444
Gypsum, use of, 217

T_T AIR to be short, 4, 271
* Hale’s rockets, 46, 416
Halts on the march, 323
Hammers, stone, 450
Hammocks hooks, 203

,,
horse, 212

„ soldiers’, 122

,, storage of, 203

,, to measure decks for, 202 •

,, West Coast of Africa, 119

Hand-axe, 15
Handbarrow, 261

Handsaw, ts, 104
Handspike, 104
Handwriting, 135
Harbour, conservancy of, J55

Harbourmaster’s duties, 155
Harding, Lord, at Albuera, 143

Harness, 67

„ breast, 67

,, packing of, 208

,, to clean, 15

Hatches, booby, at sea, 205

Hatchets, allowance of, 15, 23

,, weight of, 104

Hatchways, 205
Hay cake, 88

,, compressed, 88
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HAY

ay, inspection of, 86

„ yield of, 87
sad-dress, full, 17
eadquarters, commandant at, 131

„ in billets, 267

,, selection of position for, 320
„ staff officers’ attendance at

i39
eadstalls at sea, 213
ealing lotion, horses, &c., 75
ealth, attention to, 118, 270
eat, effects of, in marches, 324
eaths, reconnaissance of, 313
eavy batteries, 41, 43
eights, measurement of, 507, 508
elmets, stowing of at sea, 204

„ weight of, 17
ill, ascending a, 345
,, expeditions in India, 71, 414, 417
Dgged manes, 76
ales for filth, 256
Dof ointment, 75
jrse, 72

,, after the march, 75

„ at sea, 235

„ blankets at sea, 216

„ ,, size of, 216

,, ,, for sick horses, number
of, 126

„ boats, 201

„ boxes, 469
,, boxes, portable, 213

,, colic, cure for, 75
,, depots, 161

,, disembarkation of, 238, 242

,, ,, from railways, 481

,, draught per, 20

,, ,, power of the, 67

,, drinking, time required for, 73
,, embarkation of, 230

„ ,, on railways, 473
,, entrainment of, 473
,, equipment, 17

,, expenditure of, 161

„ feeding of, 73
,, food for, 86

» galls, 75
,, grooming of, 75
,, hammocks, 212

HOS

Horse, headstall, 213

,, healing lotion for, 75
,, height of the, 14, 72

,, hoof ointment, 73
„ “length,” 72

,, lines in camp, 72, 253
,, lotion, healing, 75
,, manes, hogged, 76

,, measurement of the, 72

„ medicines at sea, 216

„ ,, chests of, 126

,, paces of the, 72

,, picketing, 72

,, power of the, 67

„ proportion of veterinary surgeons,
to, 125

„ purgative, 75
,, rations for the, 74
„ „ .

„ at sea, 217

,, remedies, 75
,, ships, fitting of, 207

,, ,, utensils for, 215

,, shoeing the, 76

„ shoes, weight of, 76

„ „ supply of, 76

,, proportion required, 126

„ sick, 75

„ sick, disposal of, 102

,, slinging the, 230

„ slings, 213

,, sore backs, 75

,, space of in stables, 72, 266

„ ,, when picketed, 254

„ stalls, fitting in a ship, 203, 208

„ „ size of, 72

,, ,, ,, at sea, 208

,,
swimming the, 243

,,
tails short, 76

,,
waste in, 186

,,
watering the, 7 3

„ water required by, 73

„ weight of draught per, 20

„ weight of the, 72

„ ,, carried by the, 14, 18

Hose,' powder, rate of burning, 502

Hospital, 112, 113. XI4

,,
accommodation for, on railways,

116

,,
ambulance, 122
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Hospital Army Corps, 113

„ at sea, 114, 205

,, stores for, 115, 207

,, attendants, proportion of, 121

„ beds at sea, 114, 205

„ equipment, 122

,, establishment in India, 121

,, field, 112

„ „ in action, 113

,, „ weight of, 122

„ general, weight of, 122

„ how dieted, 1 13
,, marquee, 103

i> „ _

weight of, 103

„ orderlies, number required, 12

1

„ ships, 1 14, 196

,, waggons, 68
Hot countries, marches in, 95, 323
Hot meals, importance of, 270
Hour for the reveillee, 234

„ „ tattoo, 234
Houses, accommodation in, 266

,, defence of, 303
,, reconnaissance of, 313

Household Cavalry, 14
Housewife, 29
Howitzer, 49
Hussar, weight of, 14
Huts, 263

,, cubic space in, 264

,, for hospitals, 264

,, stables, 265

,, Gloucester, 264

,, log, 265

„ Sardinian, 264
Hythe theories, 383

T CE, bearing powers of, 311
Inaccessible places, measurement of,

5°7
India bearer column, 121

„ hills, expeditions in, 71, 414, 417
Indian establishments, 34, 184

,, Ocean, wind, 285

„ rolling stock, 467

,, tents, weight, &c., of, 104

,, troops at sea, 221

„ „ Bengal scale of victualling,

221

Indian troops, rations for, 99
Indications, military, 318
Indicator, distance, 493
Individuality of the soldier, 5
Infantry, 25

„ ambuscades, 316

,, arms of, 26

,, attacking in line, 380

,, brigade of, 183

,, camp of, 248

, ,
charges, 380

,, distance at which distinguis:

able, 491

,, division of, 184

,, effective range of, 26, 379

„ entraining of, 472

„ qeuipment, 27

,, establishment of, 28

,, fighting in line, 286, 383

,, fire, effect of, 389

,, in action, 378

„ „ space occupied by, 3

„ in a defensive position, 381

,, mounted, 37, 288, 320, 361, 3(3

399
„ movement by rail of, 478

„ native, 35

,, on the march, ground cover:

by, 34°.
,, organisation of, 25, 26

„ pace of, 324

,, parade of, time required for,

;

,, pioneers’ tools, 27

,, scouting parties, 316

„ size of, 25

„ soldier’s kit, 29

„ squares, 341, 386

,, standard height of, 25

,, time required for parade by,
;

„ tonnage required for, 197, 198:

,, transport, 27

,, versus cavalry, 376

,,
weight carried by, 29

,,
weight of, 422

Information to be in pocket-book, 7

„ to be remembered, 13

,, to obtain, 167
Inhabitants of besieged places, 405

,, to question, 167, 307, 308
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INH LEN

Inhabitants, ill-usage of, 171

,, proportion of to fireplaces, 266
Initial velocity of M.-H. rifle, 26
Inkerman, 141
Inspection of animals, 90

,, of meat, 90
,, parade, time required for, 325
„ of troopships, 194
„ „ report of, 222

,, troops ordered to embark, 227
Inspector, field of, L. of C., 152
Instructions written during an action, 140
Instruments for surveying, 12, 490

,, medical, at sea, 220
Insurrection, suppression of, 411
Intelligence department, 166

Kettles, officers’, 8
Kicking boards, 21a
Kicks, treatment of, 75
Killed and wounded, list of, 143

,, ,, proportion between, 120
Kilometre and yard, 510
Kit, officer’s, 8, 9

,, cavalry soldier's, 17

,, infantry ,, 29
Kitchen, 235
Knapsacks at sea, 229
Knots, to tie, 443
Knowledge, topographical, 128

Kopf’s soup, 98

,, false, 170
Intelligent departure from orders, 144
Interpreters, 175
Interrogating prisoners, 169

,, the inhabitants, 307, 308
Intervals between troops, 248, 340

,, in encampments, 248
Intrenching tools, weight of, 33

„ carriage of, 26
Investment of places, 399
Iron bridges, destruction of, 503
Ironclads, draught of, 239
Irons, leg, 206
Iron and steel to be nickeled, 12
Irregular warfare, 286
Issue of stores, 100, 101
Issuing-room at sea, 204

,, stores for, 206
Italian rifle, 26
Itinerary, 321, 494

TACK, lifting, weight of, 104
J Journal, 13

Journey, long, on horseback, 72

„ of troops by rail, 478
Judging distances, 128, 491

T^AFFIR WARS, 414
Kahars, 419

Kajamahs, 25, 418
Kettles, camp, 104

T AAGER of waggons, 409
Labourers, 62, 156

Ladders, accommodation, 115, 205

„ step, 205
Lakes, reconnaissance of, 313
Lamps and lanterns at sea, 205
Lancaster carbine, weight of, 54
Lances, weight of, 14, 17

,, conveyance of, by rail, 474
Lancers, weight of, 14
Land, yield of, in hay and straw, 87
Landing in face of an enemy, 240
Landing places, selection of, 239
Land transport, 64
Languages, knowledge of, 8

Lascarpal, 104
Lashings for bridges, 437, 443, 444
Lasso, weight of, 17
Latrines, 256

„ in the trenches, 401

,, on board ship, 203

Launches, steam, 201

Laying out a road, 447, 449
Lazarette deck, 203

Leakage, allowance for, in casks, 427
" Lean-to,” 269
Leather, brown, to clean, 15

Leg, fractured, 279
Leg-irons, 206

Legibility of handwriting, 135
Lemonade, to make, 276

Length of columns on the march, 340

„ teams, 340
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LET

Letters, prepayment of, 164
Levying contributions, 158
Life boats, 200

,, buoys, 205
Lifting jack, 104
Lift pumps at sea, 204
Light balls, use of, 392
Light cavalry, weights for, 18
Light, ration of, 100
Lightning conductors, 205
Limber, gun, 44, 50

,, ammunition, 44, 50
Limbs, broken, 279, 280
Lime, use of, at sea, 217, 220, 257
Lime-juice, 94
Line, fighting, 286

,, to pass across a river, 434
,, of communications, 149
,, medical staff on, 116

„ field inspector of, 152

,, veterinary arrangements for, 160

,, remount depots on, 161

,, troops to guard, 165
Linen, table, at sea, 202

,, bed ,, 202
Loading of pack animals, 83
Loads for pack animals, 109

» .. waggons, 19, 21, 22, 23
,, on bridges, 422

Lock for frame bridges, single and double,

441
_

Locomotive, fuel and water for, 468

,, destruction of, 460
,, power of, on gradients, 467
,, runs, 463
,, under repair, proportion, 468
,, weight of, 468

Log huts, 265
Long journeys on horseback, 72
Loose boxes at sea, 208
Loss of men and horses, 186
Lotion, healing, horses, 75
Lushai dandie, 122

Luxuries, 8

TyTACHINE GUNS, 15, 51, 52
Madras cavalry, 24, 25

„ infantry, 35

MAR

M adras artillery, 43
Magazines, formation of, 322

,, on board ship, 204

„ powder, 444
,, provisions, 153

Magazine rifle, 15
Maltese cart, 68
Manes, hogged, 76
Manganese, 220
Mange ointment, 75

,, to cure, 80
Mangers at sea, 212
Manoeuvres, gradients admitting of, 359
Maori wars, 412
Maps for sendee, 289

,, scale of English,

„ „ foreign, 494
,, use of, 316

,, ,, in road-making, 449
Marauding, 263
Marches, 319
March, attacks when on the, 341

,, time occupied on the, 323

,, discipline on the, 336

,, forced, 321

,, from train to camp, 482

,, of an Army Corps, order of, 326

,, of cattle, 89
,, a division, order of, 330
,, hour of starting on, 323, 325

,, halts during the, 323

,, in hot countries, 95, 323
,, in unhealthy localities, 337
,, length of the, 323
„ night, 325

,, obstruction on the, 337, 338
„ opening out on the, 324
„ orders for the, 322, 331

,, space occupied on the, 327

,, staff duties during the, 335
,, to attack, 367

Marching into camp, 243

,, practice in, 272
,, rate of, 323

Markets in camp, 177
Marks for stores, 102

Marquee, hospital, 103

,, weight of, 103
Marshes, reconnaissance of, 313
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MAR

Martini-Henry, ammunition, 109

,, rifle, 26

„ ,, barrel, 26

„ „ range and penetra-
tion of, 26

Masses of cavalry, 377
Matches, lucifer, 9
Materials for field magazines, 446

,, bridges, collecting, 393, 420,

w .
443

Mathematical formulas, 505
Mats for horse ships, 235

„ tents, 254
Maul, weight of, 104
Mauser rifle, 26
Maxims for reconnoitring, 317
McDougale’s powder, 220
Meadows, hay, yield of, 87
Meals, hours for, 234
Measures, English and foreign, 510

,, supply of, at sea, 206

,, to be remembered, 13

,, to construct, 509
Measuring baggage, 223

,, distances, 13, 507
„ heights, 507, 508

,, practice of, 13
Measurement of gun material, 46
Meat, 90

,, how to cook, 273
,, inspection of, 90
,, preserved, 93
,, ration of, 96
,, salt, 91

„ supplies of, 89
„ transport of, 89

Medical arrangements, 117

„ carriages on West Coast of Africa,
116

,, comforts at sea, 220

„ department, 109
„ equipment, 122

n ,, at sea, 115, 220

,, establishment with European
regiments, 117

,, „ with native regi-

ments, 24, 35, 1 19
,, field companion, 122

,, hints, 278

MON
Medical panniers, 122

„ staff on L. of C. and B. of O.,
113. 114

,, stores, 93, 283
,, ,, at sea, 220

Medicines for horses at sea, 216

,, for detached parties, 283
,, chests, veterinary, 126

Memorandum-book, size, &c., 9
Memory, 13
Men and officers, number a ship can carry,

202
Men, waste in, 118, 186

,, per yard in position, 356
,, proportion of, available for action,

119
Mending clothes, 271
Mensuration, 505
Mess officers in the field, 9, 13

,, kit in the field, 13

„ on board ship, 202

,, soldier’s kit at sea, 206
Messages, important, 140

,, to be numbered, 140

,, sent by|orderlies, 140

,, ,, in action, 140

,, verbal, 141

,, wording of, 140

,, written, 140
Metalling of roads, 450
Metric system, 514
Metz, 397, 405
Military bridges, 420

,, considerations in encamping,

243

,,
conveyances, 08

,,
indications, 318

,, operations, reports on, 137

„ roads, cross-section on, 448

,,
science, essential for S. on S.,

120

„ secretary, 133

,, spirit and discipline, 3, 5, 6

„ surveys, 134

„ trains, speed of, 466

,, units, tonnage required for, 198
M.-H. ammunition, 26, 109
Money, supply of, 124, 151

,, in lieu of contributions, 158
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Money, table of foreign, 510

„ prize, 165
Monsoon, 285
Moon’s influences, 284

,, phases, 12, 284
Morale of soldiers, 5
Morse alphabet, 487
Mosquitoes, to keep off, 282]

Mountain battery, 42
Mountains, reconnaissance of, 312
Mounted infantry, kit, 35

,, troops, clothing of, 17

Movement of an army, orders for, 321

,, troops by rail, 320, 478

,, influence of slopes on, 359

,, indication of, 318
Mozambique, prevailing wind, 285
Mud roofs, 264
Mule, the, 76

„ at sea, 214

,, equipment, 77, 78

„ lines, 74
„ load of, 76, 77

,, rations for, 77
„ shoes, 126

,, water required by, 77
Muleteers, proportion required, 84, 417

„ arming of, 417
Musketry fire, effect of, 389
Mustard and cress, 270

„ emetic, 230
Music, importance of, 336
Mutton, 93

TvJAILS, iron, 13
to treat ingrowing, 336

,, horse-shoe, no, required, 128

Names of persons and places to be printed,

Naphtha for burning bridges, 396
Narcotics, poisoning from, 231

Nations, railway rolling stock per mile

of several, 467
Native regiments, establishment of, 24,

35

,, cavalry, 24
,, drivers, 84

„ followers, 24, 35, 417

and

Native infantry, 35

,, rations, 99
,, rations at sea, 99

Navy, boats used in, dimensions
weights of, 430

,,
communication with, by signal, 257,

487
„ duties of at B. of 0 . 154

,, not to interfere with base, 155
Necessaries, provision of, 151

Net and gross in rations, 96
Newspaper correspondents, 178
Night attacks, 299, 391

,, caps for campaigning, 10

,, marches, 325

,, reconnaissances, 317

,, surprises, protection against, 412
Nile valley, prevailing wind, 283
Nitre for horses, 217
Nitro-glycerine, 301
Nordenfeldt guns, 51
North, S.E. & \V., expressions to be

used in orders, 141

,, to find the true, 493
Norton’s tube wells, 259
Nosebags, 17
Number of troops, to estimate, 317

,, for transports, 202

,, of orders and messages, 140

,, of telegraph-poles per mile, 13

/"A ATS, straw, yield of, 87
Obedience to orders, 143

Obstacles, 499
abattis, 499
chevaux de frise, 500
entanglements, 500
value in positions, 358
on the march, 338
use of, 296

,, to guard against night*

attacks, 412
Obturator, De Bange’s, 45
Occupation of a position, 391
Offal, allowance to be made for, 90
Offences on line of march, 336
Offensive operations, 383
Officers’ arms, 11
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Officers, advice to, 2

„ ,, ordered on service, 2

,, and gentlemen, 3

,, baggage, 8

,, cabins at sea, 202

,, canteen, 9
„ carrying flag of truce, 299
,, chargers, height of, 14

,, company, importance of, 2, 387
,, dealings with his men, 2

,, and men, number a ship can
carry, 202

,, dress for service, 7
,, employed on outpost duty, 289

,, field equipment of, 8

,, field, of the day, 261

,, general, 144

,, mounted, 12

,, of the day, 261

,, horses, shoeing of, 126

,, kettles, 8

„ kit, 8, 9
,, made prisoners, 147

,, mess at sea, 202

„ messing of, in the field, 9, 13

,, staff, 132

,, ,, duties of, 132

,, valise, 9
,, what they should remember, 13

„ with working parties, 402
,, when wounded, 5

Office of Comdt. of Base, 156

„ ,, naval officer, 154
„ „ S.C., 159

Official letters, 135
„ ,, twaddle in, 136

Oil, ration of, 100
Ointment, hoof, 75

„ mange, 75
Onions, bushel of, 87
Opening out on the march, 324

,, of the trenches, 400
Openings, to place beams over, 442

,, in walls for carriages, 67
Operations, base of, 153

,, defensive, 381

,, offensive, 383
Opium, poisoning by, 281
Opposed embarkation, 236

Order of march, 325
,, battle, 186

Orderlies, carrying messages, 140

,, camp, 262

,, hospital, number required, 121

Orders, delivery of verbal, 133, 141

,, for embarkation, 228

,, ,, the march, 331
„ general, 139

,, issue of, 139

,, numbering of, 140

,, obedience to, 145

,, receipt of, 139
,, verbal, 141

,, wording of, 140

,, written during an action, 140

Ordnance, captured, 145

,, charge for, 44
,, commonly in use, 44, 45, 53

„ store department, 100

Organisation of our army, 14

,, for small wars, 188

,, of artillery, 40, 41

,, of cavalry, 14

,, of infantry, 25, 26

,, of lines of communication, 150

,-, of transport, 59
Origin of disease, 272
O. S. D., 100
Otter, an, 432
Outposts, 287

,, must not shut itself up, 296

,, no compliments paid by, 298

,, relief of, 297

,,
signalling with, 292

,,
strengthening of, 296

,, to be under arms before day-
light, 297

Ovens in use, 89

„ field, 39
,, steam, 89

Overbank, gun carriages, 51, 404

Owners of ships, stores supplied by, 202

Oxen, 90

,,
load for, 78

,, pack, 78

,,
rations for, 78

„ transport, 71

,, water required by, 78
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OXE

Oxen on waggon, South African, 69

PACE of artillery, 324
„ baggage trains, 324
,, cavalry, 72, 324
,, infantry, 324
„ length of, 491
„ pack animals, 78
,, transport, 72

,, the horse, 72
Pacing, method of, 491
Pack animals, 64

,, load of, S. A. A. for, 109

,, loading of, 83

„ rations for, 74, 77, 78, 79,

81, 82

,, supply of, 163

,, versus carts, 64
,, watering of, 73

Packing cases for provisions, 89
Pack-saddles, 77, 122
Pack transport, 64, 84
Packages, food made up in, size of, 89
Pad ox, 78
Pal, Lascar, 104
Panniers, medical, 2r, 122
Parade, time required by 3 arms for,

325
Parallel, the first, 402
Parapets, 497
Parking baggage, 363
Park, R.A. and R.E., position for, 401
Passage of bridges, 393

„ fords, 395
„ rivers, 393

Passports, 176
Paths in camp, to make, 261
Patients, proportion of, to doctors, 121
Patrolling, 298
Pay, army, department, 121
Paymaster, 124
Peas, weight of bushel, 87
Peck, to make, 509
Pedometer, Z2
Penetration of rifle bullets, 26

,, shells, 46
Pepper, ration of, 94
Personal cleanliness, 4, 271

POL

Persons’ names to be omitted, 138
Pharmacy waggon, 122
Photographs on passports, 176
Phosphorous, poisoning by, 282
Physical condition of men and animals,

118

,, memoranda, 506
Physique, importance of, 128
Pickaxes, weight of, 15

„ per regiment, 34
Picketing horses, 72
Piers, crib, 439

,, of casks, pontoons, or boats, 425,
428

,, to launch, 439, 440
Pig, weight of, 90
Pigeons, carrier, 398
Pilot-engine, 480
Pincers, weight of, 15
Pioneers’ tools, infantry, 27

,, ,, weight of, cavalry, 15
Piquets, 246

,, inlying, 261

,, relief of, 297
,, when attacked, 297

Pitch of roof, 265
Pitching tents, 24c)

Plains, formation in, 360
,, reconnaissance of, 313

Plans of cities, 267

,, positions, 304, 361

,, scales for, 304, 361
Plank roads, 452
Platforms, car, 469

„ gun, 47
,, radway, 469
,, slope of, 498

Plum-pudding, to make, 276
Pocket-book for service, 9

,, subjects for note in, 7
Points of the compass, 141
Poisonous bites, 282
Poisons, 281

Poles, telegraph, 13
Police, 170

,, conservancy, 156

,, in besieged cities, 405

,, in cities at B. of O., 156

,, on railways, 480
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POL

Police on board ship, 233
Ponds, reconnaissance of, 313
Ponies, 77

„ lines, 86

,, rations of, 77
Pontoon bridge, to cross, 423
Pontoons, 56, 425

_

,,
proportion of, required, 188

,, tonnage required by, 68

„ train, 425

,, troop, establishment of, 56
Population, to estimate, 266
Portable horse-boxes, 213
Positions, 355

,, attack of, 369

,, defence of, 361

,, defensive, 361

,, frontage of troops in, 356, 357
,, occupation of, 361

,, of generals in action, 147

,, military considerations in select-

ing. 243. 355
,, troops to extent of, 356

,, reconnaissance of, 310

,, sanitary considerations in se-

lecting, 243

,, the keys of, 363

,, ,, where to b» sought
for, 361

Posts, defence of, 302

,, examining, 294
Post-office, 164
Postman, camp, 262
Potatoes, bushel of, 87

,, to cook, 275
Powder barrel, 107

,, contained in sandbag, 502
• „ gun, 107

,, hose, rate of burning, 502

,, magazines, 444
,, versus gun-cotton, 501

Power, animal, 77, 78, So, 82

,, horse, 67
Practice in marching, 272

,, measuring distances, 13, 128

Praise, bestowal of, 2

Precautions against grass fires, 412

„ in selecting sites for encamp-
ments, 243

PRO

Precautions, night surprises, 293, '296, 298,

392, 412

,, sanitary, in the Terai, 337
Press censor, 179
Pressing transport, 159
Primers, gun-cotton, 501
Printing-press waggon, 55

,, of names and places, 140
Prismatic compass, measurements by, 507

„ „ use of, 490
Prisons at sea, 204
Prisoners, care of, 147

,, escorts for, 147

,,
interrogating, 169, 304

,, officers made, 147
Prize-money, 163
Proceedings of courts martial, 171

Proclamation, 307
Profile of works, 497
Projectiles, artillery, 44, 107

Proper names to be printed, 140

Prophylactic against fever, 280

Proportion between the three arms, 186,

137

,, of batteries to divisions, 184

,,
doctors to sick, 121

,, gunners to guns, 46

,, guns to men, 187

,,
men to enceinte, 302

„ ,, fires at night, 267

,, ,, cavalry horses, 187

,, „ yards, 327, 328, 329

„ „ „ in positions, 356

,,
numbers to fighting strength,

”9
,,

reserve to garrison, 302

,, sick to be calculated for, 117

)( ,, on West Coast of Africa,

1 19

,,
shoeing-smiths to horses, 125

„ veterinary surgeons to horses,

“5
Protection against grass fires, 412

„ ,, night surprises, 293,

, 296, 298, 392, 412

„ of bridges, 435
,, railroads, 456

Provisions, bulk of, 96

,, conveyance of, by sea, 196
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PRO RAT

Provisions for transports, 202

,, how packed, 92

,, rations of, 96
Provost-marshal, 171
Prussic acid, poisoning from, 281

Puckals, 418
Puddings, to make, 274, 276
Pulse, rate of, 507
Pumps at sea, 204

„ Bastier, 259
,, field, 259
,, for floating bridges, 424

,, Norton’s tube, 259
Punishment, 5

„ in the field, 2, 3, 177
Purchase of provisions, 153
Purgative, horse, 75
Purification of water, 95_
Pursuits, use of cavalry in, 187, 351

Qualifications for command, 128

„ staff officers’, 127

Quarter and grand guards, 262

Quarters of generals in billets, 267
Quartermaster-general, 139

„ duties, 133

„ when encamped,
261

Questioning prisoners, 169

„ the inhabitants, 307
Quicksands, 312
Quick- time, rate of, 324
Quinine as a ration, 280

15 ACKS, arm, 260

„ at sea, 203

„ sea kit, 203

Rafts, 426, 431

„ to find floating power of, 426

Rail, stores brought by, 481

Railroads, 454
„ capacity of carriages on, 469

,, carriages of, size of, 468

,, destruction of, 457
„ foreign, 455
„ gauge of, 455
,, moving troops by, 462

Railroads, platforms, 469
protection of, 456
reconnaissance of, 310
repair of, 461
rolling-stock required for, 467
sidings, 463
signals, 454
working of, 455

Rails, to twist, 459
to unbend, 461
weights of, 454

Railway carnage, length of, 468
station, march to, 470
to render temporarily useless,

461
Rammers, 498
Ramps, 421
Range of guns, 44, 50

,, effective, 388

,, finders, 289
of rifle muskets, 26

Rapidity of artillery fire, 46
Rations, 96

boat, 98
bulk of, 96
care of, by soldiers on service, 98
extra, 31
for Indian troops, 99
of coal, 99
coolie, 97
for transport animals, 86
of light, 100
measurement of, 96
native soldiers’, 97, 99
„ followers’, 99

of oil, 100
packages of, 89
sea, 218
scale of, enforced by Germans

from French, 159
reserve, 31
scale of substitutes for, 219
of soldiers on service, 96
South Africa, 99
table giving bulk of, 96
water, 95
weight of, 92
wick, 100
wood, 99
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Reaping hook, cut of, 104
Rear guards, 345
„ „ distance from main body,

_ . r
349

Receipes for cooking, 273
Receptacles, refuse, 246
Reconnaissances, 303

by cavalry officers, 306
cut off, 317
minor, 315
of bridges, 31

1

of cities, 308
of encamping grounds,

243
of deserts, 313
of places, 400
of positions, 310
of roads, 309

.. reports of, 317, 495
Redoubts, construction of, 496

,, defence of, 302
Red Sea, prevailing wind, 235
Refuse, disposal of, 246

,, holes, 256
Regimental entrenching tools, 26

,, repairs to waggons, 27

,, reserve ammunition, 27, 105

„ shoeing of animals, 27

,, transport, 18, 27, 65
Regiments, distribution of, in divisions, 186
Registry of correspondence, 137

,, strangers in camp, 177
Reinforcements, demand for, in action,

366
Relief of outposts, 297
Remounts, demands for, 163
Remount depots, 161
Repair of railways, 461

» roads, 453
Report of inspection of troopship, 222
Reports and orders, 141

,, wording of, 141

,, on camping grounds, 244
,, of subordinate commander in

action, 137
Requisition for rations,

„ stores, 101

i , on inhabitants, 159
Reserves, 366

Reserves, ammunition, 27

,, ammunition, columns, 53
,, employment of, 366

,, for outposts, 288

,, necessity of, in bush fighting,

416

,, necessity of in cavalry action,

.
376

,, in assaults, 403
„ in sieges, 402

,, position of, 363
,, regimental, 105

,, strength of, 369, 384
Residences of gentry, 266

,, reconnaissance of, 313
Retaining walls, 451
Reticence, importance of, 134
Retreat, rear guard in a, 347

,, arrangements to be made for a,

353
,, necessity of a good staff during

a, 354> 355
,, of a beaten army, 354
,, through defiles, 350

Returns, complicated, 136

,, disembarkation, 237

,, embarkation, 232

,, for captains of ships, 226

Reveille, hour for, 234
Revetements, 499
Revolver, ammunition for, 109

,, as an arm for cavalry, 14

„ „ drivers, 65

„ #
,,

infantry, n
,, weight of, 14

Rewards, 1, 6

Rheumatism, 280
Ribands in bridging, 420

Rice pudding, to make, 276

Riding long journeys, 72

,,
versus drivin

. , 64

Rifle, 26
ammunition, 26

fire, 121

of foreign armies, 26

magazine, 15

rounds per man, 106

penetration of bullet, 26

range of, 26
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RIF

Rifle, Snider, 26

,, sound of, 293

,, stowing of, at sea, 229

,, weight, & c., of, 26

Riots, city, 411
Rivers, defence of, 395

,, in flood, 312

„ passage of, 393
,, reconnaissance of, 310

,, velocity of, 311

,, width of, to measure, 507
River, to pass a line across, 434
Road, construction of, 447

,, corduroy, 451

,, length of columns on, 340

,, metalling, 450

,, over swamps, 453
,, plank, 452

„ rail, 310
,, reconnaissance on, 309

„ repair of, 453
,, reports on, 309

,, stone for, 430
,, width required for carriages, 67

Roasting, 273
Rockets, 46

,, in bush fighting, 416

„ signal, 47
Rolling stock, destruction of, 460

,,
proportion under repair,

468
' „ railway, 467

„ required, 476
,, table of, 467

,, weight of, 468
Roofs for huts, 264

,, pitch of, 265
Rope lashing, 15, 437
Ropes, picketing, 104

,, strength and weight of, 435
Rot in sheep, 90
Rounds carried by batteries, 104

„ „ cavalry, 16

„ ,, infantry, 104

,, expended in action, 106

,, per gun in fortresses, 107
Routine on board ship, daily, 233

,, in camps, daily, 261
Rubbish, disposal of, 246

SAV

Rules, folding weight of, 15
Rum, 94

,, bulk of, 94
,, ration of, 96

Rumours, spreading false, 135, 242
Running drill, 272
Runs, engine, 463
Ruses, 170
Russian rifle, 26
Rye, straw, yield of, 87

S A. A. boxes, 108
•

,, cart, 108

,, load of, for animals, 109

,, Martini-Henry, 109

,, number of rounds for cavalry, 16

„ ,, „ infantry,

104, 106

,, Snider, 109

„ waggon, 108
Sabretache, 17
Sabugal, affair of, 143
Sack, cavalry corn, weight of, 104

,, of flour, weight of, 91
Saddles, camel, 39

,, equipment on, 67

„ pack, 77, 122

,, weight of, 17
Saddlebags, 12

Saleetans, 39
Salt 95
„ inspection of, 95
,, meat, 91

,, meat, ration of, 96
,, meat, to cook, 274
,, ration of, 92

Sandbags, quantity of earth, will hold, 49
,, „ powder, will hold

502

,, size, 499
Sanitary arrangements in camps, no

,, considerations for camps, 243
,, officer, uselessness of, no
,, precautions in the Terai, 337

Sappers and miners, 58
Sardinian huts, 264
Savage treachery, 412

,, warfare, 190, 412
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SAW

Baw, cross-cut, 104

__
,, hand-, weight of, 15, 104

Bcabbard, 15
Scalds and burns, 280
Beale of medical comfor's at sea, 220

,, rations, 96
,, rations for horses at sea, 217
„ substitutes in rations at sea, 219
,, shade, 493

Beales, foreign map, 494
,, for plans of positions, 361
„ surveys, 490, 493

Science, military, use of, 126
Scorpion bites, 282
Scorbutic, anti-, 270
Scouting, 315
Sea bags, stowing o r

, 203, 229
,, gulls, weather sign of, 285
,, kits, 227
,, rations at, 218

,, transport, 194
_,, transport required for a division, 198
secretary of State for War, 137

,, military, 133
Secret agents, 169

,, correspondence, to conduct, 169
,, _

signals, 396
iecurity of prisoners, 147
iections, cavalry, column of, depth of,

.

340
.

Selection of sites for camp or bivouac,
243

,, staff officers, 127
,, troops for small wars, 150, 414
*> ,, work, 287

Semaphore, railway, 454
Sentences of courts martial, 174
entries and vedettes, 293

„ boxes or shades, 261

,, connecting, 295
,, dress of at sieges, 407
,, protection of, at night, 293

hade, scale of, 493
heep, rot, to discover, 90
„ weight of, 90

heets, waterproof, 18, 29
hells, 44
„ double and star, 45
„ fuzes, 46

SIN

Shells, penetration of, 46
,, shrapnell, 44

Shelter tents, 103

,, trenches, 365
Ships of war at B. of O., 155
„ carrying capacity of, 202

,, fitting up horse stalls in, 209
,, hospital, 114

,, required for a division, 198
,, to find tonnage of, 429

Ships’ stores for officers, 202
Shoeing of chargers, 136

,, horses, 76
,, regimental animals, 27
,, smiths, proportion to

horses, 125
,, ,, weight of tools, 126

Shoes, horse, weight of, 76
,, horse and mule, supply of, 126

„ ,, proportion re-

quired, 126
Shooting theories, fallacy of, 383
Shovels, number of, allowed, 34

„ weight of, 15
Shrapnell, 44
Shunting places, 463
Sick, conveyance of, 37, 116

,, evacuation of, 115

„ horses, 75
,, number of, to be calculated for, 117
,, ,, orderlies required, 121

,, on West Coast of Africa, 119

,, on board ship, 114

,, proportion of, to doctors, 121

Sickle, weight of, 104
Sidings, railroad, 463
Sieges, 399

,, duties of staff at, 401
Siege-gun carriages, 47, 51

„ trains, 47, 404
Signal alphabet, 486

,, book to be kept secret, 480
,, „ Army and Navy, 485
,, flags, 485

railway, 454
,, rockets, 47

Signalling to outposts, 294
„ without apparatus, 484

Sines, table of, 509

2 N
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SIT

Sites for camps, selecting, 243

„ bivouac, ,, 243
Skeleton sketches, 304
Sketch book, block, 12

Sketching ground, 489
Skids to be provided, 48a

Skin, water, 40
Skirmishing, 279

„ order, attacks in, 380

Slabs, gun-cotton, 501
Sleeping on piquet, 297

,, places, 269
Slings, horse, 213 .

,, for frame bridges, single and
treble, 440

Slinging camels, 214

,, horses, 230
Slope of ramps, 421

„ influence of, on manoeuvres, 359
Slow match, rate of burning, 501

Small-arm ammunition, 108

Smiths’ tools, 126

Snake bites, 282

Snider rifle, 26

,,
ammunition, 109

Snow, weight of, 506

Soap, ration of, 99
,, marine, 227

,, soft, to make, rs

Socks, examination of, 273

Soft soap, 15

Soldier, weight carried by, 29

,,
peculiarities of the, 4

,, treatment of the, 2

Sore feet, 31, 281

,, backs, horses’, 75
Sorties, 406
Soudan, water arrangements in, 95, 339
Sound of firing, velocity of, 506

Soup, 273

„ Kopfs, 98 .

South Africa, ration, natives , 99

., transport of troops to, 157

„ waggons, 69

Space for troops in action, 356

,, „ in camp, 248

„ „ on the march, 340

,, cubic, in barracks, 266

„ „ billets, 266

STA

Space, cubic, in cabins at sea, 203

,, ,,
huts, 266

,, ,, stables, 72

Spades, allowance of, 19

,,
Wallace, 27

,, weight of, 19
Spanner, weight of, 15

Spare stalls, proportion of, 203
Spars, lashing, 437, 444
Special correspondents, 178

Specie, care of, 124
Specific gravity of timber, 431
Speed of military train-, 466
Spelling names of places, 140

Spheres, properties of, 506

Spies, 167, 168, 294
Spikes, iron, 15

Spine protectors, 323
Spirit, military, 3
Spirits, issue of, 97, 219
Sprains, to treat, 75
Spurs, weight of, 17

Squares, infantry, 341
Stables, cubic space in, 72

„ duties at sea, 2J6

,, hut, 265

,,
management, 72

,, size of stalls in, 72

Staff, the, 126

„ chief of, 139

,, college, 127

,, French, 128

,, for divisions, 130

,, officers, duties of, 127, 132
after an action

'45
at sieges, 40

401, 402
in action, 14

144
on the marc

335

yy »

yy J)

r

yy yy

yy yy

„ k't, 12
.

„ „ made prisoners, 145

,, ,, selection of, 127

,, sergeants, baggage of, 36, So.

Stalls, size of, 72

,, ,, at sea, 208

,, space at sea, 208
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STA

Star shells, 45
Starting for a march, hour of, 323
Station commandant, 156

,, ,, on railways, 157
,, troughs, 470

Stationery, 20
Steamers as transports, 196

,, for the Nile, 192
Steam launches, 201

,, sapper, 70
Steel work to be lackered, 12, 15
Stern-wheel steamers, 192
Step ladders, 205
Stew, Irish, 274
Stockades, demolition of, 504
Stone, broken, size of, 450

,, hammer, 450
,, paths, 261

,, for roads, 450
Storage accommodation, division of, 156

,, of water, 204 .

Storehouses, 160
Stores, 101

,, brought by rail, 481

,, deficiency of, 237
,, demands for, 101

„ department, 100

,, disembarkation of, 238
,, embarkation of, 196
,, for ships, 202

,, lost, 101

,, marks for, 102

,, medical, 93
,, supplied by shipowners, 202

Storming party, 403, 404
Stragglers, punishment of, 177
straggling, 336
straightening rails, 462
strangers in camp, 177
stratagems of savage races, 412
straw for bedding, 100

,, weight of, 87

^
,, for mats, 254

streams, reconnaissance of, 310
street fighting, 410
strength of ropes, 435

,, fighting, of armies, 119
stretcher, temporary, to construct, 279

„ proportion required, 117

TAC

Stretcher, weight of, 122
Striking tents, 252
Strychnine, poisoning by, 282
Subaltern of the day, duties of, 262
Substitutes for anchors, 434

„ scale of, at sea, 219
Sugar, inspection of, 94

,, ration of, 96
Sulphuric ac :d for fumigation, 220

,, poisoning by, 281
Summary court-martial, 17

1

Sun on the march, 323
Sun-stroke, to treat, 281
Superstructure of bridges, 420

,, ,, of casks, 425
Supplies, collection in fortresses, 405

,, of ammunition, 149, 151

,, of food, 88, 149, 151

,, of horses, 149, 161, 163

,, of men, 149
,, of money, 151

,, obtainable from a county, 149
,, requisition for, 101

Supply company, establishment of, 59
,, trains on the march, 85

Supports, demand for, in action, 366
Surgeons, proportion of, to sick, 121

,, veterinary, proportion of, to

sick horses, 125
Surgical and medical hints, 278
Surprises, night, 412
Surveying, 491

,, instruments, 490
Surveys, military, 134, 489
Swamps, roads over, 453
Swimming horses, 243
Sword-belt, 15

,,
cavalry, 14

,, infantry officer’s, 11

,, uselessness of, for R.A., 46

Syces, establishment of, 24, 25, 43
Symbols for spies, 168

Sympathy between officers and men, 1

'T'ABLE LI MEN at sea, 202
Tactical formations, 286

Tactic 5
,
286

,, artillery, 389, 390, 391
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Tactics, cavalry, 376, 377, 378
„ infantry, 380, 381, 382, 383, 384
,, of savage enemy, 412

Tails cut too short, 76
Tangents, table of, 509
Tanks, water, at sea, 204
Tapping telegraph wires, 170
Tattoo, hour for, 234
Tea, advantages of, 277

,,
inspection of, 94

„ to make, 275
Teams, length of, 340
Telegraph, construction of, 483

,, destruction of, 483
„ equipment, 57, 58, 483

,, poles, 482

,, „ number of, per mile, 13,

482

„ reports on, 310

,, troop, establishment of, 57

„ use of the, 181

,, ,, on the march, 322

,, wire, weight, &c., of, 483

,, quantity required, 483
,, wires, tapping, 170

Telephone at Base, 155
Temperance, benefits from, 277

,, men at sea, 218
Tenders, engine, capacity of, 468

,, to destroy, 460
,
art of pitching, 249, 254
circular, 103, 254
d’abri, 39
digging out, 254
drainage of, 247
E. P., 103
in Bengal, 30, 103
Indian, 104
issue of, 102
operating, 112
pitching, 243
shelter, 39, 103, 253
striking, 252
importable in modern wars, 103
ventilation of, 252
waggons, 23

...
wet, weight of, 103

Terai, sanitary precautions in, 337
Theatre of war, knowledge of, 7

Tents

Thermometers, 508
Tibbin, 74
Tickets of residence for followers, 176

Timber, specific gravity of, 431

,, to find cubic content of, 431
Time and distance, 13

Time required for parade, 325
Tires of carts and waggons, 68

Tobatco, daily ration of, 99
Ton, cubic feet in, 87
Tonnage hired to send troops to Cyprus,

197

„ hired to send troops to South
Africa, 198

„ hired to send troops to the

Transvaal, J98

„ of baggage, measurement for,

200

,, of boats and ships, to find, 429

,,
required for troops, 197

,, ,, stores, 197
Tools, carpenters’, weight of, 22

collar-makers’, weight of, 22

entrenching, for infantry, 26

„ weight of, 33, 34
pioneers’, infantry, 17

„ cavalry, 15

smiths’, weight of, 126

wheelers’, weight of, 126

Topographical department, 134

,, knowledge, advantage of

128

Torpedoes, 502
Torren’s kettle, 104
“Touch,” the importance of, 316

Tourniquet, substitute for, 279
Towns, accommodation in, 266

,, billeting in, 267

,, fighting in, 410

,,
occupation of, 41

1

,,
reconnaissance or

, 308

Traces, weight of, 67

Track of R. A. waggons, &.C., width of, 4

Traction engine, 70
coal and w'atcr consume*-

by, 70
Trade winds, 285

Train to camp, march from, 482

Trains, journey of troops by, 47S
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TRA

Trains, length of, 466

,, length of march for, 67, 324
,, on the line of march, position of,

85

,, despatch of, 463
,, number of carriages in, 466

,, rate at which railway-, can te
despatched, 404

„ rate of march of, 72

„ siege, 47
,, speed of, 466

Tramways, wooden, 453
Transport animals, 72

,, ,, allowance of, in India,

36
r

,, „ care of, 86

,, ,, depSts of, 161

,, „ equipment gear of, 77,

78
„ „ lines for, 74
,, ,, on the march, 85

„ ,, shoeing of, 76, 126

,, by rail, 476, 478
,, carriages, width required for,

67

,, cavalry, regimental, 13

,, company, establishment o r
, 59

,, coolies, 70

,, for bearer company, no
,, general, 66

,, infantry regimental, 65

„ hired, 67, 359
,, land, 64
,, ,, embarkation, 231

,, ,, length of march for, 67

,, of dead meat, 89
., of sick and wounded, 37
„ „ „ by sea, 1 14

,, of stores, 64

,, „ by sea, 196
,, organisation of, 58
,, pack, ?4, 84
,, regimental, 65

,, sea, 194
,, transfer of, 83
,, two-wheeled, 70
,, waggons, 60

Transports, fitting up of, 203

TUN

Transports, numbering of, 201

,, report on, 222

,, Royal Navy, capacity of, 199
Transoms of bridges, 421
Transvaal, transport of troops to the, 198
Travelling gentlemen in camp, 178
Treasure, conveyance of, 123
Treatment of soldiers, 2

Trees, necessity of knowing names of, 313
,, specific gravity of, 431

„ to cut down, 503
Trenches, conservancy of, 401

,, opening, 400

,, reserves in the, 403

„ shelter, 365
#

,, staff duties in the, 401
Trustees, 437
Triangles, properties of, 505
Triangulation, surveying by, 490
Troopships, inspection of, 222

,, H.M.’s, carrying capacity of,

*99
.

,, numbering of, 201

Troops at sea, fitting required for, 203

,, before embarkation, inspection of,

227

,, decks, stores for, 205

„ disembarking from trains, 481

,, during voyage, 233

,, entraining of, 471

,, feeding, when moving by rail, 479

,, guarding L. of C-, 165

,, in action, space required for, 356

,, in positions, distribution of, 361

„ marching to attack, 267

„ moving by rail, 470

,, number in railway carriages, 469

„ „ of carriages required for,

4 76

,, conveyance of, by rail, 470

,,
number of, for positions, 356

„ routine of, at sea, 233

,, space covered by, marching, 340
Tropics, marching in the, 95, 323
Trot, pace of the, 72
Troughs for troops at railway stations, 470

,, watering horses, 258
Tunics, 14
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UNH

TTNHEALTHY districts, marching in,

337
Underground wires, 399
Urinals at sea, 203
Useful formulae, 505

,, weights and measures, 509
Utensils for horse ships, 215

"yALISE, bed, for officers, 10

,, infantry, weight of, 29
„ stowing of, at sea, 229

Variation of compass, 493
Vedettes on outposts, 293
Vegetables, importance of, 218

,, to cook, 275
,, ration of, 96

Velocity of M.-H. bullet, 26

,, falling bodies, 506
,, rivers, 311
,, sound, 506

Velocipedes, use of, 140
Ventilation of huts, 263

,, ships, 204
,, tents, 252

Verbal orders, delivery of, 141
Veterinary arrangements for L. of C., 160

,, chests, weight of, 126

,, department, 123

,, dispensary at sea, 216

„ hints, 75

,,
_

surgeons, proportion of, 125
Victoria Cross, bestowal of, 6
Victualling troops at sea, 218

,, natives at sea, 22

1

Vigilance necessary in patrolling, 298
Villages, accommodation in, 266

,, attack of, 372
,, defence of, 364
,, entrenching of, 352, 364
,, included in positions, 364, 372
,, reconnaissance of, 308
,, to be burnt in retreats, 349

Vinegar for horses at sea, 217
Vision, powers of, 491
Vitriol, poisoning from, 281
Volunteering for dangerous services, 6
Voyage, troops during, 233

WAT
UyAGGON, ambulance, weight of, 122-
vv

,, American, 69
,, ammunition, 47
» „ and store, can

carry, 19
,, bakery, 90
,, bullock, 69
,, carrying capacity of, 68

,, embarkation of, 231
,, gun, 41
i> ,, ammunition in, 41, 471

». „ weight of, 31, 32
,, pontoon, 68

,, S.A.A. rounds in, 27
,, South African, 69
,, space occupied by 340
„ stores, 18, 19
,, table of, 30, 31, 32, 68
„ track of, 68
„ weight of, 19
„ width of road required by,

67
Wallace spade, 27
Wallet, articles carried in, 17
Walls, retaining, 451

,, to destroy, 504
Wars against savage nations, 412
„ small, 188

Washing clothes, 95, 272
,, the body, 95, 271
,, places, 257
,, ,, at sea, stores for, 206

Wasp bites, 282
Waste in men, 119, 180

,, horses, 161, 186
Water, 95

,, amount of, required, 95
„ bags, 363
,, barrels, 290

,, bottle for officers, 9
,, ,, soldiers, 9
,, bottles to be filled, 338

„ „ weight of, 9
,, ,, leather, 39
,, carriage of, in desert, 339
,, closets at sea, 202, 203

,, consumed by locomotives, 468

,, ,, steam sapper, 70

,, cubic foot of, 430
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WAT

Water, depth of, for ironclads, 239
,, effects of bad, 278

,, filters, 258

,, flow in pipes,

,, inspection of, 93
,, parties in camp, 258

,, physical properties of, 93
,, purification of, 95
,, ration of, at sea, 204

,, „ for animals at sea, 217

„ „ asses, 77
,, ,, camels, 81

,, ,, elephants, 83

„ „ horses, 73
, „ men, 95

,, mules, 77
,, ,, oxen, 78

,, skins, 40
,, storage of in redoubts, 498
,, tanks and pumps at sea, 204

,, troughs, 258

„ ,. weight of,

Watering of animals, 73
,, men at stations, 470
„ places, 257

,, ,, inspection of, 178 237

,, trough, 258, 260

,, ,, for men, 470
Waterproof composition, 426

,, sheets, 17

„ bags to hold water, 339
Watticdaub houses, 264
Weather, 283

„ presages, 283
Wedges, properties of, 505
Weight, dead, 422

,, of timber, 431
,, carried by horse, r3

Weights and measures, 509

„ „ foreign, 510
Werndl rifle, 26
West Coast of Africa, number of sick to

be carried, 119
Wharfage, distribution of, 156
Wharves of cribwork, 439

,, numbering of, 229
Wheat, crop, per acre, 87

„ loss in grinding,

„ weight per bushel, 87

ZER

Wheat, straw, yield of, 87
Wheelers’ tools. 126
Wheels, size of, 68

„ track of, 68

,, weight of, 68
Whitewash brushes at sea, 205
Wick, ration of, 100
Width of gates for artillery, 46

„ _
„ waggons, 67

,, rivers, to measure, 507
Wind, influence of during the march, 323
Wind sails at sea, 235
Wines, light, 277
Wire entanglements, 500

,, fences, 500

,, sizes of, 500

,, telegraph, weight of, 483

,, underground, 399
Wood, ration of, 99
Wooden bridges, destruction of, 502

,, tramways, 453
Woods, reconnaissance of, 313
Wording of orders and reports, 140

Working parties, 402

,, ,, officers with, 271, 402

„ ,, of railroads, 455

„ ,, telling off, 40

r

Wounded being picked up, 7

,, difficulty they occa' ion in sav-

age warfare, 1
1 5, 414

,, evacuation of, 113

„ officers, 5, 7 , . , , f
,, proportion to be provided for,

1 19

„ „ of, to killed, 120

,, transport of, 114

Wounds, bleeding from, 278

Wrench, substitute for a, 458
Writing names in printed character, 135

„ legibility of, 135

Yeast powder, 94
Yield of hay per acre, 87

,, straw per acre, 87

ZEMZEMIYEH, 39
Zeriba, 410
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